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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE TO THE
SECOND ENGLISH EDITION.
SINCE the appearance of the first edition of the
present translation of Mach's ..lf[echanics, * the views
which Professor Mach has advanced on the philosophy of science have found wide and steadily increasing acceptance. Many fruitful and elucidative controversies have sprung from his discussions of the
historical, logical, and psychological foundations of
physical science, and in consideration of the great
ideal success which his works have latterly met with
in Continental Europe, the time seems ripe for a still
wider dissemination of his views in English-speaking
countries. The study of the history and theory of
science is finding fuller and fuller recognition in our
universities, and it is to be hoped that the present exemplary treatment of the simplest and most typical
b~anch of physics will stimulate further progress in
this direction.
The text of the present edition, which contains
the extensive additions made by the author to the

* Dze llfechanz"k z"n z"hrer Entwickelung hi'sforz'sch-kritz"sck dtlrgesfellt. Von
Dr. Ernst Mach, Professor an der Universitiit zu Wien. Mit 257 Abbildungen.
First German edition, 1883. Fourth German edition, 1901. First edition of
the English translation, Chicago, The Open Court Publishing Co., r8g3.
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latest German editions, has been thoroughly revised
by the translator. All errors, either of substance or
typography, so far as they have come to the translator's notice, have been removed, and in many cases
the phraseology has been altered. The sub-title of
the work has, in compliance with certain criticisms,
also been changed, to accord more with the wording
of the original title and to bring out the idea that the
work treats of the principles of mechanics predominantly under the aspect of their development (Entwt'ckelung). To avoid confusion in the matter of references,
the main title stands as :ln the first edition.
The author's additions, which are considerable,
have been relegated to the Appendix. This course
has been deemed preferable to that of incorporating
them in the text, first, because the numerous references in other works to the pages of the first edition
thus hold good for the present edition also, and secondly, because with few exceptions the additions are
either supplementary in character, or in answer to
criticisms. A list of the subjects treated in these additions is given in the Table of Contents, under the
heading "Appendix" on page xix.
Special reference, however, must be made to the
additions referring to Hertz's Mechanics (pp. 548-555),.
and to the history of the development of Professor
Mach's own philosophical and scientific views, notably
to his criticisms of the concepts of mass, inertia, absolute motion, etc., on pp. 542-547, 555-574, and 579
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-583. The remarks here made will be found highly
elucidative) while the references given to the rich literature dealing with the history and philosophy of
science will also be found helpful.
As for the rest, the text of the present edition of
the translation is the same as that of the first. It has
had the sanction of the author and the advantage
of revision by Mr. C. S. Peirce, well known for his
studies both of analytical mechanics and of the history and logic of physics. Mr. Peirce read the proofs
of the first edition and rewrote Sec. 8 in the chapter
on Units and Measures, where the original was inapplicable to the system commonly taught in this

country.
THOMAS

LA

SALLE, ILL.,

J.

February, r902.

McCORMACK.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE TRANSLATION.
Having read the proofs of the present translation
of my work, Die fl£echanik in i'/zrer Entw'ickelung, I can
testify that the publishers have supplied an excellent,
accurate, and faithful rendering of it, as their previous
translations of essays of mine gave me every reason to
expect. My thanks are due to all concerned, and
especially to Mr. McCormack, whose intelligent care
in the conduct of the translation has led to the discovery of many errors, heretofore overlooked. I may,
thus, confidently hope, that the rise and growth of the
ideas of the great inquirers, which it was my task to
portray, will appear to my new public in distinct and
sharp outlines.
E. MACH.
PRAGUE, April 8th, 1893.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
THE present volume is not a treatise upon the application of the principles of mechanics. Its aim is
to clear up ideas, expose the real significance of the
matter, and get rid of metaphysical obscurities. The
little mathematics it contains is merely secondary to
this purpose.
Mechanics will here be treated, not as a branch of
mathematics, but as one of the physical sciences. If
the reader's interest is in that side of the subject, if
he is curious to know how the principles of mechanics
have been ascertained, from what sources they take
their origin, and how far they can be regarded as
permanent acquisitions, he will find, I hope, in the~e
pages some enlightenment. All this, the -positive and
physical essence of mechanics, which makes its chief
and highest interest for a student of nature, is in existing treatises completely buried and concealed beneath a mass of technical considerations.
The gist and kernel of mechanical ideas has in almost every case grown up in the investigation of very
simple and special cases of mechanical processes; and
the analysis of the history of the discussions concern-
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ing these cases must ever remain the method at once
the most effective and the most natural for laying this .
gist and kernel bare. Indeed, it is not too much to
say that it is the only way in which a real comprehension of the general upshot of mechanics is to be attained.
I have framed my exposition of the subject agreeably to these views. ·It is perhaps a little long, but, on
the other hand, I trust that it is clear. I have not in
every case been able to avoid the use of the abbreviated and precise terminology of mathematics. To do
so would have been to sacrifice matter to form; for the
language of everyday life has not yet grown to be sufficiently accurate for the purposes of so exact a science
as mechanics.
The elucidations which I here offer are, in part,
substantially contained in my treatise, Die Geschz'chte
und die Wurzel des Satzes von der Erhaltung der Arbeit
(Prague, Calve, r872). At a later date nearly the same
view.s were expressed by KIRCHHOFF ( Vorlesungen iiber
mathematzsc~e Physik: Mechanz"k, Leipsic, r874) and by
HELMHOLTZ (Die Thatsachen in der Wahrnehmung,,
Berlin, 1879), and have since become commonplace
enough. Still the matter, as I conceive it, does not
seem to have been exhausted, and I cannot deem my
exposition to be at all superfluous.
In my fundamental conception of the nature of science as Economy of Thought,-a view which I indicated both in the treatise above cited and in my
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pamphlet, Die Gestalten der Flussfgkeit (Prague, Calve,
1872), and which I somewhat more extensively developed in my academical memorial address, Die iiko1wmische Natur der physikalischen Forschzmg (Vienna, Gerold, 1882,-I no longer stand alone. I have been
much gratified to find closely allied ideas developed,
in an original manner, by Dr. R. AvENARIUS (Philosophz"e als Denken der Welt, gemiiss dem Princip des kleinsten Kraftmaasses, Leipsic, Fues, 1876). Regard for
the true endeavor of philosophy, that of guiding into
one common stream the many rills of knowledge, will
not be found wanting in my work, although it takes a
determined stand against the encroachments of :netaphysical methods.
The questions here dealt with have occupied me
since my earliest youth, when my interest for them was
powerfully stimulated by the beautiful introductions of
LAGRANGE to the chapters of his Analytic Mechant"cs, as
well as by the lucid and lively tract of JOLLY, Princzpien
der Mechanz"k (Stuttgart, 1852). If DuEHRING's estimable work, Kr£tische Geschichte der Principien der Mechanz"k (Berlin, 1873), did not particularly influence
me, it was that at the time of its appearance, my ideas
had been not only substantially worked out, but actually
published. Neverthele~s, the reader will, at least on
the destructive side, find many points of agreement
between Diihring's criticisms and those here expressed.
The new apparatus for the illustration of the subject, here figured and described, were designed entirely
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by me and constructed by Mr. F. Hajek, the mechanician of the physical institute under my control.
In less immediate connection with the text stand
the fac-simile reproductions of old originals in my possession. The quaint and nai've traits of the great inquirers, which find in them their expression, have always exerted upon me a refreshing influence in my
studies, and I have desired that my readers should
share this pleasure with me.

E.
PRAGUE,

May, 1883.

MACH..

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.
IN consequence of the kind reception which this
book has met with, a very large edition has been exhausted in less than five years. This circumstance and
the treatises that have since then appeared of E. \Vohlwill, H. Streintz, L. Lange, ]. Epstein, F. A.

~Hiller,

]. Popper, G. Helm, :M. Planck, F. Poske, and others
are evidence of the gratifying fact that at the present
day questions relating to the theory of cognition are
pursued \Vith interest, which twenty years ago scarcely
anybody noticed.
As a thoroughgoing revision of my work did not
yet seem to me to be expedient, I have restricted myself, so far as the text is concerned, to the correction
of typographical errors, and have referred to the works
that have appeared since its original publication, as

far as possible, in a few appendices.
E.
PRAGUE,

June,

I 888.

MACH.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.
THAT the interest in the foundations of mechanics
is still unimpaired, is shown by the works published
since 1889 by Budde, P. and J. Friedlander, H. Hertz,
P. J ohannesson, K. Lasswitz, MacGregor, K. Pearson,
J. Petzoldt, Rosenberger, E. Strauss, Vicaire, P.
Volkmann, E. Wohlwill, and others, many of which
are deserving of consideration, even though briefly.
In Prof. Karl Pearson (Grammar of Sdence, London, J.892), I have become acquainted with an inquirer
with whose epistemological views I am in accord at
nearly all essential points, and who has always taken
a frank and courageous stand against all pseudoscienti.fic tendencies in science. Mechanics appears
at present to be entering on a new relationship to
physics, as is noticeable particularly in the publica. tion of H. Hertz. The nascent transformation in our
conception of forces acting at a distance will perhaps
be influenced also by the interesting investigations of
H. Seeliger ("Ueber das Newton'sche Gravitationsgesetz," Sitzungsberi'cht der Mz"inchener Akademie, r896),
who has shown the incompatibility of a rigorous interpretation of Newton's law with the assumption of an
unlimited mass of the universe.
VIENNA, January, 1897.
E. Mach.

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.
number of the friends of this work appears to
have increased in the course of seventeen years, and
the partial consideration which my expositions have
received in the writings of Boltzmann, Foppl, Hertz,
Love, Maggi, Pearson, and Slate, have awakened in
me the hope that my work shall not have been in
vain. Especial gratification has been afforded me by
finding in J.B. Stallo (The Concepts of Modern Physics)
another staunch ally in my attitude toward mechanics,
and in W. K. Clifford (Lectures and Essays and The
Common Sense of the Exact Sciences), a thinker of kindred aims and points of view.
New books and criticisms touching on my discussions have received attention in special additions,
which in some instances have assumed considerable
proportions. Of these strictures, 0. Holder's note on
my criticism of the Archimedean deduction (Denken
und Anschauung i'n der Geometri'e, p. 63, note 62) has
been of special value, inasmuch as it afforded me the
opportunity of establishing my view on still firmer
foundations (see pages 5r2-517). I do not at all dispute that rigorous demonstrations are as possible in
mechanics as in mathematics. But with respect to
THE
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the Archimedean and certain other deductions, I am
still of the opinion that my position is the correct
one.
Other slight corrections in my work may have
been made necessary by detailed historical research,
but upon the whole I am of the opinion that I have
correctly portrayed the picture of the transformations
through which mechan,ics has passed, and presumably
will pass. The original text, from which the later insertions are quite distinct, could therefore remain as
it :first stood in the first edition. I also desire that no
changes shall be made in it even if after my death a
new edition should become necessary.
VIENNA,

January, rgor.

E.

MACH.
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INTRODUCTION.
L THAT branch of physics which is at once the old-Thescience
of mechan. lest an d wh.ich is
. t h erefore treated ics.
est an d t h e s1mp
as introductory to other departments of this science,
is concerned with the motions and equilibrium of
masses. It bears the name of mechanics.
2. The history of the development of mechanics,
is quite indispensable to a full comprehension of the
science in its present condition. It also affords a simple and instructive example of the processes by which
natural science generally is developed.
An instinctive, irreflective knowledge of the processes Instinctive
.
l
d h
. . . knowledge.
of nature will doubt ess ahvays prece e t e scientific,
conscious apprehension, or im. wtigation, of phenomena. The former is the outcome of the relation in
which the processes of nature stand to the satisfaction of our wants. The acquisition of the most elementary truth does not devolve upon the individual
alone: it is pre-effected in the development of the race.
In point of fact, it is necessary to make a dis- Mech~nical
tinction between mechanical experience and mechan- experiences
ical science, in the sense in which the latter term is at
present employed. Mechanical experiences are, unquestionably, very old. If we carefully examine the
ancient Egyptian and Assyrian monuments, we shall
find there pictorial representations of many kinds of

2

The me·

~wk~

implements and mechanical contrivances; but ac.
.
the sc1ent1fic knowledge of these peoples
. cone l usIVe
. ly to a
are e1t er totally . l ack"mg, or pomt
very inferior grade of attainment. By the side of
highly ingenious appliances, we behold
the crudest and roughest expedients employed-as the use of
sleds, for instance, for
the transportation of
enormous blocks of
stone. All bears an
instinctive, unperfected, accidental character.
So, too, prehistoric
graves contain implements whose construction and employment
imply no little skill
and much mechanical
experience. Thus,long
before theory was
dreamed of, implements, machines, mechanical
experiences, and mechanical
knowledge were abundant.
3. The· idea often
suggests itself that
perhaps the incomplete accounts we pos-

knowl~d~e counts of
of ant1qu1ty
• h

Have we
underrated
it?
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sess have led us to underrate the science of the ancient
world. Passages occur in ancient authors whicl;i seem
to indicate a profounder knowledge than we are wont
to ascribe to those nations. Take, for instance, the
following passage from Vitruvius, .De Architectura,
Lib. V, Cap. III, 6 :
"The voice is a flowing breath, made sensible to A passage
"the organ of hearing by the movements it produces~~~~~ Vitru" in the air. It is propagated in infinite numbers of
"circular zones· exactly as when a stone is thrown
"into a pool of standing water countless circular un" dulations are generated therein, which, increasing
"as they recede from the centre, spread out over a
"great distance, unless the narrowness of the locality
'' or some· obstacle prevent their reaching their ter" mination ; for the first line of \Vaves, when impeded
"by obstructions, throw by their backward swell the
"succeeding circular lines of ·waves into confusion.
"Conformably to the very same law, the voice also
"generates circular motions; but with this distinction,
"that in water the circles, remaining upon the surface,
''are propagated horizontally only, while the voice is
"propagated both horizontally and vertically."
Does not this sound like the imperfect exposition Controvert•
• ed by other
of a popular author, drawn from more accurate d1sqm- evidence.
sitions now lost? In what a strange light should we
ourselves appear, centuries hence, if our popular literature, which by reason of its quantity is less easily
destructible, should alone outlive the productions of
science? This too favorable view, however, is very
rudely shaken by the multitude of other passages containing such crude and patent errors as cannot be conceived to exist in any high stage of scientific culture.
(See Appendix, I., p. 509.)
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4. When, where, and in what manner the development of science actually began, is at this day difficult
historically to determine. It appears reasonable to
assume, however, that the instinctive gathering of experiential facts preceded the scientific classification of
them. Traces of this process may still be detected in
the science of to-day; indeed, they are to be met with,
now and then, in ourselves. The experiments that
man heedlessly and instinctively makes in his struggles to satisfy his wants, are just as thoughtlessly and
unconsciously applied. Here, for instance, belong the
primitive experiments concerning the application of
the lever in all its manifold forms: But the things
that are thus unthinkingly and instinctively discovered,
can never appear as peculiar, can never strike us as
surprising, and as a rule therefore will never su,pply an
impetus to further thought.
The funcThe transition from this stage to the classified,
tions of spe•
. fi k
1 d.
d
l
.
ff
fi b
ciaI classes sc1ent1 c now e ge an appre 1ens10n o acts, rst ein
the
de"bl
h
.
f
.
1
1
d provelo~ment comes poss1 e on t e nse o specia c asses an
of science. fessions who make the satisfaction of definite social
wants their lifelong vocation. A class of this sort occupies itself with particular kinds of natural processes.
The individuals of the class change ; old members
drop out, and new ones come in. Thus arises a need
of imparting to those who are newly come in, the
stock of experience and knowledge already possessed;.
a need of acquainting them with the conditions of the
The _!=o~- attainment of a definite end so that the result may be
~~~~~l~n determined beforehand. The communication of knowledge.
· t h us t h e fi rst occasion
· t h at compels d:rstinct
·
e d ge is
reflection, as everybody can still observe in himself.
Further, that which the old members of a guild mechanically pursB.e, strikes a new member as unusual
The origin
of science.
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and strange, and thus an impulse is given to fresh reflection and investigation.
\Vhen we wish to bring to the knowledge of a per- Invol~e5;
descnpnon.
son any phenomena or processes of nature, we have
the choice of two methods : we may allow the person to
observe matters for himself, when instruction comes
to an end; or, we may describe to him the phenomena
in some way, so as to save him the trouble of personally making anew each experiment. Description,
however, is only possible of events that constantly recur, or of events that are made up of component
parts that constantly recur. That only can be described, and conceptually represented which is uniform
and conformable to law; for description presupposes
the employment of names by which to designate its
elements ; and names can acquire meanings only when
applied to elements that constantly reappear.
5. In the infinite variety of nature many ordinary Aconception
unitary
events occur; while others appear uncommon, per- of nature.
plexing, astonishing, or even contradictory to the ordinary run of things. As long as this is the case we
do not possess a well-settled and unitary conception of
nature. Thence is imposed the task of everywhere
seeking out in the natural phenomena those elements
that are the same, and that amid all multiplicity are
ever present. By this means, on the one hand, the
most economical and briefest description and communication are rendered possible; and on the other, The nature
. d t h e s k'll
knowl·
when once a person has acquire
i
o f recog- of
edge.
nising these permanent elements throughout the greatest range and variety of phenomena, of seeing them in
the same, this ability leads to a comprehensi'l•e, compact,
consistent, and facile conception of the facts. When once
we have reached the point where we are everywhere

6
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The adap- able to detect the
tation of
•
•
d.
thoughts to mg m the or mary
facts.
•
f

same few simple elements, combinmanner, t h en t h ey appear to us as
. d,
tlungs that are arn1·1·iar; we are no 1anger surpnse
there is nothing new or strange to us in the phenomena, ·we feel at home with them, they no longer perplex us, they are c~tplained. It is a process of adaptation
of thoughts to facts with which we are here concerned.
The econ6. Economy of communication and of apprehen~~~~~t. sion is of the very essence of science. Herein lies
its pacificatory, its enlightening; its refining element.
Herein, too, we possess an unerring guide to the historical origin of science. In the beginning, all economy
had in immediate view the satisfaction simply of bodily
wants. With the artisan, and still more so with the
investigator, the concisest and simplest possible knowledge of a given province of natural phenomena-a
knowledge that is attained with the least intellectual
expenditure-naturally becomes in itself an economical aim; but though it was at first a means to an end,
when the mental motives connected therewith are once
developed and demand their satisfaction, all thought
of its original purpose, the personal need, disappears.
Further deTo find, then, what remains unaltered in the phe,:elopment
ofthese
nomena of nature, to discover the elements thereof
ideas.
and the mode of their interconnection and interdependence-this is the business of physical science. It endeavors, by comprehensive and thorough description,
to make the waiting for new experiences unnecessary;
it seeks to save us the trouble of experimentation, by
making use, for example, of the known interdependence of phenomena, according to which, if one kind of
event occurs, we may be sure beforehand that a certain
other event will occur. Even in the description itself
labor may be saved, by discovering methods of de-
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scribing the greatest possible number of differeat ob- Thei~ pres·
.
d. h
.
' l.
. ent d1scus·
3ects at once an m t e concisest manner. All t 11s will sion merely
f
.
f
d
. preparatory
.
.
b e ma d e c1earer by t h e exammat10n o pomts o etail
than can be done by a general discussion. It is fitting,
however, to prepare the way, at this stage, for the
most important points of outloo~ which in the course
of our work we shall have occasion to occupy.
7. We now propose to enter more minutely into the Proposed
·
·
· · and , at t h e same time,
·
· h out plan
of
su b3ect
o f our mqu1nes,
\VIt
treatment.
making the history of mechanics the chief topic of
discussion, to consider its historical development so
far as this is requisite to an understanding of the present state of mechanical science, and so far as it does
not conflict with the unity of treatment of our main
subject. Apart from the consideration that we cannot
afford to neglect the great incentives that it is in our
power to derive from the foremost intellects of all The incent•ves de·
epochs, incentives which taken as a whole are more rived from
.
contact
frmtful than the greatest men of the present day are with tI1e
.
.
great mtela ble to offer, there is no grander, no more mtellectually lects of the
elevating spectacle than that of the utterances of the world.
fundamental investigators in their gigantic power.
Possessed as yet of no methods, for these were first
created by their labors, and are only rendered comprehensible to us by their performances, they grapple \vith
and subjugate the object of their inquiry, and imprint
upon it the forms of conceptual thought. They that
know the entire course of the development of science,
will, as a matter of course, judge more freely and And the in·
f
.
crease of
. 'fi
more correct1yo f t h e s1gm cance o anv present sc1en- power
.
h . . •d . } . .
which such
tific movement than thev, w o 1im1te m t ieir views a contact
· wh"ic h t h err
·• own 1'ives h ave been spent, lends.
to the age m
con tern plate mere Iy them omen tary trend that the course
of intellectual events takes at the present moment.

CHAPTER I.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PfHNCIPLES OF
STATICS.
I.

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE LEVER.

The earliest investigations concerning mechanh. h
h
l .
. .
w IC we ave any account, t 1e 111vcstigat10ns
ancient Greeks, related to statics, or to the doctrine of equilibrium. Likewise, when after the taking
of Constantinople by the Turks in r453 a fresh impulse
was imparted to the thought of the Occident hy the ancient writings that the fugitive Greeks brought with
the.m, it was investigations in statics, principally evoked
by the works of Archimedes, that occupied the foremost investigators of the period. (See p. 5 ro.)
Archimedes
2. ARCHIMEDES of Syracuse (287-2r2 B. C.) left
ot Syracuse
h. d h.im a num b er of wntmgs,
··
· severa1
(287-212 e. be m
of which
c.).
have come down to us in complete form. We will
first employ ourselves a moment with his treatise De
.£quiponderantibus, which contains propositions respecting the lever and the centre of gravity.
In this treatise Archimedes starts from the following assumptions, which he regards as self-evident:
Axiomatic
a. Magnitudes of equal weight acting at equal
assumptions et /udistances
(from their point of support) are in equichimedes.
librium.

Tbeearllest
r.
mecbaniaal •
researches ics of
related to
statics.
of the
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b. Magnitudes of equal weight acting at une- Axiomatic
.
f
.
.
assumpqua 1 d1stances ( rom their pomt of support) ate tio.ns of Ar.
.. .
b
.
ch1medes.
not m eqm11bnum, ut the one actmg at the
greater distance sinks.
From these assumptions he deduces the following
proposition :
c. Commensurable magnitudes are in equilibrium when they are inversely proportional to their
distances (from the point of support).
It would seem as if analysis could hardly go behind these assumptions. This is, however, when we
carefully look into the matter, not the case.
Imagine (Fig. 2) a bar, the weight of which is
neglected. The bar rests on a fulcrum. At equal distances from the fulcrum we append two equal weights. That
..----zs:~--~
the two weights, thus circnmstanced, are in equilibri nm, is
Fig. 2.
the assumption from which Archimedes starts. We might suppose that this was self- Analysis of
·
·
the Archiev1'd· ent entirely
apart f rom any experience,
agreea bl y to medea.n
asJ
•
• l
f
ffi
.
l
t .
.
sumpt1ons,
t h e so-ea 11 eCL pnnc1p e o su c1ent reason; t 1a m view
of the symmetry of the entire arrangement there is no
' reason why rotation should occur in the one direction
rather than in the other. But we forget, in this, that
a great multitude of negative and positive experiences
is implicitly contained in our assumption; the negative,
for instance, that dissimilar colors of the lever-arms,
the position of ·the spectator, an occurrence in the vicinity, and the like, exercise no influence; the positive,
on the other hand, (as it appears in the second assumption,) that not only the weights but also their distances from the supporting point are decisive factors
in the disturbance of equilibrium, that they also are cir-

6

6

IO
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cumstances determinative of motion. By the aid of
these experiences we do indeed perceive that rest (no
motion) is the only motion which can be uniquely* determineSJ, or defined, by the determinative conditions
of the case. t
Character
Now we are entitled to regard our knowledge of
andvalueof h
.
d' .
h
ffi .
the Archi- t e decisive con itions of any p enomenon as su Jc1ent
medean rel
.
h
h
d.
.
:l
.
l
sults.
on y m the event t at sue con itions c etenmne tie
phenomenon precisely and uniquely. Assuming the
fact of experience referred to, that the weights and
their distances alone are decisive, the :first proposition
of Archimedes really possesses a high degree of evidence and is eminently qualified to be made the foundation of further investigations. If the spectator place
himself in the plane of symmetry of the arrangement
in question, the first proposition manifests itself, moreover, as a highly imperative instinctive perccption,-a
result determined by the symmetry of our own body.
The pursuit of propositions of this character is, furthermore, an excellent means of accustoming ourselves
in thought to the precision that nature reveals in her
processes.
Thege~~ral
3. We will now reproduce in general outlines the
propos1t1on
.
f h
.
.
of the lever tram o t ought by which Archimedes endeavors to rereduced to
..
the simple duce the general propos1t10n of the lever to the parand
· 1ar an d apparently seIf -ev1'd ent case.
Th e two
ular partlc·
case. ticu
equal weights r suspended at a and b (Fig. 3) are, if
the bar ab be free to rotate about its middle point c, in
equilibrium. If the whole be suspended by a cord at
c, the cord, leaving out of account the weight of the

* So as to leave only a single possibility open.

t If, for example, we were to assume that the weight at the right de- /
scended, then rotation in the opposite direction also would be determined by/
the spectator, whose person exerts no influence on the phenomenon, t11-king
up his position on the opposite side.
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bar, will have to support the weight 2. The equal Thegei:ie.raJ
5
weights at the extremities of the bar supply accor- gf~t~ I~~~~
reduced to
dingly the place of the double weight at the centre.
the simple
and particular case,

a

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

On a lever (Fig. 4), the arms of which are in the
proportion of I to 2, weights are suspended in the proportion of 2 to I. The weight 2 we imagine replaced
by two weights r, attached on either side at a distance
r from the point of suspension. Now again we have
complete symmetry about the point of suspension, and
consequently equilibrium.
On the lever-arms 3 and 4 (Fig. 5) are suspended
the weights 4 and 3. The lever-arm 3 is prolonged
the distance 4, the arm 4 is prolonged the distance 3,
and the weights 4 and 3 are replaced respectively by

·[5···3-·15-·wJ21

2JLS2J /6
Fig. 5.

21 6ctrn~

4 and 3 pairs of symmetrically attached weights t,
in the manner indicated in the figure. Now again we
have perfect symmetry. The preceding reasoning, T~e g.ener·
. h we h ave h ere d eve1ope d w1"tl1 spec1"fi c fi gures, is
. ahsat1on.
wh ic
easily generalised.
4. It will be of interest to look at the manner in
which Archimedes's mode of view, after the precedent
of Stevinus, was modified by GALILEO.
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Galileo's
mode of
treatment.

Galileo imagines (Fig. 6) a heavy horizontal prism,
homogeneous in material compositio,n, suspended by
its extremities from a homogeneous bar of the same
length. The bar is provided at its middle point
with a suspensory attachment.
In this case equin
m
librium will obtain; this
we perceive at once. But
in this case is contained
I
every
other case,-which
2n
2m
Galileo shows in the
following manner. Let
Fig. 6.
us suppose the whole
length of the bar or the prism to be 2(ni n). Cut
the prism in two, in such a manner that one portion
shall have the length 2m and the other the length w.
We can effect this without disturbing the equilibrium
by previously fastening to the bar by threads, close to
the point of proposed section, the inside extremities of
the two portions. We may then remove all the threads,
if the two portions of the prism be antecedently attached to the bar by their centres. Since the whole
length of the bar is 2(m n), the length of each half
is m n. The distance of the point of suspension of
the right-hand portion of the prism from the point of
suspension of the bar is therefore 111, and that of the
left-hand portion n. The experience that we have
here to deal with the weight, and not with the form,
of the bodies, is easily made. It is thus manifest, that
equilibrium will still subsist if an;1 weight of the magnitude 21n be suspended at the distance n on the one
side and any weight of the magnitude 2n be suspended
at the distance m on the other. The instinctive elements
of our perception of this phenomenon are even more

I

+

+

+
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prominently displayed in this form of the deduction
than in that of Archimedes.·
We may discover, moreover, in this beautiful presentation, a remnant of the ponderousness which was
particularly characteristic of the investigators of antiquity.
How a modern physicist conceived the same prob- Lagrange's
.
.
presenta·
lem, may be learned from the followmg prese11tat10n of tion.
LAGRANGE. Lagrange says: Imagine a horizontal homogeneous prism suspended at its centre. Let this
prism (Fig. 7) be conceived divided into two prisms
of the lengths 2m and 2n. If now we consider the
centres of gravity of these two parts, at which we may
imagine weights to act proportional to 2m and 2n, the
2m

x

S'

I

2n
x
s

Fig. 7.

two centres thus considered will have the distances n
and m from the point of support. This concise disposal of the problem is only possible to the practised
mathematical perception.
5. The object that Archimedes and his successors object of
.
. hm
. t h e cons1"d erat10ns
soug }1t to accomp1is
we h ave h ere Archimedes
and bis sue·
.
.
h
d
d
presente d , consists m t e en eavor to re uce t h e more cessors.
complicated case of the lever to the simpler and apparently self-evident case, to discern the simpler in the
more coll).plicated, or vice versa. In fact, we regard
a phenomenon as e~plained, when we discover in it
known simpler phenomena.
But surprising as the achievement of Archimedes
and his successors may at the first glance appear to
us, doubts as to the correctness of it, on further re:flec-
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Cri!ique of tion,
the1r metll-.
ods.
t1on

nevertheless spring up. From the mere assumpf
1 . l
a·iso f t11e eqm'l'b.
I num o equa we1g lts at equal
tances is derived the inverse proportionality of weight
and lever-arm ! How is that possible? If we were
unable philosophically and a priori to excogitate the
simple fact of the dependence of equilibrium on weight
and distance, but were obliged to go for tllat result to
experience, in how much less a degree shall we be able,
by speculative methods, to discover the .form of this
dependence, the proportionality !
Thestati~al
As a matter of fact, the assumption that the equimoment mvolved in librium-disturbing effect of a weight Pat the distance
all their deductions.
L from the axis of rotation is measured by the product
P. L (the so-called statical moment), is more or less
covertly or tacitly introduced by Archimedes and all
his successors. For when Archimedes substitutes for
a large weight a series of symmetrically arranged pairs
of small weights, which weights t'Xlend bf'yoml tlu point
of support, he employs in this very act the doctrine of
the centre of gravity in its more general form, which i.<S
itself nothing else than the doctrine of the lever in its
more general form. (See Appendix, II I., p. 5 I 2.)
Without it
Without the assumption above mentioned of the imdemonstra·
tion !s im- port of the product P. L, no one can· prove (Fig. 8)
possible.
.
that a bar, placed rn
all)' wa)' on the fulcrum S, is supported,
with the help of a
string attacheJ to its
x
centre of gravity and
Fig· 8,
carried over a pulley,
by a weight equal to its own weight. But this is contained in the deductions of Archimedes, Stevinus,
Galileo, and also in that of Lagrange.
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6. HUYGENS, indeed, reprehends this method, and H11Y.g~ns's
·
·
· wl11c
· l1 11e b el'ieves 11e lms criticism,
gives
a d'ff
1 erent d e d uction,
m
avoided the error. If in
the presentation of Lagrange we imagine the
two portions into which
E
the prism is divided
turned ninety degrees
about two vertical axes A
B
passing through the centres of gravity s,s' of the
prism-portions (see Fig.
ga), and it be shown
that under these circumstances equilibrium still D
Fig. 9.
continues to subsist, we
shall obtain the Huygenian deduction. Abridged
and simplified, it is as follows. In a rigid weightless

Fig. ga.

Fig. ga.

plane (Fig. 9) through the point S we draw a straight
line, on which we cut off on the one side the length I
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and on the other the length 2, at A and B respectively.
On the extremities, at right angles to this straight
line, we place, with the centres as points of contact, the
heavy, thin, homogeneous prisms CD and EF, of the
lengths and weights 4 and 2. Drawing the straight
line HSG (where AG= iA C) and, parallel to it, the
line CF, and translating the prism-portion CG by parallel displacement to FH, everything about the axis
GH is symmetrical and equilibrium obtains. But
equilibrium also obtains for the axis AB; obtains consequently for every axis through S, and therefore also
for that at right angles to AB: vyherewith the new
case of the lever is given.
Ap_Parently
Apparently, nothing else is assumed here than that
unimpeachable.
equal weights p,p (Fig. ro) in the same plane and at
equal distances l,l from an axis AA' (in this plane)
equilibrate one another. If we place ourselves in the
plane passing through AA' perpendicularly to l, !, say
His 9wn de-

duction.

A

I
j;

M
I

At
Fig.

IO.

p
Fig.

II.

at the point M, and look now towards A and now
towards A', we shall accord to this proposition the
same evidentness as to the first Archimedean proposition. The relation of things is, moreover, not altered if
we institute with the weights parallel displacements
with respect to the axis, as I-I uygens in fact does.
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The error :first arises in the inference : if equilib- Yet involv·
.
.
f or two axes of t h e pane,
1
. a1so o b tarns
. final
ing in the
num
ob tams
it
inferf.
ence an er·
.
.
l
h h
.
£or every oth er axis passmg t 1roug t e pomt o mter- ror.
section of the first two. This inference (if it is not to
be regarded as a purely instinctive one) can be drawn
only upon the condition that disturbant effects are as, cribed to the weights proportional to their distances
from the axis. But in this is contained the very kernel
of the doctrine of the lever and the centre of gravity.
Let the heavy points of a plane be referreCl to a
system of rectangular coordinates (Fig. II). The coordinates of the centre of gravity of a system of masses
mm' m" ... having the coordinates x x' x" ... y )!')I'' ..•
are, as we know,
Mathern at·
:2mx
::Emv
ical discus·
~ -1/ "
sion of
- 2'm ' - 2;1}i'
Huygens's
.If we turn the system through the angle a, the new coordinates of the masses will be
x 1 = x cos a·- J' sina, J' 1 = y cos a
x sinrl'
and consequently the coordinates of the centre of
gravity

+

$ = ~m (x cos~Y -.2' sii:~2 = cosa ;s~~=- sina -:E_~ny
1
2.m
"2m
2.m
= ~ cos a - 17 sina
and, similarly,
17~ = 17 cosa + ~ sina.
We accordingly obtain the coordinates of the new
centre of gravity, by simply transforming the coordinates of the first centre to the new axes: The centre
of gravity remains therefore the self-same point. If
we select the centre of gravity itself as origin, then
:2mx=;Emy= 0. On turning the system of axes, this
relation continues to subsist. If, accordingly, equi-

inference •
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librium obtains for two axes of a plane that are perpendicular to each other, it also obtains, and obtains
then only, for every other axis through their point of
intersection. Hence, if equilibrium obtains for any
two axes of a plane, it will also obtain for every other
axis of the plane that passes through the point of intersection of the two.
The infer:
These conclusions, however, are not deducible if
enceadm1s·
•
f h
f
.
d
.
sible only the coordmates o t e centre o gravity are etermmed
on one con·
.
.
dition.
by some other, more general equat10n, say
~

= mf(x) + m'j(x') +111''.{~-:')__±_:_:.
m + m' + m" + ...

The Huygenian mode of inference, therefore, ismadmissible, and contains the very same error that we
remarked in the case of Archimedes.
Self.decepArchimedes's self-deception in this his endeavor to
tion of Ar· re d uce t h e comp11cate
·
d case of t h e 1ever to t l1e case
chimedes.
instinctively grasped, probably consisted in his unconscious employment of studies previously made on the
centre of gravity by the help of the very proposltion lie
sought to prove. It is characteristic, that he will not
trust on his own authority, perhaps even on that of
others, the easily presented observation of the ·import
of the product P.L, but searches after a further verification of it.
Now as a matter of fact we shall not, at least at
this stage of our progress, attain to any comprehension
whatever of the lever unless we directly discern in the
phenomena the product P. L as the factor decisive of
the disturbance of equilibrium. In so far as Archimedes, in his Grecian mania for demonstration, strives
to get around this, his deduction is defective. But regarding the import of P.L as given, the Archimedean
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deductions still retain considerable value, in so far as Function of
.
.
theArchl·
the modes of conception of different cases are supported med~an de·
.
. .
h
duct1on.
the one on the other, m so far as it is show:Q. t at one
simple case contains all others, in so far as the same
mode of conception is established for all cases. Imagine (Fig. 12) a homogeneous prism, whose axis is
AB, supported at its centre C. To give a graphical
representation of the sum of the products of the weights
and distances, the sum decisive of the disturbance of
equilibrium, let us erect upon ·the elements of the axis,
which are proportional to the elements of the weight,
the distances as ordinates; the ordinates to the right
E

Fig.

II?.

of C (as positive) being drawn upwards, and to the left Illustration
of its value
.
o f . C (as negative) downwards. The sum of the areas
of the two triangles, A CD+ CBE = 0, illustrates here
the subsistence of equilibrium. If we divide the prism
into two parts at M, we may substitute the rectangle
MUWB for MTEB, and the rectangle Jl!IVXA for
TMCAD, where TP = tTE and TR = J;;TD, and the
prism-sections MB, MA are to be regarded as placed
at right angles to AB by rotation about Q and S.

20
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In the direction here indicated the Archimedean
view certainly remained a serviceable one even after
no one longer entertained any doubt of the significance
of the product P. L, and after opinion on this point had
been established historically and by abundant verification. (See Appendix, IV., p. 514.)
Treatment
7. The manner in which the laws of the lever, as
of the lever
by modern handed down to us from Archimedes in their original
physicists.
simple form, were further generalised and treated by
modern physicists, is very interesting and instructive.
LEONARDO DA VINCI (1452-1519), the famous painter
and investigator, appears to have been the first to recognise the importance of the general notion of the soB
/)

c

':fd
Fig. 13.
Leonardo
Da Vinci

.1452-1519).

1

I

Q

called statical moments. In the manuscripts he has
l eft us, several passages are found from w 1uc
· 1l t lus
·
clearly appears. He says, for example: We have a
bar AD (Fig. 13) free to rotate about A, and suspended
frqm the bar a weight P, and suspended from a string
which passes over a pulley a second weight Q. What
must be the ratio of the forces that equilibrium may obtain? The lever-arm for the weight P is not AD, but
the ''potential'' lever A B. The lever-arm for the
weight Q is not AD, but the "potential" lever A C.
The method by which Leonardo arrived at this view
is difficult to discover. But it is clear that he recog-
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nised the essential circumstances by which the effect
of the weight is determined.
Considerations similar to those of Leonardo da Guido
f G
.
d
. .
umo U BALDI. Ubaldi
V mci are also faun in the wntmgs o
8. We will now endeavor to obtain some idea of
the way in which the notion of statical moment, by
which as we know is understood the product of a force
into the perpendicular let fall from the axis of rotation
upon the line of direction of the force, could have been
arrived at,-although the way that really led to this
idea is not now fully ascertainable. That equilibrium
exists (Fig. r4) if we lay a
cord, subjected at both sides£'-.....,
to equal tensions, over a
pulley, is perceived without
dif-ficulty. We shall always
find a plane of symmetry for
the apparatus-the plane
"'
which stands at right angles
Fig. r4.
to the plane of the cord and bisects (EE) the angle made
by its two parts. The motion that might be supposed A me~hod
. t 111s
. case b e precise
. 1y d etermme
. d or the
bywh1ch
poss1'bl e cannot m
notion
.
.
of the stat·
defined by any rule whatsoever : no mot1011 will there- ical mo·.
ment might
fore take place. If we note, now, further, that the mate- ha".e been
rial of which the pulley is made is essential only to the arrived at.
extent of determining the form of motion of the points
of application of the strings, we shall likewise readily
perceive that almost any portion of the pulley may
be removed without disturbing the equilibrium of
the machine. The rigid radii that lead out to the tangential points of the string, are alone essential. We
see, thus, that the rigid radii (or the perpendiculars on
the linear directions of the strings) play here a part
similar to the lever-:-arms in the lever of Archimedes.

22
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This notion
Let us examine a so-called wheel and axle (Fig.
derived
from the
15) of wheel-radius 2 and axle-radius r, provided reconsidera·
tion of a
spectively with the cord-hung loads r and 2; an appa·
wheel and
axle.
ratus which corresponds in every respect to the lever

of Archimedes. If now we place about the axle, in
any manner we may choose, a second cord, which we
subject at each side to the tension of a weight 2, the
second cord will not disturb the equilibrium. It is
plain, however, that we are also permitted to regard

2
Fig. 15.

2
Fig. 16.

the two pulls marked in Fig. r6 as being in equilib·
rium, by leaving the two others, as mutually destruc·
tive, out of account. But we arrive in so doing, dismissing from consideration all unessential features, at
the perception that not only the pulls exerted by the
weights but also the perpendiculars let fall from the
axis on the lines of the pulls, are conditions determinative of .motion. The decisive factors are, then,
the products of the weights into the respective perpendiculars let fall from the axis on the directions of
the pulls ; in other words, the so-called statical m.o·
ments.
The frinci·
g. What we have so far considere<l, is the develf~!e~.alft~ opment of our knowledge of the principle of the lever.
sufficient to Q .
. d
d l f
·
1
l
1
1
e~lain the mte m epen ent yo this was deve opec the mow·
. ~hi~~~a- edge of the principle of the inclinecl plane. It is not
necessary, however, for the comprehension of the ma~
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chines, to search after a new principle beyond that of
the lever j for the latter is sufficient by itself. Galileo,
for example, explains the inclined plane from the lever
in the following mann~r.
C B
We have before us (Fig. ·~
r7) an inclined plane, on
which rests the weight
'P
Q, held in equilibrium
Q
by the weight P. Gali- a . . c : ; _ - - - - - - - - " "
lea, now, points out the
Fig. 17.
fact, that it is not requisite that Q should lie directly
upon the inclined plane, but that the essential point
is rather the form, or character, of the motion
of Q. We may, consequently, conceive the weight
attached to the bar AC, perpendicular to the inclined
plane, and rotatable about C. If then we institute a exp
G111 neo'si
1annt on
very slight rotation about the point C, the weight will of.thedin•
chne
move in the element of an arc coincident with the m- phlane by
t e lever.
clined plane. That the path assumes a curve on the
motion being continued is of no consequence here,
since this further movement does not in the case of
equilibrium take place, and the movement of the instant alone is decisive. Reverting, however, to the
observation before mentioned of Leonardo da Vinci,
we readily perceive the validity of the theoren.1 Q. CB
=P.CA or Q/P=CA/CB=ca/cb, and thus reach
the law of equilibrium on the inclined plane. Once we
have reached the principle of the lever, we may, then,.
easily apply that principle to the comprehension of
the other machines.
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II.

THE

PRINCIPLE OF

THE

INCLINED PLANE.

r. STEVINUS, or STEVIN, (r548-r620) was the first
l
. 1
.
f l .
who investigated the mec 1amca properties o t 1e 1n'd
·
·
1
· ·
clined plane· and he di so m an emment y angina!
'
If
·
l'
manner.
a weight 1e (F'1g.
1
.
1 ta bl e, we
18) on a 1onzonta
perceive at once, since the
pressure is directly perpendicular to the plane of the table,
by the principle of symmetry,
Fig. rs.
that equilibrium subsists. On a
vertical wall, on the other hand, a weight is not at all
obstructed in its motion of descent. The inclined plane
accordingly will present an intermediate case between
these two limiting suppositions. Equilibrium will not
exist of itself, as it does on the horizontal support, bat
it will be maintained by a less weight than that necessary to preserve it on the vertical wall. The ascertainment of the statical law that obtains in this case, caused
the earlier inquirers considerable difficulty.
Hismodeof
Stevinus's manner of procedure is in substance as
reaching its f ll
.
.
·
1ar pnsm
·
· }ionzon.·
law.
o ows. H e imagmes
a tnangu
with
tally placed edges, a cross-section of which AB C is
represented in Fig. rg. For the sake of illustration.
we will say that A B = 2B C; also that AC is horizontal. Over this prism Stevinus lays an endless string
on which r4 balls of equal weight are strung and tied
at equal distances apart. We can advantageously replace this string by an endless uniform chain or cord.
The chain will either be in equilibrium or it will not.
If we assume the latter to be the case, the chain, since

Stevinus

(1548-1620)

firstinvestigates the
mechanics
of the in·
clined
plane.
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the conditions of the event are not altered by its motion, must, when once actually in motion, continue to
move for ever, that is, it must present a perpetual motion, which Stevinus deems absurd. Consequently only stevinus's
the first case is conceivable. The chain remains in equi- ~f~h~tl~~
librium. The symmetrical portion ADC may, there- ~fi~~din
fore, without disturbing the equilibrium, be removed. plane.
The portion AB of the chain consequently balances
the portion BC. Hence : on inclined planes of equal
heights equal weights act in the inverse proportion of
the lengths of the planes.

B
p

c

(/

Fig.'19.

Fig.

20.

In the cross-section of the prism in Fig. 20 let us
imagine AC horizontal, BC vertical, and AB = 2BC;
furthermore, the chain-weights Q and P on AB and
BC proportional to the lengths; it will follow then that
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Q/P
dent.

The assumptions
of Stevinus's de·
duction.

Their instinctive
character.

Their cog·
ency.

=AB/BC=

2.

The generalisation is self-evi-

Unquestionably in the assumption from which
Stevinus starts, that the endless chain does not move,
there is contained primarily only a purely instinctz've
cognition. He feels at once, and we with him, that
we have never observed anything like a motion of the
kind referred to, that a thing of such a character does
not exist. This conviction has so much logical cogency
that we accept the conclusion drawn from it respecting
the law of equilibrium on the inclined plane without the
thought of an objection, although the law if presented
as the simP,le result of experiment, or otherwise put,
would appear dubious. We cannot be surprised at t~1is
when we reflect that all results of experiment are obscured by adventitious circumstances (as friction, etc.),
and that every conjecture as to the conditions which are
determinative in a given case is liable to error. That
Stevinus ascribes to instinctive knowledge of this sort
a higher authority than to simple, manifest, direct observation might excite in us astonishment if we did not
ourselves possess the same inclination. The question
accordingly forces itself upon us: Whence does this
higher authority come ? If we remember that scientific
demonstration, and scientific criticism generally can
only have sprung from the consciousness of the individual fallibility of investigators, the explanation is not far
to s.eek. We feel clearly, that we ourselves have contributed notlzt'ng to the creation of instinctive lmowledge, that we have added to it nothing arbitrarily, but
that it exists in absolute independence of our participation. · Our mistrust of our own subjective interpretation of the facts observed, is thus dissipated.
Stevinus's deduction is one of the rarest fossil in2.
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di cations that we possess in the primitive history of High histor·
•
ical value of
mechanics, and throws a wonderful light on the pro- Stevin~1s's
.
deduction.
cess of the formation of science generally, on 1ts rise
from instinctive knowledge. We will recall to mind
that Archimedes pursued exactly the same tendency
as Stevinus, only with much less good fortune. In
later times, also, instinctive knowledge is very frequently taken as the starting.. point of investigations.
Every experimenter can daily observe in his own person the guidance that instinctive knowledge furnishes
him. If he succeeds in abstractly formulating what
is contained in it, he will as a rule have made an important advance in science.
Stevinus's procedure is no error. If an error were The t1:uat·
· d 111
· 1t,
· we sl1ould a11 s1:rnre it.
·
I n d ee d , it
· is
· ofinstinc·
worthmeH~
con tame
f
l
. tive know!
.
}
l
.
perf ectI y certam, t 1at tie um on o t 1e strongest m- edge.
stinct with the greatest power of abstract formulation
alone constitutes the great natural inquirer. This by
no means compels us, however, to create a new mysticism out of the instinctive in science and to regard this
factor as infallible. That it is not infallible, we very
easily discover. Even instinctive Imo wledge of so
great logical force as the principle of symmetry employed by Archimedes, may lead us astray. Many of
my readers will recall to mind,perhaps, the intellectual
shock they experienced when they heard for the first
time that a magnetic needle lying in the magnetic
meridian is deflected in a definite direction away from
the meridian by a wire conducting a current being carried along in a parallel direction above it. The instinctive is just as fallible as the distinctly conscious. Its only
value is in provinces with which we are very familiar.
Let us rather put to ourselves, in preference to
pursuing mystical speculations on this subject, the
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question: How does instinctive knowledge ongmate
and what are its contents? Everything which we obedge.
serve in nature imprints itself imcomprcltemled and unanalysed in our percepts and ideas, which, then, in their
turn, mimic the processes of nature in their most general and most striking features. In these accumulated
experiences we possess a treasure-store which is ever
close at hand and of which only the smallest portion
is embodied in clear articulate thought. The circumstance that it is far easier to resort to these experiences than it is to nature herself, and that they are,
notwithstanding this, free, in the sense indicated, from
all subjectivity, invests them with a high value. It
is a peculiar property of instinctive knowledge that it
is predominantly of a negative nature. We cannot so
well say what must happen as we can what cannot happen, since the latter alone stands in glaring contrast to
the obscure mass of experience in us in which single
characters are not distinguished.
Instinctive
Still, great as the importance of instinctive knowlknowledge
•
and extern- edge may be, for discovery, we must not, from our
al realities
•
·
· h t l1e recogmhon
· · of its
·
mutu.a!ly
pomt
o f view,
rest content wit
cond1t1on
h
W
·
·
h
U
d
each other. aut onty.
e must mqmre, on t e contrary : n er
what conditions could the instinctive knowledge in
question have originated? We then ordinarily find that
the very principle to establish which we had recourse
to instinctive knowledge, constitutes in its turn the fundamental condition of the origin of that knowledge.
And this is quite obvious and natural. Our instinctive
knowledge leads us to the principle which explains that
knowledge itself, and which is in its turn also corroborated by the existence of that knowledge, which is a
separate fact by itself. This we will find on close examination is the state of things in Stevinus' s case.

The origin
of instinctive knowl-
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3. The reasoning of Stevinus impresses us as so T.he ingen•
.
•
•
111ty of Steh1ghly ingenious because the result at which he arrives vinus's rea·
•
sonlng.
apparently contains more tban the assumpt10n from
which he starts. While on the one hand, to avoid contradictions, we are constrained to let the result pass, on
the other an incentive remains which impels us to seek
further insight. If Stevinus had distinctly set forth
the entire fact in all its aspects, as Galileo subsequently
did, his reasoning would no longer strike us as ingenious ; but we should have obtained a much more satisfactory and clear insight into the matter. In the
endless chain which does not glide upon the prism, is
contained, in fact, everything. We might say, the
chain does not glide because no sinking of heavy bodies
takes place here. This would not be accurate, however, for when the chain moves many of its links really
do descend, while others rise in their place. We must
say, therefore, more accurately, the chain does. not
glide because for every body that could possibly de- Csriti9.ue
tevtnus ~f
s
scend an equally heavy body would have to ascend deduction.
equally high; or a body of double the weight half the
height, and so on. This fact was familiar to Stevinus,
who ~presented it, indeed, in his theory of pulleys ;
but 'he was plainly too distrustful of himself to lay
down the law, without additional support, as also valid
for the inclined plane. But if such a law did not exist
universally, our instinctive knowledge respecting the
endless chain could never have originated. With this
our minds are completely enlightened.-The fact that
Stevinus did not go as far as this in his reasoning and
rested content with bringing his (indirectly discovered)
ideas into agreement with his instinctive thought, need
not further disturb us. (Seep. 5r5.)
The service which Stevinus renders himself and his
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readers, consists, therefore, in the contrast and com.
. mstmctive
. . . wit
. 1l 1n10w 1ed ge
nus'sproce-panson
o f k now1e d get h at is
<lure.
that is clear, in the bringing the two into connection
and accord with one another, and in the supporting

Themerit
of Btevi-

Fig.

2I.

the one upon the other. The strengthening of mental
view which Stevinus acquired by this procedure, we
learn from the fact that a picture of the endless eh ain
and the prism graces as vignette, with the inscription
''Wonder en is gheen wonder," the title-page of his
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·work H)pomnemata Mathemat£ca (Leyden, 1605). * As Enlighten. h .
d .
.
. ment in
a £act, every en11g tenmg progress ma e m science is science al.
d
·
h
·
f
l'
f
d'
'11
·
ac·
accompame wit a certam ee mg o 1s1 us10nment. ways
companied
•
•
withdisilluWe discover that that wl11ch appeared wonderful to sionment.
us is no more wonderful than other things which we
know instinctively and regard as self-evident; nay,
that the contrary would be much more wonderful; that
everywhere the same fact expresses itself. Our puzzle
turns out then to be a puzzle no more ; it vanishes into
nothingness, and takes its place among the shadows
of history.
~xplafnah4 . After he. had arrived at the principle of the in- tlon
o t e
clined plane, it was easy for Stevinus to apply
that
ohther mba•
• c ines y
principle to the other machines and to explam by it Stevinus's
•
principle.
their action. He makes, for example, the followmg
application.
We have, let us suppose, an inclined plane (Fig.
22) and on it a load Q.
We pass a string over the
pulley A at the summit and imagine the load Q held in
equilibrium by the load P .
. Stevinus,now,proceeds by
a method similar to that
later taken by Galileo. He
remarks that it is not necessary that the load Q
should lie directly on the B
c
inclined plane. Provided
Fig. 22
only the form of the machine's.motion be preserved, the
proportion between force and load will in all cases remain the same. We may therefore equally well conceive
the load Q to be attached to a properly weighted string
passing over a pulley D: which string is normal to the
*The title given is that of Willebrord Snell's Latin translation (I6o8) of
Simon Stevin's Wisconstii;e Gedaclttenissen, Leyden, 1605.-Trans,
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inclined plane. If we carry out this alteration, we
.
.
shall have a so-called fumcular machme. We now
perceive that we can ascertain very easily the portion
of weight with which the body on the inclined plane
tends downwards. We have only to draw a vertical
line and to cut off on it a portion ab corresponding to
the load Q. Then drawing on aA the perpendicular
be, we have P/Q =A C/AB = ac/ab. Therefore ac
represents the tension of the string aA. Nothing prevents us, now, from making the two strings change
And ~he
functions and from imagining the load Q to lie on the
spectalcase
.
•
d p 1ane EDF. s·im1·1ar1y, 11ere, we oboftheparal· dotted mchne
lelogram of
.
.
.
forces.
tam ad for the tension of the second stnng. In tlus
manner, accordingly, Stevinus indirectly arrives at a
knowledge of the statical relations of the funicular
machine and of the so-called parallelogram of forces; at
first, of course, only for the particular case of strings
(or forces) ac, ad at right angles to one another.
Thegeneral
Subsequently, indeed, Stevinus employs the prinform of the . l
f h
..
d reso l ut10n
. o f £orces m
.
1!1st-men·. c1p e o t e compos1tion an
ttoned prin·
•
ciple also a more general form ; yet the method by which he

1'he funi~ularmachme

employed.

/)

B
Fig. 23,

Fig. 24.

reached the principle, is not very clear, or at least is
not obvious. He remarks, for example, that if we
have three strings A.B, AC, AD, stretched at any
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given angles, and the weight P is suspended from the
first, the tensions may be determined in the following
manner. We produce (Fig. 23) AB to X and cut off
on it a portion AE. Drawing from the point E, EF
parallel to AD and EG parallel to Al~ the tensions of AB,
AC, AD are respectively proportional to AE, AF, A G.
With the assistance of this
principle of construction Stevinus solves highly compliFig. 25.
cated problems. He determines, for instance, the Solution of
.
.
.
l'l
l other comtens10ns
o f a system o f ram1'fymg
strmgs
I <:e t 1at plicated
'11
d
.
F'
.
d
.
l
.
h
f
i ustrate m ig. 24; m omg w 11c o course h e problems.
starts from the given tension of the vertical string.
The relations of the tensions of a funicular polygon
are likewise ascertained by construction, in the manner indicated in Fig. 25.
We may therefore, by means of the principle of the General re·
inclined plane, seek to elucidate the conditions of op- sult.
eration of the other simple machines, in a manner similar to that which we employed in the case of the principle of the lever.
Ill.

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE COMPOSITION OF FORCES.

r. The principle of the parallelogram of forces, at The princi·
. h out ex- pie
of the
. h S TEVINUS arrive
. d an d emp1oye d. , (yet wit
w h 1c
parallelo·
.
.
'
.
k
f
h
gram of
press1y f ormu1atmg 1t,) consists, as we now, o t e forces.
following truth. If a body A (Fig. 26) is acted upon
, by two forces whose directions coincide with the lines
AB and AC, and whose magnitudes are proportional to
the lengths A B and A C, these two forces produce the
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same effect as a single force, which acts in the direction
of the diagonal AD of the parallelogram A BCD and is
proportional to that diagonal. For instance, if on the
strings AB, AC weights
A~B exactly proportional to the
·
lengths A B, AC be supposed to act, a single
O weight acting on the string
26
Fig. ·
ADexactlyproportional to
the length AD will produce the same effect as the first
two. The forces AB and AC are called the components, the force AD the resultant. It is furthermore
obvious, that conversely, a single force is replaceable
by two or several other forces.
Method by
2. We shall now endeavor, in connection with the
which the •
•
•
g.eneral no- investigations of Stevinus, to give ourselves some idea
tion of the
paralleloof the manner in which the
gram of
Z
11
fo~ces
general proposition of the
might have
b_een ar·
parallelogram of forces
nved at.
·
.
might have been arrived
at. The relation,-discovered by Stevinus, that exists between two
mutually
perpendicular
m
w n
v forces and a third force
that equilibrates them, we
shall assume as (indirectly) given. We suppose now (Fig. 27) that
there act on three strings
Fig. 27.
OX, 0 Y, OZ, pulls which
balance each other. Let us endeavor to determine the
nature of these pulls. Each pull holds the two remaining ones in equilibrium. The pull 0 Y we will replace
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(following Stevinus's principle) by two new rectangular 'l;'he deduc.
.
~~~
pulls, one m the direction Ou (the prolongation of ge?-er.al
.
. pnnc1ple
Ox), an d one at right angles thereto in the direction
froID; the
.
spect al case
Ov. And let us similarly resolve the pull OZ m the ofStevinus.
directions Ou and Ow. The sum of the pulls in the direction Ou, then, must balance the pull OX, and the
two pulls in the directions Ov and Ow must mutually
destroy each other. Taking the two latter as equal
and opposite, and representing them by Om and On,
we determine coincidently with the operation the components Op and Oq parallel to Ott, as well also as the
pulls O:r, Os. Now the sum Op
Oq is equal and opposite to the pull in the direction of OX; and if we
draw 'st parallel to 0 Y, or :rt parallel to OZ, either line
will cut off the portion Ot
Op Oq: with which result the general principle of the parallelogram of forces
is reached.
The general case of composition may be deduced A different
· sti'11 anot h er way f rom t h e specia
· l compos1tlon
. . o f mode
of the
m
sam~ de·
ductlon,
rectangular forces. Let OA and O.B be the two forces
acting at 0. For OB substitute
a force 0 C acting parallel to 0
C
A E
OA and a force OD acting at ~
right angles to OA. There
then act for OA and OB the IJ~
two forces OE= OA
OC
Fig. 28 ·
and OD, the resultant of which forces OF is at the same
time the diagonal of the parallelogram OAFB constructed on OA and OB as sides.
3. The principle of the parallelogram of forces, 'J:'.he prin.
• c1ple here
when reached by the method of Stevmus, presents it- presents it.
d..
d.
I
.
h"b"
d
self as an
self as an zn z:rect 1scovery.
t 1s ex 1 ite as a con- indirect
.
.
f
k
f
W
discovery.
sequence an d as t h e con d1tion o nown acts.
e
perceive, however, merely that it does exist, not, as yet

+

=

+

+
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And is first

clearly

enunciated
by
andNewton
Varig-

non.

The tteometrtcal
theorem

employed

by Varignon.

why it exists; that is, we cannot reduce it (as in dy.
.
.
l
..
I
.
.
nam1cs) to still snnp er propos1t1ons.
n statics, ind ee d , t h e prmc1ple
. .
. d unti"l t 11e
was not f u 11 y a d m1tte
time of Varignon, when dynamics, which leads directly
to the principle, was already so far advanced that its
adoption therefrom presented no difficulties. The principle of the parallelogram of forces was first clearly
enunciated by NEWTON in his Principles cif Natttral P/u'losop!zy. In the same year, V ARIGNON, indepemlently of
Newton, also enunciated the principle, in a work submitted to the Paris Academy (but not published until after its author's death), and made, by the aid of a
geometrical theorem, extended practical application
of it.*
The geometrical theorem referred to is this. If we
consider (Fig. 29) a parallelogram the sides of which
arep and q, and the diagonal is r, and from any point m
in the plane of the parallelogram we draw perpendieulars on these
three straight lines,
which perpendiculars
we will designate as
u, 'l!, w, then p . 11.
q . v = r . w. This is
easily proved by drawFig. 29.
Fig. 30.
ing straight lines from 111,
to the extremities of the diagonal and of the sides of
the parallelogram, and considering the areas of the
triangles thus formed, which are equal to the halves
of the products specified. If the point 11z be taken
within the parallelogram and perpendiculars then be

+

*In the same year, i687, Father Bernard Lami published a little appendix
to his T.,a.iJJ tie ~9'w.~eveloping the same principle.-Trans.
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drawn, the theorem passes into the form p. u - q. v
Finally, if m be taken on the diagonal and
perpendiculars again be drawn, we shall get, since the
perpendicular let fall on the diagonal is now zero,
p. u - q. v = 0 or p . u = q. v.
With the assistance of the observation that forces The deduc.
.
. tion.
are proportional to the mot10ns produced by them m
equal intervals of time, Varignon easily advances fron.1
the composition of motions to the coin position of forces.
Forces, which acting at a point are represented in
magnitude and direction by the sides of a parallelogram, are replaceable by a single force, similarly represented by the diagonal of that parallelogram.
If now, in the parallelogram considered, .P and q Moments of
forces,
represent t h e concurrent f orces ( t l1e components) an d r
the force competent to take their place (the resultant),
then the products pit, qv, rw are called the moments
of these forces with respect to the point m. If the point
m lie in the direction of the resultant, the two moments
pu. and qv are with respect to it equal to each other.
4. With the assistance of this principle Varignon is varignon's
.
• .
treatment
now m a position to treat
of the sim·
the machines in a much
~l~~n1!::
simpler manner than were
his predecessors. Let us
consider, for example;
(Fig. 3 I) a 'rigid body
capable of rotation about
an axis passing through
O. Perpendicular to the
axis we conceive a plane,
and select therein two
Fig. 3r.
points A, B, on which two forces P and Qin the plane
are supposed to act. We recognise with Varignon

= r. w.
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The deduc- that the effect of the forces is not altered if their points
tion of the of app l"icat10n
' b e d isplace
·
d a1ong t h eir
· l'me o f action,
'
Iawofthe
lever from
.
ll
.
.
h
d"
.
.
"dl
the paral· smce a pomts m t e same irect10n are ng1 y conlelogram·
.
principle. nected with one another and each one presses and pulls

the other. We may, accordingly, suppose P applied
at any point in the direction AX, an~ Q at any point
in the direction BY, consequently also at their point
of intersection M. With the forces as displaced to J}f,
then, we construct a parallelogram, and replace the
forces by their resultant. We have now to do only
with the effect of the latter. If it act only on movable
points, equilibrium will not obtain. If, however, the
direction of its action pass through the axis, through
the point 0, which is not movable, no motion can take
place and equilibrium will obtain. In the latter case
0 is a point on the resultant, and if we drop the perpendiculars u and v from 0 on the directions of the
forces p, q, we shall have, in conformity with the theorem before mentioned, p. u = q. v. With this we
have deduced the law of the lever from the principle
of the parallelogram of forces.
The statics
Varignon explains in like manner a number of other
ofVarignon cases of equi·1·b
.
b h
'l"b .
f 1
l
adynamical
i num y t e eqm 1 ration o t 1e resu tstatics.
.
0 n t h e in.
ant force by some obstac1e or restraint.

clined plane, for example, equilibrium exists if the resultant is found to be at right angles to the plane. In
fact, Varignon rests statics in its e~tirety on a dynamic
foundation; to his mind, it is but a special case of dynamics. The more general dynamical case constantly
hovers before him and he restricts himself in his investigation voluntarily to the case of equilibrium. We
are confronted here with a dynamical statics, such
as was possible only after the researches of Galileo.
Incidentally, it may be remarked, that from Varignon
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is derived the majority of the theorems and methods
of presentation which make up the statics of modern
elementary text-books.
5. As we have already seen, purely statical consid- Spe!lial
.
. .
stat1cal con·
erabons also lead to the propos1t10n of the parallel- siderations
•
.
•
also lead to
ogram of forces. In special cases, m fact, the prmc1ple tI,ie prin·
fi
.
c1p!e.
.
.
a d m1ts of bemg very easily veri ed. We recogmse at
once, for instance, that any number whatsoever of equal
forces acting (by pull or pressure) in the same plane at
a point, around whi eh their successive lines make equal angles,
are in equilibrium. If, for example, (Fig. 32) the three equal
forces OA, OB, OC act on the
point 0 at angles of 120°, each
two of the forces holds the third
in equilibrium. We see immediately that the resultant of OA
Fig. 32 •
and OB is" equal and opposite to OC. It is represented
by OD and is at t1:1-e same time the diagonal of the
parallelogram OADB, which readily follows from the
fact that the radius of a circle is also the side of the
hexagon included by it.
6. If the concurrent forces act in the same or in The case of
. d'irections,
.
. eq ua l to t h e sum forces
coincident
opposite
t h e resu l tant IS
merely a
.
or t h e d ifference of the
particular
0
A
case of the
components. We recz::::::::::::
??=
general
B
C
C principle.
ognise both cases with- fi'
-=::::::::::: ~ :-=----.......
out any difficulty as
0'
A'
particular cases of the
Fig. 33.
principle of the parallelogram of forces. If in the two drawings of Fig. 33
we imagine the angle A OB to be gradually reduced
to the value o 0 , and the angle A' 0' B' increased to the
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value r8o 0 , we shall perceive that OCpassesinto OA
AC= OA
OB and O' C' into O' A' -A' C' = O' A'
- O' B'. The principle of the parallelogram of forces
includes, accordingly, propositions which are generally
made to precede it as independent theorems.
The princi7. The principle of the parallelogram of forces, in
pie a propo.
sition de- the form in which it was set forth by Newton and
rived from
.
. .
experience. V angnon, clearly discloses itself as a propos1 t10n derived from experience. A point acted on by two forces
describes with accelerations proportional to the forces
two mutually independent motions. On this fact the
parallelogram construction is based. DANIEL BERNOULLI, however, was of opinion that the proposition of
the parallelogram of forces was a getJmdrical truth, independent of physical experience. AnJ. he attempted
to furnish for it a geometrical demonstration, the chief
features of which we shall here take into consideration,
as the Bernoullian view has not, even at the present
day, entirely disappeared.
Danii;l BerIf two equal forces, at right angles to each other
noulli!s at•
.
tempted.
(Fig. 34), act on a pomt, there can be no doubt, acpomrlru:at
•
•
demonstracordmg to Bernoulli, that the line
tion of the
IJ
1
truth.
of bisection of the angle (conformably to the principle of sym'/> metry) is the direction of the re/>
sultant r. To determine geometrically also the magnitude of the
,,
resultant, each of the forces p is
Fig 34.
decomposed into two equal forces
· q, parallel and perpendicular to r. The relation in
respect of magnitude thus produced between p and q
is consequently the same as that between r and p. We
· have, accordingly :
P = µ . q and r = µ . p; whence r = p 2 q.

+
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Since, however, the forces q acting at right angles
to ?' destroy each other, while those parallel to r constitute the resultant, it further follows that

r = 2q; hence J-L = 1/2; and r = 1/2. p.
The resultant, therefore, is represented also in respect of magnitude by the diagonal of the square constructed on p as side.
Similarly, the magnitude may be determined of the The case of
unequal
resultant of unequal rectangular components. Here, rectangular
components
however, nothing is known beforet
hand concerning the direction of
the resultant r. If we decompose
the components p, q (Fig. 35), /J
parallel and perpendicular to the
yet undetermined direction r, into
the forces u, s and v, t, the new
,,
forces will form with the compoFig, 35,
nents p, q the same angles that p,
·q form with r. From which fact the following relations
in respect of magnitude are determined:
r
p
r
q r
p
r
q
- = -- and----=---, -- =··-and = -,
jJ

U

q

··ZJ

q

S

jJ

from which two latter equations follows
On the other hand, however,
r= u

+v=

f!~
+ £__r or r2 = p
r

t

s = t = pqJr.

+ q2.

The diagonal of the rectangle constructed on p and

q represents accordingly the magnitude of the result-

ant.
Therefore, for all rhombs, the directi'on of the re- General
sultant is determined ; for all rectangles, the magnt'- sults.
tude; and for squares both magnitude and direction.
Bernoulli then solves the problem of substituting for

re-
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two equal forces acting at one given angle, other equal,
equivalent forces acting at a different angle; and finally
arrives by circumstantial considerations, not wholly
exempt from mathematical objections, but amended
later by Poisson, at the general principle.
Critique of
8. Let us now examine the physical aspect of this
Bernoulli's
method.
question. As a proposition derived from experience,
the principle of the parallelogram of forces was already
known to Bernoulli. What Bernoulli really does, therefore, is to simulate towards himself a complete (i;n(}rance
of the proposition and then attempt to philosophise
it abstractly out of the fewest possible assumptions.
Such work is by no means devoid of meaning and purpose. On the contrary, we discover by such procedures, how few and how imperceptible the experiences
are that suffice to supply a principle. Only we must
not deceive ourselves, as Bernoulli did; we must keep
before our minds all the assumptions, and should overlook no experience which we involuntarily employ.
What are the assumptions, then, contained in Bernoulli's deduction?
The~g. Statics, primarily, is acquainted with force only
sumpttons
11 or a pressure, t h at f rom wh a tever source 1t
.
of bis de- as a pu
duction de- •
1
d
.
f
.
1
d
b
l
rived ~om may come a ways a m1ts o bemg rep ace
y t 1e pu11
expenence. or the pressure of a weight. All forces thus may be regarded as quantities of the same kind and be measured
by weights. Experience further instructs us, that the
particular factor of a force which is determinative of
equilibrium or determinative of motion, is contained
not only in the magnitude of the force but also in its
direction, which is made known by the direction of the
resulting motion, by the direction of a stretched cord,
or in some like manner. We may ascribe magnitude
indeed to other things given in physical experience,
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such as temperature, potential function, but not direction. The fact that both magnitude and direction are
determinative in the efficiency of a force impressed on
a point is an important though it may be an unobtrusive experience.
Granting, then, that the magnitude and direction Magn!tude
•
and d1rec·
of forces impressed on a point alone are decisive, it will tioqt~esole
•
.
dec1s1ve
be perceived that two equal and opposite forces, as they factors.
cannot uniquely and precisely determine any motion,
are in equilibrium. So, also, at
right angles to its direction, a
force p is unable uniquely to determine a motional effect. But
if a force p is inclined at an angle to another directions s' (Fig.
36), it is able to determine a moS'
tion in that direction. Yet exFig. 36.
perience alone can inform us,
that the motion is determined in the direction of s' s
and not in that of s s' ; that is to say, in the direction
of the side of the acute angle or in the direction of the
pro/ectz'on of p on s' s.
Now this latter experience is made use of by Ber-T.heif.ectof
·
d1rectton
noulh at the very start. The sense, namely, of the re- derivable
.
•
only from
sultant of two equal forces actmg at nght angles to one experience.
another is obtainable only on the ground of this experience. From the principle of symmetry follows only,
that the resultant falls in the plane of the forces and
coincides with the line of bisection of the angle, not
however that it falls in the acute angle. But if we surrender this latter determination, our whole proof is exploded before it is begun.
10. If, now,. we have reached the conviction that
o:ur knowledge of the effect of the direc#on of a force is
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solely obtainable from experience, still less then shall
.
we believe it in our power to ascertam by any other way
the form of this effect. It is utterly out of our power,
. .
.
.
.
to d1v1he, that a force p acts m a direct10n s that makes
with its own direction the angle a, exactly as a force
p cos a in the directions; a statement equivalent to the
proposition of the parallelogram of forces. Nor was
it in Bernoulli's power to do this. Nevertheless, he
makes use, scarcely perceptible it is true, of experiences that involve by implication this very mathematical fact.
The manA person already fiamiliar with the composition
ner in
which the and resolution of forces is well aware that several forces
assumpt!ons men- acting at a point are, as regards their effect, replaceable,
tiooed enter
into ~erin every respect and in every direction, by a sini:le
force.
noulh's de'
duction.
This knowledge, in Bernoulli's mode of proof, is expressed in the fact that the forces p, q are regarded as
absolutely qualified to replace in all respects the forces
s, u and t, v, as well in the direction of r as in every
other direction. Similarly r is regarded as the equivalent of p and q. It is further assumed as wholly indifferent, whether we estimate s, u, t, v first in the
.directions of p, q, and then p, q in the direction of r, or
s, u, t, v be estimated directly and from the outset in
the direction of r. But this is something that a person
only can know who has antecedently acquired a very
. extensive experience concerning the composition and
resolution of forces. We reach most simply the knowledge of the fact referred to, by starting from the knowledge of another fact, namely that a force p acts in a
direction making with its own an angle a, with an effect
equivalent to p. cos a. As a fact, this is the way the .
perception of the truth was reached.
Let the coplanar forces P, P', P" . .. be applied to

So also
must the
fmn of the
effect be
t~us dertved.
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one and the same point at the angles a, a', a'' . .. with )\1athemat•
•
.
ical analya given direction X. These forces, let us suppose, are sis of the
results of
•
replaceable by a single force II, which makes with Xthetrueand
necessary
an angleµ. By the familiar principle we have then assumption

:BPcosa. II cosµ.
If II is still to remain the substitute of this system of
forces, whatever direction X may take on the system
being turned through any angle o, we shall further
have
::EP cos (a+ o) =II cos (P
o),
or

+

C2Pcosa-II cosµ) cos6'-(2Psina-Ilsinµ) sino=O.
If we put
:BP cosa - II cosµ= A,
- (:SP sina - JI sinµ)= B,
it follows that

+

B
tanr = '.;T'

+

+

A coso
B sino = l/A2
B2 sin (o
r) = 0,
which equation can subsist for every o only on the condition that
A = ::EP cos a - II cosµ= 0
and
B = (;gp sina - II sinp) = 0 ;
whence results

II cosµ= ;gpcosa
II sinµ= :SPsina.
From these equations follow for II and µ the
minate values

and

II=

V [(2'Psina)2 + (;gPcosa)2J
2'Psina
tanµ= ;sp
.
cos a

deter~
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Granting, therefore, that the effect of a force in every
direction can be measured by its projection on that di:rection, then truly every system of forces acting at a
point is replaceable by a single force, determinate in
magnitude and direction. This reasoning does not hold,
however, if we put in the place of cos a any general function of an angle, cp (a). Yet if this be done, and we still
regard the resultant as determinate, we shall obtain for
<p (a), as may be seen, for example, from Poisson's
deduction, the form cos a. The experience that several
forces acting at a point are always, in every respect,
replaceable by a single force, is therefore matlumat£cally equivalent to the principle of the parallelogram
of forces or to the principle of projection. The principle of the parallelogram or of projection is, however, much easier reached by observation than the
Generalre- more general experience above mentioned by' statical
marks.
.
A n d as a f act, t h e prmc1p
. . 1e o f t 11e paro b servations.
allelogram was reached earlier. It would require indeed an almost superhuman power of perception to
deduce mathematically, without the guidance of any
further knowledge of the actual conditions of the question, the principle of the parallelogram from the general principle of the equivalence of several forces to a
single one. We criticise accordingly' in the deduction
of Bernoulli this, that that which is easier to observe
is reduced to that which is more difficult to observe.
This is a violation of the economy of science. Bernoulli
is also deceived in imagining that he does not proceed
from any fact whatever of observation.
An addiWe must further remark that the fact that the forces
tional as·
• d
d
f
h
. h is
• 1nvo
.
1ve d rn
.
sumptlon of are m epen ent o one anot er, wh1c
Bernoulli.
h
l
f
h
.
.
.
.
h
.
t e aw o t e1r compos1tion, 1s anot er experience
which Bernoulli throughout tacitly employs. As long

The actual
results not
deducible
on any
other supposition.
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as we have to do with uniform or symmetrical systems
of forces, all equal in magnitude, each can be affected
by the others, even if they are not independent, only
to the same exten,t and in the same way. Given but
three forces, however, of whi.ch two are symmetrical
to the third, and even then the reasoning, provided
we admit that the forces may not be independent, pre. sents considerable difficulties.
I r. Once we have been led, directly or indirectly, Discussion
•
.
of the char·
to the prmc1ple of the parallelogram of forces, once we ac!er,of the
·.
.
l
.
.
h
b
principle.
.
l
h ave perceived 1t, t 1e prmc1p e is JUSt as muc an o servation as any other. If the observation is recent, it
of course is not accepted with the same confidence as
old and frequently verified observations. We then seek
to support the new observation by the old, to demonstrate their agreement. By and by the new observation acquires equal standing with the old. It is then
no longer necessary constantly to reduce it to the latter. Deduction of this ~haracter is expedient only in
cases in which observations that are difficult directly
to obtain can be reduced to simpler ones more easily
obtained, as is done with the principle of the parallelogram of forces in dynamics.
I2. The proposition of the parallelogram of forces ExJ;?erimen.
. lly tiqn
tal illustrah as a 1so b een 1'llustrate d b y experiments
especia
qf the
.
.
principle by
mst1tuted for the purpose. An apparatus very well a contrivadapted to this end was contrived by Cauchy. The c~~~~;.
centre of a horizontal divided circle (Fig. 37) is marked
by a pin. Three threadsf,j',f", tied together at a
point, are passed over grooved wheels r, r', r", which
cah be fixed at any point in the circumference of the
circle, and are loaded by the weights p, p', p". If three
equal weights be attached, for instance, and the wheels
placed at the marks of division o, r 20, 240, the point at
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Experimental illustra·
tio_n o_f the

principle.

which the strings are knotted will assume a position
just above the centre of the circle. Three equal forces
.
.
•
•.
actmg at angles of r20°, accordmgly, are m equilibrium.

Fig. 37.

If we wish to represent another and different case,
we may proceed as follows. We imagine any two
forces p, q acting at any angle a, represent (Fig. 38)
them by lines, and construct on them as sides a parallelogram. We supply, further, aforce
equal and opposite to the resultant r.
The three forces p, q, - r hold each
other in equilibrium, at the angles visible from the construction. We now
place the wheels of the divided circle on
the points of division o, a, a
/3, and
load the appropriate strings with the
Fig. 38,
weights f, q, r. The point at which the
strings are knotted will come to a position exactly
above the middle point of the circle.

+
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IV.
THE PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL VELOCITIES.

r. We now pass to the discussion of the principle The trutl~
.

of the prm·

of virtual (possible) displacements.* The truth of ciple first
•
remarked
this principle was first remarked by STEVINUS at the by Stevinus
close of the sixteenth century in his investigations on
the equilibrium of pulleys and combinations of pulleys.
Stevinus treats combinations of pulleys in the same
way they are treated at the present day.
the case

In

*Termed in English the principle of" virtual velocities," this being the
original phrase (vUesse virtue/le) introduced by John Bernoulli. See the
text, page 56. The word virtttalis seems to have been the fabrication of Duns
Scotus (see the Century JJictionary, under vtrtital); but vt"rtrealz'ter was used
by Aquinas, and vt'rtus had been employed for centuries to translate cHmaµl''•
and therefore as a synonym.for potentia, Along with many other scholastic
terms, ·idrtual passed into the ordinary vocabulary of the English language,
Everybody remembers the passage in the third book of Ptiradise Lost,
" Love not the henv'nly Spirits, and how tllir Love
Express they, by looks onely, or do they mix
Irradiance, vli·tual or immediate touch? "-1lftlto11.

So, we all remember how it was claimed before our revolution that America
had ".virtual representation" in parliament. In these passages, as in Latin,
vt"rtual. means: existing in effect, but not actually. In the same sense, the
word passed into French; and was made pretty common among philosophers
by Leibnitz. Thus, he calls innate ideas in the mind of a child, not yet brought
to consciousness, "des connoissances virtieel/es."
The principle in question was an extension to the case of more tha11 two
forces of the old rule that "what a machine gains in power, it loses in velocity,'•
Bernoulli's modification reads that the sum of the products of the forces into
their virtual velocities must vanish to give equilibrium. He says, in effect:
give the. system any possible and infinitesimal motion you please, and then
the simultaneous displacements of the points of application of the forces,
resolved in tke dlrecUons ef thoseforces, though they are not exactly velocities,
since they are only displacements in one time, are, nevertheless, virtitally
velocities, for the purpose of applying the rule that what a machine gains in
power, it loses in velocity.
Thomson and Tait say : "If the point of application of a force be displaced through a small space, the resolved part of the displacement in the direction of the force has been called its Vz'rtual Velodty, This is positive or
negative according as the virtual velocity is in the same, or in the opposite,
direction to that of the force." This agrees with Bernoulli's definition which
may be found in Varignon's Nouvelle mecanifJzte, Vol. II, Chap. ix.-Tran.r,
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a (Fig. 39) equilibrium obtains, when an equal weight P
• .
suspended at each side, for reasons already familiar.
equilibrium
of pulleys. In b, the weight P is suspended by two parallel cords;
~tevi~us's

mvestlga- •
tion_s.on.the 1s

a

/J

c

d

Fig. 39.

each of which accordingly supports the weight P /2,
with which weight in the, case of equilibrium the free
end of the cord must also be loaded. In c, P is suspended by six cords, and the weighting of the free extremity with P/6 will accordingly produce equilibrium.
Ind, the so-called Archimedean or pote~tial pulley,* P
in the :first instance is suspended by two cords, each
of which supports P/2 ; one of these two cords in turn
is suspended by ·two others, and so on to the end, so
that the free extremity will be held in equilibrium by
the weight P/8. If we impart to these assemblages
of pulleys displacements corresponding to a descent of
the weight P through the distance lz, we shall observe
that as a result of the arrangement of the cords
the counterweight P
"
"
P/2
"
"
P/6
"
"
p /8

I

. ascend
will

*These terms are not in use in English.-Tran.r.

(a distance h in a,
''
'' 2h '' b
"
"
6/i " c
" " 8h " d
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In a system of pulleys in equilibrium, therefore, ~is conclu• .
.
s1ons the
the products of the weights mto the displacements germ.of the
prmc1ple.
.
.
.
t h ey sustam are respectively equal. (u Ut spatmm
agentis ad spatium patientis, sic potentia patientis ad
potentiam agentis. ''-Stevini, Hypomnemata, T. IV,
lib. 3, p. 172.) In. this remark is contained the germ
of the principle of virtual displacements.
2. GALILEO recognised the truth of the principle in Galile~·~
•
recogmuou
another case, and that a somewhat more general one ; of the prin• •
.
.
.
ciple in the
namely, m its application to the mclmed plane. On !?as~ofthe
•
•
·
mchned
an mclmed plane (Fig. 40),
plane.
the length of which AB is
double the height BC, a load
p
Q placed on AB is held in
equilibrium by the load Pact- AL-~----......
ing along the height BC, if
Fig. 40.
P = Q/2. If the machine be
set in motion, P = Q/2 will descend, say, the vertical
distance Ji, and Q will ascend the same distance /1. along
the incline A B. Galileo, now, allowing the phenomenon. to exercise its full effect on his mind, perceives,
that equilibrium is determined not by the weights
alone but also by their possz'ble ~pproacli to and recession .from the centre o.f t!ze earth. Thus, while Q/2 descends along the vertical height the distance !1, Q ascends Ji along the inclined length, vertically, however,
only h/2; the result being that the products Q(lz/2)
and ( Q/2)h come out equal on both sides. The elucidation that Galileo's observation affords and the light Character
. d.ff
h ardl y b e em p h as1se
. d strong1y enougl1. of
Galileo's
1t
i uses, can
observation
The observation is so natural and unforced, moreover,
that we admit it at once. What can appear simpler
than that no motion takes place in a system of heavy
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bodies when on the whole no heavy mass can descend.
Such a fact appears instinctively acceptable.
Comparison
Galileo's conception of the inclined plane strikes
of it with
.
t~at of Ste- us as much less ingenious than that of Stevmus, but
vmus.
we· recognise it as more natural and more profound. It
is in this fact that Galileo discloses such scientific greatness : that he had the intellectual amlacil)' to see, in a
subject long before investigated, more than his predecessors had seen, and to trust to his ·own perceptions.
With the frankness that was characteristic of him he
unreservedly places before the reader his own view,
together with the considerations that led. him to it.
Th~ Torri3. TORRICELLI, by the employment of the notion of
celhan
fo~m ?fthe ''centre of gravity " has put Galileo's principle in a
pnnctple.
'
form in which it appeals still more to our instincts, but
in which it is also incidentally applied by Galileo himself. According to Torricelli equilibrium exists in a
machine when, on a displacement being imparted to it,
the centre of gravity of the weights attached thereto
cannot descend. On the supposition of a displacement
in the inclined plane last dealt with, P, let us say, descends the distance Ii, in compensation wherefor Q
vertically ascends h. sin a. Assuming that the centre
of gravity does not descend, we shall have
P. h - Q. h sin a
.
p
Q
= 0, or P. h - Q. It sm a = 0,
or

+

P=Qsina=Q~~·
If the weights bear to one another some different proportion, then the centre of gravity can descend when a
displacement is made, and equilibrium will not obtain.
We expect the state of equilibrium instinctively, when
the centre of gravity of a system of heavy bodies can-
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not descend. The Torricellian form .of expression, however, contains in no respect more than the Galilean.
4. As with systems of pulleys and with the inclined Th~ appli·
. . le of v1rtua
.
l catton
of
p 1ane, so a1so t l1e val1'd'1ty of t h e prmc1p
the princi.
·1
·
·
l
}
pletothe
d 1sp acements 1s easily demonstrable for t 1e ot 1er ma- ot~er machmes,
.
ch mes : for the lever, the wheel and axle, and the rest.
In a wheel and axle, for instance, with the radii R, r
and the respective weights P, Q, equilibrium exists,
as we know, when PR= Qr. If we turn the wheel
and axle through the angle a, P will descend Ra, and
Q will ascend ra. According to the conception of
Stevinus and Galileo, when equilibrium exists, .P. Ra
= Q. ra, which equation expresses the same thing as
the preceding one.
5. When we compare a system of heavy bodies in The crite. h motion
.
. ta k'mg p Iace, wit
. h a s1m1
. 'l ar system rion
of the
w h 1c
is
stat!'.of.
.
l
.
.
'l'b
.
h
.
f
.
lf
equthbrium
w h ic 1 1s m eqm i num, t e question orces itse upon
us : What constitutes the difference of the two cases?
What is the factor operative here that determines mo~
tion, the factor that disturbs equilibrium,-the factor
that is present in the one case and absent in the other?
Having put this question to himself, Galileo discovers
that not only the weights, but also the distances of
their vertical descents (the amounts of their vertical
displacements) are the factors that determine motion.
Let us call P, P', .P" ... the weights of a system of
heavy bodies, and h, Ii', lz" ... their respective, simultaneously possible vertical displacements, where dis-placements downwards are reckoned as positive, and
displacements upwards as negative. Galileo finds
then, that the criterion or test of the state of equilibrium is contained in the fulfilment of the condition
Ph
.P' lz'
P".Ji"
= 0. The sum Ph P'k'
P" h"
is the factor that destroys equilibrium,

+

+

+

+ .,.

+ ...

+
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the factor that det~rmines motion. Owing to its importance this sum has in recent times been characterised by the special designation work.
There ~s ~o
6. Whereas the earlier investigators, in the comparinecessity in
f
. .b .
d
f
.
d.
d
our choi9e son of cases o eqm1i num an cases o motion, irecte
of the enh
.
.
h
.
1
d
h
.
d"
f
teria.
t eir attent10n to t e we1g 1ts an t e1r istances rom
the axis of rotation and recognised the statical moments as· the decisive factors involved, Galileo fixes
his attention on the weights and their distances of descent and discerns work as the decisive factor involved.
It cannot of course be prescribed to the inquirer
what mark or criterion of the condition of equilibrium
he shall take account of, when several are present to
choose from. The result alone can determine whether
his choice is the right one. But if we cannot, for reaAnd all are sons already stated, regard the significance of the statderived
• l moments as given
·
· d epen d ent1y o f experience,
·
from the
ica
m
as
:~~~e.
something self-evident, no more can we entertain this
view with respect to the import of work. Pascal errs,
and many modern inquirers share this error with him,
when he says, on the occasion of applying the principle
of virtual displacements to fluids: "Etant clair que c'est
la meme chose de faire faire un pouce de chemin a cent
livres d'eau, que de faire faire cent pouces de chemin
a une livre d'eau." This is correct only on the supposition that we have already come to recognise work as
the decisive factor ; and that it is so is a fact which
experience alone can disclose.
Illustration
If we have an equal-armed, equally-weighted lever
of the preceding re- before us, we recognise the equilibrium of the lever as
marks.
the only effect that is uniquely determined, whether we
regard the weights and the distances or the weights
and the vertical displacements as the conditions that
determine motion. Experimental knowledge of this
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or a similar character must, however, in the necessity of
the case precede any judgment of ours with regard to
the phenomenon in question. The particular way in
which the disturbance of equilibrium depends on the
conditions mentioned, that is to say, the significance
of the statical moment (PL) or of the work (Ph), is
even less capable of being philosophically excogitated
than the general fact of the dependence.
7.
When two equal weights with equal and op- Reduction
•
of the genpos1te possible displacements are opposed to each eral ci:zse.of
. .
the prmc1other, we recognise at once the subsistence of equ1hb- P.le to the
.
.
.
simpler and
rmm. We might now be tempted to reduce the morespecialcase
general case of the weights P, P' with the capacities of
displacement h,h', where
Ph = P'h', to the simpler case. Suppose we
have, for example, (Fig.
41) the weights 3 P and
4 P on a wheel and axle
+2
+J
with the radii 4 and 3.
+4
We divide the weights
Fig. 41.
into equal portions of the
definite magnitude P, which we designate by a, b, c,
d, e, f, g. We then transport a, b, c to the level+ 3,
and d, e, f to the level - 3. The weights will, of
themselves, .neither enter on this displacement nor
will they.resist it. We then take simultaneously the
weight g at the level 0 and the weight a at the level
3, push the first upwards to - I and the second
downwards to+ 4, then again, and in the same way,
g to - 2 and b to+ 4, g to - 3 and c to+ 4. To all
these displacements the weights offer no resistance,
nor do they produce them of themselves. Ultimately,
however, a, b, c (or 3P) appear at the level+ 4 and

+
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d, e, j, g (or 4P) at the level - 3. Consequently,
.
with respect also to the last-mentioned total displacement, the weights neither produce it of themselves
nor do they resist it; that is to say, given the ratio of
displacement here specified, and the weights will be
in equilibrium. The equation 4. 3P- 3. 4P = 0 is,
therefore, characteristic of equilibrium in the case assumed. The generalisation (Pit - P' It'= 0) is obvious.
The condiIf we ·carefully examine the reasoning of this case,
tions and
h 11 qmte
. rea d.l
.
h
1 . f
.
character we s a
1 y perceive t at t 1e m erence inof the inferl
d
ence.
vo ved cannot be drawn unless we take for grante
that the order of the operations performed and the patlt
by which the transferences are effected, are indifferent,
that is unless we have previously discerned that work
is determinative. We should commit, if we accepted
this inference, the same error that Archimedes committed in his deduction of the law of the lever; as has
been set forth at length in a preceding section and
need not in the present case be so exhaustively discussed. Nevertheless, the reasoning we have presented is useful, in the respect that it brings palpably
home to the mind the relationship of the simple and
the complicated cases .
. Theuni!er8. The universal applicability of the principle of
sal apphca- .
l d.isp lacements to all cases of eqm·1·b
·
bi~ity.of the vrrtua
I num, was
pnnci.ple
•
d
b
J
h
.
.
fir~tperperceive y OHN BERNOULLI; w o commumcatec11 i1s
ce1ved by a·
v
.
.
1
.
.
w
John;Beriscovery to angnon m a etter written m r7r7.
e
noulli.
will now enunciate the principle in its most general
form. At the points A, B, C . .. (Fig. 42) the forces
P, P', .P" ... are applied. Impart to the points any
infinitely small displacements v, v', v" ... compatible
with the character of the connections of the points (socalled virtual displacements), and construct the pro-

The.ge~-

erahsatlon.
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jections p, p', p" of these displacements on the direc- Gener:i1
•
.
enunciation
t1ons of the forces. These projections we consider o! the prin·
• •
c1ple.
pos1t1ve when they fall in
p'B
P'
the direction of the force,
C?.
and negative when they fall
c
in the opposite direction.
The products Pp, P'p',
P" p", . . . are called virtual
moments, and in the two
cases just mentioned have
Fig. 42 •
contrary signs. Now, the principle asserts, that for the
case of equilibrium Pp+ P'p'
P"p"
= 0, or
more briefly ~pp= 0.
g. Let us now examine a few points more in detail. Detai~ed
.
.
ll examtna·
P rev1ous
to Newton a force was almost umversa y tion of the
•
•
principle.
conceived simply as the pull or the pressure of a heavy
body. The mechanical researches of this period dealt
almost exclusively with heavy bodies. When, now,
in the Newtonian epoch, the generalisation of the idea
of force was effected, all mechanical principles known
to be applicable to heavy bodies could be transferred
at once to any forces whatsoever. It was possible to
replace every force by the pull of a heavy body on a
string. In this sense we may also apply the principle
of virtual displacements, at first discovered only for
heavy bodies, to any forces whatsoever.
Virtual displacements are displacements consistent Definition
.
of virtual
with the character of the connections of a system and displace-With one another. If, for example, the two points of ments.
a system, A and .B, at which forces act, are connected
(Fig. 43, r) by a rectangularly bent lever, free to revolve about C, then, if C.B = 2 CA, all virtual displacements of B and A are elements of the arcs of circles h~ving C as centre; the displacements of.Bare

Y{"

jr

+

+ ...
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always double the displacements of A, and both are in
every case at right angles to each other. If the points
A, B (Fig. 43, 2) be connected by a thread of the length
l, adjusted to slip through
stationary rings at C and D,
then all those displacements
of A and B are virtual in
Fig. 43.
which the points referred to
move upon or within two spherical surfaces described
with the radii r 1 and r 2 about C and D as centres,
where r 1
r2
CD = l.
Thereason
The use of infinitely small displacements instead of
for the use
.
G l' l
d . . .
pf infin!telyfinite displacements, such as
a 1 eo assume , is JUStlsmall
dis- fi ed by t h e £o11 owmg
.
.
I£ two we1g
. 11ts
placements.
cons1.d eration.
are in equilibrium on an inclined plane (Fig. 44), the
equilibrium will not be disturbed if the inclined plane,
at points at which it is not in immediate contact with
/ • the bodies considered, passes into
a surface of a different form. The
essential condition is, therefore,
'
the momentary possibility of disFig. 44.
placement in the momentary configuration of the system. To judge of equilibrium we
must assume displacements vanishingly small and such
only; as otherwise the system might be carried over
into an entirely different adjacent configuration, for
which perhaps equilibrium would not exist.
A limitaThat the displacements themselves are not decisive
tion.
but only the extent to which they occur in the directions of the forces, that is only their project-ions on the
lines of the forces, was, in the case of the inclined plane,
perceived clearly enough by Galileo himself.
With respect to the expression of the principle, it
will be observed, that no problem whatever is p~esented

+ +
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if all the material points of the system on which forces General re. d ependent of each other. Eac l1 pomt
. t.h us marks.
act, are m
conditioned can be in equilibrium only in the event
that it is not movable in the direction in which the force
acts. The virtual moment of each such point vanishes
separately. If some of the points be independent of
each other, while others in their displacements are dependent on each other, the remark just made holds
good for the former; and for the latter the fundamental
proposition discovered by Galileo holds, that the sum
of their virtual moments is equal to zero. Hence, the
sum-total of the virtual moments of all jointly is equal
to zero.
10. Let us now endeavor to get some idea of the Examples.
significance of the principle, by the consideration of a
few simple examples that cannot be
dealt with by the ordinary method
of the lever, the inclined plane, and
the like.
The differThe differential pulley of Wesential pulley of Weston (Fig. 45) consists of two coaxton.
ial rigidly connected cylinders of
slightly different radii r 1 and r 2
< r 1 • A cord or chain is passed
round the cylinders in the manner
indicated in the :figure. If we pull
in the direction of the arrow with
the forceP, and rotation takes place
Fig. 45·
through the angle cp, the weight Q attached below will
be raised. In the case of equilibrium there will exist
between the two virtual moments involved the equation
(r1-r2)
- -•
"2
-- - cp =Pr 1 <p, or p = Qri
- ...9Q2
r1

60
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A wheel and axle of weight Q (Fig. 46), which on
the unrolling of a cord to which the weight P is attached rolls itself up on a second cord
wound round the axle and rises, gives
for the virtual moments in the case of
equilibrium the equation
Q1'
P (R - r) qJ = Q rrp, or P = 1:1-----.
.i\.-r

In the particular case R - r = 0, we
must also put, for equilibrium, Qr= 0, or,
for finite values of r, Q = 0. In reality the
string behaves in this case like a loop in
Fig. 46.
which the weight Q is placed. The latter can, if it be different from zero, continue to roll itself
downwards on the string without moving the weight P.
If, however, when R = r, we also put Q = 0, the result will be P= an indeterminate value. As a matter of fact, e'l.lery weight P holds the apparatus in equilibrium, since when R = r none can possibly descend.
A ~ouble
A double cylinder (Fig. 47) of the radii ·r, R lies with
cylindei-on f . .
.
Q· b
1
a horuon- nction on a horizontal surface, and a force
lS roug it
~~~~
.
to bear on the strmg attached to it. Calling the reQ
sistance due to friction P,
rr.'7r.~n?"'7"'7"?'IT~~~-~~ ~ equilibrium exists when
W'M
W//~ P=(k~r/R) Q. If P>
Fig. 4-7·
(R- r/R) Q, the cylinder,
on the application of the force, will roll itself up on
the string.
~ · Roberval's Balance (Fig. 48) consists of a p1rallelogram with variable angles, two opposite sides of
which, the upper and lower, are capable of rotation
about their middle points A, B. To the two remaining
sides, which are always vertical, horizontal rods are

a,

. . . .-.....
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fastened. If from these rods we suspend two equal
weights P, equilibrium will subsist independently of
the position of the points
A
of suspension, because on
displacement the descent
of the one weight is always
equal to the ascent of the
other.
At three fixed points A,
Discussion
•
.
of the case
B, C (Fig. 49) let pulleys
Flg. 48.
o! equilib·
.
.
d dnumof
be placed, over which three strmgs are passed loa e three ~not.
.
. ted strings
·with equal weights and knotted at (J. In what position of the strings will equilibrium exist? We will call
the lengths of the three strings A 0 = s 1 , B 0 = s 2 ,
A

A

s,

Fig. 49.

Fig. 50.

CO=s 3 • To obtain the equation of equilibrium, let
us disJ?lace the point 0 in the directions s 2 and s 3 the
infinitely small distances os 2 and os 3 , and note that by
so doing every direction of displacement in the plane
ABC (Fig. 50) can be produced. The sum of the virtual moments is

or

Pos 2 - Pos 2 cos a+ Pos 2 cos (a+ /3)
+Posa -Posa cosf3 +Posa cos (a+ /3)

+

l_

f- 0'

[1,,- cos a+ cos (a+ ,B)] os 2
[1 - cos ,B
+cos (a+ /3)] os 8 = 0.
But since each of the displacements os 2 , os 8 is ar-
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bitrary, and each independent of the other, and may by
themselves be taken = 0, it follows that
11-

Therefore

a+ cos (a+ /:J) = 0
+ cos (a + f:J) = 0.

cos
cos fJ

cos a = cos fJ,
and each of the two equations may be replaced by

+

1 - cos a
cos 2 a = 0;
or cos a=~'
wherefore a
fJ = 120°.

+

Remarkson
Accordingly, in
the preced•
· k
.
lng case.
strings
ma
es with

the case of equilibrium, each of the
· 11 is,
·
t l1e others ang l es o f r 20o ; w111c
moreover, directly obvious, since three equal forces can
be in equilibrium only when such an arrangement exists. This once known, we may :find the position of
the point 0 with respect to ABC in a number of different ways. We may proceed for instance as follows.
We construct on AB, BC, CA, severaliy, as sides,
equilateral triangles. If we describe circles about these
triangles, their common point of intersection will be
the point 0 sought ; a result which easily follows from
the well-known relation of the angles at the centre and
circumference of circles.
The case of
A bar OA (Fig. 5r) is revolvable about 0 in the
a bar revolvable
plane of the paper and makes with a :fixed straight line
about one
ot its exOX the variable angle
tremities.
·
A
· a. At A there is applied a force P which
B
makes with OX the
0
.ct
X angle y, and at B, on
Fig. sx.
a ring displaceable
along the length of the bar, a force Q, making with
OX the angle fr We impart to the bar an infinitely
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small rotation, in consequence of which B and A move The case of
a bar re·
forward the distances OS and osl at right angles to OA, volvable
about one
and we also displace the ring the distance or along the trem1ties.
of it~ ~xbar. The variable distance OB we will call r, and we
will let OA =a. For the case of equilibrium we have
then

+

Qor cos (/3 - a)
Qos sin (/3 - a)
P0s 1 sin (a- y) = 0.

+

As the displacement or has no effect whatever on
the other displacements, the virtual moment therein
involved must, by itself, = o, and since or may be of
any magnitude we please, the coefficient of this virtual
moment must also= 0. We have, therefore,
Q cos ((3 - a) = 0,
or when Q is different from zero,
/3- a= 90°.
Further, in view of the fact that os 1 = (a/r) os, we
also have
rQ sin (/3 - a)+ a P sin (a - y) = 0,

or since sin ((3- a) = r,
rQ
aP sin (a - y) = 0 ;
wherewith the relation of the two forces is obtained.
rr. An advantage, not to be overlooked, which Every gen. . 1e, an d t h eref ore a1so t h e prm. ciple
eral prinevery genera1 prmc1p
inciple of virtual di.splacements, fur!~~~~~;of
. h es, consists
.
. t h e f act t h at 1t
.
ms
m
, h thought.
saves us to a great extent the necessity of considering every ne~N par- h
ticular case presented. In the possession of this principle we need not, for
Fig. 52.
example, trouble ourselves about the details of a machine. If a new machine say were so enclosed in a

+

Qf ,

t
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box (Fig. 52), that only two levers projected as points
of application for the force P and the weight P', and
we should find the simultaneous displacements of these
levers to be ,~and h', we should know immediately that
in the case of equilibrium Pli = P' ll', whatever the
construction of the machine might be. Every principle
of this character possesses therefore a distinct cconomz'cal value.
Further rer2. We return to the general expression of the prinmarks on
the gen_eral ciple of virtual displacements, in order to add a few
~~Pt~:~~~further remarks. If
ciple.

~A

1·

at the points A, B,
C . ... the forces
•
p11
. )1 . It
.
P
P, l , P .... act,
!!'~
. and p, j>', p" . .. .
~
are the projections
Fig. 53.
of infinitely small
mutually compatible displacements, we shall have for
the case of equilibrium
P,

'l.'

,

0

Pp+ P'p' + P"p"

+ ... = O.

If we replace the forces by strings which pass over

pulleys in the directions of the forces and attach thereto
the appropriate weights, this expression simply as- ·
serts that the centre of gravt'ty of the system of weights
as a whole cannot descend. If, however, in certain displacements it were possible for the centre of gravity
to rise, the system would still be in equilibrium, as the
heavy bodies would not, of themselves, enter on any
Modifica· such motion. In this case the sum above given would
tion of the
•
•
previous
be negative, or less than zero. The general expression
equation
.
.
. l
f
condition.of o £ t h e con d*1tion
o f equ1"l'b
i num is, t 1ere ore,

Pp+ Pp'+ P"p"

+...

0.

When for every virtual displacement there exists
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another equal and opposite to it, as is the case for example in the simple machines, we may restrict ourselves
to the upper sign, to the equation. For if it were possible for the centre of gravity to ascend in certain
displacements, it would also have to be possible, in
consequence of the assumed reversibility of all the virtual displacements, for it to descend. Consequently,
in the present case, a possible rise of the centre of
gravity is incompatible with equilibrium.
The question assumes a different aspect, however, -:J;he ~ondi.
.
t1on is, that
wh en t h e d isplacements are not all reversible. Two the sum of
.
.
the virtual
bodies connected together by strmgs can approach moments
shall be
each other but cannot recede from each other beyond equal to or
.
b
d
.
l
l"d
than
t h e 1ength o f t h e strmgs. A o y is ab e to s 1 e or less
zero.
roll on the surface of another body; it can move away
from the surface of the second body, but it· cannot
penetrate it. In these cases, therefore, there are displacements that cannot be reversed. Consequently,
for certain displacements a rise of the centre of gravity
may take place, while the contrary displacements, to
which the descent of the centre of gravity corresponds,
are impossible. We must therefore hold fast to the
more general condition of equilibrium, and say, the sum
of the virtual moments is equ.al to or less than zero.
13. LAGRANGE in his Analytical Mec!ian£cs attempted The ~a.
l d'1sp l acements, grang1an
. of the prmc1p
. . l e of virtua
a d e d uction
deductio_n
·
.
B of the prm.h
W h 1c
we will now consider. At the pomts A, , ciple.
C . ... (Fig. 54) the forces P, P', P'' . ... act. We
imagine rings placed at the points in question, and
other rings A', B', C' .... fastened to points lying in
the directions of the forces. We seek some common
measure Q/2 of the forces P, P', P" . ... that enables
us to put:

66
Effected by
means of a
set of pul·
leys and a
single
weight.
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Q
2n .. -=P,

2

IQ
P'
2n.2=
'

g__

,,
p,,
2n . 2 - '
where n, n', n'' . ... are whole numbers. Further, we
make fast to the ring A' a string, carry this string back
andforth n times between A' and A, then through B',

Fig. 54·

n' times back and forth between B' and B, then through
C', n" times back and forth between C' and C, and,
finally, let it drop at C', attaching to it there the weight
Q/2. As the string has, now, in all its parts the tension Q/2, we replace by these ideal pulleys all the
forces present in the system by the single force Q/2.
If then the virtual (possible) displacements in·any given
configuration of the system are such that, these displacements occurring, a descent of the weight Q/2 can
take place, the weight will actually descend and produce those displacements, and equilibrium therefore
will not obtain. But on the other hand, no motion
will ensue, if the displacements leave the weight Q/2
in its original position, or raise it. The expression of
this condition, reckoning the projections of the virtual
displacements in the direction:s of the forces positive,
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and having regard for the number of the turns of the
string in each single pulley, is

2np

+ 2n'p' + 2n''p" + ... < 0.

Equivalent to this condition, however, is the expression

2n 52.-p
2

or

+ 2n' ~..., p' + 2n" ~..., p" + ... < 0,

Pp+ P'p'

+ P" p" + ... < 0.

r4. The deduction of Lagrange, if stripped of the 1:he.con·
vmcmgfea.
rather odd fiction of the pulleys, really possesses con- tures o~ La·
. .
£eatures, due to the f act that t h e action
.
grange s
vmcmg
o£ _a deduction.
single weight is much more immediate to our experience and is more easily followed than the action of
several weights. Yet it is not proved by the Lagrangian
deduction that work is the factor determinative of the
disturbance of equilibrium, but is, by the employment
of the pulleys, rather assumed by it. As a matter of
fact every pulley involves the fact enunciated and recognised by the principle of virtual displacements. The
replacement of all the forces by a single weight that
does the same work, presupposes a knowledge of the
import of work, and can be proceeded with on this assumption alone. The fact that some certain cases are It is not,
.
.
d'
however, a
more f am1.1iar
to us an d more 1mme
iate to our expe- proof.
rience has as a necessary result that we accept them
without analysis and make them the foundation of our
deductions without clearly instructing ourselves as to
their real character.
It often happens in the course of the development
of science that a new principle perceived by some inquirer in connection with a fact, is not immed~ately
recognised and rendered familiar in its entire generality.
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Then, every expedient calculated to promote these
. as 1s
. proper an d natura,l eall e d mto
.
.
en ds, is,
service.
All manner of f acts, m
. wh.ich t h e prmc1p
. . 1e, at
1 h oug11
c1ples.
.
dm
. t h em, h as not yet b een recogmse
. d b y m.
contame
quirers, but which from other points of view are more
familiar, are called in to furnish a support for the new
conception. It does not, however, beseem mature
science to allow itself to be deceived by procedures of
this sort. If, throughout all facts, we clearly see and discern a principle which, though not admitting of proof,
can yet be known to prevail, we have advanced much
farther in the consistent conception of nature than if
we suffered ourselves to be overawed by a specious
Value of the demonstration. If we have reached this point of view,
Lagrangian
. is
. true, regard the Lagrangian
. de d uct1011
..
proof.
we sh a11, 1t
with quite different eyes ; yet it will engage nevertheless our attention and interest, and excite our satisfaction from the fact that it makes palpable the similarity of the simple an~ complicated cases.
15. MAUPERTUIS discovered an interesting proposition relating to equilibrium, which he communicated
to the Paris A<?ademy in I740 under the name of the
"Loi de repos. '' This principle was more fully discussed by EULER in I75I in the Proceedings of the
Berlin Academy. If we cause infinitely small displacerheIAi ae ments in any system, we produce a sum of virtual morefas.
ments Pp +P'p' P"p"
which only reduces
to zero in the case of equilibrium. This sum is the
work corresponding to the displacements, or since for
infinitely small displacements it is itself infinitely small,
the corresponding element of work. If the displacements are continuously increased till a finite displacement is produced, the elements of the work will, by
summation, produce a finite amount of work. So, if we

-i:he expe-

d1ents emplayed to
support all
n~w prin-

+

+ .... ,
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start from any given initial configuration of the system Stateme1;1t
.
. of the pnn·
and pass to any given final configuration, a certam ciple.
amount of work will have to be done. Now Maupertuis
observed that the work done when a final configuration is reached which is a configuration of equilibrium,
is generally a maximum or a minimum; that is, if we
carry the system through the configuration of equilibrium the work done is previously and subsequently
less or previously and subsequently greater than at the
configuration of equilibrium itself. For the configuration of equilibrium

Pp+ P'p' + P"p" + ...

= 0,

that is, the element of the work or the differential (more
correctly the variation) of the work is equal to zero.
If the differential of a function can be put equal to
zero, the function has generally a maximum or minimum value.
r6. We can produce a very clear representation to Graphical
.
.
. . l e.
illustration
t1t... e eye of t h e import
of M aupertu1s's
prmc1p
of the im·
.
•
port of the
We imagme the forces of a system replaced by principle.
Lagrange's pulleys with the weight Q/2. We suppose
that each point of the system is restricted to movement
on a certain curve and that the motion is such that
when one point occupies a definite position on its curve
all the other points assume uniquely determined positions on their respective curves. The simple machines are as a rule systems of this kind. Now, while
imparting displacements to the system, we may carry
a vertical sheet of white paper horizontally over the
weight Q/2, while this is ascending and descending
on a vertical line, so that a pencil which it carries shall
describe a curve upon the paper (Fig. 55). When the
pencil stands at the points a, c, tl of the curve, there are,

70
I?terpretauon of the
diagram.
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we see, adjacent positions in the system of points at
· h t Q/ 2 w1"11 stan d h"ig.her or 1ower th an m
·
wh'1ch t h e we1g
the configuration given. The weight will then, if the
system be left to itself, pass into this lower position and

e
Fig. 55,

displace the system with it. Accordingly, under conditions of this kind, equilibrium does ·not subsist. If
the pencil stands ate, then there exist only adjacent
configurations for which the weight Q/2 stands higher.
But of itself the system will not pass into the lastnamed configurations. On the contrary, every displacement in such a direction, will, by virtue of the
tendency of the weight to move downwards, be reversed. Stable equiNbrium, therefore, i's the condition
~ta?leequi-that corresponds to the lowest position of the weiglzt or to
hbnum.
a maximum of work done in the s;1stent. If the pencil
stands at b, we see that every appreciable displacement brings the weight Q/2 lower, and that the weight
therefore will continue the displacement begun. But,
assuming infinitely small displacements, the pencil
moves in the horizontal tangent at b, in which event
the weight cannot descend. Therefore, unstable equiUn~~bI~ librt"um is the state that corresponds to the highest position
eqwlibnum ,/:' tz.. h t Q/2, or to a mtnzmum
. . of work done zn. the
oJ ,f,C wezg.
system. It will be noted, however, that conversely
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every case of equilibrium is not the correspondent of
a maximum or a minimum of work performed. If the
pencil is at_f, at a point of horizontal contrary flexure,
the weight in the case of infinitely small displacements neither rises nor falls. Equilibrium exists, although the work done is neither a maximum nor a
mm1mum. The equilibrium of this case is the socalled mixed equilibrium*: for some disturbances it is Mixed equilibrium.
stable, for others unstable. Nothing prevents us from
regarding mixed equilibrium as belonging to the unstable class. When the pencil stands at g, where the
curve runs along horizontally a finite distance, equilibrium likewise exists. Any small displacement, in
the configuration in question, is neither continued nor
reversed. This kind of equilibrium, to which likewise
neither a maximum nor a minimum corresponds, is
termed [neutral or] z'ndifferent. If the curve described Neutral
· · upwar d s, t lus
· m
· d icates
·
b y QI 2 h as a cusp pomtmg
a equilibrium

minimum of work done but no equilibrium (not even
unstable equilibrium). To a cusp pointing downwards
a maximum and stable equilibrium correspond. In the
_last named case of equilibrium the sum of the virtual
moments is not equal to zero, but is negative.
I7. In the reasoning just presented, we have as-Thepreced. o f a system on one ing
illustra.
sume d t h at t h e mot10n
of a pomt
tionapplied
curve determines the motion of all the other points of fl !~~~0S!t· respective
. curves. Tl1e movab I.11ty
. ficult cases..
th e system on t h eir
of the system becomes multiplex, however, when each
point is displaceable on a surface, in a manner such
that the position of one point on its surface determines
*This term is not used in English, because our writers hold that no
equilibrium is conceivable which is not stable or neutral for some possible
displacements, Hence what is called mi.%ed equilibrium in the text is called
unstable equilibrium by English writers, who deny the existence of equilibrium
unstable in every respect.-Tran.r.
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uniquely the position of all the other points on their
surfaces. In this case, we are not permitted to consider
the curve described by Q/2, but are obliged to picture
to ourselves a surface described by Q/2. If, to go a
step further, each point is movable throughout a space,
we can no longer represent to ourselves in a purely geometrical manner the circumstances of the motion, by
means of the locus of Q/2. In a correspondingly higher
degree is this the case when the position of one of the
points of the system does not determine conjointly all
the other positions, but the character of the system's
· motion is more multiplex still. In all these cases, however, the curve described by Q/2 (Fig. 55) can serve
us as a symbol of the phenomena to be considered. In
these cases also we rediscover the Maupertnisian propositions.
Further exWe have also supposed, in our considerations up to
tension of
the same
this point, that constant forces, forces independent of
idea.
the position of the points of the system, are the forces
that act in the system. If we assume that the forces
do depend on the position of the points of the system
(but not on the time), we are no longer able to conduct
our operations with simple pulleys, but
must devise apparatus the force active in
which, still exerted by Q/2, varies with the
displacement : the ideas we have reached,
however, still obtain. The depth of the
descent of the weight Q/2 is in every case
the measure of the work performed, which
is always the. same in the same con:figura. Fig. s5.
tion of the system and is independent of
the path of transference. A contrivance which would
develop by means of a constant weight a force varying
with the displacement, would be, for example, a wheel
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and axle (Fig. 56) with ~ non-circular wheel. It would
not repay the trouble, however, to enter into the details of the reasoning indicated in this case, since we
perceive at a glance its feasibility.
r 8. If we know the relation that subsists between The principle of
the work done and the so-called vis viva of a sys- Courtivron.
tem, a relation established in dynamics, we arrive
easily at the principle communicated by CoURTIVRON in
r749 to the Paris Academy, which is this : For the
stable
.
con fi guration of uns t a bl e equilibrium, at which the
. viva
. of t h e system,
work done is a maximum
. .
, the vis
mm1mum
.
.
.
maxim
. its
. transit
· t 11rough
m motion, is a1so a
. . um m
mm1mum
these configurations.
19. A heavy, homogeneous triaxial ellipsoid resting oft
mu1stratio.n
1e var1on a horizontal plane is admirably adapted to illustrate eqmhbrmm
ous.kJn~sof
the various classes of equilibrium. When the ellipsoid rests on the extremity of its smallest axis, it is in
stable equilibrium, for any displacement it may suffer
'elevates its centre of gravity. If it rest on its longest
axis, it is in. unstable equilibrium. If the ellipsoid stand on
its mean axis, its equilibrium is
mixed. A homogeneous sphere
or a homogeneous right cylinder on a horizontal plane illusFig. s7.
trates the case of indifferent equilibrium. In Fig. 57
we have represented the paths of the centre of gravity
of a cube rolling on a horizontal plane about one of its
edges. The position a of the centre of gravity is the
position of stable equilibrium: the position b, the position of unstable equilibrium.
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20. We will now consider an example which at
first sight appears very complicated but is elucidated
at once by the principle of virtual displacements. John
and James Bernoulli, on the occasion of a conversation on mathematical topics during a walk in Basel,
lighted on the question of what form a chain would
take that was freely suspended and fastened at both
ends. They soon and easily agreed in the view that
the chain would assume that form of equilibrium at
which its centre of gravity lay in the lowest possible
position. As a matter of fact we really do perceive
that equilibrium subsists when all the links of the chain
have sunk as low as possible, when none can sink lower
without raising in consequence of the connections of
the system an equivalent mass equally high or higher.
When the centre of gravity has sunk as low as it possibly can sink, when all has happened that can happen,
stable equilibrium exists. The physical part of the
problem is disposed of by this consideration. The determination of the curve that has the lowest centre of
gravity for a given length between the two points A,
B, is simply a matlumatz'cal problem. (See Fig. 58.)
The.pripci2r. Collecting all that has been presented, we see,
ple is s1m- h
h
.
. d . h
. .
f .
.
ply!~e rec- t at t ere is contame m t e prmc1ple o virtual d1sog01uon of l
.
l
h
.
.
f
f
·
a fact,
p acements sunp y t e recogmbon o a act that was
instinctively familiar to us long previously, only that
we had not apprehended it so precisely and clearly.
This fact consists in the circumstance that heavy
bodies, of themselves, move only downwards. If several such bodies be joined together so that they can
suffer no displacement independently of each other,
they will then move only in the event that some heavy
mass is on the whole able to descend, or as the principle, with a more perfect adaptation of our ideas to
The catenary.
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Fig. 58.
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What this
tact is.

'!Jle P?n-

the facts, more exactly expresses it, only in the event
that work can be performed. If, extending the notion
of force, we transfer the principle to forc~s other than
those due to gravity, the recognition is again contained therein of the fact that the natural occurrences
in question take place, of themselves, only £n a defim'te
sense and not in the opposite sense. Just as heavy
bodies descend downwards, so differences of temperature and electrical potential cannot increase of their
own accord but only diminish, and so on. If occurrences of this kind be so connected that they can take
place only in the contrary sense, the principle then establishes, more precisely than our instinctive apprehension could do this, the factor work as determinative
and decisive of the direction of the occurrences. The
equilibrium equation of the principle may be reduced
in every case to the trivial statement, that wlten notltz'ng can

happen

nothing does

lzappen.

It is important to obtain clearly the perception,
etple m the h
. the case of a 11 pnnc1p
· · 1es,
light of
t at we h ave to deal, m
Gauss's
1
.
h
h
.
d
1·
l
view.
mere y wit t e ascertamment an estab is 1ment o £ a
fact. If we neglect this, we shall always be sensible
of some deficie~cy and will seek a verification of the
principle, that is not to be found. Jacobi states in his
Lectures on Dynamics that Gauss once remarked that
Lagrange's equations of motion had not been proved,
but only historically enunciated. And this view really
seems to us to be the correct one in regard to the principle of virtual displacements.
~dilrerThe
task of the early inquirers, who lay the founem tasks of
•
earlyan~dations of any department of investigation, is entirely
~different
from that of those who follow. It is the busill!Df
ment..
ness of the former to seek out and to establish the
facts of most cardinal importance only; and, as history
._.}'G'- ...

22.
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teaches, more brains are required for this than is generally supposed. When the most important facts are
once furnished, we are then placed in a position to
work them out deductively and logically by the methods of mathematical physics; we can then organise the
department of inquiry in question, and show that in the
acceptance of some one fact a whole series of others is
included which were not to be immediately discerned
in the first. The one task is as important as the other.
We should not ho\\rever confound the one with the
other. ·we cannot prove by mathematics that nature
must be exactly what it is. But we can prove, that
one set of observed properties determines conjointly
another set which often are not directly manifest.
Let it be remarked in conclusion, that the princi- Every gen;
l . eral princ1·
.
l d'1sp l acements, l'l
p 1e o f v1rtua
1 <:e every genera pnn- pie b~ings
.
1
b
.
.
1
.
1
.
.
h
l
.
1
.
f
• l1es, illusion·
with tt dis·
c1p e, nngs wit 1 1t, by t 1e 111s1g t w 11c 1 it urms
,;· ·11:uszomnent
•
.
I t lJrmgs
.
. }1 well
mentasas elu.
a.tStt.
as we 11 as e1uc1'd at10n.
wit
·1t d'is1'11 us10nment
·
l
l
.
.
.
cidation,
to t 1e extent t 1at we recogmse m it
facts which were long before known and even instinctively perceived, our present recognition being simply
more distinct and more definite; and elucidation, in
that it enables us to see everywhere throughout the
most complicated relations the same simple facts.
v.
RETROSPECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATICS.

r. Having passed successively in review the prin- Review of
· 1es of statics,
·
· a position
· ·
c1p
we are now m
to tak e a statics
whole. as a
brief supplementary survey of the development of the
principles of the science as a whole. This development,
falling as it does in the e::i.rliest period of mechanics,
-the period which begins in Grecian antiquity and
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reaches its close at the time when Galileo and his
younger contemporaries were inaugurating modern mechanics,-illustrates in an excellent manner the process of the formation of science generally. All con··
ceptions, all methods are here found· in their simplest
form, and as it were in their infancy. These beginnings
The origin point unmistakably to their origin in the experiences of
of science,
the manual arts. To the necessity of putting these experiences into conznmnicable form and of disseminating
them beyond the confines of class and craft, science
owes its ongm. The collector of experiences of this
kind, who seeks to preserve them in written form, finds
before him many different, or at least supposably different, experiences. His position is one that enables him
to review these experiences more frequently, more variously, and more impartially than the individual workingman, who is always limited to a narrow province.
The facts and their dependent rules are brought into
closer temporal and spatial proximity in his mind and
writings, and thus acquire the opportunity of revealing
The econo- their relationship, their connection, and their gradual
my of com• •
h
.
h
h
·T
. . .
munication. trans1t10n t e one mto t e ot er.
he desire to sun. plify and abridge the labor of communication supplies
a further impulse in the same direction. Thus, from
economical reasons, ~n such circumstances, great numbers of facts and the rules that spring from them are
condensed into a system and compreh~nded in a single
expression.
The gene2. A collector of this character has, moreover, opral charac•
t~ ofprin- portumty to take note of some new aspect of the facts
01ples.
b
.
efore him-of some aspect which former observers
had not considered. A rule, reached by the observation
of facts, cannot possibly embrace the entz're fact, in all
its infinite wealth, in all its inexhaustible manifoldness;
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on the contrary, it can furnish only a rough outline of
the fact, one-sidedly emphasising th<i feature that is of
importance for the given technical (or scientific) aim in
view. fiVhat aspects of a fact are taken notice of, will
consequently depend upon circumstances, or even on f'heir form
.
.
the caprice of the observer. Hence there is always op-pects, acci.
h
.
portumty for t e discovery of new aspects of t l1e fact, dental.
which will lead to the establishment of new rules of
equal validity with, or superior to, the old. So, for instance, the weights and the lengths of the lever-arms
were regarded at first, by Archimedes, as the conditions
that determined equilibrium. Afterwards, by Da Vinci
and Ubaldi the weights and the perpendicular distances
from the axis of the lines of force were recognised as
the determinative conditions. Still later, by Galileo,
the weights and the amounts of their displacements,
and :finally by Varignon the weights and the directions
of the pulls with respect to the axis were taken as the
elements of equilibrium, and the enunciation of the
rules modified accordingly.
3. Whoever makes a new observation of this kind, 9ur liabil•
Hy to error
and establishes such a new rule, knows, of course, our in the men.
b
·1
·
·
·
ll
tal recon1ia 1 ity to error m attemptmg men ta y to represent struction
of
facts,
.
. b
t h e f act, wh ether b y concrete unages or ma stract conceptions, which we must do in order to have the mental
model we have constructed always at hand as a substitute for the fact when the latter is partly or wholly inaccessible. The circumstances, indeed, to which we
have to attend, are accompanied by so many other,
collateral circumstances, that it is frequently difficult
to single out and consider those that are essential to the
purpose in view. Just think how the facts of friction,
the rigidity of ropes and cords, and like conditions in
machines, obscure and obliterate the pure outlines of
mmaey~

Bo
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the main facts. No wonder, therefore, that the discov.
.
erer or ven"fi. er o f li1. new ru 1e, urge d b y mistrust
o f l11m• •
self, seeks after a proof of the rule whose validity he
rules.
believes he has discerned. The discoverer or verifier
does not at the outset fully trust in the rule; or, it may
be, he is confident only of a part of it. So, Archimedes,
for example, doubted whether the effect of the action
of weights on a lever was proportional to the lengths of
the lever-arms, but he accepted without hesitation the
fact of their influence in some way. Daniel Bernoulli
does not question the influence of the direction of a
force generally, but only the form of its influence. As
a matter of fact, it is far easier to observe that a circum·
stance Jias influence in a given case, than to determine
what influence it has. In the latter inquiry we are in
much greater degree liable to error. The attitude of the
investigators is therefore perfectly natural and defens·
ible.
Thenatural
The proof of the correctness of a new rule can be
methods of
•
d b y t h e repeate d app 1ication
. . of it,
. the frequent
proof.
attame
comparison of it with experience, the putting of it to
the test under the most diverse circumstances. This
process would, in the natural course of events, get carried out in time. The discoverer, :Qowever, hastens to
reach his goal more quickly. He compares the results
that flow from his rule with all tbe experiences with
which he is familiar, with all older rules, repeatedly
tested in times gone by, and watches to see if he do
not light on contradictions. In this procedure, the
greatest credit is, as it should be, conceded to the oldest
and most familiar experiences, the most thoroughly
tested rules. Our instinctive experiences, those generalisations that are made involuntarily, by the irresistible force of the innumerable facts that press in upon
Thisliability impels
us to seek
after proofs
of all new
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us, enjoy a peculiar authority; and this is perfectly
warranted by the consideration that .•it is precisely the
elimination of subjective caprice and of individual error that is the object aimed at.
In this manner Archimedes proves his law of the lllustration
.
h.1s 1aw of 1nc
. 1me
· d pressure, D ame
. 1of
the prel ever, S tev1nus
ceding remarks.
.
l
l
B ernou1h t rn paral elogram of forces, Lagrange the
principle of virtual displacements. Galileo alone is
perfectly aware, with respect to the last-mentioned
principle, that his new observation and perception are
of equal rank with e·ver)' former one-that it is derived
from the same source of experience. He attempts no
demonstration. Archimedes, in his proof of the principle of the lever, uses facts concerning the centre of
gravity, which he had probably proved by means of the
very principle now in question; yet we may suppose
that these facts were otherwise so familiar, as to be unquestioned,-so familiar indeed, that it may be doubted
whether he remarked that he had employed them in
demonstrating the principle of the lever. The instinctive elements embraced in the views of Archimedes and
Stevinus have been discussed at length in the proper
place.
4. It is quite in order, on the making of a new dis- 1'he position that ad·
.
covery, to resort to all proper means to brmg the new vanced science should
rule to the test. When, however, after the lapse of a occupy.
reasonable period of time, it has been sufficiently often
subjected to direct testing, it becomes science to recognise that any other proof than that has become quite
needless ; that there is no sense in considering a rule
as the better established for being founded on others
that have been reached by the very same method of
observation, only earlier; that one well-considered and
tested observation is as good as another. To-day, we
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should regard the principles of the lever, of statical
moments, of the inclined plane, of virtual displacements, and of the parallelogram of forces as discovered
by equivalent observations. It is of no importance now,
that some of these discoveries were made directly, while
others were reached by roundabout ways and as dependent upon other observations. It is more in keeping, furthermore, with the economy of thought and with
Insight bet-the resthetics of science, directly to recognise a principle
tel-thanar·
•
tificial~em-(say that of the statical moments) as the key to the unonstration.
.
derstandmg of all the facts of a department, and really
see how it pervades all those facts, rather than to hold
ourselves obliged first to make a clumsy and lame deduction of it from unobvious propositions that involve
the same principle but that happen to have become
earlier familiar to us. This process science and the individual (in historical study) may go through once for
all. But having done so both are free to adopt a more
convenient point of view.
The mis5. In fact, this mania for demonstration in science
take of the
l .
.
h . fi l.
d . k
S ome promania for resu ts ~n a ngor t at is a se an mzsta en.
demonstra·
• •
.
tion.
positions
are h e ld to b e possesse d o£ more~ certainty
than others and even regarded as their necessary and
incontestable foundation ; whereas actually no higher,
or perhaps not even so high, a degree of certainty attaches to them. Even the rendering clear of the degree of certainty which exact science aims at, is not attained here. Examples of such mistaken rigor are to
be found in almost every text-book. The deductions
of Archimedes, not considering their historical val~e,
are infected with this erroneous rigor. But the most
conspicuous example of all is furnished by Daniel Bernoulli's deduction of the parallelogram of forces (Comment. A cad. Petrop. T. I.).
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6. As already seen, instinctive knowledge enjoys The cha:.
.
acterof m·
our exceptional confidence. No longer knowmg lzow stinctive
.
d
.
.
.
.
l
l
.
l
we l1ave acqmre it, we cannot criticise t :ie og1c )y knowledge,
which it was inferred. We have personally contributed
nothing to its production. It confronts us with a force
and irresistibleness foreign to the products of voluntary reflective experience. It a pp ears to us as something free from subjectivity, and extraneous to us, although we have it constantly at hand so that it is more
ours than are the individual facts of nature.
All this has often led men to attribute knowledge of Its author·
. k"1nd to an entire
· 1y d'ff
l
. itynotabso.
t h 1s
1 erent source, name y, to view lutely suit as existing a priori in us (previous to all experience). preme.
That this opinion is untenable was fully explained in
our discussion of the achievements of Stevinus. Yet
even the authority of instinctive knowledge, however
important it may be for actual processes of development, must ultimately give place to that of a clearly and
deliberately observed principle. Instinctive knowledge
is, after all, only experimental knowledge, and as such
is liable, we have seen, to prove itself utterly insufficient and powerless, when some new region of experience is suddenly opened up.
7. The true relation and connection of the different The trttere.
. . l es 1s
. t h e fttstorzcal
.
. one. Tl1e one exten d s f artl1er lationofthe
prmc1p
principle~
. t h'1s d omam,
. t h e oth er fart h er m
. t h at. N otw1t
. h - ea!
an histori·
m
one.
standing that some one principle, say the principle of
virtual displacements, may control with facility a
greater number of ct;tses than other principles, still
no assurance can be given that it will always maintain
its supremacy and will not be outstripped by some new
principle. All principles single out, nrnre or less arbitrarily, now this aspect now that aspect of the same
facts, and contain an abstract summarised rule for the,
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refigurement of the facts in thought. We can never
assert that this process has been definitively completed.
Whosoever holds to this .opinion, will not stand in the
way of the advancement of science.
Conception
8. Let us, in conclusion, direct our attention for a
of force in
.
f
.
.
F
.
statics.
moment to the conception o force m statics.
orce is
any circumstance of which the consequence is motion.
Several circumstances of this kind, however, each single
one of which determines motion, may be so conjoined
that in the result there shall be no motion. Now statics investigates what this mode of conjunction, in general terms, is. Statics does not further concern itself
about the particular character of the motion conditioned by the forces. The circumstances determinative
of motion that are best known to us, are our own voThe origin litional acts-our innervations. In the motions which
of the notion of
we ourselves determine, as well as in those to which
pressure.
we are forced by external circumstances, we are always
sensible of a pressure. Thence arises our habit of representing all circumstances determinative of motion as
something akin to volitional acts-as pressures. The
·attempts we make to set aside this conception, as subjective, animistic, and unscientific, fail invariably. It
cannot profit us, surely, to do violence to our own natural~born thoughts and to doom ourselves, in that regard, t6 voluntary mental penury. We shall subse~
quently have occasion to observe, that the conception
referred to also plays a part in the foundation of dy~
namics.
We are able, in a great many cases, to replace the
circumstances determinative of motion, which occur in
nature, by our innervations, and thus to reach the idea
of a gradation ~f the intensity of forces. But in the esti~
mation of this intensity .we are thrown entirely on the
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resources of our memory, and are also unable to corn- The com·
.
.
s·mce it. is. poss1"bl e, h ow- mon
char·
mumcate
our sensations.
acterof all
. .
h
d
.
forces.
ever, to represent every con d it1011 t at etermmes
motion by a weight, we arrive at the perception that
all circumstances determinative of motion (all forces)
are alike in character and may be replaced and measured by quantities that stand for weight. The measurable weight serves us, as a certain, convenient, and
communicable index, in mechanical researches, just as
the thermometer in thermal researches is an exacter
substitute for our perceptions of heat. As has pre- The. idea of
.
1y b een remarl!ed , statics
. cannot wh o11y n'd itse
. 1£ motion
an
v10us
auxiliary
,
.
.
concept in
of all knowledge of phenomena of motion. This par- statics.
ticularly appears in the determination of the direction
of a force by the direction of the motion which it would
produce if it acted alone. By the point of application
of a force we mean that point of a body whose motion
is still determined by the force when the point is freed
from its connections with the other parts of the body.
Force accordingly is any circumstance that de- The gel}e·
.
.
. attri'b utes may b e state d as ral
attntermmes
mot10n;
ancl lts
butesof
follows. The direction of the force is the direction of force.
motion which is determined by that force, alone. The
point of application is that point whose motion is determined independently of its connections with the
system. The magnitude of the force is that weight
which, acting (say, on a string) in the direction determined, and applied at the point in question, determines
the same motion or maintains the same equilibrium.
The other circumstances that modify the determination
of a motion, but by themselves alone are unable to produce it, such as virtual displacements, the arms of
levers, and so forth, may be termed collateral conditions determinative of motion and equilibrium.
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VI.

THE PRINCIPLES OF STATICS IN THEIR APPLICATION TO
FLUIDS.
No essenI. The consideration of fluids has not supplied stat~~i~{sn~f ics with many essentially new points of view, yet nu~~l~e~nin merous applications and confirmations of the principles
th'
b"160t
issu
·already known have resulted therefrom, and physical
experience has been greatly enriched by the investigations of this domain. We shall devote, therefore, a few
pages to this subject.
2. To ARCHIMEDES also belongs the honer of founding the domain of the statics of liquids. To hirn we
owe the well-known proposition concerning the buoyancy, or loss of weight, of bodies immersed in liquids,
of the discovery of which Vitruvius, De Arckitectura,
Lib. IX, gives the following account:
.
Vitruvius's
"Though Archimedes discovered many curious
account of
Archime- "matters that evince great intelligence, that which I am
des's dis·
covery,
"about to mention is the most extraordinary. Hiero,
"when he obtained the regal power in Syracuse, hav~
"ing, on the fortunate turn of his affairs, decreed a
''votive crown of gold to be placed in a certain tern ple
"to the immortal gods, commanded it to be made of
"great value, and assigned for this purpose an appro" priate weight of the metal to the manufacturer. The
"latter, in due time, presented the work to the king,
"beautifully wrought ; and the weight appeared to cor" respond with that of the gold which had been as" signed for it.
''But a report having been circulated, that some of
"the gold had been abstracted, and that'the deficiency
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''thus caused had been supplied by silver, Hiero was The ac- .
· d"1gnant at the fraud, and, unacquamte
. d wit
. h t h e counta£V1"m
truvius,
"method by which the theft might be detected, re" quested Archimedes would undertake to give it his
''attention. Charged with this commission, he by
''chance went to a bath, and on jumping into the tub,
"perceived that, just in the proportion that his body
''became immersed, in the same proportion the water
"ran out of the vessel. Whence, catching at the
''method to be adopted for the solution of the proposi" tion, he immediately followed it up; leapt out of the
"vessel in joy, and returning home naked, cried out
"with a loud voice that he had found that of which he
"was in search, for he continued exclaiming, in Greek,
"evprp1.a, evp1pca, (I have found it, I have found it !)11
3. The observation which led Archimedes to his Statement
,
of the Arproposition, was accordingly this, that a body im- chimeqe an
.
.
propos1t1on
mersed m water must raise an equivalent quantity of
water j exactly as if the body lay on one pan of a balance
and the water on the other. This conception, which
at the present day is still the most natural and the
most direct, also appears in Archimedes's treatises On
Floating Bodt'es, which unfortunately have not been
completely preserved but have in part been resi:oreq
by F. Commandinus.
The assumption from which Archimedes starts
reads thus:
"It is assumed as the essential property of a liquid The Archi. ll um'form an d contmuous
.
..
medeanast h at ma
pos1t10ns
of.its parts sumption.
the portion that suffers the lesser pressure is forced
upwards by that which suffers the greater pressure.
But each part of the liquid suffers pressure from the
portion perpendicularly above it if the latter be sinking
or suffer pressure from another portion. "
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Archimedes now, to present the matter briefly,
conceives the entire spherical earth as fluid in constitution, and ·cuts out of it pyramids the vertices of
which lie at the centre (Fig. 59). All these pyramids
must, in the case of equilibrium, have the same weight,
and the similarly situated
o parts of the same inust all
suffer the same pressure.
If we plunge a body a of
the same specific gravity as
water into one of the pyramids, the body will comFig, 59·
pletely submerge, and, in
the case of equilibrium, will supply by its weight the
pressure of the displaced water. The body b, of less
specific gravity, can sink, without disturbance of equilibrium, only to the point at which the water beneath
it suffers the same pressure from the weight of the
body as it would if the body were taken out and the
submerged portion replaced by water. The body c,
of a greater specific gravity, sinks as deep as it possibly '
can. That its weight is lessened in the water by an
. amount equal to the weight of the water displaced,
will be manifest if we imagine the body joined to
another of less specific gravity so that a third body is
formed having the same specific gravity as water,
which just completely submerges.
i'he s~ate of
4. When in the sixteenth century the study of the
the science
.
.
In the six- works of Archimedes was agam taken up, scarcely the
teenth cen·
,
. l
f .
tury.
pnnc1p es o his researches were understood. The
complete comprehension of his deductions was at that
time impossible.
STEVINUS rediscovered by a method of his own the

Analysis of
the principle.
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most important principles of hydrostatics and the de- T~e discov·
. . ll y two 1.d eas f rom vinus.
enes of Sted u ctl.ons t l1eref rom. It was prmc1pa
which Stevinus derived his fruitful conclusions. The
one is quite similar to that relating to the endless
chain. The other consists in the assumption that the
solidification of a fluid in equilibrium does not disturb
its equilibrium.
Stevinus first lays down this principle. Any given The first
•
.
.
. fundamen·
mass of water A (Fig. 60), nnmersed m water, is m talprinci·
equilibrium in all its parts. If A
pie.
were not supported by the sur=-- - - - - - - rounding water but should, let us
say, descend, then the portion of
water taking the place of A and
placed thus in the same circumstances, would, on the same asFig, 60.
sumption, also have to descend.
This assumption leads, therefore, to the establishment
of a perpetual motion, which is contrary to our experience and to our instinctive knowledge of things.
Water immersed in water loses accordingly its The second
.
•
.
fundamenwhole weight. If, now, we 1magme the surface of the ta! princi·
submerged· water solidified, the vessel formed by this ple.
surface, the vas superficiarz"t.mz as Stevinus calls it, will
still be subjected to the same circumstances of pressure. If empty, the vessel so formed will suffer an
upward pressure in the liquid equal to the weight of the
water displaced. If we fill the solidified surface with
some other substance of any specific gravity we may
choose, it will be plain that the diminution of the
weight of the body will be equal to the weight of the
fluid displaced on immersion.
In a rectangular, vertically placed parallelepipedal
vessel filled with a liquid, the pressure on the horizontal
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base is equal to the weight of the liquid. The pressure
1s equal, also, for all parts of the bottom of the same
area. When now Stevinus imagines portions of the
liquid to be cut out and replaced by rigid immersed
bodies of the same specific gravity, or, what is the
same thing, imagines parts of the liquid to become solidified, the relations of pressure in the vessel will not
be altered by the procedure. But we easily obtain in
this way a clear view of the law that the pressure on
the base of a vessel is independent of its form, as well
as of the laws of pressure in communicating vessels,
and so forth.
Galileo, in
5.• GALILEO
treats the equilibrium of liquids in comthe treat•
·
mel!-t of this mumcatmg vessels and the problems connected theresubJect, em- wit
• h
· · 1e o f virtua
·
1 d1sp
' 1acepl~ys.the
by t h e h e1p of t h e· prmc1p
pnnc1r1e of
•
•
virtua disB
ments. NN (Fig. 6r) bemg the
placements
A
common l eve l of a l'iqm'd in eqm'l ibrium in two communicating vessels,
~.!.-..~11=..;;;,,,,..JWN Galileo explains the equilibrium
here presented by observing that in
the case of any disturbance the displacements of the columns are to
each other in the inverse proportion
Fig. 61.
of the areas of the transverse sections and of the weights of the columns-that is, as
with machines in equilibrium. But this is not quite correct. The case does not exactly correspond to the
cases of equilibrium investigated by Galileo in machines, which present indifferent equilibrium. With
liquids in communicating tubes every disturbance of the
common level of the liquids produces an elevation of
the centre of gravity. In the case represented in Fig.
6r, the centre of gravity S of the liquid displ,aced from
the shaded space in A is elevated to S', and we may
Stevin~s's

deductions ..
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regard the rest of the liquid as not having been moved.
Accordingly, in the case of equilibrium, the centre of
gravity of the liquid lies at its lowest possible point.
6. PASCAL likewise employs the principle of virtual T~es.ame
prmc1ple
displacements, but in a more correct manner, leaving made use of
•
•
by Pascal.
the weight of the liquid out of account and cons1denng
only the pressure at the surface. If we imagine two
communicating vessels to be closed by pistons (Fig.
62), and these pistons loaded with
weights proportional to their surfaceareas, equilibrium will obtain, because
in consequence of the invariability of
the volume of the liquid the displacements in every disturbance are inversely proportional to the weights.
Fig. 62.
For Pascal, accordingly, it follows, as a necessary consequence, from the principle of virtual displacements,
that in the case of equilibrium every pressure on a superficial portion of a liquid is propagated with undiminished effect to every other superficial portion, however and in whatever position it be placed. No objection is to be made to dz"scoverz'ng the principle in this
way. Yet we shall see later on that the more n~tural
and satisfactory conception is to regard the principle as
immediately given.
7. We shall now, after this historical sketch, again Deta}led
. t h e most important
.
.
cons1dera. ·a eqm.11.b num,
examme
cases of 1iqu1
tion. of the
'ff
.
f
.
b
subject.
an d f rom sueh d 1 erent pomts o view as may e convenient.
The fundamental property of liquids given us by
experience consists in the flexure of their parts on the
slightest application of pressure. Let us picture to ourselves an element of volume of a liquid, the gravity of
which we disregard-say a tiny cube. If the slightest
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excess of pressure be exerted on one of the surfaces of
.
f or t11e moment,
t h'1s cub e, (.w h'ic11 we now conceive,
liquids
the
:fi
d
·
I
l
·
·
mo~ility of as a xe
geometnca ocus, contammg
t11e fl m'd b ut
their parts.
f
.
b
h
.
'd
(
d
not o its su stance) t e 1iqm suppose to l1ave previously been in equilibrium and at rest) will yield and
pass out in all directions through the other five surfaces
of the cube. A solid cube can stand a pressure on its
upper and lower surfaces different in magnitude from
that on its lateral surfaces ; or vice versa. A fluid cube,
on the other hand, can retain its shape only if the same
perpendicular pressure be exerted on all its sides. A
similar train of reasoning is applicable to all poly he·
drons. In this conception, as thus geometrically elucidated, is contained nothing but the crude experience
that the particles of a liquid yield to the slightest pressure, and that they retain this property also in the interior of the liquid when under a high pressure ; it
being observable, for example,. that under the conditions cited minute heavy bodies sink in fluids, and so on.
A second
With the mobility of their parts liquids combine
property
the cc;ilJ!.·. stl'11 anot h er property, wh'ic }1 we w1'11 now cons1'd er. L'1~
press1b1hty
'd
ff
h
l
d' · •
f
1
of their vol- qu1 s su er t roug 1 pressure a 1111111ut1011 o vo ume
ume.
which is proportional to the pressure exerted on unit
of surface. Every alteration of pressure carries along
with it a proportional alteration of volume and density.
If the pressure diminish, the volume becomes greater,
the density less. The volume of a liquid continues to
diminish therefore on the pressure being increased, till
the point is reached at which the elasticity generated
within it equilibrates the increase of the pressure.
8. The earlier inquirers, as for instance those of the
Florentine Academy, were of the opinion that liquids
were incompressible. In r761, however, Jmrn CANTON
performed ·an experiment by which the compressibility
The fundamental
property of
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of water was demonstrated. A. thermometer glass is The first
·
,
demonstrafilled with water, boiled, and then sealed. (Fig. 63.) tionof th~
.
.
•
. compress1The hqmd reaches to a. But smce the space above a is b.ility of
•
•
.
.
liquids.
airless, the hqmd supports no atmospheric pressure. If the sealed end be broken off, the liquid
will sink to b. Only a portion, however, of this
displacement is to be placed to the credit of the
compression of the liquid by atmospheric pressure. For if we place the glass before breaking _
off the top under an air-pump and exhaust the
chamber, the liquid will sink to c. This last phe- F'1g. 6)3,
nomenon is due to the fact that the pressure that
bears down on the exterior of the glass and diminishes
its capacity, is now removed. On breaking off the top,
this exterior pressure of the atmosphere is compensated
for by the interior pressure then introduced, and an
enlargement of the capacity of the glass again sets in.
The portion c b, therefore, answers to the actual compression of the liquid by the pressure of the atmosphere.
The first to institute exact experiments on the com-The experi•
ments of
pres'sibility of water, was OERSTED, who employed to Oersted.on
thissubJect,
this end a very ingenious method. A
thermometer glass A (Fig. 64) is filled
with boiled water and is inverted, with
open mouth, into a vessel of mercury.
Near it stands a manometer tube B filled
with air and likewise inverted with open
mouth in the mercury. The whole ap- r:r--im----1
paratus is then placed in a vessel filled
·with water, which is compressed by the
aid of a pump. By this means the water
Fig. 64·
in A is also compressed, and the filament of quicksilver
which rises in the capillary tube of the thermometer-
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glass indicates this compression. The alteration of
capacity which the glass A suffers in the present instance, is merely that arising from the pressing together of its walls by forces which are equal on all sides.
The experiThe most delicate experiments on this subject have
ments of
Grassi.
been conducted by GRASSI with an apparatus constructeg by Regnault, and computed with the assistance of Lame's correction-formulre. To give a tangible idea of the compressibility of water, we will remark
that Grassi observed for boiled water at 0° under an
increase of one atmospheric pressure a diminution of
the original volume amounting to 5 in rno, ooo parts.
If we imagine, accordingly, the vessel A to have the
capacity of one litre (moo ccm.), and affix to it a capillary tube of I sq. mm. cross-section, the quicksilver
:filament will ascend in it 5 cm. under a pressure of
one atmosphere.
Surface- .
9. Surface-pressure, accordingly, induces a physical
pressure m· l
. ma
.
. ·d ( an al terat1on
· m
· d ens1ty),
·
1 · l1
1iqm
~l\ci:sin
a teration
w11c
hqmds an
.
•
alteration can be detected by sufficiently delicate means-even
of density.
• l
· I< t11at poropt1ca
. W e are a lways at l1'b erty to t11111
tions of a liquid under a higher pressure are more dense,
though it may be very slightly so, than parts under a
less pressure.
TheimpliLet us imagine now, we have in a liquid (in the incations of
tbJs fact.
terior of which no forces act and the gravity of which
we accordingly neglect) two portions subjected to m1equal pressures and contiguous to one another. The
portion under the greater pressure, being denser, will
expand, and press against the portion under the less
pressure, until the forces of elasticity as lessened on the
one side and increased on the other establish equilibrium at the bounding surface and both portions are
equally compressed.
c
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If we endeavor, now, quantitatively to elucidate onr Thestate. of these two f acts, t lle easy mo b I.1itythe~eimpli·
. ment of
menta l co11cept10n
and the compressibility of the parts of a liquid, so that cations.
they will fit the most diverse classes of experience,
we shall arrive at the following proposition: When
equilibrium subsists in a liquid, in the interior of which
no forces act and the gravity of which we neglect, the
same equal pressure is exerted on each and every equal
surface-element of that liquid however and wherever
situated. The pressure, therefore, is the same at all
points and is independent of direction.
Special experiments in demonstration of this prin·
ciple have, perhaps, never been instituted with the requisite degree of exactitude. But the proposition has
by our experience of liquids been made very familiar,
and readily explains it.
ro. If a liquid be enclosed in a vessel (Fig. 65) Prelimi·
which is supplied with a piston A, the cross-section ~:lk~e;o
. h 1s
. umt
. m
. area, an d ·wit
. }1 a piston
.
B wl11c
. l1 ion
the discuss0 f w h 1c
of Pascal'sdeduc·
.
b .
.
d
.
tion.
£or t h e time emg is ma e stationary, and on the piston A a load p
be placed, then the same pressure
p, gravity neglected, will prevail
throughout all the parts of the vessel.
The piston will penetrate inward and
the walls of the vessel will continue
to be deformed till the point is reached
F~g. 65.
at which the elastic forces of the rigid and fluid bodies
perfectly equilibrate one another. If then we imagine
the piston B, which has the cross-section f, to be movable, a force f. p alone will keep it in equilibrium.
Concerning Pascal's deduction of the proposition
before discussed from the principle of virtual displacements, it is to be remarked that the conditions of dis-
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Criticism of placement which he perceived
Pascal'sde..
duction.
fact of the ready mob1hty of

hinge wholly upon the
the parts and on the
equality of the pressure throughout every portion of
the liquid. If it were possible for a greater compres3ion
to take place in one part of a liquid than in another,
the ratio of the displacements would be disturbed and
Pascal's deduction would no longer be admissible.
That the property of the equality of the pressure is a
property given in ex.perience, is a fact that cannot be
escaped; as we shall readily admit if we recall to mind
that the same law that Pascal deduced for liquids also
holds good for gases, where even approximately there
can be no question of a constant volume. This latter
fact does not afford any difficulty to our view; but to
that of Pascal it does. In the case of the lever also, be
it incidentally remarked, the ratios of the virtual displacements are assured by the elastic forces of the
lever-body, which do not permit of auy great deviation from these relations.
The behavII. We shall now consider the action of liquids uniourot li·
quidsu.nder der the influence of gravity.
The upper surface of a
the action
of gravity...
liquid in equilibrium is horizontal,
~
~
NN (Fig. 66). This fact is at once
.- _ N rendered intelligible when we reN ;-:; .;
- =--= ~ ~ ~ fleet that every alteration of the sur::::. :-_: _-_-.:::
face in question elevates the centre
-- - -- --of gravity of the liquid, and pushes
Fig, 66.
the liquid mass resting in the shaded
space beneath NN and having the centre of gravity S
into the shaded space above NN having the centre of
gravity S'. Which alteration, of course, is at once reversed by gravity.
Let there be in equilibrium in a vessel a heavy
liquid with a horizontal upper surface. We consider
r1
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(Fig. 67) a small rectangular parallelepipedon in the T.h!l con.
·
Th e area of its
· h onzonta
·
1 b ase, we w1"11 say, 1s
• d1t1Dns
of
mtenor.
~qu,ili~rium
. vert1ca
. 1 e d ges d h. Tl1e we1g
. 11t m
hqu1ds
a, an d t h e 1ength of its
subjected
of this parallelepipedon is therefore <X dlis, where sis ~fo~~f~~~vits specific gravity. If the paralHy.
lelepipedon do not sink, this is
p
possible only on the condition that
li%I
p+dp
a greater pressure is exerted on the
lower surface by the fluid than on
the upper. The pressures on the
upper and lower surfaces we will
Fig. 67·
respectively designate as ap and a (p
dp). Equilibrium obtains when adh.s=tuip or dp/dli=s,
where Ii in the downward direction is reckoned as positive. We see from this that for equal increments of h
vertically downwards the pressure p must, correspondingly, also receive equal increments. So that p =
hs
q; and if q, the pressure at the upper .surface,
which is usually the pressure of the atmosphere, becomes= 0, we have, more simply, p = lz s, that is, the
pressure is proportional to the depth beneath the surface. If we imagine the liquid to be pouring into avessel, and this condition of affairs not yet attained, every
liquid particle will then sink until the compressed particl.e beneath balances by the elasticity developed in it
the weight of the particle above.
From the view we have here presented it will be fur- Different
· .
£
.
. "d force-relat h er apparent, that the mcrease o pressure m a 11qm tions.exist
.
h
d"
.
.
h.
h
. lin~
only m the
tak es p 1ace so1e1y m t e irect10n m w 1c gravity
of the
action of
acts. Only at the lower surface, at the base, of the gravity.
parallelepipt::don, is an excess of elastic pressure on the
part of the 'liquid beneath required to balance the
weight of the parallelepipedon. Along the two sides of
the vertical containing surfaces of the parallelepipedon,
~

+

+
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the liquid is in a state of equal compression, since no
force acts in the vertical containing surfaces that would
determine a greater compression on the one side than
on the other.
If we picture to ourselves the totality of all the·
Level surfaces.
points of the liquid at which the same pressure p acts,
we shall obtain a surface-a so-called level surface. If
we displace a particle in the direction of the action of
gravity, it undergoes a change of pressure. If we displace it at right angles to the direction of the action of
gravity, no alteration of pressure takes place. In the
latter case it remains on the same level surface, and
the element of the level surface, accordingly, stands at
right angles to the direction of the force of gravity.
Imagining the earth to be fluid and spherical, the
level surfaces are concentric spheres, and the directions
of the forces of gravity (the radii) stand at right angles
to the elements of the spherical surfaces. Similar observations are admissible if the liquid particles be acted
on by other forces than gravity, magnetic forces, for
example.
Their funcThe level surfaces afford, in a certain sense, a diation in
thought.
gram of the force-relations to which a fluid is subjected;
a view further elaborated by analytical hydrostatics.
12. The increase of the pressure with the depth below the surface of a heavy liquid may be illustrated by
a series of experiments which we chiefly owe to Pascal. These experiments also well illustrate the fact,
that the pressure is independent of the direction. In
Fig. 68, r, is an empty glass tube g ground off at the
bottom and closed by a metal disc pp, to which a
string is attached, and the whole plunged into a vessel
of water. When immersed to a sufficient depth we
may let the string go, without the metal disc, which is
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supported by the pressure of the liquid,
falling. In 2,. Pas,cal's
ex·
.
periments
the metal disc is replaced by a tmy column of mer- on the
.
.
pressure of
cury. If (3) we dip an open siphon tube :filled with liquids.
mercury into the water, we shall
see the mercury, in consequence
of the pressure at a, rise into
the longer arm. In 4, we see a
tube, at the lower extremity of
which a leather bag filled with
mercury is tied: continued immersion forces the mercury _ __._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
higher and higher into the tube.
In 5, a piece of wood Ji is driven
by the pressure of the water into
the small arm of an empty siphon ,----'--'""'"'-L"'Mlll!lil
tube. In 6, a piece of wood H
immersed in mercury adheres to
the bottom of the vessel, and is
pressed firmly against it for as
long a time as the mercury is .--.-..L...Jlll
kept from working its way underneath it.
Thepres·
r3. Once we have made quite
sure at the
clear to ourselves that the presbase of a
vessel inde.
sure in the interior of a heavy
pendent of
its form.
liquid increases proportionally to
the depth below the surface, the
law that the pressure at the base
of a vessel is independent of its
form will be readily perceived.
The pressure increases as we descend at an equal rate, whether the vessel (Fig. 69)
has the form abcd or ebcf. In both cases the walls
of the vessel where they meet the liquid, go on deforming
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tillthe point is reached at which they equilibrate by the
elasticity developed in them the pressure exerted by the
fluid, that is, take the place as regards pressure of the
fluid adjoining. This fact is
a direct justification of Stevinus's fiction of the solidified fluid supplying the place
of the walls of the vessel.
The pressure on the base
Fig. 69.
always remains P =Ah s,
where A denotes the area of the base, h the depth of
the horizontal plane base below the level, and s the
specific gravity of the liquid.
The fact that, the walls of the vessel being negEluclda·
tlonof this
lected,
the vessels r, 2, 3 of Fig. 70 of equal basefact.
area and equal pressure-height weigh differently in the
balance, of co11rse
in no wise contradicts the laws
of pressure mentioned. If we take
i
Fig, 70.
into account the
lateral pressure, we shall see that in the case of r we
have left an extra component downwards, and iii the
case of 3 an extra component upwards, so that on the
whole the resultant superficial pressure is always equal
to the weight.
The princi·
r4. The principle of virtual displacements is adple ofdisvir- m1ra
• bly a d apte d to t h e acqms1t1011
· ··
tual
of c1earness and
placements
h
.
.
f
}
.
h
d
applied to compre ens1veness m cases o t us c aracter, an we
the
cons1d·
h
11
a·
I
k
f
.
T
b
.
.
h
eration of s a accor mg y ma e use o it.
o egm wit , howproblems
· b e note d . If t11e we1g
' h t q (Fig.
·
this class.of ever, 1et t h e f o11 owmg
7r) descend from position r to position 2, and a weight
of exactly the same size move at the same time from

-~
-fiir

-~.:
!ffiJj
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to 3, the work performed in this operation is q Ii 1
Preliminary re= q (h 1 lt 2 ), the same, that is, as if the weight marks.
q passed directly from r to 3 and the weight at 2 remained in its original ·position. The observation is
easily generalised.
2

+

q /t2

I

?k, ~ ~?
r;

Fig. 7r.

h2

Fig.

j2.

Let us consider a heavy homogeneous rectangular
parallelepipedon, with vertical edges of the length h,
base A, and the specific gravity s (Fig. 72). Let this
parallelepipedon (or, what is the same thing, its centre
of gravity) descend a distance tilt. The work done is
then Alis.dlt, or, also, A dhs.h. In the first expres-·
sion we conceive the whole weight A Its displaced the
vertical distance d h ; in the second we conceive the
weight Ad h s as having descended from the upper
shaded space to the lower shaded space the distance It,
and leave out of account
the rest of the body.
Both methods of concep·
tion are admissible and
equivalent.
Pascal's
15. With the aid of
paradox,
this observation we shall -""--"'-----obtain a clear insight into
Fig. 73.
the paradox of Pascal, which consists of the following.
The vessel g (Fig. 73), :fixed to a separate support and
consisting of a narrow upper and a very broad lower
cylinder, is closed at the bottom by a movable piston,
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which, by means of a string passing through the axis
of the cylinders, is independently suspended from the
extremity of one arm of a balance. If g be filled with
water, then, despite the smallness of the quantity of
water used, there will have to be placed on the other
scale-pan, to balance it, several weights of considerable size, the sum of which will be A/is, where A is
the piston-area, h the height of the liquid, and s its
specific gravity. But if the liquid be frozen and the
mass loosened from the walls of the vessel, a very
small weight will be sufficient to preserve equilibrium.
The expla. Let us look to the virtual displacements of the two
nationof
(F'Jg. 74). I n t h e fi rst case, supposmg
.
.
the paradox cases
t l1e piston to be lifted a distance d h, the virtual moment is
Adhs.li or Alis.dli. It thus
comes to the same thing,
whether we consider the mass
that the motion qf the piston
It
displaces to be lifted to the
h
upper surface of the fluid
Fig. 74·
through the entire pressureheight, or consider the entire weight Ah s lifted the
distance of the piston-displacement dh. In the second
case, the mass that the piston displaces is not lifted to
the upper surface of the fluid, but suffers a displacement which is much smaller-the displacement, namely,
of the piston. If A, a are the sectional areas respectively of the greater and the less cylinder, and k and l
their respective heights, then the virtual moment of the
present case is Adh s. k
ad h s . l = (A k
al) s. d Ii ;
which is equivalent to the lifting of a much smaller
weight (A k +al) s~ the distance dli.
I 6. The laws relating to the lateral pressure of
liquids are but slight modifications of the laws of basal

!
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pressure. If we have, for example, a cubical vessel The laws or
. lateral
.
. l1 is
. a vessel o f 11tre
of r d ec1metre
on t h e s1'd e, wl11c
pressure.
capacity, the pressure on any one of the vertical 'lateral
walls ABCD, when the vessel is filled with water, is
easily determinable. The deeper the migratory element
considered descends beneath the surface, the greater
the pressure will be to which it is subjected. We easily
perceive, thus, that the pressure on a lateral wall is represented by a wedge of water ABCDHI resting upon
the wall horizontally
A
E
placed, where ID is at
right angles to BD and
ID=HC=AC. The
lateral pressure accor- H
{-------...........
dingly is equal to half
a kilogramme.
Fig. 75,
To determine the
point of application of the resultant pressure, conceive
ABCD again horizontal with the water-wedge resting
upon it. We cut off AK=BL =-§-AC, draw the
straight line KL and bisect it at M; JVI is the point of
application sought, for through this point the vertical
line cutting the centre of gravity of the wedge passes.
A plane inclined figure forming the base of a vessel The pres. d"1v1"d e d into
•
sure onin·a
. h a l'iqu1'd , is
fill e d wit
t h e e1ements a, a,' plane
a". · . with the"depths h, h', h" . .. below the level of clinedbase.
the liquid. The pressure on the base is
(ah+ a' h' +cl' Jz" + ... ) s.
If we call the total base-area A, and the depth of its
centre of gravity below the surface H, then

a.Ji+ a'h' + a"lt" + ... _ah+ a'h' + ... -If.
a + a' + a" + . . . A
-:- '

whence the pressure on the base is AHs.
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The deducI7. The principle of Archimedes can be deduced in
tion of the
.
.
piinc.iple of various ways.
After the manner of Stevmus, let us

*~~~~;~e conceive in the interior of the liquid a portion of it

. port10n
.
so l i'd 1·ne d . Tlus
now, as b e f ore, w1·11 b e supways. ·
ported by the circumnatant liquid. The resultant of
the forces of pressure acting on the surfaces is accordingly applied at the centre of gravity of the liquid displaced by the solidified body, and is equal and opposite
to its weight. If now we put in the place of the solidified liquid another different body of the same form, but
of a different specific gravity, the forces of pressure at
the surfaces will remain the same. Accordingly, there
now act on the body two forces, the weight of the body,
applied at the centre of gravity of the body, and the upward buoyancy, the resultant of the surface-pressures,
applied at the centre of gravity of the displaced liquid.
The two centres of gravity in question coincide only in
the case of homogeneous solid bodies.
Onemeth·
If we immerse a rectangular parallelepipedon of alod.
titude It and base ·ll', with edges vertically placed, in a
liquid of specific gravity s, then the pressure on the
upper basal surface, when at a depth k below the level
of the liquid is aks, while the pressure on the lower
surface is a (k
h) s. As the lateral pressures destroy
each other, an excess of pressure a lz. s upwards remains; or, where v denotes the volume of the parallelepipedon, an excess v. s.
Another.
We shall approach nearest the fundamental conmethod m·
•
f
h"
A reh"ime d es started, by recourse to
vo~vi~g the cept1on rom w ich
prmc1ple of
,
•
•
virtual dis- the prmc1ple of virtual displacements.
Let a paralplacements. l l
.
d
(F.
h
e ep1pe on
1g. 76) oft e spec1"ft c gravity <5, base a,
and height h sink the distance tl Ii. The virtual moment of the transference from the upper into the lower
shaded space of the figure will be ad Ii. <5 h. But while
effected m
various

+
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this is done, the liquid rises from the lower into the upper space, and its moment is ad h s h. The total virtual moment is therefore ah (<5- s) dlz = ( j - q) dh,
where p denotes the weight of the body and q the weight
of the displaced liquid.

~~~

m~~

8. The question might occur to us, whether the Is the buoy. a l'iqm·a·is a ff ecte db y t l1e ancyofa
upwar d pressure of a bo d y m
~odf in a
.1mmers1on
.
l
.
. l A s a f act, fect~d
hqu1d afof t 1e latter m another l'iqmc.
by
•
ilie~m~
this very question has been proposed. Let therefore s!on.of. that
llqu1d m n
(Fig. 77) a body K be submerged in a liquid A and the sf:lcopd
• •
•
•
• •
•
• hqmd?
hqmd with the contammg vessel m turn submerged m
another- liquid B. If in the determination of the loss
of weight in A it were proper to take account of the
loss of weight of A in B, then K's loss of weight would
- necessarily vanish when the fluid B became identical
with A. Therefore, K immersed in A would suffer a
loss of weight and it would suffer none. Such a rule
would be nonsensical.
With the aid of the principle of virtual displace-The e!uci.
.
dation of
ments, we easily comprehend the more complicated m?re corn•
pllcated
cases of this character. If a body be first gradually casesofthis
immersed in B, then partly in B and partly in A, class.
finally in A wholly ; then, in the second case, considering the virtual moments, both liquids are to be taken
into account in the proportion of the volume of the
body immersed in them. But as soon as the body is
wholly immersed in A, the level of A on further disI
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placement no longer rises, and therefore Bis no longer
of consequence.
TheArchi19. Archimedes's principle may be illustrated by a
medean
.
F rom ·t h e one extremity
· o f a sea1eprincipleH-pretty experiment.
lustrated by
•
anexperi- beam (Fig. 78) we hang a hollow cube 1£, and beneath
ment.
it a solid cube Jt.£, which exact)y fits into
the :first cube. We put weights into the
opposite pan, until the scales are in
equilibrium. If now lt:f be submerged
in water by lifting a vessel which stands
H
beneath it, the equilibrium will be disturbed; but it will be immediately restored if H, the hollow cube, be filled
with water.
A counter-experiment is the followThe counter-experiing. H is left suspended alone at the
ment.
M·
one extremity of the balance, and into
the opposite pan is placed a vessel of
Fig. 78•
water, above which on an independent
support Mhangs by a thin wire. The scales are brought
to equilibrium. If now M be lowered until it is immersed in the water, the equilibrium of the scales will
be disturbed ; but on filling H with water, it will be
restored.
Remarkson
At first glance this experiment appears a little parathe
· 1. W e f ee1, h owever, mstmctive
· '
· 1y, t h at M canment.exper!- · d ox1ca
not be immersed in the water without exerting a pressure that affects the scales. When we reflect, that the
level of the water in the vessel rises, and that the solid
body M equilibrates the surface-pressure of the water
surrounding it, that is to say represents and takes the
place of an equal volume of water, it will be found
that the paradoxical character of the experiment vanishes.
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20. The most important statical principles have The g.en~·
. the mvestigation
.
.
. o f so l'd
b een reac h e d m
1 b ocl'ies. TI.
11s ralprmc1·
ples of stat.
.
d
l
l
b
.
.
b
might
course 1s acc1 ental y t 1e historical one, ut 1t 1s y no ics
have bee.n
.
. reached m
means the only possible and necessary one. The d1f- the,investi1
• ferent methods that Archimedes, Stevinus, Galileo, and ~~\ <l~~dies
the rest, pursued, place this idea clearly enough before
the mind. As a matter of fact, general statical principles, might, with the assistance of some very simple
propositions from the 'statics of rigid bodies, have been
reached in the investigation of liquids. Stevinus certainly came very near such a discovery. We shall stop
a moment to discuss the question.
Let us imagine a liquid, the weight of which we neg- The.dis·
. 11qu1
. "d b e enc l ose d 111
. a vessel an d su b - illustration
cuss1on and
1ect. L et t l11s
.1ected to a defi mte
. pressure. A port1011
.
f
l
l'
.
d
of this
o tie 1qm , statement.
let us suppose, solidifies. On the closed surface normal forces act proportional to the elements of the area,
and we see without difficulty that their ·resultant will
always be = 0.
If we mark off by a closed curve a portion of the
closed surface, we obtain, on either side of it, a non.closed surface. All surfaces which are bounded by the
same curve (of double curvature) and on which forces
act normally (in the same sense) pro+~
portional to the elements of the area, 'I-.~
have lines coincident in position for
:;.
the resultants of these forces.
,.,,,..
Let us suppose, now, that a fluid
/'I
._
cylinder, determined by any closed
It t \ '
plane curve as the perimeter of its
Fig. 79.
base, solidifies. We may neglect the two basal surfaces, perpendicular to the axis. And instead of the
cylindrical surface the closed curve simply may be considered. From this ~ethod follow quite analogous

G\
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propositions for normal forces pr0portional to the elements of a plane curve.
·
·
·
1e, t 11e conIf t l1e c l ose d curve pass mto
a tnang
sideration will shape itself thus. The resultant normal
forces applied at the middle points of the sides of the.
triangle, we represent in direction, sense, and magnitude by straight lines (Fig. 80). The
lines mentioned intersect at a pointthe centre of the circle described about
the triangle. It will further be noted,
80
Fig. • ·
that by the simple parallel displacement of the lines representing the forces a triangle is
constructible which is similar and congruent to the
original triangle.
ThededucThence follows this proposition:
tion of the
. h , actmg
. at a pomt,
.
triangle of
Any t l1ree f orces, w l11c
are proforces
by
•
1
d
11
1
·
d
·
·
1
•
this method portmna an para e rn irect1011 to t 1e s1.des o t'· a triangle, and which on meeting by parallel displacement
form a congruent triangle, are in equilibrium. We see
at once that this proposition is simply a different form
of the principle of the parallelogram of forces.
If instead of a triangle we imagine a polygon, we
shall arrive at the familiar proposition of the polygon
of forces.
We conceive now in a heavy liquid of specific gravity
J<. a portion solidified. On the element (K of the closed
encompassing surface there acts a normal force <l' Jt. z,
where .zis the distance of the element from the level of
the liquid. We know from the outset the result.
Similar deIf normal forces which are determined by a JC z,
duction of
.
another im-where a denotes an element of area and z its perpenportant pro- a· I
a·
f
.
l
E
position.
1cu ar 1stance rom a given p ane , act on a closed
surface inwards, the resultant will be V. in which expression V represents the enclosed volume. The
The.discuss1on and
illustration
of this
statement.
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result~nt acts at the centre of gravity of the volnmc,
is perpendicular to the plane mentioned, and fr• directed
towards this plane.
Under the same conditions let a rigid curved surface The proposition here
be bounded by a plane curve, which encloses on the ded1~ced, a
.
special case
plane the area A. The resultant of the forces actmg of Green's
. Theorem.
on the curved surface is R, where
R2

= (AZJ1)2 + (VJ1)2 -AZVu2 cos

1/,

in which expression Z denotes the distance of the
centre of gravity of the surface A from E, and r the
normal angle of E and A.
In the proposition of the last paragraph mathematically practised readers will have recognised a particular case of Green's Theorem, which consists in the
reduction of surface-integrations to volume-integrations or vt'ce ·versa.
We may, accordingly, see into the force-system of a Th~ implj· eqm'l'b
·
. sys- cations
fl m'd 1n
1 num,
or, I'f you p l ease, see> out o f 1t,
the viewof
.
d
l
discussed.
terns of forces of greater or less comp l ex1ty, an·· t 1us
reach by a short path propositions a posteriori. It is a
mere accident that Stevinus did not light on these
propositions. The method here pursued corresponds
exactly to his. In this manner new discoveries can
still be made.
2r. The paradoxical results that were reached in Frnitful re·
. l a stimu
. l us to f ur- suits
.
.
, o f I'1qm"d s, supp1iec
of the
th e mvestigat1on
i:ivestiga-.
ther reflection and research. It should also not be left ~g::i~i~.tlus
unnoticed, that the conception of a plzJ1sico-mechanical
continuum was first formed on the occasion of the in·
vestigation of liquids. A much freer and much more
fruitful mathematical mode of view was developed
thereby, than was possible through the study even of
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systems of several solid bodies. The origin, in fact,
of important modern mechanical ideas, as for instance
that of the potential, is traceable to this source.
VII.

'£HE PRINCIPLES OF STATICS IN THEIR APPLICATION TO
GASEOUS BODIES.

r. The same views th~t subserve the ends of science
the investigation of liquids are applicable with but
slight modifications to the investigation of gaseous
bodies. To this extent, therefore, the investigation of
gases does not affo,rd mechanics any very rich returns.
Nevertheless, the :first steps that were taken in this
province possess considerable significance from the
point of view of the progress of _civilisation and so
have a high import for science generally.
The elusAlthough the ordinary man has abundant opporiveness
of tumty,
• . by h'is experience
·
· t ance of t11e air,
.· b y
its
subjectof t l1e res1s
matter.
the action of the wind, and the confinement of air in
bladders, to perceive that air is of the nature of a body,
yet this fact manifests itself infrequently; and never in
the obvious and unmistakable way that it does in the
case of solid bodies and :fluids. It is known, to be sure,
but is not sufficiently familiar to be prominent in popular thought. In ordinary life the presence of the air is
scarcely ever thought of. (See p. 5r7.)
The effect
Although the ancients, as we may learn from the
ofthefirst
f v·itruvms,
. possesse d mstruments
.
·
~iscl_osures accounts o
wi11ch,
m this prov~ •
.
ince.
like the so-called hydraulic organs, were based on the
condensation of air, although the invention of the airgun is traced back to Ctesibius, and this instrument
was also known to Guericke, the notions which people
held with regard to the nature of the air as late even
Character
of this departi_nent of in
mqu1ry.
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as the seventeenth century were exceedingly curious
and loose. We must not be surprised, therefore, at the
intellectual commotion which the :first more important
experiments in this direction evoked. The enthusiastic
description which Pase.al gives of Boyle's air-pump experiments is readily comprehended, if we transport ourselves back into the epoch of these discoveries. What
indeed could be more 'iVonderful than the sudden discovery that a thing which we do not see, hardly feel,
and take scarcely any notice of, constantly envelopes
us on all sides, penetrates all things; that it is the most
important condition of life, of combustion, and of gigantic mechanical phenomena. It was on this occasion, perhaps, :first made manifest by a great and striking disclosure, that physical science is not restricted
to the investigation of palpable and grossly sensible
processes.
The views
2. In Galileo's time philosophers explained the
entertained h
f
·
h
·
f
·
d
on this sub· p enomenon o suct10n, t e act10n o syrmges an ·
ject in Galih
l
.
lea's time. pumps by t e so-ea led horror ·vacut-nature' s abhorrence of a vacuum. Nature was thought to possess
the power of preventing the formation of a vacuum by
laying hold of the. first adjacent thing, whatsoever it
was, and immediately filling up with it any empty space
that arose. Apart from the ungrounded speculative
element which this view contains, it must be conceded,
that to a certain extent it really repr~sents the phenomenon. The person competent to enunciate it must
actually have discerned SOJ11e principle in the phenomenon. This principle, however, does not fit all cases.
Galileo is said to have been greatly surprised at hearing
of a newly constructed pump accidentally supplied
with a very long suction-pipe which was not able to
raise water to a height of more than eighteen Italian
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ells. His first thought was that the horror 7Jacui (or the
resistenza del 11acuo) possessed a measurable power. The
greatest height to which water could be raised by suction he called ciltezza. limitatissima. He sought, moreover, to determine directly the weight able to draw out
of a closed pump-barrel a tightly fitting piston resting
on the bottom.
3. Torrn1cELLI hit upon the idea of measuring the Torri9elli's
.
.
experunent.
resistance to a vacuum by a column of mercury instead
of a column of water, and he expected to obtain a column of about l 4 of the length of the water column.
His expectation was confirmed by the experiment performed in 16.:~3 by Viviani in the well-lmown manner,
and which bears to-day the name of the .Torricellian
experiment. A glass tube somewhat over a metre in
length, sealed at one end and filled with mercury, is
stopped at the open end with the finger, inverted in a
dish of mercury, an<.l placed in a vertical position. Re~
moving the finger, the column of mercury falls and re~
mains stationary at a height of about 76 cm. By this
experiment it was rendered quite probable, that some
very definite pressure forced the fluids into the vacuum.
What pressure this was, Torricelli very soon divined.
Galileo had endeavored, some time before this, to Galileo's
. b y fi rst we1g
. l1mg
.
to
.
. l1t o f t l1e air,
d etermme
t l1e we1g
a attempt
weigh air.
glass bottle containing nothing but air and then again
weighing the bottle after the air had been partly expelled by heat. It was known, accordingly, that the
air was heavy. But to the majority of men the horror
ziacui and the weight of the air were very distantly
connected notions. It is possible that in Torricelli's
case the two ideas came into sufficient proximity to
lead him to the conviction that all phenomena ascribed
to the horror vactti were explicable in a simple and

n:4
:\tmospher- logical
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manner by the pressure exerted by the weight
Torricelli discovbyTorri·
.
h
celli.
ered, therefore, the pressure of the atmosphere; e also
first observed by means of his column of mercury the
variations of the pressure of the atmosphere.
4. The news of Torricelli's experiment was circulated in France by Mersenne, and came to the know!.:.
edge of Pascal in the year r 644. The accounts of the
theory of the experiment were presumably so imperfect that PASCAL found it necessary to reflect independently thereon. (Pesanteur de l'air. Paris, r663.)
Pascal's exHe repeated the experiment with mercury and with
periments.
a tube of water, or rather of red wine, 40 feet in length.
He soon convinced himself by inclining the tube that
the space above the column of fluid was really empty;
and he found himself obliged to defend this view against
the violent attacks of his countrymen. Pascal pointed
out an easy way of producing the vacuum which they
regarded as impossible, by the use of a glass syringe,
the nozzle of which was closed with the finger under
water and the piston then drawn back without much
difficulty. Pascal showed, in addition, that a curved
siphon 40 feet high filled with water does not flow, but
can be made to do so by a sufficient inclination to the
perpendicular. The same experiment was made on a
smaller scale with mercury. The same siphon flows
or does not flow according as it is placed in an inclined
or a vertical position.
In a later performance, Pascal refers expressly to
the fact of the weight of the atmosphere and to the
pressure due to this weight. He shows, that minute
animals, like flies, are able, without injury to themselves, to stand a high pressure in fluids, provided only
the pressure is equal on all sides; and he applies this

d1ic~e:!~:<l of a fluid column-a column of air.
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at once to the case of fishes and of animals that live in The anal.
p asca l' s ch.1ef merit,
. 1n
. d ee d , is
. to h ave esta b - liquid
ogy between
t h e air.
and
.
atmospher·
bshed a complete analogy between the phenomena con- ic pressure.
ditioned by liquid pressure (water-pressure) and those
conditioned by atmospheric pressure.
5. By a series of experiments Pascal shows that
mercury in consequence of atmospheric pressure rises
into a space containing no air in the same way that,
in consequence of water-pressure, it rises into a space
containing no water. If into a deep vessel filled with water (Fig. Sr) a tube be
sunk at the lower end of which a bag of
mercury is tied, but so inserted that the
upper end of the tube projects out of. the
water and thus contains only air, then
the deeper the tube is sunk into the water :::=.:-:::::_~
the higher will the mercury, subjected
Fig. sx.
to th~ constantly increasing pressure of the water, ascend into the tube. The experiment can also be made,
with a siphon-tube, or with a tube open at its lower end.
Undoubtedly it was the attentive consideration of The height
•
•
of mounth1s very phenomenon that led Pascal to the idea that tains determined by
the barometer-column must necessarily stand lower at the barom.
•
.
eter..
the summit. of a mountain than at its base, and that
it could accordingly be employed to determine the
height of mountains. He communicated this idea to
his brother-in-law, Perier, who forthwith successfully
performed the experiment on the summit of the Puy
de Dome. (Sept. I 9, r 648.)
Pascal referred the phenomena connected with ad- Adhesion
plates.
hesion-plates to the pressure of the atmosphere, and
gave as an illustration of the principle involved the resistance experienced when a large hat lying flat on a
table is suddenly lifted. The cleaving of wood to the ·
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bottom of a vessel of quicksilver is a phenomenon of
the same kind.
A siphon
Pascal imitated the flow produced in a siphon by
which acts
by wateratmospheric pressure, by the use of water-pressure.
pressure.
The two open unequal arms a and
b of a three-armed tube a b c (Fig.
82) are dipped into the vessels of
mercury e and d. If the whole
arrangement then be immersed in
a deep vessel of water, yet so that
the long open branch shall always
project above the upper surface,
the mercury will gradually rise in
Fig. Bz.
the branches a and b, the columns
finally unite, and a stream begin to flow from the vessel
d to the vessel e through the siphon-tube open above
te the air.
Pascal's
The Torricellian experiment was modid
modification of the
fied
by Pascal in a very ingenious manner.
Torricellian experiA
tube
of the form abcd (Fig. 83), of
ment,
double the length of an ordinary barometer-tube, is filled with mercury. The
openings a and b are closed with the fingers and the tube placed in a dish of
mercury with the end a downwards. If
now a be opened, the mercury in c d will
all fall into the expanded portion at c, and
the mercury in a b will sink to the height
of the ordinary barometer-column. A vacuum is produced at b which presses the
finger closing the hole painfully inwards.
Fig. 83.
If b also be opened the column in a b will
sink completely, while the mercury in the expanded
portion c, being now exposed to the pressure of the
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atmosphere, will rise in c d to the height of the barometer-column. Without"an air-pumpy it was hardly possible to combine the experiment and the counterexperiment in a sin?.pler and more ingenious manner
thaJ,1 Pascal thus did.
6. With regard to Pascal's mountain-experiment, Supple.
mentary re·
we shall add the followmg brief supplementary remarks. marks on
·
Pascal's
Let b 0 be the height of the barometer at the level of moun~ain.
experiment
the sea, and let it fall, say, at an elevation of m metres,
to kb 0 , where k is a proper fraction. At a further elevation of m metres, we must expect to obtain the barometer-height k. kb 0 , since we here pass through a stratum
of air the density of which bears to that of the first the
proportion of k: 1. If we pass upwards to the altitude
h = n . m metres, the barometer-height corresponding
thereto will be
·
bit= k 11 • b0 or n

- log b
= log
---b"1ogt.z
- - z.--· or

m
h = lOg-k (log b11

0

-

log b0 ) .

The principle of the method is, we see, a very simple
one; its difficulty arises solely from the multifarious
collateral conditions and corrections that have to be
looked to.
7. The most original and fruitful achievements in The expert.
the domain of aerostatics we owe to OTTO VON GuE- ~~~t!i~
.
.
h
b
d Guericke.
RICKE. H 1s experiments appear to ave een suggeste
in the main by philosophical speculations. He proceeded entirely in his own way; for he first heard of
the Torricellian experiment from Valerianus Magnus
at the Imperial Diet of Ratisbon in 1654, where he demonstrated the experimental discoveries made by him
about 1650. This statement is confirmed by his method
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of constructing a water-barometer which was entirely
different from that
Torricelli.
The histariGuericke's book (Experi'menta nova, itt vocantur,
cal value of
.
Guericke's Mcigdebttrgica.
Amsterdam. 1672) makes us reahse
book.
the narrow views men took in his time. · The fact that
he was able gradually to abandon these views and to
acquire broader ones by his individual endeavor speaks
favorably for his intellectual powers. We perceive
with astonishment how short a space of time separates
us from the era of scientific barbarism, and can no longer marvel that the barbarism of the social order still
so oppresses us.
Its specula·
In the introduction to this book and in various other
tive
charac· p l aces, G uenc
. k e, m
. t lle mi'd st of h'1s expenmenta
.
l 111.
ter.
vestigations, speaks of the various objections to the
Copernican system which had been drawn from the
Bible, (objections which he seeks to invalidate,) and
discusses such subjects as the locality of heaven, the
locality of hell, and the day of judgment. Disquisitions on empty space occupy a considerable portion
of the worlc
Guericke's
Guericke regards the air as the exhalation or odor
notion of
the air.
of bodies, which we do not perceive because we have
been accustomed to it from childhood. Air, to him,
is not an element. He knows that through the effects of
heat and cold it changes its volume, and that it is
compressible in Hero's Ball, or Pila Heronis; on the
basis of his own experiments he gives its pressure at
20 ells of water, and expressly speaks of its weight, by
which flames are forced upwards.
8. To produce a vacuum, Guericke first .employed
a wooden cask filled with water. The pump of a fi.reengine was fastened to its lower end. The water, it
was thought, in following the piston and the action of

of
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Guericke's First Experiments.

(ft~perhn. lt'lagdeb.)

1r9

120

His attempts to
produce a
vacuum.

His final
success.
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gravity, would fall and be pumped out. Guericke expected that empty space would remain. The fastenings
of the pump repeatedly proved to be too weak, since in
consequence of the atmospheric pressure that weighed
on the piston considerable force had to be applied to
move it. On strengthening the fastenings three powerful men finally accomplished the exhaustion. But,
meantime the air poured in through the joints of the
cask with a loud blast, and no vacuum was obtained.
In a subsequent experiment the small cask from which
the water was to be exhausted was immersed in a larger
one, likewise fille<l with water. But in this case, too, the
water gradually forced its way into the smaller cask.
Wood having proved in this way to be an unsuitable material for the purpose, and Guericke having remarked in the last experiment indications of success,
the philosopher now took a large hollow sphere of
copper and ventured to exhaust the air directly. At
the start the exhaustion was successfully and easily
conducted. But after a. few strokes of the piston, the
pumping became so difficult that four stalwart men
(virt' quadrati), putting forth their utmost efforts, could
hardly budge the piston. And when the exhaustion
had gone still further, the sphere suddenly collapsed,
with a violent report. Finally by the aid of a copper
vessel of perfect spherical form, the production of the
vacuum was successfully accomplished. Guericke describes the great force with which the air rushed in on
the opening of the cock.
9. After these experiments Guericke constructed
an independent air-pump. A great glass globular receiver was mounted and closed by a large ·detachable
tap in which was a stop-cock. Through this opening
the objects to be subjected to experiment were placed
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in the receiver. To secure more perfect closure the Q,uericke's
.
. .
l
d air-pump.
rece1ver was made to stand, w1th 1ts stop-coc \: un er
water, on a tripod, beneath which the pump proper was

Guericke's Air-pump. (E;i:perim. Magdeb.)

placed. Subsequently, separate receivers, connected
with the exhausted sphere, were also employed in the
experiments.
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The phenomena which Guericke observed with this
.
Th e noise
. wl11c
. }1
apparatus are mam'f oId an d various.
.
l
'l
·
1
'd
f
water m a vacuum ma s:es on stn nng t 1e s1 es o t }1e
p•mp.
glass receiver, the violent rush of air and water into
exhausted vessels suddenly opened, the escape on exhaustion of gases absorbed in liquids, the liberation of
their fragrance, as Guericke expresses it, were immediately remarked. A lighted candle is extinguished
on exhaustion, because, as Guericke conjectures, it
derives its nourishment from the air. Combustion, as
his striking remark is, is not an annihilation, but a
transformation of the air.
A bell does not ring in a vacuum. Birds die in it.
Many :fishes swell up, and finally burst. A grape is kept
fresh ln vacuo for over half a year.
By connecting with an exhausted cylinder a long
tube dipped in water, a water-barometer is constructed.
The column raised is rg-20 ells high; and Von Guericke
explained all the effects that had been ascribed to the
horror vacut' by the principle of atmospheric pressure.
An important experiment consisted in the weighing
of a receiver, :first when filled with air and then when
exhausted. The weight of the air was found to vary
with the circumstances ; namely, with the temperature
and the height of the barometer. According to Guericke a definite ratio of weight between air and water
does not exist.
The experiBut the deepest impression on the contemporary
ments relat.
ing to atworld was made by the experiments relating to atmosmospheric
pressure. pheric pressure.
An exhausted sphere formed of two
hemispheres tightly adjusted to one another was rent
asunder with a violent report only by the traction of
sixteen horses.. The same sphere was suspended from

The curious
phenomena
observed by
means
the
air-of
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a beam, and a heavily laden scale-pan was attached to
the lower half.
The cylinder of a large pump is closed by a piston.
To the piston a rope is tied which leads over a pulley
and is divided into numerous branches on which a
great number of men pull. The moment the cylinder is
connected with an exhausted receiver, the men at the
ropes. are thrown to the ground. In a similar manner
a huge weight is lifted.
Guericke mentions the compressed-air gun as some- quericke's
.
1
.
l
a1r-gun.
t h mg a ready known, and constructs independent y an
instrument that might appropriately be called a rarified-air gun. A bullet is driven by the external atmospheric pressure through a suddenly exhausted tube,
forces aside at the end of the tube a leather valve which
closes it, and then continues its flight with a considerable velocity.
Closed vessels carried to the summit of a mountain
and opened, blow out air; carried down again in the
same manner, they suck in air. From these and other
experiments Guericke discovers that th.e air is elastic.
lo. The investigations of Guericke were continued Theinvesti•
. gations of
by an Englishman, ROBERT BOYLE.* The new expen- Robert
.
Boyle.
ments which Boyle had to supply were few. He observes the propagation of light in a vacuum and the
action of a magnet through it; lights tinder by means
of a burning glass; brings the barometer under the receiver of the air-pump, and was the first to construct
a balance-manometer ["the statical manometer"].
The ebullition of heated fluids and the freezing of water
on exhaustion were first observed by him.
Of the air-pump experiments common at the present
day may also be mentioned that with falling bodies,
*And published by him in 1600, before the work of Von Guericke.-Trans.
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which confirms in a simple manner the view of Galileo
·
· lias b een e1'immate
·
d
that wh en t h e resistance
of t11e air
light and heavy bodies both fall with the.same velocity. In an exhausted glass tube a leaden bullet and a
piece of paper are placed. Putting the tube in a vertical position and quickly turning it about a horizontal
axis through an angle of 180°, both bodies will be seen
to arrive simultaneously at the bottom of the tube.
quantitaOf the quantitative data we will mention the foluve data.
lowing. The atmospheric pressure that supports a
column of mercury of 76 cm. is easily calculated from
the specific gravity 13 ·60 of mercury to be r ·0336 kg.
to I sq. cm. The weight of rooo cu. cm. of pure, dry
air at 0° C. and 760 mm. of pressure at Paris at an elevation of 6 metres will be found to be r ·293 grams,
and the corresponding specific gravity, referred to
water, to be 0·001293.
The discovII. Guericke knew of only one kind of air.
We
ery of other
•
.
l
f
l
.
.
d
gaseous
may 1magme t lere ore t 1e excitement it create when
substances. ,
B
d.
d
b .
'd
.c.
•
m I 755 LACK 1scovere car omc ac1 gas (i1xed air)
and CAVENDISH in 1766 hydrogen (inflammable air),
discoveries which were soon followed by other similar
ones. The dissimilar
physical properties of
gases are very striking. Faraday has illustrated their great
inequality of weight
by a beautiful lectureexperiment. If from
Fig, 84.
a balance in equilibrium, we suspend (Fig. 84) two beakers A, B, the one
in an upright position and the other with its opening
downwards, we may pour heavy carbonic acid gas from
The fall of
bodies
vacuum.in a
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above into the one and light hydrogen from beneath
into the other. In both instances the balance turns in
the direction of the arrow. To-day, as we know, the
decanting of gases can be made directly visible by the
optical method of Foucault and Toeppler.
12. Soon after Torricelli's discovery, attempts were 1:he 1~ercu·
rial au-·
made to employ practically the vacuum thus produced. pump.
The so-called mercurial air-pumps were triec;l. But no
such instrument was successful until the present century. The mercurial. air-pumps now in common use
are really barometers of which the extremities are sup·
plied with large expansions and so connected that their
difference of level may be easily varied. The mercury
takes the place of the piston of the ordinary air-pump.
13. The expansive force of the air, a property ob- Boyle'slaw.
served by'Guericke, was more accurately investigated
by BOYLE, and, later, by MARIOTTE. The law which
both found is as follows. If V be called the volume of
a given quantity of air and Pits pressure on unit area
of the containing vessel, then the product V P is
always = a constant quantity. If the volume of the
enclosed air be reduced one-half, the air will exert
double the pressure on unit of area; if the volume of
the enclosed quantity be doubled, the pressure will
sink to one-half; and so on. It is quite correct-as a
number of English writers have maintained in recent
times-that Boyle and not Mariette is to be regarded
as the discoverer ~f the law that usually goes by
Mariotte's name. Not only is this true, but it must
also be added that Boyle knew that the law did not
hold exactly, whereas this fact appears to have escaped
Mariette.
:fhe method pursued by Mariette in the ascertainment of the law was very simple. He partially filled

r26
Mariotte's
experiments.

His appa~
ratus.
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Torricellian tubes with mercury, measured the volume
of the air remaining, and then performed the Torricellian experiment. The new volume of
air was thus obtained, and by subtractm.
. ing the height of the column. of mercury from the barometer-height, also
the new pressure to which the same
quantity of air was now subjected.
To condense the air Mariotte em11
ployed a siphon-tube with vertical
Fig. 85.
arms. The smaller arm in which the
air was contained was sealed at the
upper end; the longer, into which the
mercury was poured, was open at the
upper end. The volume of the air
was read off on the graduated tube,
and to the difference of level of the
mercury in the two arms the barometerheight was added. At the present day
both sets of experiments are performed
in the simplest manner by fastening a
cylindrical glass tube (Fig. 86) rr,
closed at the top, to a vertical scale
and connecting it by a caoutchouc
tube k k with a second open glass tube
r' r', which is movable up and down
the scale. If the tubes be partly filled
with mercury, any difference of level
whatsoever of the two surfaces of merFig. 86.
cury may be produced by displacing
r' r', and the corresponding variations of volume of the
air enclosed in r r observed.
It struck Mariotte on the occasion of his investigations that any small quantity of air cut off completely
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from the rest of the atmosphere and therefore not The expan·
.
•
sive force of
directly affected by the latter's weight, also supported isol~ted
•
.
portions of
the barometer-column ; as where, to give an instance, the atmos·
· c1ose d. The s1mp
· 1e phere.
t h e open arm of a barometer-tube is
explanation of this phenomenon, ·which, of course,
Mariotte immediately found, is this, that the air before
enclosure. must have been compressed to a point at
which its tension pa.lanced the gravitational pressure
of the atmosphere; that is to say, to a point at which
it exerted an equivalent elastic pressure.
We shall not enter here into the details of the arrangement and use of air-pumps, which are readily
understood from the law of Boyle and Mariotte.
r4. It simply remains for us to remark, that the discoveries of aerostatics furnished so much that was new
and wonderful that a valuable intellectual stimulus proceeded from the science.

CHAPTER II.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
DYNAMICS.
J,

GALILEO'S ACHIEVEJ\1ENTS.

I. We now pass to the discussion of the fundamental principles of dynamics. This is entirely a modern science. The mechanical speculations of the ancients, particularly of the Greeks, related wholly to
statics. Dynamics was founded by GALILEO. We shall
readily recognise the correctness of this assertion if we
but consider a moment a few propositions held by the
Aristotelians of Galileo's time. To explain the descent
of heavy bodies and the rising of light bodies, (in liquids for instance,) it was assumed that every thing and
object sought its place: the place of heavy bodies was
below, the place of light bodies was above. Motions
were divided into natural motions, as that of descent,
and violent motions, as, for example, that of a projectile. From some few superficial experiments and
observations, philosophers had concluded that heavy
bodies fall more quickly and lighter bodies more slowly,
or, more precisely, that bodies of greater weight fall
more quickly and those of less weight·more slowly. It
is sufficiently obvious from this that the dyr1amical
knowledge of the ancients, particularly of the Greeks,
was very insignificant, and that it was left to modern
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times to lay the true foundations of this department of
inquiry. (See Appendix, VII., p. 520.)

2. The treatise Di'scorsi e dimostrazioni matemctticlte,
in which Galileo communicated to the world the first
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9alile_o's dynamical investigation of the laws of falling bodies,
~iov:~tm~ appeared in r638. The modern spirit that Galileo disIaws of fall.
.
ingbodies. covers 1s evidenced here, at the very outset, by the fact
that he does not ask why heavy bodies fall, but propounds the question, How do heavy bodies fall? in
agreement with what law do freely falling bodies move?
The method he employs to ascertain this law is this.
He makes certain assumptions'. He does not, however,
like Aristotle, rest there, but endeavors to ascertain by
trial whether they are correct or not.
His first,
The first theory on which he lights is the following.
erroneous
theory.
It seems in his eyes plausible that a freely falling body,
inasmuch as it is plain that its velocity is constantly
on the increase, so moves that its velocity is double
after traversing double the distance, and triple after
traversing triple the distance; in short, that the velocities acquired in the descent increase proportionally
to the distances descended through. Before he proceeds to test experimentally this hypothesis, he reasons
on it logically, implicates himself, however, in so doing,
in a fallacy. He says, if a body has acquired a certain
velocity in the first distance descended through, double
the velocity in double such distance descended through,
and so on; that is to say, if the velocity in the second
instance is double what it is in the first, then the double
distance will be traversed in the same time as the original simple distance. If, accordingly, in the case of
the double distance we conceive the first half traversed, no time will, it would seem, fall to the account
of the second half. The motion of a falling body appears, therefore, to take place instantaneously; which
not only contradicts the hypothesis but also ocular evidence. - We shall revert to this peculiar fallacy of
Galileo's later on.
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3. After Galileo fancied he had discovered this as- His second,
•
correct, as·
sumphon to be untenable, he made a second one, ac- sumption.
cording to which the velocity acquired is proportional
to the time of the descent. That is, if a body fall once,
and then fall again during twice as long an interval of
time as it first fell, it will attain in the second instance
double the velocity it acquired in the first. He found
no self-contradiction in this theory, and he accordingly
proceeded to investigate by experiment whether the
assumption accorded with observed facts. It was difficult to prove by any direct means that the velocity
acquired was proportional to the time of descent. It
was easier, however, to investigate by what law the
distance increased with the time; and he consequently
deduced from his assumption the relation that obtained
between the distance and the time, and tested this by
experiment. The deduction
B Discussion
and eluci·
is simple, distinct, and perII
dation of
D
the true
fectly correct. He draws
F "
theory.
(Fig. 87) a straight line, and
on it cuts off successive por- O
C G
-:;t
tions that represent to him
Fig. 87.
the times elapsed. At the extremities of these portions he erects perpendiculars (ordinates), and these
represent the velocities acquired. Any portion OG of
the line OA denotes, therefore, the time of descent
elapsed, and the corresponding perpendicular GH the
velocity acquired in such time.
If, now, we fix our attention on the progress of the
velocities, we shall observe with Galileo the following
fact: namely, that at the instant C, at which one-half
OC of the time of descent OA has elapsed, the velocity
CD is also one-half of the final velocity AB.
If now we examine two instants of time, E and G,
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equally distant in opposite directions from the instant
. .
C, we shall observe that the velocity HG exceeds the
mean velocity CD by the same amount that EF falls
short of it. For every instant .antecedent to C there
exists a corresponding one equally distant from it subsequent to C. Whatever loss, therefore, as compared
with uniform motion with half the final velocity, is suffered in the first half of the motion, such loss is made
up in the second half. The distance fallen through we
may consequently regard as having been zmzforml,y described with half the final velocity. If, accordingly,
we make the final velocity v proportional to the time
of descent t, we shall obtain v = g t, where g denotes
the final velocity acquired in unit of time-the so-called
acceleration. The space s descended through is therefore given by the equations= (gt /2) tor s = gt2 /2.
Motion of this sort, in which, agreeably to the assumption, equal velocities constantly accrue in equal intervals of time, we call uniformly accelerated motion.
i;'ableofthe
If we collect the times of descent, the final velociumes, ve- ties,
•
. t l1e
Iocities,and
an d t 11e d"istances traverse d, we s 11a11 o b tam
distances of
.
descent.
followmg table :
Uniformly
accelerated
motion.

t

~

~

1.

lg.

1x1 .. ;,

2.

2g.

2

x 2. i-

3.

3g.

4.

4g.

4

x 4. -2-g

tg.

.;.i

er
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4. The relation obtaining between t and s admits Experirnen·
.
l proo f ; and this
. Ga l'l
l' } d ta! verifica·
o f expenmenta
1 eo accomp is 1e tion of the
in the manner which we shall now describe.
law.
We must first remark that no part of the knowledge
and ideas on this subject with which we are now so
familiar, existed in Galileo's time, but that Galileo had
to create these ideas and means for us. Accordingly,
it was impossible for him to proceed as we should do
to-day, and he was obliged, therefore, to pursue a different method. He first sought to retard the motion
of descent, that it might be more accurately observed.
He made observations on balls, which he caused to
roll down inclined planes (grooves); assuming that only
the velocity of the motion would be lessened here, but
that the form of the law of descent would remain unmodified. If, beginning from the upper extremity, the flees
The arti·
emdisfances I, 4, g, I 6 ... be notched of£ on the groove, ployed.
the respective times of descent will be representable,
it was assumed, by the numbers I, 2, 3, 4 ... ; a result
which was, be it added, confirmed. The observation of
the times involved, Galileo accomplished in a very in~
genious manner. There were no clocks of the modern
kind in his day: such were first rendered possible by
the dynamical knowledge of which Galileo laid the
foundations. The mechanical clocks which were used
were very inaccurate, and were available only for the
measurement of great spaces of time. Moreover, it
was chiefly water-clocks and sand-glasses that were in
use-in the form in which they had been handed down
from the ancients. Galileo, now, constructed a very
simple clock of this kind, which he especially adjusted
to the measurement of small spaces of time; a thing
not customary in those days. It consisted of a vessel of
water of very large transverse dimensions, having in
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the bottom a minute orifice which was closed with the
finger. As soon as the ball began to roll down the inclined plane Galileo removed his finger and allowed the
water to flow out on a balance; when the ball had arrived at the terminus of its path he closed the orifice.
As the pressure-height of the :fluid did not, owing to
the great transverse dimensions of the vessel, perceptibly change, the weights of the water discharged from
the orifice were proportional to the times. It was in
this way actually shown that the times increased simply,
while the spaces fallen through increased quadratically.
The inference from Galileo's assumption was thus confirmed by experiment, and with it the assumption itself.
The rela5. To form some notion of the relation which subtion of mo· •
.
•
.
tion on an s1sts between mot10n on an mclmed plane and that of
inclined
.
•
plane to
free descent, Galileo made the assumption, that a body
that of free wh'ich f a 11s t h roug h the h eight
·
• l'me d plane
descent.
o£ an me
attains the same final velocity as a body which falls
through its length. This is an assumption that will
strike us as rather a bold one; but in the manner in
which it was enunciated and employed by Galileo, it is
quite natural. We shall endeavor to explain the way by
which he was led to it. He says: If a body fall freely
downwards, its velocity increases proportionally to the
time. When, then, the body has arrived at a point below, let us imagine its velocity reversed and directed
upwards ; the body then, it is clear, will rise. We make
the observation that its motion in this case is a reflection,
so to speak, of its motion in the first case. As then its
velocity increased proportionally to the time of descent,
it will now, conversely, diminish in that proportion.
When the body has continued to rise for as long a
time as it descended, and has reached the height from ·
which it originally fell, its velocity will be reduced to
Galileo's
clock.
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zero. We perceive, therefore, that a body will rise, J?stifica- ·
. virtue
.
. acquire
. d m
. its
. d escent, JUSt
.
uon of the
m
o f t h e ve loc1ty
as assumption
Mg!t as it has fallen. If, accordingly, a body falling~;\ ~e1oc·
. d plane cou ld acquire
. ave l oc1ty
. wh"1chitlesofsuch
. 1me
d own an me
motions are
would enable it, when placed on a differently inclined the same.
plane, to rise higher than the point from which it had
fallen, we should be able to effect the elevation of
bodies by gravity alone. There is contained, accordingly, in this assumption, that the velocity acquired by
a body in descent depends solely on the vertical height
fallen through and is independent of the inclination of
the path, nothing more than the uncontradictory apprehension and recognition of the/act that heavy bodies
do not possess the tendency to rise, but only the tendency to fall. If we should assume that a body falling down the length of an inclined plane in some way
or other attained a greater velocity than a body that
fell through its height, we should only have to let the
body pass with the acquired velocity to another inclined or vertical plane to make it rise to a greater ve:rtical height than it had fallen from, And if the velocity attained on the inclined plane were less, we should
only have. to reverse the process to obtain the same result. In both instances a heavy body could, by an appropriate arrangement of inclined planes, be forced
continually upwards solely by its own weight-a state
of things which wholly contradicts our instinctive
knowledge of the nature of heavy bodies. (Seep. 522.)
6. Galileo, in this case, again, did not stop with
the mere pµilosophical and logical discussion of his
assumption, but tested it by comparison with experience.
He took a simple :filar pendulum (Fig. 88) with a
heavy ball attached. Lifting the pendulum, while
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Galili:o's
elongated its full length, to the level
expenmen. it
. f a 11, 1t
. ascen d ed
tal verifica- an d t h en 1ettmg
tion
of
this
h
·
'd
If 1t
· d oes
assumption on t e opposite s1 e.

of a given altitude,
to t h e same 1eve1
not d o so exactl:;v,
Galileo said, the resistance of the air must be the cause
of the deficit. This is inferrible from the fact that the
deficiency is greater in the case of a cork ball than it is

ii o

e E

Fig. 88,

Effected by in the case of a heavy metal one. However, this negpartially
.
impeding lected, the body ascends to the same altitude on the
the
motion opposite
•
· is
· perm1ss1
· 'bl e to regar d t h e moofapendus1'd e. N ow it
lum string.

.
. t h e arc of a c1rc
. l e as a mot10n
.
t1on
o f a pen d u l um m
of descent along a series of inclined planes of different
inclinations. This seen, we· can, with Galileo, easily
cause the body to rise on a different arc-on a different
series of inclined planes. This we accomplish by driving in at one side of the thread, as it vertically hangs,
a nailf or g, which will prevent any given portion of
the thread from taking part in the second half of the
motion. The moment the thread arrives at the line of
equilibrium and strikes the nail, the ball, which has
fallen through b a, will begin to ascend by a different
series of inclined planes, and describe the arc am or et n.
Now if the inclination of the planes had any influence
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on the velocity of descent, the body could not rise to
the same horizontal level from which it had fallen.
But it does. By driving the nail sufficiently low down,
we may shorten the pendulum for half of an oscillation
as much as we please; the phenomenon, however, always remains the same. If the nail Ii be driven so low
down that the remainder of the string cannot reach to
the plane E, the ball will turn completely over and
wind the thread round the nail; because when it has
attained the greatest height it can reach it still has a
residual velocity left.
7. If we assume thus, that the same final velocity is The
a~
sumptton
attained on an inclined plane whether the body fall leads to the
•
law of rela·
through the height or the length of the plane,-in which tive,accel·
eratlons
assumption nothing more is contained than that a body sought.
rises by virtue of the velocity it has acquired in falling
just as high as it has fallen,-we shall easily arrive,
with Galileo, at the perception that the times of the descent along the height and the length of an inclined
plane are in the simple proportion of the height and
the length ; or, what is the same, that the accelerations
are inversely proportional to the times of descent.
The acceleration along the height will consequently
bear to the acceleration along A
the length the proportion of the ~,
length to the height. Let A B
(Fig. 89) be the height and AC B
«
C
the length of the inclined plane.
Fig. Bg.
Both will be descended through in uniformly accelerated motion in the times t and t 1 with the final ve"
locity v. Therefore,
AB =

'ii
AB
t
'> t and AC= .) tl' A···c··= .,,_.

'[I

~

~

tl
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If the accelerations along the height and the length be
called respectively g and g 1 , we also have
g
t
AB
.
v = g t and v = g 1 t v w h ence - 1 = - = -AC = sin a.
g
tl
In this way we are able to deduce from the acceleration on an inclined plane the acceleration of free
descent.
A corollary
From this proposition Galileo deduces several corof the pre.
ceding law. ollaries, some of which have passed into our elementary
text-books. The accelerations along the height and
length are in the inverse proportion of the height and
length. If now we cause one body to fall along the
length of an inclined plane and simultaneously another
to fall freely along its height, and ask what the distances are that are traversed by the two in equal intervals of time, the solution of the problem will be readily
found (Fig. go) by simply lettir~g fall from Ba perpendicular on the length. The part AD, thus cut off, will
be the distance traversed by the one body on the inclined plane, while the second body is freely falling
through the height of the plane.
A

:~c
Fig. 90.

~elative

Fig. gr.

c

If we describe (Fig. 91) a circle on AB as diame-

umes of de. 1e w1"11 pass t h roug h D , b ecause D is
. a
scription
of t er, t h e c1rc
the chords
. h
l
I t w1"ll b e seen t h us, t h at we can imagme
.
.
and diame- ng t ang e.
ters of cir•
•
oles.
any number of mclmed planes, AE, AF, of any degree

of inclination, passing through A, and that in every
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case the chords AG, AH drawn in this circle from the
upper extremity of the diameter will be traversed in
the same time by a falling body as the vertical diameter itself. Since, obviously, only the lengths and inclinations are essential here, we may also draw the
chords in question from the lower extremity of the
diameter, and say generally : The vertical diameter
of a circle is described by a falling particle in the same
time that any chord through either extremity is so
described.
We shall present another corollary, which, in the The figures
pretty form in which Galileo gave it, is usually no t0~ili:~ ~[i 1 •
in the
.
d m
. elementary expos1t1011s.
..
W e ing
l onger mcorporate
chords of
imagine gutters radiating in a vertical piane from a circles.
common point A at a
number of different --·-----:~!!l:i!A~~·---
degrees of inclination
to the horizon (Fig.
92). We place at their
common extremity A
alike number of heavy
bodies and cause them
to begin simultaneously their motion of desv
cent. The bodies will
Fig. 92.
always form at any one
instant of time a circle. After the lapse of a longer time
they will be found in a circle of larger radius, and the
radii increase proportionally to the squares of the
times. If we imagine the gutters to radiate in a space
instead of a plane, the falling bodies will always form
a sphere, and the radii of the spheres will increase proportionally to the squares of the times. This will be
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perceived by imagining the figure revolved about the
vertical A V.
Character
8. We see thus,-as deserves again to be briefly
of Galileo's
.
h G ah'l eo d'd
l
·1
l
inquiries. noticed,-t at
1 not supp y us wit 1 a t1zeory
of the falling of bodies, but investigated and established, wholly without preformed opinions, the actual
facts of falling.
Gradually adapting, on this occasion, his thoughts
to the facts, and everywhere logically abiding by the
ideas he had reached, he hit on a conception, whichc,to
himself, perhaps less than to his successors, appeared
in tlle light of a new law. In all his reasonings, Galileo
followed, to the greatest advantage of science, a principle which might appropriately be called the prindple
The prin- of contz'nuity. Once we have reached a theory that apoiple of
continuity. plies to a particular case, we proceed gradually to
modify in thought the conditions of that case, as far
as it is at all possible, and endeavor in so doing to
adhere throughout as closely as we can to the conception originally reached. There is no method of procedure more surely calculated to lead to that comprehension of all natural phenomena which is the simplest
and also attainable with the least expenditure of mentality and feeling. (Compare Appendix, IX., p. 523.)
A particular instance will show more clearly than
any general remarks what we mean. Galileo conA

C

D

E

~~
B

Fig. 93.

F

H

siders (Fig. 93) a body which is falling down the inclined plane AB, and which, being placed with the
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velocity thus acquired on a second plane BC, for ex- G.alileo's
discovery
ample, ascends this second plane. On all planes BC, of the so.
called law
BD, and so forth, it ascends to the horizontal plane of inertia.
that passes through A. But, just as it falls on ED
with less acceleration than it does on BC, so similarly
it will ascend on ED with less retardation than it will
on BC. The nearer the planes BC, ED, BE, BF approach to the horizontal plane BH, the less will the
retardation of the body on those planes be, and the
longer and further will it move on them. On the horizontal plane BH the retardation vanishes entir·ely (that
is, of course, neglecting friction and the resistance of
the air), and the body will continue to move infinitely
long and infinitely far with constant velocity. Thus advancing to the limiting case of the problem presented,
Galileo discovers the so-called law of inertia, according
to which a body not under the influence of forces, i. e.
of special circumstances that change motion, will retain forever its velocity (and direction). We shall
presently revert to this subject.
9. The motion of falling that Galileo found actually 'l;'he deduc·
. is,
. accor d.mg l y, a motion
. of wl11c
. h t h e ve l oc1ty
. idea
t1on of the
to exist,
of uni·
.mcreases proport1ona
.
lly to t h e time-a
.
ll
d
.
formly ac·
so-ea e um- celerated
motion,
.
f orm 1y acce1erate d motion.
It would be an anachronism and utterly unhistorical
to attempt, as is sometimes done, to derive the uniformly
accelerated motion of falling bodies from the constant
action of the force of gravity. "Gravity is a constant
force ; consequently it generates in equal elements of
time equal increments of velocity ; thus, the motion
produced is uniformly accelerated." Any exposition
such as this would be unhistorical, and would put the
whole discovery in a false light, for the reason that the
notion of force as we hold it to-day was first created
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Forces and
accelerations.

The fact
that forces
determine
accelerations !s an
experimentat fact.

by Galileo.
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Before Galileo force was known solely as
Now, no one can know, who has not learned
it from experience, that generally pressure produces
motion, much less z"n wliat manner pressure passes into
motion ; that not position, nor velocity, but acceleration, is determined by it. This cannot be philosophically deduced from the conception, itself. Conjectures
may be set up concerning it. But experience alone can
definitively inform us with regard to it.
ro. It is not by any means self-evident, therefore,
that the circumstances which determine motion, that
is, forces, immediately produce accelerations. A glance
at other departments of physics will at once make this
clear. The differences of temperature of bodies also
determine alterations. However, by differences of temperature not compensatory accelerations are determined, but compensatory velodtt'es.
That it is accc~lerations which are the immediate effects of the circumstances that determine motion, that
.
. a f act wh'ich G al'l
. dm
. the
is,
o f t h e f orces, 1s
i eo perceive
.
natural phenomena. Others before him had also perceived many things. The assertion that everything seeks
its place also involves a correct observation. The observation, however, does not hold good in all cases,
and it is not exhaustive. If we cast a stone into the
air, for example, it no longer seeks its place; since its
place is below. But the acceleration towards the earth,
the retardation of the upward motion, the fact that Galileo perceived, is still present. His observation always
remains correct; it holds true more generally; it embraces in one mental effort nzuclz more.
I r. We have already remarked that Galileo discovered the so-called law of inertia quite incidentally.
A body on which, as we are wont to say, no force acts,

pressure.
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preserves its direction and velocity unaltered.
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The History of
I t called
the solaw
.
. G . of inertia.
appears never to h ave p1aye d a prominent part m a1ileo's thought. But Galil~o s successors, particularly
Huygens and Newton,. formulated it as an independent
law. Nay, some have even made of inertia a general
property of matter. We shall readily perceive, however, that the law of inertia is not at all an independent law, but is contained implicitly in Galileo's perception that all circumstances determinative of motion,
or forces, produce acceleratz''ons.
In fact, if a force determine, not position, not velo- 1:he lav: a
· b ut acce1erat10n,
·
z
.
. stan d s to ference
&1mple m·
city,
c/iange
o f vel oc1ty,
1t
:
.
.
from Galt·
reason that where there 1s no force there will be no lee's funda.
I .
.
mental ob·
.
cl1ange of veI oc1ty. · t 1s not n~cessary to enunciate servation.
this in independent form. The embarrassment of the
neophyte, which also overcame the great investigators
in the face of the great mass of new material presented,
alone could have led them to conceive the same fact as
two different facts and to formulate it twice.
In any event, to represent inertia as self-evident, or Erroneous
. 1t
. f rom t h e genera l propos1t1on
. . t h at "tl1e e f - deducing
methods of
to d enve
it,
feet of a cause persists," is totally wrong. Only a
mistaken straining after rigid logic can lead us so out
of the way. Nothing is to be accomplished in the present domain with scholastic propositions like the one
just cited. We may easily convince ourselves that the
contrary proposition, '' cessante causa cessat effectus,"
is as well supported by reason. If we call the acquired
velocity "the effect," then the :first proposition is correct; if we call the acceleration "effect," then the second proposition holds.
r2. We shall now examine Galileo's researches from
another side. H_e began his investigations with the

. 1aw of mertia
.
. h ave b een strange.
f ortunes of t h is
1
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notions familiar to his time-notions developed mainly
· l arts. 0 ne notion
· of t1lIS
· 1nn
· d was t l1at
t h e practica
1
.
h"
1
.
d'l
b
.
d
f
ve oc1ty, w ic i 1s very rea Iyo tame rom t l1e consideration of a uniform motion. If a body traverse in
every second of time the same distance c, the distance
traversed at the end of t seconds will be s = c t. The
distance c traversed in a second of time we call the velocity, and obtain it from the examination of any portion of the distance and the corresponding time by the
help of the equation c = s/t, that is, by dividing the
number which is the measure of the distance traversed
by the number which is the measure of the time elapsed.
Now, Galileo could not complete his investigations
without tacitly modifying and extending the traditional
idea of velocity. Let us represent for distinctness sake

velocity as •
it existed in m
Galileo's
time.
of

B

Fig. 94.

in r (Fig. 94) a uniform motion, in 2 a variable motio11 1
by laying off as abscissre in the direction OA the elapsed
times, and erecting as ordinates in the direction AB the
distances traversed. Now, in I, whatever increment
of the distance we may divide by the corresponding increment of the time, in all cases we obtain for the velocity c the same value. But if we were thus to proceed
in 2, we shou-ld obtain widely differing values, and
therefore the word ''velocity" as ordinarily understood,
ceases in this case to be unequivocal. If, howeve~, we
consider the increase of the distance in a sufficiently
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small element of time, where the element of the curve Galileo's
•
modificam 2 approaches to a straight line, we may regard the tio~ of this ·
increase as uniform. The velocity in this element of notion.
the motion we may then define as the quotient, L1 s /Ll t,
of the element of the time into the corresponding element of the distance. Still more precisely, the velocity
at any instant is defined as the limiting value which
the ratio L1 s/ L1 t assumes as the elements become infinitely small-a value designated by ds/dt. This new
notion includes the old one as a particular case, and is,
moreover, immediately applicable to uniform motion.
Although the express formulation of this idea, as thus
extended, did not take place till long after Galileo, we
see none the less that he made use of it in his reasonings.
I 3. An entirely new notion to which Galileo was The notion
.
.
.
of acceleraled is the idea of accelenitz'on. In uniformly acceler- tion.
ated motion the velocities increase with the time
agreeably to the same law as in uniform motion the
spaces increase with the times. If we call v the velocity acquired in time t, then z1 = gt. Here g denotes
the increment of the velocity in unit of time or the acceleration, which we also obtain from the equation'
g = v /t. When the investigation of variably accelerated motions was begun, this notion of acceleration had to experience an extension similar to that of
the notion of velocity. If in r and 2 the times be again
drawn as abscissre, but now the velocities as ordinates,
we may go through anew the whole train of the preceding reasoning and define the acceleration as dv /dt,
where dv denotes an infinitely small increment of the
velocity and dt the corresponding increment of the
time. In the notation of the differential calculus we
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have for the acceleration of a recti'linear motion, cp =

d'll/dt

Graphic
representation o~
these ideas.

= d2 s/dt2.

The ideas here developed are susceptible, moreover,
. representation.
.
If we l ay off t h e times
.
o£ graphic
as
.
.
abscissre and the distances as ordinates, we shall perceive, that the velocity at each instant is measured by
the slope of the curve of the distance. If in a similar
manner we put times and velocities together, we shall
see that the acceleration of the instant is measured by
the slope of the curve of the velocity. The course of
the latter slope is, indeed, also capable of being traced
in the curve of distances, as will be perceived from
the following considerations. Let us imagine, in the

Fig. 95.

Fig. g6.

usual manner
(Fig. 95), a uniform motion represented
r
.by a straight line OCD. Let us compare with this a
motion OCE the velocity of which in the second half
of the time is greater, and another motion OCF of
which the velocity is in the same proportion smaller.
In the first case, accordingly, we shall have to erect for
the time OB = 2 OA, an ordinate greater than BD =
2 AC; in the second case, an ordinate less than BD.
Vve see thus, without difficulty, that a curve of distance convex to the axis of the time-abscissre corresponds to accelerated motion, and a curve concave
thereto to retarded motion. If we imagine a lead-pencil to perform a vertical motion of any kind and in

Tfbde. curve
o istance.
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front of it during its motion a piece of paper to be uniformly drawn along from right to left and the pencil to
thus execute the drawing in Fig. 96, we shall be able to
read off from the drawing the peculiarities of the motion. At a the velocity of the pencil was directed upwards, at b it was greater, at c it was = 0, at d it was
directed d.ownwards, at e it was again = 0. At a, b,
d, e, the acceleration was directed upwards, at c downwards; at c and e it was greatest.
r4. The summary representation of what Galileo Tabular
.
.
presentdiscovered is best made by a table of times, acqmred ment of Ga·
lileo's dist.
v.
s.
covery.

g

1..f

2

2g

3

3g

4.K._
~
9.K_
2

t

tg

1

velocities, and traversed distances.

2

12.K..
2

But the numbers The table

. 1ea 1aw,-one 1mme
.
d'iate1y recogmsa
. bl e,
f 0 11ow so snnp

may be re-

placed bY.

. not h'mg to prevent our rep l acmg
.
rules for Its
- th at t h ere 1s
t h e c,onstruc·
table by a rule for its construction. If we examine the tion.
relation that connects the first and second columns, we
shall :find that it is expressed by the equation z1 = gt,
which, in its last analysis, is nothing but an abbreviated direction. for constructing the first two columns
of the table. The relation connecting the first and third
columns is given by the equations= g t 2 /2. The connection of the second and third columns is represented
bys= v2/2g.
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Of the three relations
7•=gt
gt2
S=

2

v2

S=

2o-'
6

strictly, the first two only were employed by Galileo.
Huygens was the first who evinced a higher appreciation of the third, and laid, in thus doing, the foundations of important advances.
A remark
I 5. We may add a remark in connection with
on the rela.
.
tion of the this table that 1s very valuable.
It has been stated
spaces
and
.
l
l
·
· it
· l1as
the times. previous y t 1at a b o d y, b y virtue
of t l1e ve1oc1ty
acquired in its fall, is able to rise again to its original height, in doing which its velocity diminishes in
the same way ('Yith respect to time and space) as it
increased in falling. Now a freely falling body acquires in double time of descent double velocity, but
falls in this double time through four times the simple
distance. A body, therefore, to which we impart avertically upward double velocity will ascend twice as
long a time, butfour times as high as a body to which
the simple velocity has been imparted.
Thedispute
It was remarked, very soon after Galileo, that there
of the Car- . . l
. I
1 .
f
b od y a somet }1mg
. t h at
tes}ans and is m 1erent m t :ie ve oc1ty o a
Le1bnitzd
f
h'
h
.
b
ians on the correspon s to a orce-a somet mg, t at 1s, y w h'1c11
measure of
•
•
force.
a force can be overcome, a certam "efficacy," as 1t has
been aptly termed. The only point that was debated
was, whether this efficacy was to be reckoned proportional to the velocity or to the square of tlze velocz't)'·
The Cartesians held the former, the Leibnitzians the
latter. But it will be perceived that the question involves no dispute whatever. The body with the double
velocity overcomes a given force through double the
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time, but through four times the distance. With respect to time, therefore, its efficacy is proportional to
the velocity; with respect to distance, to the square of
the velocity. D' Alembert drew attention to t~is misunderstanding, although in not very distinct terms. It
is to be especially remarked, however, that Huygens's
thoughts on this question were perfectly clear.
I6. The experimental procedure
by which, at the Thep~esent
.
.
. expenmenpresent day, the laws of falling bodies are verified, is venfymg
tal~e!lnsof
somewhat different from that of Galileo. Two methods the laws of
.
.
.
falling bod·
. ,
may be employed. Either the motion of fallmg, which ies.
from its rapidity is difficult to observe directly, is so
retarded, without altering the law, as--to be easily observed; or the motion of falling is not altered at all,
but our means of observation are improved in delicacy. On the :first principle Galileo's inclined
gutter and Atwood's machine rest. Atwood's
machine consists (Fig. 97) of an easily runP+p
ning pulley, over which is thrown a thread,
to whose extremities two equal weights Pare
attached. If upon one of the weights P we
lay a third small weight p, a uniformly accelerated motion will be set up by the added Fig. 97·
weight, having the acceleration (p /i,--yr:fp) g-a result
that will be readily obtained when we shall have discussed the notion of ''mass." Now by means ·of a
graduated vertical standard connected with the pulley
it may easily be shown that in the times I, 2, 3, 4 ....
the distances r, 4, g, r6 .... are traversed. The final
velocity corresponding to any given time of descent is
investigated by catching the small additional weight, p,
which is shaped so as to project beyond the outline of
P, in a ring through which the falling body passes,
after which the motion continues without acceleration.
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The apparatus of Morin is based on a different prin• I
. .
. attac h ed
c1p
e. A b o d y tow h.ic h a wntmg
penc1'l 1s
d escn"b es on a vert1ca
. 1 s}1eet o f paper,' wh'ich 1s
. d rawn
'f
1
.
b
1
1
l
h
.
1
. l1t
um orm yacross it ya c oc {-wor {,a onzonta stra1g
line. If the body fall while the paper is not in motion,
it will describe a vertical straight line. If the two
motions are combined, a parabola will be produced,
of which the horizontal abscissre correspond to the
elapsed times and the vertical ordinates to the distances of descent described. For the abscissre I, 2,
3, 4 . ... we obtain the ordinates r, 4, 9, r6. . . . By
an unessential modification, Morin employed instead of
a plane sheet of paper, a rapidly rotating cylindrical
drum with vertical axis, by the side of which the body
fell down a guiding wire. A different apparatus, based
on the same principle, was invented, independently, by
... Laborde, Lippich, and Von Babo. A lampblacked
sheet of glass (Fig. 98a) falls freely, while a horizontally vibrating vertical rod,· which in its :first transit
through the position of equilibrium starts the motion
of descent, traces, by means of a quill, a curve on the
lampblacked surface. Owing to the constancy of the
period of vibration of the rod combined with the increasing velocity of the descent, the undulp.tions traced
by the rod become longer and longer. Thus (Fig. 98)
be= 3ab, cd= 5ab, de= 7ab, and so forth. The
law of falling bodies is clearly exhibited by this, since
ab+cb=4ab, ab+bc+cd=gab, and so forth.
The law of the velocity is confirmed by the inclinations
of the tangents at the points a, b, c, d, and so forth. If
the time of oscillation of the rod be known, the value
of g is determinable from an experiment of this kind
with considerable exactness.
Wheatstone employed for the measurement of mi-

The apparatus of
Morin, Lahorde, Lip·
pich, and
Von Babo.
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nute portions of time a rapidly operating clock-work 1'.he devices of
. l .
.
.
h
eall e d a ch ronoscope, wh 1c 1 1s set m motion at t e be- Wheat.
.
f
h
.
b
d
d
d
h
and
gmnmg o t e time to e measure an stoppe at t e stone
Hipp.
termination of it. Hipp has advantageously modified

Fig.

9~.

Fig. gBa.

this method by simply causing a light index-hand to
be thrown by means of a clutch in and out of gear with
a rapidly moving wheel-work regulated by a vibrating
reed of steel tuned to a high note, and acting as an es-
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capement. The throwing in and out of gear is effected
by an electric current. Now if, as soon as the body begins to fall, the current be interrupted, that is the hand
thrown into gear, and as soon as the body strikes the
platform below the current is closed, that is the hand
thrown out of gear, we can read by the distance the
index-hand has travelled the time of descent.
Galileo's
17. Among the further achievements of Galileo we
minor investigahave yet to mention his ideas concerning the motion
tions.
of the pendulum, and his refutation of the view that
bodies of greater weight fall faster than bodies of less
weight. We shall revert to both of these points on another occasion. It may be stated here, however, that
Galileo, on discovering the constancy of the period of
pendulum-oscillations, at once applied the pendulum
to pulse-measurements at the sick-bed, as well as proposed its use in astronomical observations and to a certain extent employed it therein himself.
The motion
r8. Of still greater importance are his investigaof projec·
tiles.
tions concerning the motion of projectiles. A free body,
according to Galileo's view, constantly experiences a
vertical acceleration g towards the earth. If at the
beginning of its motion it is affected with a vertical
Ar-~:::--.---.--..,- y velocity c, its velocity at the
~.
~nd of the time twill be v =
c g t. An initial velocity upw
wards would have to be reckoned negative here. The distance
described at the end of
x
Fig. 99.
time t is represented by the
equations= a.+ c t 1K t 2 , where c t and ig t"' are the
portions of the traversed distance that correspond respectively to the uniform and the uniformly accelerated
motion. The constant ti is to be put= 0 when we reckon

+

+
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the distance from the point that the body passes at time
t = 0. When Galileo had once reached his fundamental
conception of dynamics, he easily recognised the case
of horizontal projection as a combination of two independent motions, a horizontal uniform motion, and a
vertical uniformly accelerated motion. He thus intro, duced into use the principle of the parallelogram of motions. Even oblique projection no longer presented the
slightest difficulty.
If a body receives a horizontal velocity c, it de- The ci;irve
. t h e h onzonta
.
1 d'irect1on
. m
. time
.
scn.b es m
t t }:ie d'1stance ofproJeC·
tion a par·
.l
·
1
1
·
f
11
·
· 1 ci·irec- abola.
y = c t, wh 1 e sm1u taneous y 1t a s 111 a vertica
tion the distance x
g 12 /2. Different motion-determinative circumstances exercise no mutual effect on one
another, and the motions determined by them take
place t'ndependently of eaclt other. Galileo was led to
this assumption by the attentive observation of the
phenomena; and the assumption proved itself true.
For the curve which a body describes when the. two
motions in question are compounded, we find, by employing the two equations above given, the expression
y = v' (2 c 2 /i) x. It is the parabola of Apollonins having its parameter equal to c 2 jg and its axis vertical,
as Galileo knew.
We readily perceive with Galileo, that oblique pro- Obl}qu~
. . mvo
.
lves not h'mg new. Th eve l oc1ty
. c unparte
.
d pro1ect1on
Jection
to a body at the angle a with the horizon is resolvable
into the horizontal component c. cos a and th~ vertical
component c. sin a. With the latter velocity the body
ascends during the same interval of time t which it
would take to acquire this velocity in falling vertically
downwards. Therefore, c. sin a = g t. When it has
reached its greatest height the vertical component of
its initial velocity has vanished, and from the point S

=
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onward (Fig. 100) it continues its motion as a horizontal projection. If we examine any two epochs equally
distant in time, before and after the transit through S,
s
we shall see that the body at
these two epochs is equally
distant from the perpendicular through Sand situated the
same distance below the horizontal line through S. The
Fig. 100.
curve is therefore symmetrical with respect to the vertical line through S. It
is a parabola with vertical axis and the parameter
(c cos a) 2 jg.
To find the so-called range of projection, we have
simply to consider the horizontal motion during the
time of the rising and falling of the body. For the ascent
this time is, according to the equations above given,
t = c sina/g, and the same for the descent. With the
horizontal velocity c . cos a, therefore, the distance is
traversed
c sin a
c2
.
c2 .
w = c cos a . 2 - - - = - 2 sm a cos a= -- sm 2 a.
g
g
g
The range of projection is greatest accordingly
when a= 45°, and equally great for any two angles
a =4So± fio.
The mutual
19. The recognition of the mutual i'ndependence of
independence of
the forc~s, or motion-determinative circumstances ocforces.
curring in nature, which was
reached and found expression
in the investigations relating to
C
D projection, is important. A body
Fig. IOI.
may move (Fig. 101) in the direction AB, while the space in which this motion occurs is displaced in the direction A C. The body then

A~
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goes from A to D. Now, this also happens if the two
circumstances that simultaneously determine the motions AB and AC, have no influence on one another.
It is easy to see that we may compound by the parallelogram not only displacements that have taken place
but also velocities and accelerations that simultane. ously take p~ace. (See Appendix, X., p. 525.)
II.

THE ACHIEVEl\IENTS OF HUYGENS.

1. The next in succession of the great mechanical in- Huygens's
·
· H UYGENS, w h o 1n
· every respect must b e high
qmrers
1s
as anrank
inranked as Galileo's peer. If, perhaps, his philosophical quirer.
endowments were less splendid than those of Galileo,
this deficiency was compensated for by the superiority
of his geometrical powers. Huygens not only continued
the researches which Galileo had begun, but he also
solved the first problems in the t~1·namit"s 1~/ St'z•cral
m1rsscs, whereas Galileo had throughout restricted himself to the dynamics of a sinKle body.
The plenitude of H uygens's achievements is best E;numera. 111s
. I::r
. Q sa'llatorzum,
.
. 11 appeare d 1n
. tlon
of Huy.
seen m
.ionJ l ogzum
w luc
gen~'s
.
b.
h
d
f
f
ach1eve} most important su 3ects t ere treate o orments.
r 673. Tie
the first time, are : the theory of the centre of oscillation, the invention and construction of the pendulumclock, the invention of the escapement, the determination of the acceleration of gravity, g, by pendulumobservations, a proposition regarding the employment
of the length of the seconds pendulum as the unit of
length, the theorems respecting centrifugal force, the
mechanical aml geometrical properties of cycloids, the
doctrine of evolutes, and the theory of the circle of
curvature.
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2. With respect to the forrn of presentation of his
work, it is to be remarked that Huygens shares with

natus 14 Aprilis i62!J,
de11atu.s 8 J unii 169 5 .

Galileo, in all its perfection, the latter's exalted and.
inimitable candor. He is frank without reserve in the
presentment of the methods that led him to his dis-
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coveries, and thus always
conducts his reader into the
full comprehension of his
performances. Nor had he
cause to conceal these
methods. If, a thousand
years from now, it shall be
found that he was a man, it
will likewise be seen what
manner of man he was.
In our discussion of the
achievements of Huygens,
however, we shall have to
proceed in a somewhat different manner from that
which we pursued in the·
case of Galileo. Galileo's
views, in their classical simplicity, could be given in an
almost unmodified farm.
With Huygens this is not
possible. The latter deals
with more complicated
problems; his mathematical
methods and notations became inadequate and cumbrous. For reasons of brevity, therefore, we shall reproduce all the conceptions
of which we treat, in modern form, retaining, however, Huygens's essential
and characteristic ideas.

r57
Characteri·
. sation of
Huygens's
performances.

Huygens's Pendulum Clock.

r58
Centrifug:il
and centnpetal
force.
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3. We begin with the investigations concerning
. d wit
.h
centn'fuga1 f orce. Wh en once we 11ave recogmse
Galileo that force determines acceleration, we are impelled, unavoidably, to ascribe every cliange of velocity
and consequently also every change in the direction of
a motion (since the direction is determined by three
velocity-components perpendicular to one another) to
a force. If, therefore, any body attached to a string,
say a stone, is swung uniformly round in a circle, the
curvilinear motion which it performs is intelligible only
on the supposition of a constant force that deflects the
body from the rectilinear path. The tension of the
string is this force; by it the body is constantly deflected
from the rectilinear path and made to move towards
the centre of the circle. This tension, accordingly, represents a centripetal force. On the other hand, the axis
also, or the fixed centre, is acted on by the tension of
the string, and in this aspect the tension of the string
appears as a centrifugal force.

GG
Fig.

102.

Fig.

103.

Let us suppose that we have a body to which a velocity has been imparted and which is maintained in
uniform motion in a circle by an acceleration constantly
directed towards the centre. The conditions on which
this acceleration depends, it is our purpose to investigate. We imagine (Fig. 102) two equal circles uni-
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formly travelled round by two bodies; the velocities in Uni!orll}
.
motion m
•
the circles I and II bear to each other the proportion e9ual
"d
.
h
.
l
r: 2. If m t e two c1rc es we cons1 er any same arc- circles.
element corresponding to some very small angle a, then
the corresponding element s of the distance that the
bodies in consequence of the centripetal acceleration
have departed from the rectilinear path (the tangent),
will also be the same. If we call cp 1 and cp 2 the respective accelerations, and rand T /2 the time-elements
f~r the angle a, we find by Gal.ileo's law
2s

cp 1 = r 2,

2s

.

<µ 2 = 4 r 2 ' that is to say cp 2 = 4tp 1 •

Therefore, by generalisation, in equal circles the
centripetal acceleration is proportional to the square of
the velocity of the motion.
Let us now consider the motion in the circles I and Uniform
. 103), t l1e ra a··
f 1 . h are to eac l1 ot h er as motion
in
11 o w uc
u.nequal
II CF ig.
f h
l
.
.
f c1rcles.
.
r : 2, an d let us ta k e f or t h e ratio o t e ve oc1ties o
the motions also r : 2, so that like arc-elements are
travelled through in equal times. cp 1 , cp 2 , s, 2s denote
the accelerations and the elements of the distance traversed; r is the element of the time, equal for both
cases. Then
2s
4s
.
cp 1 ;z:2 , cp 2 = :Z:a' that is to say cp 2
2cp 1 •

=

=

If now we reduce the velocity of the motion in II
one-half, so that the velocities in I and II become
equal, cp 2 will thereby be reduced one-fourth, that is
to say to cp 1/2. Generalising, we get this rule: when
the velocity of the circular motion is the same, the centripetal acceleration is inversely proportional to the
radius of the circle described.
4. The early investigators, owing to their following
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Deduction
of the genera! Jaw of
circular
motion.
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the conceptions of the ancients, generally obtained their
. .
·
·
propos1t10ns
m
t h e cum b ersome f orm of prop or t 10ns.
'ff
h
d
Q
We shall pursue a d1 erent met o .
n a movable
object having the velocity v let a force act during the
element of time T which imparts to the object perpendicularly to the direction of its motion the acceleration ·
cp. The new velocity-component thus beco'mes qJT,
and its composition with the first velocity produces a
new direction of the motion, making the angle tl! with
the original direction. From this results, by conceiving
the motion to take place in a circle of radius r, and on
account of the smallness of the angular element putting

v~.

Fig. ro4.

Fig, 105.

tan a= a, the following, as the complete expression
for the centripetal acceleration of a uniform motion in
a circle,

The paradoxical
character
of this
problem,

=

= tan a = fl' =
or rp
v
r
r
The idea of uniform motion in a circle conditioned
by a constant centripetal acceleration is a little paradoxical. The paradox lies in the assumption of a constant acceleration towards the centre without actual
approach thereto and without increase of velocity. This
is lessened when we reflect that without this centripetal
acceleration the body would be continually moving
away from the centre; that the direction of the accel<:pT

VT

v2
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eration is constantly changing; and that a change of
velocity (as will appear in the discussion of the principle of 'Vis vitia) is connected with an approach of the
bodies that accelerate each other, which does not take
place here. The more complex case of elliptical central motion is elucidative in this direction. (Seep. 527.)
5. The expression for the centripetal or centrifugal A differ!'lnt
.
.
.
·
expression
acceleration, cp = 712 /r, can easily be put ma somewhat of the law.
different form. If T denote the periodic time of the
circular motion, the time occupied in describing the
circumference, then v T
2 r·7t, and consequently cp =
4 r 7!2 / T 2 , in which form we shall employ the expression later on. If several bodies moving in circles have
the same periodic times, the respective centripetal accelerations by which they are held in their paths, as is
apparent from the last expression, are proportional to
the radii.
6. We shall take it for granted that the reader is Some phc·
. .
.
·
.
nomena
familiar with the phenomena that illustrate the con- which the
.
.
.
Jaw exs1derations here presented : as the rupture of stnngs of plains.
insufficient strength on which bodies arc whirled about,
the flattening of soft rota ting spheres, and so on. Huygens was able, by the aic..l of his conception, to explain
at once whole series of phenomena. When a pendulumclock, for example, which had been taken from Paris
to Cayenne by H.icher (1671---1673), showed a retardation of its motion, Huygens deduced the apparent
diminution of the acceleration of gravity g thus established, from the greater centrifugal acceleration of the
rotating earth at the eqnator; an explanation that at
once rendered the observation intelligible.
An experiment instituted by Huygens may here be
noticed, on account of its historical interest. When
Newton brought out his theory of universal gravitation,

=
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belonged to the great number of those who

~~ne:Er - were unable to reconcile themselves to the idea of action
1

at a distance. He was of the opinion that gravitation
could be explained by a vortical medium. If we enclose
in a vessel filled with a liquid a number of lighter bodies, say wooden balls in water, and set the vessel rotating about its axis, the balls will at once rapidly move
towards the axis. If for instance (Fig. ro6), we place
the glass cylinders RR containing the wooden balls KK
by means of a pivot Z 011 a rotatory apparatus, and rotate the latter about its vertical axis, the balls will immediately run up the cylinders in the direction away
from the axis. But if the
tubes be filled with water,
Fig. 106.
each rotation will force the
balls floating at the extremities EE towards the axis.
The phc:inomenon is easily explicable by analogy with
the principle of Archimedes. The wooden balls receive
a centripetal impulsion, comparable to buoyancy,
which is equal and opposite to the centrifugal force
acting on the displaced liquid. (See p. 528.)
Oscillatory
7. Before we proceed to Huygens's investigations
motion.
on the centre of oscillation, we shall present to the
reader a few considerations concerning pendulous and
oscillatory motion generally, which will make up in obviousness for what they lack in rigor.
Many of the properties of pendulum motion were
known to GALILEO.· That he had formed the conception which we shall now give, or that at least he was
on the verge of so doing, may be inferred from many
scattered allusions to the subject in his Dialogzu:s. The
bob of a simple pendulum of length l moves in a circle
Huygens.
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(Fig. ro7) Of radius l. If we give the pendulum a very !Jalile?'s
.
. w1'll trave l m
. its
. osc1'llat10ns
.
mvest1gasma11 excurs10n,
it
over a tion
of the
.
h
.
'd
.
l
.
h
h
of the
very sma11 arc w h 1c comc1 es approximate y wit t e law
pendulum.
chord belonging to it. But this
chord is described by a falling
particle, moving on it as on an
inclined plane (see Sect. I of this
Chapter, § 7), in the same time
as the vertical diameter BD =
2 l.
If the time of descent be
called t, we shall have 2 l =
tgt 2 , that is t = 2 V l/g. But
Fig. 107.
since the continued movement
from B up the line BC' occupies an equal interval of
time, we have to put for the time T of an oscillation
from Cto C', T= 41/ !/g. It will be seen that even from
so crude a conception as this the correct form of the
pendulum-laws is obtainable. The exact expression
for the time of very small oscillations is, as we know,
T= 7t i,/ l/g.
Again, the motion of a pendulum bob may be viewed Pendulum
as a motion of descent on a succession of inclined~~~~~ as a
. of the pen d ulum ma l{CS t h e ang l e motion
planes. If the strmg
down in. 11 t h e perpen d'icu1ar, tl1e pen d ul um b o b receives
·
clined
a w1t
planes.
in the direction of the position of equilibrium the acceleration g. sin a. When a is small, g. a is the expression of this acceleration ; in other words, the acceleration is always proportional and oppositely directed to
the excursion. When the excursions are small the
curvature of the path may be neglected.
8. From these preliminaries, we may proceed to
the study of oscillatory motion in a simpler manner. A
body is free to move on a straight line OA (Fig. rn8),
and constantly receives in the direction towards the
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A simpler point 0 an acceleration proportional to its distance from
andmodern
. ·
h
1
·
t
d"
view of as- 0. We will represent t ese acce erations )y or mates
cillatory
·
• ·
·d
d
0
d"
motion.
erected at the pos1t10ns cons1 ere . r mates upwar d s

denote accelerations towards the left ; ordinates downwards represent accelerations towards the
D'C' right. The body, left
A_,
' ..
DC
to itself at A, will
move towards 0 with
A~
varied acceleration,
B'A' pass through 0toA 1 ,
where OA 1
OA,
come back to 0, and
so again continue its
Fig. ros.
motion. It is in the
The p~riod first place easily demonstrable that the period of osof osc1lla. ( t h e time
.
. t l1roug h A (.)A ) 1s
. 111.
tion
inde- c1'11 at10n
of t h e motion
1
fh~~~~1~! dependent of the amplitude of the oscillation (the distude.
. 1et us unagme
.
.
. I an d
tance 0 A). T o s l1ow t111s,
111
II the same oscillation performed, with single and
double amplitudes of oscillation. As the acceleration
varies from point to point, we must divide OA and
O' A' = 2 OA into a very large equal number of elements. Each element A'B' of O'A' is then twice as
large as the corresponding element AB of OA. The
initial accelerations cp and q:/ stand in the relation
ql =up. Accordingly, the elements AB and A'B' =
2 AB are described with their respective accelerations
cp and 2 cp ill the same time r. The final velocities v
and v' in I and II, for the first element, will be v
qn:
and v' = 2cpr, that is v' = 2 v. The accelerations and
the initial velocities at Band B' are therefore again as
I: 2.
Accordingly, the corresponding elements that
next succeed will be described in the same time. And

·-.Lif]

V°---Z:A

=

=
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of every succeeding pair of elements the same assertion also holds true. Therefore, generalising, it will
be readily perceived that the period of oscillation is
independent of its amplitude or breadth.
Next, let us conceive two oscillatory motions, I and The time of
•
.
•
oscillation
II, that have equal excursions (Fig. ro9); but m II let inverse~y
.
proportlona fourfold acceleration correspond to the same distance al to the
•
.
•
square root
from 0. We divide the amplitudes of
of the ac.
_ I
~ celeration.
the oscillations A 0 and O'A' = OA
~
into a very large equal number of ~O
BA
parts. These parts are then equal in
I and II. The initial accelerations at
A and A' are cp and 4 qJ ; the elements of the distance described are
AB = A'B'
s; and the times are
B'A'
respectively T and r'. We obtain, then,
T = l' 2.r/q~ T = J/2 ~r/+qJ = r/2.
The element A'B' is accordingly travelled through in ohe-half the time
Fig. rn9.
the element A B is. The final velocities 7' and 71 at
B and B' are found by the equations 71 = (p T and
7/ = 4 cp(r /2) = 2 71.
Since, therefore, the initial velocities at B and B' are to one another as I: 2, and the
accelerations are again as r: +, the element of II succeeding the first will again be traversed in half the
time of the corresponding one in I. Generalising, we
get: For equal excursions the time of oscillation is inversely proportional to the square.; root of the accelerntions.
g. The considerations last presented may he put in
a very much abbreviated and very obvious form by a
method of conception first employed by Newton. Newton calls those material systems si11tilar that have geometrically similar configurations and whose homolo-

=

1

1
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gous masses bear to one another the same ratio. He
. .1ar
says furt h er t h at systems o f th'is k.m d execute s1m1
movements when the homologous points describe similar paths in proportional times. . Conformably to the
geometrical terminology of the present day we should
not be permitted to call mechanical structures of this
kind (of five dimensions) similar unless their homologous linear dimensions as well as the times and the
masses bore to one anothGr the same ratio. The structures might more appropriately be termed affined to
one another.
We shall retain, however, the name phoronomically
simi'lar structures, and in the consideration that is to
follow leave entirely out of account the masses.
In two such similar motions, then, let
the homologous paths be s and as,
the homologous times bet and f3 t; whence
the homologous velo••
•S
IX S
cities are ......... v = T and yv lf t'
the homologous acceln
2
-.c.s
a s
erations . . . . . . . . . . cp 12 and sq;= (:1 2 72·

=

=

Thededuction of the
laws of oscillation
by
thismethod

Now all oscillations which a body performs under
.
. h any two different
.
t h e con d.1t10ns
a b ove set f ort h wit
l't
d
d
"11
b
d'l
·
d
·
amp 1 u es I an a, w1
e rea i y recogmse as similar motions. Noting that the ratio of the homologous
accelerations in this case is c=a, we have a= a/f:J2.
Wherefore the ratio of the homologous times, that is
to say of the times of oscillation, is f3 = ± r. We obtain thus the law, that the period of oscillation is independent of the amplitude.
If in two oscillatory motions we put for the ratio
between the amplitudes I : a, and for the ratio between
the accelerations r : aµ, we shall obtain for this case
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E= aµ= a//32, and therefore /3= 1/±1/fi; wherewith the second law of oscillating motion is obtained.
Two uniform circular motions are always phoronomically similar. Let the ratio of their radii be r : a and
the ratio of th~ir velocities I : y. The ratio of their
accelerations is then E= a//3 2, and since y= a/ft,
also a·= y 2 /a; whence .the theorems relative to centripetal acceleration are obtained.
It is a pity that investigations of this kind respecting mechanical and phoronomical affinz't)' are not more
extensively cultivated, since they promise the most
beautiful and most elucidative extensions of insight
imaginable.
ro. Between uniform motion in a circle and oscil- The con.
.
nection belatory motion of the kind just discussed an important tween oscil·
.
latory mo•
relation exists which we shall now consider. We as- tion of this
kind and
sume a system of rectangular coy
unif?rm.
•
.
.
. .
. motion ma
ordinates, havmg its ongm at the
circle.
centre, 0, of the circle of Fig. I ro,
about the circumference of which
x
x
we conceive a body to move uniformly. 'l'he centripetal acceleration cp which conditions this moV
tion, we resolve in the directions
Fig. no.
of X and Y; and observe that the X-components of the
motion are affected only by the X-components of the
acceleration. We may regard both the motions and
both the accelerations as independent of each other.
Now, the two components of the motion are os- The iden.
of the
c1·11atory motions
to ancl fro a b out 0. 1~ o t l1e excur- tity
two.
sion x the acceleration-component (p (.r/r) or (<p/r) x
in the direction 0, corresponds. The acceleration is
proportional, therefore, to the excursion. And accordingly the motion is of the kiml just investigated. The
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time T of a complete to and fro movement is also the
periodic time of the circular motion. With respect to
the latter, however, we know that / <p
= 4 r n 2 / T 2 , or,
__...
what is the same, that T=27l'l/ r/(p. Now cp/r is
the acceleration for x = r, the acceleration that corresponds to unit of excursion, which we shall briefly
designate by f. For the oscillatory motion we may
put, therefore, T= 2re1/1/l For a single movement
to, or a single movement fro,-the common method of
reckoning the time of oscillation,-we get, then, T=
···-

_

7t

l/I/7

II. Now this result is directly applicable to pend u lum vibrations
·
·
of very small excurs10ns,
w l1ere, ne~~1~: .Ji~n- glecting the curvature of the path, it is possible to aclbrations.
here to th<t conception developed. For the angle of
elongation a we obtain as the distance of the pendulum
bob from the position of equilibrium, la; and as the
corresponding acceleration, ga; whence

The application of
the last re-

ga

g

/T

I= la= 7 and T = 7t "J

i.

This formula tells us, that the time of vibration is
directly proportional to the square root of the length
of the pendulum, and inversely proportional to the
square root of the acceleration of gravity. A pendulum
that is four times as long as the seconds pendulum,
therefore, will perform its oscillation in two seconds.
A second,s pendulum removed a distance equal to the
earth's radius from the surface of the earth, and snb·jected therefore to .the acceleration g/4, will likewise
perform its oscillation in two seconds.
r2. The dep>endence of the time of oscillation on
the length of the pendulum is very easily verifiable by
experi!llent. If (Fig. III) the pendulums a, b, c,
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which to maintain the plane of oscillation invariable Experimental veri:ficaare suspended by double threads, have the lengths I, tion of the
. .·
. laws of the
.
4, 9, t h en a w1 11 execute two osc1 11 at10ns to one osc1 1- pendulum.
lation of b, and three to one of c.

Fig.

III.

The verification of the dependence of the time of
oscillation on the acceleration of gravity g is somewhat more difficult ; since the latter cannot be arbitrarily altered. But the demonstration can be effected
by allowing one component only of g to act on the
pendulum. If we imagine the axis of oscillcition of

7r
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Experi~en-the pendul:µm AA fixed in the vertically placed plane
tal verttica- f h
.
.
tion
of the o t e paper, .CJ·cE1 w1·11 b e t h e mtersect10n
of t1ie p 1ane
laws of the
f
.11 .
.l l
l
f h
pendulum.
o . osc1 ation wit 1 t 1e p ane o t e paper.
and likewise the position of equilibrium
(3
'A of the pendulum. The axis makes with
the horizontal plane, and the plane of oscillation makes with the vertical plane, the
£
angle/3; wherefore the accelerationg.cosfl
Fig. m.
is the acceleration which acts in this plane.
If the pendulum receive in the plane of its oscillation
the small elongation a, the corresponding acceleration

Fig. n3.

will be (g cos f:i) a; whence the time of oscillation is
T= ff. V l/g cos (3.
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We see from this result, that as /3 is increased the
acceleration g cos f:J diminishes, and consequently the
time of oscillation increases. The experiment may be
easily made with the apparatus represented in Fig. u3.
The frame RR is free to turn about a hinge at C; it can
be inclined and pl,aced on its side. The angle of inclination is fixed by a graduated arc G held by a setscrew. Every increase of f3 increases the time of oscillation. If the plane of oscillation be made horizontal,
in which position R rests on the foot F, the time of
oscillation becom'es infinitely great. The pendulum
in this case no longer returns to any definite position
but describes several complete revolutions in the same
direction until its entire velocity has been destroyed
by friction.
I3. If the movement of the pendulum do not take The conical
•
•
pendulum.
place m a plane, but be performed m space, the thread
of the pendulum will describe the surface
of a cone. The motion of the conical pendulum was also investigated by Huygens.
We shall examine a simple case of this
motion. We imagine (Fig. I 14) a pendulum of.length l removed from the vertical by the angle a, a velocityv imparted
to the bob of the pendulum at right
Fig. n4.
angles to the plane of elongation, and the pendulum released. The bob of the pendulum will move in a horizontal circle if the centrifugal acceleration <p developed
exactly equilibrates the acceleration of gravity g; that
is, if the resultant acceleration falls in the direction of
the pendulum thread. But in that case <p/g= tan a.
If T stands for the time taken to describe one revolution, the periodic time, then <p = 4 r 7t2 / T2 or T =
2 7t V r / <p.
Introducing, now, in the place of r./ <p the
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value l sin a/g tan a = l cos a/g, we get for the periodic
time of the pendulum, T= 2 'It 111 cos a/j: For the velocity v of the revolution we find v = 1/r<p, and since
cp = gtan a it follows that v = gl sin a-tan.··{:~~ For
very small elongations of the conical pendulum we may
put· T = 2 'It J/T/i, which coincides with the regular
formula for the pendulum, when we reflect that a single
revolution of the conical pendulum corresponds to two
vibrations of the common pendulum.
The deter·
14. Huygens was the first to undertake the exact
mination
of d etermmation
·
• of t11e acce1eration
· of gravity
· g by means
the
~cceleratlon of
1
·
1
gravity by of pendu um observations.
From t le f ormula T=
f~;;rmdu- 'It Vl/g for a simple pendulum with small bob we obtain directly g= 7t 2 l/T2. For latitude 45° we obtain
as the value of g, in metres and seconds, 9. 806. For
provisional mental calculations it is sufficient to remember that the acceleration of gravity amounts in
round numbers to ro metres a second.
Aremark
15. Every thinking beginner puts to himself the
ontheform·
.
l
• · l
h d uration
·
'
ulaexpress- quest10n lOW 1t is t 1at t e
o f an osc1'11 atlon,
ingthelaw. t }iat is
• a tune,
.
b
f
d
b
d'
'd'
b
can e oun y iv1 mg a num er t h at
is the measure of a lengtlz by a number that is the
measure of an accelerati'on and extracting the square
root of the quotient. But the fact is here to be borne in
mind that g = 2 s/t 2 , that is a length divided by the
square of a time. In reality therefore the formula we
have is T= 7tV(l/2sfi( And since l/2s is the ratio
of two lengths, and therefore a number, what we have
under the radical sign is consequently the square of a
time. It stands to reason that we shall find Tin seconds only when, in determining g, we also take the second as unit of time.
In the formula g= 7t2 l/T2 we see directly that g is

·v
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a length divided by the square of a time, according to
the nature of an acceleration.
r 6. The most important achievement of Huygens The pfro1blem o t le
is his solution of the problem to determine the centre cen.tre of
osc11lation.
of oscillation. So long as we have to deal with the dynamics of a single body, the Galilean principles amply
suffice. But in the problem just mentioned we have to
determine the motion of several bodies that mutually
influence each other. This cannot be done without
resorting to a new principle. Such a one Huygens
actually discovered.
We know that long pendulums perform their oscil- Statement
.
of the prob·
lations more slowly than short ones. Let us imagine a lem.
heavy body, free to rotate about an axis, the centre of
gravity of which lies outside of the axis; such
a body will r.epresent a compound pendulum. . .
Every material particle of a pendulum of this
.
kind would, if it were situated alone at the
same distance from the axis, have its own pe·
riod of oscillation. But owing to the connec- Fig. 1~5.
tions of the parts the whole body can vibrate with only
a single, determinate period of oscillation. If we picture to ourselves several pendulums of unequal lengths,
the shorter ones will swing quicker, the longer ones
slower. If all be joined together so as to form a single
pendulum, it is to be presumed that the longer ones
will be accelerated, the shorter ones retarded, and that
a sort of mean time of oscillation will result. There
must exist therefore a simple pendulum, intermediate
in length between the shortest and the longest, that
has the same time of oscillation as the compound pendulum. If we lay off the length of this pendulum on
the compound pendulum, we shall find a point that preserves the same period of oscillation in its connection

l
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with the other points as it would have if detached and
left to itself. This point is the centre of oscillation.
MERSENNE was the first to propound the problem of
determining the centre of oscillation. The solution of
DESCARTES, who attempted it, was, however, precipitate and insufficient.
Huy&ens's
17. Huygens was the first who gave a general solusolut1on.
tion. Besides Huygens nearly all the great inquirers
of that time employed themselves on the problem, and
we may say that the most important principles of modern mechanics were developed in connection with it.
The new idea from which Huygens set out, and
which is more important by .far than the whole problem, is this. In whatsoever manner the material particles of a pendulum may by mutual interaction modify
each other's motions, in every case the .velocities acquired in the descent of the pendulum can be such only
that by virtue of them the centre of gravity of the particles, whether still in connection or with their connections dissolved, is able to rise just as Mgli as the point
T~e I!ew from which it/ell. Huygens found himself compelled,
~fciPifuy- by the doubts of his contemporaries as to the correctgens intro- ness of t h'1s prmc1p
. . l e, to remark , t h at t l1e on1y assumpducea.
tion implied in the principle is, that heavy bodies of
themselves do not move upwards. If it were possible
for the centre of gravity of a connected system of falling
material particles to rise higher after the dissolution
of its connection!? than the point fron~ which it had
fallen, then by repeating the process heavy bodies
could, by virtue of their own weights, be made to rise
to any height we wished. If after the dissolution of
the connections the centre of gravity should rise to a
height less than that from which it had fallen, we
should only have to reverse the motion to produce the
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same result. What Huygens asserted, therefore, no
one had ever really doubted; on the contrary, every
one had itzstinctt'vely perceived it. Huygens, however,
gave this instinctive perception an abstract, ?Onceptual
form. He does not omit, moreover, to point out, on the
ground of this view, the fruitlessness of endeavors to
establish a perpetual motion. The principle just developed will be recognised as a generaNsatz'on .of one of Ga-

lt'leo's Meas.

r8. Let us now see what the principle accomplishes HJ!Yg!ln{s
in the determination of the centre of oscillation. Let ~~~I~~~.e
OA (Fig. r r6), for simplicity's sake,
be a linear pendulum, made up of a
large number of masses indicated in
the diagram by points. Set free at
OA, it will swing throughBto OA',
where AB =BA'. Its centre of
gravity S will ascend just as high
Fig. u6.
on the second side as it fell on the
first. From this, so far, nothing would follow. But
also, if we should suddenly, at the position OB, release the individual masses from their connections, the
masses could, by virtue of the' velocities impressed on
them by their connections, only attain the same height
with respect to centre of gravity. If we arrest the free
outward-swinging masses at the greatest heights they
severally attain, the shorter pendulums will be found
below the line OA', the longer ones will have passed
beyond it, but the centre of gravity of the system will
be found on OA' in its former position.
Now let us note that the enforced velocities are
proportional to the distances from the axis ; therefore,
one being given, all are determined, and the height of
ascent of the centre of gravity given. Conversely,
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therefore, the velocity of any material particle also is
determined by the known height of the centre of gravity. But if we know in a pendulum the velocity corresponding to a given distance of descent, we know its
whole motion.
TJ;ie derg. Premising these remarks, we proceed to the
tatled reso.
O n a compoun d lmear
·
tutionofthe,problem itself.
pen d- u1um ( F'1g.
problem.
ff
·
f
1 axis,
· t 11e
117) we cut o , measuring rom tie
portion= r. If the pendulum move from its
position of greatest excursion to the position
of equilibrium, the point at the distance= r
from the axis will fall through the height k.
The masses m, m', m" . .. at the distances
r, r', r" . . . will fall in this case the distances rk, r' k, r" k ... , and the distance of
Fig. n7.
the descent of the centre of gravity will be:
mrk

+ m'r'k + m"r k +...
+ + + ... . 11

:2mr

--------· -------- --------------- - k -- m
m'
m"
:2 m ·

Let the point at the distance I from the axis acquire, on passing through the position of equilibrium,
the velocity, as yet unascertained, v. The height of
its ascent, after the dissolution of its connections, will
be v 2 /2 g. The corresponding heights of ascent of
the other material particles will then be (rv)2/2g,
(r'z1) 2/2g, (r''v) 2 /2g .... The height of ascent of the
centre -of gravity of the liberated masses will be
(.rv) 2
m -----2g

+ m (r'v)
-,--- + m
2g,

2

"

(r''v) 2
--2g

m+m'+m"+...

+ ....

i1 2

;s 111 r2

=2g ~'m'

By Huygens's fundamental principle, then,

-:Emr

k~-=

.,,;::;,m

v 2 "2mr2
~ ....... (a) .
9
...g ..:::;,m
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From this a relation is deducible between the distance of
descent k and the velocity v. Since, however, all pendulum motions of the same excursion are phoronomically similar, the motion here under consideration is,
in this result, completely determined.
To find the length of the simple pendulum that has The length
•
.
•
of the slmthe same penod of osc1llahon as the compound pen- pie isochronous
.
d
b
.
d
h
l
1
.
d u 1um cons1 ered, e it note t at t 1e same re ahon pendulum.
must obtain between the distance of its descent and its
velocity, as in the case of its unimpeded fall. If y is
the length of this pendulum, ky is the distance of its
descent, and vy its velocity; wherefore
(v.J:')_: = ky, or

y.

v2

2;~ =
6

2g

k . ......... (b).

Multiplying equation (a) by equation (b) we obtain
2 mr 2
y=-~-mr ·
Employing the principle of phoronomic similitude, Solution of
we may also proceed in this way. From (a) we get t~~1br;~he
principle of
--~·;s m r
similitude.
v =ll2g-k ----.
<
2mr 2
A simple pendulum of length r, under corresponding
circumstances, has the velocity

Z\ = l/2gk.""°
Calling the time of oscillation of the compound pendulum T, that of the simple pendulum of length r T 1 =
7tVI/g, we obtain, adhering to the supposition of
equal excursions,
~2mr2
T
v
-T = -1:.; wherefore T= 7t ~---.
1

v

g..:Jmr
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Huygens's
20. We see without
principle
1d!'lntical
principle the recognition
w1th the
.
.
, /:
•
1
p~inc}ple of termznatwe o/ zietocity, or,
VtS

vzva.

difficulty in the Huygenian
of work as the condition de··
more · exact1y, tl1e con d it10n
determinative of the so-called 7Jt's 'llz'va. By the vz's
viva or living force of a system of masses ni, m,,
in,, . ... , affected with the velocities v, v,, v,, . ... , we
understand the sum *
m v2
2

+ m,2v, a + ~v_,i_
+ .....
2

The fundamental principle of Huygens is identical with
the principle of vis viva. The additions of later inquirers were made not so much to the idea as to the
form of its expression.
If we picture to ourselves generally any system of
weights p, p,, p,, .... , which fall connected or unconnected through the heights h, lz,, Ii,, . ... , and attain
· thereby the velocities v, v,, v 11 • • • • , then, by the Huygenian conception, a relation of equality exists between
the distance of descent and the distance of ascent of the
centre of gravity of the system, and, consequently, the
equation holds
712

plz

p

7,'2

+ p'lz' + p"!i" + ... _ P2g. + p' 2,~- + p"

.. -: -

+-.PT+~l,-+-

71 11 2

2g

+ ·····

------p-+;r:_j<~;r:_F~~-·::·--

or :Zph =

1

:2

p112

.
2
If we have reached the concept of "mass," which
Huygens did not yet possess in his investigations, we
may substitute for p/g the mass m and thus obtain the
form :Zph= t2niv 2 , which is very easily generalised
for non-constant forces.
g

* This is not the usual definition of English writers, who follow the older
authorities in making the vis viva twice this quantity.-Trans,
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2I. With the aid of the principle of living forces General
.
. of t h e m
. fi mte
. ly sma
· ll method
of
we can d etermme
the duration
determin•
•
ing the peosc1llabons of any pendulum whatso·
riod of pendulum osever. We let fall from the centre of
cillations.
gravity s (Fig. n8) a perpendicular on
the axis; the length of the perpendicular is, say, a. We lay off on this,
measuring from the axis, the length
=I.
Let the distance of descent of
the point in question to the position of
Fig. uB.
equilibrium be k, and v the velocity acquired. Since
the work done in .the descent is determined by the
motion of the centre of gravity, we have

work done in descent
akgM=

·v2
2

= vz's vt'va:

:Smr2.

M here we call the total mass of the pendulum and
anticipate the expression vis viva. By an inference
similar to that in the preceding case, we obtain T =
7t 1/ :E m r 2 ) a·g)J.f..
22. We see that the duration of infinitely small Tdhe tw?
etermmaoscillations of any pendulum is determined by two fac- tivefactors.
tars-by the value of the expression :81n r 2 , which
Euler called the moment o/Jnertia and which Huygens
had employed without any particular designation, and
by the value of agllf. The latter expression, which we
shall briefly term the statical moment, is the product
et P of the weight of the pendulum into the distance of
its centre of gravity from the axis. If these two values
be given, the length of the simple pendulum of the
same period of oscillation (the isochronous pendulum)
and the position of the centre of oscillation are deter~
mined.
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For the determination of the lengths of the pendu.
•
to, Huygens, m the lack of the analytical
.
.
met ods ater a·iscovere d, emp1oye d a very mgemous
..--..----.B geometrical procedure, which
we shall illustrate by one or
two examples. Let the problem be to determine the time
of oscillation of a homogeneous, material, and heavy rec.,;--__,.---'D tangle ABCD, which swings
on the axis AB (Fig. I Ig).
Dividing .the rectangle in to
minute elements of area/,/,,
Fig. IX9.
f,, . ... having the distances
r, r,, r" .... from the axis, the expression for the
length of the isochronous simple pendulum, or the distance of the centre of oscillation from the axis, is given
by the equation
f r2 + /, r,2 + f,, r,,2

geometncal
meth_ods of lums referred
solution.
h
1

f

+ ... .

;·+/, r, +z;;~:-=F.... -·

Let us erect on ABCD at C and D the perpendiculars
CE = DF= AC= BD and picture to ourselves a
homogeneouswedgeABCDEF. Now find the distance
of the centre of gravity of this wedge from the plane
through AB parallel to CDEF. We have to consider,
in so doing, the tiny columnsjr,f, r,,f,, r 11 • • • • and
their distances r, r,, r,, .... from the plane referred
to. Thus proceeding, we obtain for the required distance of the centre of gravity the expression
fr. r
f, r, . r, f,, r,, . r,,
fr+ f, r,
r 11
11

+

+
+/

+ ....

·+-.-.-.-.--,

that is, the same expression as before. The centre of
oscillation of the rectangle and the centre of gravity of
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the wedge are consequently at the same distance from
the axis, iA C.
Following out this idea, we readily perceive the Anal_ogous
apphca.
.
F
h
correctness o f t he followmg assert10ns.
or a omo- tions of the
f preceding
. h
. .
b
geneous rectang1e of h e1g t Ii swmgmg a out one o methods.
its sides, the distance of the centre of gravity from the
axis is lz/2, the distance of the centre of oscillation !lz.
For a homogeneous triangle of height Jz, the axis of
which passes through the vertex parallel to the base,
the distance of the centre of gravity from the axis is
th, the distance of the centre: of oscillation !h. Calling the moments of·inertia of the rectangle and of the
triangle L1 1 , L1 2 , and their respective masses M 1 , M 2 ,
we get

lt 2 M

ConsequentlyL1 1 =~~, ..d 2 =

T

li 2 M

By this pretty geometrical conception many problems can be solved that are to-day treated-more conveniently it is true-by routine forms.
A

A

h

Fig.

I20.

Fig.

l2I.

23. We shall now discuss a proposition relating to
moments of inertia, that Huygens made use of in a
somewhat different form. Let 0 (Fig. 121) be the
centre of gravity of any given body. Make this the
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~he rela- origin of
tton of momep.ts of in· pose the

;!;~~J~6
parallel
axes.

a system of rectangular coordinates, and sup·
· wit
· l1 re f erence to t h e z -axis
·
moment of mertia
determined. If m is the element of mass and r its distance from the Z-axis, then this moment of inertia is
L1 = :2 nz r 2. We now displace the axis of rotation
parallel to itself to O', the distance a in the X-direction.
The distance r is transformed, by this displacement,
into the new distance p, and the new moment of
inertia is
@= :2mp2 = :2nz [(x- a)2
y2] = 2m(x2
J'2) 2a:2nix a2'.2m, or, since~m (x2+y2) = 2,' mr2 = Ll,
calling the total mass M = ~m, and remembering the
property of the centre of gravity~ m x = 0,

+

+

®= L1

An application of
t~i.s propo·
SltiOn,

+

+ a2M.

From the moment of inertia for one axis through the
centre of gravity, therefore, that for any other axis
parallel to the first is easily derivable.
24. An additional observation presents itself here.
The distance of the centre of oscillation is given by
the equation l = L1 +a-2M/aM, where Ll, M, and a
have their previous significance. The quantities L1 and
M are invariable for any one given body. So long
therefore as a retains the same value, l will also remain
invariable. For all parallel axes situated at the same
distance from the centre of gravity, the same body as
pendulum h.as the same period of oscillation. If we
put L1 /M = H., then

l=-+
a.
a
}{.

Now since l denotes the distance of the centre of
oscillation, and a the distance of the centre of gravity
from the axis, therefore the centre of oscillation is
always farther away from the axis than the centre of
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gravity by the distance u/a. Therefore Ji/a is the distance of the centre of oscillation from the centre of
gravity. If through the centre of oscillation we place
a second axis parallel to the original axis, a passes
thereby into x/a, and we obtain. the new pendulum
length
l' = !!_

u

+ !!_a = a + !!__a =

l.

a

The time of oscillation remains the same therefore
for the second parallel axis through the centre of oscillation, and consequently the same also for every parallel axis that is at the same distance x/a from the
centre of gravity as the centre of oscillation.
The totality of all parallel axes corresponding to
the same period of oscillation and having the distances a
and u/a from the centre of gravity, is consequently realised in two coaxial cylinders. Each generating line
is interchangeable as axis with every other generating
line without affecting the period of oscillation.
25. To obtain a clear view of the relations subsist- The axial
. b etween t h e two axia
. 1 cyl"m d ers, as we sh a11 b rie
. fl y cylinders.
mg
call them, let us institute the following considerations.
We put L1 = k2M, and then
l=

k2
a

+a.

If we seek the a that corresponds to a given l, and
therefore to a given time of oscillation, we obtain

I \.2-= /\?·2.
a=-:rz ± \J'-:t
,

Generally therefore to one value of l there correspond·
two values of a. Only where 1//2}j:·-=-·i2·-. 0, that is
in cases in which l = 2 k, do both values coincide in

a=k.
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If we designate the two values of a that correspond
to every!, by a and j3, then
a2
k2 + f:J2
= ------ ------- or
a
jj ·'
fJ (k2 a2) =a (k2 /32),
k2(/3- a)= af3(/J- a),
k 2 =a. fJ.

+

+

TJ:le d7ter· If, therefore, in any pendulous body we know two parmmat1on of l
·
"11 ·
d
~he preced~ al el axes that have the same time of osc1 ation an
mg factors
"ff
.
f
·
by a ~ea~ d1 erent distances a and f3 from the centre o gravity,
metrical
.
.
·
l
method.
as 1s the case for mstance where we are able to give t 1e

centre of oscillation for any point of suspension, we
can construct k. We lay off (Fig. 122) a and f3 con-

~'---v----'

a

f:1

Fig. u2.

µ

i\.
Fig.

123.

secutively on a straight line, describe a semicircle on
a+ /3 as diameter, and erect a perpendicular at the
point of junction of the two divisions a and /J. On this
perpendicular the semicircle cuts off k. If on the other
hand we know k, then for every value of a, say .i\., a
value µ is obtainable that will give the same period
of oscillation as A. We construct (Fig. r23) with .it
and k as sides a right angle, join their extremities by a
straight line on which we erect at the extremity of k a
perpendicular which cuts off on i\. produced the portion JL
Now fet us imagine any body whatsoever (Fig. 124)
with the centre of gravity 0. We place it in the plane
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of the drawing, and make it swing about all possible ~n illust~a.
tion of this
parallel axes at nght angles to the plane of the paper. idea.
All the axes that pass through the circle a are, we
find, with respect to period of oscillation, interchangeable with each other and also with those that pass
through the circle fJ. If instead of a we take a smaller
circle /\., then in the place of fJ we shall get a larger

Fig. r24.

circle µ. Continuing in this manner, both circles ul~
timately meet in one with the radius k.
26. We have dwelt at such length on the foregoing ~ecapitula
tion.
matters for good reasons. In the first place, they have
served our purpose of displaying in a clear light the
splendid results of the investigations of Huygens. For
all that we have given is virtually contained, though
in somewhat different form, in the writings of Huygens,
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or is at least so approximately presented in them that
it can be supplied without the slightest difficulty. Only
a very small portion of it has found its way into our
modern elementary text-books. One of the propositions that has thus been incorporated in our elemen·
tary treatises is that referring to the convertibility of
the point of suspension and the centre of oscillation.
The usual presentation, however, is not exhaustive.
Captain KATER, as we know, employed this principle
for determining the exact length of the seconds pen·
dulum.
Function of
The points raised in the preceding paragraphs have
the moment
•
.
.
of inertia. also rendered us the service of supplymg enlightenment as to the nature of the conception ''moment of
inertia." This notion affords us no insight, in point
of principle, that we could not have obtained without
it. But since we save by its aid the individual consideration of the particles that make' up a system, or
dispose of them once for all, we arrive by a shorter
and easier way at our goal. This idea, therefore, has
a high import in the economy of mechanics. Poinsot,
after Euler and Segner had attempted a similar object
with less success, furtl~er developed the ideas that belong to this subject, and by his ellipsoid of inertia and
central ellipsoid introduced further simplifications.
The lesser
27. The investigations of Huygens concerning the
!r;::t~1a- geometrical and mechanical properties of cycloids are
Huygens.
of less importance. The cycloidal pendulum, a contrivance in which Huygens realised, not an approximate,
but an exact independence of the time and amplitude
of oscillation, has been dropt from the practice of modern horology as unnecessary. We shall not, therefore,
enter into these investigations here, however much of
the geometrically beautiful they may present.
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Great as the merits of Huygens are with respect to Huygens's
.
•
·
crowning ·
the most different physical theories, the art of horology, achieve·
practical d~optrics, and mechanics in particular, his ment.
chief performance, the one that demanded the greatest
intellectual courage, and that was also accompanied
with the greatest results, remains his enunciation of the
principle by which he solved the problem of the centre
of oscillation. This very principle, however, was the
only one he enunciated that was not adequately appreciated by his contemporaries; nor was it for a long
period thereafter. We hope to have placed this principle here in its right light as identical with the principle of vis vz'va. (See Appendix, XIII., p. 530.)
III.

THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF NEWTON.

J. The merits of NEWTON with respect to our sub- Newton's
ject were twofold. First, he greatly extended the range merit;:i.
of mechanical physics by his discovery of universal
gravitatz'on. Second, he completed tlie formal emtnciat£on
of tlze meclzanical principles now generally accepted. Since
his time no essentially new principle has been stated.
All that has been accomplished in mechanics since his
day, has been a deductive, formal, and mathematical
development of mechanics on the basis of Newton's
laws.
2. Let us :first cast a glance at Newton's achieve- His ~reat
ment in the domain of pliysz'cs. Kepler had deduced aflcs~;:~.
from the observations of Tycho Brahe and his own,
three empirical laws for the motion of the planets
about the sun, which Newton by his new view rendered
intelligible. The laws of KEPLER are as follows:
t) The planets move about the sun in ellipses, m
one focus of which the sun is situated.
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2) The radius vector joining each planet with the
sun describes equal areas in equal times.
3) The cubes of the mean distances of the planets
from the sun are proportional to the squares of
their times of revolution.
He who clearly understands the doctrine of Galileo
and Huygens, must see that a curvilz'near motion implies deflective acceleration. Hence, to explain the phenomena of planetary motion, an acceleration must be
supposed constantly directed towards the concave side
of the planetary orbits.
·Centra~ acNow Kepler's second law, the law of areas, is excelerat1on
explains
plained at once by the assumption of a constant planeKepler's
•
.
second law, tary acceleration towards the sun ; or rather, this acceleration is another form of expression for the same
fact. If a radius vector describes
in an element of time the area
ABS (Fig. r25), then in the next
equal element of time, assuming
no acceleration, the area BC.S
will be described, where BC=
AB and lies in the prolongation
Fig. 125.
of AB. But if the central acceleration during the first element of time produces a
velocity by virtue of which the distance BD will be
traversed in the same interval, the next-succeeding
area swept out is not BCS, but BES, where CE is parallel and equal to BD. But it is evident that BES=
BCS=ABS. Consequently, the law of the areas constitutes, in another aspect, a central acceleration.
Having thus ascertained the fact of a central acceleration, the t/zlrd law leads us to the discovery of its
character. Since the planets move in ellipses slightly
different from circles, we may assume, for the sake of
Kepler's
Jaws. Their
part in the
discovery.
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simplicity, that their orbits actually are circles. If R 1 , The formal
..
. character
R 2 , Ra are the radu and T 1 , T 2 , Ta the respect1veofthisac.
f
l
.
K
h.
d
l
times o revo ut10n of the planets, epler's t ir aw celeration
deducible
.
from Kepmay be wntten as follows :
ler's third
law.
R a R a R a
T1 2 = T 2 2 = Ts 2 = .. =a constant.
1

2

3

But we know that the expression for the central acceleration of motion in a circle is cp = 4 R 7t 2 / r2, or
T2
4 7t 2 R/ cp. Substituting this value we get
<p 1 R 1 2 = <p 2 R 2 2 = <p 3 R 3 2 = constant ; or
<p =constant /R2 ;
that is to say, on the assumption of a central acceleration inversely proportional to the square of the distance,
we get, from the known laws of central motion, Kepler's third law; and ZJice versa.
Moreover, though the demonstration is not easily
put in an elementary form, when the idea of a central
acceleration inversely proportional to the square of the
distance has been reached, the demonstration that this
acceleration is another expression for the motion in
conic sections, of which the planetary motion in ellipses
is a particular case, is a mere affair of mathematical
analysis.
3. But in addition to the intellectual performance The ques.
d'iscusse d, t 11e way to wh'1ch was f u 11y prepare d b y physical
tion of the
JUSt
.
d
H
'll
h
l
.
characterof
K ep1er, G a111eo, an
uygens, stI anot er ac 11eve- this .accelment of Newton remains to be estimated which in no erauon.
· respect should be underrated. This is an achievement
of the imagi·natt'on. We have, indeed, no hesitation
in saying that this last is the most important of all.
Of what nature is the acceleration that conditions the
curvilinear motion of the planets about the sun, and
of the satellites about the planets?

=

rgo
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Newton perceived, with great audacity of thought,
.
.
1
h'
and first m the mstance of the moon, t 1at t 1s accel.
d'ff
d
.
b
.
l
f
eration I ere m no su stantia respect rom t l1e ac. o f gravity
. so f am1·1·iar to us. I t was pro b ce leration
ably the principle of continuity, which accomplished
so much in Galileo's case, that led him to his discovery. He was wont-and this habit appears to be
common to all truly great investigators-to adhere as
closely as possible, even in cases presenting altered
conditions, to a conception once formed, to preserve
the same uniformity in his conceptions that nature
teaches us to see in her processes. That which is a
property of nature at any one time and in any one
·place, constantly and everywhere recurs, though it
may not be with the same prominence. If the attraction of gravity is observed to prevail, not only on the
surface of the earth, but also on high mountains and in
deep mines, the physical inquirer, accustomed to continuity in his .beliefs, conceives this attraction as also
operative at greater heights and depths than those accessible to us. He asks himself, Where lies the limit
of this action of terrestrial gravity ? Should its action
not extend to the moon? With this question the great
flight of fancy was taken, of which, with Newton's intellectual genius, the great scientific achievement was
but a necessary consequence. (Seep. 53r.)
The appliNewton discovered first in the case of the moon that
cation of
•
this idea to the same acceleration .that controls the descent of a
the motion
.
of the moon. stone also prevented this heavenly body from moving
away in a rectilinear path from the earth, and that, 011
the othef hand, its tangential velocity prevented it from
falling towards the earth. The motion of the moon
thus suddenly appeared to him in an entirely new light,
but withal under quite familiar points of view. The

Th~step~

which onginally led
Newton to
the idea of
universal
gravitation.
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new conception was attractive in that it embraced objects that previously were very remote, and it was convincing in that it involved the most familiar 'elemen~s.
This ·explains its prompt application in other fields and
the sweeping character of its results.
Newton not only solved by his new conception the Its univ~r
sal apphca·
thousand years' puzzle of the planetary system, but tion to all
.
matter.
also furnished by it the key to the explanat10n of a
number of other important phenomena. In the same
way that the acceleration due to terrestrial gravity extends to the moon and to all other parts of space, so do
the accelerations that are due to the other heavenly
bodies, to which we must, by the principle of continuity, ascribe the same properties, extend to all parts
of space, including also the earth. But if gravitation is
not peculiar to the earth, its seat is not exclusively in the
centre of the earth. Every portion o~ the earth, however small, shares it. Every part of the earth attracts,
or determines an acceleration of, every other part.
Thus an amplitude and freedom of physical view were
reached of which men had no conception previously to
Newton's time.
A long series of propositions respecting the action :rhe sweep
.
.
mgcharacof spheres on other bodies situated beyond, upon, or ter of its re·
within the spheres; inquiries as to the shape of the suits.
earth~ especially concerning its :flattening by rotation,
sprang, as it were, spontaneously from this view. The
riddle of the tides, the connection of which with the
moon had long before been guessed, was suddenly ex. plained as due to the acceleration of the mobile masses
of terrestrial water by the moon. (See p. 533.)
4. The reaction of the new ideas on mechanics was
a result which speedily followed. The greatly varying
accelerations which by the new view the same body be-
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came affected with according to its position in space,
· /, 1 we1g
• 1
suggested at once t h e 1·dea o f varta(Jte
1t, yet a1so
mechamcs. pomte
.
d to one ch aractenstic
. . property o f b oa·ies wh'ic l1
was constant. The notions of mass and weight were
thus first clearly distinguished. The recognised variability of acceleration led Newton to determine by special experiments the fact that the acceleration of gravity
is independent of the chemical constitution of bodies;
whereby new positions of vantage were gained for the
elucidation of the relation of mass and weight, as will
presently be shown more in detail. Finally, the universal applicability of Galileo's itlea (}f force was more
palpably impressed on the mind by Newton's performances than it ever had been before. People could no
longer believe that this idea was alone applicable to the
phenomenon of falling bodies and the processes most
immediately connected therewith. The generalisation
was effected as of,itself, and without attracting particular attention.
Ne~on's
5. Let us now discuss, more in detail, the achieveach1evementsin. ments of Newton as they bear upon the principles of
tbedomam
.
~f mechan· meclzanz"cs.
In so domg, we shall first devote ourselves
1cs.
•
exclusively to Newton's ideas, seek to bring them forcibly home to the reader's mind, and restrict our criticisms wholly to preparatory remarks, reserving the
criticism of details for a subsequent section. On perusing Newton's work (Philosopltice Natura/i's Prbzcipia
Mathematica. London, 1687), the following things
strike us at once as the chief advances beyond Galileo
and Huygens:
I) The generalisation of the idea of force.
2) The introduction of the concept of mass.
3) The distinct and general formulation of the principle of the parallelogram of forces.
The effect

9f
the oD:
new
ideas
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4) The statement of the law of action and reactic~n.
6. With respect to the first point little is to be His attitude
.
with regard
added to what has already been said. Newton con- to the idea
.
ll .
·d
. .
f
.
of force.
ce1ves a circumstances etermmative o mot10n,
whether terrestrial gravity or attractions of plan~ts, or
the action of magnets, and so forth, as circumstances
determinative of acceleration. He expressly remarks
on this point that by the words attraction and the like
he does not mean to put forward any theory concerning the cause or character of the mutual action referred
to, but simply wishes to express (as modern writers
say, in a differential form) what is otherwise expressed
(that is, in an integrated form) in the description of the
motion. Newton's reiterated and emphatic protestations that he is not concerned with hypotheses as to the
causes of phenomena, but has simply to do with the
investigation and transformed statement of actualfacts,
-a direction of thought that is distinctly and tersely
uttered in his words "hypotheses non fingo," "I do
not frame hypotheses,"-stamps him as a philosopher
of the h(i:;!zest rank. He is not desirous to astound and The R~gu.
.
.
. b y t l1e ongma
. . l'1ty phandi.
Jae Pluloso·
start1e, or to impress
t l1e imagination
of his ideas : his aim is to know Nature.*
"'This is conspicuously shown in the rules that Newton formed for the
conduct of natural inquiry (the Replt'8 Pkilosojltandz'):
" Rule I. No more causes of natural things are to be admitted than such
as truly exist and are sufficient to explain the phenomena of these things.
"Rule II. Therefore, to natural effects of the same kind we must, as far
as possible, assign the same causes; e. g., to respiration in man and animals;
to the descent of stones in Europe and in America; to the light of our kitchen
fire and of the sun; to the reflection o.f light on the earth and on the planets.
"Rule III. Those qualities of bodies that can be neither increased nor
diminished, and which are found to belong to all bodies within the reach of
our experiments, are to be regarded as the universal qualities of all bodies.
[Here follows the enumeration of the properties of bodies which has been incorporated in all text-books,]
"If it universally appear, by experiments and astronomical observations,
that all bodies in the vicinity of the earth are heavy with respect to the earth,
and this in proportion to the quantity of matter which they severally contain;
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7. With regard to the concept of "mass,'' it is to
•
be observed that the formulat10n
of. Newton, w h'lCl1 d e.
fines mass to be the quantity of matter o £ a b o d Y as
measured by the product of its volume and density, is
unfortunate. As we can only define density as the mass
of unit of volume, the circle is manifest. Newton felt
distinctly that in every body there was inherent a prop-·
erty whereby the amount of its·motion was determined
and perceived that this must be different from weight.
He called it, as we still do, mass; but he did not succeed in correctly stating this perception. We shall revert later on to this point, and shall stop here only to
make the following preliminary remarks.
-r:heexpe8. Numerous experiences, of which a sufficient numnences
whicJlpo_int ber stood at Newton's disposal, point clearly to the exto the enstence o~ sucb istence of a property distinct from weight, whereby the
a physical
.
property.
%:1
~
quantity of motion of the
body to which it belongs is
determined. If (Fig. I 26)
we tie a fly-wheel to a rope
and attempt to lift it by
means of a pulley, we feel
~ the wez'glit of the fly-wheel.
Fig. 126.
If the wheel be placed
on a perfectly cylindrical axle and well balanced, it
will no longer assume by virtue of its weight any determinate position. Nevertheless, we are sensible of

Th~

Newtoman concept of
mass.

that the moon is heavy with respect to the earth in the proportion of its mass,
and onr seas with respect to the moon; and all the planets with respect to one
another, and the comets also with respect to the sun ; we must, in conformity
with this rule, declare, that all bodies are heavy with respect to one another.
"Rme IV. In experimental physics propositions collected by induction
frum phenOlmen:a. are to be regarded either as accurately true or very nearly
trne, notwithstanding any contrary hypotheses, till other phenomena occur, by
which they are made more accurate, o-r are rendered subject to exceptions.
"This rule must be adhered to, that the results of induction may not be
arm:ulled by hypotheses."
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a powerful resistance the moment we endeavor to set Mass distinct from
.
.
. h ,
t h e wh ee1 m mot10n or attempt to stop it w en m mo- weight.
tion. This is the phenomenon that led to the enunciation of a distinct" property of matter termed inertia, or
''force" of inertia-a step which, as we have already
seen, and ·shall further explain below is unnecessary.
Two equal loads simultaneously raised, offer resistance
by their weight. Tied to the extremities of a cord that
passes over a pulley, they offer resistance to any motion, or rather to any change of velocity of the pulley,
by their mass. A large weight hung as a pendulum
on a very long string can be held at an angle of slight
deviation from the line of equilibrium with very little
effort. The weight-component that forces the pendulum into the position of equilibrium, is very small.
Yet notwithstanding this we shall experience a considerable resistance if we suddenly attempt to move or
stop the weight. A weight that is just supported by a
balloon, although we have no longer to overcome its
gravity, opposes a perceptible resistance to motion.
Add to this the fact that the same body experiences in
different geographical latitudes and in different parts
of space very unequal gravitational accelerations and
we shall clearly recognise that mass exists as a property
wholly distinct from weight determining the amount of
acceleration which a given force communicates to the
body to which it belongs. (See p. 536.)
9. Important is Newton's demonstration that the Mass meas•
urable by
mass of a body may, nevertheless, under certain con- weight.
ditions, be measured by its weight. Let us suppose a
bo<ly to rest on a support, on which it exerts by its weight
a pressure. The obvious inference is that 2 or 3 such
bodies, or one-half or one-third of such a body, will produce a corresponding pressure 2, 3, t, or t times as
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The prere- great.
If we imagine the acceleration of descent inqulsites of
. • .
the xneas- creased, dmumshed, or wholly removed, we shall exnrement of
· ·
ma.ss by
pect that the pressure also will be increased, d11nmwe1ght.
. l d
h
1e , or wholly removed. We thus see, that t e pres-

1s

sure attributable to weight increases, decreases, and
vanishes along with the "quantity of matter" and the magnitude of the acceleration of descent. In the simplest manner
Fig. x27.
imaginable we conceive the pressure pas quantitatively representable by the product of
the quantity of matter m into the acceleration of descent
g-by f>
mg. Suppose now we have two bodies that
exert respectively the weight-pressures p, p', to which
we ascribe the "quantities of matter'' vz, m', and which
are subjected to the accelerations of descent g, g'; then
p =mg and p' = m' g'. ·If, now, we were able to prove,
that, independently of the material (chemical) composition of bodies, g
g' at every same point on the
earth's surface, we should obtain m/m' =P/P'; that is
to say, on the same spot of the earth's surface, it would
be possible to measure mass by wei'gM.
Now Newton established this fact, that g is independent of the chemical composition of bodies, by
experiments with pendulums of equal lengths but different material, which exhibited equal times of oscillation. He carefully allowed, in these experiments, for
the disturbances due to the resistance of the air; this
last factor being eliminated by constructing from <lifferen t materials spherical pendulum-bobs of exactly the
same size; the weights of which were equalised by ap~
propriately hollowing the spheres. Accordingly, all
bodies may be regarded as affected with the same g, and

=

=

Newton's
establishment of
thesi;: :ererequ1s1tes.
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their quantity of matter or mass can, as Newton pointed
out, be measured by their weight.
·If we imagine a rigid partition placed between an Suppleassemblage of bodies and a magnet, the bodies, if the ~;~i<l1lra. . ttons.
magnet be powerfu 1 enoug h , or at least t h e ma1onty
of the bodies, will exert a pressure on the partition.
But it would occur to no one to employ this magnetic
pressure, in the manner we employed p~essure due to
weight, as a measure of mass. The strikingly noticeable inequality of the accelerations produced in the
different bodies by the magnet excludes any such idea.
The reader will furthermore remark that this whole
argument possesses an additional dubious feature, in
that the concept of mass which up to this point has
simply been named and felt as a necessz'ty, but not de.fined, is assumed by it.
rn. To Newton we owe the distinct formulation of The doc. . 1e of t l1e composition
. . of f orces. * If a b o d y c,ompositrine of the
t11e pnnc1p
.is smm
. 1taneous 1y acte d on b y two f orces (F.ig. I 2 8), forces.
tion of
of which one would prod~1ce the
motion AB and the other the A~----Y:D
motion AC in the same interval
~
of time, the body, since the two
28
forces and the motions produced
Fig. z •
by them are independent of eaclz other, will move in that
interval of time to AD. This conception is in every
respect natural, and distinctly characterises the essential point' involved. It contains none of the artificial
and forced characters that were afterwards imported
into the doctrine of the composition of forces.
We may express the proposition in a somewhat

*

Roberval's (r668) achievements with respect to the doctrine of the composition of forces are also to be mentioned here. Varignon and Lami have already been referred to. (See the text, page 36.)
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different manner, and thus bring it nearer its modern
.
.
•
form. The accelerat10ns that different forces impart
·
to the same body are at the same time the measure of
these forces. But the paths described in equal times
are proportional to the accelerations. Therefore the
latter also may serve as the measure of the forces. We
may say accordingly: If two forces, which are proportional to the lines A.Band AC, act on a body A in the
directions AB and AC, a motion will result that could
also be produced by a third force acting alone in the
direction of the diagonal of the parallelogram constructed on AB and AC and proportional to that diagonal. The latter force, therefore, may be substituted
for the other two. Thus, if cp and 1; are the two accelerations set up in the directions AB and AC, then
for any definite interval of time t, AB
cpt2/2, AC=
if; t 2 /2. If, now, we imagine AD produced in the same
interval of time by a single force determining the acceleration x, we get
AD = xt 2 /2, and AB : AC: AD= cp : i/' : X·
As soon as we have perceived the fact that the forces are
independent of each other, the principle of the parallelogntm of forces is easily reached from Galileo's notion of force. Without the assumption of this independence any effort to arrive abstractly and philosophically at the principle, is in vain.
The law of
II. Perhaps the most important achievement of
action and
reaction.
Newton with respect to the principles is the distinct
and general formulation of the law of the equality of
actz"on and reacHon, of pressure and counter-pressure.
Questions respecting the motions of bodies that exert
a reciprocal i:r:i.:fluence on each other, cannot be sol°Ved
by Galileo's principles alone. A new principle is necessary that will define this mutual action. Such a

Discussion
of the doctrine of the
composition of
forces.

=
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principle was that resorted to by Huygens in his investigation of the centre of oscillation. Such a principle
also is Newton's law of action and reaction.
A body that presses or pulls another body is, ac- NewtoI?-'s
.
.
deduction
cordmg to Newton, pressed or pulled m exactly the of the. law
of action
same degree by that other body. Pressure and counter- B;nd reac·
tlon.
·pressure, force and counter-force, are always equal to
each other. As the measure of force is defined by
Newton to be the quantity of motion or momentum
(mass X velocity) generated in a unit of time, it consequently follows that bodies that act on each other communicate to each other in equal intervals of time equal
and opposite quantities of motion (momenta), or receive contrary velocities reciprocally proportional to
their masses.
Now, although Newton's law, in the form here ex-1'he.relad"
tive1mme. l
.
pressed, appears muc l1 more s1mp e, more 1m111e rate, diacy oe
. "bl e t h an t l1at o f H uy- Newton's
an d at fi rst glance more a d miss1
and ;iuy-.
·
'11
b
f
d
l
·
b
· 1ess gens
s prmgens, It WI
e oun t 1at 1t y no means contams
ciples.
unanalysed experience or fewer instinctive elements.
Unquestionably the original incitation that prompted
the enunciation of the principle was of a purely instinctive nature. We know that we do not experience any
resistance from a body until we seek to set it in motion.
The more swiftly we endeavor to hurl a heavy stone
from us, the more our body is forced back by it. Pressure and counter-pressure go hand in hand. The assumption of the equality of pressure and counter-pressure is quite immediate if, using Newton's own illustration, we imagine a rope stretched between two bodies, or a distended or compressed spiral spring between
them.
There exist in the domain of statics very many instinctive perceptions that involve the equality of pres-
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sure and counter-pressure. The trivial experience that
.
• is
·
one cannot hft
one's self by pu 11'mg on one ' s c }rnir
.
·
·
h'
1
h
·
I
of this character. In a schohum m w ic 1 e cites t rn
law.
physicists Wren, Huygens, and Wallis as his predecessors in the employment of the principle, Newton
puts forward. similar reflections. He imagines the
earth, the single parts of which gravitate towards one
another, divided by a plane. If the pressure of the
one portion on the other were not equal to the counterpressure, the earth would be compelled to move in the
direction of the greater pressure. But the motion of
a body can, so far 'as our experience goes, only be determined by other bodies external to it. Moreover,
we might place the plane of division referred to at any
point we chose, and the direction of the resulting motion, therefore, could not be exactly determined.
The conr2. The indistinctness of the concept of mass takes
ceptofmass
in its con- a very palpable form when we attempt to employ the
nection
with this
principle of the equality of action and reaction dynamlaw.
ically,, Pressure and counter-pressure may be equal.
But whence do we know that equal pressures generate
velocities in the inverse ratio of the masses? Newton,
indeed, actually felt the necessity of an experimental
corroboration of this principle. He cites in a scholium,
in support of his proposition, Wren's experiments on
impact, and made independent experiments hii11self.
He enclosed in one sealed vessel a magnet and in another a piece of iron, placed both in a tub of water,
and left them to their mutual action. The vessels approached each other, collided, clung together, and afterwards remained at rest. This result is proof of the
equality of pressure and counter-pressure and of equal
and opposite momenta (as we shall learn later on,
when we come to discuss the laws of ~mpact).

Sta~ical expenences
which po_int
to the existence of the
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The reader has already felt that the various enunci- The merits
.
N
.
d l
. and defects
ations of ewton with respect to mass an t 1e pnn- ofNe~ton's
.
l
.
.
I
l
d
l
c1p e of react10n, hang consistent y toget 1er, an t 1at doctunes.
they support one another. The experiences that lie at
their foundation are: the instinctive perception of the
connection of pressure and counter-pressure; the discernment that bodies offer resistance to change of velocity independently of their weight, but proportionately thereto; and the observation that bodies of greater
weight receive under equal pressure smaller velocities.
Newton's sense of ·wliat fundamental concepts and principles were required in mechanics was admirable. The
fiwm of his enunciations, however, as we shall later indicate in detail, leaves much to be desired. But we have
no right to underrate on this account the magnitude of
his achievements; for the difficulties he had to conquer
were of a formidable kind, and he shunned them less
than any other investigator.
IV.

DISCUSSION AND ILLUSTRATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF
REACTION.

We shall now devote ourselves a moment ex- The princi1y to t11e N ewtonian
. 1'd eas, an d see k to b rmg
.
t l1e pie
tion.of reacprinciple of reaction more clearly home to our mind
I.

.

C1us1ve

G-v

a

a

~EJ--El~

Fig. r29.

Fig. 130.

and feeling. If two masses (Fig. r29) Mand m act on
one another, they impart to each other, according
tO Newton, contrary velocities V and v, which are inversely proportional to their masses, so that

MV+

?n'll

=

0.
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Gen!3ral.
The appearance of
eluc1dation
. pnnc1p
· · 1e
o! the rrin- parte d to t lllS
c1ple
action.o re-

greater evidence may be imb y t lle f 0 11OWmg
· COilSl·dera t'!On.
W
.
.
fi
(F.
b
1
.
e imagine rst
ig. 130) two a so ute1y eqtta lb o d'ies
a, also absolutely alike in chemical constitution. We
set these bodies opposite each other and put them in
mutual action; then, on the supposition that the influences of any third body and of the spectator are excluded, the communication of equal and contrary velocities in the direction of the line joining the bodies is
the sole uniquely determined interaction.
Now let us group together in A (Fig. r3r) m such
bodies a, and put at B over against them m' such
bodies a. We have then before us bodies whose quanf

nr:1----~
A
B
Fig. i31.

Fig. r32.

tities of matter or masses bear to each other the proportion m : m'. The distance between the groups we
assume to be so great that we may neglect the extension of the bodies. Let us regard now the accelerations a, that every two bodies a impart to each other,
as independent of each other. Every part of A, then,
will receive in consequence of the action of B the acceleration m' a, and every part of B in consequence of
the action of A the acceleration ma-accelerations
· which wiUtherefore be inversely proportional to the
masses.
2. Let us picture to ourselves now a mass M (Fig.
I32) joined by ~ome elastic connection with a mass m,
both masses made up of bodies a equal in all respects.
Let the mass m receive from some external source an
acceleration cp. At once a distortion of the connection
is produced, by which on the one hand m is retarded
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and on the other M accelerated. When both masses The deduc.
.
tion of the
have begun to move with the same accelerat10n, all ~otio~ of
z
d'istortion
· of the connect10n
· ceases. If we ea11 force."
movmg
.1+,urtrzer
a the acceleration of 11.f and f3 the diminution of the
acceleration of m, then a= <p - f3, where agreeably
to what precedes a M = f3 m. From this follows

a+

aM

/3= a +1n- = <p,

m<p
or a=M+ 1n .

If we were to enter more exhaustively into the details of this last occurrence, we should djscover that
the two masses, in addition to their motion of progression, also generally perform with respect to each other
motions of oscillation. If the connection on slight distortion develop a powerful tension, it will be impossible for any great amplitude of vibration to be reached,
and we may entirely neglect the oscillatory motions,
as we actually have done.
If the expression a= m <p / M + m, which determines the acceleration of the entire system, be examined, it will be seen that the product m <p plays a
decisive part in its determination. Newton therefore
invested this product of the mass into the acceleration
imparted to it, with the name of "moving force."
M + m, on the other hand, represents the entire mass
of the rigid system. We obtain, accordingly, the acceleration of any mass m' on which the
moving. force .P acts, from the expression .P /m'.
1:5]
3. To reach this result, it is not at
Fig. 133,
all necessary that the two connected
masses should act directly on each other in all their
parts. We have, connected together, let us say, the
three masses m 11 m2 , m3 , where m 1 is supposed to act

[SJ E;J
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A c,ondition
wh1ch does
not affect
the previous
result.
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only on m 2 , and m 3 only on m '). Let the mass m 1 re•
~
ce1ve from some external source the acceleration q;.
I n th e d'istortion
' t h at f o11ows, t h e
masses
mi
receive the accelerations
qJ
- y - a.
Here all accelerations to the right are reckoned as
positive, those to the left as negative, and it is obvious
that the distortion ceases to increase

+

when o = fJ - y, o = (p - a,
where oms = ym2, aml =/:.Jm2.
The resolution of these equations yields the common acceleration that all the masses receive; namely,
0=

- __11i_1_P._~

+

---

m1
m2 +ms
-a result of exactly the same form as before. When
therefore a magnet acts on a piece of iron which is
joined to a piece of wood, we need not trouble ourselves about ascertaining what particles of the wood
are distorted directly or indirectly (through other particles of the wood) by the motion of the piece of iron.
The considerations advanced will, in some measure, perhaps, have contributed towards clearly impressing on us the great importance for mechanics of the
Newtonian enunciations. They will also serve, in a
lg
subsequent place, to render more readily obvious
l ~
the defects of these enunfj
-~
I' ciations .
......._---~~-----'
4. Let us now turn to
Fig. r34.
a few illustrative physical
examples of the principle of reaction. We consider,
say, a load L on a table T. The table is pressed by
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the load just so much, and so much only, as it in return ~ome phys.
.
teal exampresses the load, that is prevents the same from fallmg. pl~s C?f the
.
h
.
h
1
d
1
1
.
prmc1ple
If p IS t e we1g t, m t 1e mass, an g t 1e acce erat1011 of reaction.
of gravity, then by Newton's conceptionp =.:mg. If
the table be let fall vertically downwards with the acceleration of free descent g, all pressure on it ceases.
We discover thus, that the pressure on the table is determined by the relative acceleration of the load with
respect to the table. If the table fall or rise with the
acceleration y, the pressure on it is respectively m (gy) and m (g
y). Be it noted, however, that no
change of the relation is produced by a constant velodt)'
of ascent or descent. The relative accelerati(}n is determinative.
Galileo knew this relation of things very well. The The pres•
.
.
.
sure of the
doctrine of the Anstotehans, that bodies of greater partsof!alJ.
.
. l1t, 11e not on1y mg bodies.
weight
fall f aster t h an bo d"1es of 1ess we1g
refuted by experiments, but cornered his adversaries
by logical arguments. Heavy bodies fall faster than
light bodies, the Aristotelians said, because the upper
parts weigh down on the under parts and accelerate
their descent. In that case, returned Galileo, a small
body tied to a larger body must, if it possesses z'n se the
property of less rapid descent, retard the larger. Therefore, a larger body falls more slowly than a smaller
body. The entire fundamental assumption is wrong,
Galileo says, because one portion of a/ailing body cannot by its weight under any circumstances press anotlzer portion.
A pendulum with the time of oscillation T= 7i 117/g; A falling
. axis
. rece1. ve d- t h e d own war d acce l - pendulum.
. i'f its
wouId acqmre,
eration y, the time of oscillation T = n v'l/g
and if let fall freely would acquire an infinite time of
oscillation, that is, would cease to oscillate.

+

.:::=y::
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We ourselves, when we jump or fall from an eleva•
·
experience
a pecu l'iar sensat10n,
wh'1cl1 must b e
due to the discontinuance of the gravitational pressure
of the parts of our body on one another-the blood, and
so forth. A similar sensation, as if the ground were
sinking beneath us, we should have on a smaller planet,
to which we were suddenly transported. The sensation
of constant ascent, like that felt in an earthquake,
would be produced on a larger planet.
5. The conditions referred to are very beautifully
illustrated by an apparatus (Fig. I35C) constructed
by Poggendorff. A string loaded at both extremities

tion of fall- .
ing.
tion,

Pog~en-

dorff's apparatus.

'

Fig. x35a.

b

Fig, x35b.

·by a weight P (Fig. 135a) is passed over a pulley c,
attached to the end of a scale-beam. A weight p is
laid on one of the weights first mentioned and tied by
a fine thread to the axis of the pulley. The pulley
now supports the weight 2P p. Burning away th~
thread that holds the over-weight, a uniformly accelerated motion begins with the acceleration y, with
which P + p descends and P rises. The load on the
pulley is thus lessened, as the turning of the scales indicates. The descending weight P is counterbalanced
by the rising weight P, while the added over-weight,
instead of weighing}, now weighs (p/g)(g-y). And
since y = (p /2 P
P) g, we have now to regard the
load on the pulley, not asp, but asp(2P/2P+.P)· The

+

+
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descending weight, only partially impeded in its motion
of descent, exerts only a partial pressure on the pulley.
We may vary the experiment. We pass a thread A variation
. wit
. h tie
l we1g
. h t p over t h e of
the last
1oa d e d at one extremity
experiment
pulleys a, b, d, of the apparatus as indicated in Fig.

c

Fig. 135c.
I 35b., tie the unloaded extremity at m, and equilibrate
the balance. If we pull on the string at m, this cannot dz'rectly affect the balance since the direction of the
stri;g passes exactly through its axis. But the side a
immediately falls. The slackening of the string causes
a to rise. An ttnaccelerated motion of the weights would
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not disturb the equilibrium. But we cannot pass from
rest to motion witlzoztt acceleration.
Thesu~p~n6. A phenomenon that strikes us at first glance is,
sion of m1•
·
!1ut!9 b?dies that minute bodies of greater or less specific grav1ty
m liquids of
.
•
than the liquid in which they are immersed, if suffid1lfe:ent
Rpec1fic
·
·
1
gravity.
ciently small, remain suspended a very long time m t 1e
___ --.- ___ ..
liquid. We perceive at once that
particles of this kind have to overcome the friction of the liquid. If the
cube of Fig. r 36 be divided into 8
parts by the 3 sections indicated,
and the parts be placed in a 'row,
their mass and over-weight will reFig. 136.
main the same, but their cross-section and superficial area, with which the friction goes
hand in hand, will be doubled.
Do such
Now, the opinion has at times been advanced with
suspended
•
particles af- respect to this phenomenon that suspended particles
feet the
.
·
specific
of the kind described have no influence on the specific
gravities of
•
•
•
•
thesupport-grav1ty md1cated by an areometer immersed in the
ing liquids? •
.
liquid, because these particles are themselves areometers. But it will readily be seen that if the suspended particles rise or fall with constant velocity, as
in the case of very small particles immediately occurs,
the effect on the balance and the areometer must be
the same. If we imagine the areometer to oscillate
about its position of equilibrium, it will be evident
that the liquid with all its contents will be moved with
it. Applying the principle of virtual displacements,
therefore, we can be no longer in doubt that the areometer must indicate the mean specific gravity. We
may convince ourselves of the untenability of the... rule
by which the areometer is supposed to indicate only
the specific gravity of the liquid and not that of the sus-
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pended particles, by the following consideration. In a
liquid A a smaller quantity of a heavier liquid B is introduced and distributed in fine drops. The areometer,
let us assume, indicates only the specific gravity of
A. Now, take more and more of the liquid B, finally
just as much of it as we have of A: we can, then, no
longer say which liquid is suspended in the other, and
which specific gravity, therefore, the areometer must
indicate.
7. A phenomenon of an imposing kind, in which The phethe relative acceleration of the bodies concerned is %'~i<l~~ of
seen to be determinative of their mutual pressure, is
that of the tides. We will enter into this subject here
only in so far as it may serve to illustrate the point we
are considering. The connection of the phenomenon
of the tides with the motion of the moon asserts itself
in the coincidence of the tidal and lunar periods, in
the augmentation of the tides at the full and new
moons, in the daily retardation of the tides (by about
50 minutes), corresponding to the retardation of the
. culmination of the moon, and so forth. As a matter
of fact, the connection of the two occurrences was very
early thought of. ·In Newton's time people imagined
to themselves a kind of wave of atmospheric pressure,
by means of which the moon in its motion was supposed to create the tidal wave.
The phenomenon of the tides makes, on every one ~ts impos· f or t l1e fi rst time
·
· its
· f u11 proportions,
·
t11at sees it
m
an mg
ter. characoverpowering impression. We must not be surprised,
therefore, that it is a subject that has actively engaged
the investigators of all times. The warriors of Alexander the Great had, from their Mediterranean homes,
scarcely the faintest idea of the phenomenon of the
tides, and they were, therefore, not a little taken aback
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by the sight of the powerful ebb and flow at the mouth
of the Indus; as we learn from the account of Curtius
Rufus (De Rebus Gestt's Alexandri Magnt'), whose
words we here 1i terally quote :
Extract
"34. Proceeding, now, somewhat more slowly in
from CurtiusRufus. "their course, owing to the current of the river being
"slackened by its meeting the waters of the sea, they
'' at last reached a second island in the middle of the
"river. Here they brought the vessels to the shore,
'' and, landing, dispersed to seek provisions, wholly
''unconscious of the great misfortune that awaited
"them.
Describing
" 35. It was about the third hour, when the ocean,
the effect
•
•
•
l fl
on the army" m its constant tida · ux and reflux, began to turn
of Alexander the
" and press back upon the river.
The latter, at first
Great oi'the
.
tides at the'' merely checked, but then more vehemently repelled,
mouth of
1
b l . h
. d'
.
.} f
the Indus. "at ast set ac r in t e opposite irect1on wit 1 a orce
"greater than that of a rushing mountain torrent.
"The nature of the ocean was unknown to the multi" tude, and grave portents and evidences of the wrath
·"of the Gods were seen in what happened. With
"ever-increasing vehemence the sea poured in, corn" pletely covering the fields which shortly before were
"dry. The vessels were lifted and the entire fleet dis'' persed before those who had been set on shore, ter" rifled and dismayed at this unexpected calamity,
"could return. But the more haste, in times of great
"disturbance, the less speed. Some pushed the ships
"to the shore with poles; others, not waiting to adjust
"their oars, ran aground. Many, in their great haste
"to get away, had not waited for their companions,
"and were barely able to set in motion the huge, un" manageable barks j while some of the ships were too
"crowded to receive the multitudes that struggled to
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"get aboard. The unequal division impeded all. The The disaster to Alex.
.
'' cnes of some clamonng to be taken aboard, of others antler's
·
· comman d s o£:fleet.
'' crymg
to put off , an d t h e con fl"ictmg
"men, all desirous of different ends, deprived every one
'' of the possibility of seeing or hearing. Even the
''steersmen were powerless; for neither could their
''cries be heard by the struggling masses nor were their
"orders noticed by the terrified and distracted crews.
''The vessels collided, they broke off each other's oars,
"they plunged against one another. One would think
" it was not the fleet of one and the same army that
''was here in motion, but two hostile fleets in combat.
'' Prow struck stern ; those that had thrown the fore" most in confusion were themselves thrown into con'' fusion by those that followed ; and the desperation
'' of the struggling mass sometimes culminated in
"hand-to-hand combats.
'' 36. Already the tide had overflown the fields sur'' rounding the banks of the river, till only the hillocks
"jutted forth from above the water, like islands.
'' These were the point towards which all that had given
'' up hope of being taken on the ships, swam. The
''scattered vessels rested in part in deep water, where
''there were depressions in the land, and in part lay
''aground in shallows, according as the waves had
"covered the unequal surface of the country. Then,
''suddenly, a new and greater terror took possession
"of them. The sea began to retreat, and its waters
"flowed back in great long swells, leaving the land
"which shortly before had been immersed by the salt
"waves, uncovered and clear. The ships, thus for'' saken by the water, fell, some on their prows, some
"on their sides. The :fields were strewn with luggage,
'' arms, and pieces of broken planks and oars. The
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The dismay" soldiers dared
of the army.
.

The efforts
of the king
and the return of the
tide.

neither to venture on the land nor to
.
"remain m the ships, for every moment they expected
'' something new and worse than had yet befallen
"them. They could scarcely believe that that which
"they saw had really happened-a shipwreck on dry
"land, an ocean in a river. And of their misfortune
"there seemed no end. For wholly ignorant that the
"tide would shortly bring back the sea and again set
"their vessels afloat, they prophesied hunger and dir" est distress. On the fields horrible animals crept
"about, which the subsiding floods had left behind.
"37. The night fell, and even the king was sore
"distressed at the slight hope of rescue. But his so"licitude could not move his unconquerable spirit. He
"remai;ed during the whole night on the watch, and
"despatched horsemen to the mouth of the river, that,
"as soon as they saw the sea tum and flow back, they
"might return and announce its coming. He also
''commanded that the damaged vessels should be re'' paired and that those that had been overturned by
"the tide should be set upright, and ordered all to be
"near at hand when the sea should again inundate the
"land. After he had thus passed the entire night in
<'watching and in exhortation, the horsemen came
"back at full speed and the tide as quickly followed. '
"At :first, the approaching waters, creeping in light
"swells beneath the ships, gently raised them, and,
"inundating the fields, soon set the entire fleet in mo'' tion. The shores resounded with the cheers and
"clappings of the soldiers and sailors, who celebrated
"with immoderate joy their unexpected rescue. 'But
"whence,' they asked, in wonderment, 'had the sea
''so suddenly given back these great masses of water?
"Whither had they, on the day previous, retreated?
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"And what was the nature of this element, which now
''opposed and now obeyed the dominion of the hours? '
''As the king concluded from what had happened that
'' the fixed. time for the return of the tide was after
"sunrise, he set out, in order to anticipate it, at mid" night, and proceeding down the river with a few
''ships he passed the mouth and, finding himself at
"last at the goal of his wishes, sailed out 400 stadia
''into the ocean. He then offered a sacrifice to the
"divinities of the sea, and returned to his fleet."
8. The essential point to be noted in the explana- Thi;i expla.
. t h at t h e earth as a ng1
. "d b o d y can 11auon
tion
o f t 11e ti·aes is,
the phc-of
receive but one determinate acceleration towards the r1~:1ti~:ll~f
moon, while the mobile particles of water on the sides
nearest to and remotest from the moon can acquire
various accelerations.

• 0
E

M

Fig. 137.

Let us consider (Fig. I 37) on the earth E, opposite
which stands the moon M, three points A, B, C. The
accelerations of the three points in the direction of the
moon, if we regard them as free points, are respect~
ively <p
L1 <p, <p, <p- L1 cp. The earth as a whole,
however, has, as a rigid body, the acceleration cp. The
acceleration towards the centre of the earth we will
call g. Designating now all accelerations to the left
as negative, and all to the right as positive, we get the
following table:

+
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A

_:. (<p

+g

-

+ Llcp),

B
-cp,
-cp,

cp,

o,

g- Llcp,

-

c

(<p -

-g.
-

-

Llcp)

<p
~

"--,-----~-----~

(g- L1 cp),

where the symbols of the first and second lines represent the accelerations which the free points that head
the columns receive, those of the third line the acceleration of corresponding rigid points of the earth, and
those of the fourth line, the difference, or the resultant
accelerations of the free points towards the earth. It
will be seen from this result that the weight of the water
at A and C is diminished by exactly the same amount.
The water will rise at A and C (Fig. I 37). A tidal
wave will be produced at these points twice every
day.
A variation
It is a fact not always sufficiently emphasised, that
of thephe.
.
nomenon. the phenomenon would be an essentially different one
if the moon and the earth were not affected with accelerated motion towards each other but were relatively
fixed and at rest. If we modify the considerations
presented to comprehend this case, we must put for the
rigid earth in the foregoing computation, cp = 0 simply.
We then obtain for
the free points . . . .
A
the accelerations .. - ( cp L1 cp),

+g

+

or ............... (g- Llcp) - cp,

-

c

(rp- Llcp),

-g

- ( g - L1 <p) - <p
----- ------ -----or .............. . g' - <p,
- (g'
cp),

+

where g' = g - L1 cp.. In such case, therefore, the
weight of the water at A would be diminished, and the
weight at C increased ; the height of the water at A
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would be increased, and the height at C diminished.
The water would be elevated only on the side facing
the moon. (Fig. r 38.)
E

• 0
M

Fig. 138.

9. It would hardly be worth while to illustrate 4n illustr~. .
b est reac lie d d e d uct1ve
. ly, by experiments
.
tive exper1propos1t10ns
ment.
that can only be performed with difficulty. But such
experiments are not beyond the limits of possibility.
If we imagine a small iron sphere K to swing as a
conical pendulum about the pole of a
magnet N (Fig. 139), and cover the
sphere with a solution of magnetic sulphate of iron, the fluid drop should, if
the magnet is sufficiently powerful, represent the phenomenon of the tides. But
if we imagine the sphere to be fixed and
at rest with respect to the pole of the
magnet, the fluid drop will certainly not
be found tapering to a point both on
the side facing and the side opposite to
Fig. x39.
the pole of the magnet, but will remain suspended only
_on the side of the sphere towards the pole of the
magnet.
ro. 'we must not, of course, imagine, that the some fur. ti·d a1 wave is
· pro duce d at once b y t h e action
. siderations.
ther conen tlre
of the moon. We have rather to conceive the tide
as an oscillatory movement maz'ntai'ned by the moon.
If, for example, we should sweep a fan uniformly and
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continuously along over the surface of the water of a
circular canal, a wave of considerable magnitude following in the wake of the fan would by this gentle and
constantly continued impulsion soon be produced. In
like manner the tide is produced. But in the latter
case the occurrence is greatly complicated by the irregular formation of the continents, by the periodical
variation of the disturbance, and so forth. (See Appendix, XVII., p. 537·)
v.
CRITICISM OF THE PRINCIPLE OF REACTION AND OF THE
·CONCEPT OF MASS.
I. Now that the preceding discussions have made
us familiar with Newton's ideas, we are sufficiently
prepared to enter on a critical examination of them.
We shall restrict ourselves primarily in this, to the
consideration of the concept of mass and the principle
of reaction. The two cannot, in such an examination,
be separated; in them is contained the gist of Newton's achievement.
-:r:he expres2. In the first place we do not find the expression
s1on " quan•
.
·
tity.~f mat- "quantity of matter" adapted to explam and elucidate
ter.
the concept of mass, since that expression itself is not
possessed of the requisite clearness. And this is so,
though we go back, as many authors have don:e, to an
enumeration of the hypothetical atoms. We only complicate, in so doing, indefensible conceptions. If we
place together a number of equal, chemically homogeneous bodies, we can, it may be granted, connect
some clear idea with'' quantity of matter," and we perceive, also, that the resistance the bodies offer to motion increases with this quantity. But the moment we
suppose chemical heterogeneity, the assumption that

The concept of
mass.
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there is still something that is measurable by the same Newton's
.
.
.
.
fornrnlation
standard, which somethmg we call quantity of matter, of the concept.
. 1
.
b .
may be suggeste d by mechamca experiences, ut 1s an
assumption nevertheless that needs to be justified.
When therefore, with Newton, we make the assump
tions, respecting pressure due to weight, that p =mg,
p' = m'g, and put in conformity with such assumptions
P/P' = m/m', we have made actual use in the operation
thus performed of the supposition, yet to be justified,
that different bodies are measurable by the same standard.
We might, indeed, arbitrari(v jtJsit, that m/m' = p/p';
that is, might define the ratio of mass to be the ratio
of pressure due to weight when g was the same. But
we should then have to substantiate the use that is made
of this notion of mass in the principle of reaction and
in other relations.
Fig.

1.~oa.

Fig. qob.

3. When two bodies (Fig. 140 a), perfectly equal Ane.wform.
.
ulat10n of
111 all respects, are placed opposite each other, we ex- the con.
.
cept.
pect, agreeably to the pnnc1ple of symmetry, that they
will produce in each other in the direction of their line
of junction equal and opposite accelerations. But if
these bodies exhibit any difference, however slight, of
form, of chemical constitution, or are in any other respects different, the principle of symmetry forsakes us,
unless we assume or luunc.1 beforeltand that sameness of
form or sameness of chemical constitution, or whatever
else the thing in question may be, is not determinative. If, however, mechanical experiences clearly and
indubitably point to the existence in bodies of a special
and distinct property determinative of accdtrations,
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nothing stands in the way of our arbitrarily establishing the following definition :
Definition
All those bodz'es are bodies of eqttal mass, which, muof equal
masses.
tually acting on each otlter, produce in e.•ac1tz other equci l
and opposite acceleratlons.
We have, in this, simply designated, or nlimed, an
actual relation of things. In the general case we proceed similarly. The bodies A and B receive respectively as the result of their mutual action (Fig. 140 b)
the accelerations - cp and
q/, where the senses of
the accelerations are indicated by the signs. We say
then, B has cp / rp' times the mass of A. If we t,zke A
as ottr u.nit, we assz"gn to tliat body t!te mttss m whicli imparts to A m t£mes tlie acceleratitm that A in the 1·eacti<lll
z'mparts·to i't. The ratio of the masses is the negative
inverse ratio of the counter-accelerations. That these
accelerations always have opposite signs, that there
are therefore, by our definition, only positive masses,
is a point that experience teaches, and experience alone
Character can teach.
In our concept of mass no theory is inof the defi~ vo lve d ; "quantity
· o f matter " is
· wh o11y unnecessary m
•
nition.

+

it ; all it contains is the exact establishment, designa~
tion, and denomination of a fact. (Compare Appendix,
XVIII., p. 539.)
4. One difficulty should not remain unmentioned in
this connection, inasmuch as its removal is absolutely
necessary to the formation of a perfectly clear concept
of mass. We consider a set of bodies, A, B, C, n . .. ,
and compare them all with A as unit.
A,

1,

B,
m,

C,
m',

D,
ni",

E,
m"',

F.
1n1111

We find thus the respective mass~values, 1, m, m',
and so forth. The question now arises, If we

ni" . . • . ,
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select B as our standard of comparison (as our unit), Discu~slon
of a d1ffishall we obtain for C the mass-value m'/m, and for Dcultyin.
volvl;ld in
the value m"/m, or will perhaps wholly different values ~he preced•
•
mf1iformu·
result? More simply, the question may be put thus: latton.
Will two bodies B, C, which in mutual action with A
have acted as equal masses, also act as equal masses
in mutual action with each other? No lcJgicctl necessity
exists whatsoever, that two masses that are equal to a
third mass should also be equal to each other. For
we are concerned here, not with a mathematical, but
with a physical question. This will be rendered quite
clear by recourse to an analogous relation. We place
by the side of each other the bodies A, B, C in the
proportions of weight a, b, c in which they enter into
the chemical combinations AB and A C. There exists,
now, no logical necessity at all for assuming that the
same proportions of weight b, c of the bodies B, C will
also enter into the chemical combination BC. Experience, however, informs us that they do. If we place
by the side of each other any set of bodies in the proportions of weight in which they combine with the
body A, they will also unite with each other in the
same proportions of weight. But no one can know
this who has not tried it. And this is precisely the case
with the mass-values of bodies.
If we were to assume that the order of combination The order
h' h l .
l
d
of combi.
b
0 f t l1e b o dies, y w 1c t 1eir mass-va ues are · eter- nation not
•
·
•
influtmtial.
mmed, exerted any 11;i:fluence on the mass-values, the
consequences of such an assumption would, we should
find, lead to conflict with experience. Let us suppose,
for instance (Fig. I4I), that we have three elastic
bodies, A, B, C, movable on an absolutely smooth and
rigid ring. We presuppose that A and B in their
mutual relations comport themselves like equal masses
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and that B and C do the same. We are then also
obliged to assume, if we wish to avoid conflicts with
experience, that C and A in their mutual relations act
like equal masses. If we impart to A a velocity, A
will transmit this velocity by impact to B, and B to C.
But if C were to act towards A, say, as a greater mass,
A on impact would acquire a greater
velocity than it originally had while.
C would still retain a residue of
what it had. With every revolution
in the direction of the hands of a
watch the ms 'lli11a of the system
would be increased. If C were the
Fig. qx.
smaller mass as compared with A,
reversing the motion would produce the same result.
But a constant increase of 'Vis 'l iva of this kind is at
decided variance with our eJv"}eritnce.
The new
5. The concept of mass when reached in the mancancept of
•
d evelope d ren d ers unnecessary tie
} spec1a
' 1
mass inner 3ust
valves im• •
f
h
·
·
1
f
·
I
l
plicitly the enunciat10n o t e prmc1p e o reaction.
n ti.1e con"
principle of cept o £ mass an d t h e pnnc1p
· · 1e o·f reaction,
·
reaction.
as we }rnve
stated in a preceding page, the same fact is twice formulated; which is redundant. If two masses I and 2
act on each other, our very definition of mass asserts
that they impart to each other contrary accelerations
which are to each other respectively as 2 : I.
6. The fact that mass can be measured by ie1e(t{'ht,
where the acceleration of gravity is invariable, can also
be deduced from our definition of mass. We are
sensible at once of any increase or diminution of a pressure, but this feeling affords us only a very inexact and
indefinite measure of magnitudes of pressure. An
exact, serviceable measure of pressure springs from
the observation that every pressure is repfaceable by
1
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the pressure of a number of like and commensurable It also in·
valves the
weights. Every pressure can be counterbalanced by fact that
,
mass can be
the pressure of weights of this kind. Let two boches measured
.
,
•
•
•
by weight.
m and m' be respectively affected 111 opposite directions
with the accelerations <p and rp', determined by external circumstances. And let the bodies be joined by a
string. If equilibrium prevails, the acceleration q; in
m and the acceleration rp' in m' are exactly balanced
by interaction. For this case, accordingly, m <p = m'rp'. When, «-Im J--lm'J-~
therefore, rp = <p', as is the case rp
"
<p
.
I 1g. 142,
w hen the bodies are abandoned
to the acceleration of gravity, we have, in the case
1
of equilibrium, also m
111 •
It is obviously immaterial whether we make the bodies act on each other
directly by means of a string, or by means of a string
passed over a pulley, or by placing them on the two
pans of a balance. The fact that mass can be measured by weight is evident from our definition without
recourse or reference to ''quantity of matter.,,
7. As soon therefore as we, our attention being The general
•
b o d - results
of
.
lrnve percetVt'ti
. .J 111
d rawn to t l1e f act b y experience,
this view.
ies the existence of a special property determinative of
accelerations, our task with regard to it ends with the
recognition and unequivocal designation of this fact.
Beyond the recognition of this fact we shall not get,
and every venture beyond it will only be productive of
obscurity. All uneasiness will vanish when once we
have made clear to ourselves that in the concept of
mass no theory of any kind whatever is contained, but
simply a fact of experience. The concept has hitherto
held good. It is very improbable, but not impossible,
that it will be shaken in the future, just as the concep1

=
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tion of a constant quantity of heat, which also rested
on experience, was modified by new experiences.
VI.

NEWTON'S VIEWS OF TIME, SPACE, AND MOTION.
I. In a scholium which he appends immediately to
his definitions, Newton presents his views regarding
time and space-views which we shall now proceed to
examine more in detail. We shall literally cite, to this
end, only the passages that are absolutely necessary
to the characterisation of Newton's views.
:r-{ewton's
"So far, my object has been to explain the senses
views of
.
1.
.
l 1· 1 1
l
d.
time, space, '' 1n w llch certam wore s itt e !nown are to Je use · 111
andmotion.
T'
l
l
.
l
.
"the sequel.
ime, space, p ace, anc n1otion, )emg
''words well known to everybody, I do not define. Yet
"it is to be remarked, that the vulgar conceive these
"quantities only in their relation to sensible objects.
"And hence 'certain prejudices with respect to them
"have arisen, to remove which it will be convenient to
"distinguish them into absolute and relative, true and
"apparent, mathematical and common, respectively.
Absolute.
"I. Absolute, true, and mathematical time, of itandrelative
lf
d by its
. own nature, fl ows mu'form Iy on, wit
. l1time.
'' se , an
,' out regard to anything external. It is also called
duration.
"Relative, apparent, and common time, is some
"sensible and external measure of absolute time (dura" tion), estimated by the motions of bodies, whether
"accurate or inequable, and is commonly employed
"in place of true time; as an hour, a day, a month,
"a year...
"The natural days, which, commonly, for the pur" pose of the measurement of time, are held as equal.
''are in reality unequal: Astronomers correct this in1

"
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"equality, in order that they may measure by a truer
"time the celestial motions. It may be that there is
"no equable motion, by which time can accurately be
''measured. All motions can be accelerated and re" tarded. But the flow of absolztte time cannot be
''changed. Duration, or the persistent existence of
''things, is always the same, whether motions be swift
" or slow or null. "
2. It would appear as though Newton in the re- Discussion
•
•
of Newton's
marks here cited still stood under the mfluence of the v.iew of
medireval philosophy, as though he had grown unfaith- tlme.
ful to his resolve to investigate only actual facts. When
we say a thing A changes with the time, we mean simply that the conditions that determine a thing A depend
on the conditions that determine another thing .B. The
vibrations of a pendulum take place in time when its
excursion depends on the position of the earth. Since,
however, in the observation of the pendulum, we are
not under the necessity of taking into account its dependence on the position of the earth, but may compare it with any other thing (the conditions of which
of course also depend on the position of the earth), the
illusory notion easily arises that all the things with
which we compare it are unessential. Nay, we may,
in attending to the motion of a pendulum, neglect entirely other external things, and find that for every position of it our thoughts and sensations are different.
Time, accordingly, appears to be some particular and
independent thing, on the progress of which the position of the pendulum depends, while the things that
we resort to for comparison and choose at random appear to play a wholly collateral part. But we must
not forget that all things in the world are connected
with one another and depend on one another, and that
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we ourselves and all our thoughts are also a part of
nature. It is utterly beyond our power to meas1tre the
0
~~E!. f
changes of things by time. Quite the contrary, time
is an abstraction, at which we arrive by means of the
changes of things ; made because we are not restricted
to any one definite measure, all being interconnected.
A motion is termed uniform in which equal increments
of space described correspond to equal increments of
space described by some motion with which we form a
comparison, as the rotation of the earth. A motion
may, with respect to another motion, be uniform. But
the question whether a motion is in t'tself uniform, is
senseless. With just as little justice, also, may we
speak of an "absolute time "-of a timt! t'lulcptndc!nt (}/
cliange. This absolute time can be measured by comparison with no motion; it has therefore neither a
practical nor a scientific value; and no one is justified
in saying that he knows aught about it. It is an idle
metaphysical conception.
FurthereluIt would not be difficult to show from the points of
cidation of
•
.
the idea.
view
of psych ology, h'istory, an d the science
of l anguage (by the names of the chronological divisions),
that we reach our ideas of time in and through the in~
terdependence of things on one another. In these ideas
the profoundest and most universal connection of things
is expressed. When a motion takes place in time, it
depends on the motion of the earth. This is not refuted
by the fact that mechanical motions can be reversed.
A number of var;iable quantities may be so related that
one set can suffer a change without the others being
affected by it. Nature behaves like a machine. The
individual parts reciprocally determine one another.
But while in a machine the position of one part de·
termines the position of all the other parts, in nature
General
discussion
of the con-
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more complicated relations obtain. These relations are
best represented under the conception of a number,
n, of quantities that satisfy a lesser number, n', of equations. Were n = n', nature would be invariable. Were
n'
n - 1, then with one quantity all the rest would
be controlled. If this latter relation obtained in nature, time could be reversed the moment this had been
accomplished with any one single motion. But the
true state of things is represented by a different relation between n and n'. The quantities in question are
partially determined by one another ; but they retain
a greater indeterminateness, or freedom, than in the
case last cited. We ourselves feel that we are suci1 a
partially determined, partially undetermined element
of nature. In so far as a portion only of the changes
of nature depends on us and can be reversed by us,
does time appear to us irreversible, and the time that
is past as irrevocably gone.
We arrive at the idea of time,-to express it briefly Somo psychological
.
. l1 is
. c_onsidera·
an d popu 1arly,- b· y t 11e connection
o f t l1at wluc
. d m
. t l1e provmce
.
. l1 t11at hons.
con tame
o·f our memory wit
which is contained in the province of our sense-perception. When we say that time flows on in a definite direction or sense, we mean that physical events generally (and therefore also physiological events) take
place only in a definite sense.* Differences of tern-·
perature, electrical differences, differences of level generally, if left to themselves, all grow less and not
greater. If we contemplate two bodies of different
temperatures, put in contact and left wholly to themselves, we shall find that it is possible only for greater
differences of temperature in the field of memory to

=

* Investigations concerning the physiological nature of the sensations of
time and space are here excluded from consideration.
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exist with lesser ones in the field of sense-perception,
and not the reverse. In all this there is simply expressed a peculiar and profound connection of things.
To demand at the present time a full elucidation of this
matter, is to anticipate, in the manner of speculative
philosophy, the results of all future special investigation, that is a perfect physical science. (Compare Appendix, xrx.' P· 54 I.)
3. Views similar to those concerning time, are developed by Newton with respect to space and motion.
We extract here a few passages which characterise his
position.
"II. Absolute space, in its own nature and with" out regard to anything external, always remains sim" ilar and immovable.
" Relative space is some movable dimension or
"measure of absolute space, which our senses deter'' mine by its position with respect to other bodies,
''and which is commonly taken for immovable [abso" lute] space ....
"IV. Absolute motion is the translation of a body
"from one absolute place* to another absolute place ;
" and relative motion, the translation from one relative
" place to another relative place ....
" .... And thus we use, in common affairs, instead
'' of absolute places and motions, 1·elaNve ones ; and
"that without any inconvenience. But in physical
" disquisitions, we should abstract from the senses.
"For it may be that there is no body really at rest, to
"which the places and motions of others can be re" £erred ....
" The effects by which absolute and relative motions
*The place, or l111:11s of a body, according to Newton, is not its position,
but theptirt o/ sjace which it occupies. It is either absolute or relative.-Tran..r,
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"are distinguished from one another, are centrifugal
'' forces, or those forces in circular motion which pro'' duce a tendency of recession from the axis. For in
'' a circular motion which is purely relative no such
''forces exist; but in a true and absolute circular mo'' tion they do exist, and are greater or less according
"to the quantity of the [absolute] motion.
'' For instance. If a bucket, suspended by a long ':fhe rota.
. tmg bucket.
"cord, is so often turned about that finally the cord is
"strongly twisted, then is filled with water, and held
"at rest together with the water; and afterwards by
"the action of a second force, it is suddenly set whirl" fog about the contrary way, and continues, while the
"cord is untwisting itself, for some time in this mo'' tion ; the surface of the water will at first be level,
"just as it was before the vessel began to move; but,
"subsequently, the vessel, by gradually communicat" ing its motion to the water, will make it begin sens" ibly to rotate, and the water will recede little by little
"from the middle and rise up at the sides of the ves" sel, its surface assuming a concave form. (This ex" periment I have made myself.)
" .... At first, when the relative motion of the wa- Relative
. t h e vesse l was greatest, t h at motion
. pro d uce d motion.
and real
'' ter m
'' no tendency whatever of recession from the a~is ; the
"water made no endeavor to move towards the cir'' cumference, by rising at the sides of the vessel, but
'' remained level, and for that reason its true circular
"motion had not yet begun. But afterwards, when
"the relative motion of the water had decreased, the
''rising of the water at the sides of the vessel indicated
"an endeavor to recede from the axis; and this en" deavor revealed the real circular motion of the water,
''continually increasing, till it had reached its greatest
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''point, when 1·elaHZJel)1 the water was at rest m the
''vessel ....
"It is indeed a matter of great difficulty to discover
''and effectually to distinguish the true from the ap'' parent motions of particular bodies ; for the parts of
''that immovable space in which bodies actually move,
'' do not come under the observation of our senses.
N~wtc;in's
"Yet the case is not altogether desperate ; for there
criteria for
?istinguish- ''exist to guide us certain marks, abstracted partly
rng absolute
from rela- "from the apparent motions, which are the differences
tivemotion.
"of the true motions, and partly from the forces that
"a.re the causes and effects of the true motions. If,
''for instance, two globes, kept at a fixed distance
"from one another by means of a cord that connects
"them, be revolved about their common centre of
"gravity, one might, from the simple tension of the
'' cord, discover the tendency of the globes to recede
''from the axis of their motion, and on this basis the
"quantity of their circular motion might be computed.
"And if any equal forces should be simultaneously
"impressed on alternate faces of the globes to augment
'' or diminish their circular motion, we might, from
"the increase or decrease of the tension of the cord,
"deduce the increment or decrement of their motion;
''and it might also be found thence on what faces
''forces would have to be impressed, in order that the
"motion of the globes should be most augmented;
'' that is, their rear faces, or those which, in the cir'' cular motion, follow. But as soon as we knew which
"faces followed, and consequently which preceded, we
"should likewise know the direction of the motion.
"In this way we might find both the quantity and the
'' direction of the circular motion, considered even in
"an immense vacuum, where there was nothing ex~
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"ternal or sensible with which the globes could be
''compared .... "
4. It is scarcely necessary to remark that in the re- Th~ predi.
.
cations of
flect10ns here presented Newton has agam acted con- Newton
.
d
.
.
l
.
.
l are not the
trary to l11s expresse mtent10n on y to mvestigate actzta expression
.c
N o one 1s
. competent to pre d"1cate t }1mgs
.
of actual
1acts.
ab out facts.
absolute space and absolute motion; they are pure
things of thought, pure mental constructs, that cannot
be produced in experience. All our principles of mechanics are, as we have shown in detail, experimental
knowledge concerning the relative positions and motions of bodies. Even in the provinces in which they
are now recognised as valid, they could not, and were
not, admitted without previously being subjected to
experimental tests. No one is warranted in extending
these principles beyond the boundaries of experience.
In fact, such an extension is meaningless, as no one
possesses the requisite knowledge to make use of it.
Let us look at the matter in detail. When we say that Detail~d
. d.irect10n
. an d ve loc1ty
. so l ely t h roug h view
of the
a b od y A:£-''' a lters its
lllatter.
the influence of another body K', we have asserted
a conception that it is impossible to come at unless
other bodies A, B, C . ... are present with reference
to which the motion of the body K has been estimated.
In reality, therefore, we are simply cognisant of a relation of the body K to A, B, C. . . . If now we suddenly neglect A, B, C . ... and attempt to speak of
the deportment of the body K in absolute space, we
implicate ourselves in a twofold error. In the first
place, we cannot know how K would act in the absence of A, B, C . ... ; and in the second place, every
means would be wanting of forming a juclgment of the
behaviour of Kand of putting to the test what we had
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predicated,-which latter therefore would be bereft of
all scientific significance.
;gfchact;e
Two bodies Kand K', which gravitate toward each
bodies of other, impart to each other in the direction of their
space play . f .
.
l
·
·
1
· 1
in th~ de;- 1me o 3unct10n acce erat10ris rnverse y proportiona to
termmauon l .
.
·
·
·
· d,
ofmotion. t:ie1r masses m, m'.
In this propos1t1on 1s contame
not only a relation of the bodies K and K' to one another, but also a relation of them to other bodies. For
the proposition asserts, not only that Kand K' suffer
with respect to one another the acceleration designated
by H. (1?i
m' /r2), but also that K experiences the acceleration - xm'/r2 and K' the acceleration+ Jim/r2
in the direction of the line of junction; facts which can
be ascertained only by the presence of other bodies.
The motion of a body K can only be estimated by
reference to other bodies A, B, C. . . . But since we
always have at our disposal a sufficient number of
bodies, that are as respects each other relatively fixed,
or only slowly change their positions, we are, in such
reference, restricted to no one defint'te body and can
alternately leave out of account now this one and now
that one. In this way the conviction arose that these
bodies are indifferent generally.
Thehhy• £
It might be, indeed, that the isolated bodies A, B,
pot ei;1i; o
:i-mediumd c . ... play merely a collateral role in the determinaln space etefrmin!ltive tion of the motion of the body K, and that this motion
o motion.
is determined by a medz'ztm in which K exists. In such
a case we should have to substitute this medium for
Newton's absolute space. Newton certainly did not
entertain this idea. Moreover, it is easily demonstrable
that the atmosphere is not this motion-determinative
medium. We should, therefore, have to picture to
ourselves sorne other medium, filling, say, all space,
with respect to the constitution of which and its kinetic

+
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relations to the bodies placed in it we have at present
no adequate knowledge. In itself such a state of things
would not belong to the impossibilities. It is known,
from recent hydrodynamical investigations, that a rigid
body experiences resistance in a frictionless fluid only
when its velocity clzanges. True, this result is derived
theoretically from the notion of inertia; but it might,
conversely, also be regarded as the primitive fact from
which we have to start. Although, practically, and at
present, nothing is to be accomplished with this conception, we might still hope to learn more in the future
concerning this hypothetical medium ; and from the
point of view of science it would be in every respect
a more valuable acquisition than the forlorn idea of
absolute space. When we reflect that we cannot abolish the isolated bodies A, B, C . ... , that is, cannot
determine by experiment whether the part they play is
fundamental or collateral, that hitherto they have been
the sole and only competent means of the orientation
of motions and of the description of mechanical facts,
it will be found expedient provisionally to regard all
motions as determined by these bodies.
5. Let us now examine the point on which New- Critiqal
. soun d reasons, rests l11s
. a·istmc. exam1na·
ton, apparent1y with
tion of
tion of absolute and relative motion. If the earth is ~i;ti~~~~n
. h an abso l:ute rotation
.
. axis,
. cen- from
of absolute
a ff ected wit
a b out its
rel!l·
'f
1
f
·
h
l
.
tn uga orces are set up m t e eart 1: 1t assumes an tivemotwn.
oblate form, the acceleration of gravity is diminished
at the equator, the plane of Foucault's pendulum rotates, and so on. All these phenomena disappear if
the earth is at rest and the other heavenly bodies are
affected with absolute motion round it, such that the
same relati71e rotation is produced. This is, indeed, the
case, if we start ab inz"ti'o from the idea of absolute space.
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But if we take our stand on the basis of facts, we shall
find we have knowledge only of relative spaces and motions. Relalive!y, not considering the unknown and
neglected medium of space, the motions of the universe are the same whether we adopt the Ptolemaic or
the Copernican mode of view. Both views are, indeed,.
equally correct; only the latter is more simple and more
practical. The universe is not twice given, with an
earth at rest and an earth in motion; but only once,
with its relative motions, alone determinable. It is,
accordingly, not permitted us to say how things would
be if the earth did not rotate. We may interpret the
one case that is given us, in different ways. If, however, we so interpret it that we come into conflict with
experience, our interpretation is simply wrong. The
principles of mechanics can, indeed, be so conceived,
that even for relative rotations centrifugal forces arise.
Newton's experiment with the rotating vessel of
e,'l!l;i«iilll~t water simply informs us, that the relative rotation of
the water with respect to the sides of the vessel prow~.
duces no noticeable centrifugal forces, but that such
forces are produced by its relative rotation with respect
to the mass of the earth and the other celestial bodies.
No one is competent to say how the experiment would
turn out if the sides of the vessel increased in thickness
an<l mass till they were ultimately several leagues thick.
The one experiment only lies before us, and our business is, to bring it into accord with the other facts
known to us, and not with the arbitrary fictions of our
imagination.
6. We can have no doubts concerning the significance of the law of inertia if we bear in mind the mann~r in which it was reached. To begin with, Galileo
discovered the constancy of the velocity and direction
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of a body referred to terrestrial objects. Most terres- !he 1a'I':' ot
. l motions
.
. f d urat10n
. and extent, that mert1a
m
tna
are o f suel1 b ne
the light of
·it is
· w1io11y unnecessary to ta k e mto
·
this view.
account the earth's
rotation and the changes of its progressive velocity with
respect to the celestial bodies. This consideration is
found necessary only in the case of projectiles cast
great distances, in the case of the vibrations of Foucault1s pendulum, and in similar instances. When now
Newton sought to apply the mechanical principles discovered since Galileo's time to the planetary system,
he found that, so far as it is possible to form any estimate at all thereof, the planets, irrespectively of dynamic effects, appear to preserve their direction and
velocity with respect to bodies of the universe that are
very remote and as regards each other apparently fixed,
the same as bodies moving on the earth do with respect to the fixed objects of the earth. The comportment of terrestrial bodies with respect to the earth is
reducible to the comportment of the earth with respect
to the remote heavenly bodies. If we were to assert
that we knew more of moving objects than this their
last- mentioned, experimentally- given comportment
with respect to the celestial bodies, we should render
ourselves culpable of ajalsltJ'· When, accordingly, we
say, that a body preserves unchanged its direction and
velocity in .space, our assertion is nothing more or less
than an abbreviated reference to tlze entire zmz"zierse.
The use of such an abbreviated expression is permitted the original author of the principle, because he
knows, that as things are no difficulties stand in the
way of carrying out its implied directions. But no
remedy lies in his power, if difficulties of the kind mentioned present themselves ; if, for example, the requisite, relatively fixed bodies are wanting.
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7. Instead, now, of referring a moving body K to
space, that is to say to a svstem of coordinates, let us
J
view directly its relation to the bodies of the universe,
by which alone such a system of coordinates can be
determined. Bodies very remote from each other, moving with constant direction and velocity with respect
to other distant fixed bodies, change their mutual distances proportionately to the time. We may also say,
All very remote bodies-all mutual or other forces neglected-alter their mutual distances proportionately
to those distances. Two bodies, which, situated at a
short distance from one another, move with constant
direction and velocity with respect to other fixed bodies, exhibit more complicated relations. If we should
regard the two bodies as dependent on one another,
and call r the distance, t the time, and a a constant
dependent on the directions and velocities, the formula
would be obtained: d2r/dt2 = (1/r) [a2 - (dr/dt) 2 ].
It is manifestly much st'mpler and clearer to regard the
two bodies as independent of each other and to consider the constancy of their direction and velocity with
respect to other bodies.
Instead of saying, the direction and velocity of a
massµ in space remain constant, we may also employ
the expression, the mean acceleration of the mass µ
with respect to the masses m, m', m" . ... at the distances r, r', r" .... is= 0, or d2(~mr/~m)/dt2
0.
The latter expression is equivalent to the former, as
soon as we take into consideration a sufficient number
of sufficiently distant and sufficiently large masses.
The mutual influence of more proximate· small masses,
which are apparently not concerned about each other,
is eliminated of itself. That the constancy of direction
and velocity is given by the condition adduced, will be

=
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seen at once if we construct through ft as vertex cones 'J'.ho expres·
s1on of the
that cut out different portions of space, and set up the I:iw.of iner·
tia1n terms
. . wit
. h respect to t l1e masses o f t h ese separate of
con d ition
!his re·
.
W
.
d
d
f
l
.
lat1on.
portions.
e may put, m ee , or t 1e entire space
encompassing µ, d2 (2mr/211t) /dt2
0. But the
equation in this case asserts nothing with respect to the
motion ofµ, since it holds good for all species of motion where µ is uniformly surrounded by an infinite
number of masses. If two masses µ 1 , µ 2 exert on each
other a force which is dependent on their distance r,
then d2r/dt2 = (µ 1
µ 2)/(1-). But, at the same time,
the acceleration of the centre of gravity of the two
masses or the mean acceleration of the mass-system
with respect to the masses of the universe (by the prin~
ciple of reaction) remains= 0; that is to say,

=

+

_:1__2_[µ ~1,nr1 + fl !_7,:1:~2] =
d /2

1

~ 1/t

2

~ 1lt

0.

When we reflect that the time-factor that enters The neces·
·
·
· not1ung
·
. sity
in sci·
mto
t l1e acce1erat10n
1s
more t l1an a quantity
ence.of a
.
cons1dera•
that 1s the measure of the distances (or angles of rota- tion of the
.
' All.
tion)
of t h e b od'ies o f t l1e um.verse, we see t l1at even m
the simplest case, in which apparently we deal with
the mutual action of only two masses, the neglecting
of the rest of the world is z'mpossible. Nature does not
begin with elements, as we are obliged to begin with
them. It is certainly fortunate for us, that we can,
from time to time, turn aside our eyes from the overpowering unity of the All, and allow them to rest on
individual details. But we should not omit, ultimately
to complete and correct our views by a thorough consideration of the things which for the time being we
left out of account.
8. The considerations just presented show, that it
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is not necessary to refer the law of inertia to a special
. .
·
absolute space. On the contrary, it is perceived that
•
the masses that m the common phraseology exert forces
on each other as well as those that exert none, stand
with respect to acceleration in quite similar relations.
We may, indeed, regard all masses as related to each
other. That accelerations play a prominent part in the
relations of the masses, must be accepted as a fact of
experience ; which does not, however, exclude attempts
to elztcidat; this fact by a comparison of it with other
facts, involving the discovery of new points of view.
In all the processes of nature the differences of certain
quantities it play a de~
terminative role. Differ~
I
ences of temperature, of
potential function, and so
t,.
f
forth, induce the natural
- p
- p
processes, which consist
Fig. I43·
in the equalisation of
these differences. The familiar expressions d2u/dx 2 ,
d2zt/dy2, d2zt/dz2, which are determinative of the
character of the equalisation, may be regarded as the
measure of the departure of the condition of any point
from the mean of the conditions of its environmentto which mean the point tends. The accelerations of
masses may be analogously conceived. The great distances between masses that stand in no especial forcerelation to one another, change proportz"onately to eacli
other. If we lay off, therefore, a certain distance p as
abscissa, and another r as ordinate, we obtain a straight
line. (Fig. 143.) Every r-ordinate corresponding to
a .definite p-value represents, accordingly, the mean of
the adjacent ordinates. If a force-relation exists between the bodies, some value d2r/dt2 is determined
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by it which conformably to the remarks above we may
replace by an expression of the form tf2r/dp2. By the
force-relation, therefore, a tftpartun· of the r-ordinate
from the mean of tlu~ adjactnt ordinates is produced,
which would not exist if the supposed force-relation
dicl not obtain. This intimation will suffice here.
g. We have attern pted in the foregoing to give the Character
.
. a d.ff
. f rom tl1at 111
. or d'i- ofthenew
1aw o f mertia
r erent express10n
expression
.
.
"ll
the law
nary use. This expression w1 , so long as a su f:C.11- for
of inertia.
cient number of bodies are apparently fixed in space,
accomplish the same as the ordinary one. It is as
easily applied, and it encounters the same difficulties.
In the one case we are unable to come at an· absolute
space, in the other limited number of masses only is
within the reach of our knowledge, and the summation
indicated can consequently not be fully carried out. It
is impossible to say whether the new expression would
still represent the true condition of things if the stars
were to perform rapid movements among one another.
The general experience cannot be constructed from the
particular case given us. We must, on the contrary,
wait until such an experience presents itself. Perhaps
when our physico-astronomical knowledge has been
extended, it will be offered somewhere in celestial
space, where more violent and complicated motions
take place than in our environment. The most impor- The sim,.
. }
. plest prmtant result of our re fl ex1ons 1s, 1owever, that prcrzsely ciples or
1
I
·
l
1
•
l
.
.
>/
1
t11e apparent'} simp est 111ec1wnua przncijues arc <> a 7.'l'rJ' mcchan1ca
a~·e of a
.
• .
lu~hly comC(JJ/lf lzcated cltaracter, tluit tltese pnnczplt's are founded on phcated na•
•
tnre and are
zmcmnpleted experiences, nay on experta1a.s that 1/l''N'r ca;z all dcrivec1
7
i
+, l' 1
l
l
h
•
l/
.
J
l
, £ from expe·
oe Jzt ty comp etet, t iat prartua :y, ZnttCCt, f1u~v are su;r rience.
jiciently secured, in 11iew of tlie tolerable stability of our
em1iromnent, to serzre as tlte finmdcition t>/ mat!tematical
deduction, but that they can by no means themsef71es be re-
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garded as matliematically establislted truths but only as
principles tliat not only admi't of constant control by experz"ence bid actually require -it. This perception is valu-

able in that it is propitious to the advancement of
science. (Compare Appendix, XX., p. 542.)
VII.

SYNOPTICAL CRITIQUE OF THE NEWTONIAN ENUNCIATIONS.
I. Now that we have discussed the details with
•
sufficient particularity, we may pass agam under review the form and the disposition of the Newtonian
enunciations. Newton premises to his work several
definitions, following which he gives the laws of motion. We shall take up the former first.
Mass.
"Definition I. The quantity of any matter is the
"measure of it by its density and volume conjointly.
'' ... This quantity is what I shall understand by the
"term mass or body in the discussions to follow. It is
"ascertainable from the weight of the body in ques" tion. For I have found, by pendulum-experiments
"of high precision, that the mass of a body is propor" tional to its weight; as will hereafter be shown.
Quantity of
"Definition I I. Quantity of motion is the measure
motion,
inertia,
"of
it by the velocity and quantity of matter conforce, and
accelera"
jointly.
tion.
"Definition III. The resident force [vis insz'ta, i. e.
''the inertiaJ of matter is a power of resisting, by
"which every body, so far as in it lies, perseveres in
"its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight
''line.
''Definition IV. An impressed force is any action
"upon a body which changes, or tends to change, its
"state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight line.

Newton's
Definitions.
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".Deftnz'tion V. A centripetal force is any force by
"which bodies are drawn or impelled towards, or tend
"in any way to reach, some point as centre.
".Deftnz'tion VI. The absolute quantity of a centri- i;:o.rcesclas·
.
. .
.
. s1fied
as ab" peta1 f orce 1s
a measure o f it
mcreasmg
an d a·immsolute, .ac.
h.
.
h
h
ffi
f
h
h
celerauve,
''is mg wit t e e, cacy o t e cause t at propagates ~nd mov'' it from the centre through the space round about. mg.
".Definition VII. The accelerative quantity of a
''centripetal force is the measure of it proportional to
"the velocity which it generates in a given time.
".Deftnz'tion VIII. The moving quantity of a cen'' tripetal force is the measure of it proportional to the
"motion [See Def. n.] which it generates in a given
"time.
''The three quantities or measures of force thus dis- The rela.
· h ed, may, f or b rev1ty's
·
tians ofthus
the
"tmgms
sak e, b e ea11 ed ab so- f~rc.es
f
b
.
f
a·
d1stm.
d
.
'' 1ute, acce1eratlve, an movmg orces, emg, or is- guished.
"tinction's sake, respectively referred to the centre of
''force, to the places of the bodies, and to the bodies
''that tend to the centre.: that is to say, I refer moving
"force to the body, as being an endeavor of the whole
"towards the centre, arising from the collective en" deavors of the several parts; accelerative force to the
"place of the body, as being a sort of efficacy originat'' ing in the centre and diffused throughout all the sev" eral places round about, in moving the bodies that
''are at these places ; and absolute force to the centre,
"as invested with some cause, without which moving
''forces would not be propagated through the space
"round about ; whether this latter cause be some cen" tral body, (such as is a loadstone in a centre of mag'' netic force, or the earth in the centre of the force of
''gravity,) or anything else not visible. This, at least,
''is the mathematical conception of forces ; for their
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"physical causes and seats I do not in this place con,, sider.
'l;'he ~l.is"Accelerating force, therefore, is to moving force,
tmct1on
l . .
.
.
F
.
~nathemat- "as ve oc1ty 1s to quantity of mot10n.
or quantity
ical and not
physical.
"of motion arises from the velocity and the quantity
"of matter ; and moving force ari~es from the accel" erating force and the same quantity of matter; the
"sum of the effects of the accelerative force on the sev' 1 eral particles of the body being the motive force of
"the whole. Hence, near the surface of the earth,
''where the accelerative gravity or gravitating force is
"in all bodies the same, the motive force of gravity or
"the weight is as the body [mass]. But if we ascend
"ta higher regions, where the accelerative force of
"gravity is less, the weight will be equally diminished,
"always remaining proportional conjointly to the mass
"and the accelerative force of gravity. Thus, in those
"regions where the accelerative force of gravity is half
"as great, the weight of a pody will be diminished by
"one-half. Further, I apply the terms accelerative and
"motive in one and the same sense to attractions and
"to impulses. I employ the expressions attraction, im" pulse, or propensity of any kind towards a centre,
"promiscuously and indifferently, the one for the other;
"considering those forces not in a physical sense, but
"mathematically. The reader, therefore, must not
"infer from any expressions of this kind that I may
''use, that I take upon me to explain the kind or the
''mode of an action, or the causes or the physical rea" son thereof, or that I attribute forces in a true or
"physical sense, to centres (which are only mathemat" ical points), when at any time I happen to say that
"centres attract or that central forces are in action.''
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2: Definition 1 is, as has already been set forth, a Criticism of
..
T he concept of mass is
.
Newton's
pseu do- defi nihon.
not ma de Definitions.
clearer by describing mass as the product of the volume
into the density, as density itself denotes simply the
mass of unit of volume. The true definition of mass
can be deduced only from the dynamical relations of
bodies.
To Definition II, which simply enunciates a mode
of computation, no objection is to be made. Definition III (inertia), however, is rendered superfluous by
Definitions IV-VIII of force, inertia being included and
given in the fact that forces are accelerative.
Definition IV defines force as the cause of the acceleration, or tendency to acceleration, of a body. The
latter part of this is justified by the fact that in the
cases also in which accelerations cannot take place,
other attractions that answer thereto, as the compression and distension etc. of bodies occur. The cause
of an acceleration towards a definite centre is defined
in Definition v as centripetal force, and is distinguished
in v1, vn, and vm as absolute, accelerative, and motive. It is, we may say, a matter of taste and of form
whether we shall embody the explication of the idea
of force in one or in several definitions. In paint of
principle the Newtonian definitions are open to no objections.
3. The Axioms or Laws of Motion then follow, of Newton's
which Newton enunciates three:
fa~~io~~
''Law I. Every body perseveres in its state of rest
''or of uniform motion in a straight line, except in so
"far as it is compelled to change that state by im'' pressed forces."
"Law II. Change of motion [i. e. of momentum] is
"proportional to the moving force impressed, and takes
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"place in the direction of the straight line m which
" such force is impressed.,,
"Law JJJ. Reaction is always equal and opposite
"to action ; that is to say, the actions of two bodies
''upon each other are always equal and directly op'' posite. ,,
Newton appends to these three laws a number of
Corollaries. The first and second relate to the principle of the parallelogram of forces ; the third to the
quantity of motion generated in the mutual action of
bodies ; the fourth to the fact that the motion of the
centre of gravity is not changed by the mutual action
of bodies ; the :fifth and sixth to relative motion.
Criticismof
4. We readily perceive that Laws I and II are conNewton's
laws or
tained in the definitions of force that precede. Acmotion.
cording to the latter, without force there is no acceleration, consequently only rest or uniform motion in a
straight line. Furthermore, it is wholly unnecessary
tautology, after having established acceleration as the
measure of force, to say again that change of motion is
?roportional to the force. It would have been enough
to say that the definitions premised were not arbitrary
mathematical ones, but correspond to properties of
·bodies experimentally given. The third law apparently
contains something new. But we have seen that it is
unintelligible without the correct idea of mass, which
idea, being itself obtained only from dynamical experience, renders the law unnecessary.
The carol-,
The first corollary really does contain something
Jades to
these laws. new.
But it regards the accelerations determined in
a body K by different bodies JJII, N, P as selj-evident-ly
independent of each other, whereas this is precisely
what should have been explicitly recognised as a fact
of experience. Corollary Second is a simple applica-
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tion of the law enunciated in corollary First. The remaining corollaries, likewise, are simple deductions,
· that is, mathematical consequences, from the conceptions and laws that precede.
5. Even if we adhere absolutely to the Newtonian
points of view, and disregard the complications and indefinite features mentioned, which are not removed
but merely concealed by the abbreviated designations
"Time" and "Space,'' it is possible to replace Newton's enunciations by much more simple, methodically
better arranged, and more satisfactory propositions.
Such, in our estimation, would be the following :
a. Experimental Proposz'tz'on. Bodies set opposite Prop~sed
. duce 111
. each oth er, un d er certam
. circum.
subst1tueach oth er 111
tions for
fi
d
b
·
.
l
h
.
New.
stances to b e spec1 e
y expenmenta p ys1cs, con- the
tonian !a~s
.
.
l
d"
.
f
h
.
.
f
.
and defimtrary accelerations m t 1e 1rect1on o t eir 1me o JUnc- tions.
tion. (The principle of inertia is included in this.)
b. Definz'tion. The mass-ratio of any two bodies is
the negative inverse ratio of the mutually induced accelerations of those bodies.
c. Experimental Projositz'on. The mass-ratios of
bodies are independent of the character of the physical
states (of the bodies) that condition the mutual accelerations produced, be those states electrical, magnetic,
or what not ; and they remain, moreover, the same,
whether they are mediately or immediately arrived at.
d. Experimental Proposition. The accelerations
which any number of bodies A, B, C . ... induce in a
body K, are independent of each other. (The principle
of the parallelogram of forces follows immediately from
this.)
e. Definition. Moving force is the product of the
mass-value of a body into the acceleration induced in
that body.
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Extent and
character
of the'proposed snbstitntions.

The

achievements o·f
Newum
fr~ the

;'!!t:/rus
time.

Then the remaining arbitrary definitions of the algebraical expressions ''momentum," '' vis viva," and
the like, might follow. But these are by no means indispensable. The propositions above set forth satisfy
the requirements of simplicity and parsimony which,
on economico-scientific grounds, must be exacted of
them. They are, moreover, obvious and clear ; for no
doubt can exist with respect to any one of them either
concerning its meaning or its source; and we always
know whether it asserts an experience or an arbitrary
convention.
6. Upon the whole, we may say, that Newton discerned in an admirable manner the concepts and principles that were sufficiently assured to allow of being further built upon. It is possible that to some extent he
was forced by the difficulty and novelty of his subject,
in the minds of the contemporary world, to great amplitude, and, therefore, to a certain disconnec~edness
of presentation, in consequence of which one and the
same property of mechanical processes appears several
times formulated. To some extent, however, he was,
as it is possible to prove, not perfectly clear himself
concerning the import and especially concerning the
source of his principles. This cannot, however, obscure in the slightest his intellectual greatness. He
that has to acquire a new point of view naturally cannot possess it so securely from the beginning as they
that receive it unlaboriously from him. He has done
enough if he has discovered truths on which future
generations can further build. For every new inference therefrom affords at once a new insight, a new
control, an extension of our prospect, and a clarification of our field of view. Like the comm~nder of an
army, a great discoverer cannot stop to institute petty
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inquiries regarding the right by which he holds each The.
achteve.
post of vantage he has won. The magmtude of the ments of
Newton in
.
.
pro b lem to be solved leaves no time for this. But at the light of
subsequent
.
d
h
.
d"ff
N
.
a ·1ater peno , t e case is 1 erent.
ewton might research.
well have expected of the two centuries to follow that
they should further examine and confirm the foundations of his work, and that, when times of greater scientific tranquillity should come, the principles of the subject might acquire an even higher philosophical interest than all that is deducible from them. Then probleni.s arise like those just treated of, to the solution of
which, perhaps, a small contribution has here been
made. We join with the eminent physicists Thomson
and Tait, in our reverence and admiration of Newton.
But we can only comprehend with difficulty their opinion that the Newtonian doctrines still remain the best
and most philosophical foundation of the science that
can be given.
VIII.

RETROSPECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMICS.
I. If we pass in review the period in which the de- The chief
. f e ll ,-a peno
. d maugurated
.
result, the
ve1opment of d ynam1cs
by discovery
.
.
of one great
Galileo, contmued by Huygens, and brought to a close fact.
by Newton,-its main result will be found to be the
perception, that bodies mutually determine in each
other accelerations dependent on definite spatial and
material circumstances, and that there are masses. The
reason the perception of these facts was embodied in
so great a number of principles is wholly an historical
one; the perception was not reached at once, but slowly
and by degrees. In reality only (JJU' great fact was established. Different pairs of bodies determine, independently of each other, and mutually, in themselves,
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pairs of accelerations, whose terms exhibit a constant
ratio, the criterion and characteristic of each pair.
This fact
Not even men of the calibre of Galileo, Huygens,
even the
•
h" f
greatest in- and Newton were able to perceive t is act at once.
i~!1Jd"~er- Even they could only discover it piece by piece, as it
ceive
only is expressed m
• the law of fa 11"mg b o d"ies, m
· t h e specia
· 1
in
fragments.
law of inertia, in the principle of the parallelogram of
forces, in the concept of mass, and so forth. To-day,
no difficulty any longer exists in apprehending the unity
of the whole fact. The practical demands of communication alone can justify its piecemeal presentation in
several distinct principles, the number of which is really
only determined by scientific taste. What is more, a
reference to the reflections above set forth respecting
the ideas of time, inertia, and the like, will surely convince us that, accurately viewed, the entire fact has,
in all its aspects, not yet been perfectly apprehended.
The results
The point of view reached has, as Newton expressly
reached
h"
d o with
. the "unk nown causes" of
!J.ave noth- states, not mg to
ing to do
1 h
T hat w h.ich m
. t h e mec h amcs
. of
with the so- natura p enomena.
called
. ea11 ed force 1s
. not a someth"mg t h at
"causes" t h e present d ay 1s
ofphenom- .

en.a.

•

lies latent m the natural processes, but a measurable,
actual circumstance of motion, the product of the mass
into the acceleration. Also when we speak of the attractions or repulsions of bodies, it is not necessary to
think of any hidden causes of the motions produced.
We signalise by the term attraction merely an actually
existing resemblance between events determined by conditions of motion and the results of our volitional impulses. In both cases either actual motion occurs or,
when the motion is counteracted by some other circumstance of motion, distortion, compression of bodies,
and so forth, are produced.
2. The work which devolved on genius here, was
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the noting of the connection of certain determinative The form of
elements of the mechanical processes .. The precise es- ~1b~:ti~;1
tablishment of the form of this connection was rather a f~iili~pi!ie;in
. researc h , wh'1ch create d the different
.
of histort as k for p 1odd mg
ical origin.
concepts and principles of mechanics. We can determine the true value and significance of these principles and concepts only by the investigation of their
historical origin. In this it appears unmistakable at
times, that accidental circumstances have given to the
course of their development a peculiar direction, which
under other conditions might have been very different.
Of this an example shall be given.
Before Galileo assumed the familiar fact of the de- For exam.
h .
d
.
pie; Galipen d ence o f t h e fi na1 ve1oc1ty on t e time, an put 1t to lea's laws.
•
of falling
the test of experiment, he essayed, as we have already b".dies
· an d ma d e t h e fi na1 ve1oc1ty
· might
seen, a d 1'fferent h ypot h es1s,
taken ahave
dif.
l
h
d
'b
d
H
.
.
d
b
ferent form.
proport10na to t e space escn e .
e lrnagme , y a
course of fallacious reasoning, likewis~ already referred
to, that this assumption involved a self-contradiction.
His reasoning was, that twice any given distance of de-scent must, by virtue of the double final velocity acquired, necessarily be traversed in the same time as the
simple distance of descent. But since the first half is
necessarily traversed first, the remaining half will have
to be traversed instantaneously, that is in an interval
of time not measurable. Whence, it readily follows,
that the descent of bodies generally is instantaneous.
The fallacies involved in this reasoning are manifest. Galilec;i's
.
•
reasomng
Galileo was, of course, not versed m mental mtegra- and its
. at h'1s comman d no a d equate meth od s errors.
tions, an d h avmg
for the solution of problems whose facts were in any
degree complicated, he could not but fall into mistakes
whenever such cases' were presented. If we call s the
distance and t the time, the Galilean assumption reads
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in the language of .to-day ds/dt =as, from which follows s =A cat, ~here a is a constant of experience and
A a constant of integration. This is an entirely different
conclusion from that drawn by Galileo. It does not
conform, it is true, to experience, and Galileo would
probably have taken exception to a result that, as a
condition of motion generally, made s different from 0
when t equalled 0. But in itself the assumption is by
no means self-contradictory.
-:r:h.e suppoLet us suppose that Kepler had put to himself the
stt10n that
•
.
Kepler ha~ same question.
Whereas Galileo always sought after
made Galt- h
.
l
l
.
f
lea's ret every s1mp est so ut10ns o t h.mgs, an d at once researches.
jected hypotheses that did not fit, Kepler's mode of procedure was entirely different. He did not quail before
the most complicated assumptions, but worked his way,
by the constant gradual modification of his original
hypothesis, successfully to his goal, as the history of
his discovery of the laws of planetary motion fully
shows. Most likely, Kepler, on finding the assumption
ds/dt =as would not work, would have tried a number of others, and among them probably the correct one
ds/dt=aVS: But from this would have resulted an
essentially different course of development for the science of dynamics.
In such a
It was only gradually and with great difficulty that
case the
concept
the concept of "work" attained its present position
~fg}ftk~~ve of importance; and in our judgment it is to the abovebeen the
.
d tn"ft"mg h"1stor1ca
. l circumstance
.
original
mentione
that t h e diffi·
concept of
•
.
mechanics. cult1es and obstacles it had to encounter are to be as·
cribed. As the interdependence of the velocity and the
time was, as it chanced, first ascertained, it could not
be otherwise than that the relation v = g t should appear
as the original one, the equations= gt 2 /2 as the next
immediate, and g s
v 2 /2 as a remoter inference. In-

=
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troducing the concepts mass (m) and force (p), where

p =mg, we obtain, by multiplying the three equations
by m, the expressions 11l 'V = j t, ms =pt 2 /2, p s =

m i.1 2/2-the fundamental equations of mechanics. Of
necessity, therefore, the concepts force and momentum
(m v) appear more primitive than the concepts work (p s)
and vis i.1z"l.1a (mv2). It is not to be wondered at, accordingly, that, wherever the idea of work made its appearance, it was always sought to replace it by the historically older concepts. The entire dispute of the Leibnitzians and Cartesians, which was first composed in
a m'anner by D'Alembert, finds its complete explanation in this fact.
From an unbiassed point of view, we have exactly J!Jstinca-.
•
.
.
•
tlon of tlus
the same nght to mqmre after the mterdependence of view.
the final velocity and the time as after the interdependence of the final velocity and the distance, and to
answer the question by experiment. The first inquiry
leads us to the experiential truth, that given bodies in
contraposition impart to each other in given times definite increments of velocity. The second informs us,
that given bodies in contraposition impart to each other
for given mutual displacements definite increments of
velocities. Both propositions are equally justified, and
both may be regarded as equally original.
The correctness of this view has been substantiated Exemplifi•
cation of it
m our own day by the example of J. R. Mayer. Mayer, i~ modern
a modern mind of the Galilean stamp, a mind wholly times.
free from the influences of the schools, of his own independent accord actually pursued the last-named
me;thod, and produced by it an extension of science
which the schools did not accomplish until later in a
much less complete and less simple form. For Mayer,
'Work was the original concept. That which is called
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work in the mechanics of the schools, he calls force.
Mayer's error was, that he regarded his method as the
only correct one.
Th7results
3. We may, therefore, as it suits us, regard the time
which flow
.
from it.
of descent or the distance of descent as the factor determinative of velocity. If we fix our attention on
the :first circumstance, the concept of force appears as
the original notion, the concept of work as the derived
one. If we investigate the influence of the second fact
first, the concept of work is the original notion. In
the transference of the ideas reached in the observation
of the motion of descent to more complicated relations,
force is recognised as dependent on the distance between tlie bodies-that is, as a function of the distance,
f (r). The work done through the element of distance dr
is thenj(r) dr. By the second method of investigation work is also obtained as a function of the distance,
F (r) ; but in this case we know force only in the form
d. F (r)/dr-that is to say, as the limiting value of the
ratio: (increment of work)/(increment of distance.)
The preferGalileo cultivated by preference the first of these
encesof
the
h d
N ewton l'k
•
f
d · f.T:i.uygens
di~erentin-two met o s.
1 ew1se pre erre it.
quirers.
pursued the second method, without at all restricting
himself to it. Descartes elaborated Galileo's ideas after
a fashion of his own. But his performances are insignificant compared with those of Newton and Huygens, and their influence was soon totally effaced. After
Huygens and Newton, the mingling of the two spheres
of thought, the independence and equivalence of which
are not always noticed, led to various blunders and
confusions, especially in the dispute between the Cartesians and Leibnitzians, already referred to, concerning the measure of force. In recent times, however, inquirers tum by preference now to the one and now to
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the other. Thus the Galileo-Newtonian ideas are cultivated with preference by the school of Poinsot, the
Galil~o-Huygenian by the school of Poncelet.
4. Newton operates almost exclusively with the no- The importance and
tions of force, mass, and momentum. His sense of the history of
·
.
h'
d the Newvalue of the concept of mass places him above is pre e- tonian concept of
.
cessors and contemporaries. It did not occur to Galileo mass.
that mass and weight were different things. Huygens,
too, in all his considerations, puts weights for masses j
as for example in his investigations concerning the
centre of oscillation. Even in the treatise De Percussz'one (On Impact), Huygens always says "corpus majus," the larger body, and ''corpus minus," the smaller
body, when he means the larger or the smaller mass.
Physicists were not led to form the concept mass till
they made the discovery that the same body can by the
action of gravity receive ~ifferent accelerations. The
first occasion of this discovery was the pendulum-observations of Richer (1671-1673),-from which Huygens at once drew the proper inferences,-and the
second was the extension of the dynamical laws to the
heavenly bodies. The importance of the first point may
be inferred from the fact that Newton, to prove the proportionality of mass and weight on the same spot of the
earth, personally instituted accurate observations on
pendulums of different materials (Prz'ncipia. Lib. II,
Sect. VI, De Motu et Resz'stentia Corporzmi FunependulorumJ In the case of John Bernoulli, also, the first
distinction between mass and weight (in the JVIeditatio
de Natura Centri Osdllatz'onz's. Opera Omnz'a, Lausanne
and Geneva, Vol. II, p. 168) was made on the ground
of the fact that the same body can receive different
gravitational accelerations. Newton, accordingly, disposes of all dynamical questions involving the relations
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of several bodies to each other, by the help of the ideas
of force, mass, and momentum.
The meth5. Huygens pursued a different method for the soods
·
. 1y d'isgens.of Huy-1 ution
of t h ese pro bl ems. G a1'1
i eo h a d previous
covered that a body rises by virtue of the velocity acquired in its descent to exactly the same height as that
from which it fell. Huygens, generalising the principle
(in his Horologium Oscillatoriztm) to the effect that the
centre of gravity of any.system of bodies will rise by
virtue of the velocities acquired in its descent to exactly the same height as that from which it fell, reached
the principle of the equivalence o.f work and vis viva.
The names of the formulre which he obtained, were,
of course, not supplied until long afterwards.
The Huygenian principle of work was received by
the contemporary world with almost universal distrust.
People contented themselves with making use of its
brilliant consequences. It.was always their endeavor
to replace its deductions by others. Even after John
and Daniel Bernoulli had extended the principle, it
was its fruitfulness rather than its evidency that was
valued.
The methWe observe, that the Galileo-Newtonian principles
eds of Newf l .
.
. .
d
ton and
were, on account o t 1e1r greater s1mp11c1ty an apHuygens
1
'd
.
.
bl
f
d
compared. parent y greater ev1 ency, mvana y pre erre to th e
Galileo-Huygenian. The employment of the latter is
exacted only by necessity in cases in which the employment of the forrp.er, owing to the laborious attention to details demanded, is impossible ; as in the case
of John and Daniel Bernoulli's investigations of the
motion of fluids.
If we look at the matter closely, however, the same
simplicity and evidency will be found to belong to the
Huygenian principles as to the Newtonian proposi-
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tions. That the velocity of a body is determined by
the tz"rne of descent or determined by the distance of
descent, are assumptions equally natural and equally
simple. The form of the law must in both cases be
supplied by experience. As a starting-point, therefore,
pt= m 'V and ps = m i12 /2 are equally well fitted.
6. When we pass to the investigation of the motion 1:he neceas1tr and
. we are again
. compe lle d , m
. botl1 cases, !1mversalo f severa1 b o d 1es,
•
ity of the
to take a second step of an equal degree of certamty. two methThe Newtonian idea of mass is justified by the fact, ods.
that, if relinquished', all rules of action for events would
have an end; that we should forthwith have to expect
contradictions of oui commonest and crudest experiences ; and that the physiognomy of our mechanical
environment would become unintelligible. The same
thing must be said of the Huygenian principle of work.
If we surrender the theorem ::2 ps = :2 m v 2 /2, heavy
bodies will, by virtue of their own weights, be able to
ascend higher ; all known rules of mechanical occurrences will have an end. The instinctfr1e factors which
entered alike into the discovery of the one view and of
the other have been already discussed.
The two spheres of ideas could, of course, have The points
of contact
.
grown up much more mdependently of each other. But of the two
.m view
.
f
h
f
h
h
l
.
o t e act t at t e two were constant y m con- methods.
tact, it is no wonder that they have become partially
merged in each other, and that the Huygenian appears
the less complete. Newton is all-sufficient with his
forces, masses, and momenta. Huygens would likewise suffice with work, mass, and 1•is i•ii•a. But since
he did not in his time completely possess the idea of
mass, that idea had in subsequent applications to be
borrowed from the other sphere. Yet this also could
have been avoided. If with Newton the mass-ratio of
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two bodies can be defined as the inverse ratio of the
velocities generated by the same force, with Huygens
it would be logically and consistently definable as the
inverse ratio of the squares of the velocities generated
by the same work.
'.!;'he res~ecThe two spheres of ideas consider· the mutual dettve ments
.
.
of each.
pendence on each other of entirely different factors of
the same phenomenon. The Newtonian view is in so
far more complete as it gives us information regarding
the motion of each mass. But to do this it is obliged
to descend greatly into details. The Huygenian view
furnishes a rule for the whole system. It is only a convenience, but it is then a mighty convenience, when
the relative velocitz"es of the masses are previously and
independently known.
The gen7. Thus we are led to see, that in the developeral develd
.
.
h d
l
f
.
opmen~ of ment of ynam1cs, JUSt as in t e eve opment o statics,
dynamics
.
.
•
,
in the light the connect10n of w1del y different features of mechamcal
of the pred
d "ff
,
.
ceding re- phenomena engrosse at
1 erent tunes the attention
marks.
•
.
of mqmrers. We may regard the momentum of a system as determined by the forces ; or, on the other
hand, we may regard its vis vt'va as determined by the
work. In the selection of the criteria in question the
individuality of the inquirers has great scope. It will
be conceived possible, from the arguments above pre~
sented, that our system of mechanical ideas might,
perhaps, have been different, had Kepler instituted
the first investigations concerning the motions of falling bodies, or had Galileo not committed an error in
his first speculations. We shall recognise also that not
only a knowledge of the ideas that have been accepted
and cultivated by subsequent teachers is necessary for
the historical understanding of a science, but also that
the rejected and transient thoughts of the inquirers,
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nay even apparently erroneous notions, may be very
important and very instructive. The historical investigation of the development of a science is most needful,
lest the principles treasured up in it become a system
of half-understood prescripts, or worse, a system of
prejudices. Historical investigation not only promotes
the understanding of that which now is, but also brings
new possibilities before us, by showing that which exists to be in great measure conventional and accz'dental.
From the higher point of view at which different paths
·of thought converge we may look about us with freer
powers of vision and discover routes before unknown.
In all the dynamical propositions that we have dis- Th!3 substi, p l ays a promment
.
of
cusse d , velocity
ro"l e. Th e reason tutton
"integ~al"
.
.
,
.
l
l
'd
d
for "differ•
o f t h 1s, m our view, is, t 1at, accurate y cons1 ere , ential"
, 1e b o dy o£ t l1e u111verse
.
. some d efi - some
laws may
every smg
stan d s m
day
.
l
.
,
l
l
b
d
.
l
,
make the
mte re at10n wit 1 every ot 1er o y m t 1e umverse; concept of
force super<
that auy one body, and consequently also any several fluous.
bodies, cannot be regarded as wholly isolated. Our
inability to take in all things at a glance alone compels
us to consider a few bodies and for the time being to
neglect in certain aspects the others ; a step accomplished by the introduction of velocity, and therefore
of time. We cannot regard it as impossible that z'ntegral laws, to use an expression of C. Neumann, will
some day take the place of the laws of mathematical
elements, or differential laws, that now make up the
science of mechanics, and that we shall have direct
knowledge of the dependence on one another of the
positz'ons of bodies. In such an event, the concept of
force will have become superfluous. (See Appendix,
XXI., p. 548, on Hertz's Mechanics; also Appendix
XXII., p. 555, in answer to criticisms of the views ex·
pressed by the author in Chapters I. and II.)

CHAPTER III.
THE EXTENDED APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF MECHANICS AND THE DEDUCTIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCIENCE.
I.

SCOPE OF THE NEWTONIAN PRINCIPLES.
Newton's
principles
are universal in
scope and
power.

I. The principles of Newton suffice by themselves,
without the introduction of any new laws, to explore
thoroughly every mechanical phenomenon practically
occurring, whether it belongs to statics or to dynamics.
If difficulties arise in any such consideration, they are
invariably of a mathematical, or
formal, character, and in no respect concerned with questions
of principle. We have given,
let us suppose, a number of masses m1 , m 2 , m3 •••• in space, with
definite initial velocities v 1 , v 2 ,
'ZJ 3 •.•• We imagine, further, lines
of junction drawn between every
Fig. 144.
two masses. In the directions of
these lines of junction are set up the accelerations and
counter-accelerations, the dependence of which on the
distance it is the business of physics to determine. In
a small element of time T the mass m5 , for example,
will traverse in the direction of its initial velocity the
distance vi5T, and in the directions of the lines joining ·
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it with the masses m1 , m, 2 , m3 .••• , being affected in ;5chema~ic
.
.
.h h
l
.
illustration
sue h d 1rect1ons w1 t t e acce erations <p~, <p~, <pg . ... , of t~1e prethe distances C<t>U2)-r2, C<t>V2)'r2, (q;g/2)-r2.... u~:il~~ent.
we imagine all these motions to be performed independently of each other, we shall obtain the new position
of the mass m 5 after lapse of time'!. The composition
of the velocities v 5 and cpir, cpgr, cptr .... gives the
new initial velocity at the end of time -r. We then
allow a second small interval of time 't to elapse, and,
making allowance for the new spatial relations of the
masses, continue in the same way the investigation of
the motion. In like manner we may proceed with
every other mass. It will be seen, therefore, that, in
point of principle, no embarrassment can arise; the
difficulties which occur are solely of a mathematical
character, where an exact solution in concise symbols,
and not a clear insight into the momentary workings
of the phenomenon, is demanded. If the accelerations
of the mass m5 , or of several masses, collectively neutralise each other, the mass m 5 or the other masses
mentioned are in equilibrium and will move uniformly
onwards with their initial velocities. If, in addition,
the initial velocities in question are = 0, both equilibrium and rest subsist for these masses.
Nor, where a number of the masses m1 , m2 •••• :rhesame
· so t h at 1t
· is
· 1mposs1
·
'bl e to idea
pliedap·
to agh ave cons1'd erabl e extens10n,
. . . .
. h d '£ gregates of
speak of a single lme JOmmg every two masses, is t e 1 - mat~rial
. of prmc1p
. . l e, any greater. W e d'iv1'de particles.
ficu 1ty, in pomt
the masses into portions sufficiently small for our purpose, and draw the lines of junction mentioned between
every two such portions. We, furthermore, take into
account the reciprocal relation of the parts of the
same large mass; which relation, in the case of rigid
masses for instance, consists in the parts resisting
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every alteration of their distances from one another.
On the alteration of the distance between any two parts
of such a mass an acceleration is observed proportional
to that alteration. Increased distances diminish, and
diminished distances increase in consequence of this
acceleration. By the displacement of the parts wit~
respect to one another, the familiar forces of elasticity
are aroused. When masses meet in impact, their
forces of elasticity do not come into play until contact
and an incipient alteration of form take place.
(i. practipal
2. If we imagine a heavy perpendicular column
1llustrahon
.
h
h
·
· } ·
'
f
of the scope resting on t e eart , any particle 1n in t 1e mtenor o
ofNewton's
h
l
h"
h
h
·
1
•
tl
ht
principles. t e co umn w ic we may c oose to iso ate m 1oug ,
is in equilibrium and at rest. A vertical downward ac~
celeration g is produced by the earth in the particle,
which acceleration the particle obeys. But in so doing
it approaches nearer to the particles lying beneath it,
and the elastic forces thus awakened generate in rn a
vertical acceleration upwards, which ultimately, when
the particle has approached near enough, becomes
equal to g. The particles lying above m likewise
approach m with the acceleration g. Here, again,
acceleration and counter-acceleration are produced,
whereby the particles situated above are brought to
rest, but whereby m continues to be forced nearer and
nearer to the particles beneath it until the acceleration
downwards, which it receives from the particles above
it, increased by g, is equal to the acceleration it receives in the upward direction from the particles be~
neath it. We may apply the same reasoning to every
portion of the column and the earth beneath it, readily
perceiving that the lower portions lie nearer each other
and are more violently pressed together than the parts
above. Every portion lies between a less closely pressed
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upper portion and a more closely pressed lower .por- ~est in the
.
. d own ward acce1erat10n
. g is
. neutra l'1sed b y a light
of
t10n;
its
tJ:ese princ1ples ap.
d
l. l .
.
surp1us of acce1eration \lpwar s, w 11c 11t experiences pear~ as a
• .
special case
from the parts beneath. We comprehend the eqmhb- of motion.
rium and rest of the parts of the column by imagining
all the accelerated motions which the reciprocal relation of the earth and the parts of the column determine,
as in fact simultaneously performed~ The apparent
mathematical sterility of this conception vanishes, and
it assumes at once an animate form, when we reflect
that in reality no body is completely at rest, but that
in all, slight tremors and disturbances are constantly
taking place which now give to the accelerations of descent and now to the accelerations of elasticity a slight
preponderance. Rest, therefore, is a case of motion,
very infrequent, and, indeed, never completely realised.
The tremors mentioned are by no means an unfamiliar
phenomenon. When, however, we occupy ourselves
with cases of equilibrium, we are concerned simply with
a scliematic reproduction in thought of the mechanical
facts. We then pitrposely neglect these disturbances,
displacements, bendings, and tremors, as here they
have no interest for us. All cases of this class, which
have a scientific or practical importance, fall within the
province of the so-called theo'f'y o.f elastz'cz'ty. The whole The unity
.
.
and homooutcome of Newton's achievements 1s that we every- geneity
•
•
which these
where reach our goal with one and the same idea, and principles
•
. •
introduce
by means of it are able to reproduce and construct be· in~o the
'l'b
.
d
.
l
science.
fore h an d a 11 cases o f eqm i num an motion. A 1
phenomena of a mechanical kind now appear to us
as uniform throughout and as made up of the same
elements.
3. Let us consider another example. Two masses m, m are situated at a distance a from each
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A general
exemplification of
the power
of the principles.

other. (Fig. 145.) When displaced with respect to
.
.
each other, elastic forces proportional to the change
f d.
X2
o istance are supposed to be
o~
awakened. Let the masses be
. ~
movable in the X-direction parFig. 1 45·
allel to a, and their coordinates
be xl' x 2 • If a force/ is applied at the point x 2 , the
following equations obtain :
(1)

(2)
where p stands for the force that one mass exerts on
the other when their mutual distance is altered by the
value I. All the quantitative properties of the mechanical process are determined by these equations.
But we obtain these properties in a more comprehensible form by the integration of the equations. The ordinary procedure is, to find by the repeated differentiation of the equations before us new equations in sufficient number to obtain by elimination equations in x 1
alone or x 2 alone, which are afterwards integrated. We
shall here pursue a different method. By subtracting
the first equation from the second, we get

=-

X1)
The devel- rn d2(x2 - -----2
opment of
the equations obputting x 2 - x 1
tained in
this examd 2 it
ple.

--dt

•) ( x -·x )
..,p[
2
1

= u,

mdti=-2P[u-a]

-

ti

J + j,, or

+I .........

(3)

and by the addition of the first and the second equations
d 2 (x 2
x i)
j,
.
.
1lt --(f{i.-- =
, or, puttmg x 2 -j- .x 1
v,

+

=
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d 2v

(4)

mdt2=f . . . . . . . . . . . .
The integrals of (3) and (4) are respectively
u

= A sin ~m
/~ . t + B cos ~m
/~f°_ . t + a + 21~ and
'll

x =1

X:.i

I t2
= --- . -·
Ill
2

_-:4_
...

2

A

sin

+

Ct

The integrals of these
developments.

+ D·' whence

/!t. t - B2 cos ~r2mP. t +f.
t
2m 2

2

~ m

f
D
+ Ct- a2--.:i::p+-2,
.

I~p

= ·2 sm~

1/1. •

t

/2p

.B

+ ·:f cos~

111. •

t

I

t2

+ 2;n · ·-:l··

To take a particular case, we will assume that the A particu.
.
. lar case of
act10n of the force f begms at t
O, and that at tl11s the example.
time
1
x 1 =0, '~;: =0

=

X2=ll,

tl .xl)

dt'"=0,

that is, the initial positions are given and the initial
velocities are= 0. The constants A, B, C, D being
eliminated by these conditions, we get

::~ ~6 cos~~;1. t + -{;;-;. !2

2

(5)

x1

(G)

x, =-fcos

(7)

x2

-~ p

2

-

.x 1 =

-

fp,

/~f.t+l-~~-+a+-£
2m 2
4p'

~ m

-{p cos~~. t +a+ l·

and
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see from (5) and (6) that the two masses, in addi-

ation
which t10n
.
·
· 11 h a1£ t}1e
the result·
to a um"f orm ly acce1erate d motion
wit
ant equa1
.
1
h f
.
tions gh:e acce erat10n t lat t e orce
wouId impart
to one of
concernmg
.
•
this exam· these masses alone, execute an oscillatory motion sym-

.f

ple.

metrical with respect to their centre of gravity. The
duration of this oscillatory motion, T= 2 7t Vm/2p, is
smaller in proportion as the force that is awakened in
the same mass-displacement is greater (if our attention
is directed to two particles of the same body, in proportion as the body is harder). The amplitude of oscillation of the oscillatory motion .f/2p likewise decreases with the magnitude p of the force of displacement generated. Equation (7)' exhibits the periodic
change of distance of the two masses during their progressive motion. The motion of an elastic body might
in such case be characterised as vermicular. With hard
bodies, however, the number of the oscillations is so
great and their excursions so small that they remain
unnoticed, and may be left out of account. The oscillatory motion, furthermore, vanishes, either gradually
through the effect of some resistance, or when the two
masses, at the moment the force f begins to act, are a
distance a+ f/2p apart and have equal initial velocities. The distance a f/2 p that the masses are apart
after the vanishing of their vibratory motion, is .f/2p
greater than the distance of equilibrium a. A tension
y, namely, is set up by the action of/, by which the
acceleration of the foremost mass is reduced to onehalf whilst that of the mass following is increased by
the same amount. In this, then, agreeably to our assum.ption, py/m = / / 2 m or y =f/2p. As we see, it is
in our power to determine the minutest details of a
phenomenon of t h"is character by the Newtonian principles. The investigation becomes (mathematically,

+

Thisinformation
is exhaustive.
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yet not in point of principle) more complicated when
we conceive a bo.dy divided up into a great number of
small parts that cohere by elasticity. Here also in the
case of sufficient hardness the vibrations may be neglected. Bodies in which we purposely regard the mutual displacement of the parts.as evanescent, are called
rigid bodies.
4. We will now consider a case that exhibits the The deduc.
.
tion of the
sclzema o.f a lezm-. We imagme the masses M, nzu m 2 laws of the
. a tnang
.
l e an d JOme
. . d bye l astic
. connec- lever
by
arrange d m
Ni:wt9n's
.
E
l
.
f
"d
d
prmc1ples.
tions.
very a terat10n o the s1 es, an consequently
also every alteration of the ai;igles, gives rise to accelerations, as the result of which the triangle endeavors to
assume its previous form and size. By the aid of the
Newtonian principles we can deduce from such a
schema the laws of the lever, and at the same time feel
that the .form of the deduction, although it may be
more complicated, still
remains admissible when
we pass from a scltematic
lever composed of three
masses to the case of a
Fig. I1~6.
real lever. The mass Jiil
we assume either to be in itself very large or conceive
it joined by powerful elastic forces to other very large
masses (the earth for instance). M then represents
an immovable fulcrum.
Let m 1 , now, receive from the action of some ex-The meth. .f perpen d"1cul ar to t h e 1me
. od
of the
terna1 f orce an acce1eration
deduction.
of junction Mm 2 = c +d. Immediately a stretching
of the lines m1 m2 =band m1 M =a is produced, and
in the directions in· question there are respectively set
up the accelerations, as yet undetermined, sand er, of
which the components s(e/b) and cr(e/a) are directed
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oppositely to the accelerationf. Here e is the altitude

· of the triangle m 1 nz 2 M. The mass m 2 receives the
acceleration s', which resolves itself into the two com-

ponents l(d/b) in the direction of Mand s'(e/b) parallel to f. The former of these determines a slight approach of m 2 to M. The accelerations produced in 111
by the reactions of m1 and m2 , owing to its great mass,
are imperceptible. We purposely neglect, therefore,
the motion of M.
1he deducThe mass m v accordingly, receives the acceleration ob-by tion
.
tained
f - s(ejb) - <J ( e/ a), wh1'l st the mass m 2 su ff ers
the cons1d•
eration of the parallel acceleration s' ( e/ b).
Between s and lJ a
accelera•
lere l at1on
. o btams.
.
If , b y suppos1t10n,
..
tions.
s1mp
we h ave a
'llery rlgt'd connection, the triangle is only imperceptibly distorted. The components of sand <J perpendicitlar
to f destroy each other. For if this were at any one
moment not the case, the greater component would
produce a further distortion, which would immediately
counteract its excess. The resultant of s and <J is
therefore directly contrary to f, and consequently, as is
readily obvious, lJ (c/a) = s (d/b). Betweens and s',
further, subsists the familiar relation m 1 s = m 2 s' or
s = s'(m 2 /m 1 ). Altogether m2 and m1 receive re"
spectively the accelerations s'(e/b) and / - s'(e/b)
(m 2 /m 1 ) (c
d/c), or, introducing in the place of the
variable value s'(e/b) the designation <p, 'the accelerations <p and/- <p (m 2 /m 1 ) (c
djc).
on the pre~
At the commencement of the distortion, the accelceding sup~
•
£
.
h .
f
d. . .
positions
erat1on o m 1' owmg to t e mcrease o qJ, imm1shes,
tbelawsfor h"l
h
f
.
I
.
the rotation w 1 st t at o m,,_ mcreases.
f we make the altitude
e
of the lever f h
.
l ~
ll
.
"ll remains
.
are easily o t e tnang e very sma , our reasonmg st1
deduced.
. case, h owever, a becomes :.= c = r 1'
. bl e. I n this
app 1ica
and a+ b = c d= r 2 • We see, moreover, that the
distortion must continue, <p increase, and the accelera-

+

+

+
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tion of m 1 diminish until the stage is reached at which
the accelerations of m 1 and m 2 bear to each other the
proportion of r 1 to r 2 • This is equivalent to a rtJtation
of the whole triangle (without further distortion) about
M, which mass by reason of the vanishing accelerations is at rest. As soon as rotation sets in, the reason for further alterations of <p ceases. In su'ch a case,
consequently,
<p

= r2{/- cp 1~121.')a 1or cp =
r.J.

m 1r i

J

r,,

~

-----__!_-1-~'~1/ __ -;-.

mi r i

2

+ 2r 2
JJI

2

For the angular acceleration ip of the lever we get

'''=
cp=
r
r2
m1

r

i

m1/
+
Jll

~-~1;;-:r·

Nothing prevents us from entering still more into Discussion
of the char·
the details of this case and determining the distortions acter o! the
precedmg
and vibrations of the parts with respect to each other. result.
With sufficiently rigid connections, however, these details may be neglected. It will be perceived that we
have arrived, by the employment of the Newtonian principles, at the same result to which the H uygenian view
also would have led us. This will not appear strange to
us if we bear in mind that the two views are in every respect equivalent, and merely start from different aspects
of the same subject-matter. If we had pursued the
Huygenian method, we should have arrived more
speedily at our goal but with less insight into the details of the phenomenon. We should have employed
the work done in some displacement of m 1 to determine the vires vz'7xe of m1 and m2 , wherein we should
have assumed that the velocities in question v 1 , v 2
maintained the ratio v1 /v 2 =r 1 /r 2 • The example
here treated is very well adapted to illustrate what
such an equation of condition means. The equation
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simply asserts, that on the slightest deviations of viJv 2
from r 1 /r 2 powerful forces are set in action which t'n
point offact prevent all further deviation. The bodies
obey of course, not the equations, but the forces.
A simple
5. We obtain a very obvious case if we put in the
case of the
•
•
same exam-example JUSt treated m. 1 = m 2 = m and a= b (Fig.
ple.
I47). The dynamical state of the system ceases to
change when cp = 2 ( / - 2 cp), that is, when the accelerations of the masses
at the base a. n~ the ver9'1t~ {"~M tex are given by 2//5
m
and f /5· At the comFig. 147.
mencement of the distortion q; increases, and simultaneously the acceleration of the mass at the vertex is decreased by double
that amount, until the proportion subsists between the
two of 2: I.
The equiWe have yet to consider the case of eqttz'lt'bri'-um of
librium of
the lever
a schematic lever, consisting (Fig. I48) of three masses
deduced
from the
mv m 2 , and M, of which the last is again supposed
same considerations.

yk

to be very large or to· be elastically connected with
very large masses. We imagine two equal and opposite forces s, - s applied to m1 and m2 in the direction
m1 m2 , or, what is the same thing, accelerations impressed inversely proportional to the masses m 1 , vi 2 •
The stretching of the connection m 1 m 2 also generates
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accelerations inversely proportional to the masses m 11
m 2 , which neutralise the first ones and produce equilibrium. Similarly, along m 1 M imagine the equal and
contrary forces t, - t operative; and along m 2 M the

forces tt, - tt. In this case also equilibrium obtains.
If M be elastically connected with masses sufficiently
large, -- it a11d - t need not be applied, inasmuch
as the last-named forces are spontaneously evoked the
moment the distortion begins, and always balance the
forces opposed to them. Equilibrium subsists, accordingly, for the two equal and opposite forces s, - s as
well as for the wholly arbitrary forces t, u. As a matter
of fact s, - s destroy each other and t, u pass through
the fixed mass M, that is, are destroyed 011 distortion
setting in.
The condition of equilibrium readily reduces itself The reduction of the
to the common form when we reflect that the mo- preceding
l
. case to tho
.
ments o£ tan d u, £orces passmg throng 1 M, are with common
•
form.
respect to M zero, wlule the moments of sand - s are
equal and opposite. If we, compound t and stop, and
u and - s to q, then, by Varignon 's ,g·etJmttriml principle
of the parallelogram, the moment of p is equal to the
sum of the moments of sand t, and the moment of q
is e'qual to the sum of the moments of it and - s. The
moments of p and q are therefore equal and opposite.
Consequently, any two forces p and q will ,be in eqitt'librium if they produce in the direction m 1 11t 2 equal
and opposite components, by which condition the equality of the moments with respect to Mis posited. That
then the resultant of p and q also passes through 111, is
likewise obvious, for s and - s destroy each other and
t and zt pass through M.
6. The Newtonian point of view, as the example
just developed shows us, includes that of Varignon.
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We were right, therefore, when .we characterised the
statics of Varignon as a r(ynamical statics, which, start~~~:~on's. ing from the fundamental ideas of modern dynamics,
voluntarily restricts itself to the investigation of cases
of equilibrium. Only in the statics of Varignon, owing
to its abstract form, the significance of many operations, as for example that of the translation of the
forces in their own directions, is not so distinctly exhibited as in the instance just treated.
The econThe considerations here developed will convince
omy and
h
d'
b y t h e N ewtoman
.
. . 1es
wealth of us t at we can 1spose
prmc1p
theNewtonf
l
·
11
·
d
h'
}
ian ideas. of every phenomenon o a mec 1amca nn w ic 1 may
arise, provided we only take the pains to enter far
enough into details. We literally see t!trottgli the cases
of equilibrium and motion which here occur, and behold the masses actually impressed with the accelerations they determine in one another. It is the same
grand fact, which we recognise in the most various
phenomena, or at least can recognise there if we make
a point of. so doing. Thus a unity, homogeneity, and
economy of thought were produced, and a new and
wide domain of physical conception opened which
before Newton's time was unattainable.
The NewMechanics, however, is not altogether an end in ittonian and
•
the~odern, self; it has also problems to solve that touch the needs
~~t%~<ls. of practical life and affect the furtherance of other sciences. Those problems are now for the most part advantageously solved by other methods than the Newtonian,-methods whose equivalence to that has already
been demonstrated. It would, therefore, be mere impracticalpedantry to contemn all other advantages and
insist upon always going back to the elementary Newtonian ideas. It is sufficient to have once convinced
ourselves that this is always possible. Yet the NewNewton's
P!>int.of
v1ew m-
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tonian conceptions are certainly the most satisfactory
and the most lucid ; and Poinsot shows a noble sense
of scientific clearness and simplicity in making these
conceptions the sole foundation of the science.
II.

THE FORMULJE AND UNITS OF MECHANICS.

r. All the important formulre of modern mechanics History of
the formu·
were discovered and employed in the period of Galileo Ire.and
.
•
•
umts of
and Newton. The particular designations, which, mechanics.
owing to the frequency of their use, it was found convenient to give them, were for the most part not fixed
upon until long afterwards. The systematical mechanical units were not introduced until later still. Indeed,
the last named improvement, cannot be regarded as
having yet reached its completion.
2. Let s denote the distance, t the time, 'll the in- The orig.
· .
. inal
equastan taneous ve1oc1ty,
an d <p t h e acce l erat10n
o f a umtions of
•
Galileo and
formly accelerated motion. From the researches of Huygens.
Galileo and Huygens, we derive the following equations:
'll =<pt
. s = Cf 12

2,

'll2

l

. . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

cps= ;a'
Multiplying throughout by the mass rn, these equa-The ~ntro·
.
. t h e f o ll owmg
. :
clucuon
tions
give
of "mass
·
and "mov·
'ln'lJ = m <pt
ingforce."
ms=!lt<fJ12

2

ni<ps =

mv 2

-2 ,
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and, denoting the moving force m q; by the letter p, we

<l~:!:n1~1- obtain
equations.

mv =Pt
pt2
ms=-2
mv2

. . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

js=-2-

Equations (r) all contain the quantity q;; and each
contains in addition two of the quantities s, t, v, as
exhibited in the following table:
v, t
q; s, t
{
s, v
Equations (2) contain the quantities m, p, s, t, ·v ;
each containing m, p and in addition to m, p two of the
three quantities s, t, v, according to the following table :
v, t
m,p { s, t
s, v

The scop.e
and
application
of
these equations.

Questions concerning motions due to constant forces
·
( 2) m
· great variety.
·
If, f or
are answere d b y equations
.
example, we want to know the velocity v that a mass
m acquires in the time t through the action of a force
p, the first equation gives 'Z' =pt/m. If, on the other
hand, the time be sought during which a mass m with
the velocity v can move in opposition to a force p, the
same equation gives us t = m v /p. Again, if we inquire after the distance through which m will move with
velocity v in opposition to the force p, the third equation gives s = m z12 /2 p. The two last questions illustrate, also, the futility of the Descartes-Leibnitzian dispute concerning the measure of force of a body in motion. The use of these equations greatly contributes
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to confidence in dealing with mechanical ideas. Suppose, for instance, we put to ourselves, the question,
what force p will impart to a given mass m the velocity
v; we readily see that between m, p, and v alone, no
equation exists, so that either s or t must be supplied,
and consequently the question is an z"ndeterm£nate one.
We soon learn to recognise and avoid indeterminate
cases of this kind. The distance that a mass m acted
on by the force p describes in the time t, if moving
with the initial velocity 0, is found by the second equations= pt2 /2m.
3· Several of the formulre in the above-discussed The names
.
h ave receive
. d particu
. l ar names. Th e f orce which
the
equat1011s
formulre of
.
,
the equa·
of a movmg body was spoken of by Galileo, who al- tion~ have
.
.
l
received.
ternate1yea 11 sit "momentum," "nnpu se," and "energy." He regards this momentum as proportional to
the product of the mass (or rather the weight, for Galileo had no clear idea of mass, and for that matter no
more had Descartes, nor even Leibnitz) into the velocity of the body. Descartes accepted this view. He put
the force of a moving body = m v, called it qttantt'ty of
motion, and maintained that the sum-total of the quantity of motion in the universe remained constant, so that
when one body lost momentum the loss was compensated for by an increase of momentum in other bodies.
Newton also employed the designation "quantity of
motion'' form v, and this name has been retained to the Momen.
tum and
present day. [But viomentzmi is the more usual term. J impulse.
For the second member of the first equation, viz. pt,
Belanger, proposed, as late as r847, the name z?npitlse. *
The expressions of the second equation have received

* See, also, Maxwell, Matter and !vfoti'rm, American edition, page 72. But
this word is commonly used in a different sense, namely, as "the limit of a
force which is infinitely great but acts only during an infinitely short time."
See Routh, Rigid D;mamics, Part I, pages 65--66,-Trans.
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no particular designations. Leibnitz (r695) called the
expression tn 11 2 of the third equation vis viva or livin!{
fo1·ce, and he regarded it, in opposition to Descartes,
as the true measure of the force of a body in motion,
calling the pressure of a body at rest vis mortua, or
dead force. Coriolis found it more appropriate to give
the term ~m ,, 3 the name vi's viva. To avoid confusion,
Belanger proposed to call 11t 'Z12 li71ing fiJJ·ce and tm v2
li7 ing j)()'WCr [now commonly called in English kinetic
energ}']. For ps Coriolis employed the name work.
Poncelet confirmed this usage, and adopted the kilogramme-metre (that is, a force equal to the weight of a
kilogramme acting through the distance of a metre) as
the unit of work.
Tfhe hi.story
4. Concerning the historical details of the origin of
o the ideas
qua~tity of these notions "quantity of motion" and ''vis viva,"
motion and
.
•
1Hs viva.
a glance may now be cast at the ideas wluch led Descartes and Leibnitz to their opinions. In his Principia,
Philosop.ua', published in r644, II, 36, DESCAHTES ex
pressed himself as follows :
"Now that the nature of motion has been examined,
"we must consider its cause, which may be conceived
''in two senses : first, as a. universal, original cause" the general cause of all the motion in the world ; and
"second, as a special cause, from which the individual
"parts of matter receive motion which before they did
"not have. As to the universal cause, it can mani" festly be none other than God, who in the beginning
"created matter with its motion and rest, and who now
"preserves, by his simple ordinary concurrence, on the
"whole, the same amount of motion and rest as he
"qriginally created. For though motion is only a con'' dition of moving matter, there yet exists in matter
"a definite quantity of it, which in the world at large
Vis viva
and work.

1
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"never increases or diminishes, although in single por- Passage
.
. cl1anges; namely, m
. t h.1s way, t h at we must from
Des" tlons
1t
car.tes:s.
.
}
f
h
.
£
.
£
Przncipza.
'' assume, m t 1e case o t e motion o a piece o matter
·,'which is moving twice as fast as another piece, but in
"quantity is only one half of it, that there is the same
''amount of motion in both, and that in the proportion
'' as the motion of one part grows less, in the same pro'' portion must the motion of another, equally large
"part grow greater. We recognise it, moreover, as
"a perfection of Goel, that He is not only in Himself
"unchangeable, but that also his modes of operation
''are most rigorotis and constant; so thatl with the ex" ception of the changes which indubitable experience
''or divine revelation offer, and which happen, as our
''faith or judgment show, without any change in the
"Creator, we are not permitted to assume any others
''in his works-lest inconstancy be in any way pre" dicated of Him. Therefore, it is wholly rational to
"assume that God, since in the creation of matter he
"imparted different motions to its parts, and preserves
''all matter in the same way and conditions in which
''he created it, so he similarly preserves in it the same
"qttantit;1 of moti'on." (See Appendix, XXIII., p. 574.)
The merit of having first sottglzt after a more uni- The
merits
and defects
versal and more fruitful point of view in mechanics, of
Descartes's physcannot be denied Descartes. This is the peculiar task les.
~cal inquir·
of the philosopher, and it is an activity which constantly exerts a fruitful and stimulating i'nfiuence on
physical science.
Descartes, however, was infected with all the usual
errors of the philosopher. He places absolute confidence in his own ideas. He never troubles himself to
put them to experiential test. On the contrary, a minimum of experience always suffices him for a maximum
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of inference. Added to this, is the indistinctness of
his conceptions. Descartes did not possess a clear
idea of mass. It is hardly allowable to say that Descartes defined m z1 as momentum, althoug~1 Descartes's
scientific successors, feeling the need of more definite
notions, adopted this conception. Descartes's greatest
error, however,-and the one that vitiates all his physical inquiries,-is this, that many propositions appear
to him self-evident c~ priori concerning the truth of
which experience alone can decide. Thus, in the two
paragraphs following that cited above (§§37-39) it is
asserted as a self-evident proposition that a body pre- ·
serves unchanged its velocity and direction. The experiences cited in §38 should have been employed, not
as a confitmation of an a.Priori law of inertia, but as a
foundation on which this law in an empirical sense
should be based.
Leibnitz.
Descartes's view was attacked by LEIBNI'I'Z
(x686)
on quantity
.
of motion. in the A cta Erztd£torum, in a little treatise bearing the
title: "A short Demonstration of a Remarkable Error
of Descartes and Others, Concerning the Natural Law
by which they think that the Creator always preserves
the same Quantity of Motion; by which, however, the
Science of Mechanics is totally perverted. 11
In machines in equilibrium, Leibnitz remarks, the
loads are inversely proportional to the velocities of displacement; and in this way the idea arose that the
product of a boay ("corpus,,, "moles") into its z1elocz'ty
is the measure of force. This product Descartes reM
garded as a constant quantity. Leibnitz's opinion,
however, is, that this measure of force is only acci~
dentally the correct measure, in the case of the ma~
chines. The true measure of force is different, and
must be determined by the method which Galileo and
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Huygens pursued. Every body rises by virtue of the Leibnitz on
· d m
· its
· d escent to a height exactly the
measv e 1oc1·t y acqmre
ureofforce.
equal to that from which it fell. If, therefore, we assume, that the same ''force" is requisite to raise a
body m a height 4h as to raise a body 4m a height h,
we must, since we know that in the first case the velocity acquired in descent is but twice as great as in
the second, regard the product of a ''body" into the
square of its velocity as the measure offorce.
In a subsequent treatise (1695), Leibnitz reverts to
this subject. He here makes a distinction between
simple pressure (vis mortua) and the force of a moving
body ('Vis ·viva), which latter is made up of the sum of
the pressure-impulses. These impulses produce, indeed, an "impetus" (m v), but the impetus produced
is not the true measure of force ; this, since the cause
must be equivalent to the effect, is (in conformity with
the preceding considerations) determined by mv 2 •
Leibnitz remarks further that the possibility of perpetual motion is excluded only by the acceptance of his
measure of force.
Leibnitz, no more than Descartes, possessed a gen- The i~ea of
•
mass in
uine concept of mass. Where the necessity of such view.
~eibnitz's
an idea occurs, he speaks of a body (corpus), of a load
(moles), of different-sized bodies of the same specific
gravity, and so forth. Only in the second treatise, and
there only once, does the expression '' massa" occur,
in all probability borrowed from Newton. Still, to derive any definite results from Leibnitz's theory, we must
associate with his expressions the. notion of mass, as
his successors actually did. As to the rest, Leibnitz's
proc~dure is much more in accordance with the methods of science than Descartes's. Two things, however,
are confounded : the question of the measure of force
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and the question of the constancy of the sums ':$1n v and
2m·v2. The two have in reality nothing to do with
nitz were
eachright. each other. With regard to the first question, we now
know that both the Cartesian and the Leibnitzian measure of force, or, rather, the measure of the effectiveness of a body in motion, have, each in a different
sense, their justification. Neither measure, however,
as Leibnitz himself correctly remarked, is to be confounded with the common, Newtonian, measure of
force.
The disWith regard to the second question, the later in~~i~e~~1~f!- vestigations of Newton really proved that for free ma~ra~~ings. terial systems not acted on by external forces the Cartesian sum ::Em v is a constant; and the investigations
of Huygens showed that also the sum ::Emv2 is a constant, provided work performed by forces does not alter
it. The dispute raised by Leibnitz rested, therefore,
on various 1m"simderstandings. It lasted fifty-seven
years, till the appearance of D'Alembert's Tra£te de
dynamique, in 1743. To the theological ideas of Descartes and Leibnitz, we shall revert in another place.
5. The threa equations above discussed, though
The application of
the funda- they are only applicable to rectilinear motions produced
mental
equations by constant forces, may yet be considered the fimdato variable
mental equations of mechanics. If the motion be rectiforces.
linear but the force variable, these equations pass by a
slight, almost self-evident, modification into others,
which we shall here only briefly indicate, since mathematical developments in the present treatise are wholly
subsidiary.
From the first equation we get for variable forces
In a sense,
Descartes
and Leib-

mv

f P.

dt

+ C, where p is the variable force, dt the

time-element of the action,

j.P dt the sum of all the
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products p. dt from the beginning to the end of the
action, and Ca constant quantity denoting the value
of m 11 before the force begins to act. The second equa-

tion passes in like manner into the forms s =fdtf1

m

dt

+ C t + D, with two so-called constants of integration.
The third equation must be replaced by
--2- =

11l 1'2

Jp

ds

+ c.

Curvilinear motion may always be conceived as the
product of the simultaneous combination of three rectilinear motions, best taken in three mutually perpendicular directions. Also for the components of the motion of this very general case, the above-given equations retain their significance.
6. The mathematical processes of addition, sub-Theunitsof
.
. possess mte
. ll'ig1'l) l e meanmg
. on ly mechanics.
tract10n,
an d equating
when applied to quantities of the same kind. We cannot add or equate masses and times, or masses and
velocities, but only masses and masses, and so on.
When, therefore, we have a mechanical equation, the
question immediately presents itself whether the members of the equation are quantities of t!ie same kind,
that is, whether they can be measured by the same unit,
or whether, as we usually say, the equation is homogeneous. The units of the quantities of mechanics will
form, therefore, the next subject of our investigations.
The choice of units, which are, as we know, quantities of the same kind as those they serve to measure,
is in many cases arbitrary. Thus, an arbitrary mass is
employed as the unit of mass, an arbitrary length is
employed as the unit of length, an arbitrary time as the
unit of time. The mass and the length employed as
units can be preserved; the time can be reproduced
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by pendulum-experiments and astronomical observations. But units like a unit of velocity, or a unit of
acceleration, cannot be preserved, and are much more
difficult to reproduce. These quantities are consequently so connected with the arbitrary fundamental
units, mass, length, and time, that they can be easily
and at once derived from them. Units of this class
are called derived or absolute units. This latter designation is due to GAuss, who first derived the magnetic
units from the mechanical, and thus created the possibility of a universal comparison of magnetic measurements. The name, therefore, is of historical origin.
As unit of velocity we might choose the velocity
• h w h'1ch , say, q umts
. of 1ength are trave 11. e d over m
.
wit
.
f
.
B
.f
d"d
}
.
ld
umt o time.
ut 1 we 1 t 11s, we cou not express
. b etween t h e time
.
t h e re1ation
t, t h e d'istance s, an d t11e
vel9city v by the usual simple formula s = v t, but
should have to substitute for it s
q. 11 t. If, however,
we define the unit of velocity as the velocity with
which the unit of length is travelled over in unit of
time, we may retain the form s
11 t.
Among the derived units the simplest possible relations are made
to obtain. Thus, as the unit of area and the unit of volume, the square and cube of the unit of length are always employed.
According to this, we assume then, that by unit ve~
locity unit length is described in unit time, that by unit
acceleration unit velocity is gained in unit time, that
by unit force unit acceleration is imparted to unit mass,
and so on.
The derived units depend on the arbitrary fundamental units ; they are functions of them. The function which corresponds to a given derived unit is called
its dimenslons. The theory of dimensions was laid down

=

=
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by FOURIER, in r822, in his Tlzeo1J1 o.f Heat. Thus, if /The.theory
.
of d1mend enote a 1engt h , t a time,
an d m a mass, tl1e d,imen ~ sions.
sions of a velocity, for instance, are l/t or 1t-1. After
this explanation, the following table will be readily UI\derstood:
'
NAMES

Velocity .
Acceleration .
Force
Momentum
Impulse
Work
Vis viva

SYMBOLS

v

cp
p

mv

pt

ps

mv 2

lJXMENSIONS

Zt-1

tt-2

m u-2

?n

Zt-1

nilt-1

1n l2t-2
1lt /2t-2

@
1lt /2
Moment of inertia .
ni/2t-2
Statical moment.
.D
This table shows at once that the above-discussed equations are hovwgenecms, that is, contain only members of
tlte same kind. Every new expression in mechanics
might be investigated in the same manner.
7. The knowledge of the dimensions of a quantityThe useful·
· a1so important
·
f or anotl1er reason. N ame 1y, i'f t l1e theory
ness ofof
the
1s
. is
. k nown f or one set of £un d amenta I sions.
dimenva1ue of a quantity
units and we wish to pass to another set, the value of
the quantity in the new units can be easily found from
the dimensions. The dimensions of an acceleration,
which has, say, the numerical value q;, are u-2. If
we pass to a unit of length A times greater and to a
unit of time -r: times greater, then a number .A times
smaller must take the place of l in the expression u-2,
and a number 't times smaller the place of t. The
numerical value of the same acceleration referred to
the new units will consequently be ( 't2 /J\.) cp. If we
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take the metre as our unit of length, and the second as
our unit of time, the acceleration of a falling body for
example is 9 ·81, or as it is customary to write it, indicating at once the dimensions and the fundamental
measures: 9·81 (metre/second2). If we pass now to
the kilometre as our unit of length (i\. = rooo), and to
the minute as our unit of time (-r = 60), the value of the
same acceleration of descent is (60 X 60/1000) 9 ·81,
or 35 ·316 (kilometre/minute 2 ).
[8. The following statement of the mechanical units
at present in use in the United States and Great Britain
is substituted for the statement by Professor Mach of
the units formerly in use on the continent of Europe.
All the civilised governments have united in establishing an International Bureau of Weights and Measures
in the Pavillon de Breteuil, in the Pare of St. Cloud,
at Sevres, near Paris. In some countries, the standards emanating from this office are exclusively legal;
in others, as the United States and Great Britain, they
are optional in contracts, and are usual with physicists. These standards are a standard of length and a
standard of mass (not weig!tt.)
The unit of length is the Inten;1ational Metre, which
is defined as the distance at the melting point of ice
between the centres of two lines engraved upon the
polished surface of a platiniridium bar, of a nearly
X-shaped section, called the International Prototype
Metre. Copies of this, called National Prototype Metres, are distributed to the different governments. The
international metre is authoritatively declared to be
identical with the former French metre, used until the
adoption of the international standard; and it is impossible to ascertain any error in this statement, be-
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cause of doubt as to the length of the old metre,
owing partly to the imperfections of the standard, and
partly to obstacles now intentionally put in the way of
such ascertainment. The French metre was defined
as the distance, at the melting-point of ice, between
the ends of a platinum bar, called the metre des archives.
It was against the law to touch the ends, which made
it difficult to ascertain the distance between them.
Nevertheless, there WC!-S a strong suspicion they had
been dented. The metre des arcliiz1es was intended to
be one ten-millionth of a quadrant of a terrestrial
meridian. In point of fact such a quadrant is, according to Clarke, 32814820 feet, which is rooo2or5
metres.
The international unit of mass is the kilogramme, Thi;i inter·
• cy1m
. . 'd"mm national
. d er of p l atm1ri
which is the mass o£ a certam
unit of
called the International Prototype Kilogramme. Each mass.
government has copies of it called National Prototype
Kilogrammes. This mass was intended to be identical
with the former French kilogramme, which was defined
as the mass of a certain platinum cylinder called the
ki'logramme des arckives. The platinum being somewhat
spongy contained a variable amount of occluded gases,
and had perhaps suffered some abrasion. The kilogramme is 1000 grammes; and a gramme was intended
to be the mass of a cubic centimetre of water at its
temperature of maximum density, about 3 · 93° C. It
is not known with a high degree of precision how nearly
this is so, owing to the difficulty of the determination.
The regular British unit of length is the Imperial Th.e British
0
Yard which is the· distance at 62° F. between the cen-1~ ~~~1;,
tres of two lines engraved on gold plugs inserted in a
bronze bar usually kept walled up in the Houses of,
Parliament in Westminster. These lines are cut rela-
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tively deep, and the burr is rubbed off and the surface

of compan. l1 c11arcoa1. 'l'he centre
son
of the ren d ere d mat, b y ru bb'mg wit
Imperial
· 1l
Yard
with o f sueh a l'me can eas1'ly b e d'isp 1ace d b y rubb.mg ; w luc
other meas- .
.
ures.
is probably not true of the Imes on the Prototype me-

tres. The temperature is, by law, ascertained by a
mercurial thermometer ; but it was not known, at the
time of the construction of the standard, that such
thermometers may give quite different readings, according to the mode of their manufacture. The quality
of glass makes considerable difference, and the mode
of determining the fixed points makes still more. The
best way of marking these points is first to expose the
thermometer for several hours to wet aqueous vapor at
a known pressure, and mark on its stem the height of
the column of mercury. The thermometer is then
brought down to the temperature of melting ice, as
rapidly as possible, and is immersed in pounded ice
which is melting and from which the water is not
allowed to drain off. The mercury being watched
with a magnifying glass is seen to fall, to come to
rest, and to commence to rise, owing to the lagging
contraction of the glass. Its lowest point is marked
on the stem. The interval between the two marks is
then divided into equal degrees. When such a thermometer is used, it is kept at the temperature to be
.determined for as long a time as possible, and immediately after is cooled as rapidly as it is safe to cool it,
and its zero is redetermined. Thermometers, so made
and treated, will give very constant indications. But
the thermometers made at the Kew observatory, which
are used for determining the temperature of the yard,
are otherwise constructed. Namely the melting-point
is determined first and the boiling-point afterwards;
and the thermometers are exposed to both tempera-
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tures for many hours. The point which upon such a Relative
of
t h ermometer w1"11 appear as 6 2o w1"11 rea 11y b e cons1"d er- lengths
the metre
f
.
d
d
and yard.
.
d
a bly l1otter ( perl1aps a t l1ir o a centigra e egree)
than if its melting-point were marked in the other way.
If this circumstance is not attended to in making comparisons, there is danger of getting the yard too short
by perhaps one two-hundred~thousandth part. General
Comstock finds the metre equal to 39 · 36985 inches.
Several less trustworthy determinations give nearly the
same value. This makes the inch 2 ·5400I4 centimetres.
At the time the U nit.ed States separated from Eng-The A1_n.eri·
can umt of
land, no precise standard of length was legal *; and length.
none has ever been established. We are, therefore,
without any precise legal yard; but the United States
office of weights and measures, in the absence of any
legal authorisation, refers standards to the British Imperial Yard.
The regular British unit of mass is the Pound, de- The British
. p l atmum
.
. l1t, ea ll e d· unit
of
fi ne d as t 11e mass of a certam
we1g
mass.
the Imperial Pound. This was intended to be so constructed as to be equal to 7000 grains, each the 576oth
part of a former Imperial Troy pound. This would be
within 3 grains, perhaps closer, of the old avoirdupois
pound. The British pound has been determined by
Miller to be o ·4535926525 kilogramme; that is the kilogramme is 2 · 20462I249 pounds.
At the time the United States separated from Great
Britain, there were two incommensurable units of
weight, the avoirdupois pound and the Tnzy pound. Congress has since established a standard Troy pound,
which is kept in the Mint in Philadelphia. It was a
copy of the old Imperial Troy pound which had been
adopted in England after American independence. It
*The so-called standard of x758 had not been legalised.
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is a hollow brass weight of unknown volume; and no
.
. .l
accurate comparisons
of 1t
wit 1 mo d ern stan d ards have
ever been published. Its mass is, therefore, unknown.
The mint ought by law to use this as the standard of
gold and silver. In fact, they use weights furnished
by the office of weights and measures, and no doubt
derived from the British unit; though the mint officers
profess to compare these with the Troy pound of the
United States, as well as they are able to do. The old
avoirdupois pound, which is legal for most purposes,
differed without much doubt quite appreciably from
the British Imperial pound; but as the Office of Weights
and Measures has long been, without warrant of law,
standardising pounds according to this latter, the legal
avoirdupois pound has nearly disappeared from use of
late years. The makers of weights could easily detect
the change of practice of the Washington Office.
Measures of capacity are not spoken of here, be·
cause they are not used in mechanics. It may, howN
ever, be well to mention that they are defined by the
weight of water at a given temperature which they
measure.
The unit of
The universal unit of time is the mean solar day or
time.
its one 864ooth part, which is called a second. Sidereal time is only employed by astronomers for special
purposes.
Whether the International or the British units are
employed, there are two methods of measurement of
mechanical quC!:ntities, the absolute and the gravitational.
The absolute is so called because it is not relative to
the acceleration of gravity at any station. This method
was introduced by Gauss.
The special absolute system, widely used by physi~
cists in the United States and Great Britain, is called

TheAiperi-

can umt of
mass.
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the Centimetre-Gramme-Second system. In this sys- The abso·
. •
,
lute system
tem, wntmg C for centnnetre, G for gramme mass, of the
United
and S for second,
States and
the unit of length is
C·
'
the unit of mass is .
G;
the unit of time is. .
S;
the unit of velocity is .
C/S ·
the unit of 'acceleration (which might
be called a "galileo," because Galileo Galilei first measured an acceleration) is . . . . . . .
. c;s 2 ;
the unit of density is . . . . . . .
G/Cti;
the unit of momentum is . . . . .
GC/S;
G c;s 2 ;
the unit of force (called a d)lne) is
the unit of pressure (called one millionth of an absolute atmosphere) is. . G/C s2;
the unit of energy (7!is viva, or work,
called an l'rg) is . . . . . . . . . . AG c2 /S2;
etc.

Great Britain.

The gravitational system of measurement of me-The Gravi. l quantities,
. . tal{eS t h e ln'l ogramme or poun d , or System.
tational
ch amca
rather the attraction of these towards the earth, compounded with the centrifugal force,-which is the acceleration called gravity, and denoted by g; and is different at different places,-as the unit of force, and
the foot-pound or kilogramme-metre, being the amount
of gravitational energy transformed in the descent of a
pound through a foot or of a kilogramme through a
metre, as the unit of energy. Two ways of reconciling
these convenient units with the adherence to the usual
standard of length naturally suggest themselves, namely,
first, to use the pound weight or the kilogramme weight
divided by gas the unit of mass, and, second, to adopt
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such a unit of time as will make the acceleration of g,
at an initial station, unity. Thus, at Washington, the
acceleration of gravity is 980 · 05 galileos. If, then,
we take the centimetre as the unit of length, and the
0·03r943 second as the unit of time, the acceleration
of gravity will be I centimetre for such unit of time
squared. The latter system would be for most purposes the more convenient; but the former is the more
familiar.
In either system, the formula f =mg is retained;
but in the former g retains its absolute value, while in
the latter it becomes unity for the initial station. In
Paris, g is 980·96 galileos; in Washington it is 980·05
galileos. Adopting the more familiar system, and
taking Paris for the initial station, if the unit of force
is a kilogramme's weight, the unit of length a centi·
metre, and the unit of time a second, then the unit of
mass will be r/981 ·o kilogramme, and the unit of
energy will be a kilogramme-centimetre, or (I/2)·
(rooo/981 ·o) G C 2 /S 2 •
Then, at Washington the
gravity of a kilogramme will be, not r, as at Paris,
but 98o·r/98r·o=o·99907 units or Paris kilogrammeweights. Consequently, to prnduce a force of one Paris
kilogramme-weight we must allow Washington gravity
to act upon 98r ·0/980·1
r ·00092 kilogrammes.]'"
In mechanics, as in some other branches of physics
closely allied to it, our calculations involve but three,
fundamental quantities, quantities of space, quantities
of time, and quantities of mass. This circumstance is
a source of simplification and power in the science
which should not be underestimated.

=

*For some critical remarks on the preceding method of exposition, see
Nature, in the issue for November 15, x8g.f.
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III.

THE LAWS OF THE CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM, OF THE
CONSERVATION OF THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY, AND

OF

THE CONSERVATION OF AREAS.

I. Although Newton's principles are fully adequate ~pecialisa. l1 any mech amca
. l pro bl em t h at may arise,
. mechanical
tton of the
to d ea1 wit
it is yet convenient to contrive for cases more frequently laws.
occurring, particular rules, which will enable us to treat
problems of this kind by routine forms and to dispense with the minute discussion of them. Newton
and his successors developed several such principles.
Our first subject will be NEWTON'S doctrines concerning freely 11l07)able material systems.
2. If two free masses m and tn' are subjected in l\fotual ac.
. of t l1e1r
. 1me
. of Junction
.
,
.
of free
t h e d irection
to t h e act10n
of tion
masses.
forces that proceed from other masses, then, in the interval of time t, the velocities v, v' will be generated,
and the equation (p + p') t = m v + m' v' will subsist.
This follows from the equations pt = m v and p' t' =
nz' v'. The sum m v
nt' v' is called the momentum of
the system, and in its computation oppositely directed
forces and velocities are regarded as having opposite
signs. If, now, the masses m, m' in addition to being
subjected to the action of the external forces p, p' are
also acted upon by i'nternal forces, that is by such as
are mutually exerted by the masses on one anotlier, these
forces will, by Newton's third law, be equal and opposite, q, - q. The sum of the impressed impulses
q - q) t = (.P p') t, the same as
is, then, (p p'
before; and, consequently, also, the total momentum
of the system will be the same. The momentum of a

+

+ +

+
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system is thus determined exclusively by external forces,
that is, by forces which masses (JZttside of the system
exert on its parts.
Law of the
Imagine a number of free masses m, m', m". . . .
Conserva.
.
•
·
d actecl on l'Y
tion or Mo- d1stnbuted m any manner 111 space an
mentum.
l
f
,
h
l'
·
externa orces p, p, p .... w ose mes h ave any cIirections. These forces produce in the masses in the
interval of time t the velocities 11, v', v''. . . . Resolve
all the forces in three directions x, J', z at right angles
to each other, and do the same with the velocities.
The sum of the impulses in the x-direction will be equal
to the momentum generated in the .::\~-direction; and
so with the rest. If we imagine additionally in action
between the masses 111, m', m" . ... , pairs of equal and
opposite internal forces q, - q, 1·, - r, s, - s, etc.,
these forces, resolved, will also give in every direction
pairs ofequal and opposite components, and will consequently have on the sum-total of the impulses no influence. Once more the momentum is exclusively de~
termined by external forces. The law which states
this fact is called the lww af' the ClmSt'l"l'citz'on of momt'll·
tum.
Law or the
3. Another form of the same principle, which Newcanservation of the ton likewise discovered, is called the law of the conserCentre of
Gravity.
11cttitm t>/ tlw cmtre r>f g'1'a7'·
m
Zm
itJ1. Imagine in A and B
Jj
D A s
(Fig. 149) two masses, 2 m
Fig. r49.
and m, in mutual action,
say that of electrical repulsion ; their centre of gravity
is situated at S, where BS
2.A S. The accelerations
they impart to each other are oppositely directed and
in the inverse proportion of the masses. If, then, in
consequence of the mutual action, 2 m describes a distance AD, m will necessarily describe a distance BC=
/1

c

=
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2.AD. The point Swill still remain the position of the
centre of gravity, as CS= 2DS. Therefore, two masses
cannot, by mutual action, tj.isplace their common centre
of gravity.
If our considerations involve several masses, dis- This law
• any way m
· space, t h e same result will
. also systems
applied to
tn'b ute d lll
of
be found to hold good for this case. For as no two of masses.
the masses can displace their centre of gravity by mutual action, the centre of gravity of the system as a
whole cannot be displaced by the mutual action of its
parts.
Imagine freely placed in space a system of masses
m, m', m" . ... acted on by external forces of any kind.
We refer the forces to a system of rectangular coordinates and call the coordinates respectively x, j, z, x',
i, z', and so forth. The coordinates of the centre of
gravity are then

e- '2mx__
-

- :2my i ; - -:Bmz
:2m' 1?- 'Am' - :2m'

in which expressions x, y, z may change either by uniform motion or by uniform acceleration or by any other
law, according as the mass in question is acted on by
no external force, by a cc:mstant external force, or by a
variable external force. The centre of gravity will have
in all these cases a different motion,. and in the first
may even be at rest. If now internal forces, acting between every two masses, m' and m", come into play in
the system, opposite displacements w', w" will thereby
be produced in the direction of the lines of junction
of the masses, such that, allowing for signs, m'w'
m'' w"
0. Also with respect to the components x 1
and x 2 of these displacements the equation m'x 1
m".x = O will hold. The internal forces consequently

=

2

+
+
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e

produce in the expressions e, 17, only such additions
as mutually destroy each other. Consequently, the
moti'on of th.e centre of gravz"ty of a system is determined
by external forces only.
AcceleraIf we wish to know the acceleratz'on of the centre of
tibn of the
.
.
cent~e of
gravity
of t h e system, t h e .acce l erations
of the system's
gravity of a
b
·
'l
l
d
If
system.
pctrls must e s1m1 ar y treate .
cp, <p , <p • • • . denote the accelerations of m, m', m". . . . in any direction, and <p the. acceleration of the centre of gravity in
the same direction, <p= :Ztntp/'2111, or putting the
total mass -:Em= M, q; = :Zm <p/.ll!f. Accordingly, we
obtain the acceleration of the centre of gravity of a
system in any direction by taking the sum of all the
forces in that direction and dividing the result by the
total mass. The centre of gravity of a system moves
exactly as if all the masses and all the forces of the
system were concentrated at that centre. Just as a
single mass can acquire no acceleration without the
action of some external force, so the centre of gravity
of a system can acquire no acceleration without the
action of external forces.
4. A few examples may now be given in illustra~
tion of the principle of the conservation of the centre
of gravity.
Movement
Imagine an animal free in space. If the animal
~a~fr~~ii.n move in one di°rection a portion m of its mass, the re·
space.
mainder of it M will be moved in the opposite direction,
always so that its centre of gravity retains its original
position. If the animal draw back the mass m, the
motion of M also will be reversed. The animal is un·
able, without external supports or forces, to move itself
from the spot which it occupies, or to alter motions im·
pressed upon it from without.
A lightly running vehicle. A is placed on rails and
1

,,
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loaded with stones. A man stationed in the vehicle Of ave. t h e same d'1- hicle,
from
casts out t 11e stones one a f ter anot11er, m
wh.ich
.
Th eveh.ic le, supposmg
. t h e f nction
. .
are
rectlon.
to b e suf - stones
cast.
fi.ciently slight, will at once be set in motion in the opposite direction. The centre of gravity of the system
as a whole (of the vehicle
the stones) will, so far as
its motion is not destroyed by external obstacles, contiime to remain in its original spot. If the same man
were to pick up the stones from without and place
them in the vehicle, the vehicle in this case would also
be set in motion; but not to the same extent as before,
as the following example will render evident.
A projectile of mass 1n is thrown with a velocity ·v Motion of a
•
cannon and
from a cannon of mass M. In the reaction, M also re- its projec.
1
.
,,.
1
h
k"
1
ce1ves ave oc1ty, Tr, sue 1 t at, ma mg al owance for tile.
the signs, MV m v = 0. This explains the so-called
. recoil. The relation here is V = - (m / M) v ; or, for
equal velocities of flight, the recoil is less according as
the mass of the cannon is greater than the mass of the
projectile. If the work done by the powder be expressed
by A, the vires vlvce will be determined by the equation
MV2 /2
rn 11 2 /2 =A ; and, the sum of the momenta
being by the first-cited equation= 0, we readily obtain
V = 112A m/M(M m). Consequently, neglecting
the mass of the exploded powder, the recoil vanishes
when the mass of the projectile vanishes. If the mass
m were not expelled from the cannon but sucked into
it, the recoil would take place in the opposite direction. But it would have no time to make itself visible
since before any perceptible distance*"had been traversed, m would have reached the bottom of the bore.
As soon, however, as Mand m are in rigid connection
with each other, as soon, that is, as they are relatively
at rest to each other, they must be absolutely at rest,

+

+

+

+
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for the centre of gravity of the system as a whole has
no motion. For the same reason no considerable motion can take place when the stones in the preceding
example are taken into the vehicle, because on the
establishment of rigid connections between the vehicle
and the stones the opposite momenta generated are
destroyed. A cannon sucking in a projectile would
experience a perceptible recoil only if the sucked in
projectile could fly through it.
qscillaImagine a locomotive freely suspended in the air,
ttons of the
.
.
body of !l or, what will sub serve the same purpose, at rest with
locomot1ve. •
.
f ncbon
. .
msu ffi c1ent
on t 11e ra1·1s. B y t l1e 1aw of t 11e
conservation of the centre of gravity, as soon as the
heavy masses of iron in connection with the pistonrods begin to oscillate, the body of the locomotive will
be set in oscillation in a contrary direction-a motion
which may greatly disturb its uniform progress. Ta
eliminate this oscillation, the motion of the masses of
iron worked by the piston-rods must be so compensated
for by the contrary motion of other masses that the
centre of gravity of the system as a whole will remain
in one position. In this way no motion of the body of
the locomotive will take place. This is done by affixing masses of iron to the driving-wheels.
Illustration
The facts of this case may be very prettily shown
of the last
case.
by Page's electromotor (Fig. r50). When the iron
core in the bobbin AB is projected by the internal forces
acting between bobbin and core to the right, the body
of the motor, supposing it to rest on lightly movable
wheels rr, will move to the left. But if to a spoke of
the fly-wheel R we affix an appropriate balance-weight
tz, which always moves in the contrary direction to the
iron core, the sidewarcl movement of the body of the
motor may be made totally to vanish.
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Of the motion of the fragments of a bursting bomb A bursting
.
B ut 1t
· 1s
· p 1am,
· b y t11e law of the bomb,
we k now not h mg.
conservation of the centre of gravity, that, making allowance for the resistance of the air and the obstacles
the individual parts may meet, the centre of gravity of
the system will continue after the bursting to describe
the parabolic path of its original projection.
5. A law closely allied to the law of the centre of Law of the
. an d s1m1
. ·1ar1y app i·ica bl e to firee systems, is
. t h e tion
Conservagrav1ty,
of
Areas.
principle of tlie conservation of areas. Although Newton

Fig.

150.

had, so to say, this principle within his very grasp, it
was nevertheless not enunciated until a long time afterwards by EULER, D' ARcv, and DANIEL BERNOULLI.
Euler and Daniel Bernoulli discovered the law almost
simultaneously (1746), on the occasion of treating a
problem proposed by Euler concerning the motion of
balls in rotatable tubes, being led to it by the consideration of the action and reaction of the balls and the
tubes. D'Arcy (1747) started from Newton's investigations, and generalised the law of sectors which the
latter had employed to explain Kepler's laws.
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Two masses m, m' (Fig. 151) are in mutual action.
By virtue of this action the masses describe the distances AB, CD in the direction of their line of junction.
Allowing for the signs, then, m. AB
m'. CD= 0.
Drawing radii vectores to the moving masses from any
point 0, and regarding
the areas described in
opposite senses by the
radii as having opposite
signs, we further obtain
~--r---~1£ m. OAB
m'. OCD = 0.
Which is to say, if two
masses mutually act on
each other, and rad# vectores be drawn to these
masses from any point,
the sum of the areas
0
described by the raoii
Fig. xsx.
multiplied by the respective masses is = 0. If the masses are also acted on
by external forces and as the effect of these the areas
OAE and OCF are described, the joint action of the
internal and external forces, during any very small
period of time, will produce the areas OA G and OCH.
But it follows from Varignon's theorem that

+

+

+

mOAG m'OCH=m OAE -1- m' OCF-!mOAB -1- m' OCD = mOAE -1- m' OCF;
in other words, the sum of the products of the areas so de' scribed into the respec#ve masses whi'cli ccnnpose a SJ1stem
i's unaltered by tile actz"on of internal f()nes.
If we have several masses, the same thing may be
asserted, for every two masses, of the projection on any
given plane of the motion. If we draw radii from
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any point to the several masses, and project on any
plane the areas the radii describe, the sum of the
products of these areas into the respective masses will
be independent of the action of internal forces. This
is the law of tlie conservation of areas.
If a single mass not acted on by forces is moving I?terpreta. a stra1g
. h t 1me
.
of the
um'form ly f orward m
an d we draw a tion
law.
radius vector to the mass from any point 0, the area
described by the radius increases proportionally to the
time. The same law holds for :2 mf, in cases in which
several masses not acted on by forces are moving,
where we signify by the summation the algebraic sum
of all the products of the areas (/) into the moving
masses-a sum which we shall hereafter briefly refer
to as the sum of the mass-areas. If z'nternal forces
come into play between the masses of the system, this
relation will remain unaltered. It will still subsist,
also, if external forces be applied whose lines of action
pass through the fixed point 0, as we know from the
researches of Newton.
If the mass be acted on by an external force, the
area f described by its radius vector will increase in
time by the law f =a t 2 /2
bt
c, where a depends
on the accelerative force, b on the initial velocity, and
con the initial position. The sum :Enz/ increases by
the same law, where several masses are acted upbn by
external accelerative forces, provided these may be regarded as constant, which for sufficiently small intervals of time is always the case. The law of areas in
this case states that the internal forces of the system
have no z"nfluence on the increase of the sum of the massareas.
A free rigid body may be regarded as a system
whose parts are maintained in their relative positions

+ +
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UnJformrotation of a
free rigid
body.

by internal forces. The law of areas is applicable therefore to t h'is case a1so. A s1m
. p1e mstance
.
. a ff orded
is
by th e um"form rotation
· o f a ng1
· 'd b o dy a b out an axis
'

passing through its centre of gravity. If we call rn a
portion of its mass, r the distance of the portion from
the axis, and a its angular velocity, the sum of the
mass-areas produced in unit of time will be ~ m
(r/2) ra
(a/2) ~mr 2 , or, the product of the moment
of inertia of the system into half its angular velocity.
This product can be altered only by external forces.
Illustrative
6. A few examples may now be cited in illustration
examples. of the law.

=

If two rigid bodies K and K' are connected, and K
is brought by the action of internal forces into rotation
relatively to K', immediately K' also will be set in rotation, in the opposite direction. The rotation of K
generates a sum of mass-areas which, by the law, must
be compensated for by the production of an equal, but
opposite, sum by K'.
Oppqsite
This is very prettily exhibited by the electromotor
rotation
Th e fl y-wh ee1 o f t 1ie motor is
. p 1ace d m
.
the
wheelof of F"1g. r52.
and body of
·
1
d the motor t lms attac}1ed to a
a free elec- a horizontal p ane, an
tro-motor.

vertical axis, on which it can freely turn. The wires
conducting the current dip, in order to prevent their
interference with the rotation, into two conaxial gutters
of mercury fixed on the axis. The body of the motor
(K') is tied by a thread to the stand supporting the
axis and the current is turned on. As soon as the flywheel (K), viewed from above, begins to rotate in the
direction of the hands of a watch, the string is drawn
taut and the body of the motor exhibits the tendency
to rotate in the opposite dz"rectlon-a rotation which immediately takes place when the thread is burnt away.
The motor is, with respect to rotation about its
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axis, a free system. The sum of the mass-areas gen- I.tsexplana.
.
tion by the
erated, for the case of rest, is = 0. But the· wheel of law.
the motor being set in rotation by the action of the internal electro-magnetic forces, a sum of mass-areas is

produced which, as the total sum must remain = 0, is
compensated for by the rotation in the opposite direction of the body of the motor. If an index be attached
to the body of the motor and kept in a fixed position
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by an elastic spring, the rotation of the. body of the
motor cannot take place. Yet every acceleration of
the wheel in the direction of the hands of a watch (pro·
duced by a deeper immersion of the battery) causes
the index to swerve in the opposite direction, and every
retardation produces the contrary effect,
A vnl'intlon
A beautiful but curious phenomenon presents itself
of the same l
l
h
. .
phenome· w ien t 1e current tot e motor is mterrupted. Wheel
non.
d
t
t'
t
fi
1
· movements m
· oppo·
an mo or con mue a rst t 1eir
site directions. But the effect of the friction of the
axes soon becomes apparent and the parts g~adually
assume with respect to each other relative rest. The
motion of the body of the motor is seen to diminish;
for a moment it ceases; and, finally, when the state of
relative rest is reached, it is reversed and assumes the
direction of the original motion of the wheel. The
whc;le motor now rotates in the direction the wheel did
at the start. The explanation of the phenomenon is
obvious. The motor is not a perfectl)1 free system. It
is impeded by the friction of the axes. In a perfectly
free system the sum of the mass-areas, the moment
the parts re-entered the state of relative rest, would
again necessarily be= 0. But in the present instance,
an external force is introduced-the friction of the
axes. The friction on the axis of the wheel diminishes
the mass-areas generated by the wheel and body of
the motor alike. But the friction on the axis of the
body of the motor only diminishes the sum of the massareas generated by the body. The wheel retains, thus,
an excess of mass-area, which when the parts are relatively at rest is rendered apparent in the motion of the
entire motor. The phenomenon subsequent to the interruption of the current supplies us with a model of
what according to the hypothesis of astronomers has
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taken place on the moon. The tidal wave created by I.ts il!ustra. .
t1on m the
the earth has reduced to such an extent by friction the case of the
velocity of rotation of the moon that the lunar day has moon.
grown to a month. The fly-wheel represents the fluid
mass moved by the tide.
Another example of this law is furnished by reac- Reaction1
If air
· or gas b e em1tte
· d f rom t l1e wheel wheels.
ti'on-wrzeels.
(Fig. I53a) in the direction of the short arrows, the
whole wheel will be set in rotation in the direction of
the large arrow. In Fig. I53 b, another simple reaction-wheel is represented. A brass tube rr plugged at,
both ends and appropriately perforated, is placed on a
second brass tube R, supplied with a thin steel pivot
through which air can be blown; the air escapes at
the a p"ertures 0, O'.
It might be supposed that sucking on the reaction- Variation
•
.
of the phe·
wheels would produce the opposite motion to that rn- nome.naof
. f
bl owmg.
.
Y et t l11s
. d oes not usua ll y take react1onSU1tmg rom
wheels.
place, and the reason is obvious. The air that is
sucked into the spokes of the wheel must take part
immediately in the motion of the wheel, must enter
the condition of relative rest with respect to the wheel;
and when the system is completely at rest, the sum of
its mass-areas must be
0. Generally, no perceptible
rotation takes place on the sucking in of the air. The
circumstances are similar to those of the recoil of a
cannon which sucks in a projectile. If, therefore, an
elastic ball, which has but one escape-tube, be attached
. to the reaction-wheel, in the manner represented in
Fig. r53 a, and be alternately squeezed so that the
same quantity of air is by turns blown out and sucked
in, the wheel will continue rapidly to revolve in the
same direction as it did in the case in which we blew
into it. This is partly due to the fact that the air

=
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Fig. 153 b.
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sucked into the spokes must participate in the motion ~xplana.
hon of the
of the latter and therefore can produce no react10nal variations.
rotation, but it also partly results from the difference
of the motion which the air outside the tube assumes
in the two cases. In blowing, the air flows out in jets,
and performs rotations. In sucking, the air comes in
from all sides, and has no distinct rotation.
The correctness of this view is easily demonstrated.
If we perforate the bottom of a hollow cylinder, a closed
~
band-box for instance, and
place the cylinder on the steel
(
)
pivot of the tube R, after the
side has been slit and bent in
the manner indicated in Fig.
I 54, the box will turn in the
direction of the long arrow
~
when blown into and in the
Fig. x54.
direction of the short arrow when sucked on. The air,
here, on entering the cylinder, can continue its rotation
unimpeded, and this motion is accordingly compensated
for by a rotation in the opposite direction.
7. The following case also exhibits similar condi- Reaction·
.
I magme
. a tu b e ( F'
h' h
. tubes.
tions.
-11g. x55a) w lC , runnmg
straight from a to b, turns at right angles
a
to itself at the latter point, passes to c,
describes the circle c d ej, whose plane
is at right angles to a b, and whose cen·
e
tre is at b, then proceeds from f to g,
and, :finally, continuing the straight line
ab, runs from g to It. The entire tube
is free to turn on an axis a It. If we
Fig. x55 a.
pour into this tube, in the manner indicated in Fig. r55 b, a liquid, which flows in the di~
rection c d ej, the tube will immediately begin to turn

t
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in the direction/edc. This impulse, however, ceases,
the moment the liquid reaches the point/, and flowing
out into the radius/g is obliged to join in the motion
of the latter. By the use of a constant stream of liquid,
therefore, the rotation
of the tube may soon
be stopped. But if the
stream be interrupted,
the fluid, in flowing off
through the radius jg,
will impart to the tube
a motional impulse in
the direction of its own
motion, cd ef, and the
tube will turn in this direction. All these phenomena are easily explained by the law of
areas.
The trade-winds, the
deviation of the oceanic
currents and of rivers,
Foucault' s pendulum
experiment, and the
like, may also be treated
Fig. 1 55 b.
as examples of the law
of areas. Another pretty illustration is afforded by
bodies with variable moments of inertia. Let a body
with the moment of inertia e rotate with the angular
velocity a and, during the motion, let its moment
of inertia be transformed by internal forces, say by
springs, into 6>', et. will then pass into cl, where
=
a.'6>', that is a'= a(@/@'). On any considerable diminution of the moment of inertia, a great increase of

ae
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angular velocity ensues. The principle might conceivably be employed, instead of Foucault's method,
to demonstrate the rotation of the earth, [in fact, some
attempts at this have been made, with no very marked
success].
A phenomenon which substantially embodies the Rotating
. ·
1ast suggeste d is
· t11e f o11 owmg.
·
A
liquid in a
con d it10ns
· g1ass funnel.
funnel, with its axis placed in a vertical position, is
rapidly filled with a liquid in such a manner that the
stream does not enter in the direction of the axis but
strikes the sides. A slow rotatory motion is thereby
set up in the liquid which as long as the funnel is full, is
not noticed. But when the fluid retreats into the neck
of the funnel, its moment of inertia is so diminished
and its angular velocity so increased that a violent
eddy with considerable axial depression is created.
Frequently the entire effluent jet is penetrated by an
axial thread of air.
8. If we carefully examine the principles of the B.oth prin·
l areas, we shall c1iscover
.
, s~mplyspectples a1·e
. an d o f tie
centre o f gravity
m
•
•
crnl cases of
both simply convement
the lnwof
.
'42-.
~
action and
modes of expression, for
1!!- 21n 1n
2w
reaction.

v·

practical purposes, of
s
a well-known property
of mechanical phenomena. To the accelerao
tion <p of one mass m
Fig. i5G.
there always corresponds a contrary acceleration cp' of
a second mass 11t', where allowing for the signs m <p
m' cp'
0. To the force m <p corresponds the equal
and opposite force m' cp'. When any masses m and
2 m describe with the contrary accelerations 2 <p a11d <p
the distances 2 w and w (Fig. r 56), the position of
their centre of gravity S remains unchanged, and the

=

+
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sum of their mass-areas with respect to any point 0
is, allowing for the signs, 2 m .f m. 2f 0. This
simple exposition shows us, that the principle of the
centre of gravity expresses the same thing with respect
to parallel cob'rdinatcs that the principle of areas expresses with respect to polar coordinates. Both contain
simply the fact of reaction.
But they
The principles in question admit of still another
may also be .
l
·
Just as a smg
· 1e b o dy cannot,
construed. sm1p e construct10n.
as generah- • h
1
.
fl
f
1
f
h .
.h
sat1ons of wit out tie m uence o externa orces, t at is, wit out
the law of t h e ai'd of a secon d b od y, a 1ter its
· um"fonn motion
· of
inertia.

+

=

progression or rotation, so also a systern of bodies cannot, without the aid of a second system, on which it
can, so to speak, brace and support itself, alter what
may properly and briefly be called its mean velocity of
progression or rotation. Both principles contain, thus,
a gentralt:red statement of the law of t'nertla, the correctness of which in the present form we not only see but
feel.
Irnpoz:tance
This feeling is not unscientific; much less is it
of an m•
· does not rep 1ace conceptua1 m·
stinctive
detrimental.
W h ere it
¥:~Ea~~cal sight but exists by the side of it, it is really the funda.l'acts.
. . an d so1e ev1'd ence of a comptete
, mastery
menta 1requisite
of mechanical facts. We are ourselves a fragment of
mechanics, and this fact profoundly modifies our mental
life.* No one will convince us that the consideration
of mechanico-physiological processes, and of the feelings and instincts here involved, must be excluded from
scientific mechanics. If we know principles like those
of the centre of gravity and of areas only in their ab~
stract mathematical form, without having dealt with the
palpable simple facts, which are at once their applica-

*

For the development of this view, see E. Mach, Grimdlinltm d11r Le/ire
von den Bewecungsempfindungen, (Leipsic : Engelmann. :i:875.)
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tion and the'ir source, we only half comprehend them,
and shall scarcely recognise actual phenomena as examples of the theory. We are in a position like that
of a person who is suddenly placed on a high tower
but has not previously travelled in the district round
about, and who therefore does not know how to interpret the objects he sees.
IV.

THE LAWS OF IMPACT.

r. The laws of impact were the occasion of the Historical
position of
enunciation of the most important principles of me- the Laws of
Impact.
chanics, and furnished also the first examples of the ·
application of such principles. As early as r639, a
contemporary of Galileo, the Prague professor, MARCUS
MARCI (born in r595), published in his treatise De Pn;portione },tfotus (Prague) a few results of his investigations on impact. He knew that a body striking in
elastic percussion another of the same size at rest, loses
its own motion and communicates an equal quantity
to the other. He also enunciates, though not always
with the requisite precision, and frequently mingled
with what is false, other propositions which still hold
good. Marcus Marci was a remarkable man. He possessed for his time very creditable conceptions regarding the composition of motions and "impulses." In
the formation of these ideas he pursued a method similar to that which Roberval later employed. He speaks
of partially equal and opposite motions, and of wlwlly
opposite motions, gives parallelogram constructions,
aJ?.d the like, but is unable, although he speaks of an
accelerated motion of descent, to reach perfect clearness with regard to the idea of force and consequently
also with regard to the composition of forces. In spite
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The reof this,
searches
Marc!1s of gar d.mg
Marer.
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however, he discovers Galileo's theorem re·
• t 1le c11or d s o f c1rc
' 1es,
t l1e d escent o f l)O d'ies m

IOANNES MAR.CVS ..MARCI PH{L: e..t MEDIC: DOCTOR.
et Prf#r natus L~&romr H"'"!f'l~orumm. Bof1flM.
·
1/J!))~

-

11f$>J.. t.'1111t1.

also a few propositions relating to the motion of the
pendulum, and has knowledge of centrifugal force and
so on. Although Galileo's Di.1·(01trus had appeared a
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year previously, we cannot, in view of the condition of
things produced in Central Europe by the Thirty Years'
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War, assume that Marci was acquainted with them.
Not only would the many errors in Marci's book thus
be rendered unintelligible, but it would also have to
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be explained how Marci, as late as r648, in a continu•
.
. necessary to
at1011
of h'1s treatise,
cou ld h ave f ounci it
defend the theorem of the chords of circles against the
Jesuit Balthasar Conradus. An imperfect <Jral communication of Galileo's researches is the more re~son
able conjecture.* When we add to all this that Marci
was on the very verge of anticipating Newton in the
discovery of the composition of light, we shall recognise in him a man of very considerable parts. His
writings are a worthy and as yet but slightly noticed
object of research for the historian of physics. Though
Galileo, as the clearest-minded and most able of his
contemporaries, bore away in this province the palm,
we nevertheless see from writings of this class that he
was not by any means alone in his thought and ways
of thinking.
Tl1e re·
2. GALILEO himself made several experimental atsearches of
•
.
tempts to ascertam the laws of impact; but he was not
Galileo.
in these endeavors wholly successful. He principally
busied himself with the force of a body in motion, or
with the "force of percussion," as he expressed it,
and endeavored to compare this force with the pressure
of a weight at rest, hoping thus to measure it. To this
end he instituted an extremely ingenious experiment,
which we shall now describe.
A vessel I (Fig. I57) in whose base is a plugged
orifice, is filled with water, and a second vessel II is
hung beneath it by strings ; the whole is fastened to
the beam of an equilibrated balance. If the plug is
removed from the orifice of vessel I, the fluid will fall

. Thesou~ces
of Marc1's
knowledge.

*I have been convinced, since the publication of the first edition of this
work, (see E. Wohlwill's researches, Die Entdeck1mgdes Eeharrtttil[sf{esetJ1111&,
in the ZeitschriftfiJr Valkerjsycl1olog1'c, 1884 1 XV, page 387 1) that Marcus 1Vfo1·ci
derived his information concerning the motion of falling bodies, from GalilecJ's
earlier Dialogues. He may also have known the works of Benedetti.
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in a jet into vessel II. A portion of the pressure due Galil~o's
l
•
. 1
. I 1s
• 1ost an d re- ment.
exper1to ti1e
restmg
we1g
1t o f t11e water m
placed by an action of impact on vessel II. Galileo
expected a depression of the whole scale, by which he
. hoped with the assistance of a counter-weight to determine the effect of the impact. He was to some extent surprised to obtain no depression, and he was unable, it appears, perfectly to clear up the matter in his
mind.
3. To-day, of course, the explanation is n<>t difficult. By the re111oval of the plug there is produced,

Fig. r57.

first,' a diminution of the pressure. This consists of Explana. tlon of the
two factors: (x) The weight of the jet suspended m experithe air is lost; and (2) A reaction-pressure upwards is ment.
exerted by the effluent jet on vessel I (which acts like
a Segner's wheel). Then there is an increase of pressure (Factor 3) produced by the action of the jet on the
bottom of vess~l II. Before the first drop has reached
the bottom of II, we have only to deal with a diminu~
tion of pressure, which, when the apparatus is in full
operation, is immediately compensated for. This initial
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mechanical
factors
valved. in-
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depression was, in fact, all that Galileo could observe.
L et us imagme
.
· t l1e apparatus m
· operat10n,
·
and d enote
.
h
1
fl
"d
l
.
1
I
b
the he1g t t 1e m reac 1es m vesse
y It, t h e corresponding velocity of efflux by v, the distance of the
bottom of I from the surface of the fluid in II by~' the
velocity of the jet at this surface by w, the area of the
basal orifice by a, the acceleration of gravity by g, and
the specific gravity of the fluid bys. To determine
Factor (1) we may observe that z1 is the velocity acquired in descent through the distance h. We have,
then, simply to picture to ourselves this motion of descent continued through k. The time of descent of
the jet from I to II is therefore the time of· descent
through h
k less the time of descent through h.
During this time a cylinder of base a is discharged
with the velocity 11. Factor (1), or the weight of the
jet suspended in the air, accordingly amounts to

+

~ / . ·--[

/2fh-+k5
·-·-· - ~I~g-li ) cts.

v 'Jg!t ~ ·-- i

To determine Factor (2) we employ the familiar
equation 1wv =pt. If we putt= r, then 1wv =P, that
is the pressure of reaction upwards 011 I is equal to the
mo~entum imparted to the fluid jet in unit of time.
We will select here the unit of weight as our unit of
force, that is, use gravitation measure. We obtain for
Factor (2) the expression [av(s/g)]11 =P, (where the
expression in brackets denotes the mass which flows
out in unit of time,) or

a1/2gh. !....
. i/2gli = '2ci!ts.
g
•
Similarly we find the pressure on II to be

(av. i)w=q, or factor 3:
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a _s_ Ji2gli li2g(h
g

+ k).

The total variation of the pressure is accordingly

Mathemat·
ical development of
the result.

+

• /2 git
2 (/z
k)
~ 2 !i ] as
. 7 [~·
-v
---- g
g
-2ahs

or, abridged,
- 2as[1/h (/l

+ k) -It] -

+ 2 as1/h(lt =-Fk)~

2a!is

-which three factors completel.J1 destroy each other. In
the very necessity of the case, therefore, Galileo could
only have obtained a negative result.
We must supply a brief comment respecting Fae- A comment
•
Htlj;.(l.(tlt>tecl
tor (2). It might be supposed that. the pressure on the by t.Jrn ex·
. l1 1s
. l est, 1s
. ci!ts an d not 2 ahs. B ut penment.
basa1 on':61ce wl11c
this statical conception would be totally inadmissible
in the present, d)mamical case. The velocity vis not
generated by gravity instantaneously in the effluent
particles, but is the outcome of the mutual pressure
between the particles flowing out and the particles left
behind ; and pressure can only be determined by the
momentum generated. The erroneous introduction of
the value alis would at once betray itself by self-contradictions.
If Galileo's mode of experimentation had been less
.elegant, he would have determined without much difficulty the pressure which a contlmtous fluid jet exerts.
But he could never, as he soon became convinced,
have counteracted by a pressitre the effect of an instantaneous z'mpact. Take-and this is the supposition of

3n
Galileo's
reasoning.

Comparison of the
ideas lm~
pnctnnd
pressure.
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Galileo-a freely falling, heavy body. Its final velocity, we know, increases proportionately to the time.
The very smallest velocity requires a definite portion
of time to be produced in (a principle which even Mariette contested). If we picture to ourselves a body
moving vertically upwards with a definite velocity, the
body will, according to the amount of this velocity,
ascend a definite time, and consequently also a definite
distance. The heaviest imaginable body impressed
in the vertical upward direction with the smallest imaginable velocity will ascend, be it only a little, in
opposition to the force of gravity. If, therefore, a
heavy body, be it ever so heavy, receive an instantaneous upward impact from a body in motion, be the
mass and velocity of that body ever so small, and such
impact impart to the heavier body the smallest imaginable velocity, that body will, nevertheless, yield and
move somewhat in the upward direction. The sl(!(lztest
impact, therefore, is able to overcorne the gnat est pressure; or, as Galileo says, the force of percussion compared with the force of pressure is btfinite(J1 great. This
result, which is sometimes attributed to intellectual obscurity on Galileo's part, is, on the contrary, a brilliant proof of his intellectual acumen. We should say
to-day, that the force of percussion, the momentum,
the impulse, the quantity of motion m ·v, is a quantity
of different dz'menst'ons from the pressure p. The dimensions of the former are m Zt-1, those of the latter t11 tt- 2 •
In reality, therefore, pressure is related to momentum
of impact as a line is to a surface. Pressure is p, the
momentum of impact is pt. Without employing mathe·
matical terminology it is hardly possible to express the
fact better than Galileo did. We now also see why it
is possible to measure the impact of a continuous fluid
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jet by a pressure. We compare the. momentum destroyed per second of time with the pressure acting
per second of time, that is, homogeneous quantities of
the form ft.
+ The first systematic
treatment of the laws of The.syste.
.
matlc treat·
impact was evoked m the year 1668 by a request of the mentof.the
.
. . laws
of un.
of L on d on. Tl1ree emment
p l1ys1c1sts
pact.
R oya1 S oc1ety
WALLIS (Nov. 26, 1668), WREN (Dec. 17, 1668), and
HUYGENS (Jan. 4, 1669) complied with the invitation of
the society, and communicated to it papers in which,
independently of each other, they stated, without deductions, the laws of impact. Wallis treated only of
the impact of inelastic bodies, Wren and Huygens only
of the impact of elastic bodies. Wren, previously to
publication, had tested by experiments his theorems,
which, in tlie main, agreed with those of Huygens.
These are the experiments to which Newton refers in
the Prindpiti. The same experiments were, soon after
this, also described, in a more developed form, by Mariotte, in a special treatise, Sur le Clwc des Corps. Mariette also gave the apparatus now known in physical
collections as the percussion-machine.
According to Wallis, the decisive factor in impact Wallis's re. mommtttm, or t 11e proci uct o f t l1e mass ( pon d:us) mto
.
suits.
1s
the velocity (celert'ttu). By this momentum the force
of percussion is determined. If two inelastic bodies
which have equal momenta strike each other, rest will
ensue after impact. If their momenta are unequal,
the difference of the momenta will be the momentum
after impact. If we divide this rnomentum by the sum
of the masses, we shall obtain the velocity of the motion after the impact. Wallis subsequently presented
his theory of impact in another treatise, 111"tclumim sive
de 1/f{)ttt, London, 167r. All his theorems may be
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brought together in the formula now in common use,
u. = (mv
m'v')/(m
m'/, in which m, m' denote the
masses, v, v' the velocities before impact, and tt the
velocity after impact.
Huygens's
5. The ideas which led Huygens to his results, are
methods
b f
d .
h
.
f h.1s, .De Mo tu
and results. to e oun m a post umous treatise o

+

+

Corporum ex Percztssione, r703. We shall examine these
in some detail. The assumptions from which Huygens

-

m

0

v

Fig. r58.

Fig. 159·

An Illustration from De P11rc1ts~·t'on11 (Huygens),

proceeds are: (I) the law of inertia; (2) that elastic
bodies of equal mass, colliding with equal and oppo~
site velocities, separate after impact with the same ve·
locities; (3) that all veloCities are relatively estimated;
(4) that a larger body striking a smaller one at rest
imparts to the latter velocity, and loses a part of its
9wn ; and finally (5) that when one of the colliding
bodies preserves its velocity, this also is the case with
the othe1·.
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Huygens, now, imagines two equal elastic masses, Firsti equal
. meet wit
. 1l equa 1an d opposite
. ve 1oc1hes
. . 11. Af ter masses
elastic
which
ex.
•
change vethe nnpact they rebound from each other with exactly Iocitie£
the same velocities. Huygens is right in asmming and
not deduci'ng this. That elastic bodies exist which recover their form after impact, that in such a transaction no perceptible 'l'tJ' 11i7 a is lost 1 are facts which experience alone can teach us. Huygens, now, conceives
the occurrence just described 1 to take place on a boat
which is moving with the velocity 11• For the spectator in the boat the previous case still subsists; but for
the spectator on the shore the velocities of the spheres
before impact are respectively 2 'i'' and 0, and after impact 0 and 2 11• An elastic body, therefore, impinging
on another .of equal mass at rest, communicates to the
latter its entire velocity and remains after the impact
itself at rest. If we suppose the boat affected with any
imaginable velocity 1 11, then for the spectator on the
shore the velocities before impact will be respectively
zt
v and tl - 7', and after impact u - 11 and tt
71,
But since it+ 11 and it - 71 may have an)' values what~
soever, it may be asserted as a principle that equal
elastic masses exchange in impact their velocities.
A body at rest, however great, is set in motion Second, the
relntiveve·
by a body which strikes it, however small ; as Ga- locity of ap·
proach and
lileo pointed out. Huygens, now,
recession ii;
the same.
shows, that the apjmJach of the
m
bodies before impact and their
0
recession after impact take place
Fig. IGO.
with the same relatz'z1e velocity. A
body m impinges 011 a body of mass 111 at rest, to which
it imparts in impact the velocity, as yet undetermined,
w. Huygens, in the demonstration of this proposition,
supposes that the event takes place 011 a boat moving
1

+

+

Q..

cj
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from M towards m with the velocity w/2. The initial
velocities are, then, 'l' - 10/2 and - ie1j2; and the final
w/2. But as M has not altered
velocities, x and
the value, but only the sign, of its velocity, so m, if a
loss of vis viva. is not to be sustained in elastic impact,
can only alter the sign of its velocity. Hence, the final
w/2. As a fact,
velocities are - (71-:-- w/2) and
then, the relative velocity of approach before impact
is equal to the relative velocity of separation after 'impact. Whatever change of velocity a body may suffer,
in every case, we can, by the fiction of a boat in motion, and apart from the algebraical signs, keep the
value of the velocity the same before and after impact.
The proposition holds, therefore, generally.
Thh'd,if the
If two masses M and m collide, with velocities V
velocities
.
l'Y propcwtuma
• l t o tie
1 masses, 11,,.
f
·
ohpproach an d z1 znvene
:t. a ter imare
inverse·
'11
b
d
.
1
tl
1
.
V
l
.
1
1
iy proper· pact w1 re oun wit 1 1e ve oc1ty
anc 11t wit 1 tie
t1onal
to
tho
l
·
L
1
l
1
·
•
f
masses, so ve oc1ty 'l/.
et us suppose t iat tie ve oc1ties a ·ter
are the velocities of impact are v1 and 711 ; then by the preceding proposirecession.
tion we must have v 'll = v1
711, and by the principle of r11'.J· m'va

+

+

+

MV 2

-J-

+

mv 2
JJ:fV 2
mv 2
--·,>·-= - •f"L -j- .. ,).!._,
.;.J

+

.;.i

""

Let us assume, now, that 'l' 1 = 11
w; the11, necessarily, V 1 = V - ir.1; but on this supposition

MV

m z1

1Jl[V2

m v2

1
1
--2··--+
---if-=
- !C~ + ~
2

2

+ (JJ1" + m)-~r·
w2

And this equality can, in the conditions of the case,
only subsist if w = 0; wherewith the proposition above
stated is established.
Huygens demonstrates this by a comparison, constructively reached, of the possible heights of ascent
of the bodies prior and subsequently to impact. If
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the velocities of the impinging bodies are not inversely-r:h.is propo.
1 to t11e masses, t l1ey may b e macl e sue ll l)y stt10n,
by
proport10na
tl~e fictio_n
.
f
b
.
.
Tl
.
.
l
of a moving
t l1e fi ct1011 o a oat m motion.
1e proposition t 1us boat, made
. 1u d es a 11 .1magma
.
. bl e cases.
to apply
me
all
cases.to
The conservation of ·vz:r vi'lJet in impact is asserted
by Huygens in one of his last theorems (rr), which he
subsequently also handed in to the London Society.
But the principle is unmistakably at the foundation of
the previous theorems.
6. In taking up the study of any event or phenom-Typical
.
.
modes of
enon A, we may acqmre a knowledge of its component na!\m11 in·
·
f
1
·
f
·
f
qmry.
'
elements b y approac l1mg it rom t 1e pomt o view o a
different phenomenon B, which we already know; in
which case our investigation of A will appear as the
application of principles before familiar to us. Or, we
may begin our investigation with A itself, and, as nature is throughout uniform, reach the same principles
originally in the contemplation of A. The investigation of the phenomena of impact was pursued simultaneously with that of various other mechanical processes, and both modes of analysis were really presented to the inquirer.
To begin with, we may convince ourselves that the Impact in
the Newproblems of impact can be disposed of by the New- to11ian
.
,
h l
. ,
f pomt of
tonian prmciples, with the e p of only a mmunum o view.
new experiences. The investigation of the laws of impact contributed, it is true, to the discovery of Newton's laws, but the latter do not rest solely on this foundation. The requisite new experiences, not contained
in the Newtonian printiples, are simply the information that there are elastic and z'ndastic /J(){lies. Inelastic
bodies subjected to pressure alter their form without
recovering it; elastic bodies possess for all their j(}rms
definite systems of pressures, so that every alteration
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First, inelastic
masses.

Impact in.
an equivalent point
of view.
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of form is associated with an alteration of pressure, and
vice versa. Elastic bodies recover their form ; and the
forces that induce the form-alterations of bodies do not
come into play until the bodies are in contact.
Let us consider two inelastic masses Mand m moving respectively with the velocities Vand v. If these
masses come in contact while possessed of these unequal velocities, internal form-altering forces will be
set up in the system M, 1n. These forces do not alter
the quantity of motion of the system, neither do they
displace its centre of gravity. With the restitution of
equal velocities, the form-alterations cease and in inelastic bodies the forces which produce the alterations
vanish. Calling the common velocity of motion after
impact tt, it follows that Mtt +mu= MV Mv, or
tt = (MV +tit v)/(llf
m), the rule of Wallis.
Now let us assume that we are investigating the
phenomena of impact without a previous knowledge of
Newton's principles. We very soon discover, when
we so proceed, that velocity is not the sole determinative factor of impact; still another physical quality is
decisive-weight, load, mass,pondtts, moles, nzassa. The
moment we have noted this fact, the simplest case is
easily dealt with. If two bodies of equal weight or
equal mass collide with equal and
-JL...
opposite velocities; if, further, the
bodies do not separate after impact
but retain some common velocity,
Fig. 161.
plainly the sole uniquely determined velocity after the collisi"on is the velocity 0. If,
further, we make the observation that only the difference of the velocities, that is only relative velocity,
determines the phenomenon of impact, we shall, by
imagining the environment to move, (which ·experience

+

0

+
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tells us has no influence on the occurrence,) also readily
perceive additional cases. For equal inelastic masses
with velocities v and 0 or v and v' the velocity after
impact is v/2 or (z1
il)/2. It stands to reason that
we can pursue such a line of reflection only after experience has informed us what the essential and decisive features of the phenomena are.
If we pass to unequal masses, we must not only ~he ~xpe
nential
know from experience that mass generally is of conse- cond}tions
. . fl
. f:C
of tl11s
quence, b l)t a 1so z'n what manner its in uence is e .J.eC- method.
tive. If, for example, two bodies of masses I and 3
with the velocities v and V collide, we .might reason

+

Fig. x6:::i.

Fig. x63.

thus. We cut out of the mass 3 the mass I (Fig. r62),
and first make the masses l and I collide : the resultant velocity is (v V)/2. There are now left, to
equalise the velocities (v
V)/2 and V, the masses
r
I = 2 and 2, which applying the same principle
gives

+

+

+

Let us now consider, more generally, the masses
and m', which we represent in Fig. 163 as suitably
proportioned horizontal lines. These masses are affected with the velocities v and v', which we represent
by ordinates erected on the mass-lines. Assuming that
ni
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m < m', we cut off from m' a portion m. The offsetting
·
· h t 11e ve1oc1ty
· (v
of m an d m gives
t l1e mass 2 m wit
Tl
d
d
l"
.
d'
1
.
1
.
v')/2.
1e otte
me m icates t 11s re ation. W e
proceed similarly with the remainder 111' - m. We cut
off from 2 m a portion m' - m, and obtain the mass
2m - (m' - m) with the velocity ('1'
v')/2 and the
zi']/2.
mass 2 (m' - m) with the velocity [(7' + v')/2
In this manner we may proceed till we have obtained
for the whole mass m
m' the same velocity u. The
constructive method indicated in the figure ~hows very
plainly that here the surface equation (m
m') i t =
mz.1
m'v' subsists. We readily perceive, however,
that we cannot pursue this line of reasoning except the
sum m1 1 m'v', that is thefiJrm of the influence of m
and 71, has through some experience or other been previously suggested to us as the determinative and decisive factor. If we renounce the use of the Newtonian
principles, then some other specific experiences concerning the import of m v which are equivalent to those
principles, are indispensable.
Second, the
7. The impact of elastic masses may also be treated
impact of
elastic
by the Newtonian principles. The sole observation
masses in
Newton's here required is, that a deformation of elastic bodies
view.
calls into play fiwces of restitution, which directly depend on the deformation. Furthermore, bodies possess impenetrability; that is to say, when bodies affected with unequal velocities meet in impact, forces
which equalise these velocities are produced. If two
elastic masses M, m with the velocities C, c collide, a
deformation will be effected, and this deformation will
not cease until the velocities of the two bodies are
equalised. At this instant, inasmuch as only internal
forces are involved and therefore the momentum and
Its points of
contact
with
the.
Newtoman.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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the motion of the centre of gravity of the system remain unchanged, the common equalised velocity will be
MC+ nic
tt = ----··--------.
M+m
Consequently, up to this time, M's velocity has suffered a diminution C- u; and m's an increase u - c.
But elastic bodies being bodies that recover their
forms, in perfectly elastic bodies the very same forces
that produced the deformation, will, only in the inverse order, again be brought into play, through the
very same elements of time and space. Consequently,
on the supposition that m is overtaken by M, JJ:f will a
second time sustain a diminution of velocity C- u, and
m will a second time receive an increase of velocity
tt - c.
Hence, we obtain for the velocities v; v after
impact the expressions V = 2 it - C and v = 2 tt - c, or
MC+ m(2c- C)
me+ 1Jf(2C-c)
v -- ······--··---·-··-···
... ···--·---···--·--"-,v - ·--------·-····················
-···---·M+m
N+11t.
If in these formulre we put 111 = m, it will follow i;"lle
c\edn~
uon by tlus
that V = c and v = C; or, if the impinging masses are vt 1iew
of ~111
16 1aws.
equal, the velocities which they have will be interchanged. Again, since in the particular case M/m =
- c/C or MC+ me= 0 also it::::::: 0, it follows that
V=2tt-C=- C and v=2u--c=-c; that is,
the masses recede from each other in this case with the
same velocities (only oppositely directed) with which
they approached. The approach of any two nfasses
M, m affected with the velocities C, c, estimated as
positive when in the same direction, takes place with
the velocity C- t; their separation with the velocity
V- v. But it follows at once from V = 2 11 - C,
v = 2 u. - c that V - v = - ( C - (); that is, the rela~
tive velocity of approach and recession is the same.
1
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By the use of the expressions V = 2 tt - C and v =
2 tt - c, we also very readily find the two theorems

MV+ mv=MC+ me and
MV2

The implications of
Huygens's
view.

+ mv2 =

MC2

+ mc2,

which assert that the quantity of motion before and
after impact, estimated in the same direction, is the
same, and that also the 'l'ZS viva of the system before
and after impact is the same. We have reached, thus,
by the use of the Newtonian principles, all of Huygens's results.
8. If we consider the laws of impact from Huygens 1s
point of view, the following reflections immediately
claim our attention. The height of ascent which the
centre of gravity of any system of masses can reach is
given by its vis viva, i:2m'l,2. In every case in which.
work is done by forces, and in such cases the masses
follow the forces, this sum is increased by an amount
equal to the work done. On the other hand, in every
case in which the system moves in opposition to forces,
that is, when work, as we may say, is done upon the
system, this sum is diminished by the amount of work
done. As long, therefore, as the algebraical sum of
the work done on the system and the work done by the
system is not changed, whatever other alterations may
take place, the sum t :2 m v2 also remains unchanged.
Huygens now, observing that this first property of material systems, discovered by him in his investigations
on the pendulum, also obtained in the case of impact,
could not help remarking that also the sum of the
vires vi7.1ce must be the same before and after im~
pact. For in the mutually effected alteration of the
forms of the colliding bodies the material system con·
sidered has the same amount of work done on it as, on
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the reversal of the alteration, is tiont· by it, provided always the bodies develop forces wholly determined by
the shapes they assume, and that they regain their
original form by means of the same forces employed to
effect its alteration. That the latter process takes
place, definite experience alone can inform us. This law
obtains, furthermore, only in the case of so-called perfectly elastic bodies.
Contemplated from this point of view, the majority 'l;'he deduc•
•
tion of the
of the Huygeman laws of impact follow at once. Equal laws of im·
·1
l
l
.
l
1
b
pact· by the
.
h
masses, w111c stn rn eac 1 ot 1er wit 1 equa ut oppo- n<;itio,n of
. ve l oc1ties,
..
. l1 tl1e same ve loc1ties.
..
TI1e i11n11va
and
site
re·b oun d wit
work.
velocities are zmi'qudy determined only when they are
equctl, and they conform to the principle of vis vt'va
only by being the smne before and after impact. Fur.ther it is evident, that if one of the unequal masses in
impact change only the sign and not the magnitude of
its velocity, this must also be the case with the other.
On this supposition, however, the relative velocity of
separation after impact is the same as the velocity of
approach before impact. Every imaginable case can
be reduced to this one. Let c and c1 be the velocities
of the mass m before and after impact, and let them be
of any value and have any sign. We imagine the whole
system to receive a velocity zt of such magnitude that
tt + c = - (it+ c') or i t = (c- c')/2.
It will be seen
thus that it is always possible to discover a velocity of
transportation for the system' such that the velocity of
one of the masses will only change its sign. And so
the proposition concerning the velocities of approach
and recession holds generally good .
.As Huygens's peculiar group of ideas was not fully
perfected, he was compelled, in cases in which the velocity-ratios of the impinging masses were not origin-
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ally known, to draw on the Galileo-Newtonian SVC\tem
•
,
•
for certain conceptions, as was pointed out above:
S" l
. .
£
mu1,1.
nc l nn appropnat10n o the concepts mass and momentum, is contained, although not explicitly expressed, in the proposition according to which the velocity of each impinging mass simply changes :its sign
when before impact .lkl/m ::::::::: - t/ C. If Huygens had
\vholly restricted himself to his own point of view, he
wonl1 l scarcely have 1ll:1'to71cntl this proposition, although, once discovered, he was able, after his own
fashion, to supply its dcd11ttion. Here, owing to the
fact that the momenta produced are equal and oppo·
site, the equalised velocity of the masses on the cam·
plotion of the change of form will be tt ~.:::::.: 0. When the
alteration of form is reversed, and the same amount of
wc>rlds porformed that the systcrn originally suffered~
the s1l/J1t' velocities with <>jpositt• signs will be t·c·stored,
lf we hnaginc the tmtirc system affected with ave('ntll'llt'llC'•
t!v11t•11111
pnrl1mn t1r locity of trmulati<'ll 1 this particular case will simultathtllil\ltWilll
nconslypresent thegenerc:ilcase.
mul 1o1titwrnl
l'll14t1111.' Im·
Let the impinging masses be
}11\Ct,
represented in the :figure by
.Alf= 13 C and m = AC (Fig.
164.), and their respective velocities by C =AD and c
J3E.
A-------LJ On AR erect the perpendicular
Fil.(. 1G·I·
CJr: and through F draw IK
paralld to AJJ. Then .ID= (m. C- r:)/(i1f m) and
KR
(i'l:f. C
1')/(ilf
m). On the supposition now
that ·we make the masses lllf and m collide with the
vc1loc.ities I]) arnl K R, while we simultaneously impart
tn tlm systern as:; n whole the velocity
II
A 1 '.KB
(m.
c)/(M
m) =
,. l ()J£. C t)/(.A1 m)
(Jl!C
m c)/(M 111),
truyp;tln1-1'a

hlClt 1q1prn•

1whl.tit111 of
thn Hlt:in i;if

=

+

+

c,,,__ ,

+

+

+
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the spectator who is moving forwards with the velocity
u will see the particular case presented; and the spectator who is at rest will see the general case, be the
velocities what they may. The general formulre of impact, above deduced, follow at once from this cpnception. \Ve obtain:
m(C-c)
MC+ m(2c- C)
V =AG= C - 2 -··-~----- = ---·-----

M+m

v =BI£= c

+ "' ·---M+m
. . . . ---- =
9

M( C-c)

M+m

me+ J11"(2C- c)

------·-·----~---·-··

M+m

Huygen's successful employment of the fictitious Signifi·
.
•
•
cance of the
motions is the outcome of the sunple perception that ficti~ious
•
•
• •
mot1011s.
bodies not affected with differences of velocities do not
act on one another in impact. All forces of impact are
determined by differences of velocity (as all thermal
effects are determined by differences of temperature).
And since forces generally determine, not velocities,
but only changes of velocities, or, again, differences of
velocities, consequently, in every aspect of impact the
sole decisive factor is diffinnces of velocity. With respect to which bodies the velocities are estimated, is
indifferent. In fact, many cases of impact which from
lack of practice appear to us as different cases, turn
out on close examination to be one and the same.
Similarly, the capacity of a moving body for work, Velo~1ty , a
•
•
•
phys1ca 1
whether we measure it with respect to the time of its level.
action by its momentum or with respect to the distance
through which it acts by its vz"s viva, has no significance referred to a single body. It is invested with
such, only when a second body is introduced, and, in
the first case, then, it is the difference of the velocities, and in the second the square of the difference that
is decisive. Vd(lcity is a physical l(;·ve!, like temperature, potential function, and the like.
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It remains to be remarked, that Huygens could
have reached, originally, in the investigation of the
phenomena of impact, the same results that he pre~
viously reached by his investigations of the pendulum.
In every case there is one thing and one thing only to
be done, and that is, to discover t'n all the facts the same
elements, or, if we will, to rediscover in one fact the
elements of another which we already know. From
which facts the investigation starts, is, however, a
matter of historical accident.
~onserva9. Let us close our examination of this part of the
t10nof mo.
.
mentum in-sub3ect with a few general remarks.
The sum of the
terpreted,
.
bod'ies is
. preserve d m
.
momenta of a system of moving
impact, both in the case of inelastic and elastic bodies.
But this preservation does not take place prect'sely in
the sense of Descartes. The momentum of a body is
not diminished in proportion as that of another is increased; a fact which Huygens was the first to note.
If, for example, two equal inelastic masses, possessed
of equal and opposite velocities, meet in impact, the
two bodies lose in the Cartesian sense their entire momentum. If, however, we reckon all velocities t'n a
given direction as positive, and all in the opposite as
negative, the sum of the momenta ls preserved. Quantity of motion, conceived in this sense, is always preserved.
The z1is viva of a system of inelastic masses is altered in impact; that of a system of perfectly elastic
masses is preserved. The diminution of vt's vt'va produced in the impact of inelastic masses, or produced
generally when the impinging bodies move with a common velocity, after impact, is easily determined. Let
M, tn be the masses, C, c their respective velocities bePossible
different
origin of
Huygens's
ideas.
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fore impact, and u their common velocity after impact; qonse1-v~
1
then the loss of vis viva is
~ 1~~ i~ [;~pact interf.1JIIC2
fm c2 - f (M m) zt2, • . . . . . • (1) preted.

+

+

+

which in view of the fact that i t = (MC+ m c)/(M m)
may be expressed in the form ~-(Mm/.iJtI m) (C-c)Z.
Carnot has put this loss in the form

+

fM(C- u) 2

+ }m(u -

c)2 . . . . . . . . . . (2)

If we select the latter form, the expressions -~M( C - u) 2
and i-m (u - c) 2 will be recognised as the v1:r viva generated by the ·work of tlze intt.•i·nal forces. The loss of
vis viva in impact is equivalent, therefore, to the work
done by the internal or so-called molecular forces. If
we equate the two expressions (r) and (2), remembering that (M 111) i t = .!VIC -1- m c, we sha:ll obtain an
identical equation. Camot's expression is important
for the estimation of losses due to the impact of parts
of machines.
In all the preceding expositions we have treated 1oblique
,
•
•
.
.
.
mpact.
the nnpmgmg masses as pomts which moved only m the
direction of the lines joining them. This simplifica~
tion is admissible when the centres of gravity and the
point of contact of the impinging masses lie in one
straight line, that is, in the case of so-called direct impact. The investigation of what is called oblique impact is somewhat more complicated, but presents no
especial interest in point of principle.
A question of a different character was treated by The centre
·
.
l .
. of percusW ALLIS. If· a b o d y rotate a b out an axis anc its motion sion.
be suddenly checked by the retention of one of its
points, the force of the percussion will vary with the
position (the distance from the axis) of the point arrested. The point at which the intensity of the impact
is greatest is called by Wallis the centre of pn•cttssi'on.

+
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If this point be checked, the axis will sustain no pressure. We have no occasion here to enter in detail
into these investigations ; they were extended and developed by Wallis's contemporaries and successors in
many ways.
ro. We will now briefly examine, before concluding
this section, an interesting application of the laws of
impact; namely, the determination of the velocities of
projectiles by the ballistt"c pendulum. A mass Missuspended by a weightless and massless
string (Fig. 165), so as to oscillate as a
pendulum. While in the position of
equilibrium it suddenly receives the horizontal velocity V. It ascends by virtue
of this velocity to an altitude It
(1- cos a)
v2 /'2 g, where l denotes the
111',Vlength of the pendulum, a the angle of
Fig. 165,
elongation, and g the acceleration of
gravity. As the relation T= 77:1/l/g: subsists between
the time of oscillation T and the quantities l, g, we
and by the
easily obtain V = (gT/77:)
use of a familiar trigonometrical formula, also
'}.
a
V :::._-gTsin ~r·

= (/)

=

112(r=cosa)",-

=

Itsformula.

7(

""'

If now the velocity Vis produced by a projectile of
the mass m which being hurled with a velocity 11 a11d
sinking in Mis arrested in its progress, so that whether
the impact is elastic or inelastic, in any case the two,
masses acquire after impact the common velocity TI", it
follows that mv = (M vi) V; or, if m be sufficiently
small compared with M, also 7.1 = (M/m) V; ·whence
finally
2 M
. a
7J = -- .
- trTs1n --·-··
7t
m....
· 2

+
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If it is not permissible to regard the ballistic pen- A difl'e~ent
.
d l
.
.
deduction.
du 1um as a simple pen u um, our reasonmg, m conformity with principles before employed, will take the
following shape. The projectile m with the velocity i1
has the momentum m v, which is diminished by the
pressure .P due to impact in a very short interval of
time T to m V. Here, then, m (v-V) = jJT, or, if V
compared with v is very small, m v = p -r. With Poncelet, we reject the assumption of anything like instantanem1s forces, which generate instanter velocities.
There are no instantaneous forces. What has been
called such are very great forces that produce perceptible velocities in very short intervals of time, but
which in other respects do not differ from forces that
act continuously. If the force active in impact cannot
be regarded as constant during its entire period of action, we have only to pnt in the place of the expression
p "t the expression p rl t. In other respects the reasoning is the same. ~
A force equal to that which destroys the momentum J!n1 ms
11
· 'l e, acts 111
· reaction
· on t 11e pen d u1um. If wotk
m and
of t11e proJecti
of the
f
.
.
f
l
h
l
pendulum.
.
we ta k e t h e 1me o pro3ect1011 o t 1e s ot, anc consequently also the line of the force, perpendicular to the
axis of the pendulum and at the distance b from it, the
moment of this force will be bp, the angular acceleration generated bp/:Zmr2, and the angular velocity produced in time T

f

·

cp =

/J , P T
~'7tlt~2

b J)l 'll

::::::.: "2,;1111-2"•

The vis viva which the pendulum has at the end of
time -r: is therefore
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The result,
the same.

By virtue of this vt:r viva, the pendulum performs
the excursion a, and its weight Mg, (a being the distance of the centre of gravity from the axis,) is lifted
the distance a (1 - cos a). The work performed here
is M ga (1-cos a), which is equal to the above-mentioned vis viva. Equating the two expressions we
readily obtain

v=

i/ 2Mga~mr2(l- COS<l')

;;t);·-····••.C··-········-·

and remembering that the time of oscillation is
~-11-ir2··

T= n:

'Jf(i;<i
l
. .,

and employing the 'trigonometrical reduction which
was resorted to immediately above, also
V
Interpretation of the
result.

=

2

111' tt T .
· /; l[ · Slll

7t1lt)

tJ.'
2

This formula is in every respect similar to that obtained for the simple case. The observations requisite
for the determination of v, are the n:rnss of the pendulum and the mass of the projectile, the distances of
the centre of gravity and point of percussion from the
axis, and the time and extent of oscillation. The forrn~
ula also clearly exhibits the dimensions of a velocity.
The expressions 2/7t and sin (a/2) are simple num~
bers, as are also M /m and a/b, where both numerators
and denominators are expressed in units of the sam.e
kind. But the factor g T has the dimensions 11-1, and
is consequently a velocity. The ballistic pendulum
was invented by ROBINS and described by him at length
in a treatise entitled New .Principles of Gunnery, pub"'
lished in I 742.
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v.
D' ALEMBERT'S PRINCIPLE.
I. One of the most important principles for the I-Iisto1:y of
,
•
•
the pnnrap1d and convenient solut10n of the problems of me- cipJe,
chanics is the prz'nciple of D'Alembert. The researches
concerning the centre of oscillation on which almost all
prominent contemporaries and successors of Huygens
had employed themselves, led directly to a series of
simple observations which D' ALEMBERT ultimately generalised and embodied in the principle which goes by
his name. We will first cast a glance at these preliminary performances. They were almost without exception evoked by the desire to replace the deduction of
Huygens, which did not appear sufficiently obvious, by
one that was more convincing. Although this desire was
founded, as we have already seen, on a miscomprehension due to historical circumstances, we have, of
course, no occasion to regret the new points of view
which were thus reached.
2. The first in importance of the founders of the James Ber·
h
·
' nottlli's
t eory of t h e centre of osc1'11 ation,
af ter H uygens, IS
fi~~~·~~~i e
1
JAMES BERNOULLI, who sought as early as I686 to ex- theory of
•
the centre
plam the compound pendulum by the lever. He ar- o.f oscilla. d, h owever, at resu1ts wh1c
· h not on1y were ob scure tlon.
nve
but also were at variance with the conceptions of Huygens. The errors of Bernoulli were animadverted on
by the Marquis de L'HoPITAL in the Journal de Rotterdam, in 1690. The consideration of velocities acquired
in z'nflnz'tely small intervals of time in place of velocities
acquired infinite times-a consideration which the lastnamed mathematician suggested-led to the removal
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of the main difficulties that beset this problem ; and' in

.1691, in the Acta Eruditorum, and, later, in 1703, in the

P.roceedings of the Paris Academy James Bernoulli corrected his error and presented his results in a final and
complete form. We shall here reproduce the essential
points of his final deduction.
James BerA horizontal, massless bar AB (Fig. r66) is free to
noulli's de.
duction of rotate about A; and at· the distances r, r' from A the
the law of
.
•
the commasses m,m' are attached. The accelerations w1th which
pound pen.
dulumfrom
these masses as tlttts connected
the princi_tn'r'
~
r~;e~~the
"A will fall must be different from
--the accelerations which they
would
assume if their connecFig. x66.
tions were severed and they fell
freely. There will be one point and one only, at the
distance x, as yet unknown, from A which will fall
with the same acceleration as it would have if it were
free, that is, with the acceleration g. This point is
termed the centre of oscillation.
If m and. m' were to be attracted to the earth, not
proportionally to their masses, but m so as to fall when
free with the acceleration <p =gr/x and 1n' with the
acceleration rp' =gr' /x, that is to say, if the natztral
accelerations of the masses· were proportional to their
distances from A, these masses would not interfere with
one another when connected. In reality, however, m
sustains, in consequence of the connection, an upward
component acceleration g - <p, and m' receives in virtue
of the same fact a downward component acceleration
<p' - g; that is to say, the former suffers an upward
force of m(g-<p)=g(x-r/x)m and the latter a
downward force of m' (rp' -g) = g (r' - x/x) m'.
Since, however, the masses exert what influence
they have on each other solely through the medium of

Jjt;:
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the lever by which they are joined, the upward force The 1.aw,of
the d1striupon the one and the downward force upon the other bution of
•
.
the effects
must satisfy the law of the lever. If m m conse- of the im· b emg
·
' l1 t l1e 1ever is
· l1e ld pressed
quence of ltS
connecte d wit
forces, in
.
h.
l
.
Id
mes Ber·
b ac k b y a f orce If rom t 11e mot10n w ic 11t wou ta lre, Ja
nou!li's ex'£
f
.
'11
1
l
1
1
ample.
i ree, it w1 a so exert t 1e same force f on t 1e everarm r by reaction. It is this reaction pull alone that
can be transferred to m' and be balanced there by a
pressure/'= (1-/r')/, and is therefore equivalent to the
latter pressure. There subsists, therefore, agreeably
to what has been above said, the relation g c;:1:.__-x-;x)
111' = r/r'. g(x -1)x) m or, (x- r) m1· = (r' - .:r) m'r',
from which we obtain x = (mr2
m'r'2)/(mr
m'r'),
exactly as Huygens found it. The generalisation of
this reasoning, for any number of masses, which need
not lie in a single straight line, is obvious.
3. JOHN BEHNOULLI (in x7x2) attacked in a dif£erent1:hepl'ip1
manner the problem of the centre of oscillation. His }~11 1~ ~~r.
.
•
noulli'sso·
performances are easiest consulted m his Collected lntion of
theproblem
Works (Opera,, Lausanne and Geneva, I 762, Vols. II of the cen;
.
.
d
.
l
l
.
tre of osc1lan d Iv) . W e sl1a11 examme m eta11 lere t 1e mam lation,
ideas of this physicist. Bernoulli reaches his goal by
conceiving the masses andforces separated.
First, let us consider two simple pendulums of dif- The first
.
• step in John
ferent lengths !, !' whose bobs are affected with grav1~ Bernoulli's
.
1
1
:
.
1
h
1
l
f
l
tat10na acce erations proportiona to t e engt 1s o t 1e, deduction.
pendulums, that is, 'let us put l/l' =g/K'· As the time
of oscillation of a pendulum is T= nV' l/g, it follows
that the times of oscillation of these pendulums will be
the same. Doubling the length of a pendulum, accordingly, while at the same time doubling the acceleration of gravity does not alter the period of oscillation.
Second, though we cannot directly alter the accel~

+

+
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eration of gravity at any one spot on the earth, we
.
11y to t l.
.
.
can d o wl1at amounts virtua
11s. Tl1us, imagme
•
a straight massless bar of length 2ti, free to rotate about
its middle point; and attach to the one extremity of it the mass m and to the other the
mass m'. Then the total mass is m
111 at
the distance a from the axis. But the force
which acts on it is (m - m') g, and the acg.
celeration, consequently, (11t-=ni'
Fig. 167. Hence, to :find the length of the simple pendulum, having the ordinary acceleration of
gravity g, which is isochronous with the present pendulum of the length a, we put, employing the preceding theorem,

+

1

/in-+-m')

l
m+m
--=
or l =a
··--a m-m
m-1n'
m.-+·-;1?g

The third
step, or the
determination of the
centre of
gyration.

Thi'rd, we imagine a simple pendulum of length I
. h h
· extremity.
·
Tl1e we1g
• l1t o f m
wit
t e mass m at its
•
.
produces, by the prmc1ple of the lever, the same ac ..
·
ce1erat10n
as h a If th'is force at a d'istance 2 from t h e
point of suspension. Half the mass m placed at the
distance 2, therefore, would suffer by the action of the
force impressed at I the same acceleration, and a fourth
of the mass m would suffer double the acceleration; so
that a simple pendulum of the length 2 having the original force at distance I from the point of suspension
and one-fourth the original mass at its extremity would
be isochronous with the original one. Generalising
this reasoning, it is evident that we may transfer any
force j acting on a compound pendulum at any distance r, to the distance I by making its value -rj, and
any and every mass placed at the distance r to the
distance 1 by making its value r2m, without changing
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the time of oscillation of the pendulum. If a force f
act on a lever-arm a (Fig. I68) while at the distance r
from the axis a mass m is attached, f will be equivalent to a force af/r impressed on
m and will impart to it the linear
acceleration af/mr and the angular acceleration af/mr2. Hence,
to find the angular acceleration
Fig, I68.
of a compound pendulum, we
divide the sum of the statical moments by the sum of
the moments of bzertz'a.
BROOK TAYLOR, an Englishman,* also developed There. ic
. l ea, on su b stantia
. lly t l:ie same prmc1p
. . l es, b ut sea1·chesof
t h 1s
Brook Tay·
quite independently of John Bernoulli. His solution, !or.
however, was not published until some time later, in
r7r5, in his work, Methodus Incremmtorum.
The above are the most important attempts to solve
the problem of the centre of oscillation. We shall see
that they contain the very same ideas that D' Alembert
enunciated in a generalised form.
4. On a system of pointsM, M', M" . ... connected Motion of a
. h one anoth er m
. any way, t t h e f orces p , P' , P" .... system
of ·
wit
points subJect to con•
•
•
are impressed. (Fig. r69.) These forces would im-straints.
part to the free points of the system certain determinate
motions. To the connected points, however, different
motions are usually imparted-motions which could
be produced by the forces W, W', W". . . . These
last are the motions which we shall study.
·
Conceive the force P resolved into Wand V, .the
force P' into 'VV' and V', and the force P" into W''
*Author of Taylor's theorem, and also of a remarkable work on perspec·
tive.-Trans,
't In precise technical language, they are subject to ccmstrat'nts, that is,
forces regarded as. infinite, which compel a certain relation belween their
motions.-Trans.
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and V", and so on. Since, owing to the connections,
·
onl y t l1e ·components TP"
,,, , ,,TT?'' , TV"
· . . . . are e ff ectrvc,
ciple.
therefore, the forces v; V', V" . ... must be equilibrated by the connections. We will call the forces P, P',
P" the impressed forces,
the forces TV', W', vV" . ... ,
which produce the actual motions, the effecti'l1e
forces, and the forces v;
V', V" '. ... the forces
gained and lost, or the
equilibrated forces.
We
Fig, 169.
perceive, thus, that if we
resolve the impressed forces into the effective forces
and the equilibrated forces, the latter form a system
balanced by the connections. This is the principle of
D'Alembert.. We have allowed ourselves, in its expo·
sition, only the unessential modification of putting
forces for the momenta generated by the forces. In this
form the principle was stated by D'ALEMBERT in his
Traite de dynanu'qzte, published in r743.
Various
As the system V, V', V". . . . is in equilib1-ittm, the
forms in
which the principle of virtual dfrpla.cements is applicable thereto.
principle
may be ex· This gives a second form of D'Alembert's principle.
pressed.
A third form is obtained as follows : The forces P, P' . ...
are the resultants of the components W, T-¥' . •.• and
V, V'. . . . If, therefore, we combine with the forces
W, W' .... and V, V' .... the forces -P, -P' ... . ,
equilibrium will obtain. The force-system -P, W, V
is in equilibrium. But the system Vis independently
in equilibrium. Therefore, also the system -P, 'fiVis
in equilibrium, or, what is the same thing, the system
P, - W is in equilibrium. Accordingly, if the effective
forces with opposite signs be joined to the impressed

Statement
of D'Alem·
b!'lrt's
prin-'
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forces, the two, owing to the connections, will balance.
The principle of virtual displacements may also be applied to the system P, - W. This LAGRANGE did in his
Mdcanique analyti'que, r788.
The fact that equilibrium subsists between the sys- An equ_iva..
. lent prmc1tem P and the system - friV, may be expressed m still ple employed by
another way. We may say that
Hermann
w_
and Euler.
.
.
t h e system "/i.V is equivalent to the
-P
~
system P. In this form HERMANN (Plwnmomia, 17r6) and
Fig. x70.
EULER (Comment. A cad. Pet rap.,
Old Series, Vol. VII, 1740) employed the principle.
It is substantially not different from that of D' Alembert.
5. We will now illustrate D' Alembert' s principle by
one or two examples.
On a massless wheel and axle with the radii R, r the Illustration
.
,
.. .
ofD'Alemloads P and Q are lmng, which are not m eqm111nmm. b!'Jrt's prin•
.
ctple by the
We resolve the force p 111 to (I) rfl'
motion of a
.
wheel and
(the force which would produce the
axle.
actual 1~1otion of the mass if this were
free) and (2) V, that is, we put
P= W+ Vand also Q =-=TV'+ V
it' being evident that we may here
disregard all motions that are not
in the vertical. We have, accordFig. r7r.
ingly, V=P- Wand V'=Q-W',
and, since the forces V, V are in equilibrium, also
V. R = V'. r. Substituting for V, V' in the last equation their values in the former, we get
1

;

1

(P- W)R = (Q- W') r . . . . . . . . . (1)

which may also be directly obtained by the employment of the second form of D'Alembert's principle.
From the conditions of the problem we readily perceive
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that we have here to deal with a uniformly accelerated
motion, and that all that is therefore necessary is to·
ascertain the acceleration. Adopting gravitation measure, we have the forces liV and W', which produce in
the masses P/g and Q/g the accelerations randy';
wherefore, W=(P/g)y and W'= (Q/g)y'. But we
also know that r'=-y(r/R). Accordingly, equation
(r) passes into the form

(P-ir)R=(

Q+~-_ir)r ......

(2)

whence the values ·of the two accelerations are obtained
PR-Qr
,
PR-Qr
r= PR2-+-Q.r2Rg, and r = - PR2-~:··Q.-r'irg.
Employment of the
!<leas statteal
mentmoand
moment of
inertia, to
obtain this
result.

These last determine the motion.
It will be seen at a glance that the same result can
. d by t h e employment of t 1:ie l'd eas o £ statica
• }
be obtame
d
£.
.
W
b
h'
h
moment an moment o mertia.
e get y t is met od
•
for the angular acceleration
PR- Qr
PR- Qr
q;-p
Q =pR2+Qr2.g;
--R2 +-r2
g

. g

and as y = R <p and y '= - r <p we re-obtain the preceding expressions.
When the masses and forces are given, the problem
of finding the motion of a system is determinate. Suppose, however, only the acceleration r is given with
which P moves, and that the problem is to find the loads
P and Q that produce this acceleration. We obtain
easily from equation ( 2) the result P = Q (R g r y)
r/(g- y) R 2 , that is, a relation between P and Q.
One of the two loads therefore is arbitrary. The prob-

+
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lem in this form is an z'ndetenninate one, and may be
solved in an infinite number of different ways.
The following may serve as a second example.
A weight P (Fig. x72) free to move on a vertical A second iJ.
lustration
straight line AB, is attached to a cord
of the prinA ciple.
passing over a pulley and carrying a
weight Q at the other end. The cord
makes with the line AB the variable
angle a. The motion of the present
case cannot be uniformly accelerated.
But if we consider only vertical moB
tions we can easily give for every
Fig. x7~.
value of a the momentary acceleration (y and y ') of P and Q. Proceeding exactly as
we did in the last case, we obtain
P=

also

w+

V,

Q= W'+ V'
V' cos a= V, or, since y'

(Q

=-

ycosa,

+ {?g cosar) cos a= P- pg y; whence
P- Q cos a

r= Q cos2a.+Pg
,
P- Qcosa
y = - Qcos2a pcosag.

+

Again the same result may be easily reached by the Solution of
. l moment and mo- also
this case
employment of t h e 1'd eas o£ statica
by the
.
d
•
£
Tl
£
ideas of
.
.
ment o£ inertia m a more genera1ise orm.
1e ol· statical mo·
. w1'11 ren der t h'1s c1ear. Th e f orce, or moment
meut andof
. re fl ex1on
1owing
· 1 moment, t}1at acts on p 1s
· p - Q cos a. But eralised.
inertia gen·
statica
the weight Q moves cos a times as fast as P; consequently its mass is to be taken cos za times. The acceleration which P receives, accordingly is,
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r = --P-

Qcosa

g cos2a + !_
g

g

P - Qcosa
= -·-····-··---··--g.

Qcos 2a

+p

In like manner the corresponding expression for y' may
be found.
The foregoing procedure rests on the simple remark, that not the circular path of the motion of the
masses is of consequence, but only the nlati've velocities or re!ati"zre displacements. This extension of the
concept moment of inertia may often be employed to
advantage.
Import and
6. Now that the application of D'Alemberfs princharacter
•
•
•
of D'Ale!Jl- ciple has been sufficiently illustrated, l twill not be d1ffibert's prm~
ciple.
: cult to obtain a clear idea of its significance. Problems
relating to the motion of connected points are here disposed of by recourse to experiences concerning the
mutual actions of connected bodies reached in the investigation of problems of equt"libdu111. Where the last
mentioned experiences do not sufnce, D'Alembert's
principle also can accomplish nothing, as the examples
adduced will amply indicate. We should, therefore,
carefully avoid the notion that D' Alembert's principle
is a general one which renders special experiences superfluous. Its conciseness and apparent simplicity are
wholly due to the fact that it refers us to experiences
already in our possession. Detailed knowledge of the
subject under 'consideration founded on exact and minute experience, cannot be dispensed with. This knowledge we must obtain either from the case presented,
by a direct investigation, or we must previously have
obtained it, in the investigation of some other subject,
and carry it with us to the problem in hand. We learn,
in fact, from D'Alembert's principle, as our examples
show, nothing that we could not also have learned by
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other methods. The principle fulfils in the solution
of problems, the office of a routine-form which, to a
certain extent, spares us the trouble of thinking out
each new case, by supplying directions for the employment of experiences before known and familiar to us.
The principle does not so much promote our insight
into the processes as it secures us a practical mastery of
them. The value of the principle is of an economical
character.
·
When we have solved a problem by D' Alembert's ':fhe reraprinciple, we may rest satisfied with the experiences g?~~~~-.
.
l
d
.
"l"b .
h
.
bert s pnn~reVIOUS y _ma e con~er~mg _eqm_1 rmm, t ~ apph~a- ~~h~~ t;ri~~e
tion of which the prmc1ple 1mphes. But 1£ we wish ciples o~
mechamcs.
clearly and t!zoroughly to apprehend the phenomenon,
that is, to rediscover in it the simplest mechanical elements with which we are familiar, we are obliged to
push our researches further, and to replace our experiences concerning equilibrium either by the Newtonian
or by the H uygenian conceptions, in some way similar
to that pursued on page 266. If we adopt the former
alternative, we shall mentally see the accelerated motions enacted which the mutual action of bodies on one
another produces ; if we adopt the second, we shall direct1y contemplate the work done, on which, in the
Huygenian conception, the vt's viva depends. The latter
point of view is particularly convenient if we employ
the principle of virtual displacements to express the
conditions of equilibrium of the system Vor P- W.
D' Alernbert's principle then asserts, that the sum of
the virtual moments of the system V, or of the system
P - W, is equal to zero. The elementary work of the
equilibrated forces, if we leave out of account the straining of the connections, is equal to zero. The total
work done, then, is performed solely by the system P,
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and the work performed bythe system Wmust, accordingly, be equal to the work done by the system P. All
the work that can possibly be done is due, neglecting
the strains of the connections, to the i"mpressed forces.
As will be seen, D' Alembert's principle in this form is
not essentially different from the principle of vis vlva.
FC!rm?fap7. In practical applications of the principle of
phcat1on of
. is
· convement
·
D'AlemD' Al emb ert it
to reso1ve every f orce p
bert's prin- .
•
ciple, and impressed on a mass m of the system mto the mutually
the result•
i!lgequaperpendicular components X, Y, Z parallel to the axes
bons of mo•
•
tion.
of a system of rectangular coordmates ; every effective
force W into corresponding components m~, mrJ, mC,,
where~' r;, C, denote accelerations in the directions of
the coordinates; and every displacement, in a similar
manner, into three displacements ox, oy, oz. As the
work done by each component force is effective only in
displacements parallel to the directions in which the
components act, the equilibrium of the system (P,-W)
is given by the equation
~~(X-mi;°)ax+

or

2 (Xox

(Y-m17)ay+ (Z-mC,)ozJ=O (1)

+ Yoy + Zoz) = ~m ( i;ox + r;oy + C,oz) .

. (2)

These two equations are the direct expression of the
proposition above enunciated respecting the possible
work of the impressed forces. If this work be= 0, the
particular case of equilibrium results. The principle
of virtual displacements flows as a special case from
this expression of D'Alembert's principle ; and this is
quite in conformity with reason~ since in the general
as well as in the particular case the experimental perception of the import of work is the sole thing of consequence.
Equation (r) gives the requisite equations of mo-
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tion; we have simply to express as many as possible
of the displacements ox, oy, oz by the others in terms
of their relations to the latter, and put the coefficients
of the remaining arbitrary displacements
O, as was
illustrated in our applications of the principle of virtual displacements.
The solution of a very few problems by D'Alem- c_onve· · 1e w1"11 su ffi ce to impress
·
. h a f ull mence
and
us w1t
utility of
b ert 's prmc1p
I t w1"11 a 1so give
. us t h e con- bert's
D' Alem. convenience.
.
s ense of its
t>rin-

=

viction that it is possible, in every case in which it may ciple.
be found necessary, to solve directly and with perfect
insight the very same problem by a consideration of
elementary mechanical processes, and to arrive thereby
at exactly the same results. Our conviction of the
feasibz"lity of this operation renders the performance of
it, in cases in which purely practical ends are in view,
unnecessary.
VI.

THE PRINCIPLE OF VIS VIVA.

J. The principle of vis viva, as we know, was first fbe or?gmal, b1storemployed by HUYGENS. JOHN and DANIEL BERNOULLI ical fopnof
•
•
the pnnhad simply to provide for a greater generality of eX-ciple.
pression ; they added little. If p, p', p" . ... are weights,
ni, ni', m'' . ... their respective masses, h, h', h" . ... the
distances of descent of the free or connected masses,
and v, v', v" . ... the velocities acquired, the relation
obtains

~ph =t~mzi 2 •

If the initial velocities are not = 0, but are vo' v0 ' ,
v " . · • • • , the theorem will refer to the increment of the
0
vis· zliva by the work .and read
~ph

=

t~m

(v2-

zi 0 2).
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Theprinci-

The principle still remains applicable when j> • .•.
.
not weights> but any constant forces, and Ii • ••
,
.
not the vertical spaces fallen through, but any paths m
the lines of the forces. If the forces considered are
variable, the expressions j> h, j' Ji' . ••. must be replaced
by the expressions jP tis,
ds' . .•. , in which j> denotes the variable forces and ds the elements of distance described in the lines of the forces. Then

ple applied
to fot·ces of are,
any k 1ncl.

Ji>'

or
The prtncipleillu11tt·atad by
the motion
of a wheel
andn:xle.

fp ds +... j p' ds' + . . . = ~· ::.8 m (
~Jp d s = ~·Am ( v2 - 11,/•) • . .

....

712 -

110 2)

. . . . . . ( 1)

2. In illustration of the principle of vt's idva we
•
shall first consider the simple problem wluch we treated
·
1
by the pril1ciple of D Alembert. On
..
a wheel and axle with the radn R, t
hang the weights P, Q. When this
machine is set in motion, work is performed by which the acquired 7.!t's viva
is fully determined. For a rotation of
the machine through the angle a, the
p
7.f/<Jrk is
Fig. 173.

P. Ra- Q. nx = a(PR- Qr).

Calling the angular velocity which
corresponds to this angle of rotation, q;, the vis viva
generated will be

~ (J} f)~
6

""

+ ~ C!-;fY. = g~; (PR2 + Qr2).
6

kl

""'o

Consequently, the equation obtains
a(PR -

Qr)=

~i (PR2

+ Q1·2)

. . . . . (1)

Now the motion of this case is a uniformly accelerated
motion j consequently, the same relatior;i. obtains here
between the angle a, the angular velocity <p, and the
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angular acceleration 1/J, as obtains in free descent between s, 'll, g. If in free descent s = 'l/2 /2 g-, then here
a= cp2 /21/J.
Introducing this value of a in equation (I), we get
for the angular acceleration of P, t/; = (PR - Qr/
P R2
Qr2)g, and, consequently, for its absolute acceleration y = (PR"- Qr/ pR_2-+--Q/!.) Rg, exactly as
in the previous treatment of the problem.
As a second example let us consider the case of a A r!Jlling
. d er of ra d"ms r, m
. the surface .of wh1c
. h , an
cy)mder on
mass1ess cy1m
inclined
diametrically opposite each other, are fixed two equal plane.
masses m, and which in consequence of the weight of

+

Fig. 174.

Fig, 175.

these masses rolls without sliding down an inclined
plane of the elevation a. First, we must convince ourselves, that in order to represent the total vi's viva of
the system we have simply to sum up the vis vz'va of
the motions of rotation and progression. The axis of
the cylinder has acquired, we will say, the velocity it
in the direction of the length of the inclined plane, and
we will denote by v the absolute velocity of rotation of
the surface of the cylinder. The velocities of rotation v
of the two masses m make with the velocity of progression u the angles () and 8 (Fig. I75), where fJ
= i8o0 • The compound velocities w and z satisfy
therefore the equations
w2 =u2
v2-2uvcos8
z2 =112
v2-2uvcos8'.
1

+
+

+ (:)'
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But since cos fJ = - cos()', it follows that
-zv2-J-z2=2zt2+2v2, or,
tmw 2 tmz2 =~m2u2
!m2v2 =mu2
mv2.
If the cylinder moves through the angle <p, m describes
in consequence of the rotation the space ?· (p, and the
axis of the cylinder is likewise displaced a distance np.
As the spaces traversed are to each other, so also
are the velocities v and u, which therefore are equal.
The total vis viva may accordingly be expressed by
2 mit 2 • !£ l is the distance the cylinder travels along
the length of the inclined plane, the work done is
2mg. lsina = 2mu2; whence u = 1/g7-:Sl.ii.(x. If we
compare with this result the velocity acquired by a body
in sliding down an inclined plane, namely, the velocity
v2gt sin a~ it will be observed that the contrivance we
are here considering moves with only one-half the acceleration of descent that (friction neglecte'-1) a sliding
body would under the same circumstances. The reasoning of this case is not altered if the mass be uniformly distributed over the entire surface of the cylinder. Similar considerations are applicable to the case
of a sphere rolling down an inclined plane. It will be
seen, therefore, that Galileo's experiment on falling
bodies is in need of a quantitative correction.
A modificaNext, let us distribute the mass m uniformly over
tion of the
preceding the surface of a cylinder of radius R, which is coaxal
case,
with and rigidly joined to a massless cylinder of radius
r, and let the latter roll down the inclined plane. Since
here v/u = R/r, the principle of vis vz'va gives mg!
sin a= fm u2 (1
R2 /r2), whence

The law of

motion of

such a
cylinder.

+

+

+

+

U=

J

2glsi~~.
R2

1+?"2
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For R/r = I the acceleration of descent assumes its
previous value g/2. For very large values of R/r the
acceleration of descent is very small. When R/r = oo
it will be impossible for the machine to roll down the
inclined plane at alL
As a third example, we will consider the case of a The motion
. wh ose tota11engt l1 is
. l, an d wh"ich l'1es partly on of
a chain
ch am,
orl: an in·
a horizontal plane and partly on a plane having the ~l~~e~
angle of elevation a. If we imagine the surface on
which the chain
c=n iT1
rests to be very
smooth, any very
small portion of
the chain left hangFig. I76.
ing over on the inclined plane will draw the remainder after it. If fl is
the mass of unit of length of the chain and 'a portion x
is hanging over, the principle of 'Vis viva will give for
the velocity v acquired the equation

- ...

µ 17.,2

"::r·

.

= µxg 2 sma = flg
~~

x2

.

:r sma,

or v = x 1/g sin a/l. In the present case, therefore,
the velocity acquired is proportional to the space described. The very law holds that Galileo first conjectured was the law of freely falling bodies. The
same reflexions, accordingly, are admissible here as at
page 248.
3. Equation (r), the equation of zJis viva, can always Extension
·
l)0 d ies,
· of
the pdn·
b e emp 1oye d, to so1ve pro·bl ems o f movmg
ciple of vz'.r
when the total distance traversed and the force that vz'va.
acts in each element of the distance are known. It was
disclosed, however, by the labors of Euler, Daniel Bernoulli, and Lagrange, that cases occur in which the
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principle of vis vz'va can be employed without a knowl,
edge of the ctctual pat!t of the motion. We shall see
later on that Clairaut also rendered important services
in this field.
Tho re·
Galileo, even, knew that the velocity of a heavy
senrches of
.
Ruler.
fallmg body depended solely on the vertical he£glit descended through, and not on the length or fonn of the
path traversed. Similarly, Huygens finds that the vis
·vi11ci of a heavy material system is dependent on the
11t rtical lie(zltts of the masses of
the system. Euler was able to
make a further step in advance.
If a body K (Fig. 177) is at·
tractcd towards a :fixed centre
C in obedience to some given
law, the increase of the 'l!is i1z'va
in the case of rectilinear approach is calculable from the
initial and terminal distances
(r0 , r,). But the increase is the
Fig. x77.
same, if K passes at all from the
position r 0 to the position r,, independently of the
form tif its pat!t, KB. For the elements of the work
done must be calculated from the projections on the
radius of the actual clisplacem.ents, and are thus ultimately the same as before.
Tim re·
If K is attracted towards several fixed centres C,
IHHU'chcis Clf
I
II
l .
f .
. . d
d
tl
1Jnnie1l ll«r· C , C .... , t 1e mcrease o its 7'tS vn1a epen son ie
noulli
111\!l • • • 1 l'
'
''
d
1
t
.
Lngrnugu, m1tla c istances r 0 , r 0 , 1·0 • • • • an
on t 1e erm111a1
11
distances r,, r,', r, • • • • , that is on the initial and termhrnl positions of K. Daniel Bernoulli extended this
idea, and showed further that where movable bodies
are in a state of mutttal attraction the change of vis vt'va
determined solely by their initial and terminal dis1

is
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tances from one another. The analytical treatment of
these problems was perfected by Lagrange. If we join
a point having the coordinates a, b, c with a point having the coordinates x, y, z, and denote by r the length
, of the line of junction and by a, f3, y the angles that
line makes with the axes of x, y, z, then, according to
Lagrange, because
r2 = (x - a)2
(y - b)2 + (z - c)2,

+

COSIX=

.~:

- a dr
.
1
b dr
··-, cosl:J=-'
--,
r =·dx
,.
r--- = dy
z-c dr
cosy=
=dz'
r

Accordingly, if /(r)
•

1

-

= ~~(~2
is the repulsive force,
t'
(t

.

or The force

.

compo·
nents, par·

the negative of the attractive force actmg between the tial differ·
.
.
ential coef·
two pomts, the components will be
ftcientsof
the same
dr
d F(1·)
function of
x = J (r) cos a = d F('r)
- -- .. = ---- -----,
~~~~~1d r d.~
dx

Y = f(r) cos j:J

= ~ji'~~2
'.~ 1 • = ~-!!~~)
tfr d)I
tfy '

z = J (r) cos r = ~ .f!~j
~ 1.' = ~]'!~~~).
dr tlz
dz
The force-components, therefore, are the partial
differential coefficients of one and tlze same function of
r, or of the coordinates of the repelling or attracting
points. Similarly, if several points are in mutual ac·
tion, the result will be
dU
.X= --tl~"C

dU
Y=·---dy

2

dU

= 7zz'
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The forcefunction.

where U is a function of the coordinates of the points.
This function was subsequently called by Hamilton*
the force-jtt;nction.
Transforming, by means of the conceptions here
reached, and under the suppositions given, equation
(r) into a form applicable to rectangular coordinates,
we obtain
:2 j(Xdx
Ydy
Zdz) = :2tnz (z12- z10 2) or,
since the expression to the left is a complete differential,

+

f

:2

+

(ft!_'!_
d x+ ~_u dJ! + ~f! d z) =
dx
dy
dz

:2 du= :2 ( U'.,.- D'o) = ~~1/l ('ZJ2 - 7102),
where ut is a function of the terminal values and D'o
the same function of the initial values of the coordinates. This equation has received extensive applications, but it simply expresses the knowledge that under
the conditions designated the work done and therefore
also the vis viva of a system is dependent on the pos£tz'ons, or the coordinates, of the bodies constituting it.
If we imagine all masses fixed and only a single
one in motion, the work changes only as U changes.
The equation U = constant defines a so-called level
surface, or surface of equal work. Movement upon
such a surface produces no work. U increases in the
direction in which the forces tend to move the bodies.
VII.

THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAST CONSTRAINT.
I. GAUSS enunciated (in Crelle'sJozmzalfi'i.r .klathemati'k, Vol. IV, 1829, p. 233) a new law of mechanics,
the principle of least constrat'nt. He observes, that, in

* On a General Metltod t'n ])ynMnics, Pltt'l, Trans, for r834.

r. Jacobi,

Tl'od11s1mpn iJber Dyna1t1U:, edited by Clebsch, I866,

See also C. G.
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the form which mechanics has histqrically assumed, dy- History o.t
. is
. f ounde d upon statics,
.
pdnc1nam1cs
(f or examp1e, D'Al em- the
ple of l~ast
.
.
l
h
.
.
l
f
.
l
d'
l
constramt.
bert's prmc1p e on t e prmc1p e o v1rtua rnp acements,) whereas one naturally would expect that in
the highest stage of the science statics would appear
as a particular case of dynamics. Now, the principle
which Gauss supplied, and which we shall discuss in
this section, includes both dynamical and statical cases.
It meets, therefore, the requirements of scientific and
logical resthetics. We have already pointed out that this
is also true of D' Alembert's principle in its Lagrangian
form and the mode of expression above adopted.
No essentially new jrn,'nczple, Gauss remarks, can now be
established in mechanics ; but this does not exclude
the discovery of ne1e1 pot'nts of vz'ew, from which mechanical phenomena may be fruitfully contemplated. Such
a new point of view is afforded by the principle of
Gauss. ·
2. Let m, m, .... be masses, connected in any man- Stateme1\t
•
•,
of the pnu·
ner with one another. These masses, nfne, would, under ciple.
the action of the forces im'/l
pressed on them, describe in a
very short element of time the
ba
spaces a b, a, b, . ... ; but in a
(
consequence of their connec- ,,,~m
c
c•
tz'ons they describe in the same
Fig. 178.
· element of time the spaces a c,
a, c, .... Now, Gauss's principle asserts, that the motion of the connected points is such that, for tlu· motion
actttally taken, the sum of the products of the mass of
each material particle into the square of the distance of
its deviation from the position it would have reached if
free, namely m(bc)2
m, (b,c,)2
:::= ::8 m(bc)2, is
a mlnt'mttm, that is, is smaller for the actual motion

+

+ ....
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Definition
of" constraint."
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than for any other conceivable motion z'n t/ze same connectitms. If this sum, 23 m(b c) 2 , is less for rest than
for any motion, equilibrium will obtain. The principle
includes, thus, both statical and dynamical cases.
The sum :2 m(b c) 2 is called the "constraint."* In
forming this sum it is plain that the velocities present
in the system may be neglected, as the relative positions of a, b, t' are not altered by them.
3. The new principle is equivalent to that of
D'Alembert; it may be used in place of the latter; and,
as Gauss has shown, can also be deduced from it. The
impressed forces carry the free mass m in an element of
time through the space er, b, the effedive forces carry the
same mass in the same time in consequence of the connections through the space cic. We resolve er. b into a c
and c b; and do the same for all the
masses. It is thus evident that
forces corresponding to · the distances c b, c, b, . . . . and proportional to tncb, m,c,b, ... , do not,
Fig. 179.
owing to the connections, become
effective, but form with the connections an equilibrating system. If, therefore, we erect at the terminal positions c, c,, c,, .... the virtual displacements c y, c, y, ... .,
forming with cb, c, b, .... the angles
we may
apply, since by D'Alembert's principle forces proportion al to t1l C b, flt I C I bI " . , are here in eq ttilibri UID I the
principle of virtual velocities. Doing so, we shall have

e, e, ....

* Professor Mach's term is Al11uekltungss1mtme. The AbwelcltUn!f is the
decllnation or departure from free motion, called by Gauss the Ablenkung.
(See DUhring, Prindj>ien dcr ll1'ec/urnlk, §§ 168, l6g; Routh, Rigid Dy11amics,
Part I, §§ 390-39+.) The quantity }.; Ill (b c):i is called by Gauss the Zwanr; and
German mathematicians usually follow this practice. In English, the term
constraint is established in this sense, although it is also used with another.
hardly quantitative meaning, for the force which restricts a body absolutely
to moving in a certain way.-Trans.
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(1) The deduc·
.:Bmcb.cycosB<:O . . . . . . . . . . .
tion of the
principle
But
of least
constraint.
(by)2 = (bc)2
(cy)2 - 2bc. cy cos{},
(by)2 - (bc)2 = (cy)2 -2bc. cycos&, and
:2 m (b y)2-:2m (b c)2='2 m (cy)2-2:2 m b c. cycos fl (2)

+

Accordingly, since by (r) the second member of
the right-hand side of (2) can only be = 0 or negative,
that is to say, as the sum :2 m(c y) 2 can never be diminished by the subtraction, but only increased, therefore
the left~lrnnd side of (2) must also always be positive
and consequently :2 m(b y) 2 al ways greater than J8 m
(/Jt) 2 , which is to say, every conceivable constraint
from unhindered motion is greater than the constraint
for the actual motion.
4. The declination, b c, for the very small element Variou.s
.
,
forms rn
of time 'l', may, for purposes of practical treatment, be w11icJ1 the
0 1
designated by s, and following Scheffler (Schlomilch's ii~!~ ~~ :x.
Zet'tsclzrift ft'lr Jl;Icttliematik und Pltvsik, r858, Vol. III, pressed.
p. r97), we may remark that s
y't 2 /2, where y denotes acceleration. Consequently, ::S ms 2 may also be
expressed in the forms

=

::Em. s. s

=

T2
•

·>.-::Sm y. s
""

=

r2

,y- :2 p. s

...i

=

r4

.F

~

::Sm y2,

where p denotes the force that produces the declination
from free motion. As the constant factor in no wise
affects the minimum condition, we may say, the actual
motion is always such that
::& nz. s2 .
(1)
or
:2ps.
(2)
or
'2my2
(3)
is a minimum.
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The motion
of a wheel
and axle.

5. We will first employ, in our illustrations, the
•
.
third form. Here agam, as our :first example, we select the motion of ,a wheel and axle b,y
the overweight of one of its parts
and shall use the designations above
frequently employed. Our problem
is, to so determine the actual accelerations r of p and y, of Q, that
(P/g) (g - y)2
(Q/g) (g _ y,)2
shall
be
a
minimum,
or, since y, =
Fig. l8o.
- y (r/R), so that P (g - y)2
Q(g
y.r/R) 2 = N shall assume its smallest value.
Putting, to this end,

+

+

+

:i=-P(g-y)+ Q(g+ ri) ~-=0,
we get r =(PR- Qr/PR2 + ([r2) Rg, exactly as in

Descent on
an inclined
plane.

the previous treatments of the problem.
As our second example, the motion of descent on
• 1·me d p1ane may b e ta k en. I n t 111s
• case we s}1a11
an me
employ the :first form, :2 ms 2.
Since we have here only to
deal with one mass, our inquiry will be directed to :finding that acceleration of descent r for the plane 'by
Fig. 181.
which the square of the declination (s2) is made a minimum. By Fig. 181 we
have

s2

= (/:;

)2 + (r~ )2- ~ (g:;.. r; )sin a,
2

2

.

and putting d(s 2)/dy = 0, we obtain, omitting all
constant factors, 2 y- 2g sin a= 0 or y =g. sin a, the
familiar result of Galileo's researches.
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The following example will show that Gauss's prin- A c~s.e of
. 1ea1so em braces cases of eqm'l'b
.
0 n t11e arms rlum.
equ1hb·
c1p
1 num.
a, a' of a lever (Fig. r82) are hung the heavy masses
m, m'. The principle requires that 1n(g-y) 2
m'(g-y')2 shall be a minimum. But y' = - y(a'/a).
Further, if the masses are in4
versely proportional to the
LS a'
lengths of the lever-arms, that
is to say, if tll/m' = a'/a, then
Fig. rB~.
y' = - y (m/m').
Consequently, m (g - y) 2
m'(g
y. m/m')2 = N must
be made a minim um. Putting d N/tl y = O, we get
m (I
m/m')y = 0 or y = 0. Accordingly, in this case
equilz'bn'ztrn presents the least constraint from free motion.
Every new cause of constraint, or restriction upon New oauaea
,
.
.
of con·
t h e f ree d om of motion,
mcreases
t l1e quantity
of con- straint
in·
.
b
l
.
.
l
l
l
'bl
crease the
stramt, ut t 1e mcrease is a ways t 1e east poss1 e. departute
,
from free
If two or more systems be connected, the motion of motion.
least constraint from the motions of the unconnected
systems is the actual motion.
If, for example, we join together several simple
pendulums so as to form a compound linear pendulum,
the latter will oscillate with the motion
of least constraint from the motion of the
single pendulums. The simple pendulum,'
for any excursion a, receives, in the direction of its path, the acceleration g
sin a. Denoting, therefore, by y sin a the
acceleration corresponding to this excurFig. 183.
sion at the axial distance I on the compound pendulum, ~m(gsina- rysina)2 or :2m(gry)2 will be the quantity to be made a minimum. Consequently, ~m(g- ry)r = O, and y=g("2m1·/~mr2).

+

mO

6

"''

+

+

+
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The problem is thus disposed of in the simplest manner. But this simple solution is possible only because
the experiences that Huygens, the Bernoullis, and others long before collected, are implicitly contained m
Gauss's principle.
Illustra6. The increase of the quantity of constraint, or
tions of the d
. .
f rom f ree mot10n
,
b y new causes o f conpreceding
ec1mat10n,
statement. stramt
•
b
1
'b'
d
b
h
· examp1es.
may e ex 11 1te y t e f o11 owmg
Over two stationary pulleys A, B, and beneath a
movable pulley C (Fig. 184), a cord is passed, each

Fig. 184.

Fig. 185.

extremity of which is weighted with a load P; and on
Ca load 2P p is placed. The movable pulley will
now descend with the acceleration (p /4.P--F}) g. But
if we make the pulley A fast, we impose upon the
system a new cause of constraint, and the quantity of
constraint, or declination, from free motion will be increased. The load suspended fiom B, since it now
moves with double the velocity, must be reckoned as
possessing four times its original mass. The movable pulley .accordingly sinks with the acceleration
(p /6P P) g. A simple calculation will show that the
constraint in the latter case is greater than in the former.

+

+
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A number, n, of equal weights, p, lying on a smooth
horizontal surface, are attached to n small movable
pulleys through which a cord is drawn in the manner
indicated in the figure and loaded at its free extremity
with p. According as all the pulleys are vzo·vable or all
except one are fixed, we obtain for the motive weight p,
allowing for the relative velocities of the maE:ses as referred top, respectively, the accelerations (4n/r+41i)g
and (4/5) g. If all then+ I masses are movable, the
deviation assumes the value p g / 4 n + !, which increases
as n, the number of the movable masses, is decreased.

~l

Q
Fig. 186,

7. Imagine a body of weight Q, movable on rollers Treatment
·
1 surf ace, an·d l1avmg
·
· 1'me d p 1ane chanical
of a me·
on a 11onzonta
an me
l'
d
f
b
cl
f
.
l
.
problem by
.
.
ace a o y o we1g 1t P is diflereut
f ace. 0 n t111s me me
.
. , .
l
> 'll
mechanical
p 1ace d . W e now perceive znstzncttrHly t 1at J w1 de- principles.
scend with qiticker acceleration when Q is movable
and can give way, than it will when Q is fixed and P's
descent more hindered. To any distance of descent /z
of Pa horizontal velocity v and a vertical velocity it of
P an:d a horizontal velocity w of Q correspond. Owing
to the conservation of the quantity of horizontal motion, (for here only internal forces act,) we have P11 =
Qw, and for obvious geometrical reasons (Fig. 186)
also
u = (11
w) tan t-X
The velocities, consequently, are

+

i t = lt
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v= p%~-Qcota. u,

First, by the
principles
of the conservation of
momentum
and of vz"s

w

vi"ua,

p

= p + Qcot a. u.

For the work Plz performed, the principle of vis

·viva gives

p u2

p (

Pit=------+
g 2
g

Q

-_ - -- cot a
P+ Q

J2 --+
u2
2

~( p~-Qcota)2 ~~.
Multiplying by~, we obtain
git= ( 1

Q

cos2

a) u-~2

+ J'-+ -Q sin2 <l'

•

To find the 'ZJertical acceleration y witli which the
space h is described, be it noted that It
u2 /2 y. Introducing this value in the last equation, we get

=

=

r

(P

+ Q) sin2a

= -Psin2-a-+-<r ·g.

For Q
ct:J, y =gsin 2 a, the same as on a stationary inclined plane. For Q = 0, y
g, as in free
descent. For finite values of Q
·mP, we get,
.
l+m
smce -- 2 ----> 1
sin a
m
'
(1
m) sin2a
.
r = --;-- ----·. g """-:.
gsm 2 a.
m
sm2a
...-

=

+

+

=

+

The making of Q stationary, being a newly imposed
cause of constraint, accordingly t'ncreases the quantity
of constraint, or declination, from free motion.
To obtain y, in this case, we have employed the
principle of the conservation of momentum and the
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principle of vis viva. Employing Gauss's principle, secon?, by
• .
the prmwe should proceed as follows. To the velocities de- ciple of
~
d Gauss.
.
note d as u, 11, wt1rn acce1erat10ns y, u, e correspon .
Remarking that in the free state the only acceleration
is the vertical acceleration of P, the others vanishing,
the procedure required is, to make

-!._ (O'-y)2

+!:

0 2 +ge2 =N
g o
g
K
a mm1mum. As the problem possesses significance
only when the bodies P and Q touch, that is only when
y = (o
e) tan a, therefore, also

+

N

= pg

[g- (

o+ e) tan a] +!_g 02 + g_g
2

e2.

Forming the differential coefficients of this expression
with respect to the two remaining independent variables o and s, and putting each equal to zero, we obtain
- [g - ( o e) tan a] P tan a
Po = 0 and
- [g-(o
e) tan a] Ptana
Qe =::: 0.
From these two equations follows immediately
Po - Q e = O, and, ultimately, the same value for y
that we obtained before.
We will now look at this problem from another
point of view. The body P describes at an angle /3
with the horizon the space s, of which the horizontal
and vertical components are v and u, while simultaneously Q describes the horizontal distance w. The
force-component that acts in the direction of sis Psin f3,
consequently the acceleration in this direction, allowing for the relative velocities of P and Q, is
P. sinf:J

+
+

+
+

~+1Wr
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Third, by
thc extended concept of moment of inertia.
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Employing the following equations which are di.
rectly deducible,
Qw=Pz1
v = scosf3
u = v tan /:J.
the acceleration in the direction of s becomes
Q sinf:J
-<r~1~ J> c.0;;2µ g

and the vertical acceleration corresponding thereto is

r

Q sin 2 f:J

= "Q-+"l)cos2)3 · g,

an expression, which as soon as we introduce by means
of the equation 11 = (11
w) tan et, the angle-functions of a for those of /:J, again assumes the form above
given. By means of our extended conception of moment of inertia we reach, accordingly, the same result
as before.
F?urth, b,Y
Finally we will deal with this problem in a direct
direct pnn·
ciples.
manner. The body P does not descend on the movable inclined plane with the vertical acceleration g, with
which it would fall if free, but with a different vertical
acceleration, y. It sustains, therefore, a vertical counterforce (P /g) (g- y). But as P and Q, friction
neglected, can only act on each other by means of a
pressure S, normal to the inclined plane, therefore

+

p
- (g-y)

g

= Scosa and

S sin a = _(]

g

From this is obtained
p
·-- (<T- y)
g 6

E

= pg o.

=-gQ ECOt a '
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and by means of the equation y = (c)
mately, as before,

36x

+ e) tan a, ulti-

(P+ Q)sin2a

y - ··-····--·-----·---g
- Psin2a+ Q ·
Qsinacosa
0 - ---------·····--···<.r
- Psin2a.' + Qb
Psinacosl.Y
c = --·--··-. -- -- ····--·

(1)

(2)
(8)

Psin2cr + Q'" ·
(l"

=

If we put P
Q and a= 45°, we obtain for this Discussion
•
of the repartlcular case y = t g, o = t g, c = t g. For P /g =suits.
Q/g
I we find the ''constraint,'' or declination from
free motion, to beg 2 ;3. If we make the inclined plane
stationary, the constraint will be g 2 /2. If P moved on
a stationary inclined plane of elevation (3, where
tan f:i = y /o, that is to say, in the same path in which
it moves on the movable inclined plane, the constraint
would only be g 2 /5. And, in that case it would, in
reality, be less impeded than if it attained the same
acceleration by the displacement of Q.
8. The examples treated will have convinced us that Gauss's
. . h
. . ff d b principle
no substantially neio ms1g t or perception is a or ed y affords po
.
.
l
E
l
.
£
. newio.s1ght
mp oymg arm ( 3) o f t l1e prmG auss's pnnc1p e.
ciple and resolving all the forces and accelerations in
the mutually perpendicular coordinate-directions, giving here the letters the same significations as in equation (1) on page 342, we get in place of the declination,
or constraint, :2 my 2, the expression

=

N

= :zm[(~
-e) + (-~?1l - ,7) + (~m - ~) -]
m
2

2

and by virtue of the minimum condition

dN= 2 2'm

2

[(xm -e) de+ ( mY -11) d17+

(4)
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(~ -~)tt~J = 0.
or ~[(X-me)d~ + (Y-m17)d17+ (Z-m~)d~]=U.
Gauss'sand
D'Alemb_ert'sprinc1ples cammutable.

:rhe phy;i1ca1 basis
o~ the princ1ple.

If no connections exist, the coefficients of the (in
.
that case arbitrary) d~, drJ, d~, severally made= 0,
.
.
·
B ut 1·£ connections
·
do
give
th e equat10ns
o£ motion.
exist, we have the same relations between d ~' d 17, d ~
as above in equation (1), at page 342, between ox, OJ',
oz. The equations of motion come out the same; as
the treatment of the same example by D'Alembert's
principle and by Gauss's principle fully demonstrates.
The first principle, however, gives the equations of
motion directly, the second only after differentiation.
If we seek an expression that shall give by differentiation D'Alembert's equations, we are led perforce to the
principle of Gauss. The principle, therefore, is new
only in form and not in matter. Nor does it, further,
possess any advantage over the Lagrangian form of
D'Al em bert's principle in respect of corn petency to comprehend both statical and dynamical problems, as has
been before pointed out (page 342).
There is no need of seeking a mystical or metaplt)'S. . l e. T h e expression"
.
l east
t'calreason f or G auss's prmc1p
•
•
l
•
f
constramt" may seem to promise somet img o t h e
sort; but the name proves nothing. The answer to the
question, "In what does this constraint consist?'' cannot be derived from metaphysics, but must be sought
in the facts. The expression (2) of page 353, or (4) of
page 361, which is made a minimum, represents the
work done in an element of time by the deviation of the
constrained motion from the free motion. This work,
the work due to the constraint, is less for the motion
actually performed than for any other possible motion.
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Once we have recognised work as the factor deter- Role of the
. .
.
l mctan- factor work.
mmative
of motion,
once we l1ave graspe d tie
ing of the principle of virtual displacements to be, that
motion can never take place except where work can be
performed, the following converse truth also will involve no difficulty, namely, that all the work that can
be performed in an element of time actually z's performed. Consequently, the total diminution of work
due in an element of time to the connections of the
system's parts is restricted to the portion annulled by
the counter-work of those parts. It is again merely a
new aspect of a familiar fact with which we have here
to deal.
This relation is displayed in the very simplest cases. The faun•
dations of
Let there be two masses m and m at A, the 'one un- the princi,
l
f
h
h
.
h
pie recogpresse d wit 1 a orce p, t e ot er wit
nisable in
thesimthe force q. If we connect the two, we
plest cases.
shall have the mass 2 m acted on by a
resultant force r. Supposing the spaces
described in an elernent of time by the
free masses to be represented by A C,
A B, the space described by the conjoint, or double, mass will be A 0 =
iA D. The deviation, or constraint,
Fig. 187.
is m( 0 B 2
OC2). It is less than
it would be if the mass arrived at the end of the element of time in M or indeed in any point lying outside of B C, say N, as the simplest geo~netrical considerations will show. The deviation is proportional
to the expression p2-+ q-2~F2pljcos B/2, which in the
case of equal and opposite forces becomes 2p2, and in.
the case of equal and like-directed forces zero.
Two forces p and q act on the same mass. The
force q we resolve parallel arid at right angles to the

+
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Even in the direction of p in r and s. The work done in an element
principle of
.
.
.
l
l
f l
t~1~ compo- of time is proport10na to t :ie squares o t le forces, and
s1tion of
•
b
.
.
"bl
1:
forces i~s if there e no connections 1s express1 e )y p2
q2
properties
.
are found. p2
r 2
s2. If now r act directly counter to the

+ =

+ +

force p, a diminution of work will be ef-fected and the
s 2 • Even in the
sum mentioned becomes (P- r) 2
principle of the composition of forces, or of the mutual
independence of forces, the properties are contained
which Gauss's principle makes use of. This will best
be perceived by imagining all the accelerations simultaneously performed. If we discard the obscure verbal
form in which the principle is clothed, the metaphysical
impression which it gives also vanishes. We see the
simple fact; we are disillusioned, but also enlightened.
The elucidations of Gauss's principle here presented
are in great part derived from the paper of Scheffler
cited above. Some of his opinions which I have been
unable to share I have modified. We cannot, for example, accept as new the principle which he himself
propounds, for both in form and in import it is identical
with the D'Alembert-Lagrangian.

+

VIII.

THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAS'!' ACTION.
f'he

orig~
0

I.

MAUPERTUIS

enunciated, in 1747, a principle

~~~~e f~;:n which he called "le principe rle let moindre quantt'te d'ac~
of the prm- .
. . 1e of teast
7
•
y_:I d 1 d 1 •
ciple or
tzon, " t 11e prmc1p
actwn.
r. e · ec are· t 11s
leastaction.

•
. l
·
1y accor d e d· wit
· }1t1e
}
prmc1p
e to b. e one wh'ic11 emment
wisdom of the Creator. He took as the measure of
the ''action,, the product of the mass, the velocity,
and the space described, or m71s. Wlzy, it must be
confessed, is not clear. By mass and velocity definite
quantities may be understood ; not so, however, by
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space, when the time is not stated in which the space
is described. If, however, unit of time be meant, the
distinction of space and velocity in the examples treated
by Maupertuis is, to say the least, peculia;r. It appears
that Maupertuis reached this obscure expression by an
unclear mingling of his ideas of vis viva and the principle of virtual velocities. Its indistinctness will be
more saliently displayed by the details.
2. Let us see how Maupertuis applies his principle. I?etermina•
•
•
• .
tlon of the
If JJf, m be two melastic masses, C and c their velocities laws of im:
•
•
•
•
pact by tlus
before lmpact, and it their common velocity after irn- principle.
pact, Maupertuis requires, (putting here velocities for
spaces,) that the "action" expended in the change of
the velocities in impact shall be a minimum. Hence,
JJf( C - it) 2
m (c - u) 2 is a minimum; that is,
M(C- it)+ 111 (c-1t) = 0; or
?/IC
u =MC+
- -...............
.
J11
m

+

+

For the impact of elastic masses, retaining the same
designations, only substituting Vand 11 for the two velocities after impact, the expression Jlf( C- V) 2
m(c - v)2 is a minimum; that is to say,

+

·+

M(C- V) dV m (c- 'l') fi'l' = 0 . . . . . (1)
In consideration of the fact that the velocity of approach before impact is equal to the velocity of reces-.
sion after impact, we have
C-

and

c =:::c= -

c + v-

(

(t

V-

<') or

+ =0.
11)

(2)

tl V - ti 7' = 0 . . . . .
(B)
The combination of equations (1), (2), and (3)
readily gives the familiar expressions for V and 11.
These two cases may, as we see, be viewed as pro-
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cesses in which the least change of vis viva by reaction
takes place, that is, in which the least counter-work is
done. They fall, therefore, under the principle of
Gauss.
Ma'llper3. Peculiar is Maupertuis's deduction of the law of
tuis's de•
8
d'llctian of the lever.
Two masses M and m (Fig.
I 8) rest on a
thelawof
•
d"
"d
·
t.h~lev_erbybar a, which the fulcrum
iv1 es into t h e por t"ions
tlus pnn•
h
1 ·
ciple.
x and a- x. If the bar be set in :rotation,
t e ve oc1ties and the spaces described will be proportional to
the lengths of the lever-arms, and M x 2
m (a - x) 2
is the quantity to be made a minimum, that is M x m(a-x) = 0; whence x = ma/M
m,-a condition
that in the case of equiliba
rium is actually fulfilled. In
.M---·------ m criticism of this, it is to be
~~
remarked, first, that masses
not subject to gravity or
Fig. z88.
other forces, as Maupertuis
here tacitly assumes, are always in equilibrium, and,
secondly, that the inference from Maupertuis's deduction is that the principle of least action is fulfilled
only in the case of equilibrium, a conclusion which it
was certainly not the author's intention to demonstrate.
':f&e oorreoIf it were sought to bring this treatment into ap=:~an- proximate accord with the preceding, we should have
dedmetion..
to assume that the heavy masses Mand m constantly
produced in each other during the process the least
possible change of vis viva. On that supposition, we
should get, designating the arms of the lever briefly by
a, b, the velocities acquired in unit of time by u, v, and
the acceleration of gravity by g, as our minim um expression, M(g- u)2
m(g- v)2; whence M(g- u)
du+ m(g- v)dv = 0. But in view of the connection
of the masses as lever,

+

+

+
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7.1

-=--,and
a
b
a
dU=·-z;dv;

whence these equations correctly follow

Ma-nib
v - - b Ma-mb
u=aua2+nzb2g, Ma 2 +mb 3 g,

and for the case of equilibrium, where it = v = 0,
llfa-mb = 0.
Thus, this deduction also, when we come to rectify
it, leads to Gauss's principle.
4. Following the precedent of Fermat and Leib~ Tfrehatment
•
•
0 t e lUO•
nitz, Maupertms also treats by his method the 1nott'on tion oflight
by the prin·
of llgltt. Here again, however,
ciple of
•
least ac·
he employs the notion "least actlon.
tion" in a totally different sense.
The expression which for the
II
case of refraction shall be a minimum, is ni. AR
n. RB,
where AR and RB denote the
paths described by the light in
Fig. 18g.
the :first and second media respectively, and m and n the corresponding velocities. True, we really do obtain here, if R be determined in conformity with the minimum condition,
the result sina/sinfJ = n/tn = const. But before, the
'' action " consisted in the change of the expressions
mass X velocity X distance; now, however, it is constituted of the szmi of these expressions. Before, the
spaces described in unit of time were considered ; in
the present case the total spaces traversed are taken.
Should not m. AR-n.RB or (m-n)(AR-RB)
be taken as a minimum, and if not, why not? But

+
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even if we accept Maupertuis's conception, the reciprocal values of the velocities of the light are obtained,
and not the actual values.
CharacteriIt will thus be seen that Maupertuis really had no
sation of
Mauperprinciple, properly speaking, but only a vague formtuis's principle,
ula, which was forced to do duty as the expression of
different familiar phenomena not really brought under
one conception. I have found it necessary to enter
into some detail in this matter, since Maupertuis's performance, though it has been unfavorably criticised by
all mathematicians, is, nevertheless, still invested with
a sort of historical halo. It would seem almost as if
something of the pious faith of the church had crept
into mechanics. However, the mere enr!t·avor to gain
a more extensive view, although beyond the powers of
the author, was not altogether without results. Euler,
at least, if not also Gauss, was stimulated by the attempt of Maupertuis.
E?le(scon5. Euler's view is, that the purposes of the phetnbut1ons
.
~o this sub- nomena of nature afford as good a basis of explanaJect.
tion as their causes. If this position be taken, it will
be presumed a priori that all natural phenomena present a maximum or minimum. Of what character this
maximum or minimum is, can hardly be ascertained
by metaphysical speculations. But in the solution of
mechanical problems by the ordinary methods, it is
possible, if the requisite attention be bestowed on the
matter, to find the expression which in all cases is
made a maximum or a minimum. Euler is thus not
led astray by any metaphysical propensities, and proceeds much more scientifically than Maupertuis. He
seeks an expression whose variation put= 0 gives the
ordinary equations of mechanics.
For a single body moving under the action of forces
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Euler :finds the requisite expression in the formula The form
which the
v ds, where ds denotes the element of the path and principle.
.
d.mg ve Ioc1ty.
.
Tl11s
. expression
. 1s
. small er assumed
m
71t1e
l correspon
Euler's
for the path actuall_y taken than for any other infinitely hands.
adjacent neighboring path between the same initial
and terminal points, which the body may be constrained
to take. Conversely, therefore, by seeking the path that
makes
ds a minimum, we can also determine the
path. The problem of minimising jv ds is, of course,
as Euler assumed, a permissible one, only when v depends on the position of the elements ds, that is to
say, when the principle of vt's viva holds for the forces,
or a force-function exists, or what is the same thing,
when z1 is a simple function of coordinates. For a motion in a plane the expression would accordingly assume the form

J

Jv

'

1------·--··(-d)-:)2

Jcp (.1.7, y) '\j 1 +

;r;r . dx

In the simplest cases Euler's principle is easily verified. If no forces act, 71 is constant, and the curve of
motion becomes a straight line, for which
ds =
'lJ
ds is unquestionably s!torter than for any" other
curve between the same terminal points.
Also, a body moving on a curved surface A:.
without the action of forces or friction,
preserves its velocity, and describes on
B

r

Jv

1111~

the surface a shortest line.
The consideration of the motion of a
Euler's
principle
.
projectile in a parabo1a ABC ( F ig. rgo)
applied to
0
6
will also show that the quantity Jv rls 0
C ~~ a~~~j e~tilc.
is smaller for the parabola than for any
Fig. 190
other neighboring curve; smaller, even,
than for the .1·tnu:1:/d line A BC between the same ter·
minal points. The velocity, here, depends solely on the

370
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vertical space described by the body, and is therefore
.
•
the same for all curves whose altitude above OC is the
. .
•
same. If we d1v1de the curves by a system of horizontal
straight lines into elements which severally correspond,
the elements to be muftiplied by the same v's, though
in the upper portions smaller for the straight line AD
than for A B, are in the lower portions just the reverse;
and as it is here that the larger 'Z''s come into play, the
sum upon the whole is smaller for A B C than for the
straight line.
Putting the origin of the coordinates at A, reckoning the abscissas x vertically downwards as positive,
and calling the ordinates perpendicular thereto y, we
obtain for the expression to be minimised

p2g(a +

x)~ 1 + e~t dx,

0

where g denotes the acceleration of gravity and a the
distance of descent corresponding to the initial velocity.
As the condition of minimum the calculus of variations
gives

~2g(a + x) :~

-------- =

C or

~-;;(i:)

dy

~ix-

J'=

and, ultimately,

c

------------or
1/2g(a
x)- c2
Cdx
~~+-x-·)----c-2-'

J

C./
y = g
v 2g(a

+

+ x)- c2 + C' ,
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where C and C' denote constants of integration that
pass into C=1/2gaand C'= 0, ifforx=O, dxfdy=O
and y = 0 be taken. Therefore, y = 21/ a x. By this
method, accordingly, the path of a projectile is shown
to be of parabolic form.
6. Subsequently, Lagrange drew express attention 'l;'he addi.
•
.
. tlons of La·
to the fact that Euler's pnnc1ple is applicable only m grang~ and
·
h
h
·
·
1
h
ld
J
b'
cases m w ich t e prmc1p e of vt"s viva o s.
aco i Jacobi.
·
pointed out that we cannot assert that jt1 ds for the ac~
tual motion is a mz'nz"mum, but simply that the 'l}arz'ation of
this expression, in its passage to an infinitely adjacent
neighboring path, is = 0. Generally, indeed, this con~
dition coincides with a maximum or minimum, but it
is possible that it should occur witltottt such; and the
minimum property in particular is subject to certain
limitations. For example, if a body, constrained to
move on a spherical surface, is set in motion by some
impulse, it will describe a great circle, generally a
shortest line. But if the length of the arc described
exceeds 180°, it is easily demonstrated that there exist
shorter infinitely adjacent neighboring paths between
the terminal points.
7. So far, then, this fact only has been pointed out, Euler's.
. are ol)tame
. d b y but
expression
.
.
t l1at t 11e or d mary
equations
o £ motion
one <'!f
.
h
.
.
f
d
B
,
l
manywh1ch
equatmg t e vanat10n o
v s to zero.
ut smce t 1e give t!le
· of t h e motion
· of b o d ies
· or of t11e1r
· path s may of
equations
properties
motion.
always be defined by differential expressions equated
to zero, and since furthermore the condition that the
variation of an integral expression shall be equal to
zero is likewise given by differential expressions equated
to zero, unquestionably various other integral expressions may be devised that give by variation the ordinary equations of motion, without its following that the

J
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integral expressions in question must possess on that
account any particular plzysical significance.
Yet 1i:e ex8. The striking fact remains, however, that so simple
presston
.
must pos- an expression as [r' tls does possess the property mensess a phys- .
d
d
~. 'll
d
. .
l
ical import. tione , an we w1 now en eavor to ascertam its p 1ys·
ical import. To this end the analogies that exist between the motion of masses and the motion of light, as
well as between the motion of masses and the equilibrium of strings-analogies noted by John Bernoulli
and by Mobius-will stand us in stead.
A body on which no forces act, and which therefore preserves its velocity and direction constant, describes a straight line. A ray of light passing through
a homogeneous medium (one having everywhere the
same index of refraction) describes a straight line. A
string, acted on by forces at its extremities only, as·
sumes the shape of a straight line.
Eluc!d~tion
A body that moves in a curved path from a point
of this 1m.
cl l
l .
.
por~ by the A to a pomt B an
w 1ose ve oc1ty v
t:p(x, )', z) is a
motionthe
of a f unction
. o£ coord'mates, d escn'b es b etween A an d· B a
mass,
motion
oE a curve f or w h'ic l1 genera ll y
. a mm1mum.
. .
A ray
ray
of light,
v ti s lS
and
the
· from A to B· d escn·bes t 11e same curve,
equilib:ium
of l'ig h t passmg
of a strmg. .£ l
f
.
. d
f .
d.
1 t 1e re ractive m ex o its me mm, n
cp ( x, y, z) ,
is the same function of coordinates; and in this case
Jnds is a minimum. Finally, a string passing from
A to B will assume this curve, if its tension S =
cp (x, y, z) is the same above-mentioned function of coordinates; and for this case, also, S ds is a minimum.
The motion of a mass may be readily deduced from
the equRibrimn of a string, as follows. On an element
ds of a string, at its two extremities, the tensions S, S'
act, and supposing the force on unit of length to be P,
in addition a force P. ds. These three forces, which
we shall represent in magnitude and direction by BA,

=

J

=

f
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BC, BD (Fig. r9r), are in equilibrium. If now, a body, The motion
· l1 ave 1oc1ty
· i1 represente d m
· magmtu
· d e an d d.irec- deduced
of a mass
wit
.
from the
tlon by AB, enter the element of the path ds, and re- equilib:ium
. w1t
. l1m
. t h e same .t h eve loc1ty
. component BF = of a strmg.
ce1ve
-BD, the body will proceed onward with the velocity il =BC.
Let Q be an accelerating force
whose action is directly opposite
to that of P; then for unit of time
the acceleration of this force will
be Q, for unit of length of the
Fig. r91.
string Q/7', and for the element
of the string ( Q/v) ds. The body will move, therefore,
in the cztn1e {)/tile string, if we establish between the
forces P and the tensions S, in the case of the string,
and the accelerating forces Q and the velocity v in the
case of the mass, the relation

P:-_(?_=S:
v

71,

The minus sign indicates that the directions of P and
Q are opposite.
A closed circular string is in equilibrium when be- The equilibrium of
tween the tension S of the string, everywhere constant, strmgs.
clo.sed
•
and the force P falling radially outwards on unit of
length, the relation P= S/r obtains, where r is the
radius of the circle. A body will move with the constant velocity z1 in a circle, when between the velocity
and the accelerating force Q acting radially inwards
the relation
Q
•
--=
---71 or Q = -712 obtams.
11

r

r

A body will move with constant velocity 11 in any curve
when an accelerating force Q = v 2 /r constantly acts
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on it in the direction of the centre of curvature of each
element. A string will lie under a constant tension S
in any curve if a force P = S/r acting outwardly from
the centre of curvature of the element is impressed on
unit of length of the string.
The deducNo concept analogous to that of force is applicable
tion of the
.
,./' .
Consequent1y, t h e d e d uct10n
.
~otfon of to the motum oJ light.
of
hghtmotions
from the motion
•
·
·
the
of 1'1gh t f rom th e eq m"l"b
1 rmm
o f a string
or
~:Cs the motion of a mass must be differently effected. A
mass, let us say, is moving with the velocity AB = v.
(Fig. 192.) A force in the direction
BD is impressed on the mass which
produces an increase of velocity BE,
'---.>i.--....::.1<. so that by the composition of the velocities BC= AB and BE the new
velocity BF= v' is produced. If we
resolve the velocities v, v' into components parallel and perpendicular to
the force in question, we shall perceive that the parallel components alone
are changed by the action of the force.
Fig. IQ2.
This being the case, we get, denoting
by k the perpendicular component, and by a and cl
the angles v and v' make with the direction of the
force,
k= vsina

:r:;f:l;:.m

k= v' sin a' or

sin a
v'
sina'=v·

If, now, we picture to ourselves a ray of light that

~etrates in the direction of v a refracting plane at

ngh;t angles to the direction of action of the force and
thm passes from a medium having the index of r:frac-
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tion n into a medium having the index of refraction n', Develop-.
, ray of light
.
mentofth1s
where n/n' = v j'v', tl11s
w1l. l d escn'b e tl1e illustration.
same path as the body in the case above. If, therefore, we wish to imitate the motion of a mass by the
motion of a ·ray of light (in the same curve), we must
everywhere put the indices of refraction, n, proportional
to the velocities. To deduce the indices of refraction
from the forces, we obtain for the velocity

d \ ;~) = Pdq, and
for the index of refraction, by analogy,

d(~~)=Pdq,
where P denotes the force and dq a distance-element
in the direction of the force. If d s is the element of
the path and a the angle made by it with the direction
of the force, we have then
d(
d

2

~ ) :::::::: P cos a . d s

7

(n~ ) =

2

P cos a . d s.

For the path of a projectile, under the conditions above
assumed, we obtained the expression y
21/ a x. This
·same parabolic path will be described by a ray of light,
if the law n = V2g (a+ x) be taken as the index of
refraction of the medium in which it travels.
g. We will now more accurately investigate the Relati.o~ of
· wh.1ch t 111s
· m1111m
· • um property is
. rela teel to mum
the immmanner m
prop.
crty to the
the form of the curve. Let us take, first, (Fig. 193) a form of
broken straight line ABC, which intersects the straight curves.
line MN, put AB = s, BC= s', and seek the condition
that makes vs
11's' a minimum for the line that passes

=

+
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First.• deductlon of
the mini- .
mum cond1tion.
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through the fixed points A and B, where 'll and v' are
.
supposed to have different, though constant, values
,
.
above and below MN. If we displace the pomt B an
infinitely small distance to D, the new line through A
and C will remain parallel to the original one, as the
drawing symbolically shows. The expression 'l'S
?I's'
is increased hereby by an amount
- vm sin a+ 1/ m sin a',
where m =DB. The alteration is accordingly proportional to - v sin a+ v' sin a', and the condition of
minimum is that
sin a
v'
- v sin a+ v' sin a'= 0, or -sin.·,~, = ·z,-·

+

Fig. r93.

Fig, rg.1.

+

If tbe expression s/7'
s' /71' is to be made a minim um,
we have, in a similar way,
s1na
z.•

s1n"{.i/ =

z/'

If, next, we consider the case of a string stretched
'
ABC, t 1le tenSIOilS
.
t1le d"trect10n
0 f W h'lC 1l •,) an d
. •lc••
ditiontothe
d'ff
b
d
b
l
.irN.
.
l
.
.
.
equilibrium are i eren t a ove an
e ow J}1. , m t 11s case l t is
of a string. t }1e mm1mmn
• •
£
S
S'
'
h
.
1
l
l
.
l
T
o s
s t at 1s to )e c eat wit 1. o
obtain a distin~t idea of this case, we may imagine the
second, the
application.
of this con- m

('I

+
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string stretched once between A and B and thrice between Band C, and finally a weight P attached. Then
S = P and S' = 3 P. If we displace the point Ba distance m, any diminution of the expression Ss
S's'
thus effected, will express the increase of work which
the attached weight P performs. If - Sm sin
S'm sin a'= O, no work is performed. Hence, the minimum of S s
S 's' cor:i;esponds to a maximum of work.
In the present case the principle of least action is simply a different form of the principle of virtual displacements.
Now suppose that A BC is a ray of light, whose ve- Thir?, tl}e
apphcatlon
• •
loc1ties v and v' above and below MN are to each other of this con•
.
clition to the
as 3 to r. The mot10n of light bemotion of a
•
.
ray of light.
tween two pom ts A and B is such
that the light reaches B in a minimum of time. The physical reason
N
of this is simple. The light travels
from A to B, in the form of elementary waves, by different routes.
Owing to the periodicity of the light,
the waves generally destroy each
Fig. 1 95 .
other, and only those that reach the
designated point in equal times; that is, in equal phases,
produce a result. But this is true only of the waves
that arrive by the mz'nz'mum pat!i and its adjacent neighboring paths. Hence, for the path actually taken by
the light s/v
s' /v' is a minimum. And since the indices of refraction n are inversely proportional to the
velocities v of the light, therefore also ns
n's' is a
minimum.
In the consideration of the motion f)j a mass the condition that 7'S
7 's shall be a minimum, strikes us as
something novel. (Fig. r95.) If a mass, in its passage

+

a+

+

+

+

+

1

1
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Foui:th, !ts
apphcat1on
to the mo-

~~~s~f a

through a plane MN, receive, as the result of the action

.
d· m
. t l1e d'irection
. DB, an increase
.
o f a f orce unpresse
of

velocity, by which v, its original velocity, is made v', we
have for the path actually taken by the mass the equation v sin a= v' sin a' = k. This equation, whiclt is also

the condition of mininwm, simply states that only tlze velocit_y-component parallel to tlze direction of the force is
altered, but tlzat the component k at n'glit angles t}tereto remains uncltanged. Thus, here also, Euler's principle
simply states a familiar fact in a new form. (Seep. 57 5.)

Form of the
minimum
condition
applicable
to curves.

IO. The minimum condition - v sin a+ v' sin a'= 0
may also be written, if we pass from a finite broken
straight line to the elements of curves, in the form
- v sin a+ (v
d·v) sin(a
da)= 0
or
d(zi sin a)= 0
or, finally,
v sin a
const.

+

+

=

In agreement with this, we obtain for the motion

of light

d(nsina) = 0, nsina= ctmst,

(sin a) =

d -7}

sin a

0, - - · = const,
'll

and for the equilibrium of a string
d(Ssina) = 0, Ssina

= const.

To illustrate the preceding remarks by an example, let us take the parabolic path of a projectile,
where a always denotes the angle that the element of
the path inakes with the perpendicular. Let the velocity be v = 1/ 2g(a
x), and let the axis of they-ordinates be horizontal. The condition v. sin a
const,
or 112g(a
x). dy /ds
const, is identical with that
which the calculus of variation gives, and we now know

+

+

=

=
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its sz'mple physical significance. If we picture to ourselves Illustration
a string whose tension is S = l/;-:t;(t~f-.X), an arrange- ~;;~~{hree
· h t b e eff ecte d by fi xmg
·
fnct10n
· · l ess cases
by
. h m1g
ment wh ic
cun:ilinear
.
•
•
motions.
pulleys on horizontal parallel rods placed m a vertical
plane, then passing the string through these a sufficient
number of times, and finally attaching
a weight to the extremity of the string,
we shall obtain again, for equilibrium,
the preceding condition, the physical significance of which is now obvious. When the distances between
the rods are made infinitely sma~l the
string assumes the parabolic form.
In a medium, the refractive index of
Fig. 196.
which varies in the vertical direction
by the law n = i/ 2 g(a +-x), or the velocity of light in
which similarly varies by the law v = l/1/ 2g(a-f x):
a ray of light will describe a path which is a parabola.
If we should make the velocity in such a medium
v=1/ 2g(a+x), the ray would describe a cycloidal path,
for wh!~h, no_!_j1/2g(a x). ds, but the expression
jds/l/ 2g(a+ x) would be a minimum.
r r. In comparing the equilibrium of a string with
the motion of a mass, we may employ in place of a
string wound round pulleys,
a simple homogeneous cord,
provided we subject the cord
to an appropriate system of
forces. We readily observe
that the systems of forces
that make the tension, or,
Fig. 197.
as the case may be, the velocity, the same function of coordinates, are different. If we consider, for example, the force of gravity,

+
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·~he

contlit1ons and
consequences of
!he precedmg analogies.
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=• v2g(a
+ x). A st~ing, however, subjected to the
.
f orms a catenary, t h e tension
·
action
of gravity,
of
. h 1s
. given
.
b y t 11e f ormu1a S = 11t - n.x, w h ere m
wl11c
• •
and n are constants. The analogy subs1stmg between
the equilibrium of a string and the motion of a mass is
substantially conditioned by the fact that for a string
subjected to the action of forces possessing a forcefunction U, there obtains in the case of equilibrium
the easily demonstrable equation U
S = const. This
pli]!sical interpretation of the principle of least action
is here illustrated only for simple cases; but it may
also be applied to cases of greater complexity, by
imagining groups of surfaces of equal tension, of equal
velocity, or equally refractive indices constructed which
divide the string, the path of the motion, or the path
of the light into elements, and by making a in such a
case represent the angle which these elements make
with the respective surfac~-normals. The principle of
least action was extended to systems of masses by Lagrange, who presented it in the form
o::Emjz1ds = 0.
If we reflect that the principle of vis viva, which is the
real foundation of the principle of least action, is not
annulled by the connection of the masses, we shall
comprehend that the latter principle is in this case also
valid and physically i~telligible.
v

+

IX.

HAMILTON'S PRINCIPLE.
I. It was above remarked that various expressions
can be devised whose variations equated to zero give
the ordinary equations of motion. An expression of
this kind is contained in Hamilton's principle
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oJC U +
tt

to

T) d t

=

0, or

JCoU + oT) di= o,
tl

to

The points
of identity
of Hamilton's and
D'Alembert's principles.

where o[!and oT denote the variations of the work
and the vis 'lliva, vanishing for the initial and terminal
epochs. Hamilton's principle is easily deduced from
D'Alembert's, and, conversely, D'Alembert's from
Hamilton's; the two are in fact identical, their difference being merely that of form.*
2. We shall not enter here into any extended in- Hf;1-mi.Hon's
9iple
· · ofh'
.b.Ject, but s1mp
' 1y ex l'b'
vestigation
t 1s su
11 1t t l1e 1'd en- prm
tii~~~e~i~~
tity of the two principles by an exampleof a wheel
and axle.
the same that served to illustrate the principle of D' Alembert: the motion of a wheel
and axle by the over-weight of one of its
parts. In place of the actual motion, we
mayimagine,performed in the same interval of time, a different motion, varying ip:finitely little from the actual motion, but
Fig. 198.
coinciding exactly with it at the beginning
and end. There are thus produced in every element
of time dt, variati~ns of the work ( <> U) and of the vis
viva ( oT); variations, that is, of the values U and T
realised in the actual motion. But for the actual motion, the integral expression, above stated, is = O, and
may be employed, therefore, to determine the actual
motion. If the angle of rotation performed varies in
the element of time dt an amount a from the angle of
the actual motion, the variation of the work corresponding to such an alteration will be
(JU= (PR- Qr) a= Jlfa.
*Compare, for example, Kirchhoff, Vorles1mgen ilber matl1ematische Pk;ysile, 111eclianik, p. 25 et seqq., and Jacobi, Vorlesungen flber Dynamik, p. 58.
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!-'lathematteal development of
this case.

The vz's vz'va, for any given angular velocity oo, is

T=

2

g1 (PR .. + Qr 2) T'
(){)

?

and for a variation ooo of this velocity the variation of
the vz's viva is
1
g

oT= - (PR2

+ Qr2)

00000.

But if the angle of rotation varies in the element dt an
amount a,
dt¥

ooo = --·

oT= ~g (PR2

dt

and

+ Qr2) oo ~<.~
=
dt

Nt!_f!..
dt

The form of the integral expression, accordingly, is
ti

f[Ma+N~~]dt=O.

to

But as

d

dN

da

-(Na)=----a+ N -

dt

therefore,

dt

dt'

1

J
t

(M-tj_J1!.)a. dt + (Na)
dt

to

1

to

= 0.

The· second term of the left-hand member, though,
drops out, because, by hypothesis, at the beginning
and end of the motion a= 0. Accordingly, we have
t1

f(Mto

~11;) adt= 0,

an expression which, since a in every element of time
is arbitrary, cannot subsist unless generally
dN
M- - -=0.
(1t
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Substituting for the symbols the values they represent,
we obtain the familiar equation
dw
PR- Qr
----···---- ... ····-er
dt-:- PR2
Qr2~,.

+

D'Alembert's principle gives the equation
i
M--t- a= O
dt
'
(

N)

which holds for every possible displacement. We might,
in the converse order, have started from this equation,
have thence passed to the expression

The same
results obtained by
theuseor
D'Alembert's prin·
ciple.

t!N) adt=O,
ft1(M-."dt

to

and, finally, from the latter proceeded to the same result

.f(Ma+ N~;) dt-(Na~: =

to

tl

f(Ma+N~~)dt=O.

to

3. As a second and more simple example let us Illustration
•
.
.
of this point
consider the mot10n of vertical descent. For every qy the mo. fi. mte
· 1y sma11 d'1sp1acement s t h e equat10n
·
. tical
tlon of
m
su b s1sts
de-ver[mg- 1ll (d'll/dt)]s = 0, in which the letters retain scent.
their conventional significance. Consequently, this
equation obtains
ti

J(mg- m~;)s. dt=

0,

to

which, as the result of the relations
d

(mi1s)
. dv
= m -----s
di
dt

~--·-

.. ds
+ mv
-- and
dt
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r
t1

,.

to

rl(mr1s)
- ----dt
l 1t

= (m71s)t1to = 0,

provided s vanishes at both limits, passes into the form
t1

/ (mgs+ m7•~:) dt=

0,

that is, into the form of Hamilton's principle.
Thus, through all the apparent differences of the
mechanical principles a common fundamental sameness is seen. These principles are not the expressior.t'
of different facts, but, in a measure, are simply views
of different asputs of the same fact.
x.
SOME APPLICATIONS QI<'

·.nm PlUNCIPLES

OF MECHANICS '1'0

HYDROSTATIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC <JUESTIONS.

r. We will now supplement the examples which
.
·
· • 1es
we h ave given
o f t lle app 1'icabon
of t 1le prmc1p
6~ ~f~~f~ of mechanics, as they applied to rigid bodies, by a
masses.
few hydrostatic and hydrodynamic illustrations. We
shall :first discuss the laws of equilibrium of a 'Wet'glitless
liquid subjected exclusively to the action of so-called
molecular forces. The forces of gravity we neglect in
our considerations. A liquid rnay, in fact, be placed
in circumstances in which it will behave as if no forces
of gravity acted. The method of this is due to PLATEAU.* It is effected by immersing olive oil in a mixture of water and alcohol of the same density as the
oil. By the principle of Archimedes the gravity of the
masses of oil in such a mixture is exactly counterbalanced, and the liquid really acts as if it were devoid of
weight.

M!lthod ?f

ehruinatmg
the action

* Statz'IJUi! i!;rpJdmentali! et tliJort'que des lif;i4ldcs, xS73.
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2. First, let us imagine a weightless liquid mass Theworkof
.
molecular
free m space. Its molecular forces, we know, act only forces dea·
h
d.
pendent on
.
T
l
.
at very small d 1stances.
a nng as our ra ms t e 1s- a change in
.
the liquid's
tance at which the molecular forces cease to exert a superficial
measurable influence, let us describe about a particle area.
a, b, c in the interior of the mass a sphere-the socalled sphere of action. This sphere of action is regularly and uniformly filled with other particles. The
resultant force on the central particles a, b, c is therefore zero. Those parts only that lie at a distance from
the bounding surface less than the radius of the sphere
of action are in different dynamic conditions from the
particles in the interior. If the radii of curvature of

Fig. 199.

Fig.

200.

the surface-elements of the liquid mass be all regarded
as very great compared with the radius of the sphere
of action, we may cut off from the mass a superficial
stratum of the thickness of the radius of the sphere of
action in which the particles are in different physical
conditions from those in the interior. If we convey
a particle a in the interior of the liquid from the position a to the position b or c, the physical condition
of this particle, as well as that of the particles which
take its place, will remain unchanged. No work can
be done in this way. Work can be done only when a
particle is conveyed from the superficial stratum into
the interior, or, from the interior into the superficial
stratum. That is to say, work can be done only by a
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cliange of size of the surface. The consideration whether
the density of the superficial stratum is the same as
that of the interior, or whether it is constant throughout the entire thickness of the stratum, is not primarily
essential. As will readily be seen, the variation of the
surface-area is equally the condition of the performance of work when the liquid mass is immersed in a
second liquid, as in Plateau's experiments.
Diminution
We now inquire whether the work which by the
£~~~\P;:~a. transportation of particles into the interior effects a
due to pos1- , .
.
f. h
f
.
. .
"
tive work. d1mmuhon o t e sur ace-area is positive or negative,
that is, whether work is performed or work is expended. If we put two fluid drops in contact, they
will coalesce of tludr own acconl/
and as by this action the area
of the surface is diminished, it
follows that the work that produces a diminution of superficial area in a liquid mass is ju>siFig. 20I.
tive. Van der Mensbrugghe has
demonstrated this by a very pretty experiment. A
square wire frame is dipped into a solution of soap and
water, and on the soap-film formed a loop of moistened
thread is placed. If the film within the loop be punctured, the film outside the loop will contract till the
thread bounds a circle in the middle of the liquid surface. But the circle, of all plane figures of the same
circumference, has the greatest area; consequently,
the liquid film has contracted to a minimum.
Cons~guent
The following will now be clear. A weightless
cond1t10n
•
'd, t l1e forces actmg
· on wl11c
· l1 are mo 1ecu 1ar f·orces,
of I~ci.uid
hqm
equilibrium 'll
.
.
•
ll
f
· w111c
• 1l a system of
1 .7. •
w1 be m eqzttttvrzum m a onus m
virtual displacements produces no alteration of the
liquid's superficial area. But all infinitely small changes
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of form may be regarded as vt'rtual which the liquid
admits without alteration of its volume. Consequently,
equilibrium subsists for all liquid forms for which an
infinitely small deformation produces a superficial variation = 0. For a given volume a mt'nbmttn of superficial area gives stable equilibrium; a maxt'tnztm unstable equilibrium.
Among all solids of the same volume, the sphere
has the least superficial area. Hence, the form which
a free liquid mass will assume, the form of stable equilibrium, is the sphere. For this form a maximum of
work is done ; for it, no more can be done If the
liquid adheres to rigid bodies, the form assumed is dependent on various collateral conditions, which render
the problem more complicated.
3. The connection between the size and the form of Mo~~ ~r de·
. 'd surf ace may be investigate
·
'
d as f o11ows. W e termmmg
t l1e 1iqm
the connec·
•
,
tion of the
imagme the closed outer sursize and
. 'd
.
formofa
on liquid surf ace 0 f t 1le 11qm to receive
. h out a1terat10n
·
face.
wit
of t h e l'1quid's volume an infinitely
small variation. By two sets of
mutually perpendicular lines
Fig. 202.
of curvature, we cut up the
original surface into infinitely small rectangular elements. At the angles of these elements, on the original
surface, we erect normals to the surface, and determine
thus the angles of the corresponding elements of the
varied surface. To every element dO of the original
surface there now corresponds an element dO' of the
varied surface; by an infinitely small displacement, on,
along the normal, outwards or inwards, dO passes into
dO' and into a corresponding variation of magnitude.
Let dp, dq be the sides of the element dO. For the
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The.mathe· sides dp',
mat1cal de.
velopment obtain
of this
method.

dq' of the element dO', then, these relations
dp'=dP

(

1+ on )

dq' =dq( 1

t'

+ ~-;)'

where rand r' are the radii of curvature of the principal sections touching the elements of the lines of curvature p, q, or the so-called principal radii of curvature.* The radius of curvature of an outwardly convex
element is reckoned as positive, that of an outwardly
concave element as negative, in the usual manner. For
the variation of the element we obtain, accordingly,

o.dO=dO'-tlO=ttpr1q(1+c:~')(1 + <:.~')-<1pdq.
Neglecting the higher powers of on we
get

o. dO = ( rJ

The variation of the whole surface,
then, is expressed by
o0 = • 1·1 r1, ) on . d 0 . . . . ( l)
Furthermore, the normal displacements
must be so chosen that
11. dO c:::·: o . . . . . . . . . . (2)

f(

Fig.

203.

+ 1r,) c~ n. dO.

+

Jo

that is, they must be such that the sum of the spaces
produced by the outward and inward displacements of

* The normal at any point of a surface is cut by normo ls at lnfinitely neigh·
boring points that lie in two directions on the surface from tho original pol11t 1
these two directions being at right angles to each othet·; and the distances
from the surface at which these normals cut arc the two :principal, or elttreme,
radii of curvature of the surface.-Trans.
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the superficial elements (in the latter case reckoned as
negative) shall be equal t~ zero, or the volume remain
constant.
Accordingly, expressions (r) and (2) can be put A coniµtion
· u1taneous1y = 0 only 1£
· r /r
on which
s1m
r /r , has. the same value !he
general.
f
h
f
.
.
1tyoftheex£or a 11 pomts o t e sur ace. This w11l be readily seen pressions
.
.d
.
obtained,
£rom t11e f o11owmg
cons1 eration. Let the elements depends.
dO of the original surface be symbolically represented
by the elements of the line AX (Fig. 204) and let the
normal displacements on be erected as ordinates
thereon in the plane E, the outward displacements upwards as positive and the inward displacements downwards as negative.
Join the extremities
of these ordinates so
as to form a curve,
and take the quadra:
ture of the curve,
Fig. 204.
reckoning the surface above AX as positive and that below it as negative. For all systems of on for which this quadrature= 0, the expression (2) also = 0, and all such
systems of displacements are admissible, that is, are
virtual displacements.
Now let us erect as erdinates, in the plane E', the
values of r/r
r/r' that belong to the elements dO. A
case may be easily imagined in which the expressions
(1) and (2) assume coincidently the value zero. Should,
however, r /r
r /r' have different values for different
elements, it will always be possible without altering
the zero-value of the expression (2), so to distribute
the displacements on that the expression ( r) shall be
different from zero. Only on the condition that I /r
1 /r' has tlze same value for all the elements, is expres-

+

+
+

+
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sion (t) necessarily and universally equated to zero
with expression (2).
Th!l sum
Accordingly, from the two conditions (I) and (2) it
winch for
,
•
equilibrium follows that 1/r
l/r =con#; that is to say, the sum
must be
h
.
1
1
f
h
.
.
1 d.. f
constant for oft e rec1proca va ues o t e prmc1pa ra 11 o curvathe whole
f
l
d..
f
f
}
. . l norsurface.
ture, or o t 1e ra n o curvature o t 1e pnnc1pa
mal sections, is, in the case of equilibrium, constant
for the whole surface. By this theorem the dependence
of the area of a liquid surface on its superficial/orm is
defined. The train of reasoning here pursued was
first developed by GAuss, * in a much fuller and more
special form. It is not difficult, however, to present
its essential points in the foregoing simple manner.
Appl!cation
4. A liquid mass, left wholly to itself, assumes, as
at th1s gen•
e_ral condi· we have seen, the spherical form, and presents an abuon to
• •
f super fi cia
. 1 area. Tlie equation
,
i!"terrnpted solute n'.nmmum o
/
hquid
mas1/
h
·
bl
f
Ifill
d
·
l
·
ses.
1/r
r = cons! is ere v1s1 y u
e 1n t 1e form
2/R = const, R being the radius of the sphere. If the
free surface of the liquid mass be bounded by two solid
circular rings, the planes of which are parallel to each
other and perpendicular to the line joining their middle points, the surface of the liquid mass will assume
the form of a surface of revolution. The nature of the
meridian curve and the volume of the enclosed mass
are determined by the radius of the rings R, by the
distance between the circular planes, and by the value
of the expression l/r
1 /r' for the surface of revolution. When

+

+

0

+

2.r + 2.r' = 2-r + oo2- = R.!..,

the surface of revolution becomes a cylindrical surface.
For 1/r 1/r'= 0, where one normal section is con-

+

* Principia

Generalia Tkeoritf! Fi'g-urte Fluidorum in Statte /Equi'liorii,
Gllttingen, 1830; Werke, Vol. V, 29 Gllttingen, 1867.
1
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vex and the other concave, the meridian curve assumes
the form of the catenary. Plateau visibly demonstrated
these cases by pouring oil on two circular rings of wire
fixed in the mixture of alcohol and water above mentioned.
Now let us picture to ourselves a liquid mass Liquidmas.
ses whose
bounded by surface-parts for which the express10n surfacesare
• .
partly con1/r
1/r' has a positive value, and by other parts cave and
partly con. h
.
.
l
f or. wh 1c the same expression has a negative va ue, vex
or, more briefly expressed, by convex and concave surfaces. · It will be readily seen that any displacement
of the superficial elements outwards along the normal
will produce in the concave parts a diminution of the
superficial area and in the convex parts an increase.
Consequently, work is performed when concave surfaces
move outwards and convex surfaces inwards. Work
also is performed when a superficial portion moves
outwards for :which 1/r 1/r' =+a, while simultaneously an equal superficial portion for which 1/r
1/r' >a moves inwards:
Hence, when differently curzJed surfaces bound a
liquid mass, the convex parts are forced inwards and
the concave outwards till the condition 1/r 1/r' =
const is fulfilled for the entire surface. Similarly, when
a connected liquid mass has several isolated surfaceparts, bounded by rigid· bodies, the value of the expression 1 /r
1/r' must, for the state of equilibrium
be the same for all free portions of the surface.
For example, if the space between the two circular Experi.
. the mixture
.
mental
rmgs
m
of a l cohol and water ab ove re- illustration
£erred to, be filled with oil, it is possible, by the use ~~~~l~i~ns.
of a sufficient quantity of oil, to obtain a cylindrical
surface whose two bases are spherical segments. The
curvatures of the lateral and basal surfaces will accord-

+

+

+

+

+
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+

+

ingly fulfil the condition 1/R
l/oo = 1/p
1/p, or
p = 2R, where p is the radius of the sphere and R that
of the circular rings. Plateau verified this conclusion
by experiment.
Liquidmas·
5. Let us now study a weightless liquid mass which
ses enclos. .
ing a bol- encloses a hollow space. The cond1t10n that 1/r
1/r'
low space. shall have the same value for the interior and exterior
surfaces, is here not realisable. On the contrary, as
this sum has always a greater positive value for the
closed exterior surface than for the closed interior surface, the liquid will perform work, and, flowing from
the outer to the inner surface, cause the hollow space
to disappear. If, however, the hollow space be occupied by a fluid or gaseous substance subjected to a determinate pressure, the work done in the last-mentioned process can be counteracted by the work expended to produce the compression, and thus equilibrium may be produced.
The me·
Let us picture to ourselves a liquid mass confined
chanica1
b etween two s1m1
. '1 ar an d s1m1
· 'l ar1y s1tuatec
·
i surf aces
properties
of bubbles.
.
very near each other. A bztbble is such
a system. Its p.rimary condition of equilibrium is the exertion of an excess of
pressure by the inclosed gaseous con1/r' has the
tents. If the sum 1/r
value
a for the exterior surface, it will
. ··
Fig, 205.
•
•
have for the mtenor surface very nearly
the value - a. Abubble, left wholly to itself, will always assume the spherical form. If we conceive such
a spherical bubble, the thickness of which we neglect,
the total diminution of its superficial area, on the
shortening of the radius r by dr, will be r6 nr: dr. If,
therefore, in the diminution of the surface by unit
of area the work A is performed, then A. 16rn:tlr will

+

V

+

+
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be the total amount of work to be compensated for
by the work of compression p.4r27tdr expended by
the pressure p on the inclosed contents. From this
follows 4A/r=j; from which A maybe easily calculated if the measure of r is obtained and p is found by
means of a manometer introduced in the bubble.
An open sp!ten'cal bubble cannot subsist. If an Open
. to b ecome
· a fi gure of eqm'l'b
.
h bubbles.
open bu bbl e is
i num, t e
sum 1 /r + 1/r' must not only be constant for each of
the two bounding surfaces, but must also be equal for
both. Owing to the opposite curvatures of the surfaces, then, 1/r 1/r' = 0. Consequently, 1· = - r'
for all points. Such a surface is called a minimal surface; that is, it has the smallest area consistent with
its containing certain closed contours. It is also a surface of zero-sum of principal curvatures; and its elements, as we readily see, are saddle-shaped. Surfaces
of this kind are obtained by constructing closed spacecurves of wire and dipping the wire into a solution of
soap and water.* The soap-film assumes of its own
accord the form of the curve mentioned.
6. Liquid figures of equilibrium, made up of thin i:iat.eau's
.
hqmd fig:films, possess a peculiar property. The work of the qre~ofequif:C
h
.
f
1·
'd
llbrium.
.
f orces of gravity a .1ects t e entire mass o a iqm ;
that of the molecular forces is restricted to its superficial :film. Generally, the work of the forces of gravity preponderates. But in thin films the molecular
forces come into very favorable conditions, ·and it is
possible to produce the figures in question without
difficulty in the open air. Plateau obtained them by
dipping wire polyhedrons into solutions of soap and
water. Plane liquid films are thus formed, which meet

+

*The mathematical problem of determining such a surface, when the
forms of the wires are given, is called Pl1iteau's Problem,-Trans.
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one another at the edges of the framework. When
thin plane films are so joined that they meet at a hol·
low edge, the law 1/r
1/r' = const no longer holds
for the liquid surface, as this sum has .the value zero
for plane surfaces and for the hollow edge a very large
negative value. Conformably, therefore, to the views
above reached, the liquid should run out of the films,
the thickness of which would constantly decrease, and
escape at the edges. This is, in fact, what happens.
But when the thickness of the films has decreased to a
certain point, then, for jh)1sical reasons, which are, as
it appears, not yet perfectly known, a state of equz'libn:um is effected.
Yet, notwithstanding the fact that the fundamental
equation 1/r+l/1·' = const is not fulfilled in these figures, because very thin liquid films, especially films of
viscous liquids, present physical conditions somewhat
different from those on which our original suppositions
were based, these figures present, nevertheless, in all
cases a mz'nz'nzum of superficial area. The liquid films,
connected with the wire edges and with one another,
always meet at the edges by threes at approximately
filqual angles of 120°, and by fours in corners at approximately equal angles. And it is geometrically demonstrable that these relations correspond to a minimum
of superficial area. In the great diversity of phenomena here discussed but one fact is expressed, namely
that the molecular forces do work, positive work, when
the superficial area is diminished.
The reason
7. The figures of equilibrium which Pl.ftteau obthe
forms of tame
•
d b y d'ippmg
•
· · po1yl1ed rons m
· so1ut1ons
·
equilibrium
wire
of
::t~f:i. soap, form systems of liquid films presenting a remarkable symmetry. The question accordingly forces
itself upon us, What has equilibrium to do with sym-

+
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metry and regularity? The explanation is obvious.
In every symmetrical system every deformation that
tends to destroy the symmetry is complemented by an
equal and opposite deformation that tends to restore it.
In each deformation positive or negative work is done.
One condition, therefore, though not an absolutely
sufficient one, that a maximum or minimum of work
corresponds to the form of equilibrium, is thus supplied by symmetry. Regularity is successive symmetry. There is no reason, therefore, to be astonished
that the forms of equilibrium are often symmetrical
and regular..
8. The science of mathematical hydrostatics arose The figure
. connection
. wit
. h a specia
. l pro bl em-tl1at of tru1
oftheearth
1 /i.
m
Z/{ttre

A0AeJ~O
Fig.

~o6.

Physical and astronomical data had led
Newton and Huygens to the view that the earth is an
oblate ellipsoid of revolution. NEWTON attempted to
calculate this oblateness by conceiving the rotating
earth as a fluid mass, and assuming that all :fl.l.1id filaments drawn from the surface to the centre exert the
same pressure on the centre. HuvGENs's assumption
was that the directions of the forces are perpendicular
to the superficial elements. BoUGUER combined both
assumptions. CLAIRAu·r, finally ( Tlulorie dt! Iii fig1tre
de lei tt•rn, Paris, r743), pointed out that the fulfilment
of botlt conditions does not assure the subsistence of
of tlze eartlz.

equilibrium.

396
Clairaut's
point of
view.

Conditions
of equilibrium of
Clairaut's
canals.
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Clairaut's starting-point is this. If the fluid earth
is in equilibrium, we may, without disturbing its equilibrium, imagine any portion of it solidified. Accordingly, let all of it be solidified but a canal AB, of any
form. The liquid in this canal must alsb be in equilibrium. But now the conditions which control equilibrium are more easily investigated. If equilibrium exists
in every imaginable canal of tlu's kind, then the ent£re
mass will be in equilibrium. Incidentally Clairaut remarks, that the Newtonian assumption is realised when
the canal passes through the centre (illustrated in Fig.
206, cut 2), and the Huygenian when the canal passes
along the surface (Fig. 206, cut 3).
But the kernel of the problem, according to Clairaut, lies in a different view. In all imaginable canals,

z

Fig, 207.

Fig. 2o8.

even in one whz'ch returns t'nto itself, the fluid must be
in equilibrium. Hence, if cross-sections be made at
any two points Mand N of the canal of Fig. 207, the
two fluid columns MPNand MQN must exert on the
surfaces of section at JJ([ and N equal pressures. The
terminal pressure of a :fluid column of any such canal
cannot, therefore, depend on the lengtli and the form
of the fluid column, but must depend solely on the po.sitz'on of its terminal points.
Imagine in the fluid in question a canal MN of any
form (Fig. 208) referred to a system of rectangular co ..
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ordinates. Let the fluid have the constant density p !i1athemat1cal expresand let the force-components X, }, Z actmg on unit of sion of
'd
.
h
d'
d'
.
b
f
these conmass o f t l:ie fl m m t e co6r mate irections, e unc- clitions,
and
.
•
•
the consetlons of the coordmates x, y, z of this mass. Let the quent gen;
. eral cond1elem en t of length of the canal be called ds, and let its tion of
.
.
liquid equi·
projections on the axes be dx, dy, dz. The force-com- librium.
ponents acting on unit of mass in the direction of the
canal are then X(dx/ds), Y(dJ1/ds), Z(dz/ds). Let
q be the cross-section ; then, the total force impelling
the element of mass pqds in the direction ds, is
r

pqds ( x

tis- + Yils

dx

dy

•

•

+ z dz)
,{\' ·

This force must be balanced by the increment of pressure through the element of length, and consequently
must be put equal to q. dp. We obtain, accordingly,
dp = p (Xdx
Ydy Zdz). The difference of pressure (f) between the two extremities Mand N is found
by integrating this expression from Mto N. But as this
difference is not dependent on the form of the canal
but solely on the position of the extremities Mand N,
it follows that p(Xdx+ Yd) 1 +Zdz), or, the density
being constant, Xdx
Yd)'+ Zdz, must be a complete differential. For this it is necessary that
dU
dU
rlU
.X=--- Y=--,Z=--,
dx'
dy
dz

+

+

+

where U is a function of coordinates. Hence, accordi'ng
ttJ Claz'raut, the general cmufitz'on of liqzdd eqtdli'bn'um i's,
that tlze Nquiti be controlled by forces wht'c!t ain be f'Xpressed as the parti'al differential ccJe_ffedents tif ont and
t!te same functz'mz of coordinates.

g. The Newtonian forces of gravity, and in fact all

central forces,-forces that masses exert in the direc-

tions of their lines of junction and which are functions
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of the distances between these masses, -possess this
'
· character
property. U n d er t h e action
o f f orces of t 111s
requisite to t h e eqm'l'b
.
f fl m'd s is
. poss1'ble. If we k now U,
pro~t;tce.
i num o
eqmhbrtum
•
we may replace the first equat10n by
Character

of the
forc~s.

dU
dU
dU )
d"'=P
--dx+-dy+-dz
( dx
r
dy
dz
or

dp

= pdUandp =PU+ const.

The totality of all the points for which U = const
is a surface, a so-called leziel surfiue. For this surface
also p = const. As all the force-relations, and, as we
now see, all the pressure-relations, are determined by
the nature of the function U, the pressure-relations,
accordingly, supply a diagram of the force-relations,
as was before remarked in page 98.
c1airaut's
In the theory of Clairaut, here presented, is contheory.ofthe
.
d, beyon d a 11 d ou b t, t h e ic
. 1ea t l1at un d er1·ies t h e
germ
the tame
doctrine of d
.
f
fi
_
+;
•
• l
· h was a f terpotential.
octrme o orce:J zmctum or pott·ntza
,, w l11c
wards developed with such splendid results by Laplace, Poisson, Green, Gauss, and others. As soon
as our attention has been directed to this property of
certain forces, namely, that they can be expressed as
derivatives of the same function U, it is at once recognised as a highly convenient and economt'cal course to
investigate in the place of the forces themselves the
function U.
If the equation
dj=p(Xdx+ Ydy+Zdz)=pdU

+

be examined, it will be seen that Xtix+ Ydy Zdz
is the element of the work performed by the forces on
unit of mass of the fluid in the displacement d s, whose
projections are dx, dJ', dz. Consequently, if we transport unit mass from a point for which U = C1 to an~
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other point, indifferently chosen, for which U = C ~h.aracter·
~ ist1cs of the
or, more generally, from the surface U = C1 to the f9rce-func·
tion,
surface U = C2 , we perform, no matter by what path
the conveyance has been effected, the same amount of
work. All the points .of the first surface present, with
respect to those of the second, the same difference of
pressure; the relation always being such, that
9 ,

where the quantities designated by the same indices
belong to the same surface.
IO. Let us picture to ourselves a group of such ~h_aracter·
•
•
1st1cs of
very closely ad3acent surfaces, of which every two sue- Iev~l, or
•
•
eqmpote11cess1ve ones differ from each other by the same, very tial, sur·
small, amount of work required to transfer a mass from faces.
one to the other .i in other words, imagine the surfaces
U= C, U= C+. dC, U= c+ 2dC, and so forth.
A mass moving on a level surface evidently performs no work. Hence, every component force in a
direction tangential to the
surface is= 0; and the direction of the resitltant
force is everywhere normal
to the surface. If we call dn
the element of the normal
intercepted between two
consecutive surfaces, and/
the force requisite to convey unit mass from the
one surface to the other
Fig. 209.
through this element, the
work done is/. dn = d C. As d C is by hypothesis everywhere constant, the force f = dC/dn is inversely proportional to the distance between the surfaces consid-
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ered. If, therefore, the surfaces U are known, the
dz'rections of the forces are given by the elements of a
system of curves everywhere at right angles to these
surfaces, and the inverse distances between the surfaces measure the magnitude of the forces.* These surfaces and curves also confront us in the other departments of physics. We meet them as equipotential
surfaces and lines of force in electrostatics and magnetism, as isothermal surfaces and lines of flow in the
theory of the conduction of heat, and as equipotential
surfaces and lines of flow in the treatment of electrical
and liquid currents.
Illustration
1 I. We will now illustrate the fun dam en tal idea of
of Clai1
raut's doc· Clairaut s doctrine by another, very simple exa1nple.
trine by a
simple
Imagine two mutually perpendicular planes to cut the
example.
paper at right angles in the straight lines OX and O Y
(Fig. 210). We assume that a foi:ce-function exists
U
x y, where x and y are the distances from the
two planes. The force-components parallel to OX and
0 Y are then respectively

=-

dU
X=--- = - y
dx
and

r!U
r(1•

Y=----=-x,
*The same conclusion may be reached as follows. Imagine a water pipe
laid from New York to Key West, with its ends turning up vertically, and of
glass. Let a quantity of water be ponrcd into it, and when equilibrium is
attained, let its height be marked on the glass at both ends. These two marks
will be on one level surface. Now pour in a little more water and again mark
the heights at both ends. The additional water in New York balances the
additional water in Key West. The gravities of the two are equal. But their
quantities are proportional to the vertical distances between the marks.
Hence, the force of gravity on a £xed quantity of water is inversely as those
vertical distances, that is, inversely as the distances between consecutive
level surfaces.-Trans.
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The level surfaces are cylindrical surfaces, whose
generating lines are at right angles to the plane of the
paper, and whose directrices, xy = const, are equilateral hyperbolas. The lines of force are obtained by
turning the first mentioned system of curves through
an angle of 45° in the plane of the paper about 0. If
a unit of mass pass
y
from the point r to 0
by the routerpo, or
rqO, or by any other
route, the work done
is always Op X Oq.
If we imagine a
closed canal OprqO
filled with a liquid,
the liquid in the canal will be in equilibrium. If transverse
sections be made at
Fig. !'UO.
any two points, each
section will sustain at both its surfaces the same
pressure.
We will now modify the example slightly. Let theJ\modi:fi~auon of tlus
forces be X = -y, Y = - a, where a has a constant example.
value. There exists now no function U so constituted
that X = dU/dx and Y= d[f/dy; for in such a ca~e it
would be necessary that dX/dJ' = d Y/dx, which is obviously not true. There is therefore no force-function,
and consequently no level surfaces. If unit of mass
be transported from r to 0 by the way of p, the work
done is a X 0 q. If the transportation be effected by
the route rqO, the work done is a X Oq +Op X Oq.
If the canal 0 j rqO were filled with a liquid, the liquid
could not be in equilibrium, but would be forced to
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rotate constantly in the direction 0 jJ rqO. Currents of
this character, which revert into themselves but continue their motion indefinitely, strike us as something
quite foreign to our experience. Our attention, however, is directed by this to an important property of
the forces of nature, fo the property, namely, that the
work of such forces may be expressed as a function of
coordinates. Whenever exceptions to this principle
are observed, we are disposed to regard them as apparent, and seek to clear up the difficulties involved.
Torricelli's
12. We shall now examine a few problems of liquid
researches
l
f
d d
. .
o:i the v~Io~ motion. The founder of the t 1eory o by ro ynam1cs is
~~tl°!Ji~x. TORRICELLI. Torricelli,* by observations on liquids discharged through orifices in the bottom of vessels, discovered the following law. If the time occupied in the
complete discharge of a vessel be divided into n equal
intervals, and the quantity discharged in the last, the
nth, interval be taken as the unit, there will be discharged in the (n- l)th, the (n- 2)th, the (n-3)th ....
interval, respectively, the quantities 3, 5, 7. . . . and
so forth. An analogy between the motion of falling
bodies and the motion of liquids is thus clearly suggested. Further, the perception is an immediate one,
that the most curious consequences would ensue if the
liquid, by its reversed velocity of efflux, could rise
higher than its original level. Torricelli remarked,
in fact, that it can rise at the itt1m;st to this height,
and assumed that it would rise exactly as high if all
resistances could be removed. Hence, neglecting all
resistances, the velocity of efflux, v, of a liquid discharged through an orifice in the bottom of a vessel is
connected with the height h of the surface of the liquid
by the equation v = -V 2gh; that is to say, the velocity
*De 11-fotu Gravlum Prqjectorum, 1643.

1'!/l~'
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of efflux is the final velocit.y of a body freely falling
through the height h, or liquid-head; for only with
this velocity can the liquid just rise again to the surface.*
Torricelli's theorem consorts excellently with the Vnr!gnon'11
deduction
rest of our knowledge of natural processes; but we or thci velo·
, . l t~tty of
feel, nevert11e1ess, the need of a more exact ms1g lt. afliux.
VARIGNoN attempted to deduce the principle from the
relation between force and the t1w1m!ntum generated by
force. The familiar equation pt
m v gives, if by (\'
we designate the area of the basal orifice, by h the
pressure-head of the liquid, bys its specific gravity,
by g the acceleration of a freely falling body, by v the
velocity of efflux, and by -r: a small ihterval of time,
this result
z
rx.1u.
-r =

<XV'tS

g

. v or

11

2

l
=git.

Here alts represents the pressure acting during the
time 'l' on the liquid mass tnirs/g. H.emmnbering that
·v is a final velocity, we get, more exactly,

a1is.'t=
l

'l1

ll' "i) • TS

""

.v,

g
and thence the correct formula
v2
2.g-h.
r3. DANun, BERNOULLI investigated the motions of
fluids by the principle of zit's 7'iM. We
now tteat
the preceding case from this point of view, only ren~
<k~ring the idea more modem. The equation which we
employ is ps
m v 2 /2. In a vessc..11 of trausve:n·sti secH
tion q (Fig. 2u), into which ~t liquid of the specific

=

wm

=

"'Tlrn onl"ly lnqu!rm'lil doduM thoh' propo11ltlm111 in tlrn lncmt111h1lC'l l'orm uf
1n·oportlmrn, nncl thort1fon1 llHUrllly put YI i11·01io1·tlom\l tn Ji.1: Ii nr l 'Ji:
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Dani':!! Ber-

noulh's

gravity
sis poured till the head his reached, the surface
•
say, the small distance t! h, and the liquid mass
s jg is discharged with the velocity v. The work
done is the same as though the weight q. dh. s had
descended the distance h. The path of the motion in
the vessel is not of consequence here. It makes no
difference whether the stratum q. d h
is discharged directly through the
dh
basal orifice, or passes, say, to a
position a, while the liquid at a is
displaced to b, that at b displaced to
Fig. m.
c, and that at c discharged. The work
done is in each case q . t! It . s . h.
Equating this work to the 1u's 7.li'M of the discharged
liquid, we get
q. d 11. s 712
q . d It . s . ll =
, . - ·., , or

treatment smks,
of the same
problem.
q. d It.

{2b

..,

,..,

The sole assumption of this argument is that all
the work done in the vessel appears as 7't:r viva. in the
liquid discharged, that is to say, that the velocities
within the vessel and the work spent in overcoming
friction therein may be neglected. This assumption is
not very far from the truth if vessels of sufficient width
are employed, and no violent rotatory motion is set up.
"J;'he.law of
Let us neglect the gravity of the liquid in the vesltqu1d efflux
1
d 1magme
.
.
. 1oa d e d b y a mova bl e piston,
.
when pro- se, an
1t
on
~hu~~~e~: whose surface-unit the pressure p falls. If the piston
~!~~~~. be displaced a distance d It, the liq uicl volume q . d It
will be discharged. Denoting the density of the liquid
, by p and its velocity by v, we then shall have

•

q . p . d h = q . d lz . p

,,,2
·~

, or

11

=

I ~.P

~

p.
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Wherefore, under the same pressure, different liquids
are discharged with velocities inversely proportional to
the square root of their density. It is generally sup·
posed that this theorem is directly applicable to gases.
Its form, indeed, is correct; but the deduction frequently employed involves an error, which we shall
now expose.
r4. Two vessels (Fig. 2r2) of equal cross-sections Th~ appli·
. each ot }ier cation
of
are p 1ace d s1'd e by s1'd e and connected with
this last re·
.
l
b
f
}
.
d'
'd'
ll
sulttothe
l)y a sma11 aperture m t 1e ase o t 1e1r 1v1 mg wa s. flow of
For the velocity of flow through this aperture we ob- gases.
tain, under the same suppositions as before,
d It . s v 2
.'------q. tlh. s (lt 1 -h 2 ) = q g ·:p or z1==11 ~K(/t 1 -lt 2 ).
If we neglect the gravity of the liquid and imagine
the pressures j 1 and p 2 produced by pistons, we shall
similarly have v = 1/2(}1 ....._p;)/p. For example, if the
pistons employed be loaded with the weights P and
P /2, the weight P will sink the distance It and P /2
will rise the distance It. The work (P/2)/t is thus left,
to generate the 11is 'l!iva of the effluent fluid.
A gas un<ler such circumstances would behave dif- The behaviour of a
.
ferently. Supposmg the gas to flow from the vessel gas under
. ,
l l d p into
.
,
the asCO n tammg t 1e oa
t liat containsumed con•
.
ditions.
ing the load P /2, the first weight will
fall a distance It, the second, however,
since under half the pressure a gas dou~
bles its volume, will rise a distance 2 h,
so that the work Pit - (P/2) 2 h = 0
would be performed. In the case of
Fig. 212.
ga.ses, accordingly, some additional
work,competent to produce the flow between the vessels
must be performed. This work the gas itself performs,
by expanding, and by overcoming by its force of expan-
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p

The resul! sion a pressure. The expansive force
and the volume
the same m
· the f anu·1·iar re1abon
·
form but
w of a gas stan d to eac h other m
different in
·
magnitude. pw
k, where k, so long as the t~mperature of the

=

gas remains unchanged, is a constant. Supposing the
volume of the gas to expand under the pressure p by
an amount dw, the work done is

f

pdw=ks~:;-.

For an expansion from w 0 to w, or for an increase of
pressure from p 0 to p, we get for the work

klog

(~) = klog (~).

Conceiving by this work a volume of gas w 0 of
density p, moved with the velocity 7', we obtain
V=

J

2p 0

i~-~

(l 0-)-~
jJ

--------p
The velocity of efflux is, accordingly, in this case also
inversely proportional to the square root of the density;
Its magnitude, how~ver, is not the same as in the case
of a liquid.
IncomBut even this last view is very defective. Rapid
pleteness of
this view. changes of the volumes of gases are always accompanied with changes of temperature, and, consequently
also with changes of expansive force. For this reason,
questions concerning the motion of gases cannot be
dealt with as questions of pure mechanics, but always
involve questions of lzeat. [Nor can even a thermod ynamical treatment always suffice: it is sometimes
necessary to go back to the consideration of molecular
motions.]
15. The knowledge that a compressed gas contains
stored-up work, naturally suggests the inquiry, whether
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this is not also true of compressed liquids. As a mat- Relative
. ·a un d er pressure zs. compresse d . volumes
of
ter o f f act, every 1iqm
compressed
.
k
.
.
.
h.
h
gases and
T o e ff ect compress10n wor IS requisite, w IC reap- liquids,
pears the moment the liquid expands. But this work,
in the case of the mobile liquids, is very small. Imagine, in Fig. 213, a gas and a mobile liquid of the same
volume, measured by OA, subjected to the same pressure, a pressure of one atmosphere, designated by AB.
If the pressure be reduced to one-half an atmosphere,
the volume of the gas will be doubled, while that of
the liquid will be increased by only about 25 millionths.
The expansive work of the gas is represented by the
surface AB.DC, that of the liquid by A.ELK, where

0
Fig.

213.

AK= o ·000025 OA. If the pressure decrease till it
become zero, the total work of the liquid is represented
by the surface A.BI, where AI=o·oooo50A, and the
total work of the gas by the surface contained between
AB, the infinite straight line A CEG . ... , and the
infinite hyperbola branch B.DFH. . . . Ordinaril.J',
therefore, the work of expansion of liquids may be
neglected. There are however phenomena, for example, the soniferous vibrations of liquids, in which
work of this very order plays a principal part. In such
cases, the changes of temperature the liquids undergo
must also be considered. We thus see that it is only
by a fortunate concatenation of circumstances that we
are at liberty to consider a phenomenon with any close
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The hydrodynamic
principle
of Daniel
Bernoulli.
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approximation to the truth as a mere matter of molar
mechanics.
16. We now come to the idea which DANIEL BERNOULLI sought to apply in his work H,ydrodynamica, si've
de Virz'bus et Motibus Fluz'dorum Commentarii (1738).
\i\Then a liquid sinks, the space through which its centre of gravity actually descends (dtscensus actualis) is
equal to the space through which the centre of gravity
of the separated parts affected with the velocities acquired in the fall can ascend (asccnsus potentialis). This
idea, we see at once, is identical with that employed
by Huygens. Imagine a vessel filled with a liquid
(Fig. 214); and let its horizontal crosssection at the distance x from the plane
of the basal orifice, be called/ (.x). Let
the liquid move and its surface descend
a distance dx. · The centre of gravity,
then, descends the distance x/(.1~). 1fa/M,
where M
[f(.x) dx. If k is the space of
potential ascent of the liquid in a crossFig. 214.
section equal to unity, the space of potential ascent in the cross-section/(x) will be k/f (x) 2 ,
and the space of potential ascent of the centre of
gravity will be
dx
k /(~ -kN
M
Jvf'
where
dx
N= Jex)'

=

J

J

For the displacement of the liquid's surface through a
distance dx, we get, by the principle assumed, both
N and k changing, the equation
-xf(x)dx= Ndk+ kr!N.
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This equation was employed by Bernoulli in the solu- Th.e paral. of vanous
·
tion
pro bl ems. I t w1'11 b e eas1'ly seen, t h at lehsm
strata. of
Bernoulli's .principle can be employed with success
only when the relatt've velodties of the single parts of
the liquid are known. Bernoulli assumes,-an assumption apparent in the formulre,-that all particles once
situated in a horizontal plane, continue their motion
in a horizontal plane, and that the velocities in the
different horizontal planes are to each other in the inverse ratio of the sections of the planes. This is the
assumption of tlte parallelism o.f strata. It does not, in
many cases, agree with tlie facts, and in others its
agreement is incidental. When the vessel as compared
with the orifice of efflux is very wide, no assumption
concerning the motions within the vessel is necessary,
as we saw in the development of Torricelli's theorem.
I 7. A few isolated cases of liquid motion were The water·
pendulum
treated by NEWTON and JOHN BERNOULLI. We shall of Newton.
consider here one to which a
familiar law is directly applicable. A cylindrical U-tube with
vertical branches is filled with
a liquid (Fig. 215). The length
of the entire liquid column is /.
If in one of the branches the
column be forced a distance x
Fig. !;II5.
below the level, the column in
the other branch will rise the distance x, and the
difference of level corresponding to"" the excursion x
will be 2 x. If a is the transverse section of the tube
and s the liquid's specific gravity, the force brought
into play when the excursion x is made, will be 2 asx,
which, since it must move a mass a ls jg will determine
the acceleration (2 tu.-c)/(als/g) = (2g/l) x, or, for unit
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excursion, the acceleration 2 g / !. We perceive that
pendulum vibrations of the duration
T=

The liquid
pendulum
of John
Bernoulli.

7r

1:;-

~"'g

will take place. The liquid column, accordingly, vibrates the same as a simple pendulum of half the length
of the column.
A similar, but somewhat more general, problem was
treated by John Bernoulli. The two branches of a
cylindrical tube (Fig. 216), curved in any manner, make
with the horizon, at the
points at which the
surfaces of the liquid
move, the angles a
and fJ. Displacing one
of the surfaces the distance x, the other surFig. 216.
face suffers an equal
displacement. A difference of level is thus produced
x (sin a+ sin/J), and we obtain, by a course of reasoning similar to that of the preceding case, employing
the same symbols, the formula
T=

"~g(Sin~ :~l~fl~.

The laws of the pendulum hold true exactlj1 for the
liquid pendulum of Fig. 215 (viscosity neglected), even
for vibrations of great amplitude ; while for the filar
pendulum the law holds only approximately true for
small excursions.
18. The centre of gravity of a liquid as a whole can
rise only as high as it would have to fall to produce its
velocities. In every case in which this principle appears
to present an exception, it can be shown that the excep-
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tion is only apparent. One example is Hero's fountain. ?era's,
• apparatus, as we k now, conslSts
.
This
of t h ree vesse l s, fountain,
which may be designated in the descending order as
A, B, C. The water in the open vessel A
falls through a tube into the closed vessel
C ; the air displaced in C exerts a pressure
on the water in the closed vessel B, and
this pressure forces the water in: B in a
jet above A whence it falls back to its
original level. The water in B rises, it is
true, considerably above the level of B,
but in actuality it merely flows by the
circuitous route of the fountain and the
vessel A to the much lower level of C.
MontgolAnother apfier's hydraulic
parent exception
ram.
to the principle
in question is
that of Montgolfier's lt._ydra,u.lic
ram,in which the
liquid by its own
gravitational
work appears to
rise considerably
above its original
level. The liquid
flows (Fig. 217)
from a cistern A
Fig, 217.
through a long
pipe RR and a valve V, which opens inwards, into a
vessel B. When the current becomes rapid enough, the
valve Vis forced shut, and a liquid mass m affected with
the velocity zt is suddenly arrested in RR, which must

s
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be deprived of its momentum. If this be done in the
time t, the liquid can exert during this time a pressure
q = 11111/t, to which must be added its hydrostatical
pressure f'· The liquid, therefore, will be able, during
this interval of time, to penetrate with a pressurep q
through a second valve into a piht Haonis, H, and in
conseq11ence of the circumstances there existing will
rise to a higher level in the ascension-tube SS than
that correspontling to its simple pressure p. It is
to be observed here, that a considerable portion of the
liquid must first flow off into B, before a velocity requisite to close Vis prodnced by the liquid's work in RR.
A small portion only rises above the original level;
the greater portion Hows from A into .B. If the liquid
d isdwq~ell from SS were collected, it could be easily
provt~d that the centre of gravity of the quantity thus
disdiaq.~·l~ll arnl of that received in Blay, as the result
of various losses, actually !1d1nc1 the level of A.
An 111111nrnThe principle of the hydraulic ram, that of the
tiun, which
1•hwi1lntt111
trans f erence o f wor l<: d one b y a l arge 1·iqui'd mass to a
clw1wtlon
•
smaller one, which
nl' tlw hy·
1lrn11lic r11111
•
O
thus acqmres a great
? 1"s 11i1•a, may be illustrate<l in the following
very simple manner.
Close
the
narrow
T
opening 0 of a funnel
·s·
and plunge it, with its
wide opening downl~ig. s:ix!:I.
war<ls, deep into a
large vessel of water. If the finger closing the upper
opening be qnickly removed, the space inside the
fnrnwl will rapidly fill with water, and the surface of the
wat,~r ou tsic..lc the fnnncl wi11 sink. The work performed

+

1
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is equivalent to the descent of the contents of the funnel
from the centre of gravity S of the superficial stratum
to the centre of gravity S' of the contents of the funnel. If the vessel is sufficiently wide the velocities in
it are all very small, and almost the entire vis vt"va is
concentrated in the contents of the funnel. If all the
parts of the contents had the same velocities, they
could all rise to the original level, or the mass as a
whole could rise to the height at which its centre of
gravity ·was coincident with S. But in the narrower
sections of the funnel the velocity of the parts is
greater than in the wider sections, and the former
therefore contain by far the greater part of the vis
ziiva. Consequently, the liquid parts above are violently separated from the parts below and thrown
out through the neck of the funnel high above the
original surface. The remainder, however, are left
considerably below that point, and the centre of gravity of the whole never as much as reaches the original
level of S.
19. One of the most important achievements of Hydrostatic
7
· 1 Bernou11'1 is
· l11s
· d'1stmct1011
· · of 1iJ1drostatu
•
nnd hydro·
Dame
an d dynamic
,
pressure,
liydrotl)inamzc pressure.
The pressure
which liquids exert is altered by motion ;
and the pressure of a liquid i'n motion
may, according to the circumstances, be A
greater or less than that of the liquid at rest
with the same arrangement of parts. We
will illustrate this by a simple example.
The vessel A, which has the form of a body
Fig. ~xg.
of revolution with vertical axis, is kept
constantly filled with a frictionless liquid, so that its
surface at m n does not change cl urin g the discharge
at k I. We will reckon the vertical distance of a particle
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Determlnation of the

from the surface nz n downwards as positive and call
•
L
f ll ow t h e course of a pnsmat1c
.
. e Iement of
h onzonta
.
1 b ase-area is
. a an d h eight
.
/3 ,
• •
.
.
m
its d ownward motion,
neg l ectmg,
on t h e assump-

pressures it z.
et us o
generally
1
h
ac~ing_in li-vo ume, w ose

quids m
motion.

tion of the parallelism of strata, all velocities at right
angles to z. Let the density of the liquid be p, the
velocity of the element 'ZJ, and the pressure, which is
dependent on z, p. If the particle descend the distance dz, we have by the principle of 11is 71/va
af3pd(;=)=

afipgdz-o:~~/Jdz

. . . . . (1)

that is, the increase of the 'lllS 71iva of the element is
equal to the work of gravity for the displacement
question, less the work of the forces of pressure of the
liquid. The pressure on the upper surface of the element
(tlj>/dz)/3].
is ap, that on the lower surface is <X [P
The element sustains, therefore, if the pressure increase downwards, an upward pressure a (dp/dz)/3;
and for any displacement dz of the element, the work
a(dp/dz)f:Jdz must be deducted. Reduced, equation
(r) assumes the form

in

+

p.

d(

1
;)

and, integrated, gives
v2
p. :r = pgz - p

=

~gdz- ~~ dz

+ const

. . . . . . . . . . (2)

If we express the velocities in two different horizontal cross-sections a 1 and a 2 at the depths z 1 and z 2
below the surface, by 'l\, 71 2 , and the corresponding
pressures by p 1 , p 2 , we may write equation (2) in the
form
p

2 ' (V ~ -

'[I~)

=

{Jg ( z l

- z 2)

+ (p

2 -

p l) • (3)
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Taking for our cross-section a1 the surface, z 1 = 0, The hy.dro. o f 1iqm
dynamic
. 'd fl ows t ..h roug h pre~sure.
p1 = 0 ; an d as t l1e same quantity

.
. h
.
l f .
vanes with
a11 cross-sections 1n t e same mterva o time, a 1 v 1 =thecircumstances of
a 2 v 2 • Whence, :finally,
the motion.

p,

=pg•, + ~ vj (a~~ a!).

The pressure j 2 of the liquid t'n motion (the hydrodynamic pressure) consists of the pressure pgz 2 of the
liquid at rest (the hydrostatic pressure) and of a pressure (p/2)v~ [(a~ - aD/an dependent on the density,
the velocity of flow, and the cross-sectional areas. In
cross-sections larger than the surface of the liquid, the
hydrodynamic pressure is greater than the hydrostatic,
and vice versa.
A clearer idea of the significance of Bernoulli's Illustration
. c1.p l e may b e o b tame
. d b y imagmmg
.
. .
.~ m
. suits
of these reprm
t l1e liqum
by.the
flow of hthe vessel A unacted on by gravity, and its outflow quids under
pressures
produced by a constant pressure p 1 on the surface. produced
.
by pistons,
Equation (3) then takes the form

P2 =P1 + 2· (v~
p

-vn.

If we follow the course of a particle thus moving, it
will be found that to every increase of the velocity of
flow (in the narrower cross-sections) a decrease of
pressure corresponds, and to every decrease of the velocity of flow (in the wider cross-sections) an increase
of pressure. This, indeed, is evident, wholly aside
from mathematical considerations. In the present case
every cliange of the velocity of a liquid element must be
exclusively produced by the work o.f tlie liquid's forces
ofpressure. When, therefore, an element enters into
a narrower cross-section, in which a greater velocity
of flow prevails, it can acquire this higher velocity only

TIJF. SC!R/'{CR OF

Trontuwnt
of n liquid

tH·n.blom. in

wluch v1scmdty nnd
friction mu
t.:c:m1idl!l'ml.

.1f/~'Clf.l.\'!CS.

on the condition that a greater pressure acts on its rear
surface than on its front surface, that is to say, only
when it moves from points of higher to points of lower
pressure, or when the pressure decreases in the direction of the motion. If we imagine the pressures in
a wide section and in a succeeding narrower section
to be for a moment equal, the acceleration of the elements in the narrower section will not take place; the
elements will not escape fast enongh ; they will accumulate before the narrower section ; and al tlu· t'lllrance
to it the requisite augmentation of pressure will be immediately proclncetl. The converse case is obviotis.
20. In dealing with llH.m..l complicated cases the
'
problems of liqnitl motion, even though viscosity be

Fig.

220,

neglected, present great difficulties; and when the
enormous effects of viscosity are htkcn into account,
anything like a dynamical solution of almost every
problem is out of the question. So much so, that although these investigations were begun by Newton,
we have, up to the present time, only been able to
master a very few of the simplest problems of this class,
and that but imperfectly. We shall content ourselves
with a simple example. If we cause a liquid contained
in a vessel of the pressuro-hea(l /t to :flow, not through
an orifice in its base, but through a long cylindrical
tube fixed in its side (Fig. 220), the velocity of cf£ux
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v will be less than that deducible from Torricelli's law,
as a portion of the work is consumed by resistances
due to viscosity and perhaps to friction. We find, in
fact, that v = V2g";i 1 , where h 1 <h. Expressing by lz 1
the velociry-head, and by lz~ the resistance-head, we may
put h = h 1
h 2 • If to the main cylindrical tube we
affix vertical lateral tubes, the liquid will rise in the
latter tubes to the heights at which it equilibrates the
pressures in the main tube, and will thus indicate at all
points the pressures of the main tube. The noticeable
fact here is, that the liquid-height at the point of influx
of the tube is= h 2 , and that it diminishes in the direction of the point of outflow, by the law of a straight
line, to zero. The elucidation of this phenomenon is
the question now presented.
Gravity here does not act directly on the liquid in J;'he condi.
l
ll ff
. d
. t1ons of th~
t 11e 11onzonta tube, but a e ects are transm1tte to it performIf
.
ance of
.
by t }1e pressure .o f t l1e surroun d mg parts.
we imag- work in
.me a prismatic
,
. 1qui
. 'd e lement o£ b asal area a an d such cases.
1
length j3 to be displaced in the direction of its length
a distance dz, the work done, as in the previous case, is
. dp
dp
- ad·· - f3dz = - a/3 ... ~ tlz.
z
l 1z

+

For a finite displacement we have
Pt

-af3f~~dz=-a/3(p 2 -p 1 )

•••••

(1)

Pi

Work is done when the element of volume is displaced
from a place of higher to a place of lower pressure.
The amount of the work done depends on the size of
the element of volume and on the difference of pressure
at the initial and terminal points of the motion, and
not on the length and the form of the path traversed.
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If the diminution of pressure were twice as rapid in
one case as in another, the difference of the pressures
on the front and rear surfaces, or thefi,rce of the work,
would be doubled, but the space through which the
work was done would be halved. The work done would
remain the same, whether done through the space a b
or a c of Fig. 22r.
The conseThrough every cross-5'ection q of the horizontal tube
~\~t~~~~~~r~-f the liquid flows with the same velocity v. If, neglectditions.
ing the differences of velocity in the same cross-section,
we consider a liquid element which exactly fills the
section q and has the length /3, the 1 1:r viva, q fJ p( 7J2 /2)
of such an element will persist unchanged throughout
its entire course in the tube.
This is possible only provided
the 11is 11i71a conswnt•tl by friction
is rcplaccc.1 by the 'W<>rk tif tht.
liquid's forces <ifp1:ess11re. Hence,
in the direction of the m.otion
Fig. 221.
of the element the pressure
must diminish, and for equal distances, to which the
same work of friction corresponds, by equal amounts.
The total work of gravity on a liquid element q fJ p
issuing from the vessel, is q f3 p g h. Of this the portion
q fJ p (v2 /2) is the vis 'l'i'l'a of the element discharged
with the velocity v into the mouth of the tube, or, as
v = 112-gJi~-: the portion q /:J p g li 1. The remainder of
the work, therefore, q f3 pgl1 2 , is consumed in the tube,
if owing to the slowness of the motion we neglect the
losses within the vessel.
If the pressure-heads respectively obtaining in the
vessel, at the mouth, and at the extremity of the tube,
areli, li 2 , 0, or the pressures arep :::-:: !tgp, } 2 : .:!1. 2 gp,O,
then by equation (1) of page 417 the work requisite to
1
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generate the vz'.s viva of the element discharged into
the mouth of the tube is

v2
q /3 P2 =q /3 (P-P 2 ) = q f:lgp (h- li 2 ) = q f3gph 11

and the work transmitted by the pressure of the liquid
to the element traversing the length of the tube, is

qf3.P2=qf3gph2,
or the exact amount consumed in the tube.
Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that the Indirect
demonstrapressure does not decrease from p 2 at the mouth to tion of
•
•
ili~oo~
zero at the extremity of the tube by the law of a straight sequences.
line, but that the distribution of the pressure is different, say, constant throughout the entire tube. The
parts in advance then will at once suffer a loss of velocity from the friction, the parts which follow will
crowd upon them, and there will thus be produced at
the mouth of the tube an augmentation of pressure
conditioning a constant velocity throughout its entire
length. The pressure at the end of the tube can only
be = 0 because the liquid at that point is not prevented
from yielding to any pressure impressed upon it.
If we imagine the· liquid to be a mass of smooth A simile
elastic balls, the balls will be most compressed at the ~1b1;~ these
•
·
•
phenomena
bottom of the vessel, they will enter the tube 111 a state ma¥ be
.
d
'll
d
ll
h
.
conof compression, an w1 gra ua y lose t at state 111 eastly
ceived.
the course of their motion. We leave the further development of this simile to the reader.
It is evident, from a previous remark, that the work
stored up in the compression of the liquid itself, is very
small. The motion of the liquid is due to the work of
gravity in the vessel, which by means of the pressure
of the compressed liquid is transmitted to the parts in
the tube.
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A partial
exemplification of
the results
discussed.
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An interesting modification of the case just discussed is obtained by causing the liquid to flow through
a tube composed of a number of shorter cylindrical
tubes of varying widths. The pressure in the direction
of outflow then diminishes (Fig. 222) more rapidly in
the narrower tubes, in which a greater consumption of
work by friction takes place, than in the wider ones.
We further note, in every passage of the liquid into a
r---...._
~

-

--

t---- ...

~
~

Fig.

222.

""

wider tube, that is to a smaller velocity of flow, an increase of pressure (a positive cor;i.gestion); in every
passage into a narrower tube, that is to a greater velocity of flow, an abrupt diminution of pressure (a negative congestion). The velocity of a liquid element on
which no direct forces act can be diminished or increased only by its passing to points of higher or lower
pressure.

CHAPTER IV.
THE FORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANICS.
THE ISOPERIMETRICAL PROBLEMS.
I. When the chief facts of a physical science have The.fo~mal,
.
. d f . as d1st111on ce b een fi xe<.i by observation, a new peno o its guished
•
•
from the de·
1
development begms-the deduc#z e, which we treated ductive, de;
. t }1e previous
.
. peno
. d , t h e f acts are of
velopment
m
cliapter. I n t l11s
physical
'bl
.
h
.
d
.
l
science.
repro duc1 em t e mm WJt 10ut constant ,recourse to
observation. Facts of a more general and complex
character are mimicked in thought on the theory that
they are made up of simpler and more familiar observational elements. But even after we have deduced
from our expressions for the most elementary facts
(the principles) expressions for more common and more
complex facts (the theorems) and have discovered in
all phenomena the same elements, the developmental
process of the science is not yet completed. The deductive development of the science is followed by its
formal development. Here it is sought to put in a clear
compendious form, or system, the facts to be reproduced, so that each can be reached and mentally pictured with the least z'ntellectual effort. Into our rules
for the mental reconstruction of facts we strive to incorporate the greatest possible uniformity, so that these
rules shall be easy of acquisition. It is to be remarked,
that the three periods distinguished are not sharply
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separated from one another, but that the processes of
development referred to frequently go hand in hand,
although on the whole the order designated is unmistakable.
Theisoperi2. A powerful influence was exerted on the formal
metrical
·
by a particu
· l ar c 1ass o £
problems, development of mechamcs
~~~~q~i mathematical problems, which, at the close of the
~dx:nfuima seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth centuries, engaged the deepest attention of inquirers.
These problems, the so-called i'sojeri'metrical problems,
will now form the subject of our remarks. Certain
questions of the greatest and least values of quantities, questions of maxima and minima, were treated by
the Greek mathematicians.
Pythagoras is
said to have taught that
5
s
the circle, of all plane
u·-,
figures of a given peri·-~B'
meter, has the greatest
Fig. 223.
area. The idea, too, of a
certain economy in the processes of nature was not
foreign to the ancients. Hero deduced the law of the
reflection of light from the theory that light emitted
from a point A (Fig. 223) and reflected at M will travel
to B by the shortest route. Making the plane of the
paper the plane of reflection, SS the intersection of
the reflecting surface, A the point of departure, B the
point of arrival, and M the point of reflection of the
ray of light, it will be seen at once that the line AMB',
where B' is the reflection of B, is a straight line. The
line AMB' is shorter than the line ANB', and therefore also AMB is shorter than ANB. Pappus held
similar notions concerning organic nature ; he exI
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plained, for example, the form of the cells of the honeycomb by the bees' efforts to economise in materials.
These ideas fell, at the time of th~ revival of the The re·
•
•£
.
.c.
l
senrches cif
sciences, on not unfnut ul soil. They were .urst ta <en Kepler, Pei-mat, and
up by FERMAT and Rornm.vAL, who developed a method Roberval.
applicable to such problems. These inquirers observetl,-as Kepler had already done,-that a magnitude )'which depends on another magnitude .-x,·, generally possesses in the vicinity of its grefitest and least
values a peculiar property. Let x (Fig. 224.) denote
abscissas and J' ordinates. If, while .t: increases, J' pass
through a maximum valutl, its increase, or rise, will
be changed into a decrec\se, or
fall; and if it pass through a
minimum value its fall will be
I
changed into a rise. T'he neighboring values of the rnaxirmun
-.r
or minim urn value, conscqnc.mtly,
Pig. :a~.
will lie very nt1u- each other, and
the tangents to the curve at the points in question will
generally be parallel to the axis of absciRsaH. Hence,
to find the maximum or minimum values of a quantity, we seek the parallel tangents of its curve.
The 'llU't/u)(/ of ttwge•nts may be put in analytical The
• •
•
mcithod of
form. For example, lt is requited to cut of:f from a t1mgcmts.
given line a a portion x such that the product of the
two segments :i.~ and a --- x shall be as great as possible.
I-:Iere, the product x (a - x) must be regarded as the
quantity y dependent 011 x. At the maximum value of
y any infinitely small variation of;,\~, say a variation lf,
will produce no change in J'· Accordingly, the required
value of ~':: will be found, by putting

ATh
8-W_bj

or

~v

(,i

~\')

(•"

lO (a ...-,,. -- l;")
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ax - x2

= ax +a I; 0

.t" 2 -

x~ -

x

e- e

2

=a-~x-l;.

As I; may be made as small as we please, we also get

0=a-2x;
whence x = a/2.
In this way, the concrete idea of the method of
tangents may be translated into the language of algebra; the procedure also contains, as we see, the germ
of the differential ca!cttlus.
The refracFermat sought to find for the law of the refraction
tion of li~ht f .
·
l
l
f H ero f or ·
as a mim- o 1ight an expression ana ogous to t 1at o
mal effect.
law of reflection. He remarked
A
that light, proceeding from a
point A, ancl refracted at a
D point M, travels to B, not by
t he shortest route, but in the
shortest time. If the path AMB
is performed in the shortest
time, then a neighboring path
B ANB, infinitely near the real
Fig. 225.
path, will be described in the
same time. If we draw from Non AM and from Mon
NB the perpendiculars NP and llfQ, then the second
route, before refraction, is less than the first route by a
distance 111P= NM sin a, but is larger than it after
refraction by the distance NQ = Nll1sin fi. On the
supposition, therefore, that the velocities in the first
and second media are respectively z1 1 and v 2 , the time
required for the path AMB will be a minimum when
-i,.~--='"'--7*--~~-r--

~Msin ~ _ N_~~i::_f!.. = 0
'Z\
Z'2
or

f'ORMAL DEV.BLOPlJ!lENJ:

v
v2

---1 -

sin a
·-··--- n
sin/:J - '

where n stands for the index of refraction. Hero's law
of reflection, remarks Leibnitz, is thus a special case
of the law of refraction. For equal velocities (v 1 =11 2 ),
the condition of a minimum of time is identical with
the condition of a minimum of space.
Huygens, in his optical investigations, applied and Huygen~'s
.
completion
not of
Fermat's
f urt h er perf ecte d t l1e l'd eas o f F ermat, cons1'd ermg,
only rectilinear, but also curvilinear motions of light, i·esearches.
in media in which the velocity of the light varied continuously from place to place. For these, also, he
found that Fermat's law obtained. Accordingly, in all
motions of light, an endeavo.r, so to speak, to produce
results in a mz'nimum of time appeared to be the fundamental tendency.
3. Similar maximal or minimal properties were The prob•
•
lem of the
brought out m the study of mechamcal phenomena. brachisto·
As we have already noticed, John Bernoulli knew that chrone.
a freely suspended chain assumes the form for which
its centre of gravity lies lowest. This idea was, of
course, a simple one for the investigator who first recognised the general import of the principle of virtual
velocities. Stimulated by these observations, inquirers now began generally to investigate maximal and
minimal characters. The movement received its most
powerful impulse from a problem propounded by John
Bernoulli, in June, r696*-the problem of the lmichi'stoclirone. In a vertical plane two points are situated,
A and B. It is required to assign in this plane the
curve by which a falling body will travel from A to B
in the shortest time. The problem was very ingeniously
*Ada Eruditorum, Leipsic.
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solved by Jolm Bernoulli himself; and soln tions were
also supplied by Leibnitz, L'Hopital, Newton, and
James Bernoulli.
John ~e!"The most remarkable solution was JOHN BERnoulh s mTh'is mqmrer
.
.
genious so- NOULLI's own.
remarl\S that problems
lutionofthe
•
problem ~f of this class have already been solved, not for the mothe brach1s- .
ff a l.
tochrone. tion o
ling b o d'ies, but f or the motion o f light. He
accordingly imagines the motion of a falling body replaced by the motion of
A\
a ray of light. (Comp.
r"--~-~--~
p. 379·) The two points
'\~"=-----A and B are supposed
to
be fixed in a medium
==,a
in which the velocity of
Fig. 226.
light increases in the
vertical downward direction by the same law as the
velocity of a falling body. The medium is supposed
to be constructed of horizontal layers of downwardly
decreasing density, such that v = 1/ 2 gh denotes the
velocity of the light in any layer at the distance Ii below A. A ray of light which travels from A to Bunder such conditions will describe this distance in the
shortest time, and simultaneously trace out the curve
of quickest descent.
Calling the angles made by the element of the
curve with the perpendicular, or the normal of the
layers, a, a', a" . .. . , and the respective velocities
v, v', v" . ... , we have

sin a

sin a'
sin a''
-v-=v·-= -,l/' - = .... =k =Const.

or, designating the perpendicular distances below A
by x, the horizontal distances from A by y, and the arc
of the curve by s,

FORJll!AL JJEVELOP111"ENT.

'ds!!.)
(---=k.
'lJ

whence follows
df?,

and because

dy

=

'l'

The brachistochrone a
cycloid.

k2 'Z'2

=

d s2

i/2-g:-;

= k2 'Z'2 (dx2

+ dy2)

also

= dx~a:---~-x' where a = 2 :.k 2 •

Fig.

227.
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but in originality and imagination was surpassed by the
latter. ] ames Bernoulli likewise solved this problem,
. l
f orm. B ut, on t l1e oth er h and,
. ·
though m
ess fe 1ic1tous
· h great t 110roug1mess, a
he d'id not f m'l to d eve 1op, wit

general method applicable to such problems. Thus,
in these two brothers we find the two fundamental
traits of high scientific talent separated from one
another,-traits, which in the very greatest natural
inquirers, in Newton, for example, are combined together. We shall soon see those two tendencies, which
within one bosom might have fought their battles unnoticed, clashing in open conflict, in the persons of
these two brothers.

Vignette tu L:ilmitzii et Jolia111iis Ber111mllii com11rdum ejistrJ/icu111.
Lausanne and Geneva, Bousquet, 1745.

Jame~ Ber-

4. James Bernoulli finds that the chief object of

the general
nature of
the new
prob!Jm.

.
f or wluc
. l1 a secon d vana
. bl e quantity,
.
a bl e quantity,
l
.
1
.
f
.
f
l
fi
.
w 11c 1 is a unction o t 1e rst, assumes its greatest or
its least value. The present problem, however, is to find

~~a /~~·~~e- research hithe.rto had been to find the val11ts of a vari-

11
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from among an infinite number of ritrves one which possesses a certain maximal or minimal property. This, as
he correctly remarks, is a problem of an entirely different character from the other and demands a :!leW
method.
The principles that James Bernoulli employed in The princi·
J'
M ay, ples
em.
t11e so1ut1on
of t h'1s pro bl em (Acta Eritu:ztorum,
ployed in
James Berl 697)* are as follows:
· no~lli's sof
.
lut1on.
.
( r) If a curve h as a certam property o maximum
or minimum, every portion or element of the curve has
the same property.
(2) Just as the infinitely adjacent values of the
maxima or minima of a quantity in the ordinary problems, for infinitely small changes of the independent
variables, are constant, so also is the quantity here to
be made a maximum or minimum for the curve sought,
for infinitely contiguous cur-lies, constant.
· (3) It is :finally assumed, for the case of the brachistochrone, that the velocity is v = J/2 g It, where It denotes the height fallen through.
If we picture to ourselves a very small portion ABC1he essen.
.
.
l .
l tlal feaof the curve (Fig. 22 8), and, imagining a 1onzonta tures of
•
James Berlme drawn through B, cause
noulli's so·
.
A
lution.
the portion taken to pass m to
the infinitely contiguous portion A.DC, we shall obtain, by
considerations exactly similar /1
to those employed in the treatment of Fermat's law, the wellFig. 228.
known relation between the
sines of the angles made by the curve-elements with
the perpendicular and the velocities of descent .. In
this deduction the following assumptions are made,

* See also his works, Vol. II, p. 768.
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(r), that the part, or element, ABC is brachistochronous, and (2), that ADC is described in the same time
as AB C. Bernoulli's calculation is very prolix ; but
its essential features are ·obvious, and the problem is
solved* by the above-stated principles.
The ProWith the solution of the problem of the brachistogrammaof
Jame~ Ber- chrone, James Bernoulli, in accordance with the pracuoulh, or
t!ieproposi- tice then prevailing among mathematicians, proposed
tlon of the
gen.era I i~o- the following more general ''isoperimetrical problem":
perunetncal prob" Of all isoperimetrical curves (that is, curves of equal
l em.
"perimeters or equal lengths) between the same two
"fixed points, to find the curve such that the space
"included (1) by a second curve, each of whose ordi" nates is a given function of the corresponding ordi" nate or the corresponding arc of the one sought, (2)
''by the ordinates of its extreme points, and (3) by the
"part of the axis of abscissre lying between those ordi"nates, shall be a maximum or minimum."
For example. It is required to find the curve BFN,
described on the base BN such, that of all curves of
the same length on .BN1
this particular one shall make
the area BZN a minimum,
~---------1N where PZ= (PF)1', LM=
(LK)", and so on. Let the
relation between the ordinates of BZN and the corFig. 229.
responding ordinates of BFN
be given by the curve BH. To obtain PZ from PF,
draw FGH at right angles to BG, where BG is at right
angles to BN. By hypothesis, then, PZ= GH, and
• For the details of this solution and for information generally on the history of this subject, see Woodhouse's Treatt"se on lsoperim1ttrical l?'ohu1111
and the Calculus o/ Variations, Cambridge, 1810.-Trans.
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so for the other ordinates.

Further, we put BP= y,
PF=x, PZ=x".
John Bernoulli gave, forthwith, a solution of this John Bernoulli's soproblem, in the form
lution of
this problem.

where a is an arbitrary constant.
y

For n = 1,

J1/;~-;-;,;·2= a-1/a2-x2,

that is, .B.FN is a semicircle on .BN as diameter, and
the area .BZN is equal to the area .B.FN. For this particular case, the solution, in fact, is correct. But the
general formula is not universally valid.
On the publication of John Bernoulli's solution,
James Bernoulli openly engaged to do three things:
first, to discover his brother's method; second, to point
out its contradictions and errors; and, third, to give the
true solution. The jealousy and animosity of the two
brothers culminated, on this occasion, in a violent and
acrimonious controversy, which lasted till James's
death. After J ames's death, John virtually confessed
his error and adopted the correct method of his brother.
James Bernoulli surmised, and in all probability Jame~ Ber•
noulh's
.
correctly, that Jolin, misled by the results of lus re- criticism of
•
John Bersearches on the catenary and the curve of a sail filled noulli's so•
•
•
,
•
,
lution.
with wmd, had again attempted an indirect solution,
imagining .BFN :fillea with a liquid of variable density
and taking the lowest position of the centre of gravity
as determinative of the curve required. Making the
ordinate PZ=.P, the specific gravity of the liquid in
the ordinate P F = x must be p/ x, and similarly in
every other ordinate. The weight of a .vertical :fila..;
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ment is then .P. t(v/x, and its moment with respect to
BNis
1

pd)'
1
x · ·x--= 7J
_, p dy.

->
_,

Hence, for the lowest position of the centre of gravity,
-~-jf d_y, or ,ff d_1· = RZN, is a maximum.
But the
fact is here overlooked, remarks James Bernoulli, that
with the variation of the c11n•e BF1V the 'lfJrt/;itt of the
licp1id also is varied. Consequently, in this simple
form the deduction is not admissible.
The fnndnIn the solution which he himself gives, James Bermental
.
.
J)rinciple of noulh once more assumes that the small port10n FF, 1
1
James Bcrnoulli's
of the cnrve possesses the propgenernl so.
erty which the whole curve poslulion.
sesses. And then taki11 g the four
successive points F F, .ft~, F,,"0
of which the two extreme ones
arc fixed, he so varies .F, and
fi~, that the length of the arc Ji'
Fig. -:z30.
F, fl~, F,,, remains unchanged,
which is possible, of course, only by a displacement
of tw(J points. We shall not follow his involved and
unwieldy calculations. The principle of the process is
clearly indicated in onr remarks. Retaining the designations above cm ployed, James Bernoulli, in substance, states that when
1!1·=
-

/' dv'\:
. . . ·::._,_;::,

I a2

-

p2

JPtiJ' is a maximum, ancl when
rl)' =

c.fpdy is

(a - p) tix
. __ . _.. ._:.:.:..-:

J

'2ap-p

a minimum.
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The dissensions between the two brothers were, we
may admit, greatly to be deplored. Yet the genius of
the one and the profundity of the other bave borne, in
the stimulus which Euler and Lagrange received from
their several investigations, splendid fruits.
5. Euler (Problematz's IsoperimetriciSoluti'o Genen.ilt's, Euler's
.
.
general
Com. Acad. Pttr. T. VI, for 1733, published m r738)*c_lassi~ca•
•
tion of the
was the first to glVe a more general method of treatmg i~operimet·
f
.
d . .
.
.
. ncal prob·
.
t 1rnse questions o maxima an mm1111a, or isopenmetn~ lems.
cal problems. But even his results were based on
prolix geometrical considerations, and not possessed of
analytical generality. Euler divides problems of this
category, with a clear perception and grasp of their
differences, into the following classes :
( 1) Required, of all curves, that for which a property A is a maximum or minimum.
(2) Required, of all curves, equally possessing a
property A, that for which B is a maximum or minimum.
(3) Required, of all curves, equally possessing two
properties, A and B, that for which C is a maximum
or minimum. And so on.
A problem of the first class is (Fig. 23r) the finding Examples.
of the slwrtcst curve through Mand .N. A problem of
the second class is the finding of a curve through M
and N, which, having the given length A, makes the
area MPN a maximum. A problem of the third class
would be: of all curves of the given length A, which
pass through ]l(f, N and contain the same area
MPN
B, to find one which describes when rotated
about .lkfN the least surface of revolution. And so on.

=

*Euler's principal contributions to this subject are contained in three
memoirs, published in the Commentaries if' Peterslmrff for tho yearn 1733, x736,
and x766, and in the tract 111et/lmius invcniendl Litt.Ms Ctlnlfis Proprietatl!
l'tfa.~imi !J{int'1nh11! 1fa1Jdenlu, Lausanne and Geneva, x744.. -Tratu,
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We may observe here, that the finding of an absolute maximum or minimum, without collateral conditions, is meaningless. Thus, all the curves of which in
the first example the shortest is sought
P
possess the common property of pas~
sing through the points .A1" and N.
M(\N
The solution of problems of the
first class requires the variation of two
elements of the curve or of one point.
',11
This is also sufficient. In problems
of the second class three elements or
Fig. !.!Jr.
two points must be varied; the reason
being, that the varied portion must
possess in common with the unvaried portion the property A, and, as B is to be made a maxim um or minimum, also the property R, that is, must satisfy two conditions. Similarly, the solution of problems of the third
class requires the variation of four elements. And
so on.
The com-.
The solution of a problem of a higher class involves,
mutability b .
.
.
. converse, m
. a11 its
.
of t!rn is~y imp 1'ication,
t l1e so1ution
of its
pcl'lmetncnl proper· forms. Thus, in the third class, we vary four elements
tios, with
h
h
. d
.
f l
Euler's in- of the curve, so, t at t e vane portion o t le curve
ferences. sh a11 s h are equa 11y wit
. h tie
1 ongma
. . 1 portion
. t h e va1ues
A and Band, as C is to be made a maximum or a
minimum, also the value C. But the same conditions
must be satisfied, if of all curves possessing equally B
and C that for vvhich A is a maximum or minimum is
sought, or of all curves possessing A and C that for
which B is a maximum or minimum is sought. Thus
a circle, to take an example from the second class, contains, of all lines of the same length A, the greatest
area B, and the circle, also, of all curves containing
the same area B, has the shortest length A. As the
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condition that the property A shall be possessed in
common or shall be a maximum, is expressed in the
same manner, Euler saw the possibility of reducing the
problems of the higher classes to problems of the first
class. If, for example, it is required to find, of all
curves having the common property A, that which
makes Ba maximum, the curve is sought for which
A
mB is a maximum, where m is an arbitrary constant. If on any change of the curve, A
nzB, for any
value of m, does not change, this is generally possible
only provided the change of A, considered by itself,
and that of B, considered by itself, are = 0.
6. Euler was the originator of still another impor-The funda·
tant advance. In treating the problem of finding the~T~~ib1eof
. JamesBer.
l1rone ma
.
. .
res1stmg
me d'mm, w h'1cl1 was mnoulli's
b rac h 1stoc
·
d
b
H
d
h'
h
·
·
vestigate y errmann an
im, t e ex1stmg meth - method
shown n~t
.
F., or t h e b rac l:nstoc
.
}1rone m
. versally
to be um0 d s prove d mcompetent.
a vacuum, the velocity depends solely on the vertical true.
height fallen through. The velocity in one portion of
the curve is in no wise dependent on the other portions. In this case, then, we can indeed say, that if
the whole curve is brachistochronous, every element
of it is also brachistochronous. But in a resisting
medium the case is different. The entire length and
form of the preceding path enters into the determination of the velocity in the element. The whole curve
can be brachistochronous without the separate elements necessarily exhibiting this property. By considerations of this character, Euler perceived, that the
principle introduced by James Bernoulli did not hold
universally good, but that in cases of the kind referred
to, a more detailed treatment was required.
7. The methodical arrangement and the great number of the problems solved, gradually led Euler to sub-

+

+
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stantially the same methods that Lagrange afterwards
•
.
developed m a somewhat <l1fferent form, and which
.
.
now go by the name of the Calm/us o.f Variatwns. First,
Jo1m B ernou 11'i l'1g1ite d on an aatuenta!
·"
'
solution
of a
problem, by analogy. James Bernoulli developed, for
the solution of such problems, a geometrical method.
Euler generalised the problems and the geometrical
method. And finally, Lagrange, entirely emancipating
himself from the consideration of geometrical figures,
gave an analytical method. Lagrange remarked, that
the increments which functions receive in consequence
of a change in their fi>rm arc quite analogous to the increments they receive in consequence of a change of
their indcpendcn t variables. To distinguish the two
species of increments, L.agrangc denoted the former
by <>, the latter by d. By the observation of this analogy Lagrange was enabled to write down at once the
equations which solve problems of maxima and m~nima.
Of this idea, which has provcc.l itself a very fertile one,
Lagrange never gave a verification; in fact, did not
even attempt it. His achievement is in every respect
a peculiar one. He saw, with great economical insight, the foundations which in his judgment were sufficiently secure and serviceable to build upon. But
the acceptance of these f tmc.lamen tal principles them selves was vindicated only by its results. Instead of
employing himself on the demonstration of these principles, ho showed with what success they could be employed. (Rsscri d' 1111t· 11om1f'!lt· malu1rlr• p(111r rldt•rminr.•r
Its maxima d 111it1i111a dts farmul<'s i11tc'grall's i11dc:Ji11iu.
Misc. Ta11r. I 762.)
The difficulty which Lagrange's contemporaries and
successors experienced in clearly grasping his idea, is
quite intelligible. Euler sought in vain to clear up the
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difference between a variation and a differential by The misimaginmg constants contained in the function, with ti~~~e~i Lathe change of which the form of the function changed. rJ!~.ge's
The increments of the value of the function arising
from the increments of these constants were regarded
by him as the variations, while the increments of the
function springing from the increments of the independent variables were the differentials. The conception
of the Calculus of Variations that springs from such a
view is singularly timid, narrow, and illogical, and does
not compare with that of Lagrange. Even Lindelof's
modern work, so excellent in other respects, is marred
by this defect. The first really competent presentation of Lagrange's idea is, in our opinion, that of }ELLETT.* J ellett appears to have said what Lagrange perhaps was unable fully to say, perhaps did not deem it
necessary to say.
8. Jellett's view is,. in substance, this. Quantities Jell:~t's ex• • •
.
.
position of
generally are d1v1s1ble mto constant and variable quan- the princi• ,
.
. .
•
.
ples of the
titles; the latter bemg subd1v1ded mto mdependent Calc;:ul}ls of
.
•
Vanatlcns.
and dependent variables, or such as may be arbitrarily
changed, and such whose change depends on the
change of other, independent, variables, in some way
connected with them. The latter are called functions
of the former, and the nature of the relation that connects them is termed the form of the function. Now,
quite analogous to this division of quantities into constant and variable, is the division of the forms of.functions into determlna,te (constant) and indeterminate (variable). If the form of a function, y = cp(x), is indeterminate, or variable, the value of the function y can
change in two ways: (r) by an increment dx of the
!ft An Elementary Treatise on the Calculus af Variations.
John Hewitt Jellett, Dublin, 1850.

By the Rev.
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independent variable x, or (2) by a change of form, by
a passage from <p to cp 1 • The first change is the dif·
ferential dy, the second, the variation oy. Accordingly,
dy= cp (x
dx)- <p (x), and
oy = Cf1 (x)- <p (x).

+

The object
The change of value of an indeterminate function
of the cal•
c11!11s ofva· due to a mere change of form involves no problem
riations ii- .
.
.
'
lustrated. JUSt as the change of value of an independent variable

involves none. We may assume any change of form
we please, and so produce any change of value we
please. A problem is not presented till the change in
value of a determinate function (F) of an indeterminate function cp, due to a cluwgt tif form of the included
indeterminate function, is required. For example, if
we have a plane curve of the inddrrmi'nate form Y=
<p (x), the length of its arc between the abscissre x 0
and x 1 is

· s=

j' F_;f'~~)r

XO

]'~~-+(§~)'. dx,

dx

Xo

a ddcr111i11att! function of an indeterminate function.
The moment a definite form of curve is fixed upon, the
value of S can be given. For any change of form of
the curve, the change in value of the length of the arc,
oS, is determinable. In the example given, the func~
tion S docs not contain the function y directly, but
through its first differential coefficient dy /d x, which is
itself dependent on y. Let tt
F(y) be a determinate
function of an indeterminate function J'
rp (x); then
dF(y)
oit =F(y
DJ 1)-.f'(y) =-Jy- oy.

=

+

=

Again, let u =F(y, dy/rh:) be a determinate function
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of an indeterminate function, y = <p(x). For a change
of form of cp, the value of y changes by o31 and the
value of dy/dx by o(dy/dx). The corresponding change
in the value of u is

dF(J',

t~~)

dF(J1,

2)

dy

ou=----oy+ -----0 -.
dy
d dy
dx
dx

odt!_J!_x is obtamed by our definition from ~xpres-for

The expression

SlOilS

the variations of differential
coefficients.

Similarly, the following results are found:
d J'
d2 0Y
d3 J'
d3 0JI
o-------··
.------ttx2- dx2' o--·
dxsdx3'
2

and so forth.
We now proceed to a problem, namely, the de-Aproblem.
termination of the form of the function )1
q;(x) that
will render

=

where

V=F(x, y,

:~, ~:; ,

1

•••• ),

a maximum or minimum; q> denoting an indeterminate, and Fa determinate function. The value of U
may be varied (r) by a change of the limits, x 0 , x 1 •
·Outside of the limits, the change of the in.dependent
variables x, as such, does not affect U; accordingly,
if we regard the limits as :fixed, this is the only respect
in which we need attend to x. The only other way
(2) in which the value of U is susceptible of variation
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is by a change of the/orm of)'= <p(x). This produces
a change of value in
dJ' d2J'

Y'dx'dz'J'····
amounting to

and so forth. The total change in U, which we shall
call .DU, and to express the maximum-minimum condition put = 0, consists of the differential dU and tht~
variation oU. Accordingly,

DU=dU+oU=O.
Expression
for the total
variation of
the function in
question,

Denoting by V 1 dx 1 and - V 0 d."C 0 the increments of
.
.
u due to the change of the hm1ts,
we then have
DU= V 1 dx 1
V 1 dx 1

-

V 0 t!x 0

-

V 0 dx 0

+ <~.f· Vd,\' =
.1·1

-ro

+Jo V. d.,.= 0 .
.t•t

.i·o

But by the principles stated on page 439 we further get

oV = t!_':: oJ' + tf_V o'!J' +
dy

dV
0
dy Y

dx

dy
d-d.t•

d

_d V
d2y

od

d.r:'J

dV do;•

dV r12

dx

dx2

-:,(0~

'J )'

d.x2

-l

-

c<J y

dx ~1 t1_2 )' r1.x~·- + · ·

For the sake of brevity we put

Then

dV =N. r(l~ _
_rll~ _
dy
, d)' - p 1' tf 2 )' dd---dx
dx2
.t"1

o,_fVd.-v=
Xo

p 2'

•••
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{"

1•
·

J

(Nc~v

,
+ P '~'?__!_
f"' + p

·

'o

.

l

l

2

v\.>

.

d2 oy
-dXM?
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oy
)
+ P 3 ds
-dx-3 + ···. d

.

.

X. The.mte-

•

grat1on of
the third

Ono thfficulty here is, that not only oy but also the expression
'
·~~~
terms rl<~_v/tiv"C, d 2 OJ1jdx2 .... occur in this equation, variation.
·---tenns which are dependent on one another, but not
in a directly obvious manner. This drawback can be
rt!moved by successive integration by parts, by means
of the form nla

By this method

J•1,
1

~rm~~

Jutiv

=

dc>y
_
JdP 1
l. dx-P 1 oy- - -oydx,
' .x
(1JC

J•J>. d2·o···J.~dx=P
2

P ..

dx2

~(~.JI

.. d~v

-

uv-jvdu.

2

~-~Z.-j. dP2doydx=
dx dx

dx

2

+ft!_d p2 2 oydx, and so on .

dlP2,_ oy
' .'\7

x

Pcirforming all these integrations between the limits,

w~ obtain for the condition DU= 0 the expression
0 =

V 1 dx 1 - V0 dx 0

+·(p1_dP~+
··) oy1-(\p1_dlP2+ .. . ) ooyo
dx

(P

1

2-

lX

~'. +. ·),(~°;),-(P,-fx• +. · ·) 0 (~~) 0

""'t . " " ........... - ................. .

r·'l:"t(

.-\·.
. .,

."l.·o

N-

dP
d2 P
d3P3
.:.i+-·~--+
dx
dx 2
dx 3

.... ) oy.dx,

which now contains only oy under the integral sign.
'I'he terms in the first line of this expression are
independent of any change in the form of the fu~ct~on
and depend solely upon th~ variation of the limits.
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The i~ter-

pretnllon of
the results.

The terms of the two following lines depend on the
•
•
change 111 the form of the function, for the limiting
values of x only ; and the indices r and 2 state that
the actual limiting values are to be put in the place of
the general expressions. The terms of the last line,
finally, depend on the general change in the form of
the function. Collecting all the terms, except those in
the last line, under one designation a 1 - a 0 , and calling
the expression in parentheses in the last line ft, we
have
0= a

1 -

a0

.1·,

+Jf:i. CJ)'· dx .
•1·0

But this equation can be satisfied only if
and

"'1-ao=O.

(1)

o.

. . . . . . . . (2)

Xt

Jfloydx =

..l·o

For if each of the members were not equal to zero,
each would be determined by the other. But the integral of an indeterminate function cannot be expressed
in terms of its limiting values only. Assuming, therefore, that the equation
.1·,

Jf-J <J) 1 tf.T =

0,

..i·o

1110 cqi!n- holds generally good, its conditions
t1on wluch
•
.t'
•
l
l
b'
d
!wives tho smce v )' 1s t uoug 10ut ar itrary an
problem. or
.
make;; th7
functtou 1n
ques.tion n
lllllXl.lllllll\

~~l\i:;11.ni-

can be satisfied,
· genera l'ity o f
its
.
form cannot be restricted, only by making fJ = 0. By
•
the equat10n
/ p
/''I'
d 3 I'
N
t
t I t 'J
:l
0
(3),
- thi: -- ---;J~r·'J- - . d.~T
... = . ' .

+

therefore, the form of the function J' = cp(x) that makes
the expression U a maximum or minimum is defined.
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Equation (3) was found by Euler. But Lagrange :first
showed the application of equation (r), for the deter~
mination of a function by the conditions at its limits.
By eq~ation (3), which it must satisfy, the form of the
function y = cp(x) is generally determined; but this
equation contains a number of arbitrarJ' constants,
whose values are determined solely by the conditions
at the limits. With respect to notation, Jellett rightly
remarks, that the employment of the symbol o in the
first two terms V1 ox 1 = V0 ox 0 of equation (I), (the
form used by Lagrange,) is illogical, and he correctly
puts for the increments of the independent variables
the usual symbols d x 1 , d x 0 •
g. To illustrate the use to which these equations Aprttetical
illustration
•
may be put, let us seek the form of the function that of the use
of these
makes
equations.

j;1 \Jrl ~~ (d)~)2
dx
tl x·

.r0

a n:1inimum-the shortest line.

Here

V=F(i~).
All expressions except

vanish in equation (3), and that equation becomes
dP 1 /dx = 0; which means that P 1 , and consequently
its only variable, dJ1/dx, is independent of x. Hence,
dy/dx =a, and J' = ax
b, where a and b are constants.
The constants a, b are determined by the values of

+
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Development of the
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the limits. If the straight line passes through the
.
pom ts .r 0 , y 0 and x 1 , J' 1' then
_1 0 ::.:___: ax 0
1

J'1

=-= ax1

+-Ii}
+
b

... . . . . . . . . .

(m)

and as d.\· 0 = dx 1 = 0, o_1' 0 = DJ' 1 = 0, equation (r)
vanishes. The coefficients o (dJ' /d x), o (d2J 1/dx2 ), ....
independently vanish. Hence, the values of a and b
are determined by the equations (m) alone.
If the limits x 0 , x 1 only are given, but_J 10 , )' 1 are
indeterminate, \Ve have dx 0 = <l.\· 1 :::--c: 0, and equation
(r) takes the form
a
V 1

+a

:: ( <>y i

3

-

c)y o) = U'

which, since 0_1 0 and <~'_1• 1 arc arbitrary, can only be
satisfied if ci = 0. The straight line is in this case
y = b, parallel to the axis of abscissa~, and as b is indeterminate, at any distance from it.
It will be noticed, that e<1nation (r) anc.l the subsidiary conditions expressed in equation (111), with respect to the determination of the constants, generally
complement each other.
If
1

.t"J~---···-----I
!&

.

~ '--=Jy
.t'1

1

l

+ (/~)

d.v

is to be made a minimum, the integration of the appropriate form of (3) will give
)'=

If Z is a minimum, then 2 'Tt 7, also is a minimum, and
the curve found will give, by rotation about the axis
of abscissre, the least surface of revolution. Further,
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to a minimum of Z the lowest position of the centre of
gravity of a homogeneously heavy curve of this kind
corresponds ; the curve is therefore a catenary. The
determination of the constants c, c' is effected by means
of the limiting conditions, as above.
In the treatment of mechanical problems, a dis- Variations
•
•
.
and virtual
tmction is made between the increments of coordinates displacements disthat actually take place in time, namely, dx, dy, dz, tinguished.
and the possz'ble displacements ox, oy, oz, considered,
for instance, in the application of the principle of virtual velocities. The latter, as a rule, are not variations; that is, are not changes of value that spring
from changes in the form of a function. Only when
we consider a mechanical system that is a continuum,
as for example a string, a flexible surface, an elastic
body, or a liquid, are we at liberty to regard ox, oy,
oz as indeterminate functions of the coordinates x, y,
z, and are we concerned with variations.
It is not our purpose in this work, to develop math- of
Importance
the calematical theories, but simply to treat the purely phys- cpl~s of va.
.
. nations for
ical part of mechanics. But the history of the isoperi~ mechanics.
metrical problems and of the calculus of variations had
to be touched upon, because these researches have exercised a very considerable influence on the develop~
ment of mechanics. Our sense of the general properties of systems, and of properties of maxima and
minima in particular, was much sharpened by these
investigations, and properties of the kind referred to
were subsequently discovered in mechanical systems
with great facility. As a fact, physicists, since Lagrange's time, usually express mechanical principles
in a maximal or minimal form. This predilection
would be unintelligible without a knowledge of the
historical development.
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II.

THEOLOGICAL. ANIMISTIC, AND

MYSTICAL POINTS OF VIEW

IN MECHANICS.

r. If, in entering a parlor in Germany, we happ~n
to hear something said about some man being very
pious, without having caught the name, we may fancy
that Privy Counsellor X was spoken of,-or Herr von
Y; we should hardly think of a scientific man of our
acquaintance. It would, however, be a mistake to suppose that the want of cordiality, occasionally rising to
embittered controversy, which has existed in our day
between the scientific and the theological faculties,
always separated them. A glance at the history of
science suffices to prove the contrary.
T_hc con-.
People talk of the '' conflict" of science and the~
lllct of
sc1- o logy, or b etter o f science
·
· m
·
tmco
and
an d t lle c 1rnrc1l. I t is
tho church.
•
truth a prohfic theme. On the one hand, we have the
long catalogue of the sins of the church against progress, on the other side a "noble army of martyrs,"
among them no less distinguished figures than Galileo
and Giordano Bruno. It was only by good luck that
Descartes, pious as he was, escaped the same fate.
These things are the commonplaces of history; but it
would be a great mistake to suppose that the phrase
"warfare of science" is a correct description of its
general historic attitude toward religion, that the only
repression of intellectual development has come from
priests, and that if their hanus had been held off, growing science would have shot up with stupendous velocity. No doubt, external opposition did have to be
fought ; and the battle with it was no child's play.
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Nor was any engine too base for the church to handle The stn~I!. t h.is struggle. S he cons1"d ere d not11mg
.
b ut h ow to gleofscienm
tist~ with
.
their own
conquer ; and no temporal policy ever was conducted pr~con.
ce1ved
so selfishly, so unscrupulously, or so cruelly. But m- ideas.
vestigators have had another struggle on their hands,
and by no means an easy one, the struggle with their
own preconceived ideas, and especially with the notion
that philosophy and science must be founded on theology. It was but slowly that this prejudice little by
little was erased.
2. But let the facts speak for themselves, while we Historical
.
d
h
f
.
.
examples.
mtro uce t e reader to a ew historical personages.
Napier, the inventor of logarithms, an austere Puritan, who lived in the sixteenth century, was, in addition to his scientific avocations, a zealous theologian.
Na pier applied himself to some extremely curious
speculatim:;is. He wrote an exegetical commentary on
the Book of Revelation, with propositions and mathematical demonstrations. Proposition XXVI, for example, maintains that the pope is the Antichrist; proposition XXXVI decfares that the locusts are the Turks
and Mohammedans ; and so forth.
Blaise Pascal (r623-r662), one of the most rounded
geniuses to be found among mathematicians and physicists, was extremely orthodox and ascetical. So deep
were the convictions of his heart, that despite the gentleness of his character, he once openly denounced at
Rouen an instructor in philosophy as a heretic. The
healing of his sister by contact with a relic most seriously impressed him, and he regarded her cure as a
miracle. On these facts taken by themselves it might
be wrong to lay great stress; for his whole family were
much inclined to religious fanaticism. But there are
plenty of other instances of his religiosity. Such was
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his resolve,-which was carried out, too,-to abandon
altogether the pursuits of science and to devote his life
solely to the cause of Christianity. Consolation, he
used to say, he could find nowhere but in the teachings
of Christianity; and all the wisdom of the world availed
him not a whit. The sincerity of his desire for the
conversion of heretics is shown in his Lettres j>ro71illcialcs, where he vigorously declaims against the dread.
ful subtleties that the doctors of the Sorbonne had
devised, expressly to persecute the Jansenists. Very
remarkable is Pascal's correspondence with the theologians of his time ; and a modern reader is not a little
surprised at finding this great "scientist" seriously
discussing in one of his letters whether or not the Devil
was able to work miracles.
Otto von Guericke, the inventor of the air-pump,
occupies himself, at the beginning of his book, now
little over two hundred years old, with the miracle of
Joshua, which he seeks to harmonise with the id~as
of Copernicus. In like manner, we find his researches
on the vacuum and the nature of the atmosphere introduced by disquisitions concerning the location of
heaven, the location of hell, and so forth. Although
Guericke really strives to answer these questions as rationally as he can, still we notice that they give him
considerable trouble,-questions, be it remembered,
that to-day the theologians themselves would consider
absurd. Yet Guericke was a man who lived after the
Reformation !
The giant mind of Newton did not disdain to employ
itself on the interpretation of the Apocalypse. On such
subjects it was difficult for a sceptic to converse with
him. When Halley once indulged in a jest concerning
theological questions, he is said to have curtly repulsed
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him with the remark : "I have studied these things; Newtonand
Leibnitz.
you have not!"
We need not tarry by Leibnitz, the inventor of the
best of all possible worlds and of pre-established harmony-inventions which Voltaire disposed of in Candide, a humorous novel with a deeply philosophical purpose. But everybody knows that Leibnitz was almost
if not quite as much a theologian, as a man of science.
Let us turn, however, to the last century. Euler, in Euler.
his Letters to a German Princess, deals with theologicophilosophical problems in the midst of scientific questions. He speaks of the difficulty involved in explaining
the interaction of body and mind, due to the total
diversity of these two phenomena,-a diversity to his
mind undoubted. The system of occasionalism, developed by Descartes and his followers, agreeably to which
God executes for every purpose of the soul, (the soul itself not being able to do so,) a corresponding movement
of the body, does not quite sati~fy him. He derides,
also, and not without humor, the doctrine of preestablished harmony, according to which perfect agreement was established from the beginning between the
movements of the body and the volitions of the soul,although neither is in any way connected with the
other,-just as there is harmony between two different
but like-constructed clocks. He remarks, that in this
view his own body is as foreign to him as that of a
rhinoceros in the midst of Africa, which might just as
well be in pre-established harmony with his soul as
its own. Let us hear his own words. In his day, Latin
was almost universally written. When a German
scholar wished to be especially condescending, he
wrote in French: "Si clans le cas d'un dereglement
"de man corps Dien ajustait celui d'un rhinoceros,
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"en sorte que ses mouvements fussent tellement d'ac" cord avec les ordres de mon ame, qu'il levat la patte
"au moment que je voudrais lever la n1ain, et ainsi
''des autres operations, ce serait alors mon corps. Je
'' me trouverais subitement clans la forme d'un rhino,, ceros au milieu de l'Afrique, mais non obstant cela
"mon ame continuerait les meme operations. J'aurais
"egalement l'honneur d'ecrire a V. A., mais je ne sais
''pas comment elle recevrait mes lettres."
Euler's
One would almost imagine that Euler, here, had been
theological
.
.
proclivities tempted to play Voltaire.
An d yet, apposite
as was
his criticism in this vital point, the mutual action of
body and soul remained a miracle to him, still. But he
extricates himself, however, from the question of the
freedom of the will, very sophistically. To give some
idea of the kind of questions which a scientist was permitted to treat in those days, it may be remarked that
Euler institutes in his physical ''Letters'' investiga. tions concerning the nature of spirits, the connection
between body and soul, the freedom of the will, the
influence of that freedom on physical occurrences,
prayer, physical and moral evils, the conversion of sinners, and such like topics ;-and this in a treatise full
of clear physical ideas and not devoid of philosophical
ones, where the well-known circle-diagrams of logic
have their birth-place.
Cfharacter
3. Let these examples of religious physicists suffice
o the theo•
Iogic;al
We have selected them intentionally from among the
leanings of
th~greatin-foremost of scientific discoverers. The theological proquirers.
clivities which these men followed, belong wholly to
their innermost private life. They tell us openly things
which they are not compelled to tell us, things about
which they might have remained silent. What they
utter are not opinions forced upon them from without;
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they are their own sincere views. They were not conscious of any theological constraint. In a court which
harbored a Lam~ttrie and a Voltaire, Euler had no reason to conceal his real convictions.
According to the modern notion, these men should character
.
a t 1eas t 1lave seen th a t tlie questions
t h ey d"iscussed oftheirage.
did not belong under the heads where they put them,
that they were not questions of science. Still,. odd as
this contradiction between inherited theological beliefs
and independently created scientific convictions seems
to us, it is no reason for a diminished admiration of
those leaders of scientific thought. Nay, this very fact
is a proof of their stupendous mental power: they were
able, in spite of the contracted horizon of their age, to
which even their own aperr;zu were chiefly limited, to
point out the path to an elevation, where 'our genera-·
tion has attained a freer point of, view.
Every unbiassed mind must admit that the age in
which the chief development of the science of mechanics took place, was an age of predominantly theological
cast. Theological questions were excited by everything,
and modified everything. No wonder, then, that mechanics took the contagion. But the thoroughness with
which theological thought thus permeated scientific
inquiry, will best be seen by an examination of details.
4 . The impulse imparted in antiquity to this direc- Galileo's
researches
tion of thought by Hero and Pappus has been alluded strength
on the
of
to in the preceding chapter. At the beginning of the materials.
seventeenth century we find Galileo occupied with problems concerning the strength of materials. He shows
that hollow tubes offer a greater resistance to flexure
than solid ro<ls of the same length and the same quantity
of rnatcrial, and at once applies this discovery to the
explanation of the forms of the bones of animals, which
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are usually hollow and cylindrical in shape. The phenomenon is easily illustrated by the comparison of a
flatly folded and a rolled sheet of paper. A horizontal
beam fastened at one extremity and loaded at the other
may be remodelled so as to be thinner at the loaded
enJ without any loss of stiffness and with a considerable saving of material. Galileo determined the form of
a beam of equal resistance at each cross-section. He
also rl!marked that animals of similar geometrical construction but of considerable difference of size would
comply in very unequal proportions with the laws of
resistance.
The forms of bones, feathers, stalks, and other organic structures, adapted, as they are, in their minutest details to the purposes they serve, are highly calculated to make a profound impression on the thinking
beholder, and this fac.t has again and again been adduced in proof of a supreme wis<lom ruling in nature.
Let us examine, for instance, the pinion-feather of a
bird. The quill is a hollow tube diminishing in thickness as we go towards the end, that is, is a body of
equal resistance. Each little blade of the vane repeats in miniature the same construction. It would
require considerable technical knowledge even to imitate a feather of this kind, let alone invent it. We
should not forget, however, that investigation, and
not mere admiration, is the office of science. We
know how Darwin sought to solve these problems, by
the theory of natural selection. That Darwin's solution
is a complete one, may fairly be doubted; Darwin himself questioned it. All external conditions would be
powerless if something were not present that admitted
of variation. But there can be no question that his
theory is the first serious attempt to replace mere ad-
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miration of the adaptations of organic nature by seriw
ous inquiry into the mode of their origin.
Pappus's ideas concerning the cells of honeycombs The cells of
.
.
d d.iscuss1on
. as l ate as t h e comb.
the honey·
were t l1e su b1ect
of ammate
eighteenth century. In a treatise, published in I865,
entitled Homes Wi'tliottt Hands (p. 428), Wood substantially relates the following: "Maraldi had been struck
with the great regularity of the cells of the honeycomb. He measured the angles of the lozenge-shaped
plates, or rhom bs, that form the terminal walls of the
cells, and found them to be respectively I 09° 28 and
70° 32
Reaumur, convinced that these angles were in
some way connected with the economy of the cells,
requested the mathematician Konig to calculate the
form of a hexagonal prism terminated by a pyramid
composed of three equal and similar rhombs, which
would give the greatest amount.of space with a given
amount of material. The answer was, that the angles
should be IOg 0 26' and 70° 34'. The difference, accordingly, was two minutes. Maclaurin,* dissatisfied with
this agreement, repeated Maraldi's measurements, found
them correct, and discovered, in going over the calculation, an error in the logarithmic table employed by
Konig. Not the bees, but the mathematicians were
wrong, and the bees had helped to detect the error!"
Any one who is acquainted with the methods of meas~
uring crystals and has seen the cell of a honeycomb,
with its rough and non-reflective surfaces, will question
whether the measurement of such cells can be executed
with a probable error of only two minutes. t So, we
must take this story as a sort of pious mathematical
1

1

•

*PMlosojlui:al Transactions

for 1743.-Tr'tHts,
t But soe G. F. Maraldi in the JJ1emoz"res dtt l'acttdbnt'tt for 1712. It is, how·
ever, now well known tlrn cells vary conaidcrnbly. See Chauncey Wright,
Pldlosojltical Disc1tssions, 1877 1 p. 3u.-Trans,
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fairy·tale, quite apart from the consideration that nothing would follow from it even were it true. Besides,
from a mathematical point of view, the problem is too
imperfectly formulated to enable us to decide the extent to which the bees have solved it.
Other
The ideas of Hero and Fermat, referred to in the
instances.
previous chapter, concerning the motion of light, at
once received from the hands of Leibnitz a theological coloring, and played, as has been bvfore mentioned,
a predominant role in the development of the calculus
of variations. In Leibnitz's correspondence with John
Bernoulli, theological questions are repeatedly discussed in the very midst of mathematical disquisitions.
Their language is not unfrequently couched in biblical
pictures. Leilmitz, for example, says that the problem
of the brachistochrone lured him as the apple had lured
Eve.
The theoMaupertuis, the famous president of the Berlin
logical kcr·
.
•
ne.1 o~ the Academy, and a fnend of Frederick the Great, gave
pnnc1plc of
•
1
1
l
1
,
.
. by
1!-last ac·
a new impu se to t 1e t 1eo og1smg b ent o f p h ys1cs
tion.
the enunciation of his principle of least action. In the
treatise which formulated this obscure principle, and
which betrayed in Maupertuis a woeful lack of mathe·
matical accuracy, the author declared his principle to be
the one which best accorded with the wisdom of the
Creator. Maupertuis was an ingenious man, but not a
man of strong, practical sense. This is evidenced by
the schemes he was incessantly devising : his bold propositions to found a city in which only Latin should be
spoken, to dig a deep hole in the earth to find ·new
substances, to institute psychological investigations by
means of opium and by the dissection of monkeys, to
explain the formation of the embryo by gravitation, and
so forth. He was sharply satirised by Voltaire in the
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Hi'stoz're du. docteur Akakz'a, a work which led, as we
know, to the rupture between Frederick and Voltaire ..
Maupertuis's principle would in all probability soon Eul~r's re·
tentton of
have been forgotten, had Euler not taken up the sug- ~be theo,log·
E
l
.
l
l
f
h
.
.
l
.
basis of
.
ges t 10n.
u er magnanimous y et t e prmc1p e its ical
t~is prin· t h e gory
1 of t l1e mvent10n,
·
·
name, M aupertms
an d con- ciple.
verted it into something new and really serviceable.
What Maupertuis meant to convey is very difficult to
ascertain. What Euler meant may be easily shown by
simple examples. If a body is constrained to move on a
rigid surface, for instance, on the surface of the earth, it
will describe when an impulse is imparted to it, the
shortest path between its initial and terminal positions.
Any other path that might be prescribed it, would be
longer or would require a greater time. This principle
:finds an application in the theory of atmospheric and
oceanic currents. The theological point of view, Euler
retained. He claims it is possible to explain phenomena,
not only from their physical causes, but also from their
jntrposes. ''As the construction of the universe is the
"most perfect possible, being the handiwork of an
"all~wise Maker, nothing can be met with in the world
"in which some maximal or minimal property is not
"displayed. There is, consequently, no doubt but
"that all the effects of the world can be derive.cl by
''the method of maxima and minima from their :final
"causes as well as from their efficient ones."*
5. Similarly, the notions of the constancy of the
quantity of matter, of the constancy of the quantity of

* u Quum enim mundi universi fabrica sit perfect!ssima, atque a creatore
sapientissimo absoluta, nihil omnino in mundo contingit, in quo non maximi
minimive ratio quaepiarn eluceat; quam ob rem dubium prorsus est nu!lum,
quin omnes mundi effectus ex causis finalibus, ope methodi maximorum et
minimorum, aeque feliciter determinarI quaeant, atque ex ipsis causis efiicientibus.11 (Metliodus i"nveni'endi Uneas ciwv,is ma.xim.l mim"ntlve proprietat1
raudent(/S, Lausanne, 1744.)
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motion, of the indestructibility of work or energy, con.
.
.
cept10ns
w h.1cl1 comp lete ly d ommate
mo d ern p h ys1cs,
i:ii~\~s of all arose under the influence of theological ideas. The
theological
.
.
.
h d l .
. . .
origin.
notions m quest10n a t 1eir ongm m an utterance of
Descartes, before mentioned, in the Principles of Philos(Jp/1_v, agreeably to which the quantity of matter and motion originally created in the world,-such being the
only course compatible with the constancy of the Creator,-is always preserved unchanged. The conception
of the manner in which this quantity of motion should
be calculated was very considerably modified in the
progress of the idea from Descartes to Leibnitz, and to
their successors, and as the outcome of these modifications the doctrine gradually and slowly arose which
is now called the ''law of the conservation of energy."
But the theological background of these ideas only
slowly vanished. In fact, at the present day, we still
meet with scientists who indulge· in self-created mysticisms concerning this law.
Gr11.d~1~1
During the entire sixteenth and seventeenth centu,
tr11.ns1t1on
•
•
,
from the
nes, down to the close of the eighteenth, the preva1l.
. o f mqmrers
theologicn1 .
.
.
·
· a 11 p 11ys1cal
·
p~int ot
mg me
was, to fi n d m
1mation
view.
laws. some particular disposition of the Creator. But
a gradual transformation of these views must strike
the attentive observer. Whereas with Descartes and
Leibnitz physics and theology were still greatly intermingled, in the subsequent period a distinct endeavor
is noticeable, not indeed wholly to discard theology,
yet to separate it from purely physical questions. Theological disquisitions were put at the beginning or relegated to the end of physical treatises. Theological
speculations were restricted, as much as possible, to
the question of creation, that, from this point onward,
the way might be cleared for physics.
The: central
nouons of
mod~rn
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Towards the close of the eighteenth century a re- Ultimate
.
complete
markable change took place,-a change which was e.mancipat1on of
apparently an abrupt departure from the current trend physics
.
.
l
.
l
·
£
from theol0 f t h oug l:it, b ut m rea 11ty was the og1ca outcome o ogy.
the development indicated. After an attempt in a
youthful work to found mechanics on Euler's principle
of least action, Lagrange, in a subsequent treatment
of the subject, declared his intention of utterly disregarding theological and metaphysical speculations, as
in their nature precarious and foreign to science. He
erected a new mechanical system on entirely different
foundations, and no one conversant with the subject
will diilpute its excellencies. All subsequent scientists
of eminence accepted Lagrange's view, and the present attitude of physics to theology was thus substantially determined.
6. The idea that theology and physics are two dis- The
dmod ern 1 ea 1
tinct branches of knowledge, thus took, from its first ahyayds
thef
att1tu e o
germination in Copernicus till its final promulgation !he
g.reatest
mqmrers.
by Lagrange, almost two centuries to attain clearness
in the minds of investigators. At the same time it
cannot be denied that this truth was always clear to
the greatest minds, like Newton. Newton never, despite his profound religiosity, mingled theology with
the questions of science. True, even he concludes his
Ojtt"cs, whilst on its last pages his clear and luminous
intellect still shines, with an exclamation of humble
contrition at the vanity of all earthly things. But his
optical researches proper, in contrast to those of Leibnitz, contain not a trace of theology. The same may
be said of Galileo and Huygens. Their writings conform almost absolutely to the point of view of Lagrange, and may be accepted in this respect as classical. But the general views and tendencies of an age
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must not be judged by its greatest, but by its average,
minds.
Th~ theoTo comprehend the process here portrayed, the genlog1ca1 cond" .
f ff . . h
.
b e cons1"d ception of eral con it10n o a airs m t ese times must
the world
I
d
h
.
f . ., .
natur:it and ered.
t stan s to reason t at m a stage o c1v11sation
1
:~1~~m- in which religion is almost the sole education, and the
only theory of the world, people would naturally look
at things in a theological point of view, and that they
would believe that this view was possessed of competency in all :fields of research. If we transport ourselves
back to the time when people played the organ with
their fists, when they had to have the multiplication table
visibly before them to calculate, when they did so much
with their hands that people now-a-days do with their
heads, we shall not demand of such a time that it
should t'ri'tit:ally put to the test its own views and theories. With the widening of the intellectual horizon
through the great geographical, technical, and scientific discoveries and inventions of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, with the opening up of provinces in
which it was impossible to make any progress with the
old conception of things, simply because it had been
formed prior to the knowledge of these provinces, this
bias of the mind gradually and slowly vanished. The
great freedom of thought which appears in isolated
cases in the early middle ages, first in poets and then
in scientists, will always be hard to understand. The enlightenment of those days must have been the work of a
few very extraordinary minds, and can have been bound
to the views of the people at large by but very slender
threads, more fitted to disturb those views than to reform them. Rationalism does not seem to have gained
a broad theatre of action till the literature of th~ eighteenth century. Humanistic, philosophical, historical,
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and physical science here met and gave each other
mutual encouragement. All who have experienced, in
part, in its literature, this wonderful emancipation of
the human intellect, will feel during their whole lives a
deep, elegiacal regret for the eighteenth century.
7. The old point of view, then, is abandoned. Its 1'he en·
·
· now d etecti'bl e on1y m
· t h e f orm o f t h e me- lighten·
1s
ment 9f the
111story
chanical principles. And this form will remain strange new views.
to us as long as we neglect its origin. The theological
conception of things gradually gave way to a more
rigid conception; and this was accompanied with a
considerable gain in enlightenment, as we shall now
briefly indicate.
When we say light travels by the paths of shortest
time, we grasp by sµch an expression many things.
But we do not know as yet why light prefers paths of
shortest time. We forego all further knowledge of the
phenomenon, if we find the reason in the Creator's wisdom. We of to-day know, that light travels by all
paths, but that only on the paths of shortest time do
the waves of light so intensify each other that a perceptible result is produced. Light, accordingly, only
appears to travel by the paths of shortest time. After Extrava·
· w lnc
' l1 preva1'1 e d on t11ese questions
'
11ac1well
ganceasas .
' d ice
t h e preJu
.
d' l
.
d . economy 111
been remove d , cases were 1mme iate y d1scovere m nature.
which by the side of the supposed economy of nature
the most striking extravagance was displayed. Cases
of this kind have, for example, been pointed out by
Jacobi in connection with Euler's principle of least action. A great many natural phenomena accordingly
produce the impression of economy, simply because
they visibly appear only when by accident an economical accumulation of effects take place. This is the
same idea in the province of inorganic nature that Dar-
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win worked out in the domain of organic nature. We
facilitate instinctively our comprehension of nature by
applying to it the economical ideas with which we are
familiar.
~xplanaOften the phenomena of nature exhibit .maximal
tion of max. .
l properties
. b ecause wl1en t l1ese greatest or
irT!a! and
or mm1ma
minimal
·
h ave b een esta bl 1s
· 11e d t h e causes of all
effects.
least properties
further alteration are removed. The catenary gives
the lowest point of the centre of gravity for the simple
reason that when that point has been reached all further descent of the system's parts is impossible. Liquids exclusively subjected to the action of molecular
forces exhibit a minimum of superficial area, because
stable equilibrium can only snosist when the molecular
forces are able to effect no further diminution of superficial area. The important thing, therefore, is not the
maximum or minimum, bnt the removal of work; work
being the factor determinative of the alteration. It
sounds much less imposing but is much more elucidatory, much more correct and comprehensive, instead
of speaking of the economical tendencies of nature, to
say : "So much and so much only occurs as in virtue
of the forces and circumstances involved can occur.''
?oint~ or.
The question may now justly be asked, If the point
identity
m of view
.
. .
the thealogo f tl1eo1ogy wh'1c11 1e d to t }le enunciation
o f t 11e
ica\ and
•
. l
f
h
.
l
l
scientific
prmc1p es o mec amcs was utter y wrong, 1ow comes
fi~~~~pit that the principles themselves are in all substantial
points correct? The answer is easy. In the first place,
the theological view did not supply the t(}ntmts of the
principles, but simply determined their gui'se; their matter was derived from experience. A similar influence
would have been exercised by any other dominant type
of thought, by a commercial attitude, for instance, such
as presumably had its effect on Stevinus's thinking. In
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the second place, the theological conception of nature
itself owes its origin to an endeavor to obtain a more
comprehensive view of the world ;-the very same endeavor that is at the bottom of physical science. Hence,
even admitting that the physical philosophy of theology
is a fruitless achievement, a reversion to a lower state of
scientific culture, we still need not repudiate the sound
1~oot from which it has sprung and which is not different from that of true physical inquiry.
In fact, science can accomplish nothing by the con- Necessity
sideration of indz'vz'dital facts; from time to time it must ~[a~tc~~~•
sideration
cast its glance at the world as a whole. Galileo's 9£ the All,
•
b
d'
II
.
.
l
f
Iaws off a11mg o ies, - uygens's prmc1p e o vt's vi'va, rnresearch
the principle of virtual velocities, nay, even the concept of mass, could not, as we saw, be obtained, except by the alternate consideration of individual facts
and of nature as a totality. We may, in our mental reconstruction of mechanical processes, start from
the properties of isolated masses (from the elementary
or differential laws), and so compose our pictures of
the processes ; or, we may hold fast to the properties
of the system as a whole (abide by the integral laws).
Since, however, the properties of one mass always include relations to other masses, (for instance, in velocity and acceleration a relation of time is involved,
that is, a connection with the whole world,) it is manifest that pure€J! differential, or elementary, laws do not
exist. It would be illogical, accordingly, to exclude
as less certain this necessary view of the All, or of the
more general properties of nature, from our studies.
The more general a new principle is and the wider its
scope, the more petfect tests will, in view of the possibility of error, be demanded of it.
The conception of a will and intelligence active in
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Pagan ideas nature is by no means the exclusive property of Chrisand prac.
1 .
0 n t 11e contrary, t h"is 1"d ea is
• a quite
ticcs rife in tian monot 1e1sm.
.
the modern f
..
d
f . h.
world.
am1 1iar one to paganism an et1s ism. Paganism,

however, finds this will and intelligence entirely in individual phenomena, while monotheism seeks it in the
All. Moreover, a pure monotheism does not exist.
The ] ewish monotheism of the Bible is by no means
free from belief in demons, sorcerers, and witches;
and the Christian monotheism of medireval times is
even richer in these pagan conceptions. We shall not
speak of the brutal amusement in which church and
state indulged in the torture and burning of witches,
and which was undoubtedly provoked, in the majority
of cases, not by avarice but by the prevalence of the
ideas mentioned. In his instructive work on P.rtmt'live
Culture Tylor has studied the sorcery, superstitions1
and miracle-belief of savage peoples, and compared
them with the opinions current in medireval times concerning witchcraft. The similarity is indeed striking.
The burning of witches, which was so frequent in
Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is
to-day vigorously conducted in Central Africa. Even
now and in civilised countries and among cultivated
people traces of these conditions, as Tylor shows, still
exist in a multitude of usages, the sense of which, with
our altered point of view, has been forever lost.
8. Physical science rid itself only very slowly of
these conceptions. The celebrated work of Giambatista
della Porta, Magia naturalis, which appeared in r558,
though it announces important physical discoveries, is
yet filled with stuff about magic practices and demono·
logical arts of all kinds little better than those of a redskin medicine-man. Not till the appearance of Gil..
bert's work, De magnete (in i6oo), was any kind of re-
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striction placed on this tendency of thought. When we Ani.mist~c
•
not1onsm
reflect that even Luther 1s said to have had personal science.
encounters with the Devil, that Kepler, whose aunt had
been burned as a witch and whose mother came near
meeting the same fate, said that witchcraft could not
be denied, and dreaded to express his real opinion of
astrology, we can vividly picture to ourselves the
thought of less enlightened minds of those ages.
Modern physical science also shows traces of fetishism, as Tylor well remarks, in its ''forces." And the
hobgoblin practices of modern spiritualism are ample
evidence that the conceptions of paganism have not
been overcome even by the cultured society of to~day.
It is natural that these ideas so obstinately assert
themselves. Of the many impulses that rule man
with demoniacal power, that nourish, preserve, and
propagate him, without his knowledge or supervision,
of these impulses of which the middle ages present
such great pathological excesses, only the smallest
part is accessible to scientific analysis and conceptual
knowledge. The fundamental character of all these
instincts is the feeling of our oneness and sameness
with nature; a feeling that at times can be silenced
but never eradicated by absorbing intellectual occupations, and which certainly has a sound bast's, no matter
to what religious absurdities it may have given rise.
9. The French encyclopredists of the eighteenth
century imagined they were not far from-a :final explanation of the world by physical and mechanical principles; Laplace even conceived a mind competent to
foretell the progress of nature for all eternity, if but the
masses, their positions, and initial velocities were given.
In the eighteenth century, this joyful overestimation of
the scope of the new physico-mechanical ideas is par-
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donable. Indeed, it is a refreshing, noble, and elevating spectacle; and we can deeply sympathise with
this expression of intellectual joy, so unique in history.
But now, after a century has elapsed, after our judgment has grown more sober, the world-conception of the
encyclopredists appears to us as a mecltanical mythology
in contrast to the animistic of the old religions. Both
views contai~1 undue and fantastical exaggerations of
an incomplete perception. Careful physical research
will lead, however, to an analysis of our sensations.
We shall then discover that our hunger is not so essentially different from the tendency of sulphuric acid for
zinc, and our will not so greatly different from the
pressure of a stone, as now appears. We shall again
feel ourselves nearer nature, without its being necessary that we should resolve ourselves into a nebulous
and mystical mass of molecules, or make nature a
haunt of hobgoblins. The direction in which this enlightenment is to be looked for, as the result of long
and painstaking research, can of course only be surmised. To antidp,itt.• the result, or even to attempt to
introduce it into any scientific investigation of to-day,
would be mythology, not science.
Pretensions
Physical science does not pretend to be a complete
and ntti·
tnde or
view of the world; it simply claims that it is working
physical
science.
toward such a complete view in the future. The highest philosophy of the scientific investigator is precisely
this ttJleration of an incomplete conception of the world
and the preference for it rather than an apparently perfect, but inadequate conception. Our religious opinions are always our own private affair, as long as we do
not obtrude them upon others and do not apply them
to things which come under the jurisdiction of a different tribunal. Physical inquirers themselves entertain

Ovcrnsti·

matim1 of

the me·
chanical
view.
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the most diverse opinions on this subject, according to
the range of their intellects and their estimation of the
consequences.
Physical science makes no investigation at all into
things that are absolutely inaccessible to exact investigation, or as yet inaccessible to it. But should provinces ever be thrown open to exact research which are
now closed to it, no well-organised man, no one who
cherishes honest intentions towards himself and others,
will any longer then hesitate to countenance inquiry
with a view to exchanging his opinion regarding such
provinces for positive knowledge of them.
When, to-day, we see society waver, see it change Res~lts o:f
.
.
l
.
d.
.
l the mcom·
its views on t 1e same question accor mg to its mood anc plete1,1ess of
•
•
our v1ewof
the events of the week, like the register of an orgai1, when the world.
we behold the profound mental anguish which is thus
produced, we should know that this is the natural and
necessary outcome of the incompleteness and transitional character of our philosophy. A competent view
of the world can never be got as a gift; we must acquire it by hard work. And only by granting free sway
to reason and experience in the provinces in which they
alone are determinative, shall we, to the weal of mankind, approach, slowly, gradually, but surely, to that
ideal of a mont'stt'c view of the world which is alone
compatible with the economy of a sound mind.
III.

ANALYTICAL MECHANICS.

r. The mechanics of Newton are purely geometrical. The ~eo·
. l
f
l. . .. l
.
metrical
f.I e deduces his t 1eorems rom 11s nutia assumptions mechanics
.
l
b
£
•
l
.
H
.
entire y y means o geometnca construct10ns.
1s of Newton,
procedure is frequently so artificial that, as Laplace
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remarked, it is unlikely that the propositions were discovered in that way. We notice, moreover, that the
expositions of Newton are not as candid as those of
Galileo and Huygens. Newton's is the so-called S)'1lt!letic method of the ancient geometers.
Analytic
When we deduce results from given suppositions,
mechanics.
the procedure is called s;•nt/1t'lic. When we seek the
conditions of a proposition or of the properties of a figure, the procedure is ana~J'/ic. The practice of the latter
method became usual largely in consequence of the
application of algebra to geometry. It has become
customary, therefore, to call the algebraical method
generally, the analytical. The term ''analytical mechanics," which is contrasted with the synthetical, or
geometrical, mechanics of Newton, is the exact equivalent of the phrase "algebraical mechanics."
Euler and
2. The foundations of analytical mechanics were
l\Iaclaurin's con- laid by EULER (Medzanica, si7 1e Mot11s Scientiti A nalytice
tributions.
Exposita, St. Petersburg, r736). But while Euler's
method, in its resolution of curvilinear forces into tangential and normal components, still bears a trace of
the old geometrical modes, the procedure of MACLAURIN
(A Comj>ldc Sptem rif Fluxions, Edinburgh, I 742) marks
a very important advance. This author resolves all
forces in three fixed directions, and thus invests the
computations of this subject with a high degree of
symmetry and perspicuity.
Lagrnn~e's
3. Analytical mechanics, however, was brought to
perfection
of the
its highest degree of perfection by LAGRANGE. Lascience.
grange's aim is (Mccamq11t' ana{1 tiqttr., Paris, r788) to
dispose once/or all of the reasoning necessary to resolve
mechanical problems, by embodying as much as possible of it in a single formula. This he did. Every case
that presents itself can now be dealt with by a very
1
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simple, highly symmetrical and perspicuous schema,;
and whatever reasoning is left is performed by purely
mechanical methods. The mechanics of Lagrange
is a stupendous contribution to the economy of
thought.
In statics, Lagrange starts from the principle of Statics
.
l ve loc1ties.
. .
O n a num b er of matena
. l pomts
.
founded on
v1rtua
the princi.
.
pies of vir·
m 1 , m,),
m.
.
.
.
•
,
defi.111tely
connected
with
one
another,
t!-lal
veloci•
•1
ties
are impressed the forces P 1 , P 2 , P 3 • • • • If these ·
points receive any infinitely small displacements Pv
p 2 , } 3 •••• compatible with the connections of the system, then for equilibrium :2 Pp= 0; where the wellknown exception in which the eqii.ality passes into an
inequality is left out of account.
Now refer the whole system to a set of rectangular
coordinates. Let the coordinates of the materiaI points
be x 1 , y 1 , z 11 X:;11 J' 2 , z 2 • • • • Hesolve the forces into
the components X 1 , Y1 , Z 1 , X 2 , Y2 , 2 2 • • • • parallel
to the axes of coordinates, and the displacements into
the displacements oxl, OJ'11 ozl, OX2, OJ21 OZ2· •. . ,
also parallel to the axes. In the determination of the
work done only the displacements of the point of appli~
cation in the direction of each force-component need
be considered for that component, and the expression
of the principle accordingly is

:2(Xc)u't:

+ Yoy + Zoz) =

0.

(1)

where the appropriate indice,s are to be inserted for
the points, and the final expressions summed.
The fundamental formula of dynamics is derived Dynamics
•
,
on the prin·
from D'Alembert's principle. On the material pomts cipte of
•
..
.
D'Alem·
ml' m2 , m3 . . . . . , havmg the coordmates x 11 y 1 , z 1 , X:p bert.
J'2' Z2 .... the force-components xl' yl' zl, X2, Y2,
Z 2 • • • • act. But, owing to the connections of the
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system's parts, the masses undergo accelerations, which
are those of the forces.
d2x
m1

d 1:f' m1

d 2y

iit--f'

tn1

d2 z 1

-d t2 . . . .

These are called the effective forces. But the impressed
f(}rces, that is, the forces which exist by virtue of the
laws of physics, X, Y, Z . ... and the negative of these

effective forces are, owing to the connections of the
system, in equilibrium. Applying, accordingly, the
principle of virtual velocities, we get

~1

(

X-

(z Discussion
of i.agrange's
method.

m

m'r;,~) ox+ (Y- m-f/t{-)oy +
~:: ) oz f = o . . . . . . . . . . (2)

4. Thus, Lagrange conforms to tradition in making
statics precede dynamics. He was by no means compelled to do so. On the contrary, he might, with equal
propriety, have started from the proposition that the
connections, neglecting their straining, perform no
work, or that all the possible work of the system is due
to the impressed forces. In the latter case he would
have begun with equation (2), which expresses this
fact, and which, for equilibrium (or non-accelerated
motion) reduces itself to (r) as a particular case. This
would have made analytical mechanics, as a system,
even more logical.
Equation (r), which for the case of equilibrium
makes the element of the work corresponding to the
assumed displacement = 0, gives readily the results
discussed in page 69. · If
X=di!'
( X

Y=d~
d)I

Z=t!V,
tfz
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that is to say, if X, Y, Z are the partial differential coefficients of one and the same function of the coordinates of position, the whole expression under the sign
of summation is the total variation, oV, of V. If the
latter is= 0, Vis in general a maximum or a minimum.
5. We will now illustrate the use of equation (r) by of
Indication
the gen··
a simple example. If all the points of application of the eral steps
for the solu·
forces are independent of each other, no problem is ~ion of stat·
ical prob·
presented. Each point is then in equilibrium only lems.
when the forces impressed on it, and consequently
their components, are = 0. All the displacements ox,
o)', <'> z. . . . are then wholly arbitrary, and equation
(r) can subsist only provided the coefficients of all the
displacements ox, OJ', oz . ... are equal to zero.
But if equations obtain between the coordinates of
the several points, that is to say, if the points are subject to mutual constraints, the equations so obtaining
will be of the form F(x 1 , J' 1 , z 1 , x 2 , ) 12 , z 2 • • • • ) = 0,
or, more briefly, of the form F= 0. Then equations
also obtain between the displacements, of the form
dF
- --- 0 x

dx 1

1

dF
dF
dF
+ -0 v + - 0 z + ---- 0 x. + .... =
d JI ~
dz
dx
1

1

l

l

2

2

0,

which we shall briefly designate as DF= 0. If the
system consist of n points, we shall have 3 n coordi~
nates, and equation (I) will contain 3 n magnitudes
0 x, oy, oz. . . . If, further, between the coordinates
m equations of the form F
0 subsist, then m equations of the form DF = 0 will be simultaneously given
between the variations ox, oy, oz . . . . By these
equations m variations can be expressed in terms of the
remainder, and so inserted in equation (r). In (I),
therefore, there are left 3 n - m arbitrary displacements, whose coefficients are put= 0. There are thus

=
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A statical
example.

obtained between the forces and the coordinates 3 n- m
equations, to which the m equations (F = 0) must be
added. We have, accordingly, in all, 3 11. equations,
which are sufficient to deterrnine the 3 n coordinates of
the position of equilibrium, provided the forces are
given and only the form of the system's equilibrium is
sought.
But if the form of the system is given and theforces
are sought that maintain equilibrium, the question is
indeterminate. We have then, to determine 3 n forcecomponents, only 3 n - m equations; the m equations (F= 0)
not containing the force"componcnts.
As an example of this mancJW<.'"---'---....,.....;.X_
ncr of treatment we shall select
a lever 011! := a:, free to rotate
Fig. 232.
abont the origin of coe>rdinates
in the plane Xl~ and having at its end a second, similar lever JJfN =b. At 11£ and N, the coordinates of
which we shall call x, y and ,,· 1, )' l ' the forces X, Yand
Xl' Y1 are applied. Equation (1), then, has the form

Xo.r+X 1 d.\· 1

+ Yc'>y-1-

Y 1 D)' 1 =0 . . . (3)

Of the form F ·= 0 two equations here exist; namely,

+

y2 - a:i = 0
(x1 - .-x:):i
(J'1 -_1'):.i -

.'\::i

+

/1:.l

--:::

0

l
f

. . . . . (4)

The equations DF = 0, accordingly, are

xox+)'oy=O
(x1-x) oxl -(.rl --x) <).r
(_i·l --)') oyl (_1• I -f) <))'=I)

+

}

. (5)

Here, two of the variations in (5) can be expressed
in terms of the others an<l introduced in (3). Also for
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purposes of elimination Lagrange employed a per- F-agrange's
.
mdetermifectly uniform and systematic procedure, which may n!ite coeffi•
c1ents.
be pursued quite mechanically, without reflection. We
shall use it here. It consists in multiplying each of ,the
equations (5) by an indeterminate coefficient .A, µ, and
adding each in this form to (3). So doing, we obtain

[X+A.x-µ(x 1 -x)]ox +[X1 +;,t(.:r 1 -x)]ox 1
[Y+AJ'-,Lt(Y1-Y)]oy +[Y1+ µ(y1-Y)]8J1 1

}

=O.

The coefficients of the four displacements may now
be put qirectly = 0. For two displacements are arbitrary, and the two remaining coefficients may be
made equal to zero by the appropriate choice of .A and
,Lt-which is tantamount to an elimination of the two
remaining displacements.
We have, therefore, the four equations

x+A.x-p(.\'1-x)=O
X1
µ (x I - X) = 0
y + A.J' - fl (y i - y) = o
Y1 -1-- µ (J' 1 - Y) = U

+

I

. . . . . . . . (6)

We shall first assume that the coordinates are given,
and seek the forces that maintain equilibrium. The
values of A. andµ are each determined by equating to
zero two coefficients. We get from the second and
fourth equations,

-X

-Y

µ=x~·=-~' andµ=Y1->
whence
X1 _ X 1 - X
-y~-;,1

-1·

. . . . . . . . (7)

that is to say, the total component force impressed at
From the first and third
equations we get

N has the direction MN.
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the cleter-

A= -

X

+

J'(-"1

x

-:rl,

().F

NECHAN/CS.

A=_- y ~tµiy-1_-y),
y

or and from these by simple reduction
equation.
X -I- \' 1
.
.1:
Y+ J;1-=; . . . . . . . . di~fl~~f

(8)

J

~hat is to say, the resultant of the forces applied at M
and N acts in the direction 0.#I. *
Thefimr force-components are accordingly subject
to only two conditions, (7) an<l (8). The problem, consequently, is an in<leterminate one; as it must be from
the nature of the case; for equilibrinm does not depend
upon the absolute magnitudes of the forces, but upon
their directions and relations.
If we assume that the forces are given and seek the
four rai/rdinalts, we treat equations (6) in exactly the
same manner. Only, we can now make use, in addition, of equations (4). Accordingly, we have, upon the
elimination of A. and p, equations (7) and (8) and two
equations (4). From these the following, which fully
solve the problem, are readily deduced·

a(X
x = - . ------·
V (X X1) :i

+

y=-·--

1-· \X

+ X..

1)

------ -

.:+- ( y

a ( y ·-f- y1)

+X

1 '):l

+-j,,.1 y2

+ (Y +

Y 1)T

*The mechnnicnl intcrpratntion of thn i111lt'torrninatu coolficients A, µmay
be shown ns follows. E11untionH (C1) cxpn,,;s tho oqniliurinn1 or two/1'11 points
on which in aildition to.\', 1·, X 1 , I •1 otlwr fot'Ct:s llCt which nnswor to the re·
maininl-( expression,; atl<l just dcstrny .\', l ·, X 1 , l"t· Tho point N, for example,
is in cqnilibrinm if .\" 1 is tlcstroyctl bya forco /t(.x- 1 -.i·), 1m<lotcrmined as yet
in mngnituclc, nnd V 1 hy n i'urco µ (y 1 - y). This 1111pplomontnry force is due
to the constraints. Its 1lirnction fo dotcrminc1l; though !ta magnitude is not.
If we call the angle which it makes with tho nxis or nb:1ciasas a, we shall have
tnn et....

/L(J'1·-)')
- - -

/I

(-~1

.1·)

,

.:J'r·-y
.
..r1 · ··.1·

that is to say, the force dtrn to the connocliorrn nctl! in tho dirr.ction or t .

. ..;:.:~
_
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x 1 -

l/(X

a(X+X1) ----+~L-

+x + CY+-Y:Ja·
1

)2

---·---~.~+~1)_______

Y1 -

+

,-----·-·--------·· - - - 11 (X
X 1) 2
Y
Y1 ) 2

+( +

llX~ +-·_y-'f

__ . _
+ 11_!I1
X ~ + Y~
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Character
of the pres·
ent problem,

1 -------- ...... •

Simple as this example is, it is yet sufficient to give
us a distinct idea of the character and significance of
Lagrange's method. The mechanism of this method is
excogitated once for all, and in its application to particular cases scarcely any additional thinking is required. The simplicity of the example here selected
being such that it can be solved by a mere glance at
the figure, we have, in our study of the method, the
advantage of a ready verification at every step.
· 6. We will now illustrate the application of equa- General
·
• ll 1s
· L agrange ,s f onn o·f statement of steps
for
tion
(2), w111c
the solution
.
.
l
Tl
.
bl
of dynamD 'Alem bert' s prmc1p e.
1ere is no pro· em when ical prob·
· me
· l epenc1ent1yo f one anotl1er. lems.
t l1e masses move qmte
Each mass yields to the forces applied to it; the variations ox, c)'y, oz . ... are wholly arbitrary, and each
coefficient may be singly put = 0. For the motion of
n masses we thus obtain 3 n simuly
taneous differential equations.
But if equations of condition
(.F= 0) obtain between the coordinates, these equations will lead to
others (DF= 0) between the displacements or variations. With the
Fig. 233.
latter we proceed exactly as in the
application of equation (1). Only it must be noted
here that the equations .F= 0 must eventually be employed in their undifferentiated as well as in their differentiated form, as will best be seen from the following example.
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A dynamical example.

A heavy material point m, lying in a vertical plane
XY, is free to move on a straight line, y = ax, inclined
at an angle to the horizon. (Fig. 233.) Here equation (2) becomes

~ .~\~ ) ox + ( Y - m dt2
d Y) oy = u
since X = 0, and Y = - mg, also
d2.x
(
t/211)
----~ (} )! = ()
.....
dt 0 X + ,r + dt
(x -

and,

2

m

12
tf t'J

2

J

2

,.,

-

(9)

The place of F = 0 is taken by
y = ax . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . (10)
and for DF= 0 we have
(J)' = aox.
Equation (9), accordingly, since oy drops out and
ox is arbitrary, passes into the form

tf21') ll = 0.
+ ( g + J/i

d'Jx

d /2

By the differentiation of (ro), or (F= 0), we have'
d 2J'
d 2x
dt 2 =a tiii'

and, consequently,

d2x
(
d2x)
d- /2··+a g+a tf-.- t2 =0

. . . (11)

Then, by the integration of (r r), we obtain
-a
t2
X
/J /
C
~
1
a 2 ,.,1r ~ ·
and

+ +

= +------a2

+a

JI = - -1·

12

-tl"

2

<" ~

+abt+l/!C

'

where b and c are constants of integration, determined
by the initial position and velocity of m. This result
can also be easily found by the direct method.
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Some care is necessary in the application of equa- ~ modific.a·
. ( r) 1.£ F= 0 contains
. the time. Th e proced ure m
. example.
tion of tlus
tion
such cases may be illustrated by the following example.
Imagine in the preceding case the straight line on
which m descends to move vertically upwards with the
acceleration y. We start again from equation (9)

d2x
----dt2

ax

d2v)
+ ('()' + dt2
-~ ay = o
•
5

F = 0 is here replaced by

y = ax

+ r 1ft2

. . . . . . . . . . . . (12)

To form .DF= 0, we vary (r2) only with respect to x
and ,y, for we are concerned here only wit11 the possible
clisplacement of the system in its position at any given
z'nstant, and not with the displacement that actuall.Y
takes place in time. We put, therefore, as in the pre·
vious case,
and obtain, as before,
d2 x
-;/i2-

oy=aox,

J')
+ ( g + d2
~/Fi. a = o

.. . .•. ••.

(13)

But to get an equation in x alone, we have, since x
and J' are connected in (r 3) by the
motion, to
differentiate (r 2) with respect to t and employ the resulting equation
d2y
d2x

actual

(ft2=a1Ti2-

for substitution in (r3).

+Y

In this way the equation

~;-: + (g + y + at~::-) a= 0

is obtained, which, integrated, gives
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x
Y

-a

.

12

= 1--faz (g + y) -i + bt + c
1

= [r- 1 ~ a:i (g + y) J ; + abt + ac.
2

If a weightless body m lie on the moving straight
line, we obtain these equations
-a
12
x
bt + c
2 y -1
a
~

= ·- +-

y

y

+

/2

= 1 +all ~- + abt + ac,

-results which are readily understood, when we re·
fleet that, on a straight line moving upwards with the
acceleration y, m behaves as if it were affected with a
downward acceleration yon the straight line at rest.
Discussion
7. The procedure with equation (I2) in the preced~
of the mod- .
b 1
ified exam- mg example may be rendered somewhat clearer y t 1e
pie.
following consideration. Equation (2), D'Alembert's
principle, asserts, that all the work
y
I
that can be done in the displacement
,,. , I
of a system is done by the impressed
\I
forces and not by the connections. This
...,..._...._.._'__X_ is evident, since the rigidity of the connections allows no changes in the relaFig. 234.
tive positions which would be necessary for any alteration in the potentials of the elastic
forces. But this ceases to be true when the connections undergo changes in time. In this case, the changes
of the connections perform work, and we can then apply equation (2) to the displacements that actually take
place only provided we add to the impressed forces the
forces that produce the changes of the connections.
A heavy mass m is free to move on a straight line
parallel to 0 Y (Fig. 234.) Let this line be subject to

,,
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a forced acceleration in the direction of x, such that Illustration
of the modthe equation F= 0 becomes
ified exam.
ple.
t2
(14)
x=r·2, .....

D' Alembert's principle again gives equation (9).
But since from DF = 0 it follows here that ox= O,
this equation reduces itself to
g'
(~

in which

+ ~~dt/) <~JI= 0
2

. . (15)

, . ,

2

oy is wholly arbitrary.

Wherefore,

l'
tr+--tlrl/2··=o
2

'

and
J'

[/2
= - l-,r---·
+at+ b,

""
to which must be supplied (r4) or
~\'

=

r

/2

2.

It is patent that (I 5) does not assign the total work
of the displacement that actua!!J1 takes place, but only
that of some jJ(}ssible displacement on the straight line
conceived, for the moment, as fixed.
If we imagine the straight line massless, and cause
it to travel parallel to itself in some guiding mechanism moved by a force my, equation (2) will be replaced by

(my- ~~1:;'1:)
1Jl

0 :\'

+ (-111g- 111 ~:f:nC~J' =

0,

and since ox, oy are wholly arbitrary here, we obtain
the two equations
d2x
r- d12· =O
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g

d2)'

+ Ji2

= 0,

which give the same results as before. The apparently
different mode of treatment of these cases is simply the
result of a slight inconsistency, springing from the fact
that all the forces involved are, for reasons facilitating
calculation, not included in the consideration at the
outset, but a portion is left to be dealt with subsequently.
Deduction
8. As the different mechanical principles only exor theorprin.
d"ff
ciple
vis press
I erent aspects o f t1le same f act, any one o f
11iva from
. eas1'1 y d ec1uc1. bl e f rom any ot11er ; as we sl1a11
Lagrange's t h em is
fnndamen·
1 prmc1p
· · 1e o f 7.'ts' vtva
'
tal dynam- now I'11 ustrate b y d eve 1opmg
tie
~ii~.equa- from equation (2) of page 468. Equation (2) refers to
instantaneously possible displacements, that is, to "vir~
tual" displacements. But when the connections of a
system are independent of the time, the motions that
actually take place are "virtual" displacements. Consequently the principle may be applied to actual motions.
For ox, oy, oz, we may, accordingly, write dx, dy,
dz, the displacements which take place in time, and
put
~ (Xdx
Yrl;1
Zrlz) =

+

d2 x
~m ( tlt 2 . tix

+

d z )
+ ddt2J' dJ' + dt2
dz ·
2

2

The expression to the right may, by introducing for

dx, (dx/df') di and so forth, and by denoting the velo-

city by v, also be written
d2xdx

~m ( dt2 dt-dt

d2;1dy

d2zdz)
dt dt

+ dt2-- dtdt + dt2

(dz)2] =
d' + ;n
[(dx)2 + (dy)2

t d ~ m 717

=

~ tt ~ m v 2.
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Also in the expression to· the left, (dx/dt) dt may be Fore~.
f or '"x.
.J
B ut th'is gives
.
function.
written

j:-2 (Xd~t~ + Ydy + Zdz) = :2im (v2 -

vg),

where v 0 denotes' the velocity at the beginning and v
the velocity at the end of the motion. The integral to the
left can always be found if we can reduce it to a single
variable, that is to say, if we know the course of the
motion in time or the paths which the movable points
describe. If, however, X, Y, Z are the partial differential coefficients of the same function U of coordinates,
if, that is to say,
dU
dU
dU
X=-d , Y=-.J-, Z=-d,
X

Z

~I

as is always the case when only central forces are in ..
volved, this reduction is unnecessary. The entire expression to the left is then a complete differential. And
we have
::B ( U- U 0) = ::Btm (v2 - v~),
which is to say, the difference of the force-functions
(or work) at the beginning and the end of the motion
is equal to the difference of the z1i"res vivce at the beginning and the end of the motion. The z1ires vt'vce are
in such case also functions of the coordinates.
In the case of a body movable in the plane of X
and Y suppose, for example, X = -y, Y = - x; we
then have
j(-ydx-xt(Ji)=-j'd(xy)=
xy=

·~·tn

(v 2 -

v~).

a, Y = - x, the integral to the left is
This integral can be assigned the
moment we know the path the body has traversed, that
But if X

=-

;:.:: 0 ;1 0 -

- [Ca dx + x d;i).
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is, if y is determined a function of x.
y = px 2 , the integral would become
-

Essential
character
of analytical mechanics.

J (a· +->_, p x.

2 "' , l .\·- 1

a (x 0

-

If, for example,

x )+2p(x
--· 0 -x)s ·
3

The difference of these two cases is, that in the first
the work is simply a function of coordinates, that a
force-function exists, that the element of the work is a
complete differential, and the work consequently is determined by the initial and final values of the coordinates, while in the second case it is dependent on the
entire path described.
9. These simple examples, in themselves presenting no difficulties, will doubtless suffice to illustrate the
general nature of the operations of analytical mechanics. No fnn<.lamental light can be expected from this
branch of mechanics. On the contrary, the discovery
of matters of principle must be substantially completed
before we can think of framing analytical mechanics ;
the sole aim of which is a perfect practical mastery of
problems. vVhosoevcr rnistakes this situation, will
never corn prehend Lagrange's great performance, which
here too is essentially of an tco1wmical character. Poinsot did not altogether escape this error.
It remains to be mentioned that as the result of the
tabors of M6bius, Hamilton, Grassmann, and others, a
new transformation of mechanics is preparing. These
inquirers have developed mathematical conceptions
that conform more exactly and directly to our geometrical ideas than do the conceptions of common analyt~
ical geometry; and the advantages of analytical generality and direct geometrical insight are thus united.
But this transformation, of course, lies, as yet, beyond
the limits of an historical exposition. (See p. 577.)
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IV.

THE ECONOMY OF SCIENCE.
1. It is the object of science to replace, or save, ex- The ~asis
.
b y t lie repro d uct1011
. an·d antic1pat10n
. .
. o ff acts of
science,
penences,
economy at
,m thoug l1t. M emory is
. l1and'ier than experience,
.
thought.
and
of ten answers the same purpose. This economical
office of science, which fills its whole life, is apparent
at first glance; and with its full recognition all my:Sticism in science disappears.
Science is communicated by instruction, in order
that one man may 11rofit by the experience of another
and be spared the trouble of accumulating it for himself ; and thus, to spare posterity, the experiences of
whole generations are stored up in libraries.
Language, the instrument of this communication, The eco·
· itse
• lf· an econom1ca
· 1 contrivance.
·
E-i xpenences
·
is
are nomical
character
l
b
1
.
.
1
d
f
'l'
of lanana1ysect, or · ro cen up, into sunp er an· more am1 iar guage.
experiences, and then symbolised at some sacrifice of
precision. The syn1bols of speech are as yet restricted
in their use within national boundaries, and doubtless
will long remain so. But written language is gradually
being metamorphosed into an ideal universal character.
It is certainly no longer a mere transcript of speech.
Numerals, algebraic signs, chemical symbols, musical
notes, phonetic alphabets, may be regarded as parts
already formed of this universal character of the future ; they are, to some extent, decidedly conceptual,
and of almost general international use. The analysis
of colors, physical and physiological, is already far
enough advanced to render an international system of
color-signs perfectly practical. In Chinese writing,
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we have an actual example of a true ideographic lan. d"ff
.
guage, pronounce d a·iverse1y m
i erent provmces, yet
gnage.
h
.
h
.
everyw ere carrymg t e same meanmg. Were the
system and its signs only of a simpler character, the
use of Chinese writing might become universal. The
dropping of unmeaning and needless accidents of grammar, as English mostly drops them, would be quite
requisite to the adoption of such a system. But universality would not be the sole merit of such a char.
acter; since to read it would be to understand it. Our
children often read what they do not understand ; but
that which a Chinaman cannot understand, he is precluded from reading.
Ecanom·
2. In the reproduction of facts in thought, we
ical
ch:i.rnc. f u 11, b ut on 1y t h at s1"d e o f
ter of
nil
never repro d uce t 11e f acts m
~~ ~t~~F~:i;. them which is important to us, moved to this directly
of
the
• d"irect1y by a pract1ca
. 1interest.
.
0 ur repro ductions
.
world.
or m
are invariably abstractions. Here again is an econc;>mical tendency.
Nature is composed of sensations as its elements•.
Primitive man, however, first picks out certain cam~
pounds of these elements-those namely that are relatively permanent and of greater importance to him.
The first and oldest words are names of "things. 1'
Even here, there is an abstractive process, an abstraction from the surroundings of the things, and from the
continual small changes which these compound sensations undergo, which being practically unimportant are
not noticed. No inalterable thing exists. The thing
is an abstraction, the name a symbol, for a corn pound
of elements from whose changes we abstract. The
reasoR we assign a single word to a whole compound is
that we need to suggest all the constituent sensations
at once. When, later, we come to remark the changePossibi~ity

or a universal Ian-

1
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ableness, we cannot at the same time hold fast to the
idea of the thing's permanence, unless we have recourse
to the conception of a thing-in-itself, or other such like
absurdity. Sensations are not signs of things; but, on
the contrary, a thing is a thought-symbol for a compound sensation of relative :fixedness. Properly speaking the world is not composed of "things,, as its elements, but of colors, tones, pressures, spaces, times,
in short what we ordinarily call individual sensations.
The whole operation is ·a mere affair of economy.
In the reproduction of facts, we begin with the more
durable and familiar compounds, and supplement these
later with the unusual by way of corrections. Thus,
we speak of a perforated cylinder, of a cube with beveled edges, expressions involving contradictions, unless we accept the view here taken. All judgments are
such amplifications and corrections of ideas already
admitted.
3. In speaking of cause and effect we arbitrarily The ideas
· re I"1ef to t l10se e 1ements to w h ose connection
. we camie
give
effect. and
have to attend in the reproduction of a fact in the respect in which it is important to us. There is no cause
nor effect in nature; nature has but an individual existence; nature simply is. Recurrences of like cases in
which A is always connected with B, that is, like results
under like circumstances, that is again, the essence of the
connection of cause and eff~ct, exist but in the abstraction which we perform for the purpose of mentally reproducing the facts. Let a fact become familiar, and
we no longer require this putting into relief of its connecting marks, our attention is no longer attracted to
the new and surprising, and we cease to speak of cause
and effect. Heat is said to be the cause of the tension
of steam ; but when the phenomenon becomes familiar
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we think of the steam at once with the tension proper
to its temperature. Acid is said to be the cause of the
reddening of tincture of litn.ms ; but later we think of
the reddening as a property of the acid.
Hume,
Hume first propounded the question, How can a
Kant, and
•
h
h"
B? H ume, in
. f act, re~
Schopen- thmg A act on anot er t mg
hauer's ex.
•
d
planations jects causality and recognises only a wonte
succesof cause
and eftect. sion in time. Kant correctly remarked that a 1u•ctssary
connection between A and B could not be disclosed by
simple observation. He assumes an innate idea or
category of the mind, a Vt:rshrndesbcgnjf, under which
the cases of experience are subsumed. Schopenhauer,
who adopts substantially the same position, distinguishes four forms of the "principle of sufficient reason "-the logical, physical, and mathematical form,
and the law of motivation. But these forms differ only
as regards the matter to which they are applied, which
may belong either to outward or inward experience.
cause and
The natural and common-sense explanation is apeftect mere parent1y t h"is. Th e I"d eas o f cause an d e ff ect ongm
. . al ly
~conomical

implements
of thought.

•

sprang from an endeavor to reproduce facts m thought.
At first, the connection of A and B, of C and D, of E
and F, and so forth, is regarded as farniliar. But after
a greater range of experience is acquired and a connection between Jlf and l\f is observed, it often turns
out that we recognise Mas made up o.f A, C, E, and N
of B, D, F, the connection of which was before a familiar fact and accordingly possesses with us a higher
authority. This explains why a person of experience
regards a new event with different eyes than the novice. The new experience is illuminated by the mass
of old experience. As a fact, then, there really does
exist in the mind an ''idea" under which fresh experiences are subsumed; but that idea has itself been de·
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veloped from experience. The notion of the necessity
of the causal connection is probably created by our
voluntary movements in the world and by the changes
which these indirectly produce, as Hume supposed but
Schopenhauer contested. Much of the authority of
the ideas of cause and effect is due to the fact that they
are developed t'nstt'ncti7Jely and involuntarily, and that
we are distinctly sensible of having personally contributed nothing to their formation. We may, indeed,
say, that our sense of causality is not acquired by the
individual, but has been perfected in the development of the race. Cause and effect, therefore, are
things of thought, having an econornical office. It cannot be said w/t,_J! they arise. For it is precisely by the
abstraction of uniformities that we know the question
"why." (See Appendix, XXVI, p. 579.)
4· In. the details of science, its economical character Econom.
'11 inore apparent. TIie so-ea 11 ed· descnpt1ve
• . sc1. ical
fealS stl
tures of
. fl
.
.l
· . all laws of
ences 111 ust c 1·ue.. y rernam content wit 1 reconstructmg nature.
individual facts. Where it is possible, the common features of many facts are once for all placed in relief. But
in sciences that are more highly developed, rules for the
reconstruction of great numbers of facts may be em bodied in a st'ngle expression. Th us, instead of noting individual cases of light-refraction, we can mentally reconstruct all present and future cases, if we know that the
incident ray, the refracted ray, and the perpendicular
lie in the san1.e plane and that sin a/sin fJ = n. Here,
instead of the numberless cases of refraction in different
combinations of matter and under all different angles
of incidence, we have simply to note the rule above
stated and the values of n,-which is much easier. The
econornical pnrpose is here unmistakable. In nature
there is no law of refraction, only different cases of re-
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fraction. The law of refraction is a concise compendious rule, devised by us for the mental reconstruction
of a .fact, and only for its reconstruction in part, that
is, on its geometrical side.
5. The sciences most highly developed economically
are those whose facts are reducible to a few numerable
elements of like nature. Such is the science of mechanics, in which we deal exclusively with spaces, times,
and masses. The whole previously established economy of mathematics stands these sciences in stead.
Mathematics may be defined as the economy of counting. Numbers are arrangement-signs which, for the
sake of perspicuity and economy, are themselves arranged in a simple system. Numerical operations, it
is found, are independent of the kind of objects operated
on, and are consequently mastered once for all. When,
for the first time, I have occasion to add five objects to
seven others, I count the whole collection through, at
once; but when I afterwards discover that I can start
counting from 5, I save myself part of the trouble;
and still later, remembering that 5 and 7 always count
up to 12, I dispense with the numeration entirely.
The object of all arithmetical operations is to save
direct numeration, by utilising the results of our old
operations of counting. Our endeavor is, having done
a sum once, to preserve the answer for future use. The
first four rules of arithmetic well illustrate this view.
Such, too, is the purpose of algebra, which, substituting relations for values, symbolises and definitively
fixes all numerical operations that follow the same rule.
For example, we learn from the equation
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that the more complicated numerical operation at the
left may always be replaced by the simpler one at the
right, whatever numbers x and y stand for. We thus
save ourselves the labor of performing in future cases
the more complicated operation. Mathematics is the
method of replacing in the most comprehensive and
ectintJmlcal manner possible, new numerical operations
by old ones done already with known results. It may
happen in this procedure that the results of operations
are employed which were originally- performed centuries ago.
Often operations involving intense mental effort 1:rde
theory
o~ etermay be replaced by the action of semi-mechanical minnnts.
routine, with great saving of time and avoidance of
fatigue.
For example, the theory of determinants
owes its origin to the remark, that it is not necessary
to solve each time anew equations of the form
a1 x

a2
from which result

X

·-!·· b 1 .J' ·+· c t

+b

2 }'

-j- c2

=0
= 0,

x . = - ...C1b2-C2b1
··········--···--.... ·-·-··--·- = - p··-·
a 1 b 2 -a 2 b 1
N

a1 C2-a2c1
- -·-··-····----·. ·:---·- = - Q
······- ,
a 1 b 2 -a 2 b 1
N
but that the solution may be effected by means of the
coefficients, by writing down the coefficients according
to a prescribed scheme and operating with them mecltanicaJly. Thus,

y= -

[a1b11 = a l b2

Ia2

b2

IC1

b1

-

aa b i

and similarly
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Even a Iota/ disbnrtlening of the mind can beeffocted in m athcmatical operations. This happens where
operations of counting hitherto performed are symboli~cd by mechanical operations with signs, and our bi:ain.
energy, instead of being wasted on the repetition of
oltl operations, is spared for more important tasks.
The merchant pnrsues a like economy, when, instead
of directly handling his bales of goods, he opera~es
with bills of lading or assignments of them. The
drudgery of computation may even be relegated to a
machine. Several tliffercnt types of calculating machineH arc actually in practical use. The earliest of
these (of any complexity') was the difference-engine of
Babbage, who was familiar with the ideas here presented.
mhrr 11b·
A numerical resnlt is not always reached by the
l>n•vl11tt•1l
11wthn1l11 tir ad11a/ snlntion of the problem i it may also be reached
Alt11l11!11!(
• cl"
. easy to ascertain,
. for examp1e, t h at a
1·011ul1".
m
ircct 1y. I t is
curve whose c1um1raturc for the abscissa x has the value
.r"', gives an increment m .r -tdx of the quadrature for
the increment d.'\.· of the abscissa. But we.then also know
that Jmxm-i d x = :x 111 ; that is, we recognise the quantity ~-c"' from the increment m x"'- 1 tlx as unmistakably
as we recognise a fruit by its rind. Results of this
kiml, accidentally found by simple inversion, or by
processes more or less analogous, are very extensively
ernployed in mathematics.
That scientific work should be more useful the more
it has been used, while mechanical work is expended in
use, may seem strange to us. When a person who
<.laily takes the same walk accidentally finds a shorter
cut, and thereafter, remembering that it is shorter, always goes that way, he undoubtedly saves himself the
difference of the work. But memory is really not work.

C.11.kuhHinit
11111chirlt'11,

111
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It only places at our disposal energy within our present
or future possession, which the circumstance of ignorance prevented us from availing ourselves of. This
is precisely the case with the application of scientific
ideas.
The mathematician who pursues his studies with- Necessity
of clear
out clear views of this matter, must often have the views on
•
this subuncomfortable feeling that his paper and pencil sur- ject.
pass him in intelligence. Mathematics, thus pursued
as an object of instruction, is scarcely of more educational value than busying oneself with the Cabala. On
the contrary, it induces a tendency toward mystery,
which is pretty sure to bear its fruits.
6. The science of physics also furnishes examples Examples
f h
l
I
l
. .
l
oftheecon.
0 f t h is economy o t oug 1t, a toget 1er snm 1ar to t 1ose omy or
•
.
d
A
b
•
f
f
l
'11
f
thought in
we llave 3ust examme .
ne re erence 1ere w1 su - physics.
fice. The moment of inertia saves us the separate consideration of the individual particles of masses. By
the force-function we dispense with the separate investigation of individual force-components. The simplicity of reasonings involving force-functions springs
from the fact that a great amount of mental work had
to be performed before the discovery of the properties
of the force-functions was possible. Gauss 1s dioptrics
dispenses us from the separate consideration of the
single refracting surfaces of a dioptrical system and
substitutes for it the principal and nodal points. But
a careful consideration of the single surfaces had to
precede the discovery of the principal and nodal points.
Gauss's dioptrics simply saves us the necessity of often
repeating this consideration.
We must admit, therefore, that there is no result of
science which in point of principle could not have been
arrived at wholly without methods. But, as a matter
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of fact, within the short span of a human life and with
man's limited powers of memory, any stock of knowledge worthy of the name is unattainable except by the
greatest mental economy. Science itself, therefore,
may be regarded as a minimal problem, consisting of
the completest possible presentment of facts with the
least possible expenditure of t/1ougM.
7. The function of science, as we take it, is to replace experience. Thus, on the one hand, science
must remain in the province of experience, but, on the
other, must hasten beyond it, constantly expecting confirmation, constantly expecting the reverse. Where
neither confirmation nor refutation is possible, science
is not concerned. Science acts and only acts in the
domain of uncompleted experience. Exemplars of such
branches of science are the theories of elasticity and
of the conduction of heat, both of which ascribe to the
smallest particles of matter only such properties as observation supplies in the study of the larger portions.
The comparison of theory and experience may be farther and farther extended, as our means of obse~ation
increase in refinement.
The frinciExperience alone, without the ideas that are assople o con•
d wit
. h 1t,
. would f orever remam
. strange to us.
tinuity, the c1ate
norm of sci•
•
entific
Those ideas that hold good throughout the widest domethoa.
•
mams
o f researc h an d t h at supp1ement t h e greatest
amount of experience, are the most scientific. The principle of continuity, the use of which everywhere pervades modern inquiry, simply prescribes a mode of
conception which conduces in the highest degree to the
economy of thought.
8. If a long elastic rod be fastened in a vise, the
rod may be made to execute slow vibrations. These
are directly observable, can be seen, touched, and

Science a
minimal
problem.
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graphically recorded. If the rod be shortened, the ExamP.le il·
·
· rap1·d·ity an d cannot b e d"1- lustrat1ve
v1.b rat10ns
w1·11 mcrease
m
of the
•
•
method of
rectly seen; th.e rod will present to the sight a blurred science.
image. This is a new phenomenon.· But the sensation of touch is still like that of the previous case ; we
can still make the rod record its movements ; and if
we mentally retain the conception of vibrations, we can
still anticipate the results of experiments. On further
shortening the rod the sensation of touch is altered;
the rod begins to sound ; again a new phenomenon is
presented. But the phenomena do not all change at
once ; only this or that phenomenon changes; consequently the accompanying notion of vibration, which
is not confined to any single one, is still serviceable,
still economical. Even when the sound has reached
so high a pitch and the vibrations have become so
small that the previous means of observation are not
of avail, we still advantageously imagine the sounding
rod to perform vibrations, and can predict the vibrations of the dark lines in the spectrum of the polarised
light of a rod of glass. If on the rod being further
shortened all the phenomena suddenly passed into new
phenomena, the conception of vibration would no
longer be serviceable because it would no longer afford
us a means of supplementing the new experiences by
the previous ones.
When we mentally add to those actions of a human
being which we can perceive, sensations and ideas like
our own which we cannot perceive, the object of the
idea we so form is economical. The idea makes experience intelligible to us; it supplements and supplants experience. This idea is not regarded as a great
scientific discovery, only because its formation is so
natural that every child conceives it. Now, this is
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exactly what we do when we imagine a moving body
which has just disappeared behind a pillar, or a comet
at the moment invisible, as continuing its motion and
retaining its previously observed properties. We do
this that we may not be surprised by its reappearance.
We fill out the gaps in experience by the ideas that
experience suggests.
All scieng. Yet not all the prevalent scientific theories origicitic theories not
nate d so naturally and artlessly. Thus, c h emical, elecfounded
on tnca
·
l , an d ophca
· 1 p h enomena are exp1ame
· d b y atoms.
the princifi~uify~on· But the mental artifice atom was not formed by the
principle of continuity; on the contrary, it is a product especially devised. for the purpose in view. Atoms
cannot be perceived by the senses; like all substances,
they are things of thought. Furthermore, the atoms
are invested with propertie~ that absolutely contradict
the attributes hitherto observed in bodies. However
well fitted atomic theories may be to reproduce certain
groups of facts, the physical inquirer who has laid to
heart Newton's rules will only admit those theories as
provisional helps, and will strive to attain, in some more
natural way, a satisfactory substitute.
Atoms and
The atomic theory plays a part in physics similar
.
l
other menh
f
.
..
,
ta! artifices. to t at o certam aux1 1iary concepts m mat 1ematics;
it is a mathematical model for facilitating the mental
reproduction of facts. Although we represent vibrations by the harmonic formula, the phenomena of cooling by exponentials, falls by squares of times, etc., no
one will fancy that vibrations in t!temselves have any·
thing to do with the circular functions, or the motion
of falling bodies with squares. It has simply been observed that the relations between the quantities investigated were similar to certain relations obtaining between familiar mathematical functions, and these more
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familiar ideas are employed as an easy means of supplementing experience. Natural phenomena whose relations are not similar to those of functions with which
we are familiar, are at present very difficult to reconstruct. Ent the progress of mathematics may facilitate
the matter.
As mathematical helps of this kind, spaces of more ~ulti
dunen·
than three dimensions may be used, as I have else- sioned
spaces,
where shown. But it is not necessary to regard these,
on this account, as anything more than mental artifices.*
*As the outcome of the labors of Lobntr.la~vski, Bolyai, Gauss, and Rie·
mann, the view has gradually obtained currency in tlui mathematical world,
that that which we call sfmce is a pm•ticii/,ir, actu,il cui;o of n mo1·e gen11rtil,
concoivablo case of multiple qmmtitntive manifoldness, The i;paco of sight
nnd to\lch is a tlweefold manifoldness; it possesses throe dimensions; and
ov<~ry point in it can be clolined by three distinct and intltipendont dntn. But
it is possible to conceive of a quadruple or even multiple spaco-lilrn manifold·
ness, Ancl the character of tile manifoldness may also be clifferently ctJnc:eived
from the manifoldness of actnal space. We regard this discovery, which is
chiefly due to tho labors of Riemann, as a very important orrn. The properties
of actual space are here directly exhibited as objects of t'.i·perlence, and the
pseudo-theories of geometry that seek to excogitate these properties by met!\·
physical arguments am overthrown.
A thinking bdng is supposed to live in the surfaco ol' a sphere, with no
other kind of space to institute comparisons with. Hi!! space will appear to
him similarly constituted throughout, He might regard lil as iufinito, and
could only be convinced of the contrary by experience. Starting from any two
points of a great circle of the sphere and proceeding at right angles thereto on
'othe1· great circles, he could hardly expect that the circles last mentioned
would intersect. So, also, with respect to the space iu which we Jive, only ox·
perience can decide whether it is finito, whether parallel linmi intersect in it,
or the like. The significance of this elucidation can scarcely l.Jo ovorrntod.
An enlightenment simila1· to that which Riemann inaugurated in scicmr.e was
produced in the mind of hnnrnnity at largo, as regards the surface of thu earth,
by the discoveries of the first circumnavigntors.
The theorntical investigation of the matlwmatical possibilities nbove referred to, haA, primarily, nothing to do with tlw 11nostion wlwtlwr things really
exist which corrosponcl to thmw pno;!iiliilitiPs: au1l wn mnst not hold mntlrnnrnticians rnsponsiblo for tlrn popnlnr absnrditic!S which tlwir inv!~Htigations
have given riso to. The spnco of sight nncl tuuch is t/11·t1.'·di11wnsicmal; thnt,
no one evm· yet cltmhtetl. If, nnw, it sho\lhl ho fonntl that brnlies vanish l'rom
this spnm~, or now hodirni get into it, tlw 111wstion might scim1tifically lrn t!i!l·
cussed whothc1r it wonlcl !'acilitato and prn111oto 11ur insight i11tn thingH to con·
ceive exporim1tial spac:e aH part of a !'011r-dimm1simrnl nr llltllti-cli111n11Hionnl
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This is the case, too, with all hypothesis formed
for the explanation of new phenomena. Our conceptions of electricity fit in at once with .the electrical phenomena, and take almost spontaneously the familiar
course, the moment we note that things take place as
if attracting and repelling fluids moved on the surface
of the conductors. But these mental expedients have
nothing whatever to do with the phenomenon itself.
(See Appendix, XXVII, p. 579·)

space. Yet in such a case, this fourth dimension would, none lhc less, re1nain
a pure thing of thought, a mental fiction.
But this is not the way matters stand. The phenomena monlionccl were
not forthcoming until after the new views were published, and wero thon oxhibited in the presence of certain persons at spiritualistic shi11c~.s. Tho fourth
dimension was a ·very opportune discover•: for the spiritualists nnd for thoo·
Jogians who were in a quandary about the location of lll'll. The uae tho spiritualist makes of the fourth dimension is this. It is pm1sible lo move out of a
finite straight line, without passing the extremities, through the socond dimension; out of a finite closed surface through the third; nnd, nnnlogously, out
of a finite closed space, without passing through the enclosing boundnrlea,
through the fourth dimension. Even the tricks that preslidigi tntours, in" the
old days, harmlessly executed in three dimensions, are now invel:ltcd wllh a
new halo by the fourth. But the tricks of the spiritualists, the tying or untying
of knots in endless strings, the removing of bodies from closed spnces, nre all
performed in cases where there is absolutely nothing nt stnke. All la purposeless jugglery. We have not yet found an accouclteur who has accomplished
parturition through the fourth dimension. If we should, the question would
at once become a serious one. Professor Simony's beautiful tricks in rope.
tying, which, as the performance of a prestidigitateur, are very admirable,
speak against, not for, the spiritualists.
Everyone is free to set up an opinion and to adduce proofs in support ot
it. Whether, though, a scientist shall find it worth his while to enler into
serious investigations of opinions so advanced, is a question which his ronson
and instinct alone can decide. If these things, in the end, should turn out to
~true, I shall not be ashamed of being the last to believe them, What I hnvo
seen of them was not calculated to make me less sceptical.
I myself regarded multi-dimensioned space as a mathemlltlco-physlcal
help even prior to the appearance or Riemann's memoir. But I trust tllllt
no one Will employ what I have thought, said, and written on this subjool na R
basis for the fabrication of ghost stories. (Compare Mach, Die Guc/1oic/lt~ '"'"
tiU W1trUl du Satu.r vo11 tier Erlialtunr der Arhdt.)

CHAPTER V.
THE RELATIONS OF MECHANICS TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF KNOWLEDGE.
I.

THE RELATIONS OF MECHANICS TO PHYSICS.
I. Purely mechanical phenomena do not exist. The The events
of nature
production of mutual accelerations in masses is, to all do
n.ot exclusively
appearances, a purely dynamical phenomenon. Butbelong.to
any sc1with these dynamical results are always associated ence.
thermal, magnetic, electrical, and chemical phenomena, and the former are always modified in proportion
as the latter are asserted. On the other hand, thermal,
magnetic, electrical, and chemical conditions also can
produce motions. Purely mechanical phenomena, accordingly, are abstractions, made, either intentionally
or from necessity, for facilitating our comprehension of
things. The same thing is true of the other classes of
physical phenomena. Every event belongs, in a strict
sense, to all the departments of physics, the latter being separated only by an artificial classification, which
is partly conventional, partly physiological, and partly
historical.
2. The view that makes mechanics the basis of the
remaining branches of physics, and explains all physical
phenomena by mechanical ideas, is in our judgment a
prejudice. Knowledge which is historically first, is
not necessarily the foundation of all that is subsequently

gained. As more and more facts are discovt~red and
. ]
clasHifiecl, entire
y nmv IC. I t:as o f gcncnt I scope can be
j' I
.
.
formed. We have 110 lllOftn8 o· 010w1ng, as yd, wlucli
•
of the physical plW!lOllWIHl g'O tf1't'J1'.l'I, whet]wr t]w
• l l
} most snpermechamca
p wnomcna arc per I rnps not tie
ficial of al 1, or wh<.Jthcr all do not go 1·1;11al(1' tl<'1'f. Even
iu mechanics we no longer rng-anl tlw ol<l(:st law, the
law of the hJVer, as the fountlation of all the other
principles.
Artificiality
The mechanical theory of natun~. is, nndoubtedly,
oftheme- in an l"
. 1 view,
.
l lOt }l mto
. 11"1g1'\Ii t: Hlil l pan 1ona 11> c;
chanica!
ustonca
conception
•
.
of the
and 1t may also, for a tune, havl! lic•t•n of m11ch valiw.
world.
.
l
J ]
• •
•• • I
.
But, upon t ie w w c, it 1s an art1hcta cu1wt•pt1011.
Faithful iu.lhernncc to th(J mc:thml that led the µ,nwtcst
investigators of natnrc, Galileo, Nt,wton, Sadi Carnot,
Faraday, and J. R Mayer, to tlwir grnat rmmlts, rnstricts physics to the exprnssion of adual jirds, and
forbids the construction of hypotlwst~s lwhi1Hl the foctH,
where nothing tangihle and verifiahlu is found. lf this
is done, only the simple! con1wction of the motions of
masses, of changes of tcmpcmtture, of clrnngi!s in tlw
values of the potential function, of clwmical changes,
and so forth is to be ascertained, and nothing is to lw
imag-ined along with these ukmwnts except tlw physical
attributes or characteristics directly or indirnctly given
by observation.
This idea was elsewhere* dt!vdop<!<l by the author
with respect to the plwnomena of lwat, an<l imticatcd,
in the same place, with respect to ductridty. All hy
potheses of fluids or media arc eliminated from the
theory of electricity as entirnly superfluous, when we
reflect that electrical conditi()n.s a.re all given by tht:

Tlw mechanical
aspcctsof
nature not
necessarily
its fundamental
aspects.

* Mach, Die GcuMehtc und die w·,,,.~,/ du Satae;- """' lf<'r R,,k,1/ttml{ der
,Jrbcit,
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values of the potential function V and the dielectric Science
.
ohould b~
constants. If we assume the differences of the valncs baoed on
not
o f /'' to l ic measure( l (on t ]ie c j cctromcter). l.lY t 1w f orccs, foct,;,
on hypoth·
and n~~anl V and not the quantity of electricity Q as cses.
tlw primary notion, or mcasnrnbll! physical attribute,
we shall have, for any simple insulator, for our quantity of electricity
I .f~
Q :.::::: ·l'ff,

(d2 V. ·+
tf.y2

tf2

v·)

V I t12
····
··· 1!71,
i/::;2

1(l'2

(where x, y, ::; denote the coiirdinatcs and
ment of volunw,) and for our potential*
W

f

1 • ·("~ /'
J~ F
I ·· 2 I
d.r
d.1' 2

k7t.

tf71

the ele-

+ ··tfz2· V)- h.
1/2

Hen! (J and W appear as <lcriv(:cl notions, in which no

concer>tion of flnid t>r nwdimu is contained. If we
work over in a similar manner the entire domain of
physics, we shall n~strict oursvlves wholJy to the quantitative co11c(:ptnal cxprt'ssion of actual facts. All suporl1uom: nncl futile notions are clirninatcd, and the
imaginary probhm1s to which they have given rise forestallecl. (S•·c Appendix XXVIII, p. 583.)
Thu wmoval of notions whose! fonndations arc historical, convm1tional, or accidental, can best he furthered by a cmnparison of the conceptions obtaining
in the different cfopartnwnts, and by finding for the
conceptions of every ckpartawnt the corrc~spon<ling
conct!ptions of others. We clisc()vcr, thus, that temperatures aJHl potuntial functions correspond to the
velocities of nias1Muotions. A single velocity-valne, a
single tcmperatme-vahw, or a single value of potential
function, iwv<:r changes al11tll'. But whilst in the case
of velocities and potential functions, so far as we yet
"'UHing the tt•nnitwlov,y of Clausius.
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know, only difformwes conw into consideration, the
significance of temperature is not mily t~<mt;li1wd in its
difference with respect to other tmnperaturmt Thermal
capacities correspond to nHJ.S8t!s, tlw potential of an
electric charge to quantity of heat, qllantity ()f elm>
tricity to entropy, and i;o on. Thu pursllit of such rl'stmil>lann:s aud difforences lays tlw foundation of a
t<1111para/f71r fl1ysti"s, whicl1 shall 11!ti111att·ly rcmll:r possible the concise expression of mctt-usi vt: gm ups of fa( ts,
without 11r/iitrm:v <Hhlitions. Wt~ shall then posst.:1-;s a
homogmrnous physics, umuinglt:ll with artificial atomil·

theories.
It will also be

pt~tcdved,

that a real

r1wt1'"(l'

of

scientific thought cannot ht· attai1wd by mcchanirnl
hypothesm;. Even if an hypothw.;is Wt:rn fully com
petent to reproduce a givc~n dcpnrtnwnt of 11at11ra I plw
nomena, say, tl1e p}wnnmcna nf hPat, wi: shm1ld, liy
accepting it, only tmbstitutt: for tilt' m:twll rnlations IH'
tween tlw mechanical and thermal 1n·occ:·mes, th1· hy"
pothesis. The n~al fundamental facts am n:pllit:t•il l1y
an equally large m11nlmr of hypotht:stis, wldd1 is c1•r
ta.inly no gain. Onct: an hypotlwsii> haH fadlitHtd,
as best it can, our vit!W of ne:w facts, lly the substitu
tion of more familiar idcirn, its powcm; nm <~xhaustt:cl.
We err when we exp<~ct morn t·nli~htemm~nt from an
hypothesis than fr<m1 the f:H;ts tlwnuall vcs.
Clrcum·
3. The developn1cmt of tlw rnm:hanicitl view wai;
~!:J1(~\~~a- fa vored by many circmm;taIH'<!S.
In the firnt plitt'.(', ;1
vornd the connec t'ton of a 11 natura J ('\'t•11tH wit
' J1 mi:c lrn1uca
' I pro
cl<ivttlop1
:~~::~1 ;;,~i:, ,~y Ct!sses is nnmii;takablc, and it is natural, tlwn·fon·, that
vi,iw.
we shoukl be led to t~xplain lttss known plwnm111•11:1 liy
better known meclmnit:aJ evunts. Tlwn again, it was
first in the departtntmt of nwdrnnic:.; that Jaws of gt:11
eral and exttmsive SC()ptl were discovcrnt!. A law of
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this kind is the principle of 7•is 7•im 13 ( U 1 - U 0 ) =
.:g~m (7•1 ··-· z1 5), which states that the increase of the
t.•is 11i1•a of a system in its passage from one position to
another is equal to the increment of the force-function,
or work, which is expressed as a function of the final
and initial positions. If we fix our attention on the
work a system can pe~rform and call it with Helmholtz
the Sf1m11kn{/t, S, * then the work actual~y pcrfor111e1!,
U, will appear as a diminution of the Sf'alllzkri~/t, K,
initially present; acconlingly, ,<..,' = K ·-- U, and the
principle of 711:1' 7 i7rii takes the form
1

2,' S

+ a2,' 111

'i! ~

'= Ol!lst,

that iR to say, every diminution of the Spannkraft, is ·rhe c?nsorvahonof
compensatecl for by an increase of the 71is vit}(i. In this Energy.
form the principle is also called the law of the C<mser71ati1m 1if Rlll'r/.;_)I, in that the Rnm of the Sfannkraft (the
potential miergy) and the 1 1:1· 11i·M (the kinetic energy)
rcmai1l8 eonstant in the system. Bnt since, in nature,
it is possibk that 11ot 011(F 1•!'.1- 1•i·M should appear as the
consequence of work performed, lint also quantities of
heat, or the potential of an electric charge, and so forth,
scientists saw in this Jaw the expression of a 111l'dta11ical
action as tlw basis of all natural actions. However,
nothing is contained in the expression but the fact of
an invariable quantitative cmwecti1Jn between mechanical and other kinds of phenomena.
4. It would he a mistake to suppose that a wide
and extensive view of things was first introduced into
physical science by mechanics. On the contrary, this
1

*

llt.•lrnholrn trnml this tm·m in 18.1.7; hut it is not found in his sttbsequent
1"'11'"'"; u111l in 1KH2 (~Vlsunsd11iftliclu Ali!umdlrtnJ!en, I!, gG5) he expressly
diH<:tmlH it in favor of llrn En~lislt "pot<•ntial <:tH,rgy." Ho oven (p. 968) preft~rfi Clatrniirn'~ w<ml Rrgal to .\p,u1.n!.~raft, which is quite out of agreement
whh nwt!<'rn t1·rmiuology.''"Trm<.<.
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insight was possessed at all times hy the foremost
l
inquirers and cvm1 cntcret into tlw coni;truction of
view the
condition, mechanics itscilf, ancl was, accorclingly, 1wt first t·n:atl'd
~ifi:~~i:e- by the latter. Galileo and I l uyl.(c!!lH rn11sta11tly altt•r
chanlcs.
• l eratmn
. o f part1t:11
. I ur <Icta1.Is wit
. I1 tlw
nate d· t IlC cons1t
consideration of univ1.mml ai;1wcts, and rnad1t:tl tlwir
results only by a persistent dfnrt aftur a Himp!t: and
c<>nsistcnt view. Tim fact that tlw vdodtit~H of irnlividual b<)dies arul systurnH am 1fopt•111l1•11t on tlw spact:s
descentfod through, was pcrn~ivt!tl hy <lalilt!o mu!
Huygens only hy a VC!ry detailrnl invt•stil.(ation of tilt'
motion of descent in particulnr t:a:-;1•s, co111hi1w1l with
the consideration of the drcumstancCl that hmli<!S ~1·11·
erally, of their own accord, only sink.
II uygt!llH
especially speaks, on the occasion of this inquiry, of
the impossibility of a mcclurnic11! 1wrpct1ml motion ;
he possessed, therefore, tlw mrnltm1 point of vit~W. I It!
felt the incompati/Jilily of tlw itfoa of u pmputnnl motion
with the notions of the natnrnl nwchanical prot'.t!SHcs
with which he was familiar.
Exempllfl·
Take the :fictions of Stevinus---sny, that of tlw <mcl·
cation
I • on t h e prism.
•
I· I ere, too, a <Iccp, I 1road
lhls In of
Ste· l ess clam
vln11s's1·e·
•
.
1
.
1·
I
d
W
1
• l , t }'1st:1p
' I'Oil!< I
searches. ms1g lt 1s <1sp aye .
e iave l rnrc a 11111H
by a multitude of experiences, brm1Kht to hear on an
individual case. The moving endless chaiu is to Stt!·
vinus a motion of descent that is not a dcsc:m1t, a 11111tion without a purpclSC!, an intentional net thnt dmis
not answer to the intention, an cndcavor for a chimgt!
which does not produce the change. If motion, g<~m~r·
ally, is the result of descent, then in thti partk11lar cmw
descent is the result of motion. lt is a sense of tlw
mutual interdependence of v and h in the cqm1ti1111
11 ··:::: iligh that is here displayed, though <>f cuursu in
not so definite a form. A contradiction exists in this

compre·
he11a1ve·

ness of
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fiction for Stcvinus's exquisite investigative sense that
would escape less profound thinkers.
This same breadth of view, which alternates the Also, in the
· l"1v1<
· l 1rn 1 wit
· j 1 t Jie urnverna
·
], is
• a ]so u1sp
.1 • l aye d , only rn
. of
researches
!Il<.
Carnot
.
1 to mcc Irnmcs,
. 111
. t 1ie per- and
J. R
rcstnctm
Mayer.
fonuanccs of Sadi Carnot. When Carnot finds that
the quantity of lwat Q which, for a given amount of
work L, has ilowe<l from a higher temperature t to a
lower krnpcrntnrn /', can only cfopcnd on the temperatures and not on the material constitution of the bodies,
he reasons in exact conformity with the method of
Galileo. Similarly dues J. I\. Mayer proceed in the
enunciation of tho principle of the equivalence of heat
and work. In this nchicvement the mechanical view
was quite remote from Mayer's mind; nor had he need
of it. TlH:y who r('q11irc the crutch of the mechanical
philosophy to nml<~rstmH1 the doctrine of the equivalence of lH:nt an<l wnrk, have only half comprehended
the prngrnss which it signalises. Yet, high as we may
place May1:r's original achievement, it is not on that
account 1wn•ssary to dc~prnciate the merits of the profossional physicists Jonl1:, Helmholtz, Clausius, and
Thomson, who have clone V<.!ry much, perhaps all, towards the detailed r'.l'fablishml'11I and .ft'tftcttilll of the
new vic:w. Tlw assumption of <t plagiarism of Mayer's
i<1oas is in our opinion grntnitous. They who advance
it, am urnler tht: obligation to prm11! it. The repeated
appearance of tlw 81mw iclwt is not new in history. We
shall not tako np b1:rn tlw discnssio!1 of purely personal
<jtwstions, which thirty yvars from now will no longer
intc~n~st strnknts.
Bnt it is unfair, from a pretense of
justice, to insult men, who if they had accomplished
but a third of their actual S<!rvices, would have lived
highly hotwrcd and unrnolestctl Ii vcs. (See p. 584.)

. .

t 1lIS mstance no

t

Tho i11trn·

deptm<l ·

onc,,ofth<>
fac:lM of nn·

turn.

5. We shall now attt>mpt to sliow that th<~ broad
•
• tie
I pnneip
. · • ]<: <h;• t }1c crnrnt,;rvatwn
·
·
view
expresset l m
f'
•
]
'
I
·
I
'
o t:1wrgy, rn not pectt mr to llH~i.; 1a1ucs, .lilt is a totH I·1.
tion of lo'"'ical nn'l so111Hl seicntifit: thuught gt:irnrally.
Tim b1rni rwm> of physical !!H:ienct: is the reconstrncticm
of facts in thought, or the alistrad qmrntitativt~ 1.rxprt!s·
sion of facts. Tht~ rnles whkh we form for tlwst~ rvnmstructions nrt.J th1: law,; of m1tun'. 1ll tlm t:onvidi<Jn that
such rnl<~s arc possililt~ liw; tlw law of t·ammlity. Tht•
law of cammlity simply assi?rts that tlw plw11011Hma of
naturn urn d1'jil'!ldr·11/ on one anotht~r. Tlw special m11
phasis put on spact.: awl ti11m in tlm !!Xprnssinn of tlw
law of cansality is un11ecewimry, sinn~ the rdatimrn nf
space and tinw tlwmsdvt.•s i111plkitly exprt'l:ll:l that phi·
nonwna nro tkptmd1.mt on mu~ 1uwt.lwr.
Tht: lu ws of riatun~ aro c.•quations ht>twct•n tlH: mens ·
urablo {:lcnwnts 1v ff y <t • ••• 0,1 of plu~1rn11wnu. As na
ture is varialik, the num!wr of th1•!.;c 1·q1mtions h1 al
ways lcHs than tl HJ n urn l>~H· of t ht: t·lrnm·ntf4,
If we know all tlrn vnlt1l'S of '~ /J y<'> . . ., hy whkli,
for cxampk, tlrn valm~s of I\ JI t' •.• rirn givt•11, wu may
call the group <'< /J y I'S • • • t.ho ell II St: nnd the group
l\µv . .. the efftict. In thii; s1•.t1!'l~l wt.~ nwy say that tlw
effect is 1111iq11t(Y determinml hy the <:amm. Tlw prin
ciplo of sufficient remmn, in tht:i form, for ilu:ita11t:t!, in
which An;himc•dt~s employt!d it in the (fovt.dup11w11t of
the laws of the levt!r, conseqmmtly a!lst!rts nothing
more than that thu effm:t c:umnt hy any givt·n sd of
circumstances be at cnH:t: cfoterminc<l and tmdetvrmilwd.
If two cin:1m11:1tance!s 1r and i\ arc comwc:trnl, tlwn,
supposing all ()tlrnn:\ aro constimt, a change of ,,\ will
be accompan.it~d by a c:lurnge of tr, and us a g(!tH!ral
rnle ~t ch:rnge~ of 1r by n durngt1 n£ A. Th(.~ <:011i;tm1t.
observance of this 'lfllllllttl intcmfopemlenc.:ci iw met with
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in Steviuus, Galilt~(), Huygens, and other great inquir- s~ns.e of
' l t:a 1s
· a 1so at t lle l ms1s
• of tlw t.!1scovery
.
mtcrers. 'l'J w H
of tlns
depend'I']
}
.
encc at the
!
n11m/t·r·p wnonHma.
. ms, a c iange Ill the volume of basis of all
.
great disa gas<l 11c to a c l iange of tcmpmatnre 1s supplemented coveries.
by the cmmtcr-plwnonwnon of a change of temperature mi an altt•rntion of volume ; Seebeck's phenomenon liy p,!Jtier's effod, and so forth.
Care m 11st, of course, be exercisecl, in
such invtffsions, n's1wcting tlw fi1r111
of the derwrnl<'ncc,. Figllre 235 will
rentlc•r ('lt-ar how a pcffeptible alterafom of 1Y may always be prodl!ct:<l by
Fig. 235.
an alteration of A, but a chang~: of;\
not twcnssai-ily hy a change of tr. The relations betwem1 C'lectrorna1~n(•tic arnl indnction phenomena, discm·ern(l liy Faraclay, arc a good instance of this truth.
If a ~wt (Jf cin:umstances tx f'l yo . .. , by which a Various
iormi-; of ex~
secorn1 sot I\ ;iv . .. is determined, be made to pass Pt 1ression
of
11s trut1l.
1
from its initial valrn~H to the terminal values tx' /1'y
o' ...., then il /n' ... also ·will pass into il' µ' ·y' . . •
If tlw first st~t ht~ hronght hack tn its initial state, also
the 8(~c<md set will be hro11ght back to its initial state.
This is the urnaning of tlw "equivalence of cause and
effect,'' which M ay(:r agaict a!Hl again emphasizes.
If the first group snffor only .ftni1diral changes, the
second group also can i-;uffor only periodical changes,
not continuous ./>1'n1111t11•11t 011($. The fertile methods
of tl1011ght of (;;tliko, Huygens, S. Carnot, Mayer,
and their peors, am all reducible to the simple but significant pen:eption, tlwt pm·c(y pt:ri()diral alterations llf
<1111" ut <if ciram1sl1t t1c1·s nrn 1m(v cm1stit11fr the smtrce of
similarly ptri/llliral alltratirms (if tt scco1uf set 1~( cz'reumstanas, r11d t/ rontim11111s 11J1d perm1rnrnt altl'rations. Such
maxims, as "the €.iffcct is equivalent to the cause,"
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"work cannot be created out of nothing," ''a per·
petual motion is impossible,'' arc particular, lt•ss definite, and less evident forms of this 1wrc<:ptior1, which
in itself is not espt~cially concernrnl with mm:hauics, lint
is a constituent of scim1tilk thought 1-(l:twrally. With
the perception of this truth, any mt:taphysirnl mystic·
ism that may still adhere to the priucipk: uf tlw couservation of energy* is dis:-;ipattHl. (S!m p. 585.)
Purpose of
All ideas of conHervation, lilrn the notion of H11l>the ideas of
!' l foum l at1on
,
. t I w t:conorny of
c.onserva- stance, have a so !{
m
tlon.
' I wnt towd
·
·
thought. A mere unre l ate<.1 c Iiangt:, wit
pomt
of support, or reference, is not comprclw11sible, not
mentally reconstructible. We always inquin.~, accordingly, what idea can he n:taint.~tl amid all variations as
permllnmt, what law prevails, what 1•11111t1im re111ains
fulfilled, what quantitative ·1 11rlt11'.1' rn111aiu con:-;tant?
When we say the refractiVt! intlt~x rnrnains t:onstant in
all cases of refraction, .(re1nains
9·810111 in all casr•s
of the motion !>f heavy bodh~s, tlm rnwrgy remains constant in every isolated system, all our asiwrtions havt!
one and the same economical function, namely that of
facilitating our mental reconstruction of fads.
I!.

THE REI,A'l'lONS <W Ml•!CllANICS 'l'O l'll\'SIOLOOY.
Conditions
of the true
develop·
rnont of
science,

I. All science has its origin in the ntwds of lifo.
However minutely it may lw snhdividt!!l by particular
vocations or by the restrictt:d tempers n111i capnl'itit!S of
those who foster it, each hranch can attain its foll am!
best development only hy a living comwctim1 with tltl'
wM!e. Through such a union alone ca11 it approach
.. Wlwn WO ruflcct that tlio pl'incipJoH of KCimrnu 11111 111l n\Ntl'ill'li11ti' that
pru~uppn~o refltt#lflns nf slmilc:r r.11HoN 1 thfl nhKunl 11ppli1•11tifltrn 1•f tllf' law <>I
the ccmservution of fore•~ to tlm 1mlveratl 11~ 11 whnlo full 111 tht• 1(1"11111111.
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its true rnntnrity, and be insured against lop-sided and
monstrous growths.
The division of labor, the restriction of individual Confusion
.
.
. . l
.
l .
. .
of the
mq111rers to 111111t<!l provmces, tie 111vest1gat10n of n!enns and
.
] f nn damental science.
aims of
t I1ose provmc<~s
as a J1'fe-wor ]{, are tie
conditions of a fruitful <levdopnwnt of science. Only
by such specialisation anc1 restriction of work can the
economical instrnnients of thought requisite for the
mastery of a special field I><: perfected. But just here
lies a dang(:r · tlH: (langur of onr overestimating the instruments, with which we are so constantly employed,
or even of regarding them as the objective point of
science.
2. Now, such a statu of affairs has, in our opinion, Physics
actually het>n prndnce(l by tlw disproportionate formal ~~odn.f1&e
·
'l'l 1c llHt]OrJty
· · o f natura l m. basis
of
<1eve I opnw11t o f• p 11ys1cs.
physiology.
qnircrs ascrilw to the in tell<!ctnal implcnwnts of physics,
to the concq >ls mass, fore<!., atom, an<l so forth, whose
sole oflict~ is to rt~vivc economically arranged experiences, a rn:ility h<·youd and in(l<,pendent of thought.
Not only so, !nit it has cvtrn been liel(I that these forces
arnl masses arc the real objects of inquiry, and, if once
they w<:rn folly explored, all the rest wo11ld follow from
the eq n ii ibri nm and motion of tlwsc massm;. A person
who knew the worl<l only through the theatre, if l>rought
bchirHl tlw sc<!IWS and perrnitted to view the mechanism of the stag<~'s action, might possibly believe that
tbt: real wnrl<l alsn was in JW<,<l of a machine-room, and
that if this w<:n~ once thoro11glily explored, we should
know all. Similarly, W<', too, slwnhl beware lest the
i11tdlat111// machinery, lnnployecl in the representation
of tlw worl(l 011 lltt' sttlp,'1' {If tlw11g!it, be regarded as the
basis of the wul world.
3. A philosophy is involved in any correct view of

the relations of !ijmdal knuwl«1li.;t• to tlw gn·at liody of
knowledge at Iarg<\ :t p 1ll'I o•m1• l 1y t I Wl must IH· tit•
mamk:d of (!Very spm:.ial itl\'t•stig;\lrn. TIH· J;lt'k til it
is assurtt.~d in tlw foru111latirn1 uf imagi11;11y prnhkms,
in the very enmH:iatinu nf whkli, wlidlwr rq~mdt!d as
sol n blc or in sol uhl1~. Ha~r:rn t a li1-111n 1i t y is i u vol V< :(1.
Such an ovt:rcsti11mtion of plty!dn;, in 1:nntrast to phy:)i·
olcigy, such a rnistakm1 t:tllHT{ltinn of t!w tnw n·latiom;
of the two sdtmct:s, i:,; dh;playt·1l in tlw inquiry wlwthn
it is pussibk: to <'.\"jl/.tiu fodiHgs lly th1· uwtinns (Jf
atoms?
Ilxpllm11io11
L.c:t us st:<::k tht:~ comlitions that could havi· iuipdlrnl
ol thiu
•
J
,
,
anomaly. the 1nrnd t<l formu att: MO 1::ur10111; n qw·:•tl!•tt. \\h~ find
in the first plac1! that i.i;nmh~r 1111~/itloti'<' is pl:H't.!1l in ottr
expcri~mct:s concc•rning rdations 0£ timt: and spat:(';
that we: attribute to tht~m u morn ohjt!1:tivn, a 11wrn Na/
charackr than to our t:xpcrkm'.1.•s c1f 1.:ulorn, 1;o11nds,
tempm·uturns, and so forth. Y1·t, if wt: iuv1~stif~at1: tlw
matter accurately, wt: 11111st smdy a1!111it that our S<·11
sations c;f time uml 11put~c am jnst UH 111111'11 .»f'11111//1•111
as am <mr sensations of colorx, !Hlllfld11, 11rnl rnlorn, only
that in om· lmowk~tll{n of tltti form Pr we am smvr and
clearnr than in that of the !attt•t'. Space 1m1l tixm: aw
well·order<:(l liystt;ms of i>ds of acnsatinmi. The 1pwu
tities stakcl in nu.~drnnkal i•1111atinns an! simply ordinal
symbc>ls, r(iprt:t1H.mti11g thmm 11wmbc~n1 of tlwst: s1~h
that an~ to hti tmmta lly iimlntml n11d (!lllphasiiwd. Tlii!
equations (lxprrnM:\ th'~ form of int~mlt!p1Jmltm<:t~ of tlwsi·
()rdimd symlwls.
A body is a relatively constnnt m11n of toncli and
sight smumtions assodutt\d with tlw !Hllllll Hpaen am!
time sensations. M<!<:hunicnl prin(~ipk!ci 1 like that, for
inst~mce, of tlrn mutually iuduc1~d nn:ult!nitinm1 of two
masses, giv(l, either tlin!ctly nr inilirr.•t:tly, only s1Huc

Thu at·

tempt tor,">

phdu i.,,+
in~~ by
motiui1.i.
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combination of touch, sight, light, aml time sensations.
Tlwy p!)SSl'.SS i11ti-lligililt: meaning only by virtue of
the sensations tlwy i11vuh«>, tlw contents of which may
of course he Vt!f')' romplicaktl.
It would lH: equi valrn1 t, accordingly, to explaining Mo<)eyf
.
l
l .
.
. avotdmg
the more sm1p e <lll( imnwdrntt: by the more compll- such er·
.
£
l
.
catt.:ti amI remote, i we W<;rn to attumpt to ( cnve sen- rorn.
sations from tlw motions of masses, wholly aside from
the com;ideration that the notions of mechanics are
ecmwmit:al impk·mt·nts or (lXpedit~nts p<.!rfected to
rcpn:!wnt !lll'dw11i1'<rl arnl not physiological or p.1)'dwl",lifral facts. If the 111t'a11s aud ciims of research were
pr<>ptffly distinguished, and our t:xpositions were restrktt.~d to tla: prt.~st:ntatio11 of ad111rl jizds, false problems <.lf this kiml could not arise.
4. All pliysical knowledge can only mentally repre- The princi. .
]
pies of mescn t am1 ant1c1patt:
comp(Hl!H l so f t l10se cements
wechnnicsnot
call smrna tiom;. l t is conc1·rnt'd 'vVith the connection of :l~~;./b',~~dn, I1 an C'l<'llHmt, say tlw heat of a bocl y simply
an
thcst: <.~ 1t~11w11t8. Sue
aspect of
.
j
J
• ]
I
I
.
l
thu world.
A, 1s co111wct1•1 , not 011 y wit l ot H!r t: mnents, say wit 1
such whwm nggn:gah.: mak1:i-i up thl: flame R, but also
with tlw aggrngat<: of ctirt.ain deuwuts of our body, say
with tht: aggn.•gatt: of the d1mwnts of a nerve N. As
simple olijt;ct an<l l'lmuc11t N is not essentially, but only
t:onvc.mticmally, diifon~nt from A and R. The connection
nf A aml II is a prohkm of pity.des, that of A and Na
prnl>lem of pl1;•.1'it>l11gv. Neither is alone existent; both
exist ilt ~me(:.
Only provisimially can we neglect
eitlwr. Processt:s, thns, that in appearance arc purely
mechanical, ar<·, in addition to thuir evident mechanical foatures, always physiological, and, consequently,
also ele,:trical, chrnuical, an<l so forth. The science of
nwc:hnnics <lrn;s not comprisn the foundations, no, nor
<:v<m a part of the world, hut only an asji1'<'I of it.

APPENDIX.
I.
(See page 3.)

Recent research has contributed greatly to our
knowledge of the scientific literature of antiquity, and
our opinion of the achievements of the ancient world
in science has been correspondingly increased. Schiaparelli has done much to place the work of the
Greeks in astronomy in its right lig'ht, and Govi has
disclosed many precious treasures in his edition of
the Optics of Ptolemy. The view that the Greeks
were especially neglectful of experiment can no longer
be maintained unqualifiedly. The most ancient experiments are doubtless those of the Pythagoreans,
who employed a monochord with moveable bridge for
determining the lengths of strings emitting harmonic
notes. Anaxagoras's demonstration of the corporeality of the air by means of closed inflated tubes, and
that of Empedocles by means of a vessel having its
orifice inverted in water (Aristotle, Physics) are both
primitive experiments. Ptolemy instituted systematic
experiments on the refraction of light, while his observations in physiological optics are still full of interest to-day. Aristotle (Meteorology) describes phenomena that go to explain the rainbow. The absurd
stories which tend to arouse our mistrust, like that of
Pythagoras and the anvil which emitted harmonic

sro
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notes when struck by hammers of different weights
probably sprang from the fanciful brains of ignoran~
reporters. Pliny abounds in such vagaries. But they
are not, as a matter of fact, a whit more incorrect or
nonsensical than the stories of Newton's falling apple
and of Watts's tea-kettle. The situation is, moreover, rendered quite intelligible when we consider the
difficulties and the expense attending the production
of ancient books and their consequent limited circulation. The conditions here involved are concisely discussed by J. Mueller in his paper, "Ueber das Experiment in den physikaliscben Studicn der Griechen," Naturwiss. Vcrein zu Innsbruck, XXIII., 18g61897.
II.
(Sec• pnRo H. I

Researches in mechanics were not begun by the
Greeks until a late date, and in no wise keep pace
with the rapid advancement of the race in the domain
of mathematics, and notably in geometry. Reports
of mechanical inventions, so far as they relate to the
early inquirers, are extremely meager. Archytas, a
distinguished citizen of Taren tum (circa 400 B. C.),
famed as a geometer and for his employment with the
problem of the duplication of the cube, devised mechanical instruments for the description of various
curves. As an astronomer he taught that the earth
was spherical and that it rotated upon its axis once a
day. As a mechanician he founded the theory of pulleys. He is also said to have applied geometry to
mechanics in a treatise on this latter science, but all
information as to details is lacking. We are told,
though, by Aulus Gcllius (X. I2) that Archytas con·
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structed an automaton consisting of a flying dove of
wood and presumably operated by compressed air,
which created a great sensation. It is, in fact, characteristic of the early history of mechanics that attention· should have been first directed to its practical
advantages and to the construction of automata designed to excite wonder in ignorant people.
Even in the days of Ctesibius (285-247 B. C.) and
Hero (first century A ..D.) the situation had not materially changed. So; too, during the decadence of
civilisation in the Middle Ages, the same tendency asserts itself. The artificial automata and clocks of this
period, the construction of which popular fancy ascribed to the machinations of the Devil, are well
known. It was hoped, by imitating life outwardly, to
apprehend it from its inward side alsor In intimate
connexion with the resultant misconception of life
stands also the singular belief in the possibility of a
perpetual motion. Only gradually and slowly, and in
indistinct forms, did the genuine problems of mechanics loom up before the minds of inquirers. Aristotle's
tract, Mechanical Problems (German trans. by Poselger,
Hannover, 1881) is characteristic in this regard. Aristotle is quite adept in detecting and in formulating
problems; he perceived the principle of the parallelogram of motions, and was on the verge of discovering centrifugal force; but in the actual solution of
problems he was infelicitous. The entire tract partakes more of the character of a dialectic than of a
scientific treatise, and rests content with enunciating
the '' apories," or contradictions, involved in the problems. But the tract upon the whole very well illustrates the intellectual situation that is characteristic
of the beginnings of scientific investigation.
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"If a thing take place whereof the cause be not
apparent, even though it be in accordance with nature, it appears wonderful. ... Such are the instances
in which small things overcome great things, small
weights heavy weights, and incidentally all the problems that go by the name of 'mechanical.' ... To
the apories (contradictions) of this character belong
those that appertain to the lever. For it appears contrary to reason that a large weight should be set in
motion by a small force, particularly when that weight
is in addition combined with a larger weight. A weight
that cannot be moved without the aid of a lever can be
. moved easily with that of a lever a<lded. The primordial cause of all this is inherent in the nature of
the circle,-which is as one should naturally expect:
for it is not contrary to reason that something wonderful should proceed out of something else that is
wonderful. The combination of contradictory properties, however, into a single unitary product is the
most wonderful of all things. Now, the circle is actually composed of just such contradictory properties.
For it is generated by a thing that is in motion and
by a thing that is stationary at a fixed point."
In a subsequent passage of the same treatise there
is a very dim presentiment of the principle of virtual
velocities. ·
Considerations of the kind here adduced give evidence of a capacity for detecting and enunciating problems, but are far from conducting the investigator to
their solution.

m.

(See pngo x4.)

It may be remarked in further substantiation of
the criticisp:is advflnced at pages 13-··I4, that it is very
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obvious that if the arrangement is absolutely symmetrical in every respect, equilibrium obtains on the
assumption of any form of dependence whatever of
the disturbing factor on L, or, generally, on the assumption P.f (L); and that consequently the particular
form of dependence P L cannot possibly be inferred
from the equilibrium. The fallacy of the deduction
must accordingly be sought in the transformation to
which the arrangement is subjected. Archimedes
makes the action of two equal weights to be the same
under all circumstances as that of the combined
weights acting at the middle point of their line of
junction. But, seeing that he both knows and assumes that distance from the fulcrum is determinative, this procedure is by the premises unpermissible,
if the two weights are situated at unequal distances
from the fulcrum. If a weight situated at a distance
from the fulcrum is divided into two equal parts, and
these parts are moved in contrary directions symmetrically to their original point of support; one of the
equal weights will be carried as near to the fulcrum
as the other weight is carried from it. If it is assumed
that the action remains constant during such procedure, then the particular form of dependence of the
moment on L is implicitly determined by what has
bee'n done, inasmuch as the result is only possible
provided the form be P L, or be proportional to L. But
in such an event all further deduction is superfluous.
The entire deduction contains the proposition to be
demonstrated, by assumption if not explicitly.
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IV.
(Seo pago :io.)

Experiments arc never absolutely exact, but they
at least may lead the inquiring mind to conjecture that
the key which will clear up the connexion of all the
facts is contained in the exact metrical expression
PL. On no other hypothesis arc the deductions of
Archimedes, Galileo, and the n'st intelligible. The
required transformations, extensions, and compressions of the prisms may now be carried out with perfect certainty.
A knife ('UE{e may bl' introdnced at any point under a prism suspended from its ccntt~r without dis-.
turhing the equilibrium (see Fig. 236),
and st~veral such ar·
rangements may be
rigidly combined to- ..
.t
gether
so as to ferny
L\)
apparently new cases
Fig, 1136,
of t•qnilil>rium. The
conversion and disintegration of the case of equilibrium into several other caReH (Galileo) is possible
only by taking into account tlll~ value of PL. I cannot agree with 0. I-I<ildL•r who nplwlds the correctness of the Archimctkan tlctlucticms against rny criticisms in his essay ])mknt t111rl Ansdw1m11g in df.'r Geomdrie, although I am greatly pleased with the extent
of our agreement as to the nature of the exact sciences and their foundations. It wmtl<l seon1 as if
Archimedes (De rcqu.lj>cmderantilms) i·egarc.led it as a
general experience that two equal weights may under
all circumstances be replaced by one equal to their
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combined weight at the center (Theorem 5, Carrol~
ary 2). In such an event, his long deduction (Theorem 6) would be necessary, for the reason sought follows immediately (see pp. I4, 5I3). Archimedes's
mode of expression is not in favor of this view.
Nevertheless, a theorem of this kind cannot be regarded as a priori' evident; and the views advanced
on pp. 14, 5I3 appear to me to be still uncontroverted.

v.
(See page 29.)

Stevinus's procedure may be looked at from still
another point of view. If it is a fact, for our mechanical instinct, that a heavy endless chain will not rotate, then the individual simple cases of equilibrium
on an inclined plane which Stevinus devised and
which are readily controlled quantitatively, may be
regarded as so many special experiences. For it is
not essential that the experiments should have been
actually carried out, if the result is beyond question
of doubt. As a matter of fact, Stevinus experiments
in thought. Stevinus's result could actually have
been deduced from the corresponding physical experiments, with friction reduced to a minimum. In an
analogous manner, Archimedes's considerations with
respect to the lever might be conceived after the
fashion of Galileo's procedure. If the various mental
experiments had been executed physically, the linear
dependence of the static moment on the distance of
the weight from the axis could be deduced with perfect rigor. We shall have still many instances to adduce, among the foremost inquirers in the domain of
mechanics, of this tentative adaptation of special
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quantitative conceptions to gc.'ncral instinctive impressions. The same phenomena are presented in
other domains also. I may be permitted to refer in
this connexion to the expositions which I have given
in my Principles of Heat, page I 5 r. It may be said
that the most significant and most important advances
in science have been made in this manner. The habit
which great inquirers have of bringing their single
conceptions into agreement with the r.;eiwral conception or ideal of an entire province of phenomena, their
constant consideration of the whole in their treatment
of parts, may be characterised as a genuinely philosophical procedure. A truly philosophical treatment
of any special science will always consist in bringing
the results into relationship and harmony with the
established knowledge of the whole. The fanciful
extravagances of philosophy, as well as infelicitous
and abortive special theories, will be eliminated in
this manner.
It will be worth while to review n~ain the points
of agreement and difference in the mental procedures
of Stevinus and Archimedes. Stevinns reached the
very general view that a mobik, heavy, endless chain
of any form stays at rest. He is able to dec.luce from
this general view, without difficulty, special cases,
which are quantitatively easily controlle<l. The case
from which Archimedes starts, on the other hand, is
the most special conceivable. He cannot possibly
deduce from his special case in an unassailable man~
ner the behavior which may be c~xpected under more
general conditions. If he apparc.'nlly succeeds in so
doing, the reason is that he alrettdy knows the result
which he is seeking, whilst Stevinns, although he too
doubtless knows, approximately at least, what he is
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in search of, nevertheless could have found it directly
by his manner of procedure, even if he had not known
it. When the static relationship is rediscovered in
such a manner it has a higher value than the result of
a metrical experiment would have, which always deviates somewhat from the theoretical truth. The deviation increases with the disturbing circumstances,
as with friction, and decreases with the diminution of
these difficulties. The exact static relationship is
reached by idealisation and disregard of these disturbing elements. It appears in the Archimedean and
Stevinian procedures as an hypothesls without which
the individual facts of experience would at once become involved in logical contradictions. Not until
we have possessed this hypothesis can we by operating with the exact concepts reconstruct the facts and
acquire a scientific and logical mastery of them. The
lever and the inclined plane are self-created ideal objects of mechanics. These objects alone completely
satisfy the logical demands which we make of them ;
the physical lever satisfies these conditions only in
measure in which it approaches the ideal lever. The
natural inquirer strives to adapt his £deals to reality.
VI.
(See page no,)

Our modern notions with regard to the nature of
air are a direct continuation of the ancient ideas. Anaxagoras proves the corporeality of air from its resistance to corn pression in closed bags of skin, and from
the gathering up of the expelled air (in the form of
bubbles?) by water (Aristotle, Physt'cs, IV., 9). According to Empedocles, the air prevents the water
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from penetrating into the interior of a vessel immersed
with its aperture downwards (Gomperz, Gritchisc/ze
Denker, I., p. 191). Philo of Byzantium employs for
the same purpose an inverted vessel having in its bottom an orifice closed with wax. The water will not
penetrate into tT1e submerged vessel until the wax
cork is removed, wherupon the air Pscapcs in bubbles.
An entire series of experiments of this kind is performed, in almost the precise form customary in the
schools to-day (Pltilonis lib. dt ingmt'is spiritmi!ibus, in
V. Rose's Anccdola grcUcl d latlna). Hero c.lescribes
in his Pneumatics many of the cxpC'rimcn ts of his
predecessors, with additions of his own; in theory he
is an adherent of Strato, who occupiecl an intermediate position between Aristotlu antl Dl~mocritus. An
absolute and continuous vacnum, he says, can be
produced only artificially, although numberless tiny
vacua exist between the particles of bodies, including
air, just as air docs among grains of sancl. This is
proved, in quite the same ingenuous fashion as in our
present elementary books, from tlw possibility of rarefying and compressing bodies, including air (inrushing and outrnshing of the air in lfrro's ball). An argument of Hl'ro's for the exist<'nce c;f vacua (pores)
between corporeal particles rests on the fact that rays
of light penetrate water. The rmml t of artificially increasing a vacuum, according to Hero and his predecessors, is always the attraction nntl solicitation of
adjacent bodies. A light vessel with n narrow aperture remains hanging to the lips after the air has been
exhausted. The orifice may he closed with the finger
and the vessel submerged in water. ''If the finger
be released, the water will rise in tho vacnum created,
although the movement of the liqnic.l upward is not
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according to nature. The phenomenon of the cupping-glass is the same; these glasses, when placed
on the body, not only do not .fall off, although they
are heavy enough, but they also draw out adjacent
particles through the pores of the body." The bent
siphon is also treated at length. "The filling of the
siphon on exhaustion of the air is accomplished by
the liquid's closely following the exhausted air, for
the reason that a continuous vacuum is inconceivable." If the two arms of the siphon are of the same
length, nothing flows out. "The water is held in
equilibrium as in a balance." Hero accordingly conceives of the flow of water as analogous to the movement of a chain hanging with unequal·· lengths over a
pulley. The union of the two columns, which for us
is preserved by the pressure of the atmosphere, is
cared for in his case by the "inconceivability of a
continuous vacuum." It is shown· at length, not that
the smaller mass of water is attracted and drawn
along by the greater mass, and that conformably to
this principle water cannot flow upwards, but rather
that the phenomenon is in harmony with the principle
of communicating vessels. The many pretty and in' genious tricks which Hero describes in his Pneumatics
and in his Automata, and which were designed partly
to entertain and partly to excite wonder, offer a
charming picture of the material civilisation of the day
rather than excite our scientific interest. The automatic sounding of trumpets and the opening of temple doors, with the thunder simultaneously produced,
are not matters which interest science properly so
called. Yet Hero's writings and notions contributed
much toward the diffusion of physical knowledge
(compare W. Schmidt, Hero's Werke, Leipsic, 1899,
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and Diels, System des Strato, Sitzungsbericltte der Berliner Akademie, 1893).
VII.
(See page 129.)

It has often been asserted that Galileo had predecessors of great prominence in his method of thinking, and while it is far from our purpose to gainsay
this, we have still to emphasise the fact that Galileo
overtowered them all. The greatest predecessor of
Galileo, to whom we have already referred in another
place, was Leonardo da Vinci, 1452--1519; now, it
was impossible for Leonardo's achievements to have
influenced the development of science at the time, for
the reason that they were not made known in their
entirety until the publication of Venturi in 1797. Leonardo knew the ratio of the times of descent down
the slope and the height of an inclined plane. Frequently also a knowledge of the law of inertia is attributed to him. Indeed, some sort of instinctive
knowledge of the persistence of motion once begun
will not be gainsaid to any normal man. But Leonardo seems to have gone much farther than this.
He knows that from a column of checkers one of the ·
pieces may be knocked out without disturbing the
others; he· knows that a body in motion will move
longer according as the resistance is less, but he believes that the body will move a distance proportional
to the impulse, and nowhere expressly speaks of the
persistence of the motion when the resistance is altogether removed. (Compare Wohlwill, Bibliotlttca Mathematz"ca, Stockholm, r888, p. 19)· Benedetti (r5301590) knows that falling bodies are accelerated, and
explains the acceleration as due to· the summation
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of the impulses of gravity (Divers. speculat. math. et
physlc. liber, Taurini, r585). He ascribes the progressive motion of a projectile, not as the Peripatetics
did, to the agency of the medium, but to the vt'rtus
impressa, though without attaining perfect clearness
with regard to these problems: Galileo seems actually to have proceeded from Benedetti's point of view,
for his youthful productions are allied to those of
Benedetti. Galileo also assumes a vlrtus lmpressa,
which he conceives to decrease in efficiency, and according to Wohlwill it appears that it was not until
r604 that he came into full possession of the laws of
falling bodies.
G. Vailati, who has devoted much attention to Be·
nedetti's investigations (Attl della R. Acad. di Torino,
Vol. XXXIII., 'r898), finds the chief merit of Benedetti to be that he subjected the Aristotelian views to
mathematical and critical scrutiny and correction, and
endeavored to lay bare their inherent contradictions,
thus preparing the way for further progress. He
knows that the assumption of the Aristotelians, that
the velocity of falling bodies is inversely proportional
to the density of the surrounding medium, is untenable and possible only in special cases. Let the
velocity of descent be proportional to p-q, where p
is the weight of the body and q the upward impulsion
due to the medium. If only half the velocity of descent is set up in a medium of double ·the density,
the equationp-q=2(p-2q) must exist,-a relation
which is possible only in case p=3q. Light bodies
per se do not exist for Benedetti; he ascribes weight
and upward impulsion even to air. Different-sized
bodies of the same material fall, in his opinion, with
the same velocity. Benedetti reaches this result by
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conceiving equal bodies falling alongside each other
first disconnected and then connected, where the connexion cannot alter the motion. In this he approaches
to the conception of Galileo, with the exception that
the latter takes a profounder view of the matter.
Nevertheless, Benedetti also falls into many errors;
he believes, for example, that the velocity of descent
of bodies of the same size and of the same shape is
proportional to their weight, that is, to their density.
His reflexions on catapults, no less than his views on
the oscillation of a body about the center of the earth
in a canal bored through the earth, are interesting,
and contain little to be criticised. Bodies projected
horizontally appear to approach the earth more slowly.
Benedetti is accordingly of the opinion that the force
of gravity is diminished also in the case of a top rotating with its axis in a vertical position. He thus does
not solve the riddle fully, but prepares the way for
the solution.
VITI.

(See page 134.)

If we are to understand Galileo's train of thought,
we must bear in mind that he was already in possession of instinctive experiences prior to his resorting
to experiment.
Freely falling bodies are followed with more difficulty by the eye the longer and the farther they have
fallen; their impact on the hand receiving them is in
like measure sharper ; the sound of their striking
louder. The velocity accordingly increases with the
time elapsed and the space traversed. But for scientific purposes our mental representations of the facts
of sensual experience must be submitted to conceptual
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formulation. Only thus may they be used for discovering by abstract mathematical rules unknown properties conceived to be dependent on certain initial
properties having definite and assignable arithmetic
values; or, for completing what has been only partly
given. This formulation is effected by isolating and
emphasising what is deemed of importan.'ce, by neglecting what is subsidiary, by abstracting, by idealis£ng. The experiment determines whether the form
chosen is adequate to the facts. Without some preconceived opinion the experiment is impossible, because its form is determined by the opinion. For
how and on what could we experiment if we did not
previously have some suspicion of what we were
about? The complemental function which the experiment is to fulfil is determined entirely by our prior
experience. The experiment confirms, modifies, or
overthrows our suspicion. The modern inquirer would
ask in a similar predicament: Of what is v a function?
What function of t is v? Galileo asks, in his ingenuous and primitive way: is v proportional to s, is v
proportional to t? Galileo, thus, gropes his way along
~ynthetically, but reaches his goal nevertheless. Systematic, routine methods are the final outcome of research, and do not stand perfectly developed at the
disposal of genius in the first steps it takes. (Compare the article '' U eber Gedankenexperimen.te," Zeitschrift far den plzys. und chem. Unterricht, 1897, I.)
IX.
(See page 140.)

In an exhaustive study in the Zez'tschrift fur Viilkerpsychologie, 1884, Vol. XIV., pp. 365-410, and Vol.
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XV., pp. 70-1 35, 337-3H7, entitled "Die Entdeckung
des Beharrungsgesetzcs," E. Wohl will has shown that
the predecessors and contemporarit>s of Galileo, nay,
even Galileo himself, only 110:1• grad11cr!ly abandoned
the Aristotelian concc.'ptions for the acceptance of the
law of inertia. Even in Galileo's mind uniform circular motion and uniform horizontal motion occupy
distinct places. Wohlwill's researches are very acceptable and show that Galileo hac.l not attained perfect clearness in his own new ideas a1Hl was liable to
frequent reversion to the old views, as might have
been cxpectcc.1.
In<lel'd, from my own exposition lhl' reader will
have infcrrccl that the law of inertia cli<.l not possess
in Ga~ilco's mind the c.1eg-rec of clearness an<l universality that it snbscqnently acquired. (Sec pp. 140 and
r43.) With regard to my exposition nt pages r40r4r, however, I still believe, in spite of the opinions
of Wohlwill and Poske, that I have in<licated the
point which both for Galileo an<.l his successors must
have placcc.l in the most fnvorahle light the transition
from the old conception to the new. How much was
wanting to absolute comprchc11sio11, may be gathered
from the fact that Baliani was able without difficulty
to infer from Galileo's 5tatc1nent that acquired velocity could not be c.lestroycll,-a fact which Wohlwill
himself points out ( p. 1r2). It is not nt all surprising that in treating of the motion of /ll!mry bodies,
Galileo applies his law of inertia n.lmost exclusively
to horizontal movements. Yet he knows that a musket-ball possessing no wfl:~,.ld woulc.l continue rectilinearly on its path in the direction of the barrel. (Dialogues on the two "fiVorld·S)'Sltms, German translation,
Leipsic, 189r, p. 184.) His hesitation in enunciating
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in its most general terms a law that at first blush appears so startling, is not surprising.

x.
(See page 155.)

We cannot adequately appreciate the extent of
Galileo's achievement in the analysis of the motion of
projectiles until we examine his predecessors' endeavors in this field. Santbach (1561) is of opinion, that a
cannon-ball speeds onward in a straight line until its
velocity is exhausted and then drops to the ground in
a vertical direction. Tartaglia (1537) compounds the
path of a projectile out of a straight line, the arc of a
circle, and lastly the vertical tangent to the arc. He
is perfectly aware, as Rivius later (1582) more distinctly states, that accurately viewed the path is
curved at all points, since the deflective action of
gravity never ceases ; but he is yet unable to arrive
at a complete analysis. The initial portion of the
path is well calculated to arouse the illusive impression that the action of gravity has been annulled by
the velocity of the projection,-an illusion to which
even Benedetti fell a victim. (See Appendix, vu., p.
l 29.)
We fail to. observe any desceni in the initial
part of the curve, and forget to take into account the
shortness of the corresponding time of the descent.
By a similar oversight a jet of water may assume the
appearance of a solid body suspended in the air, if
one is unmindful of the fact that it is made up of a .
mass of rapidly alternating minute particles. The
same illusion is met with in the centrifugal pendulum,
in the top, in Aitken's flexible chain rendered rigid
by rapid rotation (Ph£losophical Magazz"ne, 1878), in
the locomotive which rushes safely across a def ectiye
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bridge, through which it would have crashed if at
rest, but which, owing to tlw insuflkient time of descent and of the pl'rio<l in which it can <lo work, leaves
the bridge intact. On thorough analysis none of
these phenomena are more surprising than the most
ordinary events. As Vailati remarks, the rapid spread
of firearms in the fourteenth Cl ntury gave a distinct
impulse to the study of the motion of projectiles, and
indirectly to that of mechanics gt!Iltmdly. Esst!ntially
the same conditions occur in the case of the ancient
catapults anll in tlw hurlinf.{ of missiles by the hand,
but the iww and imposing form of tlw phemomenon
doubtless exercisec.l a grmit fasdnution on the curiosity of people.
So much fnr hi!-;tory. Aml 11ow a wonl as to the
notion of "compositim1." Gulill!t>'s ccincqition of the
motion of a projectile ns n proccsH compounded of
two distinct and imkpcnclcmt motions, is suggestive
of an en tire gruup of ~im ilar important cpistcmologi·
cal processes. Wl) may say that it is as important to
perceive the tum drj>rndaue of two circumstances A
and .B on each other, ns it is to iwrecivt~ tlw drpendence
of two circurnstancc!s A and C on cnch other. For
the first perception alonl~ cmnlill'H. us to pursue the
second relation with composure. Think cmly of how
serious an obstacle the aHHlllll pt ion of non-t1xisting
causal rdations constituted to the rcscmrch of the
Middle Ages. Similar to Galiko's discovery is that
.of the parallelogram of forcl~S by N c•wton, the compo·
sition of tlw vibrations of strings l>y Sauveur, the corn·
position of thermal disturl>nnc:t•s by Fourier. Through
this latter inquirer tlw nwthcH.l of compounding a phe·
nomenon out of mutually indepcmch.~nt partial phe·
nomena by means of representing n gunernl integral
1
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as the sum of particular integrals has penetrated into
every nook and corner of physics. The decomposition of phenomena into mutually independent parts
has been aptly characterised
P. Volkmann as isolation, and the composition of a phenomenon out of
such parts, superposition. The two processes combined
enable us to comprehend, or reconstruct in thought,
piecemeal, what, as a whole, it would be impossible
for us to grasp.
"Nature with its myriad phenomena assumes a
unified aspect only in the rarest cases; in the majority of instances it exhibits a thoroughly composite
character ... ; it is accordingly one of the duties of
science to conceive phenomena as made up of sets of
partial phenomena, and at first to study these partial
phenomena in their purity. Not until we know to
what extent each circumstance shares in the phenomenon as an entirety do we acquire a command over
the whole.... '' (Cf. P. Volkmann, Erkenntnisstheoretisclze Grundzuge der Naturwt"ssenschajt, 1896, p. 70.
Cf. also my Prt'nct'ples of Heat, German edition, pp.
123, 151, 452).

by

XI.
(See page 161.)

The perspicuous deduction of the expression for
centrifugal force based on the principle of Hamilton's
hodograph may also be mentioned. If a body move
uniformly in a circle of radius r (Fig. 237), the velo-·
city 11 at the point A of the path is transformed by
the traction of the string into the velocity v of like
magnitude but different direction at the point B. If
from O as centre (Fig. 238) we lay off as to magnitude and direction all the velocities the body succes-
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sively acquires, these lines will represent the sum
of the radii v of the circle. For OM to be transformed into ON, the perpendicular component to it,
MN, must be added. During the period of revolution T the velocity is uniformly increased in the directions of the radii r by an amount '2n11. The numeri-

Fig. 237.

cal measure of the radial acceleration is therefore
2~

q;=T'

~

and since vT=2nr, therefore also (P=-;·

If to OM=v the very small component w is added
(Fig. 239), the resultant will strictly be a greater
velocity

V v'}, + w 2 =
----

+ ~w'l1~, as

v

the approximate ex-

traction of the square root will show.
.

1v 2

.

.

But on contin-

uous deflection v vanishes with respect to
2

11;

hence,

only the direction, but not the magnitude, of the
velocity changes.
XII.
(Seo page 1fi2.)

Even Descartes thought of explaining the centripetal impulsion of floating bodies in a vertical medium, after this manner. But Huygens correctly re-

-
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marked that on this hypothesis we should have to
assume that the lighte;t bodies received the greatest
centripetal impulsion, and that all heavy bodies would
without exception have to be lighter than the vortical
medium. Huygens observes further that like phenomena are also necessarily presented in the case of
bodies, be they what they may, that do not participate
in the whirling movement, that is to say, such as
might exist without centrifugal force in a vertical
medium affected with centrifugal force. For example, a sphere composed of any material whatsoever
but moveable only along a statlonary axis, say a .wire,
is impelled toward the axis of rotation in. a whirling
medium.
In a closed vessel containing water Huygens
placed small particles of sealing wax which are
slightly heavt'er than water and hence touch the bottom of the vessel. If the vessel be rotated, the particles of sealing wax will flock toward the outer rim
of the vessel. If the vessel be then suddenly brought
to rest, the water will continue to rotate while the
particles of sealing wax which touch the bottom and
are therefore more rapidly arrested in their movement, will now be impelled toward the axis of the
vessel. In this process Huygens saw an exact replica
of gravity. An ether whirling in one direction only,
did not appear to fulfil his requirements. Ultimately,
he thought, it would sweep everything with it. He
accordingly assumed ether-particles that sped rapidly
about in all directions, it being his theory that in a
closed space, circular, as contrasted :with radial, motions would of themselves preponderate. This ether
appeared to him adequate to expfain gravity. The
detailed exposition of this kinetic theory of gravity is
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found in Huygens's tract On the Cattse of Gra:vitation
(German trans. by Mewes, Bi:~rlin, I893). See also
Lasswitz, Gtschlchte der Atomistik, :r8go, Vol. II., p.

344·

xm.
(Sec pagc1 1!17 )

It has been impossible for us to enter upon the
signal achievements of :Huygens in physics proper.
But a few points may be briefly indicate.Kl. He is the
creator of the wave-theory of light, which ultimately
overthrew the emission theory of Newton. His at~
tention was drawn, in fact, to precisely those features
of luminous phenomena that had escaped Newton.
With respect to physics he took up with great enthuw
siasm the idea of Descartes that all things wc•re to be
explained mechanically, though withcmt being blind
to its errors, which he acutc~ly and corrt ctly criticised.
His predilection for mechanical exphmatio11s rendered
him also an opponent of Newton's action at a distance,
which he wished to replace by pressures and impacts,
that is, by action due to contact. In his endeavor to
do so he lighted upon sorne peculiar conceiptions, like
that of magnetic currents, which at first could not
compete with the influential theory of Newton, but
has recently been reinstatc!d in its full rights in the
unbiassed efforts of Faraday and Maxwell. As a
geometer and mathematician also Huygens is to be
ranked high, and in this connexion reference need be
made only to his theory of games of chance. His
astronomical observations, his achievcmerits ill thco ..
retical and practical dioptrics advanced these depart ..
ments very considerably. As a technicist he is the
inventor of the powder-machilrn, the idea of which
1
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has found actualisation in the modern gas-machine.
As a physiologist he surmised the accommodation of
the eye by deformation of the lens. All these things
can scarcely be mentioned here. Our opinion of Huygens grows as his labors are made better known by the
complete edition of his works. A brief and reverential sketch of his scientific career in all its phases is
given by J. Bosscha in a pamphlet entitled Christian
Huyghens, Rede am 200. Gediichtnisstage sei'nes Lehnsendes, German trans. by Engelmann, Leipsic, 1895.
XIV.
(See page 190,)

Rosenberger is correct in his statement (Newton
und seine physlkatischen Pri'nclp£en, 1895) that the idea
of universal gravitation did not originate with Newton, but that Newton had many highly deserving predecessors. But it may be safely asserted that it was,
with all of them, a question of conjecture, of a groping
and imperfect grasp of the problem, and that no one
before Newton grappled with the notion so comprehensively and energetically; so that above and beyond
the great mathematical problem, which Rosenberger
concedes, there still remains to Newton the credit of
a colossal feat of the imagination.
Among Newton's forerunners may first be mentioned Copernicus, who (in 1543) says: "I am at
least of opinion that gravity is nothing more than a
natural tendency implanted in particles by the divine
providence of the Master of the Universe, by virtue of
which, they, collecting together in the shape of a
sphere, do form their own proper unity and integrity.
And it is to be assumed that this propensity is inherent also in the sun, the moon, and the other plan-
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ets." Similarly, Kepler { r609), like Gilbert before
him (1600), conceives of gravity as the analogue of
magnetic attraction. I3y this analogy, Hooke, it seems,
is led to the notion of a diminution of gravity with the
distance; and in picturing its action as dtte to a kind
of radiation, he even hits upon the idea of its acting
inversely as the square of the distance. He even
sought to determine the diminution of its effect (r686)
by weighing bodies hnn~ at difft.rcnt heights from the
top of Westminster Al>liey (precisely after the more
modern method of Jally), liy means of spring· balances
and pendulum clocks, lint of course without results.
The conical pcntlnlnm appcaretl to him admirably
adapted for illustrating the motion of the planets.
Thus Hooke really approached nearest to Newton's
conception, thoug-h he never complcitcly reached the
latter's altitude of view.
In two instructive writings (A~ffltr's I.dire 'Mn de,Gravt'tation, Halle, I 896: I )ft Gr111 1italitm bet' Galileo
u. Bort!li, Berlin, r897) E. Gol<.llieck investigates the
early history of the doctrine of grn vitation with Kepler
on the one hand and Galileo and Borelli on the other.
Despite his adherence to scholastic, Aristotelian no·
tions, Kepler has sufficient insi~ht to sec that there is
a real physical problem presented by the phenomena
of the planetary system; the moon, in his view, is
swept along with the earth in its motion round the
sun, and in its turn drags the tidal wave along with
it, just as the earth attracts hC'avy boc.lit's. Also, for
the planets the source of motion is soug-ht in the sun,
from which immaterial levers ext<m<l that rotate with
the sun and carry the distant planets around more
slowly than the near ones. By this view, Kepler was
enabled to guess that the period of rotation of the sun
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was less than eighty-eight days, the period of revolution of Mercury. At times, the sun is also conceived
as a revolving magnet, over against which are placed
the magnetic planets. In Galileo's conception of the
universe, the formal, mathematical, and esthetical
point of view predominates. He rejects each and
every assumption of attraction, and even scouted the
idea as childish in Kepler. The planetary system had
not yet taken the shape of a genuine physical problem
for him. Yet he assumed with Gilbert that an immaterial geometric point can exercise no 'Physical action,
and he did very much toward demonstrating the terrestrial nature of the heavenly bodies. Borelli (in his
work on the satellites of the Jupiter) conceives the
planets as floating between layers of ether of differing
densities. They have a natural tendency to approach
their central body, (the term attraction is avoided,)
which is offset by the centrifugal force set up by the
revolution. Borelli illustrates his theory by an experiment very similar to that described by us in Fig. ro6,
p. 162. As will be seen, he approaches very closely
to Newton. His theory is, though, a combination of
Descartes's and Newton's.

xv.
(See page 191.)

Newton illustrated the identity of terrestrial gravity with the universal gravitation that determined the
motions of the celestial bodies, as follows. He conceived a stone to be hurled with successive increases
of horizontal velocity from the top of a high mountain. Neglecting the resistance of the air, the para·
bolas successively described by the stone will increase
in length until finally they will fall clear of the earth
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altogether, and the stone will be converted into a
satellite circling round the earth. Newton begins with
the fact of universal gravity. An explanation of the
phenomenon was not forthcoming, and it was not his
wont, he says, to frame hypotheses. Nevertheless he
could not set his thoughts at rest so easily, as is apparent from his well-known letter to Bentley. That
gravity was immanent and innate in matter, so that
one body could act on another directly through empty
space, appeared to him absurd. But he is unable to
dccicle whether the intermediary agency is material or
immaterial ( spiritnal ?). Like all bis pr0decessors and
successors, Newton frlt the ncrnl of ex.plaining gravitation, by some such means as actions of contact. Yet
the great snccc ss which N cwton achicwd in astronomy with forces acting at a distance as the basis of
deduction, soon changc~<l tlw situation very considerably. Inquirers accnstomccl themselves to these forces
as points of tlqrnrtmc for thc~ir explanations and the
impulse to inquire after their origin soon disappeared
almost completely. The attempt was now made to
in traduce these fon'.(!S into all the departments of
physics, by conceiving hoclics to he composed of par~
ticlcs scpnrntell liy vacuous intcrstic< S nnd thus acting
on one another n t a (listnncc. Finally even, the resistance of bodies tn pressure nncl impact, this is to
say, even forces of con tnct, Wl'rc cxplnincd by forces
acting at a distance lictwt cn particles. As a fact, the
functions reprcBl'ntin~ the fnmH·r arc more complicated than those rcpr< scmting- thci latter.
The doctrine of forces acting at a distance doubtless stood in biglwst < steem with Laplace and his
contemporaries. Jrarac.1ay's unl>ins~wcl and ingenious
conceptions and Maxwell's mathematical formulation
1

1

1

1
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of them again turned the tide in favor of the forces
of contact. Divers difficulties had raised doubts in
the minds of astronomers as to the exactitude of Newton's law, and slight quantitative variations of it were
looked for. After it had been demonstrated, however,
that electricity travelled with finite velocity, the question of a like state of affairs in connexion with the
analogous action of gravitation again naturally arose.
As a fact, gravitation bears a close resemblance to
electrical forces acting at a distance, save in the single
respect that so far as we know, attraction only and
not repulsion takes place in the case of gravitation.
Foppl ("Ueber eine Erweiterung des Gravitationsgesetzes,'' Sitzungsber. d. Munch. Akad., 1897, p. 6 et
seq.) is of opinion, that we may, without becoming
involved in contradictions, assume also with respect'
to gravitation negative masses, which attract one another but repel positive masses, and assume therefore
also finite fields of gravitation, similar to the electric
fields. Drude (in his report on actions at a distance
made for the German N aturforscherversammlung of
1897) enumerates many experiments for establishi~g
a velocity of propagation for gravitation, which go
back as far as Laplace. The result is to be regarded
as a negative one, for the velocities which it is at all
possible to consider as such, do not accord with one
another, though they are all very large multiples of
the velocity of light. Paul Gerber alone (" U eber die
raumliche u. zeitliche Ausbreitung der Gravitation,"
Zdtschrift .f. J1fath. u. Phys., 1898, II.), from the perihelia! motion of Mercury, forty-one seconds in a century, finds the velocity of propagation of gravitation
to be the same as that of light. This would speak in
favor of the ether as the medium of gravitation. (Com-
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pare W. Wien, "lfrber die Mc"iglichk<'it einer dektromagnetischen Begriind nng tkr M t~chanik," A rdlives
Neerlandaises, The Hagtw, I 900, V., p. 96. )
X\'I.
(Seo pu~o 11i5.)

It shoultl bt! ohscrv(•d that the notion of mass as
quantity of matll'r was psy1.·/1ologit"11/!_1• a very natural
conception for Newton, with his peculiar development. Critical inquiries ns to the origin of the concept of matter could not possibly he t'xpected of a
scientist in Newton's day. The concept dPveloped
quite instinctively; it ii; discnvcn•d ns n dntum perfectly complete, nntl is a<loptetl with nlisolulc ingenuousness. The snme is the cn~w with the concept of
force. Bnt force nppears conjoiiwd 'vith matter. And,
inasmuch as N {'wton invrnitt~<l all material particles
with precisely idt>nticnl g·ravitntionnl force's, inasmuch
as he regarded the forct~s exerted by the heavenly
bodies on one another ns the sum of the forces of the
individual particles composing- them, naturally these
forces appear to be i1uwparnbly conjoined with the
quantity of matter. Hos<•nbcrg"er lrns called attention
to this fact in his book, Nrwl<1n 1111d u•i11t ;Vtysikalisclien
Prt'ncipim (Leipzig, 18q5, espc~cially pnge 192).
I have entlc·avored to show (•l!i<'\\'lwre (Analyst's of
tlu Sensations, Chieng-a, 1 H<J7~ ltnw starting from the
constancy of the co1111t~\·i1i11 lwt W<~c·n. different sensa·
tions we have het'n led to lh<~ nsi;nrnption of an absolute constancy, which we cull s11!isla11a, the most obvious and prominent <·xnmplt• being thnt of a moveable
body distinguislml>le from i ls envirc.m111<.mt. And seeing thnt such bodies are divisible into homogeneous
parts, of which en.eh pn•s(\nts a constant complexus
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of properties, we are induced to form the notion of a
substantial something that is quantitatively variable,
which we call matter. But that which we take away
from one body, makes its appearance again at some
other place. The quantity of matter in its entirety,
thus, proves to be constant. Strictly viewed, however, we are concerned with precisely as many substantial quantities as bodies have properties, and
there is no other function left for matter save that of
representing the constancy of connexion of the several
properties of bodies, of which man is one only. (Compare my Principles o'j Heat, German edition, 1896,
page 425.)
xvn.
(See page 2r6.)

Of the theori<(s of the tides enunciated before
Newton, that of Galileo alone may be briefly mentioned. Galileo explains the tides as due to the relative motion of the solid and liquid parts of the earth,
and regards this fact as direct evidence of the motion
of the earth and as a cardinal
a
argument in favor of the Copernican system. If the earth
c
(Fig. 240) rotates from the
Ed
west to the east, and is affected
at the same time with a proFig.240.
gressional motion, the parts of
the earth at a will move with the sum, and the parts
at b with the difference, of the two velocities. The
water in the bed of the ocean, which is unable to follow this change in velocity quickly enough, :behaves
like the water in a plate swung rapidly back and forth,
or like that in the bottom of a skiff which is rowed

e
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with rapid alterations of speed: it piles up now in
the front and now at the back. This is substantially
the view that Galileo set forth in the Dialogue on tl1e
Two ];Vorld Systems. Kepler's view, which supposes
attraction by the moon, appears to him mystical and
childish. He is of the opinion that it should be relegated to the ea tegory of explanations by "sympathy"
and "antipathy," and that it admits as easily of refutation as the doctrine according to which the tides
are created by radiation and the conseqm•nt expansion
of the water. That on his thc~ory the tides rise only
once a day, did not, of course, escape Galileo's attention. But he deceived himH<'lf with regard to the
difficulties involved, believing himself able to explain
the ·daily, monthly, an<l yearly periods l>y consi<lering
the natural oscillations of the wakr antl the alterations to which its motions arc snhjt!Ct. The principle
of relative motion is a correct feature of this theory,
but it is so infelicitously applied that only an extremely illusive theory could n•sult. We will first
convince ourselves that the co1Hliticms supposed to
be involved would not ha vc tlw effect ascribed to
them. Conceive a homogeneous sphere of water;
any other effect due to rotation than that of a corresponding oblateness we should not expect. Now, suppose the ball to acquire in addition a uniform motion
of progression. Its various parts will now as before
remain at relative rest with respect to one another.
For the case in question does not differ, according to
our view, in any essential respect from the preceding,
inasmuch as the progressive rnotic.m of the sphere
may be conceived to be replaced by a nrntion in the
opposite direction of all surrounding bodies. Even
for the person who is inclined to regard the motion
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as an "absolute" motion, no change is produced in
the relation of the parts to one another by uniform
motion of progression. Now, let us cause the sphere,
the parts of which have no tendency to move with respect to one another, to congeal at certain points, so
that sea-beds with liquid water in them are produced.
The undisturbed uniform rotation will continue, and
consequently Galileo's theory is erroneous.
·
But Galileo's idea appears at first blush to be extremely plausible; how is the paradox explained? It
is due entirely to a negative conception of the law of
inertia. If we ask what acceleration the water experiences, everything is clear. Water having no weight
would be hurled off at the beginning of rotation;
water having weight, on the other hand, would de
scribe a central motion around the center of the earth
With its slight velocity of rotation it would be forced
more and more toward the center of the earth, with
just enough of its centripetal acceleration counteracted by the resistance of the mass lying beneath,
as to mak~ the remainder, conjointly with the given
tangential velocity, sufficient for motion in a circle.
Looking at it from this point of view, all doubt and
obscurity vanishes. But it must in justice be added
that it was almost impossible. for Galileo, unless his
genius were supernatural, to have gone to the bottom
of the rnatter. He would have been obliged to anticipate the great intellectual achievements of Huygens
and Newton.

xvm.
{See page 218.)

H. Streintz's objection (Die physikalischen Grundlagen der Meclzanik, Leipsic, 1883, p. II7), that a .cam-
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parison of masses satisfying my definition can beeffected only by astronomical means, I am unable to
admit. The expositions on pages 202, 218-221 amply
refute this. Masses produce in each other accelerations in impact, as well as when subject to electric
and magnetic forces, and when connl'Cted by a string
on Atwood's machine. In my Eltwrnts of Physics
(second German edition, 1891, page 27) I have shown
how mass-ratios can be experimentally determined on
a centrifugal machine, in a very elenwntary and popular manner. The criticism in question, therefore,
may be regarded as refuted.
My definition is the outcome of an endcavor to
establish the interdtpwdrna of j>ltl'nomtna. ancl to remove all metaphysical obscurity, without accomplishing on this account less than other dd1nitions have
done. I have pursued exactly the same course with
respect to the ideas, "quantity of electricity" ("On
the Fundamental Concepts of Electrostatics," 1883,
Popular Scimtijic Lutttres, Open Court Pub. Co., Chir;:ago, 1898), "temperature," "quantity of heat 11 (Zdlsclzrift fiir den phJ'St'kali'schm und chtmi'scl1t:n Unterri'cht,
Berlin, 1888, No. 1), and so forth. With the view
here taken of the concept of mass is associated, however, another difficulty, which must also be carefully
noted, if we would be ri~oronsly critical in our analysis of other concepts of physics, as for example the
concepts of the theory of heat. Maxwc>ll made reference to this point in his investigations of the concept
of temperature, about the same time as I did with respect to the concept of heat. I would refer here to
the discussions on this subject in my Principles of
Heat (German edition, Leipsic, 1896), particularly
page 41 and page 190.
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XIX.
(See page 226.)

My views concerning physiological time, the sensation of time, and partly also concerning physical
time, I have expressed elsewhere (see Analysis of the
Sensations, 1886, Chicago, Open Court Pub. Co., 1897,
pp. l09-n8, 179-181). As in the study of thermal
phenomena we take as our measure of temperature an
arbitrart'ly chosen indicator of volume, which varies in
almost parallel correspondence with our sensation of
heat, and which is not liable to the uncontrollable
disturbances of our organs of sensation, so, for similar reasons, we select as our measure of time an arbitrarily chosen motion, (the angle of the e~rth's rotation,
or path of a free body,) which proceeds in almost
parallel correspondence with our sensation oi time.
If we have once made clear to ourselves that we are
concerned only with the ascertainment of the interdependence of phenomena, as I pointed out as early as
1865 ( Ueber den Zeitsinn des Ohres, Sitzungsberichte der
Wiener Akademie) and 1866 (Fichte's Zeitschrift fur
Philosopkie), all metaphysical obscurities disappear.
(Compare J. Epstein, Die logischen Principien der Zeit111essung, Berlin, 1887.)
I have endeavored also (Principles of Heat, German
edition, page 51) to point out the reason for the natural tendency of man to hypostatise the concepts which
have great value for him, particularly those at which
he arrives instinctively, without a knowledge of their
development. The consideratio~s which I there adduced for the concept of temperature may be easily
applied to the concept of time, and render the origin
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of Newton's concept of "absolute" time intelligible.
Mention is also made there (page 338) of the connexion obtaining between the concept of energy and the
irreversibility of time, and the view is advanced that
the entropy of the universe, if it could ever possibly
be determined, would actually represent a species of
absolute measure of time. I have finally to refer here
also to the discussions of Petzoldt ("Das Gesetz der
Eindeutigkeit," Vierte{jahrssckrift fiir wissenscliajtlz'clie
Philosop!iie, 1894, page 146), to which I shall reply in
another place.

xx.
(See page a38.)

Of the t~eatises which have appeared since 1883
on the law of inertia, all of which furnish welcome
evidence of a heightened interest in this question, I
can here only briefly mention that of Streintz (Pliysz'kalt'sche Grundlagen der Mechanik, Leipsic, 1883) and
that of L. Lange (Die geschz'chtliche Entwz'cklung des
Bewegungsbegrzjfes, Leipsic, 1886).'
The expression ''absolute motion of translation"
Streintz correctly pronounces as devoid of meaning
and consequently declares certain analytical deductions, to which he refers, superfluous. On the other
hand, with respect to rotation, Streiutz accepts Newton's position, that absolute rotation can be distinguished from relative rotation. In this point of view,
therefore, one can select every body not affected with
absolute rotation as a body of reference for the expression of the law .of inertia.
I cannot share this view. For me, only relative
motions exist (Erhalttmg der Arbet't, p. 48; Science of
Mechant"cs, p. 229), and I can see, in this regard, no
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distinction between rotation and translation. When a
body moves relatively to the fixed stars, centrifugal
forces are produced; when it moves relatively to some
different body, and not relatively to the fixed stars,
no centrifugal forces are produced. I have no objection to calling the first rotation "absolute" rotation,
if it be remembered that nothing is meant by such a
designation except relative rotation wt'th respect to the
fixed stars. Can we fix Newton's bucket of water,
rotate the fixed stars, and then prove the absence of
centrifugal forces?
The experiment is impossible, the idea is meaningless, for the two cases are not, in sense-perception,
distinguishable from each other. I accordingly regard these two cases as the same case and Newton's
distinction as an illusion (Science of Mechant'cs, page
232).
But the statement is correct that it is possible to
find one's bearings in a balloon shrouded in fog, by
means of a body which does not rotate with respect
to the fixed stars. But this is nothing more than an
t'ndirect orientation with respect to the fixed stars; it
is a mechanical, substituted for an optical, orientation.
I wish to add the following remarks in answer to
Streintz's criticism of my view. My opinion is not to
be confounded with that of Euler (Streintz, pp. 7, 50),
who, as Lange has clearly shown, never arrived at
any settled and intelligible opinion on the subject.
Again, I never assumed that remote masses only, and
not near ones, determine the velocity of a body
(Streintz, p. 7); I simply spoke of an influence independent of distance. In the Hght of my expositions
at pages 222-245, the unprejudiced and careful reader
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will scarcely maintain with Streintz (p. 50), that after
so long a period of time, without a knowledge of
Newton and Euler, I have only been led to views
which these inquirers so long ago held, but were
afterwards, partly by them and partly by others, rejected. Even my remarks of 1872, which were all
that Streintz knew, cannot justify this criticism. These
were, for good reasons, concisely stated, but they are
by no means so meagre as they must appear to one
who knows them only from Streintz's criticism. The
point of view which Streintz occupies, I at that time
expressly rejected.
Lange's treatise is, in my opinion, one of the best
that have been written on this subject. Its methodical movement wins at once the reader's sympathy. Its
careful analysis and stu<ly, from historical and critical points of view, of the concept of motion, have
produced, it seems to me, results of permanent value.
I also regard its clear emphasis an<l apt designation
of the principle of "particular determination" as a
point of much merit, although the principle itself, as
well as its application, is not new. The principle is
really at the basis of all measurement. The choice of
the unit of measurement is convention; the number
of measurement is a result of inquiry. Every natural
inquirer who is clearly conscious that his business is
simply the investigation of the interdependence of
phenomena, as I formulated the point at issue a long
time ago (1865-1866), employs this principle. When,
for example (Mccl1anics, p. 218 et seq.), the negative
inverse ratio of the mutually induced accelerations of
two bodies is called the mass-ratio of these bodies,
this is a convention, expressly acknowledged as arbitrary; but that these ratios are independent of the
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kind and of the order of combination of the bodies is
a result of inquiry. I might adduce numerous similar
nstances from the theories 6f heat and electricity as
well as from other provinces. Compare Appendix II.
Taking it in its simplest and most perspicuous
form, the law of inertia, in Lange's view, would read
as follows:
Three material points, P 1 , P 2, P 8 , are simultaneously hurled from the same point in space and then
left to themselves. The moment we are certain that
the points are not situated in the same straight line,
we join each separately with any fourth point in space,
Q. These lines of junction, which we may respectively call G1 , G2, G8, form, at their point of meeting,
a three-faced solid angle. If now we make this solid
angle preserve, with unaltered rigidity, its form, and
constantly determine .in such a manner its position,
that P 1 shall always move on the line Gi, P.i, on the
line G2 , P 8 on the line Ga, these lines may be regarded
as the axis of a co5rdinate or inertial system, with
respect to which every other material point, left to itself, will move in a straight line. The spaces described by the free points in the paths so determined
will be proportional to one another.
A system of coordinates with respect to which
three material point~ move in a straight line is, according to Lange, under the assumed limitations, a
simple convention. That with respect to such a system
also a fourth or other free material point will move in
a straight line, and that the paths of the different.
points will all be proportional to one another, are results of lnquiry.
In the first place, we shall not dispute the fact
that the law of inertia can be referred to such a system
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of time and space co5rdinates and expressed in this
form. Such an expression is less fit than Streintz's
for practical purposes, but, on the other hand, is, for
its methodical advantages, more attractive. It especially appeals to my mind, as a number of years ago I
was engaged with similar attempts, of which not the
beginnings but only a few remnants (Meclian£cs, pp.
234-235) are left. I abandoned these attempts, because I was convinced that we only apparently evade
by such expressions references to the fixed stars and
the angular rotation of the earth. This, in my opinion, is also true of the forms in which Streintz and
Lange express the law.
In point of fact, it was precisely by the consideration of the fixed stars and the rotation of the earth
that we arrived at a knowledge of the law of inertia
as it at present stands, and wit/tout tluse formdations
we should never have thought of the explanations
here discussed (Jt!Icc!urnz'cs, 232--233). The consideration of a small number of isolated points, to the exclusion of the rest of the world, is in my judgment inadmissible (Mechanics, pp. 229-235).
It is quite questionable, whether a fourtlt material
point, left to itself, would, with respect to Lange's
"inertial system," uniformly describe a straight line 1
if the fixed stars were absent, or not invariahle, or
could not be regarded with sufficient approximation
as invariable.
The most natural point of view for the candid inquirer must still be, to regard the Jaw of inertia primarily as a tolerably accnrate approximation, to refer
it, with respect to space, to the fixed stars, and, with
respect to time, to the rotation of the earth, and to
await the correction, or more precise definition, of
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our knowledge from future experience, as I have explained on page 237 of this book.
I have still to mention the discussions of the law
of inertia: which have appeared since 1889. Reference
may first be made to the expositions of Karl Pearson
(Grammar of Science, 1892, page 477), which· agree
with my own, save in terminology. P. and J. Friedlander (Absolute und relative Bewegung, Berlin, 1896)
have endeavored to determine the question by means
of an experiment based on the suggestions made by
me at pages 217-218; I have grave doubts, however,
whether the experiment will be successful from the
quantitative side. I can quite freely give my assent
to the discussions of Johannesson (Das Beharrungsgesetz, Berlin, 1896), although the question remains
unsettled as to the means by which the motion of a
body not perceptibly accelerated by other bodies is to
be determined. For the sake of completeness, the
predominantly dialectic treatment by M. E. Vicaire,
Socitte sdentijique de Bruxelles, I895, as well as the investigations of J. G. MacGregor, Royal Sodety of Canada, I895, which are only remotely connected with
the question at issue, remain to be mentioned. I have
no objections to Budde's conception of space as a sort
of medium (compare page 230), although I think that
the properties of this medium should be demonstrable
physically in some other manner, and that they should
not be assumed ad hoe. If all' apparent actions at a
distance, alJ accelerations, turned out to be effected
through the agency of a medium, then the question
would appear in a different light, and the solution is
to be sought perhaps in the view set forth on page
230.
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XXI.
(See pnge 255.)

Section VIII., "Retrospect of the Development
of Dynamics,'' was written in the year 1883. It contains, especially in paragraph 7, on pages 254 and
255, an extremely general programme of a future system of mechanics, and it is to be remarked that the
Mecliant"cs of Hertz, which appeared in the year 189 4,*

marks a distinct advance in the direction indicated.
It is impossible in the limited space at our disposal
to give any adequate conception of the copious material contained in this book, and besides it is not our
purpose to expound new systems of mechanics, but
merely to trace the development of ideas relating to
mechanics. Hertz's book must, in fact, be read by
every one interested in m<tchanical problems.
Hertz's criticisms of prior systems of mechanics,
with wliich he opens his work, contains some very
noteworthy epistemological considerations, which from
our point of view (not to be confounded either with
the Kantian or with the atomistic mechanical concepts
of the majority of physicists), stand in need of certain
modifications. The constructive images (or better,
perhaps, the concepts), which we consciously and
purposely form of objects, are to be so chosen that
the "consequences which necessarily follow from them
in thought'' agree with the "consequences which necessarily follow from them in nature." It is demanded
of these images or concepts that they shall be logically

t

•H. Hartz, Di11 I'1-z'11ctpi'en

der llfecham'k

b1 111•1tm1

Z11smmnmhangt dar-

Leipzig, x8~H·
t Hertr. uses the term !:/lid (image or picture) in the sense of the old English philosophicnl use of z'ctea, and applies it to systems of ideas or concepts
relating to any p1·ovioce.
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admissible, that is to say, free from all self-contradictions; that they shall be correct, that is, shall conform to the relations obtaining between objects; and
finally that they shall be appropriate, and contain the
least possible superfluous features. Our concepts, it
is true, are formed consciously and purposely by us,
but they are nevertheless not formed altogether arbitrarily, but are the outcome of an endeavor on our
part to adapt our ideas to our sensuous environment.
The agreement of the concepts with one another is a
requirement which is logically necessary, and this
logical necessity, furthermore, is the only necessity
that we have knowledge of. The belief in a necessity
obtaining in nature arises only in cases where our
concepts are closely enough adapted to nature to
ensure a correspondence between the logical inference and the fact. But the assumption of an adequate
adaptaticm of our ideas can be refuted at any moment
by experience. Hertz's criterion of appropriateness
coincides with our criterion of economy.
Hertz's. criticism that the Galileo-Newtonian system of mechanics, particularly the notion of force,lacks
clearness (pages 7, 14, 15) appears to us justified only
in the case of logically defective expositions, such as
Hertz doubtless had in mind from his student days.
He himself partly retracts his criticism in another
place (pages 9, 47); or at any rate, he qualifies it. But
the logical defects of some individual interpretation
cannot be imputed to systems as such. To be sure,
it is not permissible to-day (page 7) "to speak of a
force acting in one aspect only, or, in the case of centripetal force, to take account of the action of inertia
twice, once as a mass and again as a force." But
neither is this necessary, since Huygens and Newton
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were perfectly clear on this point. To characterise
forces as being frequently "empty-running wheels,,,
as being frequently not demonstrable to the senses
can scarcely be permissible. In any event, ''forces,,'
are decidedly in the advantage on this score as compared with ''hidden masses" and ''hidden motions."
In the case of a piece of iron lying at rest on a table
both the forces in equilibrium, the weight of the iron'
and the elasticity of the table, are very easily ·demonstrable.
Neither is the case with energic mechanics so bad
as Hertz would have it, and as to his criticism against
the employment of minimum principles, that it involves the assumption of purpose and presupposes
tendencies directed to the future, the present work
shows in another passage quite distinctly that the
simple import of minimum principles is contained in
an entirely different property from that of .purpose.
Every system of mechanics contains references to the
future, since all must employ the concepts of time,
velocity, etc.
.
Nevertheless, though Hertz's criticism of existing
systems of mechanics cannot be accepted in all their
severity, his own novel views must be regarded as a
great step in advance. Hertz, after eliminating the
concept of force, starts from the concepts of time,
space, and mass alone, with the idea in view of giving expression only to that which can actually be observed. The sole principle which he employs may
be conceived as a combination of the law of inertia
and Gauss's principle of least constraint. Free masses
move uniformly in straight lines. If they are put in
connexion in any manner they deviate, in accordance
with Gauss's principle, as little as possible from this
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motion; their actual motion is more nearly that of
free motion than any other conceivable motion. Hertz
says the masses move as a result of their connexion
in a straz'glztest path. Every deviation of the motion
of a mass from uniformity and rectilinearity is due, in
his system, not to a force but to rigid connexion with
other masses. And where such matters are not visible, he conceives hidden masses with hidden motions.
All physical forces are conceived as the effect of such
actions. Force, force-function, energy, in his system,
are secondary and auxiliary concepts only. Let us
now look at the most important points singly, and
ask to what extent was the way prepared for them.
The notion of eliminating force may be reached in
the following manner. It is part of the general idea
of the Galileo-Newtonian system of mechanics to
conceive of all connexions as replaced by forces which
determine the motions required by the connexions;
conversely, everything that appears as force may be
conceived to be due to a Gonnexion. If the :first idea
frequently appears in the older systems, as being historically simpler and more immediate, in the case of
Hertz the latter is the more promine.nt. If we reflect
that in both cases, whether forces or connexions be
presupposed, the actual dependence of the motions
of the masses on one another is given for every instantaneous conformation of the system by linear differential equations between the co-ordinates of the
masses, then the existence of these equations may be
considered the essential thing,-the thing established
by experience. Physics indeed gradually accustoms
itself to look upon the description of the facts by differential equations as its proper aim,-a point of view
which was taken also in Chapter V. of the present
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work (1883). But with these the general applicability of Hertz's mathematical formulations is recognised
without our being obliged to enter upon any further
interpretation of the forces or connexions.
Hertz's fundamental law may be described as a
sort of generalised law of inertia, modified by connexions of the masses. For the simpler cases, this view
was a natural one, and doubtless often forced itself
upon the attention. In fact, the principle of the conservation of the center of gravity anc.l of the conservation of areas was actually described in the present
work (Chapter I I I.) as a generalised law of inertia.
If we reflect that by Gauss's principle the connexion
of the masses determines a minimum of c.lcviation from
those motions which it would describe for itself, we
shall arrive at Hertz's fundamental law the moment we
consickr all the forces as <.lnc to the connexions. For
on severing all connt'xions, only isolated masses mov·
ing by the law of inertia an' left as ultimate elements.
Gauss very distinctly asserted that no substantially
new principle of mechanics conlc.l ever be discovered.
And Hertz's principle also is only new in form, for it
is identical with Lagrangc:'s cclltations. The minimum
condition which the principle involves docs not refer
to any enigmatic purpose, l>ut its import is the same
as that of all minimum laws. That alone takes place
which is dynamically cletern1i1w<l (Chapter III.). The
deviation from the actual motion is c.lynamically not
determined; this tlevin.tion is not present; the actual
motion is therefore unique.*
•Seo Pelr.oldt'R c1xrc,ll!'11t 11rtlclc1 "llnH <;m1t1tr. dm· Wndoutlgkeit" (Viwtdjahnsd1r{/t. j1lr 1ul•s1·11.rd1ttjtlld1r J'/dl1wji/11',., XIX., pnf{c 14!5 1 especially
page r86). H. Ilunkti le n!Kn 111cntlonc11l in lhl111u·tlc:lci n1 hnvlng approached
Herti:'a view In Ida trncl lltlir'r dlt 11/1-tlwdr dtr kl~i11stm (l11adralt (Lelpslc,
1894).
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It is hardly necessary to remark that the physical
side of mechanical problems is not only not disposed
of, but is not even so much as touched, by the elaboration of such a formal mathematical system of mechanics. Free masses move uniformly in straight
lines. Masses having different velocities and directions if connected mutually affect each other as to
velocity, that is, determine in each - other accelerations. These physical experiences enter along with
purely geometrical and arithmetical theorems into the
formulation, for which the latter alone would in no
wise be adequate; for that which is uniquely determined mathematically and geometrically only, is for
that reason not also uniquely determined mechanically. But we discussed at considerable length in
Chapter II., that the physical principles in question
were not at all self-evident, and that even their exact
significance was by no means easy to establish.
In the beautiful ideal form which Hertz has given
to mechanics, its physical contents have shrunk to
an apparently almost imperceptible residue. It is
scarcely to be doubted that Descartes if he lived today would have seen in Hertz's mechanics, far more
than in Lagrange's ''analytic geometry of four dimensions," his own ideal. For Descartes, who in his opposition to the occult qualities of Scholasticism would
grant no other properties to matter than extension
and motion, sought to reduce all mechanics and physics to a geometry of motions, on the assumption of a
motion indestructible at the start.
It is not difficult to analyse the psychological circumstances which led Hertz to his system. After inquirers had succeeded in representing electric and
magnetic forces that act at a distance as the results
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of motions in a medium, tlw cl<'sirc must again have
awakened to accomplish the sa11w result with respect
to the forces of gravitation, antl if possible for all
forces whatsoe\'l'r. The idea was therefore very natural to discover whctlwr the concept of force generally
could not be climinatl·<l. It cannot he denied that
when we can command all tltc phenomena taking
place in a medium, togcthl·r with the large masses
contained in it, by means of a single complete picture, our concl'pts an) on an l'ntircly <liffcrent plane
from what they are when only the relations of these
isolated masses as regards nccclc?ration are known.
This will be willingly grnntcc.l even by those who are
convinc<'cl thnt the intc~rnction of parts in contact is
not morn i11t<.dlig-il>lc than nc;tion at n distance. The
present tc11dt!11c:ics in tlw tlt•vclopnll'n t of physics are
entirely in this (1 in•ction.
If we are not contt.~nt to lenVl! the assumption of
occult masses and motions in its general form, but
should cn<lenvor to investigate them sin~ly and in detail, we should be ohligc<.l, at lt·n~t in the present state
of our physical knowl<•clgt!, to resort, even in the simplest ca~rns, to fantastic ancl even frecpwntly questionable fictie>ns, to which the .~'i'NJJ accelerations would
be far prefcrabl<~. For l'Xample, if n mass 111 is moving uniformly in a cirr.lc of rntlius r, with a velocity
'll, which we arc a.ccnslometl to rdcr to a centripetal
~
l cue
. 1e,
force .'Ill 7' proccetl"mg f mm t l ic center o f tic

r

we might instead of this conceive the mass to be
rigidly connectctl at the distance ~,. with one of the
same size having a contrary velocity. Huygens's centripetal impulsion would be another example of a
force replaced by a. connexion. As an ideal program
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Hertz's mechanics is simpler and more beautiful, but
for practical purposes our present system of mechanics is preferable, as Hertz himself (page 47), with his
characteristic candor, admits.*

xxn.
(See page 255.)

The views put forward in the first two chapters of
this book were worked out by me a long time ago.
At the start they were almost without exception coolly
rejected, and only gradually gained friends. All the
essential features of my Meclzanics I stated originally
in a brief communication of five octavo pages entitled
On tlze .Definition of Mass. These were the theorems
now given at page 243 of the present book. The
communication was rejected by Poggendorf's Anna·
!en, and it did not appear until a year later (1868), in
Carl's Repertorh11n. In a lecture delivered in 1871, I
outlined my epistemological point of view in natural
science generally, and with special exactness for physics. The concept of cause is replaced there by the
concept of function; the determining of the dependence of phenomena on one another, the economic exposition of actual facts, is proclaimed as the object,
and physical concepts as a means to an end solely.
I did not care now to impose upon any editor the responsibility for the publication of the contents of this
lecture, and the same was published as a separate
tract in 1872. t In 1874, when Kirchhoff in his Mechanics came out with his theory of "description" and
*Compare J. Claiisen, "Die Principien der Mechanik bei Hertz und
Boltzmann" (]akrbuclt der Hamhur~sclten wlssenscltaflliclten Anstalten,
XV., p. 1, Hamburg, 1898).
t Erltaltung- der Arbeit, Pral{Ue, 187~.
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other doctrine's, which were analogous in part only to
my views, an<l still aroused the "universal astonishment" of his colleagues, I became resigned to my
fate. But the grPat authority of Kirchhoff gradually
made itself folt, and the consequence of this also
doubtless was that on its appearance in 18~3 my Mec!tanics did not evoke so much surprise. In view of
the great assistance afforded by Kirchhoff, it is altogt>ther a mattc·r of indifference with me that the public should have regarded, and partly does so still, my
interpretation of the principles of physics as a continuation an<l elaboration of Kirchhoff's views; whilst in
fact mine were not only ohler as to date of publication, but also more nt(l ical.
The agrec•nH•nt with my point of view appears
upon the whol{ to lw incrc•asing, and gradually to extend over more extcmsive portions of my work. It
would be more in accord with my aversion for polemical c.liscusHions to wait quit'tly and merely observe
what part of the ideas ('Illlnciatcd may be found acceptable. But I cannot suffor my readers to remain
in obscurity with n•gar<l to the existing disagreements,
and I hnvc al!.;o to point out to them the way in which
they can find their intellectual bearings outside of
this book, quite' apart from the fact that esteem for
my opponents also demands n consic.leration of their
criticisms. These opponents are numerous and of all
kinds: historians, philosophers, metaphysicians, logicians, c'dncators, matlwmaticians, and physicists. I
can make no pretence to any of these qualifications in
any superior c.legTel'. I can only sc>lect here the most
important criticisms, and answer them in the capacity
of a man who has the liveliest and most ingenuous in-

*

1

"'Sue tha prt1f1tco to lhci flrat ticlltltm,
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terest in understanding the growth of physical ideas.
I hope that this will also make it easy for others to
find their way in this field and to form their own judgment.
P. Volkmann in his writings on the epistemology*
of physics appears as my opponent only in certain
criticisms on individual points, and particularly by
his adherence to the old systems and by his predilection for them. It is the latter trait, in fact, that separates us ; for otherwise Volkmann's views have much
affinity with my own. He accepts my adaptation of
ideas, the principle of economy and of comparison,
even though his expositions differ from mine in individual features and vary in terminology. I, for my
part, find in his writings the important principle of
isolation and superposition, appropriately emphasised
and admirably described, and I willingly accept them.
I am also willing to admit that concepts which at the
start are not very definite must acquire their "retroactive consolidation" by a "circulation of knowledge," by an ''oscillation" of attention. I also agree
with Volkmann that from this last point of view Newton accomplished in his day nearly the best that it
was possible to do; but I cannot agree with Volkmann when he shares the opinion of Thomson and
Tait, that even in the face of the substantially different epistemological needs of the present day, New'."
ton's achievement is definitive and exemplary. On
the contrary, it appears to me that if Volkmann's process of "consolidation'' be allowed complete sway, it
must necessarily lead to enunciations not differing in

*

Erkenntnisstluoretisclt.e Grundsii.ge der Naturwissenschafl, Leipzig, I8g6,
-Ueber Newton's Pkilo'Sojht"a Naturalis, Konigsberg, I898.-Einfihrung in
das Stiedz'um der tkeoretiscl1en Plzysik, Leipsic, 1900. Our references are to
the last-named work.
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any essential point from my own. I follow with genuine pleasure the clear and objective discussions of
G. Heymans. * The differences which I have with
Hoflert and Poske! relate in the main to individual
points. So far as principles are concerned, I take
precisely the same point of view as Petzoldt,§ and we
differ only on questions of minor importance. The
numerous criticisms of others, which either refer to
the arguments of the writers just mentioned, or are
supported by analogous grounds, cannot out of regard
for the reader be trea tcd at length. It will be sufficient to describe the character of these differences by
selecting a few individual, but important, points.
A special difficulty seems to be still found in accepting my definition of mass. Streintz (compare p.
540) has remarked in criticism of it that it is based
solely upon gravity, although this was expressly excluded in my first formulation of the definition (1868).
Nevertheless, this criticism is again and again put
forward, and quite recently even by Volkmann (loc.
cit., p. 18). My definition simply takes note of the
fact that bodies in mutual relationship, whether it be
that of action at a distance, so called, or whether rigid
or elastic connexions be considered, determine in one
another changes of velocity (accelerations). More than
this, one does not need to know in order to be able to
form a definition with perfect assurance and without
the fear of building on san<l. It is not correct as
•Di1 Gtsl!flll' 1111c{ Elemenft! dt•s w1"sst11sclw/tlklun Dettkl'tt.r, II., Leipzig
1894.
t Studlen :1u1· J{tgnnuiirtigm Pldlosop/u'e dcr matlmnatisclten Afechanik,
Leipzig, lgoo.
; Vz(rtel.fnhr.r.rcltrf/I fir wl.r.r111sc/rn/tliclll! I'ltt'lo.roplu°d, Leipzig, 1884 1 page
.
§"Das Geeetz der Elndeutigkelt ( Vt'trtdj1i/1r.r.rd1rifl/Ur w1'.rsmschaflli'clu
J'/iz1ost>}hiit, xrx., page 146),
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Hofler asserts (loc. cit., p. 77), that this definition
tacitly assumes one and the same force acting on both
masses. It does not assume even the notion of force,
since the latter is built up subsequently upon the notion of mass, and gives then the principle of action
and reaction quite independently and without falling
into Newton's logical error. In this arrangement one
concept is not misplaced and made to rest on another
which threatens to give way under it. This is, as I
take it, the only' really serviceable aim of Volkmann's
''circulation" and ''oscillation." After we have defined mass by means of accelerations, it is not difficult
to obtain from our definition apparently new variant
concepts like "capacity for acceleration,'' "capacity
for energy of motion" (Hofler, loc. cit., page 70). To
accomplish anything dynamically with the concept of
mass, the concept in question must, as I most emphatically insist, be a dynamical concept. Dynamics
cannot be constructed with quantity of matter by itself, but the same can at most be artificially and arbitrarily attached to it (loc. cit., pages 7r, 72). Quantity
of matter by itself is never mass, neither is it thermal
capacity, nor heat of combustion, nor nutritive value,
nor anything of the kind. Neither does "mass"
play a thermal, but only a dynamical role (compare
Hofler, loc. cit., pages 7r, 72). On the other hand,
the different physical quantities are proportional to
one another, and two or three bodies of unit mass
form, by virtue of the dynamic definition, a body of
twice or three times the mass, as is analogously the
case also with thermal capacity by virtue of the thermal definition. Our instinctive craving for concepts
involving quantities of things, to which Hofler (loc.
cit , page 72) is doubtless seeking to give expression,
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and which amply suffices for every-day purposes, is
something that no one will think of denying. But
a scientific concept of "quantity of matter" should
properly be deduced from the proportionality of the
single physical quantities mentioned, instead of, contrariwise, building up the concept of mass upon
''quantity of matter." The measurement of mass by
means of weight results from my definition quite naturally, whereas in the ordinary conception the measurability of quantity of matter by one and the same
dynamic measure is either taken for granted outright,
or proof must be given b0forehand by special experiments, that equal weights act under all circumstances
as equal masses. In my opinion, the concept of mass
has here been subjected to thorough analysis for the
first time since Newton. For historians, mathematicians, and physicists appear to have all treated the
question as an easy and almost self-evident one. It
is, on the contrary, of fundamental significance and
is deserving of the attention of my opponents.
Many criticisms have been made of my treatment
of the law of inertia. I believe I have shown (1868),
somewhat as Paske has done (r884), that any deduction of this law from a general principle, like the law
of causality, is inadmissible, and this view has now
won some support (compare Heymans, /()c. cit., page
432). Certainly, a principle that has been universally
recognised for so short a time only cannot be regarded
as a. friort' self-evident. Heymans (!(}c. cit., p. 427) correctly remarks that axiomatic certainty was ascribed
a few centuries ago to a diametrically opposite form
of the law. Heymans sees a supra-empirical element
only in the fact that the law of inertia is referred to
absolute space, and in the further fact that both in
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the law of inertia and in its ancient diametrically opposite form something constant is assumed in the condition of the body that is left to itself (loc. cit., page
433). We shall have something to say further on regarding the first point, and as for the latter it is psychologically intelligible without the aid of metaphysics, because constant features alone have the power
to satisfy us either intellectually or practically,which is the reason that we are constantly seeking for
them. Now, looking at the matter from an entirely
unprejudiced point of view, the case of these axiomatic certainties will be found to be a very peculiar
one. One will strive in vain with Aristotle to convince the common man that a stone hurled from the
hand would be necessarily brought to rest at once after
its release, were it not for the air which rushed in behind and forced it forwards. But he would put just
as little credence in Galileo's theory of infinite uniform motion. On the other hand, Benedetti's theory
of the gradual diminution of the vls £mpressa, which
belongs to the period of unprejudiced thought and of
liberation from ancient preconceptions, will be accepted by the common man without contradiction.
This theory, in fact, is an immediate reflexion of experience, while the :first-mentioned theories, which
idealise experience in contrary directions, are a product of technical professional reasoning. They exercise the illusion of axiomatic certainty only upon the
mind of the scholar whose entire customary train of
thought would be thrown out of gear by a disturbance
of these elements of his thinking. The behavior of
inquirers toward the law of inertia seems to me from
a psychological point of view to be adequately explained by this circumstance, and I am inclined to
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allow the question of whether the principle is to be
called an axiom, a postulate, or a maxim, to rest in
abeyance for the time being. Heymans, Paske, and
Petzoldt concur in finding an empirical and a supraempirical element in the law of inertia. According to
Heymans (loc. cit., p. 438) experience simply afforded
the opportunity for applying an a prt'orz' valid principle. Poske thinks that the empirical origin of the
principle does not exclude its a prt'orz' validity (toe.
cit., pp. 401 and 402). Petzoldt also deduces the law
of inertia in part only from experience, and regards it
in its remaining pa.rt as given by the law of unique
determination. I believe I am not at variance with
Petzoldt in formulating the issue here at stake as follows: It first c.levolves on experience to inform us
what particular dependence of phenomena on one another actualiy exists, what the thing to be determined
is,-and experience alone can instruct us on this
point. If we are convinced that we have been sufficiently instructe<l in this regard, then when adequate
data are at hand we regard it as unnecessary to keep
on waiting for further experiences; the phenomenon
is determined for us, and since this alone is determination, it is uniquely determined. In other words, if
I have discovered by experience that bodies determine
accelerations in one another, then in all circumstances
where such determinative bo<lies are lacking I shall
expect with unique determination uniform motion in
a straight line. The law of inl'rtia thus results immediately in all its generality, without our being obliged
to specialise with Petzoldt; for every deviation from
uniformity and rectilinearity takes acceleration for
granted. I believe I am right in saying that the same
fact is twice formulated in the law of inertia and in
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the statement that forces determine accelerations (p.
143). If this be granted, then an end is also put to
the discussion a.s to whether a vicious circle is or is
not contained in the application of the law of inertia
(Paske, Hofler).
My inference as to the probable manner in which
Galileo reached clearness regarding the law of inertia
was drawn from a passage in his third Dialogue,*
which was literally transcribed from the Paduan edition of 1744, Vol. III., page 124, in my tract on The
Conservation of Energy (Eng. Trans., in part, in my
Popular Scientific Lectures, third edition, Chicago,
The Open Court Publishing Co.). Conceiving a body
which is rolling down an inclined plane to be conducted upon rising inclined planes of varying slopes,
the slight retardation which it suffers on absolutely
smooth rising planes of small inclination, and the retardation zero, or unending uniform motion on a horizontal plane, must have occurred to him. Wohlwill
was the first to object to this way of looking at the
matter (see page 524), and others have since joined

* 11 Constat jam, quad mobile ex quiete in A descendens per AB, gradus
acquirit velocitatis juxta temporis ipsius incrementum: gradum vero in E
esse maximum acquisitorum, et suapte natura immutabiliter impressum,
sublatis scilicet causis accelerationis novae, aut retardationis: accelerationis

Fig.

24I,

inquam, si adhuc super extenso plane ulterius progrederetur; retardationis
vero, dum super planum acclive EC fit reflexio: in horizontali autem GH
aequabilis motus juxta gradum velocitatis ex A in B acquisitae in infinitum
extenderetur."
"It is plain now that a movable body, starting from rest at A and de-
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him. He asserts that uniform motion in a circle and
horizontal motion still occupied distinct places in Galileo's thought, and that Galileo started from the ancient concepts and freed himself only very gradually
from them. It is not to be denied that the different
phases in the intellectual development of the great inquirers have much interest for the historian, and some
one phase may, in its importance in this respect, be
relegated into the background by the others. One
must needs be a poor psychologist and have little
knowledge of oneself not to know how difficult it is
to liberate oneself from traditional vil'ws, and how
even after that is done the remnants of the old ideas
still hover in consciousness and arc tlw cause of occasional backslidings even aftl'r the victory has been
practically won. Galih·o's experience cannot have
been different. But with the physicist it is the instant in which a new viPW flaslws forth that is of
greatest interest, and it is this instant for which he
will always seek. I have songh t for it, I believe I
have found it; and I am of the opinion that it left its
unmistakable traces in the passagP in question. Paske
(loc. cit., page 393) and I-miler (/N. tit., pages r r r,
r r2) are unable to give their nssc•nt to my interpretation of this passage, for the reason that Galileo does
not expressly refer to the limiting caHe of transition
from the inclined to the lwrizonlal plant'; although
scending down the inclinorl plnnu .///,', n<'qnil'C.!!I a vulodty proportlonnl to
the increment of its tinrn: thu VC!lnr.ity pc1HHnt111t1d nt II h1 tho Hl'C:llllC:lllt of the
velocities acquired, 1111d by lt11 11nL11rci im11111t11hly lmpru1111ml, provided all
en uses of new nccolcrntlon 01· n1tnrdntion Ell'fl tnlrnn nw11y: I 1111y nccolera·
tion, having in view il11 po1111!ble f\lrthur prnl(\'Clllll 1110111( lhci plnm1 tiXlondad;
retardation, in view of thu po11slhillty uf il;i li<'illi.t rnvc1rncicl nnd made to
mount the ascending plane RC. H11t In llrn lwd1.011lt1l plnnt1 Gl/ lta uniform
motion, with tlw vcilocity 11r.q11irml In tho cltlllCout l'rnm .·I lo /1 1 will be con·
tinned ad z't1/i11lt11111."
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Poske grants that the consideration of limiting cases
was frequently employed by Galileo, and although
Hofler admits having actually tested the educational
efficacy of this device with students. It would indeed
be a matter of surprise if Galileo, who may be regarded as the inventor of the principle of continuity,
should not in his long intellectual career have applied
the principle to this most important case of all for
him. It is also to be considered that the passage
does not form part of the broad and general discussions of the Italian dialogue, but is tersely couched, in
the dogmatic form of a result, in Latin. And in this
way also the ''velocity immutably impressed" may
have crept in.*
*Even granting that Galileo reached his knowledge of the law of inertia
only gradually, and that it was presented to him merely as an accidental discovery, nevertheless the following passages which are taken from the Paduan
edition of 17-14 will show that his limitation of the law to horizontal motion
was justified by the inherent nature of the subject treated; and the assumption that Galileo toward the end of his scientific career did not possess a full
knowledge of the law, can hardly be maintained.
"Sagr. Ma quando l'artiglieria si piantasse non a perpendicolo, ma inclinata verso qualche parte, qua! dovrebbe esser' il moto della palla? andrebbe ell a forse, come nel l'altro tiro, per la linea perpendicolare, e ritornando anco poi per l'istessa?"
"Simpl. Questo non farebbe ella, ma uscita del pezzo seguiterebbe ii
suo moto per la linea retta, che continua la dirittura della canna, se non in
quanto ii proprio peso la farebbe declinar da ta! dirittura verso terra."
"Sagr. Talche la dirittura della canna e la regolatrice del moto della
palla: ne fuori di tal linea si muove, o muoverebbe, se 'l peso proprio non
la facesse delinare in giii ... .11 -Dialogo sopra i due massimi sistl!mi de!
mondo.
"Sagr. But if the gun were not placed in the perpendicular, but were inclined in some direction; what then would be the motion of the ball? Would
it follow, perhaps, as in the other case, the perpendicular, and in returning
fall also l:)y the same Jin<;?"
" Simpl. This it will not do, but having left the cannon it will follow its
own motion in the straight line which is a continuation of the axis of the
barrel, save in so far as its own weight shall cause it to deviate from that
direction toward the earth."
••Sa gr. So that the axis of the barrel is the regulator of the motion of the
ball: and it neither does nor will move outside of that line unless its own
weight causes it to drop downwards ..•• "
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The physical instruction which I enjoyed was in
all probability just as bad and just as dogmatic as it
was the fortune of my older critics and colleagues to
enjoy. The principle of int>rtia was then enunciated
as a dogma which accordecl perfectly with the system.
I conld mH.lPrstand very well that disregard of all obstacles to motion led to the principle, or that it must
be discovered, as Appelt says, hy abstraction; nevertheless, it always rcmai1wt1 remote and within the
comprehension of s11pt.•rnatmal genius only. And
where was tlw guarantee that with the removal of all
obi;tac}m.; tlH• di111inution of the velocity also ceased?
Poslw (!c>t'. di., p. 395) iH of the opinion that Galileo,
to .mm n phrase which 1 have repeatedly employed,
'' d1'.1'<'r'r11r·d" or '' j><'l't'r'ir 1ttl" tht~ principle imnwdiately.
Bnt what iH this tlisec~rning? Enquiring man looks
here nncl looks thc>re, nncl sttcl<lt'nly catches a glimpse
of something lw lnu" htwn Ht~ddng or twcn of something quite mrnxpcctetl, that rivets his attention.
Now, I have shown how this "discerning" came
nliout nntl in what it consiatctl. Galileo runs his eye
ovc 1· scwt•ral tliffcrcmt tm if ormly Nl<irdtd motions, and
suddtmly picks out from among them a uniform, in1

'' l\ttn11d11rn ln1111pc11· lknt, c1tt<HI vulcwltnthi l(l'llcl1111, qulcunquc In moblll
rt'!Wd11w1, m•t 111 llln "1111ph1 rrntnrn h11!c•lf'hillt1ll' l111prv11111111 1 clu111 oxtornae
rtrntiiw uc·1·1tl1 l'11tln11h1, n11t n•t111·clulln11iN 111lh111t111·, q11t1el In 1ltllo horlxontall
pl111w rn11ti11~lt: 1111111 i11 plu11ltt 1lnl'llvlh11t1 11<lc-11l ]111\1 rn1111n nr.r.oloratlonla
11111j11rh1, In 111•nllvll11111 VNtl 1c•t1111l11tl11tth1. l•:x 1p10 pnrllc•r 11a1plitur, motum In
l1t1rl11111111ll 1111~1n q11nq11r• nnlM1111111: ~I 1'111111 t"il llt11prnhil111, nun clahlllatur,
1111l 1'c•111lul111r, c•l 11111lto 111li11111 lnlllt111·, 11 • /liJ'rlJl'J'l" di11111st1·,111l1ml 11tnt1111a·
lid1~.
/ll,1/11;.'T• , .. ,.•,,,
II l\formivt•I', ll h1 (11 1111 l'fllllnrlt11rl thnl thn clt•J(l'rltl or VM\c1r.lty II body hula
ln1l11t1Ln11·tlbly lt11pnrnr1ocl In it h)' lt~111w1111111111'1". pruvlda1l t•ltlornnl cnuaea of
11rrnlt•1·11l1011 01· 1·11l11nl111ln11 111 r• w11111l111(, which h1111pcm111 only on horizontal
l'lan1•~1: tor c111 lln•11'f'J1cl lnl( i1l1111t111 lharn 111 j.lrc•ut11r uccalurn1lcin, nnd on aa•
1·r•111ll111t pl1111m1 1·t1tnnl111l1111. Whi•llC't.1 ll fol111w11 thnt motion Inn horizontal
l'ln1111 111 pt'l pal.11111: fo1 If ll n•11ndm1 th1.1 11111111.1, It la not dlmlnlahed, or
nh11lN\, lllllt'h \m1H l\ht1li~lt1•11."
1
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finitely continued motion, of so peculiar a character
that if it occurred by itself alone it would certainly
be regarded as something altogether different in kind.
But a very minute variation of the inclination transforms this motion into a finite retarded motion, such
as we have frequently met with in our lives. And
now, no more difficulty is experienced in recognising
the identity between all obstacles to motion and retardation by gravity,-wherewith the ideal type of uninfluenced, infinite, uniform motion is gained. As I
read this passage of Galileo's while still a young m~n,
a new light concerning the necessity of this ideal link
in our mechanics, entirely different from that of the
dogmatic exposition, flashed upon me. I believe that
every one will have the same experience who will ap-'
proach this passage without prior bias. I have not
the least doubt that Galileo above all others experienced that light. May my critics see to it how their
assent also is to be avoided.
I have now another important point to discuss in
opposition to C. Neumann,* whose well-known publication on this topic preceded mine t shortly. I contended that the direction and velocity which is taken
into account in the law of inertia had no comprehensible meaning if the_ law was referred to "absolute
space." As a matter of fact, we can metrically determine direction and velocity only in a space of which
the points are marked directly or indirectly by given
bodies. Neumann's treatise and my own were successful in directing attention anew to this point, which
*Die Princij>ien der Galilei-Newton'schen Tlteorie, Leipzig, 1870.
t Erhaltung der Arbei't, Prague, 1872. (Translated in part in the article
on "The Conservation of Energy," Pojielar Scientific Lectures, third edition,
Chicago, 1898,
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had already caused Newton and Euler much intellectual discomfort; yet nothing more than partial attempts at solution, like that of Streintz, have resulted.
I have remained to the present day the only one who
insists upon referring the law of inertia to the earth,
and in the case of motions of great spatial and temporal extent, to the fixed stars. Any prospect of coming to an understanding with the great number of my
critics is, in consideration of the profound differences
of our points of view, very slight. But so far as I
have been able to understand the criticisms to which
my.. view has been subjected, I shall cndcavor to answer them.
Holler is of the opinion that the existence of '' absolute motion" is denit'cl, bccansu it is lielcl to be
"inconceivable." But it is a fact of "more painstaking self-observation" that conceptions of absolute
motion do exist. Conceivability and knowledge of
absolute motion are not to be confounded. Only the
latter is wanting here (/11c. dt., pages l:w, 164) ....
Now, it is precisely with knowledge that the natural
inquirer is concerned. A thing that is beyond the
ken of knowledge, a thing that cannot be exhibited to
the senses, has no mcanin.g in natural science. I have
not the remotest <lesire of scttin~ limits to the imagination of men, but I have a faint suspicion that the
persons who imagine they have conceptions of "absolute motions," in the majority of c~u:;es havo in mind
the memory pictures of some actually experienced
relative motion; but let that he:~ as it may, for it is in
any event of no consequence. I maintain even more
than H~fler, viz., that there exist sr·11sory illusions of
absolute motions, which can subsequently be reproduced at any time. Every one that l1as repeated my
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experiments on the sensations of movement has experienced the full sensory power of such illusions.
One imagines one is flying off with one's entire environment, which remains at relative rest with respect
to the body; or that one is rotating in a space that is
distinguished by nothing that is tangible. But no
measure can be applied to this space of illusion; its
existence cannot be proved to another person, and it
cannot be employed for the metrical and conceptual
description of the facts of mechanics; it has nothing
to d9 with the space of geometry.* Finally, when
Hofler (loc. cit., p. r33) brings forward the argument
that "in every relative motion orie at least of the
bodies moving with reference to each other must be
affected with absolute motion, "-I can only say that
for the person who considers absolute motion as meaningless in physics, this argument has no force whatever. But I have no further concern here with philosophical questions. To go into details as Ho:fl~r has
in some places (loc. cit., pp. 124-126) would serve
no purpose before an understanding had been reached
on the main question.
Heymans (loc. cit., pp. 412, 448) remarks that an
inductive, empirical mechanics could have arisen, but
that as a matter of fact a different mechanics, based
on the non-empirical .concept of absolute motion, has
arisen. The fact that the principle of inertia has
always been suffered to hold for absolute motion
which is nowhere demonstrable, instead of being re*I flatter myself on being able to resist the temptation to infuse lightness
into a serious discussion by showing its ridiculous side, but in reflecting on
these problems I was involuntarily forced to think of the question which a
very estimable but eccentric man once debated with me as to whether a yard
of cloth in one's dreams is as long as a real yard of cloth.-Is the dream-yard
to be really introduced into mechanics as a standard of measurement?
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garde<l as holding good for motion with respect to
some actually demonstrnb1< systt•m of co-ordinates, is
a problt'lll which is almost beyornl power of solution
by the empirical thC'ory. Hcymans regards this as a
·problem that can have a nwtaphysical solution only.
In this I cannot agree with I Icymans. He admits
that relative motions only are given in experience.
With this aclmission, as with that of the possibility of
an empirical mechanics, I nm 1wrfectly content. The
rest, I believ<.', can be explnim'd simply and without
the aid of metaphysics. The first dynamic principles
were unqucstionnhly hnilt up on empirical foundations. The earth was tlw bocly of rdc!rencc; the transition to the other co-or<linate systc'ms took place
very gradually. l l nyg"l~ns saw that lw could refer the
motion of impinging- bmlies just as eaHily to a boat on
which they Wt\n' plctc<~ll, ns lo tlw earth. The dcvelopnH'nt of astronomy prect\llcd that of m<'chnnics consic.krably. When motions W<~rn ohwrvccl that were
at variance with known nwchanical lnws when referred to the earth, it was not iwccssary immediately
to alrnntlon these laws again. The fixed stars were
present ancl ready to rPstore lrnrmony as a new system of reference with the lc~ast nmount of changes in
the concepts. Think only of the~ oddities and difficul~
ties which wonl<.l have r<'snltccl if in n period of great
mechanical and phy!'ical nclvimccm<'nt the Ptolemaic
system lrncl lH!l'l1 still in vogne,-n thing not at all inconceivable.
But N c!wton tPfcrrccl all of mr.chnnics to absolute
space! Newton is indc<~cl n gig-antic personality; little
worship of authority is 11cc<lcc.1 to snccuml> to his influence. Yet even his achievements arc not exempt
from criticism. It nppcnrR to be prntty much one and
1
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the same thing whether we refer the laws of motion to
absolute space, or enunciate them in a perfectly abstract form; that is to say, without specific mention
of any system of reference. The latter course is un·
precarious and even practical; for in treating special
cases every student of mechanics looks for some serviceable system of reference. But owing to the fact
that the first course, wherever there was any real
issue at stake, was nearly always interpreted as having
the same meaning as the latter, Newton's error was
fraught with much less danger than it would otherwise have been, and has for that r_eason maintained
itself so long. It is psychologically and historically
intelligible that in an age deficient in epistemological
critique empirical laws should at times have been
elaborated to a point where they had no meaning. It
cannot therefore be deemed advisable to make metaphysical problems out of the errors and oversights of
our scientific forefathers, but it is rather our duty to
correct them, be they small people or great. I would
not be understood as saying that this has never happened.
Petzoldt (loc. dt., pp. r92 et seq.), who is in accord with me in my rejection of absolute motion, appeals to a principle of Avenarius, * by a consideration
of which he proposes to remove the difficulties involved in the problem of relative motion. I am per-.
fectly familiar with the principle of Avenarius, but I
cannot understand how all the physical difficulties involved in· the present problem can be avoided by referring motions to one's own body. On the contrary,
in considering physical dependencies abstraction must
•Der menscMiche Weltbegriff, Leipzig, i891, p. 130,
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be made from one's own body, so far as it exercises
any influence.*
The most captivating reasons for the assumption
of absolute motion were given thirty years ago by c.
Neumann (!or. cit., p. 27). If a heavenly body be
conceived rotating about its axis and consequently
subject to centrifugal forces and therefore oblate
nothing, so far as we can judge, can possibly be'
altered in its condition by the removal of all the remaining heavenly bodies. The body in question will continue to rotate and will continue to remain oblate.
But if the motion be relative only, then the case of
rotation will not be distinguishable from that of rest.
All the parts of the lH·avenly body are at rest with respect to one another, and the oblateness would necessarily also disappear with the disappearance of the
rest of the universe. I have two objections to make
here. Nothing appears to me to be gained by making
a meaningless assumption for the purpose of eliminating a contra<liction. Secomlly, the celebrated mathematician appears to me to have macle here too free a
use of intellectnal experiment, the fruitfulness and
value of which cannot be denied. When experiment·
ing in thought, it is permissible to modify un~·mportant
circumstances in order to bring out new features in a
given case; but it is not to be antecedently assumed
that the universe is without i11flncnce on the phenomenon here in question. If it is eliminated and contradictions still result, certainly this speaks in favor of
the importance of relative motion, which, if it involves
difficulties, is at least free from contradictions.
•Analyu do· F.111J./iH1{u11J.'OI, iwti!ta Ann111{t1, Jenn, r900, pp. n, r~. 33, 38 1
208; English 1rnnRlnticm, Chlcul(o, Tho ()pcm Court Pub. Co., rBsi7, pp, r3 et
l\Cl}o
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Volkmann (loc. dt., p. 53) advocates an absolute
orientation by means of the ether. I have already
spoken on this point (comp. pp. 230, 547), but I am
extremely curious to know how one ether particle is to
be distinguished from another. Until some means of
distinguishing these particles is found, it will be preferable to abide by the fixed stars, and where these
forsake us to confess that the true means of orientation is still to be found.
Taking everything together, I can only say that I
cannot well see what is to be altered in my expositions. The various points stand in necessary connexion. After it has been discovered that the behavior
of bodies toward one another is one in which accelerations are determined,-a discovery which was twice
formulated by Galileo and Newton, once in a general
and again in a special form as a law of inertia,-it is
possible to give only one rational definition of mass,
and that a purely dynamical definition. It is not at
all, in my judgment, a matter of taste.* The concept
of force and the principle of action and reaction follow of themselves. And the eliminati0n of absolute
motion is equivalent to the elimination of what is
physically meaningless.
It would be not only taking a very subjective and
short-sighted view of science, but it would also be
foolhardy in the extreme, were I to expect that my
views in their precise individual form should be incorporated without opposition into the intellectual
systems of my contemporaries. The history of science teaches that the subjective, scientific philoso*My definition of mass takes a more organic and more natural place in
Hertz's mechanics than his own, for it contains implicitly the germ of his
''fundamental law."
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phies of individuals are constantly being corrected
and obscured, and in the philosophy or constructive
image of the universe which humanity gradually
adopts, only the very strongest features of the
thoughts of the greatest men are, after some lapse of
time, recognisable. It is merely incumbent on the individual to outline as distinctly as possible the main
features of his own view of the world.

xxm.
(See page 273.)

Although signal individual performances in science cannot be gainsaid to Descartes, as his studies
on the rainbow and his enunciation of the law of refraction show, his importance nevertheless is contained rather in the great general and revolutionary
ideas which he promulgated in philosophy, mathematics, and the natural sciences. The maxim of
doubting everything that bas hitherto passed for established truth cannot be rated too high; although it
was more observed and exploited by his followers
than by himself. Analytical geometry with its modern methods is the outcome of his idea to dispense
with the consideration of all the details of geometrical
figures by the application of algebra, and to reduce
everything to the consideration of distances. He was
a pronounced enemy of occult qualities in physics,
and strove to base all physics on mechanics, which
he cor:iceived as a pure geometry of motion. He has
shown by his experiments that he regarded no physical problem as insoluble by tl:iis method. He took
too little note of the fact that mechanics is possible
only on the condition that the positions of the bodies
are determined in their dependence on one another by
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a relation of force, by a function of time; and Leibnitz
frequently referred to this deficiency. The mechanical concepts which Descartes developed with scanty
and vague materials could not possibly pass as copies
of nature, and were pronounced to be phantasies even
by Pascal, Huygens, and Leibnitz. It has been remarked, however, in a former place, how strongly
Descartes's ideas, in spite of these facts, have persisted to the present day. He also exercises a powerful influence upon physiology by his theory of vision,
and by his contention that animals were machines,a theory which he naturally had not the courage to
extend to human beings, but by which he anticipated
the idea of reflex motion (compare Duhem, L'tvolution
des thlor£es physz"ques, Louvain, 1896).
XXIV.
(See page 378,)

To the exposition given on pages 377 and 378, in
the year 1883, I have the following remarks to add.
It will be seen that the principle of least action, like
all other minimum principles in mechanics, is a simple expression of the fact that in the instances in
question precisely so much happens as possibly can
happen under the circu.mstances, or as is determined,
viz., unz"quely determined, by them. The deduction
of cases of equilibrium from unique determination has
already been discussed, and the same question will be
considered in a later place. With respect to dynamic
questions, the import of the principle of unique determination has been better and more perspicuously
elucidated than in my case by J. Petzoldt in a work
entitled Maxz"ma, Mt'nt'ma und Oekonomt'e (Altenburg,
1891). He says (loc. cz"t., page II): "ln the case of
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all motions, the paths actually traversed admit of being interpreted as signal instances chosen from an infinite number of conceivable instances. Analytically,
this has no other meaning than that expressions may
always be found which yield the differential equations
of the motion when their variation is equated to zero
-for the variation vanishes only when the integral'
assumes a unique value."
As a fact, it will lie seen that in the instancE::s
treated at pages 377 and 378 an increment of velocity
is uniquely determined only in the direction of the
force, while an infinite number of equally legitimate
incremental components of velocity at right angles to
the force are conceivable, which are, however, for the
reason given, excluded by the principle of unique determination. I am in entire accord with Petzoldt
when he says: "The theorems of Euler and Hamilton,
and not less that of Gauss, are thus nothing more
than analytic expressions for the fact of experience
that the phenomena of nature are uniquely determined." The uniqueness of the minimum is determinative.
I should like to quote here, from a note which I
published in the November number of the Prague
Lotos for 1873, the following passage: "The static
and dynamical principles of mechanics may be expressed as isoperimetrical laws. The anthropomorphic conception is, howewr, by no means essential,
as may be seen, for example, in the principle of virtual velocities. If we have once perceived that the
work A determines velocity, it will readily be seen
that where work is not done when the system passes
into all adjacent positions, 110 velocity can be acquired, and consequently that equilibrium obtains.
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The condition of equilibrium will therefore be 8A = O;
where A need not necessarily be exactly a maximum
or minimum. These laws are not absolutely restricted
to mechanics; they may be of very general scope.
If the change in the form of a phenomenon B be dependent on a phenomenon A, the condition that B
shall pass over into a certain form will be 3A = 0."
As will be seen, I grant in the foregoing passage
that it is possible to discover analogies for the principle of least action in the most various departments
of .physics without reaching them through the circuitous course of mechanics. I look upon mechanics, not
as the ultimate explanatory foundation of all the other
provinces, but rather, owing to its superior formal
development, as an admirable prototype of. such an
explanation. In this respect, my view differs apparently little from that of the majority of physicists, but
the difference is an essential one after all. In further
elucidation of my meaning, I should like to refer to
the discussions which I have given in my Princz"ples
of Heat (particularly pages 192, 318, and 356, German
edition), and also to my article "On Comparison in
Physics" (Popular Scientific Lectures, English translation, page 236). Noteworthy articles touching on
this point are: . C. Neumann, "Das Ostwald'sche
Axiom des Energieumsatzes" (Berichte der k. sachs.
Gesellschajt, 1892, p. 184), and Ostwald, "Ueber das
Princip des ausgezeichneten Falles" (loc. cit., 1893,
p. 600).
xxv.
(See page 480.)

The Ausdehnzmgslehre of 1844, in which Grassmann
expounded his ideas for the :first time, is in many re-
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spects remarkable. The introduction to it contains
epistemological remarks of value. The theory of spatial extension is here developed as a general science
of which geometry is a special tri-dimensional case.'
and the opportunity is taken on this occasion of sub-'
mitting the foundations of geometry to a rigorous critique. The new and fruitful concepts of the addition
of line-segments, multiplication of line-segments, etc.,
have also proved to be applicable in mechanics.
Grassmann likewise submits the Newtonian principles
to criticism, and believes he is able to enunciate them
in a single expression as follows : ''The total force
(or total motion) which is inherent in an aggregate of
material particles at any one time is the sum of the
total force (or total motion) which has inhered in it
at any former time, and all the forces that have been
imparted to it from without in the intervening time;
provided all forces be conceived as line-segments
constant in direction and in length, and be referred
to points which have equal masses." By force Grassmann understands here the indestructibly impressed
velocity. The entire conception is much akin to that
of Hertz. The forces (velocities) are represented as
line-segments, the moments as surfaces enumerated
in definite directions, etc.,-a device by means of
which every development takes a very concise and
perspicuous form. But Grassmann finds the main
advantage of his procedure in the fact that every step
in the calculation is at the same time the clear expression of every step taken in the thought; whereas,
in the common method, the latter is forced entirely
into the background by the introduction of three arbitrary co-ordinates. The difference between the ana- ·
lytic and the synthetic method is again done away
I
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with, and the advantages of the two are combined.
The kindred procedure of Hamilton, which has been
illustrated by an example on page 528, will give some
idea of these advantages.
XXVI.
(See page 485.)

In the text I have employed the term "cause" in
the sense in which it is ordinarily used. I may add
that with Dr. Carus, * following the practice of the
German philosophers, I distinguish ''cause," or Realgrund, from Erkenntnissgritnd. I also agree with Dr.
Carus in the statement that "the signification of cause
and effect is to a great extent arbitrary and depends
much upon the proper tact of the observer." t
The notion of cause possesses significance only as
a means of provisional knowledge or orientation. In
any exact and profound investigation of an event the
inquirer must regard the phenomena as dependent on
one another in the same way that the geometer regards
the sides and angles of a triangle as dependent on one
another. He will constantly keep before his mind, in
this way, all the conditions of fact.
XXVII.
(See page 494.)

My conception of economy of thought was developed out of my experience as a teacher, out of the
work of practical instruction. I possessed this conception as early as r86r, when I began my lectures
as Privat-Docent, and at the time believed that I was
*See his Grund, Ursaclte und Zweck, R. v. Grumbkow, Dresden, 188r,
and his Fzmdamental Prohlrmis, pp. 7g-g1, Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Co., 1891.
t Fundamental Problems, p. 84.
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in exclusive possession of the principle,-a conviction
which will, I think, be found pardonable. I am now
.
on the contrary, convinced
that at least some presenti-'
ment of this idea has always, and necessarily must
have, been a common possession of all inquirers who
have ever made the nature of scientific investigation
the subject of their thoughts. The expression of this
opinion may assume the most diverse forms; for example', I should most certainly characterise the guiding theme of simplicity and beauty which so distinctly
marks the work of Copernicus and Galileo, not only
as resthetical, but also as economical. So, too, Newton's Rtgulce philosophandt' are substantially influenced
by economical considerations, although the economical principle as such is not explicitly mentioned. In
an interesting article, "An Episode in the History of
Philosophy," published in Th,~ Open Cottrf for April
4, 1895, Mr. Thomas J. McCormack has shown that
the idea of the economy of science was very near to
the thought of Adam Smith (Essays). In recent times
the view in question has been repeatedly though di·
versely expressed, first by myself in my lecture Ueber
die Erhaltung der Arbeit (r875), then by Clifford in
his Lectures and Essays (1872), by Kirchhoff in his
.llfeclianics (x874), and by Avenarius (1876). To an
oral utterance of the political economist A. Herrmann
I have already made reference in rny E1·haltttng der
Arbeit (p. 55, note 5); but no work by this author
treating especially of this subject is known t9 me.
I should also like to make reference here to the
supplementary expositions given in my Popular Scientific Lectures (English edition, pages I 86 et seq.) and
in my Principlts <if Ilt•at (German edition, page 294).
In the latter work, the criticisms of Petzoldt ( Viertel·
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jahrsschrift fur wissenschajtliche Philosophle, r8gr) are
considered. Husser 1, in the first part of his work,
Logische Untersuchungen (rgoo), has recently made
some new ·animadversions on my theory of mental
economy; these are in part answered in my reply to
Petzoldt. I believe that the best course is to postpone an exhaustive reply until the work of Husserl is
completed, and then see whether some understanding
cannot be reached. For the present, however, I
should like to premise certain remarks. As a natural
inquirer, I am accustomed to begin with some special
and definite inquiry, and allow the same to act upon
me in all its phases, and to ascend from the special
aspects to more general points of view. I followed
this custom also in the investigation of the development of physical knowledge. I was obliged to proceed in this manner for the reason that a theory of
theory was too difficult a task for me, being doubly
difficult in a province in which a minimum of indisputable, general, and independent truths from which
everything can be deduced is not furnished at the
start, but must .first be sought for. An undertaking
of this character would doubtless have more prospect
of being successful if one took mathematics as one's
subject-matter. I accordingly directed my attention
to individual phenomena: the adaptation of ideas to
facts, the adaptation of ideas to one another,* mental
*Popular Scz'entific 'Lectures, English edition, pp. 1244 et seq., where the
adaptation of thoughts to one another is described as the object of theory
proper. Grassmann appears to me to say pretty much the same in the introduction to his Ausdehnitngsle!tre of 1844, pa.ge xix: ''The first division of all
the sciences is that into real and formal, of which the real sciences depict
reality in thought as something independent of thought, and find t~r truth
in the itgreement of thought with that reality; the formal sciences, on the
other hand, have as their object that which bas been posited by thought
and itself, find their truth in the agreement of the mental processes with one
another."
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economy, comparison, intellectual experiment, the
constancy and continuity of thought, etc. In this inquiry, I found it helpful and restraining to look upon
every-day thinking and science in general, as a biological and organic phenomenon, in which logical
thinking assumed the position of an ideal limiting
case. I do not doubt for a moment that the investigation can be begun at both ends. I have also described my efforts as epistemological sketches.* It
may be seen from this that I am perfectly able to distinguish between psychological and logical questions,
as I believe every one else is who has ever felt the
necessity of examining logical processes from the
psychological side. But it is doubtful if any one who
has carefully read even so much as the logical analysis
of Newton's enunciations in my .llftcltanics, will have
the temerity to say that I have enclcavorcd to erase
all distinctions between the "blind" natural thinking
of every-day life and logical thinking. Even if the
logical analysis of all the sciences were complete, the
biologico-psychological investigation of their development would continue to remain a necessity for me,which would not exclude our m.aking a new logical
analysis of this last investigation. If my theory of
mental economy be conceived merely as· a teleological
and provisional theme for guidance, such a conception does not exclude its being based on deeper foundations, t but goes toward making it so. Mental economy is, however, quite apart from this, a very clear
logical ideal which retains its value even after its logical a_nalysis has been completed. The systematic
form of a science can be deduced from the same prin• Prbwplts ef l/111t, P1·ofnce to the !l1·st German od!tlon.

t A11al,Y.r1's ef l/111 Sem.ratJrm.r,

second Gorman odititin, r>o.gea

64-6~.
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ciples in many different manners, but some one of
these deductfons will answer to the principle of economy better than the rest, as I have shown in the case
So far as I can now see, I do
of Gauss's dioptrics.
not think that the investigations of Husserl have
affected the results of my inquiries. As for the rest,
I must wait until the remainder of his work is published, for which I sincerely wish him the best success.
When I discovered that the id.ea of mental economy had been so frequently emphasised before and
after my enunciation of it, my estimation of my personal achievement was necessarily lowered, but the
idea itself appeared to me rather to gain in value on
this account; and what appears to Husserl as a degradation of scientific thought, the association of it
with vulgar or "blind" (?) thinking, seemed to me to
be precisely an exaltation of it. It has outgrown the
scholar's study, being deeply rooted in the life of humanity and reacting powerfully upon it.

*

XXVIII.
(See page 497.)

The paragraph on page 497, which was written in
1883, met with little response from the majority of
physicists, but it will be noticed that physical expositions have since then closely approached to the ideal
there indicated. Hertz's "Investigations on the Propagation of Electric Force" (1892) affords a good instance of this description of phenomena by simple
differential equations.
•Principles of Heat, German edition, page 394·
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xxrx.
(See pngo 501.)

In Germany, Mayer's works at first met with a very
cool, and in part hostile, reception; even difficulties
of publication were encountered; but in England
they found more speedy recognition. After they had
been almost forgotten there, amid the wealth of new
facts being brought to light, attention was again
called to them by the lavish praise of Tyndall in his
book Huit a Jllodr of M(}/Z(.)11 (r863). The consequence
of this was a pronounced reaction in Germany, which
reached its culminating point in Diihring's work Robert
llfa;•er, tilt• (;a/i!to (}/ tlte Ninetanth Century (t878). It
almost appvnrecl as if the injustice that had been
done to Mayer wns now to be aton<.~d for by injustice
towards others. But as in criminal law, so here, the
sum of the injustice is only increased in this way, for
no algebraic cancelation takes place. An enthusiastic
and thoroughly satisfactory estimate of Mayer's performances was given by Popper in an article in Ausland ( r 876 1 No. 35), which is also very readable from
the many interesting epistemological apen;us that it
contains. I have ench avored (Principles (}j Heat) to·
given. thoroughly just and sober pn•scntation of the
a.chit•vements of thl' different inquirers in the domain
of the nwchanical thl ory of heat. It appears from
this that each one of the inquirers conc<'rned made
some distinctive contribution which expressed their
respective intellectual peculiarities. Mayer may be
regarded ns tlw philosopher of the theory of heat and
energy; Jouki, who was also conducted to the principle of energy by philosophical considerations, fur-.
1

1
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nishes the experimental foundation; and Helmholtz
gave to it its theoretical physical form. Helmholtz,
Clausius, and Thomson form a transition to the views
of Carnot, who stands alone in his ideas. Each one
of the first-mentioned inquirers could be eliminated.
The progress of the development would have been
retarded thereby, but it would not have been checked
(compare the edition of Mayer's works by Weyrauch,
Stuttgart, 1893).

xxx.
(See page 504.)

The principle of energy is only briefly treated in
the text, and I should like to add here a few remarks
on the following four treatises, discussing this subject,
which have appeared since 1883: Die physikalt'schen
Grzmdsiitze der elektrisc!ten Kraftiibertragung, by J.
Popper, Vienna, 1883; Die Le/ire von der Energie, by
G. Helm, Leipsic, 1887; Das Princzp der Erhaltung
der Energie, by M. Planck, Leipsic, 1887; and Das
Problem der Continuitat 'in der Mathematik und Mechanik, by F. A. Muller, Marburg, 1886.
The independent works of Popper and Helm are,
in the aim they pursue, in perfect accord, and they
quite agree in· this respect with my own researches,
so much so in fact that I have seldom read anything
that, without the obliteration of individual differences,
appealed in an equal degree to my mind. These two
authors especially meet in their attempt to enunciate
a general science of energetics; and a suggestion of
this kind is also found in a note to my treatise Ueber
die Erhaltung der Arbeit, page 54. Since then '' ener~
getics '' has been exhaustively treated by Helm, Ostwald, and others.
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In 1872, in this same trentist~ (pp. 42 et seqq.) 1 I
showed that our belief in the principle of excluded
perpetual motion is founded on a more general belief
in the 11.11iq1u.· determination of one group of (mechanical) elements, a.{3y •.• , by a group of different elements, xy z . . . Planck's remarks at pages 99, 133 1
and 139 of his treatise esscntinlly agree with this i
they are different only in form. Again. I have repeatedly remarked that all forms of the law of causality spring from subjective impulsc•R, which nature is
by no means compelled to satisfy. In this respect
my conception is allit.~cl to thnt of PoppPr and Helm.
Planck (pp. 21 et st•qq., t35) und lfolm (p. 25 et
seqci.) mention the "ml'tnphp1ical 11 puints of view
by which Mayer was contrnllt\tl, an<.l both remark
(Planck, p. 25 et s<•qc1., uncl Hc!lru, p. 28) that also
Jouk 1 though there an' no clircct expressions to justify
the conclusion, must have bccm guided by similar
ideas. To this last I fully nssc.•n t.
With resp<~ct to the so-called "metaphysical 11
points of view of Mayer, which, according to Helm·
holtz, are extolled by tho devotees of metaphysical
speculation as Mayer's higlH'St achilwement, hut which
appear to Helmholtz tUl tlH~ weakest foature of his
expositions, I have the following rnmarks to make.
With maxims,· snch ns, 11 Out e>f nothing, nothing
comes," "The effect is equivalent to the cause," and
so forth, one can never convince cuwllur of anything.
How little snch empty maxims, which until recently
were admitted in science, can accomplish, I have
illustrated by examples in my treatise .Die Erlialt'lmg
der Arbdt. But in Mayer's case those.! maxims are, in
my judgment1 not weak1wsses. On the contrary, they
are with him the expression of a potturful instinctive
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yearning, as yet unsettled and unclarified, after a
sound, substantial conception of what is now called
energy. This desire I should not exactly call metaphysical. We now know that Mayer was not wanting
in the conceptual power to give to this desire clearness. Mayer's attitude in this point was in no respect
different from that of Galileo, Black, Faraday, and
other great inquirers, although perhaps many were
more taciturn and cautious than he.
I have touched upon this point before in my Analysis of tlie Sensatlons, Jena, r886, English translation,
Chicago, r897, p. r74 et seqq. Aside from the fact
that I do not share the Kanti.an point of view, in fact,
occupy no metaphysical point of view, not even that
of Berkeley, as hasty readers of my last-mentioned
treatise have assumed, I agree with F. A. Miiller's
remarks on this question (p. ro4 et seqq.). F.or a
more exhaustive discussion of the principle of energy
see my Principles of Heat.
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Abstractions, 482.
Acceleration, Galileo on, 131 et seq.;
Newton on, 238; also iuS, 230 1 236 1
243, 245,
Action and rea<:tion, r98-201 1 242.
Action, least, principle of, 364-380 1
454; sphere of, 385,
Adaptation, in nature, 452; of thoughts
to facts, 6, 515 et seq., 581 et seq.
Adhesion plates, 515,
Al!rometer, effect of suspended particles on, 208.
A!!rostatics. See Air.
Affined, 166.
Air, expansive force of, 127; quantitative data of, 124; weight of, 1·13;
pressure of, II4 et seq.; nature of,
517 et seq.
Air-pump, 122 et seq.
Aitken, 525.
Alcohol and water, mixture of, 384 et
seq.
Algebra, economy of, 486,
Algebraical mechanics, 466,
All, The, necessity of its consideration in research, 235, 461, 516.
Analytical mechanics, 465-480.
Analytic method, 466.
Anaxagoras, 509, 517.
Animal free in space, 290.
Animistic points of view in mechanics, 461 et seq.
Appelt, 566.
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centre of gravity, 8-u; critique of
his deduction, 13-14, 513 et seq.;

illustration of its value, 10; on hydrostatics, 86-88; various modes of
deduction of his hydrostatic principle, 10+; illustration of his principle, 106.
Archytas, 510,
Areas, law of the conservation of,
293-305,

Aristotle, 509, 5u, 517, 518.
Artifices, mental, 492 et seq.
Assyrian monuments, l.
Atmosphere. See Air.
Atoms, mental artifices, 492.
Attraction, 246.
Atwood's machine, x49,
Automata, 5u.
Avenarius, R., x, 571, 580.
Axiomatic certainties, 56x.
Babbage, on calculatipg machines,
488.
Babo, Von, 150.
Baliani, 524.
Ballistic pendulum, 328.
Balls, elastic, symbolising pressures
in liquid, 419.
Bandbox, rotation of, 301.
Barometer, height of mountains determined by, n5, u7.
Base, pressure of liquids on, go, 99.
Belanger, on impulse, 271.
Benedetti, 520 et seq., 561.
Berkeley, 587.
Bernoulli, Daniel, bis geometrical
demonstration of the parallelogram of forces, 40-42; criticism of
Bernoulli's demonstration, 42-46;
on the law of areas, 293 ; ori the
principle of vis viva, 343, 348; on
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347.
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Chul'ch, cnnn!ct or 11chmct1 and, H6•
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liquid equll!ll1·ium, 396 et 11eq,; on
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ClUMtlll, J.. 555.
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INDEX
Clausius, 497, 499, 501, 585.
Clifford, 580.
Coefficients, indeterminate, Lagrange's, 471 et seq.
Collision of bodies. See Impact.
Colors, analysis of, 48x,
Column, a heavy, at rest, 258.
Commandinus, 87.
Communication, the economy of, 78.
Comparative physics, necessity of,
498.
Component of force, 34.
Composition, of forces, see Forces;
Gauss's principle and the, 364; notion of, 526.
Compression of liquids and gases,
407.
Conradus, Balthasar, 308.
Conservation, of energy, 499 et seq.
585 et seq.; of quantity of motion,
Descartes and Leibnitz on, 272 1 274,
purpose of the ideas of, 504.
Conservation of momentum, of the
centre of gravity, and of areas,
laws of, 287-305; these laws, the
expression of the laws of action
and reaction and inertia, 303.
Conservation of momentum and i.•1s
vi'va interpreted, 326 et seq.
Constancy of quantity of matter, motion, and energy, theological basis
of, 456.
Constraint, 335 1 352; least, principle
of, 350-364, 550, 576.
Continuity. the principle of, 140, 490
et seq, 565.
Continuum, physico-mechanical, xo9.
Collrdinates, forces a function of,
397. See Force-ftmcti'on.
Copernicus, 232, 457, 531, 580.
Coriolis, on vt's vi'va and work, 272.
Counter-phenomena, 503,
Counter-work, 363, 366.
Counting, economy of, 486.
Courtivron, his law of equilibrium,
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Cycloids, 143, I86, 379, 427.
Cylinder, double, on a horizontal
surface, 60; rolling on an inclined
plane, 345·
Cylinders, axal, symbolising the relations of the centres of gravity and
oscillation, 183.

D'Alembert, his settlement of the
dispute concerning the measure of
force, 149, 276; his principle, 331343.
D' Arey, on the law of areas, 293.
Darwin, his theories, 452, 459.
Declination from free motion, 352356.
Deductive development of science,
421.
Democritus, 518.
Demonstration, the mania for, 18, Bz;
artificial, 82.
Departure from free motion, 355.
Derived units, 278.
Descartes, on the measure of force,
148, 250, 270, 272-z76; on quantity of
motion, GOnservation of momentum, etc., 272 et seq.; character of
his physical inquiries, 273, 528, 553,
574; his mechanical ideas, 250.
Descent, on inclined planes, 134 et
seq.; law of, 137; in chords of circles, 138; vertical, motion of,
treated by Hamilton's principle,
383; quickest, curve of, 42fi; of
centre of gravity, 52, 174 et seq.,
408.
Description, a fundam·ental feature
of science, 5, 555.
Design, evidences of, in nature, 452.
Determinants, economy of, 487.
Determination, particular, 544·
Determinative factors of physical
processes, 76.
Diels, 520.
Differences, of quantities, their rOle
in nature, 236; of velocities, 325.
73·
Differential calculus, 424.
Ctesibius, his air-gun, no, 5u.
Differential laws, 255, 461.
Currents, oceanic, 3o!il.
Dimensions, theory of, 279.
Curtius Rufiis, 210.
Dioptrics, Gauss's economy of, 48g.
Curve-elements, variation of, 432.
Disillusionment, dne to insight, ;7.
Curves, maxima and minima of, 429.
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Dream-yard, 569.
Duhem, 575·
Diihring, x, 352, 584.
Dynamics, the development of the
principles of, r28-255 i retrosper.t
of the developinont of, 245-255 i
founded by Galileo, 128; proposed
new foundations for, 243 ; chief results of the development of, 245,
246; analytical, founded by Ln·
grange on the principle of vil'tual
velocities, 467.
Earth, figure of, 395 et seq.
Economical character or analytical
mechanics, 480.
Economy in nature, 459.
Economy of description, 3.
Economy of science, 481-494.
Economy of thought, the basis nnd
essence of science, ix, 6, 481; c>f
language, 48x; of nil ideas, 482 i ot'
the ideas cause and effect, .18.1; of
the Jaws of natm·e, 485 i of tht1 law
of refraction, 485; of malheurntlcR,
486i of determinants, 487 i
r.111·
culating machines, 488; of Gnmrn'H
dioptrics, moment of inertia, foi·r.t:·
function, 489; history of Mach'H
conception of, 579·
Effiux, velocity of liquid, 40:1 ot soq.
Egyptian monuments, x,
Eighteenth century, charncter or, 458.
Elastic bodles, 3r5, 317, 320,
Elastic rod, vibrations of, 490.
Elasticity, revision of the thoory of,
496.
Electromotor, Page's, 2152; motion of
a free, 296 1 et seq.
Elementary laws, see Di'lft1r111tt'ril
lai11s,
Ellipsoid, tdaxal, 73; of inertia., 186;
central, 186.
Empedocles, 509, 517,
Encyclopredlsts, French, 463.
Energetics, the science of, 585,
Energy, Galileo's use of the word,
271; conservntion of, 499 et seq.;
potential and klnotlc, :172, 499 i
principle of, 585 et seq. See Vt's

or

viva,

Enlightenment, the age of, 458.
Epstein, 5.p.
Equations, of motion, 342; of mechanics, fondnmental, 270,
Equilibrium, the decisive conditions
of, 53; dependence of, on e. maximum or minimum of work, 69 i stahlt!, unstnhlo, mixed, and neutral
eqnilibrinm, 70-71; treated by
Gauss's principle, 355; figures of,
393; liquid, Ctlnditions of, 386 et
!WtJ.

E11uipotentinl snrfnces. See ln1el
S1t1:/iices.
Ergal, 499,
Error, our liability to, in the roconstrnctlon of fnct11 1 79,
EthC'!r, orie11tntion by means of the,
57:1Eulnr, on tha l<1t' d1t t'(/i<lt, tiS; on
llll>nwnl of inortln, 179, tH:a, 186 i on
tho lnw of nl't!l\11, 293; his form of
Alm11!1t1rt'11 prlndplci, 337; on r1t's
r•1h1 1 :1.1H; uu thtl }ll'lllclplc of least
nc·tlnn, 3CiH, !J.f:J, 571!; on the liwporlmt!ll'lc'ul 11rohlM1111 nnd the c:nlculus
of vnrintions, ·1.13 tit aoq : bis thooln~knl lll'!H'livltl<'a, •1·191 •15Si his
r.ontributlona to nnnlytlcnl mechun!r.a, 466 i on nb11olute motion,
343, 568.
Exchnngo of velocities In impact, 315.
Expcil'icmcci, I et Ht1q., 481, 490,
Expedmc11tl11g In thot1ght, 5::13 1 58::1,
Exptirimtmta, sog, s14,
E:q1lnnntlon, <i.
lixtrnvng1111ce in nnturo, 459,

n·

Fncta nnd hypolhoatia,

4CJ·~· 496, 498,
bodice, enrly vlewa of, 128;
invmitlgntlon of tho lnws of, 130 et
lil'IJ., !l:m ot 1wq, i lnws of, nccldent
c>f tlwir form, :147 ot seq.; see Des<'.:11/,
Fnlllng, sensation of, 2o<5,
Fnllln~

Fnrndl\y, 12.1, 50:1. :130, 5341 587.

Foollnl(a, tho nttompt to explain them
by motion, 5o(i.
Format, on the method· of tangents,
423
Ft1t!11hl11m 1 In modern idoas, 463,

INDEX.
Fiction of a boat in motion, Huygens's, 315, 325.
Figure of the earth, 395 et seq.
Films, liquid, 386, 392 et seq.
Fixed stars, 543 et seq., 568.
Flow, lines of, 400; of liquids, 416 et
seq.
Fluids, the principles of statics applied to, 86-no. See Liquids,
Fluid hypotheses, 496.
Foppl, 535.
Force, moment of, 37; the experiential nature of, 42-44 ; conception of;
in statics, 84 ; general attributes
of, 85 ; the Galilean notion of, 142,
dispute concerning the measure of
148, 250, 270, 274-276; centrifugal
and centripetal, 758 et seq.; Newton on, 192, 197, 238, 239; moving,
203, 243; resident, impressed, centripetal, accelerative, moving, 238
239; the Newtonian measure of;
203, 239, 276; lines of, 400.
Force-function, 398 et seq., 479, 489;
Hamilton on, 350.
Force-relations, character of, 237.
Forces, the parallelogram of, 32, 3348, 243; principle of the composition and resolution of, 33-48, 197 et
seq.; triangle of, I08; mutual independence of, 154; living, see Vis
viva; Newton on the parallelogram
of, 192 1 197; impressed, equilibrated, effective, gained and lost,
336; molecular, 384 et seq.; functions of coordinates, 397, 402; central, 397; at a distance, 534 et seq.
Formal development of science, 421.
Formul::e, mechanical, 26g-z86.
Foucault and Toepler, optical method
of, 125·
Foucault's pendulum, 302.
Fourier, 270 1 526.
Free rigid body, rotation of, 295.
Free systems, mutual action of, 287.
Friction, of minute bodies in liquids,
208; motion of liquids under, 416
et seq.
Friedlander, P. and}., 547.
Functions, mathematical, their office
in science, 492.
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Fundamental equations of mechanics, 270.
Funicular machine, 32.
Funnel, plunged in water, 412; rotating liquid in, 303.
"Galileo," name for unit of acceleration, 285,
Galileo,his dynamical achievements,
128-155; his deduction of the law
of the lever, 12 514; his explanation of the inclined plane by the
lever, 23; his recognition of the
principle of virtual velocities, 51;
his researches in hydrostatics, 90;
his theory of the vacuum, n2 et
seq.; his discovery of the laws of
falling bodies, 130 et seq , 522; his
clock, 133; character of his inquiries, 140; bis foundation of the
law of inertia, 143, 524 et seq., 563
et seq.; on the notion of acceleration, 145; tabular presentment of
his discoveries, 147; on the pendulum and the motion of projectiles,
152 et seq., 525 et seq.; founds dynamics, 128; his pendulum, 162;
his reasoning on the laws of falling
bodies, 130, 13I, 247 ; his favorite
concepts, 250; on impact, 3o8-312;
his struggle with the Church, 446;
on the strength of materials, 451;
does not mingle science with theology, 457 ; on inertia, 509; his
predecessors, 520 et seq.; on gravi·tation, 533; on the tides, 537 et
seq., 580, 587.
Gaseous bodies, the principles of
statics applied to, no-127.
Gases, :flow of, 405; compression of,
4'07.
Gauss, his view of the principle of
virtual velocities, 76; on absolute
units, 2J8; his principle of least
constraint, 350-364, 550 et seq., 576;
on the statics of liquids, 390; his
dioptrics, 489.
Gerber, Paul, 535.
Gilbert, 462, 532, 533·
Goldbeck, E., 532.
Gomperz, 5r8.
1
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Grassi, 94.
Grassmann, 480, 577 et seq., 5Hr.
Gravitation, universal, lgo, 5JI et
seq., 533·
Gravitational system of measures,
284-286.

Gravity, centre of. See Ce11tre 1j'
gravity.
Greeks, science of, 509 et smJ.
Green's Theorem, xog.
Guericke, his theological spccula·
tions, 448; his experiments in al1 ru·
statics, n7 et seq.; his notion 11l'
air, n8; his air-pump, 120: his nirgun, 123.
Gyration, centre of, 334.
Halley, 448.
Hamilton, on force·fnnctlcm, 150: hh1
hodograph, 52.7; his iil'inciplt•, ,\Ho··
384' 480, 576.
Heat, revision of the theory of, 496.
Helm, 585 et seq.
Helmholtz, ix; on the conl:iCll'\'Ution
of energy, 499, 5111. 585.
Hemispheres, the l\fogdoburg, 122.
Henke, R., 552.
Hcl·mann, employs a form of IVA!cn11bert' s principle, 337; on motion in
a resisting medium, 435.
Hero, his fountain, 4u; on the !lltl·
tion of light, 422; on maxima nnd
minima, 451, 5n, 518 et seq.
Herrmann, A .. 5Ho.
Hertz's system of Mechanics, 548 et
seq., 583.
Haymans, 558 et seq., 5Ci9 et soq.
Hlero, 86.
Hipp, chronoscope of, 151,
Hodograph, H1mlilton's, 527.
Hl.lfler, 558 et seq., 568.
H!:llder, 0., 514.
Hollow spnco, liquids cucloalnl(, 3lJ'2.,
Homogeneous, '2.79·
Hooke, 532.
Hopital, L', on the centre of oscillntion, 33x; on the brnchistoch1'011r:i 1
426.
lfcirror tJac-ui, II2.
Hurne, on causality, 484.
Husser!, 581 et seq.

clynnmicnl achievements
of, 155-187 i his deduction of the
lnw of the lc\'er, 15-16; criticism
of his deduction, x7-18; his rnnk as
nn inquirer, 155 i character of his
researchei:!, 156 et seq.; on centri·
fugal nnd ccmtripetnl force, 158 et
seq ; his experiment with light
1.mlls in rotating fluids and his explanntion of gravity, 162, 528 et
se11.; on tho pendulum and oscillatory motion, 16'2. et seq.; on the
ctmtro of oscillntion, 173 et seq.;
his principle of tho descent and
rii:io. of the cm1tre of gravity, 174 ;
his ncbloven1cmts in t)hysics, 1 86,
187, ~30i hl1:1 fnvorito concepts, '2.5t;
on impact, 313-327, 570; on the
principle of t•is v•h•ti, 343 1 348; on
tho fiKllrn of the N11·th, 39.5; his optll\nl retHmrche11, o12~; cloos not mJ 11 •
gltl 11cim1r.n nn1l thcwlogy, 457, 575,
Ilyc1r1111lir. 1'n111, Mont1otolfier'e 1 4u.
Hycln1tly1111111ic pl'c11-1aurc, 413,
IlycirodynnnlicH, .10-i .120.
flyclrO!ltllt!c prtHll\tll'tl, 413,
lly<!ro11tntlc.R, 38.1·.\0l,
IIny~ens,

Ilypothm1t:111 nntl fuct~. •194·

I11111geR, co1111tr11ctlvt1, 5~!1 et seq.
Iu!'linml pl1111e1, the prlt1r.iple of the,
24-33, 515 <it soq.; Gnllloo's rleduc·
tion of itH lnws, 151; descent on,
SS·~; 111ovnhlc 011 rollol'a, 357 et seq.
Indotermln11to co<1!Ilciont11, La·
grange' 11, 471 ot IHHJ.
h1<1ln11tl<: bn<lic1H, :ll71 :118.
Inurtin, hiiHm·y nnci criticism of the
lnw of, x.11, t.IJ, ::1.12, :13H, 520 1 s:.i-i et
BtltJ., 5.1:i tlt Htiq .. 560 ot 1wq, 563 et
SCHJ. 1 5(17 Clt St'l].j l\Wlllt\llt of, 179,
182, 18(1, .1H9; li11dic!t1 with variable
mo111011t11 of, 302; Newton on, 238,
2.13.
I11t11'tl11l HYHltHll, !115·
fo1]lilC'.t 1 lhtl 11\Wll of, 305-330 j force
of, co1111111recl with pre11sure, sx::i;
in the N1·wto11i1111 vlow, 317 et seq.;
Qhliquo, 3;1,7; Mnuportuia'11 treat·

mont or, 365.
lmpt1lu11, 275.

INDEX.
Impulse, 271.
Inquirers, the great, character and
value of their performances, 7;
their different tasks, 76; their attitude towards religion, 457; their
philosophy, 5x6.
Inquiry, typical modes of, 317.
lnstinct, mechanical, importance of,
304.
Instinctive knowledge, its cogency,
origin, and character, 1, 26-28, 83.
Instincts, our animal, 463.
Instruction, various methods of, 5.
Integral laws, 255, 46r.
Intelligence, conception of, in nature, 461,
Interdependence of the facts of nature, 502 et passbn.
Internal forces, action of, on free
systems, 289, 295.
International language, 48r,
Isolation, 527.
Isoperimetrical problems, 421-446;
Euler's classification of, 433.
Isothermal surfaces, 400.
Jacobi, 76, 38r, 459; on principle of
least action, 37r.
Jellett, on the calculus of variations,
437et seq.
Johannessen, 547·
J ally, x, 532.
Joule, 501, 584.
Judgments, economical character of
all, 483.
Kant, on causality, 484.
Kater, 186.
Kepler, his laws of planetary motion,
187; possibility of his discovery of
the laws of falling bodies, 248; on
maxima and minima, 423 ; on astrology, 463; on gravity, 532; on
tides, 538.
Kilogramme, 28r.
Kilogramme-metre, 272.
Kinetic energy, 272, 499.
Kirchhoff, ix, 381, 555 et seq., 580.
Knowledge, instinctive, r, 26-28, 83;
the communication of, the foundation of science, 4; the nature of, Si
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the necessary and sufficient conditions of, ro.
Konig, .on the cells of the honeycomb, 453.
Laborde, apparatus of, 150.
Lagrange, his deduction of the law of
the lever, r3 ; his deduction of the
principle of virtual velocities, 6567; criticism of this last deduction,
67-68; his form of D' Alembert' s
principle, 337; on vis viva, 349; o:i
the principle of least action, 371;
on the calculus of variations, 436 et
seq.; emancipates physics from theology, 457; his analytical mechanics, x, 466, 553; his indeterminate
coefficients, 471 et seq.
Lami, on the composition of forces.
36.
Lange, 542 et seq.
Language, economical character of,
48r; possibility of a universal, 482;
the Chinese, 482.
Laplace, 463 534·
Lasswitz, 530.
Lateral pressure, 103.
Laws of nature, 502.
Laws, rules for the mental reconstruction of facts, 83-84, 485.
Least action, principle of, 364-38o;
its theological kernel, 454; analogies of, 577.
Least constraint, principle of, 350364.

Leibnitz, on the measure of force,
148, 2501 270, 274-276, 575; on quantity of motion, 274; on the motion
of light, 425, 454; on the brachistochrone, 426; as a theologian, 449.
Level. surfaces, 98 1 398 et seq.
Lever, the principle of the, 8-25, 512
et seq.; "potential," 20; application of its principles to the explanation of the other machines, 22;
its laws deduced by Newton's principles, 263-267; conditions of its
rigidity, 96; Maupertuis's treatment of, 366.
Libraries, stored up experience, 481.
Light, motion of, 422, 424, 426; Mau·
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pertuis on motion of, 367; motitlll
of, in refracting meclia, 374-37(1, ~7;379; its minimnl action oxpl11i11<·<l,
459.
Limiting cases, 565,
Lindeltlff, 437,
Lippich, apparatus of, r50,
Liquid effiux, velocity of, 402.
Liquid-head, 403, 416.
Liquid, rotating in a funnel, 303.
Liquids, the statics of, 86-IIo; tlw
dynamics of, 402-420; funclnnwntal
properties of, 91; compressibility
of, 92; equilibrium of, subjocte<l to
gravity, 96; immerned in li<1ni<l11,
pressui-e of, 105; la tern! prossm·e (ll',
I03; weightless, 384 ot soq,; compression of, 407; 1;oniforo1rn, vihrntions of, 407; mobile, .107; motion
of viscous, .p6.
Living forces. See T"is tit't•ri.

Living powe1·, 272.
Lobntchevski, 493,
Locomotive, oscillntious of tlrn bntly
of, 292.
Luther, 463.

MacGregor, J. G., 547.
Mach, history of his vlow11, 555 nt
seq.; his definition of nu11111 1 55H et
seq.; his theory of the dovelopuamt
of physical knowledge, 5Bx et 11vq.;
his treatment of the law of inertin,
560 et seq.
Machines, the simple, 8 cit seq.
Maclaurin on the ccllll of tho hmwy·
comb, 453; his co11trilmliont1 ll1 Ill\!\•
lytical mechanics, 466.
Magnus, Vnlarianus, n7.

Manometer, stntical, 123.
Mnraldi, on the honoycomb, 453,
Marci, Marcus, 305-308.
Mariette, his law, 125; hl11 1q111nrntl111
nnd experi111011ts, 1:16 ot s<1q.; 011 i lllpact, 3r3,
Mass-arena, 295.
Mass, criticism of the ccmcepl ur, :nCi
-:z:z:i; Newton on, and u11 qunutlty
of matter, r92, 194, 2r7, 238, 25x, SJCi
et seq.; John Bernoulli 011, 25r; 1111
a physical propet·ty, I!H; <l!lltln·

gulah(lll from weil(ht, 195; menimrulile by wuil(ht, 195, :1:10; 11citmtitic
dt1tinition of, 218 t~t llt~11., 24.1, 540 et
seq., 5~8 t't stHJ., !17.li Involves principle of l'tHlCtillll, :Z:lCl,
Mnss, motion of a, !n principle of
Joust action, 372.
l\Illthmnatics, ftm<·tlm1 cif, ?7.
l\Inttor, quantity of, 216, 231!, 536 et
iwq., 559 et 1wq.
Mnuptirtuia, his lc•i dr W/>l•s, 68 <'t
lltl<J.; on tlrn pl'i11dpk1 of lenllt nc·
tion, 364, 368; his theol0Rk11l prn·
divitimi, 45·1·
l\foxi11111 nud minlmn, 368 ot lltlq.;
prnblt11l18 of, of2l t'l llNj.
Mnidmnl nnd ml11ln111.I t1fft1cts, ex·
pln1111tlon of, .J(K1.
Mn:dn111 1 Hdwhull!t\ 1.u.
Mninvc•ll, 27r, 5_vi, !l.H• !\ol<',
M1tyM, J. H., :1.111, !In\, !1Ho1 1 586,
l\l<'Cc11·111111•k, 1'hn11wt1 J., 5!!0,
M1rn1111rc•H, 8ot1 l'Htl~',
l\frrhAnicnl, axr1r•dt•t1N.111, I; know!·
tH}~fl of llllli<tttlty, I .I j phOUOlllCll\1 1

p11rdy, .1r15 tit llCl<I· i thtiory or naln l't•, lt11 111111mnhlllty, 495 et aeq.;
phM111mt11111 not tuutlnmcntl\l, 496;
ronct•ptlun or tho world, l\rtlficlallty nr, •t<iti.
MeH'h11n!c11, tho 11clcnct1 ol, x; url!eat
reotic1111Tl1t111 In, H; axtcmdod llilpllcat!cin ur thtl prluclplcrn c1f, and deductlvo 1lc1\'tllt1p11ltmt or thu aclcnce,
25Ci·420; thn formulni nncl units of,
:169 :i86; r.l111rnctc1r or tha pr!nc!ploa
or, :z.17 ; form tif H11 prlnc!ploa
mninly or hlt1t111·ic~lll 1111d llOcidtmtal
t1d~in, :i47 c1t ~wq ; thm1loJ.(!cnl, l\nl·
u1h1tk, nn1l 111yHtic11l pulnt11 ut view
ln, +1Ci· 4f15; fn11<lnt11c:mt1tl ciqnnllc1m1
11r, :17n :i7h; now trn1111tormntlo1t of,
4Hu; rcilntiuna of, to otheit' dCJpnt•t·
1tHmh1 nf lrnowlcicl~t1 1 •l\J5 507; reln·
tlm1n Ill', tu phyHica1, •195"'5t14; l'ela·
llo1rn CJf, to phy11loluRY1 504-so7; an
l\llpt1ct, not tht1 founchltlon of tho
Wtll'ld, .jC)fi, 507i l\lllllyt[cttJ, 4Cl5-.f80;
N uwtt1n' 1:1 gcmnetrlcnl, ~Cl5; Horta'a,
~.fB tit 11aq,
Mt'illnm, 111otion·clotormln1ttlve1 hy·

INDEX.
pothesis of, in space, 230, 547; resisting, motion in, 435.
Memory, 481 1 488,
Mensbrugghe, Van der, on liquicl
films, 386.
Mental artifices, 492 et seq.
Mercurial air-pump, 125.
Mersenne, 114, 174·
Metarhysical point of view, 586.
Method of tangents, 423.
Metre, 280.
Mimicking, of facts in thought. See
Reproduction,

Minima, See Maxlma.
Minimum of superficial area, 387.
Minimum principles, 550, 575 et seq.
Mixed equilibrium, 7D-'Jl.
Mobile liquids, 407.
Mllbius, 372, 480.
Models, mental, 492.
Molecular forces, 384 et seq.
Moment, statical, 14; of force, 37; of
inertia, 179, 182 1 186.
Moments, virtual, 57.
Momentum, 241, 244 1 271; law of the
conservation of, 288; conservation
of, interpreted, 326.
Monistic philosophy, the, 465.
Montgolfier's hydraulic ram, 4}1.
Moon, its acceleration towards the
earth, 190; length of its day increased to a month, 299.
Morin, apparatus of, 150.
Motion, Newton's laws of, 227, 241;
quantity of, 238 1 271 et seq.; equations of, 342, 371; circular, laws of,
158 et seq.; uniformly accelerated,
132; relative and absolute, 227 et
seq., 542 et seq., 568.
Motivation, law of, 484.
Mueller, J., 510,
Muller, F. A., 585 et seq.
Mystical points of view in mechanics, 456.
Mysticism in science, 481.
Mythology, mechanical, 464.
Napier, his theological inclinations,
447.
Nature, laws of, 502.
Necessity, 484, 485.

6or

Neumann, C., 255, 567 et seq., 572.
577.
Neutral equilibrium, 7o-'jx.
N ewton,bis dynamical achievements,
187-2or; his views of absolute time,
space, and motion, 222-238, 543, 568,
570 et seq.; synoptical critique of
his enunciations, 238-245, 557, 578;
scope of his principles, 256-269;
enunciates the principle of the parallelogram of forces, 36 ; his principle of similitude, 165 et seq ; his
discovery of universal gravitation,
its character, and its law, r88. et
seq., 533 et seq.; effect of this discovery on mechanics, 191 ; his mechanical discoveries, 192; his reguhe j>ltilosoj>kandi, 193, 58o; his idea
of force, 193 ; his concept of mass,
194 et seq., 536 et seq.; on the composition of forces, 197; on action
and reaction, 198; defects and merits of his doctrines, 201, 244; on the
tides, 209 et seq.; his definitions,
laws, and corollaries, 238-Z42; his
water-pendulum, 409; his theological speculations, 4,µ!; the economy
ahd wealth of his ideas, 26g; his
laws and definitions, proposed substitutes for, 243; his favorite concepts, 251 ; on the figure of the
earth, 395 ; does not mingle theology with science, 457 ; on the brachistochrone, 426; his theory of
light, 530; his forerunners, 531.
Numbers, .j.86.
Observation, 82.
Occasionalism, the doctrine of, 449.
Oersted, 93,
Oil, use of, in Plateau's experiments,
384 et seq.
Oscillation, centre of, 331-335.
Oscillatory motion, 16z et seq.
Ostwald, STJ. 585.
Pagan ideas in modem life, 462.
Page's electromotor, 292.
Pappus, 422; on maxima and minima, 451.
Parallelism of strata, 409.
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J'arallelogram of forces. Seo Forc11.r,
Particular determination, princlphi
of, 544•
Pascal, his application of the prin·
ciple of virtual velocities to tho
statics of liquids, 54, gx,,96; his eit·
periments in liquid pressure, 99:
his paradox, 101-102; his great pi·
ety, 447; criticlsm of his deduction
of the hydrostatic principle, 95-9C.;
his experiments in atmospheric
pressure, u4 et seq., 575.
Pearson, Karl, 547.
Peltier' s effect, 503.
Pendulum, motion of, 152, 163, 168;
law of motion of, 168; expel'iments
illustrative of motion of, 168 et seq.;
conical, x7r; determination of.{ 11}'1
172; simple and compound, r73, x77;
cycloidal, 186; a fallinl(, 2Q5; \11\l·
llstic, 3::?8; liquid, 1109,
Percusslou, centre of, 3'.17, See Im·

/met.

Percussion-machine, 313.
Perier, u5.
Perpetual motion, '.15, 89, 500.
Petzoldt, 5•1·"'• 551.1, 558 et seq., 56:1, 57X
et seq., 575 et seq., 580.
Philo, 518.
Philosophy of the specialist, the, 506.
Phoronomic slmilarlty, xli6,
Physics and theology, separation of,
456.
Physics, artificial division of, 495;
necessity of a compa1·ative1 .1.98; rtl•
Jntlons of mechanics to, 495-304;
disproportionate formal develop·
ment of, 505.
Physiology, relations of mechanics
to, 504"507 i d!stingulslled frn111
physics, 507,
Pila Heronis, uB, 412.
Place, 222 1 226,
Planck, 585 et seq.
Planets, motion of, x87 et seq,
Plateau, on the statics or llqulds, 38.1
-394; Plateau's problem, 393,
Pliny, 510,
Poggendorf' s apparatus, :106 et sect.
Poinsot, x86, :151, 269 1 480.
Poisson, ,~:1, 46.

Polar and pRrnllel co!lrdlnates, 304,
Poncehit, 251, 27:1,
l~opper, J., 58,~ et seq.

Porta, •1.62.

Po!lkc, on the law of inertia, 52•h 558,
Potential, 110, 398 et seq.; pott:mtl1~l
function, 497: r>ot~mtial emn·l.{y, 499.
Ponnd, Imperi11l, Troy, Avoirdupois,
283.

Pre-e!itnbli!ihf1d hm·mony, 4.HJ.
Prt1ssuro, oriRin of the,1 notion of, 84;
liquid, !JO, 99, et soq.; of fnlling bntlfos, 205 ; hyr11·ody1111mic nnd hydro·
static, •I X3i of liquids in motion, 414•
Prc1ssm·ti.,hti1Hl, •lll3, •I 1Ci.
Pdnc!pliis, their gman·a1 chnrncter
and nccitlentlll form, (\J, 83, 4-:ar. Seu
[.Mt1$,

Projec:tlle11 1 motion of, 152 eit uq.,
5~5 et tilllq.; t1·cui.te.d by tho pdne!1ile
of lein11t action, 31'.\9,
Prnjoctlon, obll1111e, 153: l't1t1f<!l'l or, l5•f•
1
1 1'.rnf, the 1mt\wlll mothtidtt or, !:lo,
Ptoltnny, '.'23:1, 5r.i!).

Pnlleys, ::u, 4g-5x.

Pump, rr::.i.
Pylhn1i1orn11, •t'l:i, 50!)·

Qmmtlty, ()f matter, 1:.nrl, 113B, 536 et
seq., 5311 et fll<HJ,; Clf 11\()llon, :138 1 271
et l\\Ot].
Qulcl<tist desormt, cm·ve tif, 11:1ti.
Rtrdt'lv11dtw11s, '.'291f•
Rtltlonnlhm1, 115!:1,

Rtmcllon, dl11cm11aion i:mcl llluatrnlion

pl'lnclpl11 or, ::tot,::ttCl; c~riti"
lh~~ prhrnlplti nr, 1116-:a:.1:.1;
Nt1wtnn nn, t9U, :icn, 11>1111.
Renc.tlmH11ho11 1 3or.
Re11ct!tm"whc:it1h1 1 1199 e1t 111111.
H61111mnr, 11~3·
Rec111011, 1111mdc:rnt, prlndplc ol', g, 4811 1
of

tltei

ch11n or

5011.

Recon11trnctlon of f11ctll, memlz11. SH
Rt1prt1dttctt'cl#,

Reflgudug or f1u:t11 in tlwught. Silo
R11jwodut•Ur;1n.
Rtifrnct!em 1 aoo1101nlmd chm·notei· of
lnw or, 111:l5.

INDEX.
Regttla1 jhilosoj/tandi, Newton's, 193,
580.
Regularity, 395,
Religious opinions, Our, 464.
Rejos, loi de, 68.
Representation. See Reproduction,
Reproduction of facts in thought, 5,
84, 421, 481-494.
Research, means and aims of, distinguished, 507.
Resistance head, 4r7.
Rest, Maupertuis's law of, 68, 259.
Resultant of force, 34,
Richer, r61, 25I.
Riemann, 493.
Roberval, his balance, 60; his method
of maxima and minima, 423 ; on
momenta, 305; on the composition
of forces, 197.
· Robins, 330.
Rose, V., 518.
Rosenberger, 53z, 536.
Routh, 352.
Routine methods, 181, 268, 287, 341.
Rules, 83, 485: the testing of, Sr.

Sail filled with wind, curve of, 431.
Santbach, 525.
Sauveur, 526.
Scheffler, 353, 364.
Schiaparelli, 5og.
Schmidt, W., 519.
Schopenhauer, on causality, 484.
Science, the nature and development
of, I-'J; the origin of, 4, 8, 78 ; deductive and formal development of,
4111 ; physical, its pretensions anil
attitude, 464 et seq.; the economy
of, 481-494; a minimal problem,
490; the object of, 496, 497, 502, 507;
means and aims of, should be distinguished, 504, 505; condition of
the true development of, 504; division of labor in, 505; tools and instruments of, 505,
Science and theology, conflict of, 446;
their points of identity, 460.
Scientists, struggle of, with their own
preconceived ideas, 447.
Seebeck's phenomenon, 503,
Segner, I86; Segner's wheel, 309.
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Sensations, analysis of, 464; the elements of nature, 482; their relative
realness, 506.
Short.est line, 369, 371.
Similarity, phoronomic, 166.
Similitude, the principle of, 166, i77.
Siphon, II4 et seq.
Smith, Adam, 580.
Space, Newton on, 226; absolute and
relative, 226, 232, 543, 568, 570 et
seq.; a set of sensations, 506; multidimensioned,an artifice of thought,
493; a sort of medium, 547.
Spannkraft, 499.
Specific gravity, 87-88.
Sphere, rolling on inclined plane,
346.
Spiritism, or spiritualism, 49.
Stable equilibrium, 70-71.
Stage of thought, the, 505.
Statical manometer, x23.
Statical moment, 14 ; possible origin
of the idea, 21.
Statics, deduction of its principles
from hydrostatics, 107 et seq.; the
development of the principles of,
8-r27; retrospect of the development of, 77-85; the principles of,
applied to fluids, 86-uo; the principles of, applied to gaseous bodies, no-127; Varignon's dynamical,
38, 268; analytical, founded by La·
grange on the principle of virtual
velocities, 467.
Stevinus, his deduction of the law of
the inclined plane, 124-31, 515 et
seq.; his explanation of the other
machines by the inclined plane, 3133 ; the parallelogram of forces derived from his principle, 32-35; his
discovery of the germ of the principle of virtual velocities, 49-51;
his researches in hydrostatics, 8890; his broad view of nature, 500.
Strata, parallelism of, 409.
Strata, 518.
Streintz, 542 et seq.
String, equilibrium of a, 372 et seq.
See Catenary.
Strings, equilibrium of three-knotted,
61 ; equilibrium of ramifying, 33.
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Substance, 536.
Snction, u2.
Sufficient reason, the principle of, 9,
484, 502.

Superposition, 527.
Surface of liquids, connection of,
with equilibrium, 386-390.
Surfaces, isothermal, 400; level, 98,
398 et seq.
Symmetry of liquid films explained,
394·

Synoptical critique of the Newtonian
enunciations, 23k45.
Synthetic method, 466.
Tangents, method of, 423.
Taylor, Brook, on the centre of oscillation, 335.
Teleology, or evidences of design in
nature, 452.
Theological points of view in mechanics, 446 et seq.; inclinations of
great physicists, 450.
Theology and science, conflict of, 446;
their points of identity, 46o.
Theorems, 421.
Theories, 491 et seq.
Thermometers, their construction,
282.

Things, their nature, 482; things of
thought, 492 et seq.
Thomson and Tait, their opinion of
Newton's laws, 245, 557, 585.
Thought, instruments of, 505; things
of, 492 et seq.; experimenting in,
523; economy of. See Economy.
Tides, Newton on. 209 et seq.; their
effect on the army of Alexander the
Great, 2og; explanatbn of, 213 et
seq.; their action illustrated by an
experiment, 1n5; Kepler on, 532, 538;
early theories of, 537 et seq.; Galileo on, 537 et seq.
Time, sensations of, 5o6, 541; Newton's view of, 222-238; absolute and
relative, 222, 542; nature of, 223226, 234.

Toeppler and Foucault, optical
method of, 125.
Torricelli, his modification of Galileo's deductiou of the law of the

inclined plane, 52 ; his measurement of the weight of the atmosphere, II3; founds dynamics, 402;
his vacuum experiment, n3; founds
hydrodynamics, 402 ; on the velocity of liquid efflux, 402.
Trades and classes, function of, in the
development of science, 4.
Trade winds, 302.
Tubes, motion of liquids in, 416 et
seq.
Tylor, 462, 463.
Tyndall, 584.
Ubaldi, Guido, his statical researches, 21.
Uniquely determined, 10, 502, 575 et
seq.
Unitary conception of nature, 5,
Units, 269-286.
Unstable equilibrium, 7o-'JI,
Vacuum, n2 et seq.
Vailati, 521, 526.
Variation, of curve-elements, 432 et
seq.
Variations, calculus of, 436 et seq.
Varignon, enunciates the principle of
the parallelogram of forces, 36; on
the simple machines, 37; his statics
a dynamical statics, 38; on velocity
of liquid effiux, 403.
Vns sujerfidarz'um of Stevinus, 89.
Vehicle on wheels, 291.
Velocity, 144; angular, 296; a physical level, 325,
Velocity-head, 417.
Venturi, 520.
Vibration. See Oscz'llatio11.
Vicaire: 547.
View, breadth ol, possessed by all
great inquirers, 500 et seq.
Vinci, Leonardo Da, on the law of
the lever, 20, 520.
Virtual displacements, definition of,
57. See also Virtual 'lJelodtt'es.
Virtual moments, 57.
Virtual velocities, origin and meaning of the term, 49; the principle
of, 49-77.
Viscosity of liquids, 416.

INDEX
Vis mortua, 272, 275.
Vis viva, 272 et seq., 315; conservation of, 317; interpreted, 326; in impact, 322 et seq.; principle of, 343350; connection of Huygens's principle with, 178; principle of, deduced from Lagrange's fundamental equations, 478, 499.
Vitruvius, on the nature of sound, 3;
his account of Archimedes' s discovery, 86; on ancient air-instruments, xro.
Viviani, u3.
Volkmann, P., 527, 557 et seq., 573·
Voltaire, 449 1 454.
Volume of liquids, connection of
with equilibrium, 387-390. .

Wallis, on impact, 313; on the centre
of percussion, 327.
Water, compressibility of, 93.
Weightless liquids, 384 et seq.
Weights and measures. See Units,
Weston, differential pulley of, 59.
Weyrauch, 585,
Wheatstone, chronoscope of, 151,
Wheel and axle, with non-circular
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wheel, 72; motion of, 22 et seq., 60,
337, 344, 354, 381.

Wien, W., 536.
Will, conception of, in nature, 461.
Wire frames, Plateau's, 393.
Wohlwill, on the law of inertia, 308,
520, 524 et seq.
Woodhouse, on isoperimetrical problems, 430.
Wood, on the c~lls of the honeycomb,
453.
Work, 54, 67 et seq., 248 et seq., 363;
definition of, 272; determinative of
vt"s vt"va, 178; accidentally not the
original concept of mechanics, 548;
] . R. Mayer's views of, 249; Huygens's appreciation of, 252, 272; in
impact, 322 et seq.; of molecular
forces in liquids, 385 et seq.; positive and negative, 386; of liquid
forces of pressure, 415 ; of compression, 407.
Wren, on impact, 313.
Wright, Chauncey, 453.
Yard, Imperial, 28x; American, 283
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PRESS COMMENTS ON THJ: FIR.ST ENGLISH EDITION.
"The appearance of a translation into English of this remarkable book
should serve to revivify in this country [England] the somewhat stagnating
treatment of its subject, and should call up the thoughts which puzzle us
when we think of them, and that is not sufficiently often ...• Professor Mach
is a striking instance of the combination of great mathematical knowledge
with experimental skill, as exemplified not only by the elegant illustrations
of mechanical principles which abound in this treatise, but also from 11is
brilliant experiments on the photography of bullets .... A careful study of
Professor Mach's work, and a treatment with more experimental illustration,
on the lines laid dow~ in the interesting diagrams of his Sdence of ftfeduwics,
will do much to revivify theoretical mechanical science, as developed from
the elements by rigorous logical treatment."-Prof. A. G. Greenhill, in Na
ture, London.
''Those who are curious to learn how the principles of mechanics have
been evolved, from what source they tako their origin, and how far they can
be deemed of positive and permanent value, will find Dr. Mach's able treatise entrancingly interesting .... The book ls a remarkable one in mnny re·
spects, while the mixture of history with the latest scientific principles and
absolute mathematical deductions makes it exceedingly attraotive."-1lf1
ckanz'cal ¥Vorld, Manchester and London, England.

"Mach's llfcc!t.anic:r is unique. It is not a text-book, but forms a useful
supplement to the ordinary text-book. The latter is usually a skeleton outline, full of mathematical symbols and other abstractions. Macb's book has
'muscle and clothing,' and being written from the historical standpoint, Introduces the leading coutdbulors in succession, tells what they did and how
they did it, and often what manner of men they were. Thus it is that the
pages glow, as it were, with a certain humanism, ciuite delightful in a sclen·
tific book .. , . The book is handsomely printed, anc.l deserves a warm recep·
tion from all interested in the progress of sciencA. 11 -Tlie Pliysical R11vz'11W,
New York and London.
"Mr. T.

J.

McCormack, by his effective translation, where translation

was no light task, of this masterly treatise upon the earliest and most funda
mental of the sciences, has rendered no slight service to the English·BQeak
ing student. The German and English languages are generally accounted
second to none in their value as instruments for the expression of scl::intlfic
thought; but the conversion bodily of an abstruse work from one into the
other, so as to preserve all tbe meaning and spirit of the original and to set it
easily and naturally into its new form, is a task of the greatest difficulty, and
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when performed so well as in the present instance, merits great commendation, Dr. Mach has created for his own works the severest possible standard
of judgment. To expect no more from the books of such a master than from
the elementary prod ltctions of an ordinary teacher in the science would be
undue moderation. Our author bas lifted what, to many of us, was at one
time a course of seemingly unprofitable mental gymnastics, en.compassed
only at vast expenditure of intellectual effort, into a study possessing a deep
philosophical value and instinct with life and interest. 'No profit grows
where is no pleasure ta'en,' and the emancipated collegian wlll turn with
pleasure from the narrow methods of the text-book to where the science is
made to illustrate, 'by a treatment at once broad and deep, the fundamental
connexion between all the physical sciences, taken together."-Tha lltfz'tdng
Journal, London 1 England.
''As a history of mechanics. the work is admirable. 11 -Tka.Natz'on, New
Yol'k,

"An excellent book, admirably lllustrated. 11 -Tk11 Lit1ra1'1 World, London, England.
"Sets forth the elements of its subject with a lucidity, clearness, and
force unknown in the mathematical text-books .•. is adrnlrably fitted to
serve students as an introduction on historical lines to the principles of me·
chanioal science, 11 -Cat1aa't'em Mbiinrand 111tu:ltam'cnl Revdew, Ottawa, Can.
11 A masterly book .•.. To any one who feels that he does not know as
much as he ought to about physics, we can commend It most heartily as a
scholarly and able treatise .... both interesting and profitab\e."-A. M.
Wellington, in Engineerz'nc-Nll'lUs, New York.

"The book as a whole ls unlqtle, and is a valtlable addition to any library
of science or philosophy .... Reproductions of quaint old portraits and
vignettes give piquancy to the pages. The numerous marg.innl titles form a
complete epitome of the work; and there is that invaluable adjunct, a good
index. Altogether the publishers are to be congratulated upon prnducing a
technical work that is thoroughly attractive in its make-up. 11 -Prof. D. W.
Hering, in Sct'1nr:e,
"There is one other point upon which this volume should be corr:1mended 1
and that is the perfection of the tranalation. It is a common fault that books
of the greatest inteL·est and value in the original are oftenest butchered or
made ridiculous by a clumsy trnuslntor. The present is a noteworthy exception.11-.Rail~uci)I .rlge,
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"The book is admirably printed and bound ...• The presswork is un.
excelled by any technical books that have come to our hands for some time
and the engravings and figures are all clearly and well executed.' '-Railroad
Gasette.

TE.STIMONIALS OF PROMINENT EDUCATORS.
I am delighted with Professor Mach's Science ef Jlfeclia11ics."-M, E
Cootey, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Ann Arbor, Mich.
11

11

You have done a great service to science in publishing Mach's Science

ef Meclicinics in English. I shall take every opportunity to recommend it to
young students as a source of much interesting information and inspiration.'
-M. I, Pupin, Professor of Mechanics, Columbia Collage, New York.

"Mach's Science ef Jlfediam'c.r is an admirable.,. , book. 11 -Pref. E. A
Fiurte.r, Director of the College of Civil Engineering of Cornell University

Ithaca, N. Y.
11
I congratulate you upon producing the work iu such good style and in
so good n translation, I bought a copy of it a year ago, very shortly after you
issued it. The book itself is deserving of the hii.:hest admiration; and you
are entitled to the thanks of all English-speaking physicists for the publication of this tr.auslation."-D. W. Hering, Professor of Physics, University of
the City of Now York, New York.

"I have read Mach' s Science ef Jlfeckanic.r with great pleasure. The book
is exceedingly interesting."- ~V. F. Mag·t'11, Professor of Physics, Princeton
University, Princeton, N. J.
"The Scz'ence ef Mechanfr.r by Mach, translated by T. J. McCormack, I
regard as a most valnable work, not only for acquainting the student with the
history of the development of Mechanics, but as serving to present to him
most fnvorably the fundamental idem; or Mechanics and their rational connexion with the highest mathematical developments. It is a most profitable
book to read along with the study of a text-book of Mechanics, and I shall take
pleasure in recommending its perusal by my students. 11 -S. TV. Robz'nson, Pro
lessor of Mechanical Engineering, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
"I am delil-(hted with Mach's 'Mechanics.' I will call the attention to
it of students and instructors who have the Mechanics or Physics to study or
teach. 11 -J, E. Davies, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
"There can be but one opinion ns to the value of Mach's work in this
translation. No instructor in physics should be without a copy of it. 11 -H111ry
Crt!W, Professor of Physics in the Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
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The Forms of Liquids. The Fibres of Corti. On the Cau'MS of H~uy
The Velocity of Light. Why Has Man Two Eyes? On Symmetry. On the
Fundamental Concepts of Electrostatics. On the Ptfaciple of thie ~mti~
of Energy. On the Economical Nature of Physical Inquiry. On Tr~~
tion and Adaptation in Scientific Thought. On the Principle of Com~
in Physics. On the Part Played by Accident in lM"ention aad DisellWeiry. OD
Sensations of Orientation. On Some Phimom.ena Attending the Fli~ of Pr•
jectiles. On Instruction in the Classics and the Mathem.atico-Physieal Sciences. Appendices: I. A Contribution to the History of Acoustics. U. 'i,e.
marks on the Theory of Spatial Vision.

PRESS Nonces•
.. A most fascina:ting V01lume, treating of pl!.eemeoa ia whkb an -· ...
teresced, in a delightful 11tyle a.aid with woededtt~ cl1eames. P:K ~
of touch and yet solid valt!ie of imfonn.ation the chapter• Why Hu Ma Two
Eyes?' has scarcely a rival in the whole realm of popular scie'l!ltik wrideg.'''
-The Boston Traveller.
"Truly remarkable in the insight they give into the relationship 0f ~
various fields cultivated under the name of Physics .... A vein of Jiinmor i.!I
met here and there reminding the reader of Heaviside, never oiendi.ncg o&e'lll
taste. These features, together with the lightness of touch with which Mr
McCormack has rendered them, make the voll'l.llll.e one that may 'M! hiriy
called rare. The spirit of the author is preseived in such attriu:tive, rntJy
delightful, English that one is assured nothing has been. lost by~·
-Prof. Henry Crew, in Tke Asirojk.7sical ]mwnaJ.
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"A very delightful and useful book. , .. Should find a place in every
library."-.Daio/ Pii:a;;nme, New Orleans.

'In his tran;lation Mr. McCormack has .well preserved the frank, simple.
and pleasing style of this famous lecturer on scientific topics. Professor Mach
deals with the live facts, the salient points of science, and not with its mysticism or dead traditions. He uses the simplest of illustrations and expresses
himself clearly, tersely, and with a delightful freshness that makes entertaining reading of what in other hands would be dull and prosy."-Engz'neeri·ng
News, N. Y.
11
The general reader is led by plain and easy steps along a delightful way
through what would be to him without such a help a complicated maze of
difficulties. Marvels are invented and science is revealed as the natural foe
to mysteries.''-T/ie C!tautauquan.

"The beautiful quality of the work is not marred by abstruse discus::iions
which would require a scientist to fathom, but is so simple and so clear that
it brings us into direct contact with the matter treated."-T!te Boston Post.

"A masterly exposition of important scientific truths. "-Scotsman, Edin
burgh.
"These lectures by Dr. Mach are delightfully simple and frank; there is
no dryness 01· darkness of technicalities, and science and common life do not
seem separated by a gulf, ... The style is admirable, and the whole volume
seems gloriously alive and human. "-Providence Journal, R. I.
"The non-scientific reader who desires to learn something of modern
scientific theories, and the reasons for their existence, cannot do better than
carefully study these lectures. The English is excellent throughout, and reflects great credit on the translator,"-ll1"amifactiwer and Bm'lder.
"Have all the interest of lively fiction."-New Vork Com. Adz1ertiser,
"The literary and philosophical suggestiveness of the book is very rich.'
-Hartford Seminary Record.
"All are presented so skilfully that one can imagine that Professor Mach's
11&arers departed from his lecture-room with the conviction that science was
a matter for abecedarians. Will please those who find the fairy tales of
science more absorbing than fiction. "-The Pilot, Boston.
11 Professor Mach . , . is a master in physics .... His book is a good one
and will serve a good purpose, both for instruction and suggestion. 1 '-Prof
A. E. Dolbear, in The Dial.

"The most beautiful ideas are unfolded in the expositioo."-CatkoUc
World, New York.
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By DR. ERNST MACH,
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208.
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Introductory: Antimetaphysioal.-Th,e Chief Points of View for the Investigation of the Senses.-The Space-Sensations 0£ the Eye,.,...Space-Sensa
tion, Continued.-The Relations of the Sight-Sensations to One Another and
to the Other Psychical Elements.-The Sensation of Time.-The Sensation
of Sound.-Infiuence of the Preceding Investigations on the Mode of Con
ceiving Physics.
"A wonderfully original little book. Like everything he writes a work of
genius. 11 -Fref. W. James of Harvard.

"I consider each work of Professor Mach a distinct acqtiisitlon to a
library of science, 11 -Fref. lJ, W. l!ering", New York University,
., There is no work known to the writer which, in its general scientltlo
bearings, Is more likely to repay dchl'.Y thorough study. We are all interested
in nature in one way or another, and our Interests cnn only be heightened
and clarified by Mach's wonderfully original and wholesome book. It is not
saying too much to maintain that every intelligent person should have a copy
of it,-and should study that copy. 11 -Pref. ]. E. Tnvor, Cornell,
11
Students may here make the acquaintance of some of the open ques·
lions of sensation and at the same time take a lesson in the charm of solen·
tific modesty that aan hardly be exoelled. 11 -Pref. E. C. Sein.ford, Clark Uni·
versity.

"It exhibits keen observation and acute thought, with many new and interesting, experiments by way of illustration. Moreover, the style is light
nn<l eve11 lively-a rare merit in a German prose wot·k, and still rarer in a
tnrnslution of one, 11 -Tlie Literary UT01•lci, London.
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